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INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 Choice of Industries for the Study 

The literature on loc&tion of Indian industries 

mainly deals with the analysis of well-organized industries 

which usually have relatively large individual units. Thus, 

there are studies or the cement, fertilizer and aluminium 

industries which have used rather modern methods or analysis 

such as, !or example, the transportation technique or 

linear programming. 1he other major organized industries 

such as sugar, jute, cotton, engineering, etc., have also 

been analysed by various authors, though IZI<linly with the 

help ot the ~eberian technique. There remain 8 large 

number or industries for which statistics are poor and for 

which even 8 ~eberian type of analysis has not been made. 

These have been relatively less investigated by research 

workers. 

Studies and statistics tend to be poor for (1) indus

tries which are not quoted on the Stock Exchanges, (2) 

industries which are not subjected to Central licensing 

regulations because they have fixed capital or less than 

Rs. 25 lakha, and ()) in respect. of those parts of the 

industries where the units tall below the lower line set; by 

statistical publications such ea Annual Suryey of Industries 

(A.S.I.). 

'l'he author happened to hail from l-langalore. He 

selected for study three industries, namely, tiles, co!fee 



curing and cashewnut decortication. which tall in t.he cuss 

or 1nduat.riea 1 which were earlier labelled as '~ose that 

have been relatively lese investigated'. The t.hree indus

t.riea are mainly located 1n J.~gnlore 1 and 1n a few Kerala 

towns (see J-~p 1). The technological and engineering 

characteristics ot the three industries are relatively 

simple even tor one without engineering training. All t.be 

three industries have a seasonal operat.1ng problems. In 

some places they are able to operate only a part or the 

year either due to non-availability or raw material or due 

to climatic conditions ~.ich ere unsuitable ~or some mont~~ 

and prevent. economic functioning. Final.ly1 owing to the 

characteristics or raw aaterials 1 processes and products. 

all the three ere lntluenced in t.be1r location by the rev 

material base. The three industries formed a convenient 

group historically end analytically. 

Relative Importance of t~e T~~ Industries in 

Ditferent Stetes :- The roofing tile industry on an 

organized basis 18 concentrated in coastal ~ysore and in 

the St.ate ot Kerala. The study of the industry bare confines 

to these regions. The coffee curing industry is located in 

the three southvrn States ot ~{Jsore, Kerala and J.ladras. In 

the case of cashew proceasing1 the industry baa a slightly 

wider 41speraal; it is located 1n the States of Kerala 1 

Mysore 1 Mahs.rashtra 1 Andbra Pradesh, V.adras end 1a tha 

Union Territory o! Goa. 
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The Tables 1.1, 1.2 and 1.) enable one to understand 

the relative importance of tl~ three industries 1n the 

States lthe:re the:r an located. 

It can be aeon from Table 1.1 that the selected 

industries account tor JDOn than .50 per cent or the indus

trial labour 1n Ker6la and a third of the labour employe4 

1n the manufacturing 1ncluatdes 1n Goa. They are or llttla 

importance to other States, except to a limited extent 1n the 

case or J.~sore 1 when they account for nearly 10 per cant 

or the State's industrial labour force. 

The concentration or coffee curing industry 1n Xerala 

is less marked as compered to the other two industries. 

Excluding the corree curing industry, the distdctvise data 

tor Ierala (Tabla 1.2) shows that t.Ue menutacturing and 

cashew decorticating industries by themselves &lone are ot 

considerable importance to Trivandrum, Qu1lon1 Alleppey, 

Trichur and Kozbikode (Calicut). or the above districts 

only the last has coffee curing industey. ('lho coffee 

curing industry 1n Xe:rala is also located in Cannanore 

district.) In the case or Quilon they (selected industries) 

a~st exhaust the industry sector. 

Ranking the industries in Xerala in order of the 

employment they· accounted for, cashew decorticating tops 

the list, while ~lle manufec~uring ranka tourtb. Among the 

items exported tro:~ Kerala ~o foreign count.ries caahew 



Table 1.1 s Estimated Average Daily Employment 1n Working Factorieas 196S 

--- ---------------------~~---~------------
Kerala My sore Madras 

Maha- Andhra 
raahtra Pradesh GoJI 

-----------~-------------------~-----~----
Bricks and Tiles~ 
Coffee Curing J! 
Cashew Processing 

1),601 

1,22) 

86,6)7 

9,042 

3;S43 
6,292 

21220 l3 1 SS9 

l;S73 76 
2,Sl6 667 

913 

33 
9U 

424 

-
726 

------------------------------------------
Total 

Employment in all 
industries 
Employment in tbe industries 
selected for study as 
percentage or the total 

10),661 16,877 

6.2) 1.62 

1,917 l,lSO 

N.c. 0.74 )2.76 

------------------------------------------H. c. • Not Calculated. 
!/ Statistics of Factories did not provide the data for Goa. The data presented for 

Goa is drawn from Statistical Yesr Book Goa Daman and Diu 1 6 
Statistics Department, Governmont r nting ress, ana 1 1 
facturing Industries•. 

if In States other than Mabarashtra the employment under this head mainly refers to 
e~~~ployment in the roofing tile industry. In the case or Z.laharashtra the &JIIPloyment 
under this bead may be substantially accounted tor by the units engaged 1n manu
facturing bricks and also those engaged 1n manufacturing flooring tiles. 

J/ The employment under the head in Mabaraahtra and /~dhra Pradesh refers to employ• 
ment in the industry engaged in preparing ~be coffee for ~he market after curing. 

Source : Statistics or Fcetories, 196S. Labour Bureau, Ministry ot Labour, Employment 
and Rehabilitation, Governmen~ ot lndia 1 Simla. 
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·reble 1.2 1 Distribution of Employment in Industries in Kersla as on )l-12-1967: Districtwise 

---~----------------------------------------------------------------------Trivandrum Quilon tlleppey Kottayaa £rnakulam Trichur Palghet Kozhikode Cannanore Total 
(Calicut) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cashew Decorticating 

Bricks and Tiles 

Other Food articles• 

Textiles (including Umbrellas) 

Coir 

Saw. Mills 

Plywood end other Timber 

Paper and allied ·industries 

Printing end Binding 

Rubber end Rubber Products 

Artificial ~~nure 

PhArmaceuticals etc., Soap end 
Other Chemical and Petroleum 

· Refineries 

Glass, Pottery, Cement 

Basic Y~tal and Metal Products 

Engineering 

Ott.er 

4,221 

20 

)51 

1,19S 

10 

11 

140 

-
1,140 

2)2 

-
412 

-
241t 

2,075 

253 

79,99) 

2,20) 

780 

965 

-
)1) 

1,057 

61S 

299 

392 

-
240 

)61 

1,159 

1,586 

21 

6,)92 

87 

1,657 

24 

),706 

6 

2)9 

68 

161t 

247 

-
70 

so 
77 

234 

99 

-
75 

4,059 

-
16 

166 

84) 

9 

7)4 

1,153 

150 

948 

294 

99 

857 

151 

1,461 

943 

2,098 

2,520 

572 

562 

718 

. -
64.9 

698 

3,450 

2,248 

)11 

1,689 

S,039 

861 

2,051 

4,S92 

1,579 

),869 

-
681 

868 

42 

542 

)10 

-

610 

S8 

)0) 

1,12) 

66 

-
602 

1,275 

435 

-
11.7 

1,)48 

40 

)20 

90 

-
600 

16 

1,026 

727 

)10 

1,464 

4.,197 

2,)88 

2,286 

939 

1,6)) 

771 

-
84.) 

261 

)) 

)0) 

111 

297 

1,146 

1,791 

1,285 

558 

939 

7,)5) 

-
607 

1,4.)8 

204 

182 

95 

-
50 

-
62 

261 

1)2 

96,867 

1),577 

15,126 

18,652 

5,24) 

4,126 

7,4.22 

981 

4,87) 

),478 

),6)) 

5 ,4.81 

1,201 

4.,956 

1),048 

),684 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------Total 
Employment in Cashew Decorti
ceting and Brick and Tile 
Industriea as Percentage or 
the Total 

10,)07 

4l.lS 

2),Sl9 

49.)8 

16,994 6,936 

40.86 8.68 
i -------- -·----------------------------------------------- ~I 

* Employment in cottea curing industry is included under this bead. Ereakdown waa not available. 

Source 1 Economic Review- Kerala1S~~State Planning Board, Government of Kerela, Trivandrum, ~ppendix 7.2. 

18,465 1),166 202,348 

)0.66 u.oo 54.58 ----------------



Table l.l : Average Dailr Number ot ~orkers Employed ln Dltferent Industries in South 
Kanara D1atr ct 

----- - ---- ----- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -· - - ------ --------lear Food, Tiles Govern- Textiles Engineer- Chemicala, Wood, Gin Others Total 
Drink, * mant 1ng Dyes, etc. Stone, Press 
Tobacco and Local Glasa 

Factories 

---------------------------------------------
'1951 6,727 4,644. 2) 914. 712 104 24.2 632 366 16,444 

1952 6,881 4,679 17 8.)6 970 89 235 60S 378 16,89} 

19.53 9,797 4,513 17 8)) 912 .32 278 577 2.58 17,217 

19.54 9,929 4,4)) ll 8S7 8.)8 46 195 S90 32.5 17,224. 

1955 9,122 4.,169 17 682 7.31 40 1.59 572 293 1.5,785 

1956 9,0Sit 4,)51 66 662 866 41 129 685 313 16,167 

1957 9,198 4,5)8 79 674 902 41 167 659 184 16,1.42 

1958 9,291 4,621 . 8) 663 974 70 250 677 194 16,823 

1959 9,060 4,8.)6 66 77) 962 83 87.S 680 320 17,655 

1960 9,05)··· 4,892 70 672 947 87 301 662 171 16,8S.S 

----------------------------------------------
• Includes coffee curing and oaahaw processing. The latter accounted for 6,825 persona 

employed in 12 units Jn .1.9&0· 

Note I ~~st or the large scala induatr1al units 1n south Kanara are located in ~~galore. 

§OU££81 D1§tr1et Census Hendbook 1 South Kenara, 1961, p. xxx111. 



kernels rank tire~ both by tonnage and value. The value 

ot cashew kernel exports during 1965-66 was Rs. 2602.45 

lakha, which was around 29 per cen~ of the value ot total 

exports from the State. 

In South Kanara Dis~rict, where Mangalore is located, 

the employment in the aelec~ed indus~ries formed around 70 

per cent of ~he total employment in all industries (Table 1.)). 

Relative Importance or the Three Industries in 

Different Centres :- In descending order ot employmen~ the 

importan~ rooting tile manufacturing centres are J.langalore 

(5 1 )00), Trichur (4,892) 1 Calicut (41197) and Quilon (2 120)).1 

For the cof'tee curing industry first the States and 

then the centres in each Sta~e are arranged in a descending 

order by the quantity (in tonnes) of' coffee cured by them 

during 1964-6S season. In Mysore S~a~e the cen~res are 

Mangalore (141227), Hassan (8,751) 1 Chikmagalur (5,70S), 

1-tysore City (41162) 1 Kushalanagar (3,870) and Hunaur (3,068). 

In Madras they are Coimbatore (3 ,06;) 1 Salem (2,696) 1 Pattee

Teerampatt1 (2,470) and J.!ettupulayam (1,4S8). In Kerala 

1 The figures in the brackets refer to the employment 
in the industry in the district in which the centre is 
situated in 19o7. The employment in tile industry in South 
Kanara referring to the centre in Mangalore is as given in 
the Economic Times, June 16, 1969. The employment accounted 
for by the industry in the various districts of Kerala is as 
given in Economic Review- Keralg. 1968, State Planning 
Board, Government of Keraia, Trlvandrum. 



~hey are Calicu~ (3,523), Tellicherry (),02S) and Kalpetta 
1 (2,931). 

9 

Aa regards cashew processing, ~he States where ~he 

industry exists, are arranged in descending order by the 

output or kernels (in tonnes) in each State during the year 

1965. The various S~ates are: Kerala (45,521), Mysore 

(4,)60), ~~harashtra (846), Goa (715), Madras (652) and 

Andhra Pradesh (500).2 In mos~ cases ~he industry is 
. . 

localized in one centre. The centres where the industry 

is localized in each State are: Quilon 1n Kerala, ~~galore 

in Mysore, Ratnagiri (District) 1n Maharashtra, Bicholim in 

Goa, Panruti in Madras and Palasa 1n Andhra Pradesh. The 

centres in Kerala where the industry is less localized than 

it is Quilon, are more important than the centres in other 

States, except Mangalore in Mysore State. 

It may be noted that all the three industries are 

present in r.'.ISngalore and Calicut. Two of the ~hree indus

tries studied are present in Quilon (tile and cashew). 

The roofing tile industry is concentrated in coastal 

Mysore and Kerala. The coffee curing industry is confined 

to the three States ot ~~sore, Kerala and )~draa. In the 

1 Above intormation was made available by the Coffee 
Board, Bangalore. 

2 J~nual Survey or Industries, Vol. II, 1965. Central 
Statistical Organization, Government of India, Calcutta. 



oaae o! cast~ proceaa1ng, the industry, ~hough located 1n 

t.he St.~at.ea ot Kerala., ilyaore, "iaheraat.~ra, J.nd.hra Pradeah, 

1-!adraa and Goa, U mAinly concentrated 1n Kerala. 

10 

The characteristics ot ruw ~1teriala, processes and 

products, enforce a tendency towards aaterial baaed loc;~.tion 

in the case or all the three 1nduat.r1ea. Thia limits the 

choice or alternative locations quite severely. The practical 

locational alternatives will not make enormous d1t£erence to 

costs and national welfare aa they would 1n the esse or some 

or the larger orgnnised industries. Tee 1nvest1zat1on or 

the locational probleca involved waa manageable !or a alngle 

reaeAJ"Ch worker:. Tb.U vas regarded as a factor oo;;pansating 

tor the lJ.adted ancl modeot poUcy algn1ticance or the study. 

1.2 The Problems L"lvest.1.!"1lted 

The main problem selected for investigation 1n all 

the ~t.ree 1ndustr1ea was to explain the relative grovt.h of 

different centre a an4 to co~~~pare coats 1n each centre. I~ 

was neceasar,v 1n each case to isolate the costa a!fected by 

scale, ~echnology and lay-ou~ on the one hand and by a:eo.Ya

phically a1gn1t1eant tac~ra on the other. Certain mat.hodo

logical problems arose and ditteren~ solu~ions h&d to be 

adopted 1n dealing with problelll8 o! scale and technology as 

taetora 1ntluenc1ng costs·in each ot the three industries. 

However, t~e main problems wen olear enough. It waa necessary 

to construe~ a careful sccount ol the pas~ growth by 
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1n~erpre~1ng published at~ collec~ed ma~erial ~or e&ch 

1ndua~ry. In each case it waa euen~lal to separate 1ns~i

t.ut1onal lntluencea on location from ~be rat1oaa.l coat. 

eo.na1deraUons that. had. influenced location. Fiaally, it. 

was necessary t.o diacusa ~ha relative coats of d1tterent. 

centres and prospec~a for expansion in ~he context of 1ntoraa

t1on available. 

The following paragraphs briefly indicate the a:b~ 

problems that were cl~sen for 1nvestiga~1on with reference 

to each ot ~he ~t~e industries. 

In the case of the rooting tile industry, "• first 

problea vas to identity t.he chief manutacturing cantrea. 

The general notion goes that comwon clay is ubiquitously 

available and hence the individual units 1n the tile industry 

could be locat.ed almost anywhere 1n the coun~ry. An examina

tion of the existing spatial dia~r1~1on ot the lnduatry 

revealed ~bat it 1e concentrated on ~he ~est coast, aouth of 

t~alore (t-iangalore inclusive). The t.Ues aade here bave 

wide markets. Elsewhere, the industry 1e ot cottage scale 

and has only local markets. The concentration of ~he industry 

1n Mangalore, Cal1cut, Trichur and Qullon, it 1a felt &tter 

careful examination is chietlr due to availability or clar 

most. suit.able tor ~he manutact.ure of rooting tllea which can 

also atand long transit. 

The aecond problea wa• to work out the history ot the 
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relat.ive growth ot the inciuatry 1n V.angalore, Cal1cut, 

Trichur and Qullon. Infor.:~at1on regarding coats 1n these 

manufacturing centres, tor particular pointe ot time, clur1ng 

t.be 1nduatry'e long tenure was not na1lable. The historical 

rev1ev ot location pattern ot the industry hence has little 

or no reference t.o coats. The relative costa 1n different 

centres could only be investigated tor the present period. 

The 1aolat1on ot cons attected by scale, tecbr&Qloa and 

lay-out, on the one band, and by geographically signU'icant 
.. 

tactors on the other, presented a mass ot problems. Becauae 

ot various cU.tt1cult1ea ot reaching fira conclusions about 

the intluence ot scale ot opera tiona, technology and lay-out 

on costa, it became convenient to construct a working 1lluatra

t1on ot a unit with a &tven scale, technology and lay-out 

that W&JS. assumed to be ehitted froA one centre to the other; 

and to discuss aa to how costa would be artected by such 

notional or aaaUIIlecl ah1tt1ng. Even alter these problems had 

been solved there remained a further problem. The tact that 
-1n this 1nduatry particular markets are attache:! to parti• 

euler centres, 1n spite ot competitive considerations, b8cl 

atill t.o be explained. Having established tba description 

ot the phenoaanon it waa further possible to discuss prospec

tive locationnl development on two ditterent assumptions, 

namely, t.brough assUI!ling established consU!Hl" preference as 

well as on tha assumption that such preferences could be 
1.att£r 

overcome. The fen~er assumption was regarded ea t.he 110re 

1mportant. 



In the co! fee curin& industry, the principal· problem 

waa to separate the 1natltut1onal factors and the co~ 

tactora in explaining the growth of dUferent centres. 

Furt.her, growth till 1940 and growth after 1940 presented 

two dl!ferent pro'bler&s aa the Corte• Board with considerable 

licensing and regulatory powers vaa establiahed 1n 1940 • . 
Arter thla date, there! ore 1 lt waa neceaaarr to 1nveat1g£ote 

the impact of a new legal !raawork. Hence arose the r>roblea 

or possible rationalisation or location end the p~bleza ot 
. 

enluating the Ootfee Board's performance. J.a there was no 

conscious policy regarding tbe locational aspect or the 

curing industry in the past, th• dbcuBsion mainly hinged . . 
upon the tactora t.hat uy have ~ be taken into account by . . 
t.he Board tor a rationalisation plan 1n the future. The 

tinal prOblem was to make an eppreoiat.ion ot tl'•e existing 

location o! CUI'81"8 1n Mangal.ore. Here the hypothes~s adopted 
' 

was that 1nat1tut1onal factors explain this location. 

In the casbev processing industry, the t1rst problem 

vas to investigate the international distribution or the 

induatry. The second probla was to discuss tbe relative 

~owth or ditterent Indian cashewnut processing cen~res and 

t.be transport. costs 1 labQur costs etc. tba~ lay behind the 

phenomenon. This reyealed that aome ot the processing 

centres have !alled to grow 1n apite or their possessing a 

cost ad.vantage. A suppleraentary investigation t.bua was to 



enquire into the rectors that led to the stunted growth ot 

the 1nduatry 1n such cases. Another problem was to discuss 

future developments on the assumption that different tJPes 

ot tecl'.nologies may be used. Finally t.ba prospects ot 

Indian industry 1n the international set up bad to be 

briefly examsned. 

All the three industries ori&inated in Mangalore. 

Aa regards roofing tile and coffee curing industries, 

)langalore atlll is t.he most. important centre. C2ahew 

decorticating industry 1a concentrated 1n Qu.Uon. Jl.angalore 

18 important. 1n understanding the early history or tUe and 
.. 

coffee curing industries. Aa regards cashew processing, 

considerable study ot Quilon was necessary. )1angalore has 

given its name to the rooting t.Ue industry~ A atrlking 

feature of the coffee curing industry, namelr, the supply 

of financea, fert.Uizera end other inputs to planters by 

curing firms, also developed 1n tb18 centre. n is, there

fore, ot some interest to investigate conditions 1n this 

centre. However, it sbould be emphasised that studying the 

growth of Mnngalore as such was not the objective of the 

thesis. The ~eala pays equal attention to costa of the 

three industries 1n each of the major centres that han been 

mentioned earlier. However, a rather minor objective, 

namely, explaining the contribution made by these three 

industries to the growth of Mangalore, cloea recein a little 
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more a~~en~ion ~han ~he contribu~ion made by these 1ndus~r1ea 

to the o~her centres mentioned. We may, therefore, aay that 

there were only two reasons which explain the title of the 

thesis vis., (1) the frequent references to F.angalora 

necessary 1n a 'historical account and. (2) Viangalore taken 
. 

as an illus~ration (rather t.han Callcut) t.o show bow t.ha-

prospects of industries atfect. t.ha prospects ot a city. The 

title of the t.hesia 1a only a device to emphasize the 

historical factors. The focus ot the thesis ia quite clearly 

on the three industries and t.heir locational patterns and 

problems and no~ on the growt.b ot Mangalore as a city. The 

sub-title locatlonal implications ot the origin, development 

and spread ot theaa industries 1s more indicative ot the 

problema investigated 1n t.he thesis. 

1.) Brief Reference to Theoretical Tools 

The present study mainly relied upon Weberian tools. 

The relevant variables 1n the t.·eberlan schema are: (1) the 

raw l!i&terial locations, the transportation system and the 

consumption centres; and (2) the technical charact.eristics 

ot the product 1.e., whether it is weight losing or not. 
,. 

Though the t~eberian IIIOdal takes account ot the demand factor, 

as 1s well Jmcnm, the emphasis is on costs. Due to t.hia and 

41ue to probleu arising out of characteristics which are 

peculiar to the three industries studied, t.he Weberian kit 

bad to ba·s~pplemented with ~th~r tools ot analysis. Thus, 
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in each ot the three industries the Weberian approach had 
'-

to be combined with other theories and to be used in 

slightly different ways. 

In the t.Ue industry 1 for example, \':eber' a model bad 

to be combined with en ~lementary type of market analysis. 

The problem here required enalys1ng1 why certain markets 

remain auached to certain production centres without being 

influenced by competitive considerations. The problem can 

be approached by starting with the given production and 

consumption centres and showing through a model that under 

competition, prices at the respective plants would be 

identical. It is then only price at plant plus 1"re1ght that 

would differ. Under such conditions the determination ot 

the proper market area for each plant 1a · a relatively simple 

job. Jlowever, the racts ot the tile industry do not give 

a uniform price at the plants and it was possible to inrer 

thereti'Oiil t.hat; certain markets are 11101lopo11st1cally at.tached. 

It was not necessary for the present purpose to go int.o -

details ot t.he market area analysis such as t.hose ot Losch,1 

Chdstaller,2 etc. that have been. directed to explaining the 

evolution ot towna and ot t.he totality ot all industries and 

their distribution systems. The models t.bat are relevant 

1 August Losch, The Economics ot Location. Yale University 
· Press, l~ew Haven, 1954.. -

2 Brian J. L. Berry, Geograpn of J.lnrket Centres and 
Retail Dietr1but1on. Prentice Ha , 1967. 
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here are those that attempt to map or analyse regions into 

markets tor a single 1nclust.I'J' ancl that too with the assump

tion ot given production points ancl known consumption 

centres at dirterent dates. The best illustrat.ion of 1m 

analysis ot this type 1a Leeman t. study or the international 

petroleua 1nduatry.1 

In dealing with the coffee curing industry, t.he 

simple Weberian analysis had again to be used 1n a difterent 

way. It became a convenient. instrument tor separating the 

cost factors that are purely g;eographlcal 1n origin fi'OIIl 

institutional tactora which have affected t.ba d1atr1b~tion 

ot industry and have "nded to keep certain costa high. Here 

it 1a not the attachment ot markets, but the attachment of 
• 

the plantations to certain sources or finance and input 

supply (the curers also being suppliers ot plantation 

inputs) t.hat bad to be analysed. Anothe~ problem vas to 

use t.be technique to 1nd1cata 1n a a~ple way What a rational 

location pattern would be and to make this the basis tor 

recommendations about collection ot information tor a more 
• 

comprehensive rationalization plan. The t;eberlan model ia 

thus used not eo much tor discussing entrepreneurial 

behaviour as to provide a basis tor t!'.e discussion or t.ha 

policies ot a centralised egency, namely, Coffee Board. 

1 W. A.. Leeman, Tba Price o! ~:iddle Eest Oil. Cornell 
University Preas, l!lew lork, 1962. 



In dealing with the cashew industey, it was neceasarJ 

to preface ~eberian type analJsis by a discussion or bow the 

international location or the industry baa been determined. 

This required consideration or the variables relevant to , . 
international trade theory~· Problema of factory supply and 

technological. levela became important. It 1e known that 

international trade theory assumes away transport costs 

whUe locat.ion theory 1e baaed on transport cosu. It 1a 

only after the problem baa been reduced to manageable propor

t.1ons through d1acuss1ng the international distribution ot 

the industry that the phenomenon ot raw nut imports into 

India trom Africa coulcl. be explained. (Had this not been 

done, location theory, nnHke international trade theoey, 

coulcl laid one to Jump to the one-sided conclus1on_ that the 

raw nuts should be processed 1n J.trica.) let it was also 

necessary to conduct the Weberian type discussion under the 

assumption that one or Ule other type of ~chnology would 
' ' ' 

be 1n use. 

1.4 The Mg4el Used 

Broad tieberian framework was relied upon while 

examining the historical location pattern ot the three 

industries and also 1n probing into t.heir apecUic problema • 
• When it came to analysing the cost data obUinecl during the 

tielcl survey, the need lor a model which employed the 

comparative coat analysis vas telt. 
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A comparative cost study generally assumes established 

market patterns and fixed geographical distribution ot pro

ductive resources. Under these assumptions, it determines 
' . 

the region which can achieve the lowest total costa of pro-

duction and distribution to markets. The basic methodology 

involved ia to obtain enough cost information to calculate 

total production and transport costa incurred 1n various 

regions. In practice, the task is narrowed considerably: a 

limited number of feasible sites are pre-selected by a more . . 

general analysis; a comparative cost analysis will need only 

to examine those production and transport cost elements which 

differ aigni!~cantly from one area to another.1 

In the present study, the existing production centres 

in the case of the three industries have been selected for 

cost comparison. Also, cost comparison has been made in 

respect of those items which may show a variation over apace. 

Joseph Airov' s "Location of Synthetic Fibre Industry: A Case 

Study in Regional Analyaia"2 was found suggestive in select

ing the relevant cost items tor locational comparison. 

Airov presents tor the synthetic fibre industry costa · 

which vary over apace; he also gives a list of cost items 

which were taken into account tor estimating the economies 

1 Harry W. Richardson, Elements or Regional Economics. 
Penguine Jlodern Economic Texts, 19o9. 

2 Joseph Airov, Location or Synthetic Fibre Industry: A 
Case Study in Regional Analxsis. M.I.T. and John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., New York, 1959. 
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· ot scale. For convenience, the former coats can be termed 

as 1 locationally sign1ticant coats' and the latter as 'scale 

costa•. The synthetic fibre industry, aa compared with root

ing tile, coffee curing and caahewnut processing industries, 

ie mora capital intenaive and uses modern technology. How

ever, the classification adopted by Airov could be utilised 

with minor modifications. Airov•a classification and the 

broad class1ticat1on adopted tor the three 1ndustr1ea are 

presented in Table 1.4. 

Table 1., 1 Classification ot Costa 

------------------------------Synthetic Fibre• 
Industry 

Broad classification adopted 
for the three industries 

---~-------~-----------------~ - - - - - - (!>- - - - - - - - --- - - - - J2L - - - -- --
Locetionellr sirniticant 
Costs (Variable 

Raw material 
Utilities 
Fuel 
Power 
Labour 

Raw Material 
Utilities 
Fuel 
Power 
Labour 

Seale Costs (Fixed and Variable) 

Operatinf Labour 
Supervia on 
Plant Jo'laintenanca 
Equipment and Operating 

Supplies · 
Payroll Overhead 
Indirect Production Cost 
General Office Overhead 
Depreciation 
Taxes 
Insurance 
Interest 

Supervision 
Plant ~~intenance and Repairs 
Post end Telegraph 
Stationery and Printing 
Audit and Banking Servicea 
Local Ratea and Factory Licence 
Depreciation 
Insurance 
Interest 

-------------------------------
• Joseph Airov, The Location of Synthetic Fibre Industry 1 A 

Case Study in Regional An81Xsis, pp. 32•)3 and Appendix B. 
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All the three induatriea--roofiog tiles, cotfee curing 

and cashewnut proceaaing--are labour intensive. The wages 

are piece rated. Except to a limited extent ln the case of 

tile industry where the labourers work in groupe, 1n the 

other two, the individual labourer la directly responsible 

for his output. In all the three Industries, it can be more 

or lese reallstlcally assumed that labour input varies pro

portionately with output. Thus, unlike in the case of Alrov'a 

classlflcation, in the present study scale costa exclude 

labour costa.1 It can be noted, locatlonally aigniticant 

costa ln the present study remain the same aa adopted by 

Alrov. No classification, however, can be general. After 

careful examination or costa ln the three industries minor 

moditlcationa have been introduced wherever necessary. 

According to Airov, (a) it plants of the same pre

determined alae can be built in all the regions, and (b) it 

construction costa, interest charges, depreciation, plant 

maintenance, Insurance costa, taxes and land costa tor the 

given plant do not vary regionally, then locational comparison 

can be confined to variable costa (locationally aigntticant 

costa as given ln Table 1.~ col.(l)). It plants or the same 

pre-determined alae can be located only 1n certain regions, 

economies ot scale calculated on the basis of scala costa 

ehould be attributed to the particular locations. 

1 Aggregation of cost items end the terms used ror cost 
heads ln the present data dltter from that ot AiroT's• But 
tor the exclusion of labour costa in the former, scale costa 
as a whole do not dltfer between the two. 
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4 

The question faced in this study was whether costa which 

are categorised scale costa could be excluded while comparing 

the locational advantage. Scale costa include both fixed and 

variable coats. Important items of fixed costa 1n all the 

three industries are land and construction costs. The exist

ing centrea:in each of the three industries, which alone are 

considered do not differ 1n their degree of urbanisation; 

further by careful selection of site in places where initial 

construction costa are high, these costa can be kept·low and 

in par with others. As regards the variable items in the ~ 

category scale costa, these are generally service items; the 

coat of service itema may not vary significantly between the 

centres in the case of any of the three industries studied. 

To exclude scale costa, however, ea stated earlier, 

there is one more condition necessary, i.e., plants of a pre

determined aise should.be able to be located in any of the 

locations. The three industries studied here are material 

oriented. Granting the same technology to all the regions 

(which can be realistically assumed), major constraint on sise, 

1t at all, has to arise from the raw material aide. • The 

supply ot clay at the existing centres of tile industry can be 

broadly assumed to be infinitely elastic. Further, the 

largest plant in existence in the industry can be located in 

any or the centres. With the above facta of the industry, the 

condition (a) of Airov necessary for the exclusion of scale 

costa gets satisfied, in the oase of roofing tiles. 

In the coffee curing industry, where the problea is viewed 
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trom the point ot the Coffee Board aa locationiat, the practi• 

cal question that could have been examined is whether curing 

capacity can be concentrated in fewer places than existing. 

This, however, needs data relating to 'scale coats tor plants 

larger than those in operation. SUch data were not available. 

Again, the largest plant in existence can be located in moat 

ot the centres. Thus, scale costa could be excluded while 

comparing the costa at alternative centres, in the case ot 

coffee curing industry too. 

With the existing labour intensive technique, plants .ot 

any aise ia not an attribute ot particular locations in the 

case of caahewnut processing industry. Hence, trom the point 

ot view or scale economies alone, scale coats could be ignored. 

However, scale costa had to be taken into account in the cashew

nut processing industry due to another reason. Scale costa, 

(as well as locationally significant costa), differ between 

techniques. While comparing the costa at different centres, 

allowing for alternative techniques, it was necessary to 

include scale costs. 

Thus, purely from the point of view ot scale economies, 

scale costa could be ignored in the case ot all the three 

industries. The exclusion ot scale coats CBA be supported from 

a practical consideration also. When the analysis has to be 

baaed on tactual data, as in the present case, some of the 

items auch as plant maintenance, interest charges, depreciation 

and salaries to supervisory and managerial personnel, will be 

found to be in!luenced by extra locational factors. The extra 
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locational factors can be reputation of the firm, tenure of 

the firm 1 integrated or allied activities it is engaged in1etc. 

In the present study 1 scale coats have been examined 

only to see whether there exist any economies of scale. Such 

an attempt had to be confined to roofing tile and coffee 

curing industries as the re~uired data in the ease of cashew

nut processing industry could not be obtained. 
-

· Regional variation in cost • sometimes • are due to agglo-

meration economies accruing to few locations. Aa it is di!ti

eult to quantif7 them, they are generally meted out only a 

qualitative treatment. V~in agglomeration economies are ra) 

large scale production econolllica, (b) integration economies, 

(c) localisation economies and (d) urbanisation economies. 

(a) For reasons already discussed the economies of the 

first type have not been considered as an attribute of any 

particular location. 

(b) There are no integrated processes attached to 

either roofing tile product or cashew decorticating. 

Large scale production of casbevnut shell ll~uid 1n future 

may be utilised for diverse products. At present, there are 

no such complexes which are combined with decorticating of 

cashew. In the case of coffee curing, the further process 

of preparing the cured coffee for market can be combined. 

There is at present a stray case of such vertical integra

tion. The ftnn is also engaged in many other activities. 

The required elate could not be obtained. Neverthelesa 1 . it 



should be noted, such integration can be attained in any 

ol the existing centres. 

(c) Obvioua.examplea ot localization economies are 

in t.he development. ot skilled labour pool; t.be growth ot 

enxUSeey industries; and development. ot markets tor raw 

materials. Existence ot economies or diseconomies ot the 

type vUl be renected in t.be costa ot labour, material, 

fuel, utllit>iu, etc. These 1ta1118 ban been taken into 

account. under the head 'Locationally aigniticant costs'. 

In the case of cashew processing induatl"J' there 1s the 

subsidiary industry engaged in manutactur1ng the packins 

materials. The ei'fect. ot local.1ilat1on on these costs rtz. 1 

labour, material, fuel, ut.ilitiea &nd packing material, 

could not be separated from other 1ntlaences. 

(d) Urbanization economies are many: the development 

ot urban labour lll&l"ket and pools ot managerial ~lent; the 

presence ot commercial banking and financial fac111t1ea; 

economies connected with transport services; and eomm,nica~ 

tion services-to mention a tew. There are diseconomies .ot 

urbanization too. These appear 1n the shape ot higher 

wages, higher. land costa and local taxes. These can be, to 

a certain extent, avo1clad by intelligent aite aelect.lon at. 

the outskirts ol urban centres. Economies or dlaeconomies 

ot urbanization w111 be mainly reflected in the coat items 

which are categorised as items subject. to scale economies. 
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Theee items, as saicl earlier, are also 1ntluencecl by extra 

locational factors such as the standing ancl reputation ot 

the firm. The tactual elate available thus is of doubtful 

use. ~lbere the urbanization economies influence locationslly 

a1gnit1c81lt costs such as transport services ancl labour 

costs, it is clitficult to separate their influence from 

that of the other factora. Like other agglomeration econo

mies, urbanization economies coulcl not be 1clent1tiecl. 

l.S Planning of Information Collection 

The nature ot problema chosen for investigation 

suggests the theoretical tools that voulcl bs useful. It 

also cleterminea the type of information to be collectecl. 

The survey was planned on the ons hand with reference to 

the problems atatecl ancl on the other hancl with reference 

to the avallable publ1ahecl information. 

Manutacturing process 1n all the three 1ncluatr1ea 

atucliecl here 1a ot a welt~ht losing nature. The raw material 

pull uerts greater influence 1n the choice ot loc.,tion ot 

these 1ndust.r1es. In other words, the avallabllity of the 

material mostly dec1clecl the location and. later, the growth 

1n clitferent places. In the case ot rooting tlle industry, 

once the clay resources vera located, the supply ot clay 

coulcl be asaumecl to be fairly elastic. The same, however, 

was not true of coffee curing and cashew processing industries. 

The supply ot coffee ancl rav cashewnut.s is lnelaatic at; tm.y 
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point or time. It increases only over time. Thus the 

growth of different centres 1n the case or these industries 

depended upon the increase 1n the production or these crops 

in the regions conveniently located from ditterent centres 

or these industries. It vas tbus necessary to know the 

production or raw caahewnuts and coffee 1n the different 

areas at ditferent times • . 
In the case ot rooting tUe industry the supply of 

material at any source is elastic. Tbus the growth ot 

ditferent markets could influence the development or the 

industry at its various centres. As regards coffee curing, 

the pull from the material 1a least among the three indus

tries studied. Indian coffee baa two distinct markets yiz., 

the export market and the internal market. The two markets 

to 8 certain extent influence the location or curing 

capacity depending upon the geographical location or the 

cotfeo growing ana. Turning to cashew processing, cashew 

kemela from India are almost entirely exported. The export 

market could play only a compUmentary role in the dispersal 

ot the industry within India. The location ot processing 

centres on the coast, particularly the \'est Coast as will 

be seen, was more due to tba geographical distribution ot 

cashew growing areas. The industry depends on imported 

material. The coastal location tac111tated the import ot 
raw nuts and was also convenient tor exporting t.be product. 
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The data recnr<llng markets were easenthl in respect 

ot rooting tUe industry. such lntormat1on was usetul in 

the case or cotree curing industry. The growth ot export. 

market has little 1ntluence on the location or caabew process

ing industry 1n India and hence the pull .trom the market 

point could be ignored in the case. 

The collection ot statistical 1n.tormat1on in respect 

ot the industries waa done with the Qbove considerationa 1n 

mind. The sources which provided the necessary information 

in respect ot each ot the industries are discussed below. 

Rooting Tile Industry :- From Large Induatrial 

Eatabliab=enta 1n India1 b was learnt that the industry 1a 

confined to the two States, Mysore and !:erala. The tUe 

manufacturing centres, J!..angalore (l."ysore), Cal1cut, Trichur 

and (6u1lon (aU in Kerala), except lor Trichul", are located 

on the coast. A look into the Accounts Relating to lnl.&ncl 

(RaU and Riverborne) Trade or Ind1a2 and Statistics ot the 

Coasting Trade o.t India' revealed that it 1a only 1n these 

1 Larre Indu~trial Establishments 1n India, (a) Upto 
1944, Depa~roent ot Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, 
Government o.t India, Calcuttaa (b) 1944-SS, Labour Bureau, 
Government or India, Simla. 

-tlte: 
2 Accounts Relatin to Inland R~il end Riverborne 
Trsd o nd a, Departmen~ o Commercia lnte gence ancl 
Statistics, Government of India, Calcutta. The source will 
be ref'erreCl to aa Rall and Riverborne Trade ol India hence
tort.h. 

3 Statistics ot the Coasting Trade of India, Department 
ot Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, Government or 
India, Calcutta. 
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cases that the tiles manufactured spanned wide markets. In 

other words 1 it is in respect ot these centrea.that there 

arise locational implications. 

The growth of the industry in different centres 

mentioned above could be traced wUh.·the help of the publi· 

cation1 Large Industrial Establishments 1n India, for the 

period 1917-SS. Of the four centres studied, three are 

located in Kerala. The progress of the industry in Kerala 

during 1962-67 could be learnt from an annual publication 

of Goverrunent of lerala.1 The source provided the employ-

ment in the industry in the different districts of the 

State. Similar information regarding ~~galore was not 

available. The Census data provided glimpses into the 

state of affairs in the 1ndustr,r tor discrete points of 

time. 

Annual Reports of the Cochin Chamber ot Commerce2 

provided the statistical information regarding the exports 

ot tiles by sea (foreign and coastal) from the two manufac

turing centres, Mangalore and Calicut. The source baa been 

1 (1) An Eeonomie Review, Kerala, l96J-66 Bureau of 
Economics and Statistics, Governmen~ of Kerala, Trivandrum. 

(ii) ~~ Economic Review, Kera1e, 19671 State 
Pla·;ning Board, Government of Kera1a, Trivandrum. 

(111) Economic Review, Kera1a, 1966, State Planning 
Board, Governmen~ of Kerala 1 Trivandrum. 

2 Ar.nuel fleRort• of the Cochin Chember ot Col'll!lerce 1 
Cochin, Keraia. 
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utilised tor the period before 1955. Trade Statistics of 

Travancore1 supplied similar information 1n respect of Qu1lon 

tor the years 1937-38 to 1946-47. Trichur, the fourth 

centre. studied, is situated inland. Presumably there were 

no exports by sea. For the yeara 19SS-65, the annual 

reports of the Calicut Chamber ot Commerce and Industry 

provided the data in respect or Calicut. In the case of 

Mangalore, the Western India Tile Manufacturers' Association 

made available the data relati&g to sea-borne exports of 

tilea frem tbe centre for the period 1955-65. 

Rail and Riverborne Trade of India provides data 

regarding trade ot tile through the channels. This informa

tion, however, is available tor the period 1960 onwards. 

Road trade statistics are completely absent. 

There haTe been no special studies regarding the 

1ndustry1 but tor a lone exception in respect or the manu

facturing centre in V~galore.z The study discusses the 

technological growth in the industry. Assuming that techno

logy remained constant during the period 19SD-6S some esti

mates ot produc~ion in d1tterent centres could be made. 

With the help of the above estimates of production, trade 

1 Trade Statistics ot Travancore, Government Preas, 
Trivandrum. 

2 B. G. Karat, History and Development ot Tile 
Industry in Mangalore. Thesis submitted to the University 
ot Bombay for the degree ot M.A., 1954 (unpublished). 



by sea, as could be learnt from the ehamber of eommarce 

~eports, and the trade by rail, as given by the Rail and 

Riverborne Trade cf India, a broad picture of the market 

pattern for tiles made in different ce:t:~tras could be 

obtained. 
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For evaluating the locational advantage of' different 

centres, two types of information were necessary, vis., 

manufacturing costs at different centres and a finer break

down of market data. As regards the former Statewise data 

provided by the A.s.I. were found unsuitable. The manufac

turing cost at different centres were estimated by surveying 

the industry at these places. During the survey, informa

tion regarding the markets was also, to a certain extent, 

obtained. Y~rket statistics from the manufacturers was 

useful to locate the markets catered by them by road. Such 

information has no alternative official source. For a 

finer breakdown of the railborne trade, certain railway 

stations, from where the exports of' tiles from the manufac

turing centres take place, were visited. The chambers of 

commerce provided detailed breakdown of' seaborne trade. 

Thera were two committees which enquired into the 

tile industry in Kerala to fix the minimum wages. These 
' 

l-iinimum Wages Committee Reports1 (1958 and 1962) supplied 

1 Report of' the Minimum Wages Committee tor Employment 
1n Tile Industry. Kerala, Government Press, Trivandrum, 1958. 

Report of the Minimum Wages Committee tor Revision of' 
Minimum Rate of Wa es Fixed tor lo ent in Tile Industr , 
erala, Government ress, Tr van rum, 9 • 
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information mainly regarding wage costa in the industry. 

Bits ot information regarding the markets and other aspects 

also could be found in the above reports. 

Coffee Curing Indu!trx:- Large ~dustrial Establish

ments in India provided the employment 1n the industry 1n 

its different centres from 1917 to 1940. For the period 

1940 onwards the source was round to be of doubtful uae and 

hence was not utilised. 

As regards the production of coffee in different areas, 

which was the main factor influencing the growth of the curing 

industry the required information is not available tor the 

period upto 1919. For the period 1919-40 production statistics 

provided in the publication Indian Coffee Statistica1 have 

been used. From 1940 onwards the required data are available 

in the publications ot the Coffee Board.2 

The industry had its orig1n in India as early sa 1860. 

The market ror Indian cortee now baa two distinct components-

the export market and the internal market. The exports ot 

coffee from India as given in the Statistical Abstracts for 

British India) bas been utilised tor the period 1S60 to 1940. 

1 Indian Coffee Statistics, 1927-28 to 1940-411 Depart-
ment or Commercial Intelllgence and Statistics, Government 
ot India, Calcutta. 

2 Coffee Board's publicationaJ (a) Coffee Statistics 
Relating to India, 19S~·SS to 1957-SS; (b) Indian Cottee 
Statistics, 195S-59 to 1963-64; (c) Coffee Stfttistics 1964-65 
to 1966:67; (d) Annual Reports ot the Cottee Board. Coffee 
Board, Banga1ore. 

3 Statistical Abstract or British India. Her )~jesty 1a 
Stationery Office, London. 



For ~he period 1940 onwards ~he Coffee Board'e da~a have 

been relied upon. 
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Repolt on the V.arketing of Cotfo;e 1n India and Burmal 

gives a detailed picture or the coffee plantation industry 

in India during the decade 1930..40. From t.he source t.he 

alloca~ion or ~he cotfee grown 1n different areas between 

the Yerious curing centres during the period could be learnt. 

The Report also highlir;bts many other aapec~a. Though t.here 

is no direct discussion on ~he factors that intluenced the 

allocation of cotfee between the curing centres, from the 

aource 1 could be learnt 1 the forces that were dominant. 

The Report o£ the Plantation Inquiry Commission1 19561
2 

proved belptul 1n discussing the locational ractora behin4 

the allocation of cot fee between the curing centres 1 1n 

recent past (1950's). 

r,a in the case or rooting tile induatry1 here too 1 

the !.s.I. was found unsuitable tor knowing the curing costa 

at ditterent centres. The information regarding cost ot 

curing coffee at di!ferent centres vas collected during the 
' aurvey or the industry 1n 1967. A government cost accountanta 

1 Report on the ~~rketihf or Coffee in India and Burma, 
Oovernmen10 Ol India 1 New De 1 194.0. 
2 Report of ~he Plantation Ingui£1 Commission, 1956, 
Part II - Coffee• Government. ot_ Ind1a 1 De1h1. 



report on costa could be obt.alned t.bough incidentallf during 

the surver. From the curers t.he cost of t.ranaporting coffee 

trom dilferent coffee growing areas to their reapectbe 

curing centres vas also obtained. Transport cost data were 

£lao collected froM transport acenc1ea. 

The Coffee Board in its atatiat.ica also &ivea a crude 

spatial pat.t.ern of internal demand for coffee. The basta 

and the method ot estimating the demand 1n the different 

States in India invited criticism. 

From the Coffee· Board, the present. flow pattern ot 

coffee between the various growing areas and curing centres 

could be obt&ined. The Boord dao provided data regarding 

utilization of coffee available at. different. centres for 

exports. 

Cashew Processing Industrx :- As compared to the 

other two industries atud1t~d, cashew processing 1ndustrr has 

a recent origin. Unlike the othar t.wo, thia induatrr ahowa 

localbat.1on at one place. Hence the enquiry' was directed 

into the factors that led to such a localization. 

At present the industry is distributed where t.he 

material 1a available. Thus, it vas accepted, the avallab1-

litr of the material ia the deciding locational factor. 

There are 1 however, no product.ion statistics informing the 

availability of material when the industry made ita beginning. 

The earliest production statistics perteining to cashew rew 
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nu~ production in India date to 1950'•• A finer breakdown 

ot these statistics giving the production ot cashew in 

different districts is available in respec~ of Xerala State 

in the Season and Crop Reports,l For some years, data regard

ing area under cashew are available in the case of Myaore 

from State's Season and Crop Reporta.2 Cashew is an un

important crop in other States and hence does not feature 

in similar publications ot those States. 

Cashew is an important dollar earner tor India, Many 

ad-hoc committees have enqu1re4 into the cultiYat1on and 

prospects or propagating the crop 1n the States where it can 

be gr'OWn. There have been enquiries into the prospects ot 

kernel expona and the use ot ~be by-produc~ cashew shell 

l1qu1d,3 

2 J!nnual Season and Crop Report, !-h'sore, 1956-57 onwards, 
Departl:lent of Statiatics, Governmen~ of •iysore 1 Bangalore. 
) (a) Cashewnut Industry 1n India, Supplemen~ to tha 
United Commercial Bank Review, May 195). · 

(b) Study on Ces'tewnut in Indi!!Joamittee on Natural 
Resources PlannlDg commission, l!lew b , 1961.. 

(cJ Report of the Study Groun on Cashew, Ministry of 
Commerce Governmen~ ol tndla, New Deihl. 1965. 

(d) Report ot the ~!ork1ng Group for the Formulation or 
Fourth Five Year Plan Pro osals on s ices end C shewnu~ 1 Indian 
ounc o gr c t.ura · searc 1 ew 1 • 

(a) Cashew Eggort~ Seminar Conclusions and Recommenda
tions, ErnakUiaa, 19 41 dian Instlt.ut.e 01' forelbll '1'r~de, 
l•ew Delhi. 

(f) Cashewnut Shell L1 uid SemL~ar Conclusion End 
Recoll'llnendat ons 1 "'rna am, o 1 an nat. tur.e o 1 orel£D 
Trade, New Delhi. 



The production estimates and the projections made by 

different authorities differ widely. the above-mentio~ed 

sources also provided information regarding exports of 

kernels from and Uiporta of raw nuts into India. Aa for t.he 

Uipozt dependence of the industry 1n Q.ullon during ita early 

years, Trade Statistics of Travancora supplied the required 

1nfor:U:~tion. 

In the case of cashew processing industry alao Lsrr;e 

Industrial Establishments 1n India, was found useful. The 

source gives the names of the individual units and the labour 

employed. From this could be learnt the role of the entre

preneurial factor 1n the development of cashew processing 

industry 1n QuUon. A fw enterprising f'irms played a 

dominant role. .. 
Cashew processing industey in moat of the States where_ 

it is found, is concentrated 1n one single place. The State

wise data available 1n the A.S.I. were found useful. The 

industry in the localised centre Quilon and certain others 

via., F'.angal.ore, Callcut and Bicbolim, were visited for 

qualitative information. From the processors the costa of 

transporting the material from different areas to their 

respective centres wet·e gathered. This, however, needed to 

be supplemented by information fro= transport agencies. 

The~ vera committees which enquired into the labour 

conditions in the indus'-ry. The tirst of the type covered 
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the entire industry. This committee submitted it.s repo~ 

vis., Repo~ on an Enquiry into Conditions ot Labour 1n the 

Caehewnut Processing Industry in India in 19S3~ · Fr0111 the 

above repo~ cost. advantage ot different centres during the 

early 1950' a could be learnt. There were t.vo ot.her enquiries 

regarding the labour in the industry that confine to the 

State ot Kerala.2 The two enquiries provide information 

regarding wage costs 1n Jterala. 

There waa one other study which is mostly concerned 

with the labour aspect of the processing industry 1n lerala

A Study on the Cashew Industry in lerala) 

~itb the available data international competitive

ness ot the Indian industry could not be examined on precise 

lines. Inf'ormat1on provided by t.he following sources, how

ever, allowed some insight. into the probl•. Caahew EJtpo~ 

Promotion Council, £rnakulaa1 supplied technical. data tor a 

small scale mechanised procesa1n~ plant (of Japanese aake). 

1 Re ort o an En u1 
the Csst·ewnut Processing 
Simla, l~Slt. ,_ 
2 Report ot the V:inimum Wares Committee tor Cashew 
Industry 195,, Government Press, Trivandrum, Kerala, 1959. 

Report ot the !11nirnum Wse;es Advisory Com:nittee tor 
Cashew Industry. 1958, Government Press, Trivandrum, Karala, 
1959. 
) J. T. Ch1reyath, A Study on the Ce~hew Industry in 
Kerala, Labour and Industrial Bureau, Govel'Wilent. of Kerala, 
Trivandrum, 1965. 



Similar data relating to another plant of a different make 

could be obtained from a publication by UNCTAD GATT.1 The 

latter also informed about the profitability or exporting 

kamela over exporting raw nuts for the East African 

countries. The mechanised processing plants that are 

installed in East Africa are much larger and tor which no 

technical data are available. For wage data in respect ot 

African countries, I.L.O.•a learbook ot Labour Stat1st1cs2 

and Bulletin or Labour Stat1st1cs3 are relied upon. 

1 Cashew Marke~ing 1 UNCTJ~ GATT, Geneva, 1968. 

2 Yearbook ot Labour Statistics, I.L.O., Geneva. 

3 Bulletin ot Labour Statistics, I.L.O., Geneva. 



CHAPTER II 

ROOFING TILE INDUSTRY 



• 
2~1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Differen~ Rev Material Itee1fieat1on 
lor the Brick and ttJe T e Industries 
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The wide availability of claya 1a DOted in Volume ll 

of t~A Wealth of India, Dictionary of Indian Raw V~teriala.l 

On page 225 we read : "Drick and tUa clays are vario10aly 

coloured depending on tho colour ot the impurities. They 

are vitr1t1able2 at low temperatura and burn butt llght red 

and red. They should be plastic and should give red colout' 

on burning. These clays are locally worked at innumerable 

places all over Ind1a.ft The above atate~ent appears to give 

a wide locational choice tor t.he brick (common building 

brick) and the rooting tile industries, It also allgbasta . . 

that these industries uae allllost t.he same material. In tact, 

however, the brick and the rooting tile industries 1 require 
• respectively different sub-types of clay. This is reco~zed 

b7 knowledgeable people 1n the industry. wnereas there 1a 

no published authoritative atato=ent"to the effect that the 

two industries require distinctly different common clays, 
• 

the present dispersal of these two industries (they are not 

1n general tour.cl 1n the same place) supports the Yiewpo1nt 

1 The ~ealth ot India, A Dictionary ot Indian Raw 
V.aterials and Industrial Produetif ~ Materials Vol, ·II-C. 
Council of sclentU'lc ana Indust. al llesearch• Delhi, 1950. 

2 Refers to pos~ibil1ty ot changing into a glassy 
substance by boat. 
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~bat ~hey have ditteren~ raw ma~erial apec1ticat1ons. It 1a 

physically possible ~ use the same clays tor making both 

bricke and tiles but such 1nd1acr1minate use of raw material 

tells on the quality of the product. 

It is said ~hat alluvial ao1la which basically consist 

ot 1llit1c clay 1111nerals1 are good for the manut£cture ot 

bricks. On the other hand, black cotton aoU and. red soU 

or coarser alluvial ao11 present ao~a d1ft1cult1es and do 

not make aa good br1cka aa the former. In the case ot sandy 

alluvial soU 1t the sand 1a finely ground the bricks become 

very strong, but this increases the cost and hence 1a an un

economic propoa1tion.1 

l.lluvi&l soils ot types (a) riverine, old non-saline, 

non-calcareous to moderately calcareous, and (b) riverine 

recent are said to be the best suitable clays tor rooting 

~Uea. The first category is distributed mainly 1.a. Northern, 

lorth lieatern and Borth Eastern parts ot India, including 

Punjab, llorth liestern part ot Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar 

and Was~ Bengal and puts ot Asau, Orissa and Gujarat. The 

second category is available 1n all the above regions and 

also 1n the coastal areas ot the southern India including 

the deltaic orea on the mouth or r1vera.2 



2.1.2 Dis~ersal ot the Brick and the 
Roo ing Tile Industries 

The A. s. I •1 does no1o t.reato 1ohe cO!Dlton bullding . 
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brick (non-ceramic brick) industry separately. The produc-

tion ot common clay bricke in the large scale aector2 

appears under two industry heads viz., (1) Tllea and (2) 

fire Bricks. The source, however, breaks the production 

under 'Tiles 1 into 'Non-ceramic Tiles 1 , 'Non-ceratnic Bricks 1 , 

'Non-ceramic Ridges' , and 'Ceramic Tiles 1 , and that under 
1 F1re Bricks' 1n1o0 'l~on-ceramic Bricks', 'Fire Bricka and 

Blocks', and 'fire Brick !~rtar and Cement•. 

The production ot non-ceramic bricks as it appear. . 
under the industry head 'Tile' in :..s.I. 1a presented 1n 

Table 2.1.1. - The Table alao contAins intormatio~ regarding 

t.he uin product ot the 1ndus1oZ'f i.e., tiles ot rooting 

type (non-cer&mlc tiles) and a.lao ot ol<ber products ot the 

industry. 

In tTab1.e .. 2..t;;1J.e ceramic tiles are tlooring tiles. 

Ceramic tiles require a finer variety ot clay. Lpa~ tram 

1 Annual Survey ot Industrie~, Central Statist1ea1 
Organisatolon, GOvernment. of India, calcutta. 

2 The A.s.I. 'Census Sector• covers factory units 
employing SO or more persona 1t ~ing power, or employing 
100 or more persons where power is not used. The 'Sample 
Sector' ot the A.s.I. covers small scale units that are not 
covered by the 'Census Sector• , i.e., units 8111ploylng 10 or 
more persona it using power, or 8111ploy-1ng 20 or more persona 
where power 1a not used. The 'Sample sector•, however, does 
not treat the brick and the tile industries separately. 
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Table 2.1,1 1 Ou~pu~ ot Products and By-produc~a in Tlle 
Industry, 1964 (~o. 1n '000a) 

--------~-----~-------·--------Non- Ron- Non- Ceramic 
S~at.e ceramic ceramic ceramic Tiles 

Tiles Bricks Rid~·· 
-------~------·-~---·----------
Kerala ·179,175 6,112 4,044 -
KJ&Ore 158,,.)6 ),847· 4,135 60 

Gujarat 14,462 - 112 7,91S 
¥.a4raa ' 7,363 ·)80 43 -
Madhya Pra4eah • 2,416 - lS 406 

).'.abaroaht.ra 2,235 624 - 12,ssa 
Oriasa 

. 
~ 370 - 2 -

.Andbra Pradesh ) • 

J 
. 1),280 87 27 • 

AasiUil and Goa 

--------.----------------------Total . . 377,8)7 l'J,OSO 21,271 

Sour~e : A,S,I, 1964, Vol. VI, PP• 22-2). 

this they have a distinctly urban demand an4 hence the 

ceramic tile indus~ry grows near major cities U' ~he mater1al. 

1a avaUable. Pon-ce ramie t.Uea are mostly rooting t11ea1 

though the category may include a small quantity ot flooring 

type produced out ot the ·aame cla7. Ridges are a joint 

product with rooting tiles. 

Under ~be industry beacl 'Fire Bricks' the production 

ot noD-ceramic bricks 1n the var1oua States 1a giyen 1n 

Table 2.1.2. 



Table 2,1.2 : Outpu~ o! Products and B1-produeta in Fire 
Bricks Industry, 1964 (in fonnea) 

~~~--~~~-------~~~--~~-----~--"Non-ceramic Fire Bricks Fire Brick 
State Bricks and Blocks Mortar and 

GuJarat 

~laharaahtra 

Oris a a 

Bihar 

West Bengal 

• 

Jammu and Kashmir J 
Madh1a Pradesh I 
K150r8 
Co a 

lSJ.,US 

1SS,62) 

20,902 

9,17) 

5,681 

-
.3,521 

Cement 

- -- -
- -

1,7o6 -
7S115.S 1,29) 

54,951 1,279 

21,826 

-~-~--~-------~-----~~--~--~--. . 

Tota1 
·_, r· 

.319,388_ 

-J>-- .. ~ - ... - . - - - .. - .. - .... - - .. --- .. --- - -
Source 1 A, S, I, 19641 Vol. VI, PP• 12-1), 

The A.S.I. excludes the amaU scala un1ta. The 

brickfarda usua111 tAll under small acale sector and hence 

do not eeem to tigure 1n the above Tables. The publication 

entitled "Large Industrial Eatabliabmenta 1n India",l vh1cb 

gives a mora comprehensive picture ot the induatr,v ia not 

1al E tebl1shmen in India 1 a Labour 
boUl" anQ .t.mp oywent. 1 Goveroa.ent ot 
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up-to-date. The last issue or thia statistical source 

retera to the year 1956. A Table constructed on the basil 

ot information provided in the 1958 issue, 1a presented 

below. This latter source also, however, does no~ give 

rooting tlles •• a separate industry. Nevertheless, as 1t 

gives the name or each industrial establishment, a ta1r 

approximation about the employment in the brick and the 

roofing; tile industey 1n ditterent States could be arrbed 

at (Table 2.1.)). 

Considering Tables 2.1.11 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 together 

it can be said that the States ot Bihar, GuJarat and ~~a

ruhtra are the main brick producing States. According to 

Tables 2.1.1 and 2.1.3 the States or Kerala and Myaore are 

the main pro4ucera of roofing tiles. 

C0111plmentary to the e=p1~ and producUon 

statistics is the trade data. Intormatlon regarding trade 

in t.llea and bricks 1s available from two sources vis., (a) 

Accounts Relating to the Inland (Rail and Riverborne) Trade 

of Ind.1a1 and (b) St.atistics ot the Coast1r..g Trade or Ind1a.2 

There 1a an absolute dearth ot road statistics. However, it 

1:/Le 
1 Accounts Relsting to~Inland (Rail and Riverborne) 
TrAde of India. t~partmen~ of Commercial Intelligence and 
Stitlatlcs, GOvernment ot India, Calcutta • . 
2 Statistics ot the CoastL~g Trade of India. Depart
ment ot Commtircial Intelligence and Statistics, Government 
ot India, Calcut.ta. 



Table 2.1.1 1 Number ot Establishments and Employment, in the Various Clay Industries: 
Statewise, 1956• . 

-----~-- .. -------------------------------------Pottery, 
Briek Rooting Flooring Chinaware and Other 

State Industry Tile Tile Earthenware ----------· ·- ---- - -- --- ------------ ------------A B A B A B A B A B 

-------------·------~------------------------
Andbra Pradesh 
Bihar 
Delhi 
Gujarat 
Kerala 
Jf.adraa 
Mabaraa~tra 

Madhya Pradesh 
Mysore · · 
West Bengal 
Rest.ot India . 

- -
17R 71 753 
- -

66 5,189 - -- -
6) 7,0)2 
4 )61 

- -
48 750 
2 112 

19 624 

- -- -
1) .S9.S 

153 12,521 
7 410 

1) 410 
14 72S 
72 6,SitS - -- -

--
' --
4 

17 
--
-

--
--

: 78 
$0) 

--
477 -

16 742 
2 129 

12 1,201 
1l 2,01) 

.s 339 - - .. 
10 1,746 
a 2,as.s 
4 667 

20 5,574 
10 626 

4 
6 
) 

lS 

-
--
) 

16 

6S 
76 

155 
S09 

-
264 
67 
--. 
679 
sss 

-------~~-~--------------------~--------------Total .. 176 21,197 291 21,621 34 1,541 110 16,122 55 2,878. 

---------·.------------------------------------· / 

A ,• Number ot Establishments. B • F~loyment. R =· include refractories. 
• 'Large Industrial Establishments in India' gives the names ot individual units. Otten 

these names include mention ot the product or the main product. Units are aub-claasitled 
. after identlfying'tbem with the help ot informed persona ln the trade. However, the 
figures should be treated ea approximate and are intended to give a broad idea of the 
distribution or different industries using clays. . . 

Source : Large Industrial Eetablishmente in India, 195g. 



can be legitimatelr and conveniently asa'WIIed that due to 

the high coat of long distance transpo~ ot tiles, road 

transpo~ is ueed onlr tor the local markets. The trade 

1n bricks and tiles during the rear 1964-65 ia tabulated 

1n Tables 2.1.4, 2.1.51 2 .• 1.6 an4 2.1.7. 

On the basis ot T&blea 2.1.4 an4 2.1.5 the chief 
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brick expo~ing States are Bihar, Oriesa, 'tieat Bengal, Kyaore 

and Ierala. The chief brick 1mpo~ing States are •••t 
Bengal, M.aharaahtra, Madras, J.'!adhya Pradesh and Bihar. The 

same States (e.g., Bihar) appear both as exporters and 

importers. In such caaea, probably, the St.ate exports one 

kind ot brick and imports another. The phenomenon may also 

be part.lr due to re-exports. The State of J.'labarashtra, 

though it produces brlcka, features as chief importer. This 

may be due to high demand tor bricks within the State. 

According to the rail and r1Yerborne trade data 

(Table 2.1.6) the States ot Kerala and Myaore are the chid 

exporters ot t.Ues. Aa cClllpared to the exporta frolll lterala, 

the exports trom Myson are negligible. The exports fi'OIA 

f.lyaon referred to above, mostlr originate from interior, or 

c11&t1nguiahed troa coastal,· Myaore. (~e expo~a tro111 

coastal Myaore 1.e., South Xanara whe~ rooting tile induatr.r 

11 localised, are by sea.) The chid consuoers ot lerala 

tUes a~ Madra a 1 'Maharaabtra, Andbra Pradesh and J.ladhf& 

Pradesh. As per the'coaatin£ trade statistics (Table 2.1.7) 



Tabl& 2.1.4 a Rail and Riverborne Trade in Bricks, 1964-65 (Quantity 1n Tonnea) 

----~-~--------------------------------~---Importing States 
Exporting States ;;;;----;,;dhy;----Bib;;-;M;b;:····o;is;a··utt;;---- Oth;;.··--,;;;i 

Bengal Pradesh raahtra Pradesh 

-------------------------------------------
Bihar 1),160 440 - 270 soo )SO 250 14,970 

Orisaa 1,)90 2,)10 4,8)0 100 - 40 270 8,940 

West Bengal - 1,2SO 880 220 1,180 280 520 4,330 

Madhya Pradesh - 4,080 - 20 - 40 - 4,140 

Andbra Pradesh 110 - 120 970 150 590 1,260 3,200 

GuJarat. 100 280 - 160 - 100 810 1,4SO 

Other - 10 - 1,100 - so so 1,240 

----~--~----------·-~----------------------
Total 14,760 s,:no 1,450 3,190 38,270 

------------------------------------------~ 
Source I Accounts Rel8tin• to the Inland Rail and Riverborne) Trade ot India Twelve 

Months ending ?>larch 19 5. 
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Table 2.1.~ 1 Coasting Trade 1n Bricks, 1964-6S (in •oooa) 

Exporting States 
Importing States -- .. -

Madras Maharashtra Gujarat Total 

West Bengal 2,)86 - -
My a ore - 709 - 709 

Ierala - )67 - 367 

GuJarat - 126 - 126 

Goa - - 1 1 

Total. 2,.386 1,202 1 

Source : Statistics ot the Coasting Trade ot India, Twelve 
~onths ending Harch 19§s. 



Table 2,1,6 1 Rail ~nd Riverborne Trade 1n Tiles, 1964-65 (in •oooa) 

----------------------------------------------Importing States 
Exporting 

--------------------------··--------------------------···-·--·--·----------States Madras Z.Ia~- And.hra J.:adhya Punjab Uttar Qujara~ Or1aaa Others Total 
raahtra Pradesh Pradesh Pl"adesh 

----------------------------------------------
lterala 26,2.37 1~,464 17,110 9,62) - 20 462 S62 1,741 74.4.39 
l!,ysors 205 2,960 460 lll - - 1 - 129 ),866 

Delhi - s - - 2,477 16S ) - )2 2,68, 

fliadhya 
1 62 991 66 117 1,946 Prndesh - - 707 2 

J.laharaabtra .)6 - S4 )24 19 132 427 2) 17 1,0.)2 

Clujara~ - 687 19 S2 9 )4 - - 23 624 
Bihar - 1 - 11 6 S41 16 - 17S 754 
Others - 29$ 116 142 176 S82 92 426 417 2,249 

----------------------------------------------
Total 

-----------------------------------------------
Note 1 The source givea the trade 1n tilea 1n quintals. Conversion used here 1a 

24 quintals • 1,000 tiles. 
the • 

Source t otin,. to .. Inl&nd Rail and R nrborne Trade ot India Twelve f.lonth 



Table 2,1,7 t Coasting Trade ln Tiles, 1964-65 (Quantity in '000) 

--------------------------------·----------
Export ins 
Stat .. 

Importing States 

-------------------------------------------------------------------Maba- Gujarat Goa 
raahtra 

Kerala ~tyaore Madrae Andhra Total 
Pradesh 

-~-------~---------------~----------------
~!ysore 

Kerala 

Maharaahtra 

GuJaret. 

V.adrae 

West Bengal 

Laccadivea 

Goa 

-
920 

121 

-
-

20 

U,49S 

2,178 

1,S22 

--
17 

.56 

-

6,)76 

4,552 

899 

40 

68 

-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-

-
"' 66 

--
-
47 

-

---
-
-
66 

-
-

9 

40 

--
-
-
-

72,507 

14,820 

2,.54, 
960 
189 

10.3 

10.3 

20 

------------------------------------------Total 69.3 148 86 49 

------------------------------------------
Source I Statht1es or the Coasting Trade of India, Twelve l-!onths ending 11-!preh 1965. 

\II ... 
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the States of Mysore and lerala are the chief exporters ot 

til... Here, however, the exports ot tiles from Myaore are 

much hither than those from Kerala. 

2.1.) Types ot Rooting Tiles 
. 

The discussion 1n the preceding paragraphs .,1uatitied 

the proposition that brick manuracture is widespread, where

as, the roofing tlle industey is more localbed. the concen

. t.ration ot the roofing t.Ue industry in. fever places may be 

due to that the rooting tiles require a sub-type ot clay 

with specltic impurities and that such clays are found only . . . 

in some places. Th~ growth ot the two industries (brick and 

tlle) may be partly dependent on the demand tor these 

· products. ·Hence even wru.ra. the materl.al vas available the 
. . . 

industry lllight have tailed to grow due to the absence ot . . 
demand. The· failure uy also be due to the availabillty or 

the popularity ot substitutes. For instance 1 in places where 

materials like marble rock1 laterite granite are avaUable 1 

bricks may not have much demand. 

The building brick industry thrives 1n the 8111all scale 

sector and has a greater cUaperaal. It is found mainly in 

North Eastern States vi&. 1 Bihar1 Oriaaa, iiest Bengal, J.ladhya 

Pradesh and on the Vest Coast, though amall quantitiea 

poaaibly'are produced all over India. The Statea ot V.ysore 

and lterala are the chiet tile manufacturing States. In 

Myaore the industry is concentrated in the coaatal distdc~ 



of South. Kanara. In 1958 out of a to~al emploYQent ot 
., 

6,586 1n the induatry 1n the State (Table 2.1.3), the 

Industry 1n. South Ianera accounted for 6,2i7.1 The lnduatr,r . . . . 

ln Kerala baa a wider diaperaal than 1n Mysore (Table 1.2). 
' ' . 

Prior to the eatabl1ahment·ot the organised rooting 

tile 1nduatry, the tiles wore made by the potters. The 

1961 census ahowa that the commun1ty1a thriving in almost 
. . 

all the States. The po~ter'a tiles d~ not have the quality ·• . ... ' 

·that coulc:t stand long t~nsit. Apart from t.hia due t.o hie 

lesaer financial ab111ty,~the typical potter could handle . . -""· . . 

aalea.only 1n hie local marketa. The organised lnduatry 1n . . . 
' ·India waa eatabliahed 1n Mangalore on the Weat Coaat and 

" . south of it. Tbeae tUea. soon spanned wide urketa. There 
• . - • .. t; :~. ·.- . . 

are ~ew other places where the ~h of the organised 

rooting tile· lnduatry baa replaced the potter's tilea. . .. - . 
Nevertheless, t.h~ potters have lost their aarketa even 1n 

places where there exiata no local organised rooting tile . ~ . 
' industry. The organiaad·jndustry trom ita few localized 

points have captured the potter'• markets. 

There are tour types among. rooting tUea which can be 

eaid to have grown beyond the pott•r'a local markets. These 

are namely, (.lJ Mangalore pattern, (2) Feroke pattern, (3) 
. ' 

Ulahaoad. pat.tem end (4) Rmiganj pattern. Ot these the . . . 

1 Large Industrial Establishments in India, 195S. 
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last ~wo are manufactured 1n ~be North Eastern Statea ot 

India. They are mostly demanded within these States. Aa 

c0111pared to these, the tlrat two have spanned the national 

~arket and even compete 1n the local markets ot the latter 

types. The Mangalore type and the Feroke type tU.a an 

manufactured in the coastal regions ot Myaore and Xerala. The 

main reason behind. ~he concentration ot the rooting tile 

industry on the West Coaa~; and the popularity ot tUea made 
'.. ~ 

here baa to be found in the ~vailability ot suitable olaya. 

"The manufacture ot eartheri tiles ot interlocking type has 

been carried on 1n the Wast Coast ot South India tor decades • .. 

The industry is concentrated 1n the district ot South Kanara 

(Myaore State) and area covered by the tormer district ot 
''·· ... 

Malabar· (Kerala State) 1 but other centres have grown 1n 

J.lyeore City, J.ladraa City, Jabalpur and eleewhere in t.he 

country • 

. The clays suitable tor the manufacture ot machine 

preaae4 tiles are found mostly 1n the West Coast.wl 

The present atudy con!ines iteelt to the rooting tile 

industry 1n South JCaiDara (coastal Mysore) and 1n Xerala. The 

~ilea made here accoun~ tor almost the entire production ot 

~wo ~ypea ot rooting tilea vis., ~he Mangalore an4 the Feroke 

l Handbook ot Com~ercial Information, Vol. I. Depart-
ment ot Commercial ~ttelligence and Statietica1 Government ot 
Ind1s 1 Calcutta, 196)1 PP• ~09-10. 



tJPe. The planning of diacuaaicm on the industry in the 

succeeding sections ia preaented below. Sections 2.2 to 

2.5 discuss the growth of the induatry 1n the dil!eren~ · 

centres end the market pattern tor their tiles during di!f· 

erent periods. Historical data are scant. There are brief 

referencee to the industry 1n the Census Reporta of 1901 and 

1911. As the etreota of ~he World War I, vhich cOIIIIIlenced 1n 

1914t could have been felt. on the tlle industry, it vas felt 

vhat baa been described of t~e industry 1n 1911 Cenaua Report 

could be more representative of the period prior to the war. 
Section 2.2 thua covers a period starting from the inception 

of the industry to 1914. There is some intormadon regard• 

ing the state of at.raira of the ·industry during the Grea~ 

Depression and Worlcl War II. These have been presented in 

Section 2.) which covers the period 1914-48. The attaU.ent 
• of Independence 1n 1947 ushered 1n a new elimate tor invest• 

ment. There are no data available as regards the production 

of tiles 1n the di!!erent centrea.1 For the period 1949 

onwards it vas pos&ible to eatilllate the production at the 

cli!terent centres, makin& some assumptions regard in& the 

technology in the industry and with the help of employment 

figures which vera available. However. trade data are more 

comprehensive tor the period 1960-67. Hence the period 1949 

1 Statewiae production t1gurea are available 1n the 
A.s.I. trom l9S8, but, tor the present purpose centreviae 
information 1a necessary. 



onwards baa been divided into two. Section 2.4 deala with 

the period 1949-S9 and Section 2.5 with 1960-67. 

Section 2.6 presents a critical review or the marke\ 
' ' 

pattern for tiles manufactured 1n different centres upto 

1967 discusaed 1n the earlier aect1ona. 

Coat of manufacturing tiles in the different centrea 

ia examined in Section 2.7. In Section 2.8 manufacturing 

costa and transport coata are combined to present the loca

tional advantages. 



2.2 Location ot the Tile Mnnuteeturing Centres 
end the L&tl~Economic History ot the 

lnd~trx upto 1914 

2.2.1 Location of the Tile Menuteeturing Centres 

the roofing tile industry operating at factory aoale 

having wide markets 1a a feature ot the West Coaato. Though 

the coastal districts of Madras have aome production, thia 

1a yery ineigniticant aa compared to thelr demanda and hence 

they need to import large quant1t1ea ot tilea made on the 

We.t Coaat. Even along the West Coast the industry 1a 1oca. 

liaed 1n ita stretch of South Kanara and the coa-' to ita 

aouth. To the north of South ICAtnara, the tile manufacturing 

unite are few and tar betveen.1 Recent years have ehowD 

GuJarat creeping ahead ot the other smaller producers ot 

rooflnc tiles 1n Xonkan and Maharashtra. The coaat north ot 

South Kanara baa been in the past the main market tor the 

tiles made 1n South Xanara and Malabar (Northern Kerala). 

This still remains ao. The Deccan Plateau with ita black 

cotton soil 1a unsuitable tor the tile industry. Unauccesetul 

attempta are atill being made 1n aome pucea 1n the area to 

produce tiles and compete with the qualitr ~ilea made on the 

Weat Coast. 

The qualitr ot clar varies troD plac• to plae•, eyen 

within a emall area. It 1a1 howeYer, aaU tha\ the entire 

1 See footnote ;z. 1 P• 59 



coaa\ or Kanara And Kerala 1a endowed with claya suitable 

tor the manutacture ot roofing t.1les. TbE!re are 71 \Ue 

tactoriea employing 5,300 persona in South Kanara. The 

pl'eaen\ production 1a over 10 crorea ot tllea per year. 

Mangalore town at the southern periphery or the district 

accounts for more than 90 per cent ot the employment and 

production 1n the industry in South Kanara.1 The dispersal 

of the industry along the Xerala coast ia given in Table 2.2.1. 

T!ble 2.2.1 a Number ot Eatabliahmenta end Employment in 
Tile Industry in Kerala, 1967 

-----------------------------D1atr1ct Number of 
Eatabliahmenta 

Employment 

---~-----------------~~~-----
Trivandi'WD 1 20 

Qullon 42 2,20) 

Alleppey 4 87 

Io\t&y8lll ) 75 

trnakul.am 19 94) 

Trichur 119 4,892 
Palghat 9 602 

Cali cut 22 4,197 

Cannanore 6 sss 
----------~---------------~--Total 225 lJ,S77 
-~~-~------------~--~------~-
Source 1 Economic Review - Kerala 1968, State Planninc aoara, frbanarum, kuala, Appendix 7.2. 

1 M. RaJashekara V.urthy, Kinbter for Induatr1ea and 
In£ormation, Myaoret "Progress of Industries in Canara 
Region~, Economic T1mee, June 16, 1969. 
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The annual production ot tiles 1ft lerala 1a estimated 

at )0 to 35 crores tiles for the year 1965.1 Aa per the 

employment tiggrea given in the above Table moat ot the 

production ia accounted for by the three districts, Yia., 

Trichur, Calicut and Quilon.2 

In the present study the growth ot the 1ndustr,y 1a 

diacuaaed 1ft relation to the localised point., via., Manga

lore, Calicut, Qullon and Tric:hur (Y.ap 2) • 

2.2.2 The Early Economic History ot the Industrt upto 1914 

The first tile factory 1n India was established 1D 

Mangalore in the year 1865 by the German miaaionariea--the 

1 R. Poomam, "Survey ot Ceramic Industries 1n India", 
All India Seminar on C ramie Industria AISCI Ma 1 66 1 
r chur, Souvenir, P• ~ • 

2 Aa compared to the localisation of tt~ industry 1n 
South Kanara and lerala evident tro. the above paragraphs, 
the employment 1n the industry elsewhere along the coast is 
1na1gnlf1cant. 

Year No.ot 
units 

a) Goa 1965 ' 1966 3 

t~ i 

b) Ratnagirl 1964 1 

Employ-
rnent 

lt21t 
s~ 

127 
105 

30 

Source 

Statistical Yearbook, 
12u~ to 1268 1 Goa 1 
Daman an4 nru, General 
Statletlca Department, 
Gove~ent Prees![anaji, 
1970, Table 6.4. • 
Socio-Economic Review 
and District Bta~istieal 
Ab tract of nat.no"'i 1 

a~r ct 1 ureau 
o ~conom ca Stat1a-
t1ca Government ot Maba
raablra,Bombay1Table 5.1. 

c) "The total num~&- ot rooting tile manufacturing units 
in Oujarat 1a JS and the~r annual production ia nearly 2 crorea 
ot tiles." Dr. B.M. Sedal~1 "Rooting Tile Industry in GuJarat", 
JUsgr. Tr!ehur. Max 1966: :souvenir, P• 67. _ 
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Basel ~~ss1on. The choice of Mangalore vaa no~ a reaul~ of 

any careful 1nveat1gat1on into the loestional ractora of 

the 1uduotry. The ~as&ionariea had other interests in the 

place. As the tiles grew popular en~ auit~ble clay was 

f~und, the M1sa1onar1ea opened another tac~ory in Callout 

in lS74. The first tile factory 1n Qullon waa established 

in lSSO. By 1901 the induatr,y had gr~11 considerably. The 

employment 1n the industry during the cenaua year 1901 waa 

aa followaa 

Table 2,2,2 : .Employment. 1n Tile Induetrr, 1901 

D1atr1et No. of persona 
emplorea 

~-----------~---~~~------~----
South Kanare (mainly J.iangalore) 

t.talabar (mainly Calieut) 

Travancore (mainly Quilon) 

-------~-~-~----------------~ 
Sourcesa 1) Ceneus of India, 1901, Y~dras, Part II • Imperial 

Tables, PP• 261-62, 
P~ III • 

The Cerusua of India for the State of Cochin !or the 

year 1901 atatea & 8 A few tile and brick manutactoriea have 

been opened 1n the ~~kundapuram and Trichur taluka whore tiles 

of the ~iangalore pat.t.ern are made. The pointed and the pan 
1 t.Uea made by t.he ordinary potter ere fast golni out or f&ahion. • 

1 Census or India, l9Ql. Cochin, P8rt I • Report, p.xxviv. 
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Until 1900 the erowth of the 1nduatry 1n Qullon and 

Tr1chur wroa meagre. The economic hiatory of the industry 

until 1900 can be said to be ita h1atory in South Kanara 

and V.alabar. 

The pioneers in Mangalore could not cope up with the 

demand which grew with the popularity of the factory-made 

tiles and •many orders could not be executed•,1 With ita 

eimple method of production, which could be easily known, 

competition came 1n within a metter of a_decade. The produc

tion and value of tiles in Mangalo~ tor the ye~ 1485 waa 

aa ie ahown by the Table below. 

Table 2,2,3 1 Production of Tiles, Ridges and Bricka in 
Mangalore, 1885 

-----------------------------Uumber Rate/1000 Total 
Manufactured T1lea approximate 
1n 1akhe 1n Ra, value 1n Ra. 

lt1n4 

-------~---~--------~--~------
1. Roofin& Tiles: 

Class I 62,2 35 to 4S 24$,800 
Cleaa II ),0 25 to 35 9,000 
Class III 4.0 1.5 6,000 

2. Ridge T1lea 2,0 80 16,000 
). BZ'lcks ).0 '' lO,SOO 

------------------------------Source : Mrs, B, Q, Karat, History and Development of Tile 
Industry 1n ~wngalore, Diasertation au.bsitted to 
the University ot Bombay for the degree of M.A., 
1954, P• Bl (unpublished). 

1 Jnnunl Report of the Basel Mission Societx, ~ngalore, 
1870..71. 
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According to the Madras District Gazetteer - Y~labar 

190~-o;, the tiles made in Malabsr and South Kanara were 

being exported to Rangoon, Singapore, Colombo and Australia 

by the year 1900.1 The Annual Reports of the Cochin Chamber 
2 

of Commerce which give portwiae exports for British porta 

(these include those in Kanara and ~lal&bar) do not show any 

export of tiles until 1900. The first batch or exports 

reported here is in 1900 from Mangalore. According to the 

Reports or the Cocbin Chamber or Commerce, exports from 

Celicut commenced in the year 1925. Exports from Y~ngalore 

end Calicut both to foreign countries and to other parts ot 

India by sea must have been negligible prior to 1900. Thus 

a production of around 75 lakh of tiles in Mangalore 1n 188S 

~ust have been necessitated only to satisfy the local demand. 

Mangalore at the time had no railway link. Road transport 

had aa yet not come 1n VO£Ue. .&xports through raU and road . 
being not possible, exports through the port being non

existent, it can be fairly realistically assumed tba~ the 

entire production or lSSS was consumed locally. The market 

tor tiles waa in existence before the factory-made tiles were 

introduced. Only the mode ot production changed. · 

In the year 1900 )~galore exported 11.67 lakh of 

tiles to Ceylon and 2.30 lakh tiles to Burma. As compared to 

1 
Vol. 

2 The source gives exports of 'Bricks and Tiles' which 
refer almost entirely to exports ot tiles. 
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theae, exports to ports 1n India amoWlte4 to 97.00 lakha. 

The importance end the beginning ot an external market tor 

tUea (those apart from local) is visible from this period 

onwarda.1 · 

The employment 1n the tile industry was greater 1n 

Malabar aa compared with South Kanara in the year 1901 (aee 

Table 2.2.2). For the period 1914-49 the industry in south 

Kanara ahowa a concentration 1n Mangalore • whereas the 

induatry in Y.alabar ehows a comparative dispersal. Uao, 1n 

the year 1917 the employment 1n the tUe ir.duatry waa greater 

in Mangalore than in Calicut (aee Table 2.).2). It aeema 

probable th~t around the turn of.the century both employment 

and production were slightly lllOH in V...angalore aa compared 

with Cal1cut.. 

There were no exports of tUea from ~lalabar porta by 

•••• However, Calicut had a raUway link "i.th Madras aa 

early as 1888. Madras was connected with Bombay as long back 

as 1671. Calicut-aade tiles thus bad easy acceaa1b111ty to 

1 ,~.n."lual Reports ot the Coeh1n Chember ot Commerce t 
Cochin. . 

The sudden rise in exports evan with a short period 
of lS years fl'OIIl 1885-1900 tsaa t.o be justified on the basis 
t.hat market tor tiles was 1n existence everywhere. As soon 
aa the factory-made tiles wore introduced they soon caught 
the market. The country t.1lea and the potter's tiles were 
driven out of demand. Were we t.o on the contrary grant that 
exports from Mangalore and Calicut existed prior to 1900 we 
have to lay lesser emphasis on the 1ntluence of local demand 
on the growth of these centres during the early years. 
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all the markets 1n Deccan. They could also cater to coastal 

Andhra Pradesh since 1894. There 1a no statistical evidence 

to ahow the volume of trade by rail. ~hereas, the exports 

to eratwh1le Hyderabad State and Bombay Presidency 1n Deccan 

(the preaent interior Andhra Pradeah and Mabaraahtra) could 

either be non-existent or small - the Calicut tiles possibly 

bad established their name 1n the markets 1n ~~draa Which 

could be reachacS by tbe broad-gauge line that also ran along 

the Malabar coast. For soma time these markets 1n Madras 

were an exclusive monopoly of Malabar tiles, particularly 

thoae made 1n Calicut, later known aa the Feroke tilaa.1 

The first decade of the n~eteenth century ushered in 

new competition 1n the tile industry. Qu1lon and the rest 

of Travancore now had eight unite employing 1,510 labourers.z 

More remarkable 1a t.he growth of a number of emaU units 1n 

Trichur in the erstwhile State of Cochln. c. !chyuta Manon, 

writing for the Cocbin State Manual, stateaa woutch tiles have 

nearly gone out of taah1on and given place to patent tiles of 

~~ngalore pattern. A n~ber of tile and brick factories have 

consequently sprue& up to supply this demand in recent years. 

There are 14 such factories 1n the neighbourhood of Trichur 

1 Feroke ie a village in Calicut district 1n the vicinity 
ot Calicut town where the tile factories are concentrated. 
Feroke tiles are bit bigger in size aa compared to the ~~nga
lore pattern. 

2 Census of Indis, 1911, Trevencore. 
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and 2 near Cbit~oor employing over 750 men, women and 

children •••• •1 Unlike the older tile manufacturing centrea 

1n ~~galore, Calicut and Quilon which were porta, Trichur 

la situated inland. ~bile the dia~an~ coastal markets were 

not easily accessible to t1lea ma4o in Tr1chur1 the broad

gauge railway -ndch connected i~ both with Cochin and V~dras 

gave it a wide range of markets. It 1a in Tr1chur t1laa, aa 

will be seen that Calicut-made tilea found their first 

competitor. 

Trichur, ae compared to the other three centres, wae 

a ComQeroial town of lesser importance. The only factor 

that could have influenced ~he loca~1on of the industry here, 

apart from the availability of clay and cheap labour, 1a the 

proven eucceaa ot the unite belonging to the Basel Miaalon 

and other pioneers in Palgbat which ia very near to Trichur. 

Aa the raw material waa available the: industry apread 

all along the West Coast south of v~alore. But in moat 

cases 1t did not grow further than to cater to local demand. 

For the industry to localise in any plac~ 1t 1a necessary to 

have acceaa to wide markets. Though the broad-ga~e line ran 

along this stretch ot Wes~ Coast the emaller towns of little 

commercial importance, perhaps, did not have their own 

railway atationa. Aa regar4s the po•a1b1lity ot exports by 

1 c. Achyuta Menon, Cochin State Manual, 19111 P• 271. 
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sea, the bigger sailing veasela which carried tiles to 

distant coaatal markete and the steamers which carried 

exports to foreign countries could not have been eaally 

available at the small port towns. There could be one 

other reason why the industry did not ahow an even growth 

along the raw material stretch. Industry in ,eneral as 

compared with agriculture requires a relatively dense labour 

pool. Less urbanised tracta of the· raw material belt, 

perhaps, did not poaaeaa a aultable eupply ot labour. The 

gradual localisation ot the industry, hence, could be found 

only in the commercial towna of l~nsalore, Calicut, Quilon 

end Trlchur. 



2.) Growth or the lndustf{ end the l 
Market Pattern for T es 1914-48 

Growth or the Indust~ in the Four Centres 
v •·;:Mai!fia1ore, caicut., sulion and triohur 
l121 12 ) 

There are two aub-eectiona to the present section. 

67 

The first briefly describea the growth ot ~he industry in 

ita localised centrea that are already identified. The 

aecond attempt& a glimpae at the market pattern tor tiles 

made 1n aoma or these centres. A comprehensive view ot the 

market pattern tor the tiles manufactured in all the centres 

could not be presented due to the non-availability ot the 

required atatiatica. However, even the diacussion on the 

basis or·the avdlable trade data, aa will be aaen, helps to 

draw a few conclualona aa regards the market pattern for 

til••· 

The rooting tile industry 1a material oriented. The 

industry hal remained near the clay deposits. The pull from 

the chief tuel i.e., firewood has been less important. Tile 

unite are located within a distance or 1' milea from the 

clay fields, whereas they draw tuel from toreata located SO 
to eo miles from them. In spite ot the material orientation 

ot the location, the coat ot clay (at the source) as auch ia 

1 Employment data ue available only tor the period 1917 
onwards. However, the generalisations in this section relate 
to the period 1914-48. 



a lese important componen~ in the delivered price of clay. 

The transpor~ coat on clay forma a more important component 

even when the tile units are located near the place of 

ma~erial. ( T .able 2.·.3 ·1). 

Teble 2.l.l 1 Price Structure of Clay, 1967 (Price 1n Rupees 
Per Cubic Yard) . 

~----------~-----~------·---~-
Manufacturing Centres Mangalo~ Cf.l1cut 
-------------------- -----------------Distance from the fsctor.r to 

the clay fields (miles) 12 12 lS 

V10de ot Transport Boat Lorry Boat 

Cost of Clay 1.20 1.20 l.SO 

Cos~ of Loading 1.46 1.46 2.50 

Cost ot Transport 2.84 s.s,. ,.,o 
;., 

----~--~----~---------------~-Total s.so 
------------------------------
Source 1 Suney, 

Due to the preponderance of transport cost on clay, 

the industry's growth confined to the region where the clay 

vas available, even when the market for tiles spanned wider 

areaa. The employment 1n the industry in its chief centres 

during the period 1917·48 1a presented in Table 2,),2. 

In Table 2,).2 the employment figures have been used 

ea 1ndictttora of output. It should be noted that. these can 

be only crude indicators. Firstly, aa the period under 



Table 2.~.2 : Employment in Tile Faetor1ea 1917-49 

---------------------------------------~-~----South Kanara .Malabar Central Kerala Southern Kerala 
Year ------------------ ------------------ --------- -· ·------- ---------------J,!anga- Rest or Total Callout Rest or Total Trichur Alwaye Total Qu1lon 

lore South Malabar 
Kanara 

~-~----------------------------------------~-~ 1917 2,003 7S 2,076 1,776 960 ·2, 736 so - so 2,116 
1919 1,56.3 122 1,705 99S 1,64.5 2,640 150 - 1.50 2,268 
1921 2,388 80 2,466 1,911 11 )IS.3 .3,294 .36S - .36S 3,009 
1923 2,321 124 2,44.5 2,.381 1,106 3,487 831 - 6)1 1,967 
1925 2,506 122 2,626 2,332 98.5 .3,317 981 - 981 676 
1927 2,6SS 120 2,606 2,512 958 .3,470 135 - 13.5 960 
1929 2,5.5.3 131 2,684 2,S.39 961 3,800 993 - 99.3 2,206 
1931 2,541 1.3) 2,674 1,809 1,077 2,886 1,04.5 239 1,264 2,062 
19.3.3 2,904 204 .3,101! 2,059 759 2,818 1,27.3 361 1,634 1,460 
193S 3,159 214 3,373 2,473 743 3,221 1,210 266 1,476 1,0.54 
1937 2,211 250 2,461 2,06.5 631 2,696 1,300 424 1,724 1,260 
1939 R.l,. N.A. M.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. H.A. H.A. N.A.. 
1941 3,836 ss 3,924 2,979 1,060 4,039 1,266 274 1,.540 1,449 
194) 3,35S 237 3,59.5 2,.539 1,79.3 4,332 1,7.50 461 2,211 1,309 
194.5 4,064 169 4,237 2,780 1,292 4,072 1,397 630 2,027 1,379 
1947 ),626 )03 3,929 ),00) 1,379 4,382 1,266 • 6PO 1,926 1,270 
1949• 4,159 374 4,533 4,166 1,406 .5,572 1,706 S63 2,.571 1,224 .. 

----------------------------------------------N. A. • Not Available. 
• As the d&~a tor the year 1948 was not available data for the year 1949 baa been presented 

here. 
•• Includes the employment figure or 90 1n respect or Kottayam alao. $ 
Source a Lar~e Industrial Establishments in India. 
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reterence 1a long, ~he outpu~ per labour cou14 have changed 

over tlme. secor~dly 1 outpu~ per labour 1n dUferent centrea 

may not be almilar at any point of ~1m• due to the dl!ferencea 

in their technological development. 

- Table 2.).2 covers the period 1917-46. Thia period 

includes three major economic aub-perioda i.e. 1 the two 

World Ware, and the great depression of late 1920'•• 

There ia no deecr1pt1ve account aa regarda the state 

of aftaira in the industry 1n ita different centres during 

the Firat ~orld War. There was a tall in the employment 1n 

the industry in Mangalore and Calicut between the yeara 1917 

and 1919. 

· Aa a supplier to t~ building industry which geta 

affected the earliest during an economic cr1aie1 the tile 

industry should have experienced aome lean years following 

the ueat craah of 1929. According to t.he ~taclraa C.naue 

Report, 19311 (then, the d1atr1c~a of South Xanara and Y~labar 

were in Madras Presidency) ~he tile induatry auttored a set

back during the depreas1on years. •Owing to the general 

economic depression building operations have been greatly 

reatricted in all marketa and consequently the demand tor 

tiles has latterly dropped very considerably. With the result 

there baa been over-production and prices have tallen to • 

marked extent."l The impact ot this changed situation on 

1 Census of India, 1931. Madrae, Report, P• 2)6. 
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employmen~ aa can be aaan from Tabla 2.3.2 waa felt only 1n 

Cali cut. In l•lang&lora the 1n<1ustry a bowed a marginal tall 

1n the employment. Due to the difficultlea laced 1n getting 

ataamera to convey the eh1pmenta, there was a tall 1n the 

exports to foreign marketa.l Thia waa true both 1n the case 

of Mangalore and Calicut, mora so 1n the latter'a caae, aa 

it depended on these markets to a greater extant (eee Tables 

2.).) and 2.3.S). 

In Qullon too, the industry suffered a aetbaek due to 

a fall 1n demand for tiles 1n ita markets. It main markets 

were at home. The price fell through the depression years 

trom Rs.~s.oo per thousand tiles 1n 1928 to Ra.)7.00 1n 19)1.2 

The industry in Trichur 1n the erstwhile State ot 

Cochin waa not affected by the general adverse conditione ot 

the depression yeara. The employment 1n the industry does 

not show a tall. The Census Report of the State tor the year 

atatea that the tllea made here were very much 1n demand.) 

The Second World War, 1t is said, had a favourable 

effect on the tile industry. "Production increased cona1• 

derably due to 1ncessan~ demand tor bu1ld1ng materials, bu~ 

1 Ib1~ 1 P• 2)8. 

Travencore F.conom1 De re~sion En ui C~~ttee fie o 
Government Prase, Trivandrum, 932 1 2. 

Census ot India, 1931, Cochin, Part I, Report, p.l61. 

• 



a very large pa~ of ~he output waa assigned for military 

purposes from 19)9 to 194s.•1 
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Summing up, it can be said tha~ the major economic 

events did not have any far reachinc effects on the tile 

industry. The ag:;regate employment in the induatry and also 

employment 1n the industry in ita different centres did not 

show any abrupt changea. There baa been, however, a gradual 

increase 1n the employment in all the centrea except Quilon.z 

UntU 1947 , Mang&lore continued to be the biggest tile 

manufacturing oentre in Indial But the industry had taken a 

atronger root 1n Karels. The coastal strip north of l'.angalore 

hsa more of iron content in ita aoil and thus the tiles made 

here turn brittle. These tiles are more susceptible to 

breakage in transport. Possibly, the non-availability of 

labour also acted aa an additional constraint on the spread 

ot the industry towards the north. South of }tcnr;alore, raw 

material availability allowed a diaperaal or the industry 

along the coast, but, the availability of labour concentrated 

the industry between Calicu~ and Cochin. Partly, the existence 

or two big centres in Mangalore and Calicut must have lessened 

the prospects of locaUa•tion of the industry in the region 

between th8Jil. 

1 Mrs. B, Q, Karat, op.cit,, P• 96. 
2 In Qu1lon there wu a tall in the employment in the 
industry, The major economic events of' the period ond the 
resultant changing condition were not a cause behind. 

3 It was only in 1949 that Calicut had a marginally 
higher employment 1n the industry, 
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During ~he per1o4 atter the dapreaeion a new tile 

manufacturing centre emerged in Alvaye. Situated on the 

broad-gauge line connec~1ng Trichur and Cochin, the rise of 

this centre vas mainly to cater to local demand. Aa a 

result, the tiles made 1n Tricbur moved leas to the south. 

Although Quilon vas the thircl town in India t.O hne 

a tile factory, the growth of the induatry lagged behind 

that or Trichur which entered the tile trade much later. · 

Moreover, unlike the other three centres, the induatry in 

"uUon showed a decline 1n employment during the period 

1914-46. The mnin reason behio.cl thla 1a the apasmodio 

appearance of another lucrative opportunity for investors 

during 1930'•• The new industry, which, u wlll be seen, 

· showed almost an overnight growth, waa the cashew decorticate 

1ng industry •. From the labour supply point ot ·dew, though 

the latter required a large supply, it did not pose any 

problema aa it employed mostly tamale labour. The pinch, 

however, was felt on the capital aida. New investments got 

channeled into cashew kernel exports. Compared to the tile 

industry, the cashew 1ndustry needa very little capital 

investment. It was still lese when the industry vaa at ita 

1ntant.etaga and wsa not yet bound by any etaiutory factory 

regula tiona. 

Similarly 1t ia the existence ot other better alterna

tive opportunities that explain the failure of Alleppey to 
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develop a tile industry ot its own. Alleppey town vaa the 

only industrial town 1n the erstwhile Travancore State. It 

waa also the moat important commercial centre and port 1n 

the State. 

2.).2 Market Pattern for the Tiles Menutectured 
in the four Centres u914dJO 

The growth ot any industry 1n any place generally 

depends upon the coat advantage it baa over others 1n aypply

ing the ditferent markets• and the demand tor the product 
( 

in these marketa. The market for the t1lea manufactured 1n 

any centre con be broadly clesa1tied into local markets and 

markets situated at a distance from the manufacturing centr8a 

In the case of the former each centra alw~ye baa a transport 

coat advantage over other centres. But this advantage is of 

no avaU 1t t.he latter have a compensating advantage in manu

facturing costa. At present, the local demand 1s found to 

be attached to the respective individual centra irrespective 

ot 1ta coat advantage o~ disadvantage. The same appears to 

have held true 1n the pas\. However, to underatand the 

impact ot local demand on the growth of individual centres, 

it 1a neoeaaaey to know the growth ot such dema.Qd. The 

required atat1etice are not available. The population figures .. 
cannot be uaad •• indicators ot demand (tor tiles), tor, the 

$iled root until recently was a status symbol 1n moat parts 

ot India. the demand for tiles even now has a semi-urban 

biaa. 
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Aa regards the diatan' markets, it is essential to 

know the manufacturing costa at di!terent centres and also 

the transport costa trom these centres to the markets. 

H18torical data on coats are scant. The loeational advantage 

ot d1tterent centres, theretore 1 cannot be tully judged. 

FUJ'ther, due to the raarket 1mpertect1ona 801118 urkete were 

attached to certain centres. Thua 1 locational e4vantage 

based merely on coats (manufacturing + transport) woulcl not 

bave had much s1gn1ticance. 
' . 

Due to the above mentioned d1tticulties, 1n thie sub-

section an attempt 1e made only to sketch the market pattern 

tor tlles manutaotured in 801118 or the centres, during the 

reference period. Trade etatlatlca are inc0111plete. One 

cannot have • comprehensive view ot the market pattern tor 

the tiles made 1n all the centres. 

At proaent the tiles are moved by road, rail and sea. 

Ot t.hia 1 road tranapon 1a ~enabely used only atter t.he 

coming up or lorry conveyance 1 which became popular since 

1950'•• Apart froM the absence ot a taat moving conveyance, 

the roa4a themselves were non-existent.. The coastal belt 

stretching trom tanara through the State ot Ierala is threaded 

by estuaries. rhe bridgea across and the roads connect1ng 

these bridges are ot a recent origin. 

Due to t.he high coat ot transport, the lorriea are 

used only lor the markets located nearby t.be manufacturing 
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cen~rea. These ~rke~a can be ~armed aa local mnrke~a. In 

the paat, the local markets were catered to by bullock-ca~a, 

and by waterwaya wherever poaaible. The data regarding both 

are absent. 

The date, when rail transport began to be uaed for 

conYey1ng tiles, 1e not known. Some of the tUe manufactur

ing centres were connected with a railway line aa early aa 

1868. During the period 1914-44 all the !our centres via., 

Mangalore, Callout, Tricr.ur and QuUon, had a railway link. 

However, ~be railway atat1at1ca1 include tile as a separate 

commodity only from the year 196o-61. 

As re,arda the seaborne and coastal ~de, the Cocb1n 

Chamber of Commerce provides information regarding the 

exports of tiles from the po~a of V.adraa Presidency, on the 

Weat Coast. Thia includes the po~s ot Mangalore and Calieut. 

In the following paragraphs ~he market pattern tor 

the t1lea made 1n each centre 1a separately diacuaaed. Later, 

the locational juat1f1cat1on for the spatial distribution ot 

markets betwaen the centres 1a briefly examined. 

1-!engalore I• The broad-gauge raUwa:r line which cuts 

across peninsular India from Jo!adraa to Calicut; runa dong 

the !4alabar coaat and terminat.. 1n Mangalore. The aame 

broad .. gauge line 1a extended from Shornu.r to Coeh1n. The 

l Accounts Relntln to the In Rnd Rail nnd Riverborne 
Trade o n a. 
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tile manufaoliuring centre, Triobur, liea on the Shornur

Cochin at.retch. The rail-head marketa on the broed-go~e 

line were thua acceaaible to the three centres vis., )~a

lore, Cal1cut and Trichur. 

There are no data relating to railborne trade of tilea 

in reapect of J~ngalore aa well aa other centrea tor the 

period 1914-46. However, it aeelll8 probable that exports of . 

til .. trota t-langalore 'by rau, 1t 8Jdated, were emall. The 

following arguments have been provided tor the anme. 

Employment in the induatry 1n lriangalore more or less 

remained the ellllle during the yeara 1941 to 1949 (aee Table 

2.).2). For the year 1949, lt waa possible to eatimate the 

production of tiles in the centre; it haa been put around. 

S crorea (eee Table 2.4.)). There baa been some significant 

improvement in the method of production which influenced 

productivity of labour during the early part of the period 

1949•S9. Thus, though the employment in the industry remained 

the aeme during !#he years 1941 to 19491 the production 1n 

1949 should be higher than that in the earlier yeara. 

The production of tilea in Mangalore waa lesa than 8 

crorea during t.ha yeara 1941•46. .Aa COIIIp&recl with this, the 

foreign and coaatal exporta from the port ot f.!angalore which 

averaged around 5 crorea (see Table 2.).3) formed approx1-

matelr 65 par cent or the production. The reat 3S per can\ 

oould be shared by the local morketa nearabout Hangelore ancl 
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the rail-head markets. The ahara of the latter markets, 

however, could be amall. For, in the later periods 1949•'9 

end 1960-67, lt baa been found that the local markets 

absorbed large quantities ot tilea produced at the centre 

and that the rallborne exports trom the centre were negligible. 

Also, locationally, Mangalore le in a disadvantageous poal

tlon aa regards the rail-head .arkete. Railway line starting 

tram Mangalore proceeds southwards. Two centres, Calicut 

and Tr1chur1 are located on the same line south ot Mangalore. 

ft,e preceding two paragr&pha examined the poaaibility 

ot rellborne exports trom Mangalore during 1941-48. The 

employment in the industry in Mangalore tor the rears 1914-41 

was about 6' per cent of that for the period 1941-44 (aee 

Table 2.).2). Exports to foreign countries and coastal 

exports together were more than ).S crores for a greater 

number ot years of the period 1914-41 (aee Table 2.).)).Tbeae 

exports should form more than 60 per cent of the production. 

The production in the centre on the baaia of employmen' and 

making allowance to crude technology (technology baing crude), 

can be approximated at sliGhtly above S crorea. Considering 

the importance ot local market• during the period prior to 

1914 and tt.e period ar~er 1941, it seems probable of the 

yaara 1914-41 that much ot the residual production excluding 

the roreign and coastal exports wes consumed at the local 

markets. 

It 1a presumed here tt~t reilborne trade 1n respect of 



~ilea made in V~ngalore was negligible during the perio4 

1914-48. The road ~ranapon being used only to aupply the 

nearby local markets, the aame being the case with river 

transport, the exports by sea (conat.lll and foreign) ahoul4 

represent the centre's entire exporta. 

19 

Information regarding uport.a of tUea from the pon 

of V~galore aa provided in the Annual Reports of the Coch1n 

Chamber of Commerce is presented in Table 2.).). 

I~ can be eeen from Table 2.).) ~hat BOMbay porta and 

t.he 'Other Indian Porta' were the main markets for the tUea 

manufactured 1n J.wngalore. The exports to foreign colintriea 

gained aome importance only during the yean 1941-42 to · 

1948-49. Th1a was due to the comin& up of an entirely new 

market for tilea 1n East Africa. 

From the inception of the industry in Mangalore • the 

manuf'acturera mainly relled on the home urkete. During 

t.he early years, however, the market vas local. wnen the 

production increased the tiles from ~he centre were exported 

to coaat.al markets north of it.. It can be seen from Table 

2.).~ that even during the early decades of the present 

century the t11ea manufactured in Mangalore were not exported 

to foreign countries 1n large numbere. 

Durin& the period 192.5-26 t.o 1948•491 Bo:lbay porte and 

the 'Other Indian Porta• were the chief 1111portera of t.ilea 
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Teble 2.3.1 I Exports of Tiles by Sea I Mangalore, 1925-26 to 1948·49 (Number in Lakha) 

- - --- - ----- ---- --- - --- - ----------- --- - - ----------------- ----------------Foreign Coastal Grand Year -------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------Strait Other Total 
Ceylon Burma Settle- Sindh1 East Total Bombay llmdras Ben&al Indian Total 

menta (Pakistan) Africa Porta 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
1925-26 34.20 . 7.55 - - - 41.75 215.83 24..17 - 79.84 )19.84 )61.59 
1926-27 6.7) - - - - 6.7) 240.94. 23.20 - 100.87 .)65.01 371.74. 
1927-2$ 11 .. )8 - - - - u.3a 206.47 - - 112.99 319.46 3)).84 
1928-29 lJuSl 0.67 - - - 15.18 25.S.97 - - 140.65 396.62 411.80 
1929·30 20.28 1.)2 - - - 21.60 220.67 - - 126.87 )47.54 369.llt. 
19)0-)1 7.69 4.58 - - - 12.27 159.54 - - 116.20 275.74 288.01 
1931·32 1.19 - - - - 1.19 220.05 - - 101.61 321.66 322.85 
1932-33 4.95 - - - - 4.95 25).16 - - 115.)8 )68.54 373.49 
19))•)4 4.70 ).09 - - - 7.79 25).llt - - 142.41 395.55 40).)4 
1934-)5 2.93 - - - - 2.9) 22).11 - - 126.)9 )49.50 )52.4) 
1935-36 2.50 - 1.5) ).41 0.73 8.17 212.96 - - 1)9.10 352.06 360.23 
19)6-)7 4.6.S - s.s5 2 0.04 2.89 13.1) . 199.78 - - 91.50 291.26 304.41 
1937-)$ 4.09 - 3.39 3 0.74 2.1~ 10.37 265 .• 93 - - 123.53 389.46 399.83 
1938-39 lt.27 - 2.0$ 0.92 15 • .5.5 22.82 24.0.4) 0.33 - 130.61 371.37 391t.l9 
1939-40 2.73 - 7.10 0.67 8.20 18.70 258.97 - - 119.10 )78.07 396.77 
1940-41 .1.76 1.0) 6.23 7.64 3.24 19.90 . 332.47 - 31.51 84.73 454.77 474.67 
1941·42 . 0.93 - - 60.40 - 61.33 . 456.98 - - 88.55 54S.S3 606.86 
1942-4) 6.67 - - 1).84 8.25 28.76 447.6) - - 151.21 598.84 627.60 
1943-44 22.73 - .. 0.05 27.94 50.72 292.00 - - 103.81 395.81 446.5) 
1944-45 17.26 - - - 6.00 23.26 372.97 - - 19,.:.02 .566.99 590.25 
194.5-46 18.98 - - 2.26 .5) • .50 74.74 298.74 - - 142.69 41.1.43 516.17 
1946-lt7 18 • .58 4.32 0.52 0.16 39.88 63.46 266.67 - - 149.93 416.60 480.06 

1947-48 ~1.78 - 4.19 o.s4 44.7.5 103.88 ,. 246.39 - 2.29 109.29 3.57.97 461.85 
1948-49 34.96 - 2.10 0.65 92.40 132.73 4 283.49 - - 79.98 363.47 496.20 

~---~-----------------------------------------------+------------------
1 - Prior to 1935-36 Sindh was included in Bombay Presidency. Exports ~o Sindh if any during the period should appear under 

coastal exports to Bombay. 
2 - Includes 1.72 lakhs to Malaya. 
3 • Includes 0.60 lakhs to Malaya. 
4 - Includes 2.62 lakhs ~o Australia. 

Source : Annuel Re2orte of the Cochin Chamber of Commerce. 
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Teble 2,3 •• I Exports ot Tiles by Sea I ~ngalore {Number 
1n Lalcha) · 

------------------------------Year Foreip Porta · Indian Porta Total 

--------------------~---------
1900·01 

1910-ll 

1920-21 

97.00 

195.70. 

)12,00 

110.97 

219.86 

J26.7S 

------------------------------
Source I Annual Reports ot the Cochin Chamber ot Commerce, 

from Mangalore. Bombay porta included the porta in the 

present GuJarat State excluding the Eath1awar porta, porta 

1n the present Maharaahtra State, and the porta in the 

d1atr1ct ot Karwar belonging to the present State ot Myaore. 

Aa the present pattern ot trade euggeata, bulk ot tht 

illlporta into Bombay porta muet. hllve beeza accounted tor by 

the port of Bollbay. The 'Other Indieza Porta• include porta 

other than those in tht Preeidenciea ot Bombay, Ma4raa and 

Bengal. {Among 'Other Indian Porta' 1 the Katbiawar porta 

must have figured important aa per the present distribution 

of exports from J~n&alore.) 

Bombay porta and the Kathiawar porte, which imported 

tUea from .Mangalore are to t.bt north or the centre. Thu.a, 

it can bt aaid, t.hat apart from their local market a, thl 

unutacturera 1n J<langalore depended on the coastal markets 

north ot the centre. 



Cnllcut I• Reterr1nc to Table 2.).2 1 it can be aeen 

that during the period 1914-48 the employment in the industry 

in Calicut was alightlr leaa than it accounted tor in Y£nga• 

lore. For aome reara, however, the former shows an employment 

higher than the latter. AaaWDin& that output per labourer 

was similar 1n nangalore and Callout 1 lt can be accepted 

that the production of tllea 1n the two centrea did not 

dltter much during the period 1914-48. 

lntonu~tion regarding the exports ot tU .. trom the 

po~ ot Calicut 1a presented 1n Table 2.).5. 

The exports ot tiles trom the Port. of lt.an&alore ranged 

from 2SS.Ol lakha to 627.60 lakhs during the period 192s-26 

to 1946•49 (Table 2.).)). Aa compared to th1s 1 the exports 

trom the port; of Callout ranged from 6l.S"o l&khe to 221.05 

lakhs during the same period. For a greater part of the 

period 1925-26 to 1948-491 the seaborne exports (coastal and 

foreign) from. the port of Cal1cut were much leas than halt 

that from J!.angalore. 

The production or tiles 1D Calicut,. it waa stated, 

poedblr wa.a more or lese alm1lar to that in Mangalore. l'he 

eeaborne uporta from Calicut 1 bowenr1 did not compare 

tavourablr with the export.a from Mangalore. This should 

mean 1 1n contrast w1 th the 1nduatey 1n Mangalore 1 there waa 

a creater reliance on the local markete and the rail-heed 

urkete bJ the induatl")' 1n Callout during the period 192s-26 
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Tsble 2.J.S s Exports ot Tiles by Sea a Calicut 1 1925-26 to 1948-49l (Number in Lakhs) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------Foreign Coastal 

----------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- Grand 
Year Strait 

Sind2 Other Other Totr.l. 
Cey}.on Burma Settle- East Foreign Total Bomb&y lt.adras Bengal Indian Total 

menta (Pakistan) Africa Countries Porta 

------------------------------------------------------·-----------------
1925-26 39.05. 29.28 - - - - 68.3) 4.27 11.76 6.90 10.00 32.93 101.26 
1926-27 21.54 16.40 - - - - 37.94 4o43 5.49 - 17.13 27.05 64.99 
1927-28 56~42 .)3.14 - - - - 89.56 )..35 - 0.26 34.89 )8.50 128.06 
1928-29 64.)8 17.98 - ... - - 82.)6 1.78 - 0.48 32.)0 )4.56 116.92 
1929-30 59.63 17.86 - - - - 77.49 1.43 - 0.1.8 27.34 29.25 106.74 
19)0-)1 )2.05 19.59 - - - - 51:.64 0.42 - 0.55 )0.24 )1.21 82.85 
1931-)2 24.09 ).47 - - - - 27.56 5;03 - 0.21 28.70 3.3.9/t 61.50 
1935-36 lt.3.67 12.65 18.00 . 0.30 - - 71..62 0.53 - 0.10 56.80 57.4.3 1)2.05 
1936-37 49.61 18.52 49.40 0.01 - 0.27 117.81 0.42 - 0.1) 42.1.6 43.01 160.82 
19.31-38 52.25 15.59 48.61 - - - 116.45 0.40 - O.llt . 1.4.48 45.02 161.47 
19)8-.39 41.31 12.)1 81.61 - - 0.10 1)5.)) 0.)1 - 0.15 38.68 39.14 174.47 
1939-40 39.95 21.67 61.15 0.05 - 0.51 143.3.3 0.26 - - 23.93 21..19 167.52 

191.1-42 16.88 9.12 27.56 20.04 1.27 - 11..81 12.52 - - )).78 46.)0 121.17 
1942-lt) 28.97 - - 9.)2 - - )8.29 71.16 - - 111.60 182.76 221.05 
194.3-44 48.66 - - - 1.58 - 50.24 2.25 - - 51.74 53.99 101..2) 
1944-45 23.90 - - 0.98 - - 21..88 33.01 - - 88.55 121.62 146.50 
1945-46 49.02 - - 0.08 2.17 - 51.27 4.91 - - 2).86 28.77 80.01. 
1946-47 28.06 2).09 19.16 0.41 - 0.09 70.81 0.61 - 0.28 28.06 28.95 99.76 
1947-48 91.95 5.)6 52 • .393 - - 1.22 150.92 11.19 - 0.08 35.55 :.6.82 197.74 
1948-49 10.3.72 4o07 4 • .38 4 0.93 0.40 ) • .37 116.87 1.14 - 0.07 )).7) )6.94 15).81 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 - For tho yeare 1932-)) to 19.31.-.35 and 1940-41 data are not available. 
2 - Prior to 19.35-.36 Sindh was included in Bombay Presidency. Exports to Sindh if any during the period should eppear under 

coastal exports to Bombay. . 
) - Includes )1 .. 55 lakhs to Z.lalaya. 
4 • Refers to exports to ~~lays. 

Source a Annual Reports ot the Coehin Chamber of Commerce. 



to 1948-49. In other words, bulk of the production from 

Callout waa consumed locally and by the rail-head marketa. 

The atatiatlcal information sa regarda both 1a not available. 

The ra1lborne trade statistics 1n respect of tiles 1a 

available only from the year 196o-61 onwards. Sta~iatica 

regarding trade by road are non-existent even nov. In respect 

ot raUborne trade, however, it could be learnt that there 

were some exports by rail from Cal1cut. 

The exports ot tiles from the port. of C&l.icut are 

presented in Table 2.3.5. Some observations can be made on 

the basis of this. The exports to foreign countries 1e the 

more important. component 1n the centre's exporta by sea. 

This 1a 1n contrast to the pattern ct such trade originating 

from Mangalore. Even by absolute quantity, tbe exports to 

foreign countries from Calicut were greater than the exports 

from Mangalore. Relatively the coastal markets vis. , Bombay 

porta and the 'Other Indian Porta' wore less important for 

Calicut than they were tor •~galore. In the case of Mange

lore, Bombay porta were the chief importers of tiles amongst 

both foreign and Indian markets. Even among it.a coastal 

markets, Bombay porta feature leas important 1n the case of 

'Cal1cut. Tbe exports to 'Other Indian Porta• i'ol'lll a greater 

portion ot the contre•a coastal exports. The 'Other Indian 

Porta• mainly rater to those 1n lathiavar. (These are at 

present aome of the important markets !'or the. tU:ea 11111de 1n 

Cal1cut.) 



It can be aeen by referring to Tablea 2.).) and 

2.3.S that neither 1n the case or Mangalore nor 1n the caee 

or Calicut, there vere bulk exports to Madraa or Bengal 

porta by sea. There were, however, aa wUl be shown, export.a 

to Madraa markets rrom Cal1cut by rail. 

guilon I• The Cochin Chamber or Commerce does not 

provide information regarding exporta or tiles rrom the port 

or QuUon. llowever, it aeeme, exporta by aea were not 

aubstantial 1n the case or tiles manuf.'actured in QuUon. The 

Travancore Economic Deprees1on Enquiry Committee, 19)11 

observes: "There baa been a ra1lborne trade 1n tllea between 

Travencore and the femSlnad d1atr1cta of the Madras 

preaidencr. Tinneyellr, Ramnad and Madura d1atr1cta o!tn 

good marketa tor Travancore tiles. The Quilon manutacturera 

have to meet the competition or the Feroke end Calicut tilea 

1n Coimbatore, Trichinopoly and Madraa. Only 25 per cent ot 

the tiles manufactured 1n QuUon ere sold 1n Travancore 1 the 

reat 1a entirely conaUIIIed 1n )ladraa preaidencr.•l 

All the five etationa mentioned above are in the 

present Madras State. ~~lon had a metre gauge railway line 

as early aa 1904. The same metre gauge railway line later 

had a network 1n southern part or ~draa State. TinnevellJ, 

Ramnad and Madura are~ a1tWited on this metre gauge line. At 

1 Travancore Eeonom1o Depression Enquiry Committee 
Report 1931, P• 62. 
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aome pointe, the metre gauge line converges with the broad

gauge line which 1a linked with the other tile manufacturing 

centres via., liangalore, Callout and Trichur. Tr1ch1nopoly 

and Madras city are auch pointe. It 1a ae14, due to the 

coat ot trenah1paent, the t1laa made 1n Quilon did not cater 

to the markets on the broad-gauge line much farther than the 

converging pointe. Similarly, the other three centres 

confined to the aarketa on the broad-gauge line. 

~ew supplementary obaervationa are possible on the 

baaia ot the extract £roa the Report ol tn. Travancore 
' 

Economic Deprese1on Committee, 19.)11 presented earlier. 

Firat, the t.ilee manutactured in Callout and Faroke (ther 

are 10 mile a apart trom each other) had a market 1n V.adraa 
<.~ 

State (present). Secondly, according to the above Report, 

Trichur-made tilea have not. posed any severe competition at 

the rail-head markets until the early 1930's. Aa w111 be 

eeen, however, the t1lea made 1n Trlchur bad by then ventured 

into the merlceta catered to by Calicut and Qu1lon. 

Turning to the market pattern tor ti1ea manufactured 

1n Qu11on1 the rail-bead markets in the d1atr1cta ot T1nne

velly, Ramnad and Madurei,all 1n the present Madras State, 

were ita main etay during the early 1930' a. The situation 

bad not changed attar 10 years. The Trade Statlatica ot 

Travancore gives the to11ow1n& market pattern tor the tiles 

made 1n Qu11on, tor the year 1939-40 and 1940-41. 



Table 2.3.6 1 E~rta 9f Tiles from Travancore (Number 
in Lakhal 

~---~~--~-~--~~--------------1939-40 1940-41 

-----------------------------
Bl'1t1ah India 12,).38 74.37 
Cochin 12.09 s.s9 
Myeore 0.)0 0.61 

Ceylon 0.69 0,34 

BW"IIla 0.11 -
Strait Settlement• 2.0) 2.84 

Other 0.46 0,6) 

-------------------------~---Total 

-----------------------------
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Source a Trade Statistic! of Travaneore 1939-40 end 1940.41, 

The exporte to British India refer to exports to the 

preeent Madras State. Aa in the year 19)0 1n the year& 

1939-40 and 1940-41 bulk of the exports were to Madraa State. 

These formed a large percentage of the production also. It 

can be noticed from the Table that the uporta to foreign 

countriea from Quilon were 8111&11. 

Trichur I• There 1a no etat1sdcal information, trom 

which can be learnt, the importance or c:l.itferent markets aa 

re&;arc:l.a the tilea manufactured 1n Tricbur. The Cochin 

Chamber ot Commerce givea the exports of tilea from the 

porta of Cocbin and Ponnani. 'l'he exports trom the former 
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may include the tiles from Tr1chur and QuUon, and thoae 

trora the latter may include the tiles from Tr1chur and alao 

those from Pal£hat. The exports ot tiles from the porta ot 

Cocb1n and Ponnan1 are presented in Table 2.).7. 

The exporta ot tiles from the porta ot Cochin and 

Ponnani were neg11g1ble during the period 1927-28 to 1948-49. 

Slightly larger quantities were exported from the Cochin 

port during the War rears. Th1a 1 it 1a belleved, waa due to 

the diveraion of the trade from amallor porta like Calicut. 

From Table 2.3.7, little can be learnt aa regarda the 

market patteru tor the tiles made in Tricbur. It aeua 

probable, however, that the aanutacturera in 'l'ricbur rel1e4 

mainly on the local markets. Tr1chur 1e locat-ed in the 

interior and 1a connected with the same broad-gau£e line aa 

1a Mangalore and Callout. There could be aolll8 exports to 

rail-bead marketa on thia broad-gauge line. The Cenaua 

aeport ot Cochin State tor the rear 1931 observes that the 

production in Tr1c:hur by then exceeded 10 million per reu 

and that -These t1lea and bricks are very much 1n demand 1n 

the State and the supply 1a &lao sutf1c1ent to meet in part 

the requirements of Southam Malabar, Travancore and some ot 

the eastern dia~icta of Madras prea1dency.•1 

1 Census of India, 1931. Cochin. Pert I 1 Report, 
P• 161. 



Tebla 2,),7 1 Exports ot Tiles by Sea& Cochln and Ponnani, 
1927·28 to 19lt8-49 (Nw:~ber in Lakha) 

~---~-~-~~----~--------------~ Co chin Ponnani 
Year ------------------------ .. ·-·····--------····· foreign Indian Total Foreign Indian Total 

---------------··--------------
1927-26 - - - 19.)1 - 19.31 
1928-29 ).21 o.ss ).76 ),21 o.ss 3.76 
1929-30 0,96 0,16 1.12 0,96 0,16 1.12 
1930-Jl 7.56 o • .s2 s.os ),2) .. ),2) 
.1931-32 5.)2 ,,,2 10.64 1,6S - 1.66 
19)2•)) 4.34 ).49 7.8) 2,18 - 2.18 
19)3•.34 ).54 4.52 6,06 2.95 - 2,95 
1934-JS 3.49 2.50 s.99 - - -
19.35-36 3.71 1.72 .S-49 4.4.S - 4e4S 
1936-37 2,8) ),),S 6.18 2.74 0.1) 2.87 
1937·38 4.79 2.)6 7.1S s.os 0,86 5.94 
19)8-39 5.20 1.19 6.)9 9,2.) 1.62 10,85 
19.)9-40 0.92 ),1.) 4.05 4,60 0,26 s.s6 
1940-41 6,98 21.52 28.50 .S.49 0,82 6.)1 
1941·42 - 2.40 2.40 - - -
1942-43 2.94 4.9) 7.91 0,82 6.76 1.sa 
1943-44 0.92 )$,16 39.08 - . - -
1944-45 1.78 0.59 2.)7 - - -
1945-46 0,18 0,61 0.79 - - -
1946-47 0.71 - 0.71 - - -
1947-48 1.80 0,26 2.06 - - -
1946-49 6.12 o • .s4 6.66 - - -
--~---------------------------~ 
So !!tee I Annual Reeortg or the Cochin Chember ot Comme£E•• 
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There was a compartmen~alisation of markets between 

the centree. The manutacturere in Man,alore mainly depended 

on the coastal markets north of the centre. These marke~e 

with the exception of thoee catered through the Kathiawar 

porta were not exploited by the other three centres Yis., 

Calicut, Quilon and Tr1chur. Calicut, located on ~he coast, 

im=ediate eouth ot Nangalore and to the north ot both 

Trichur and ~uilon, sold its produce in the local markets, 

the rail-bead markete on the broad-gauge line in Madras 

Stat.e (present) and in the foreign markets. The industry in 

Quilon mostly confined to those markets in J.iadras State 

(present) which could be catered by the metre-gauge railway. 

(The centre had only the metre-gauge line.) The production 

ot tiles in Tricbur was amaU as compared with that ot 

MangCilore and Cali cut. Thia is renected by the employment 

in the industry in t.he three centres as given earlier 1n 

Table 2.3.2. By the end ot 1940's the industry in Trichur 

accounted tor an employment greater than the employment in 

the industry in Quilon. The tilee from Trichur had a good 

local demand. These tiles also competed with those trom 

Cal1cut and Quilon in aome markets. 

Tbe distribution ot markets bet.ween the centres &s 

existed a~ the time ot the survey, it was round, did not have 

a rational cost basis 1n all the cases. There is, therefore, 
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roOlll to speculate that 1n the past too, mere cost may not 

explain ~he attachment of markets to individual centres, 1n 

every such caae. However, as the data regarding coste, both 

manufacturing and transport, are absent, it 1e not poseible 

to eatablieh the contention. Nevertheless, a few obeerva• 

tiona that can be safely made regarding aome of the markets 

auppo~ the viewpoint. 

The coastal markets north of 1-tangalore, with t.he 

exception of Katb1awar porte, were alllloet. a monopoly of the 

centre. In the Kathiawar porte the tiles from Cali out were 

also sold. It is rather difficult to explain both the facta 

at the same tillle. For, 1t the Calicut. tiles could c0111pete 

with those fr0111 tf.angalore 1n the Kath1awar po~a, there is 

no reason why these tiles could not otter e similar competi

tion 1n the Bombay ports. 

turning to the foreign markets, it 'Will suffice, it 

the relevant observations are made confining to the two 

centres Jtangalore and Calicut. As compared with Qullon and 

Trichur, the above mentioned centres had • relativelr large 

production. The foreign markets such as Burma, V.al.aya, 

Strai' Settlements and Eas~ Africa are located at a great 

dist.ance from both Mangalora and Cal1cu~. Transport ratea 

being generally telescopic, transport cos~• to these marketa 

could not have dittered much between the centres. The attach• 

ment or any ot these diatant foreign markets, thus, should 
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have ita baaia on manufacturing coat a4vantaga. 

During the reference period the exports to Burma an4 

the Far Eastern countries were mainly from Cal1cut. The 

Eaat African countries, on the other hand, were catered to 

by )~alore (aee Tablaa 2.).3 and 2.3.S). If the attachment 

ot Burma and the Far Eastern markets to Calicut waa due to 

the centre's poaseaaing a manufacturing cost.advantage, the 

same raises the question, why there were no exports to East 

Africa from the centre. In the caae of l-l".angalore, 1t one 

vera to grant that the manufacturers in the centre had an 

advantage 1n the &aat African markets, it remains to be 

explained why there were no exports to BUl'llla and the Fer 

Eastern countries from the centre. The diatribution of 

foreign markets between the centres did not seem to have a 

rational coat basis during the period 19~48. ot the tour 

centres, only Callout rel1ecl heavUy on foreign markets. 



2.4 I Qrowth or the Industry snd the ~arket 
Pattern for Tiles 1949•59 

9) 

The proceding section discuaaed the growth ot the 

industry 1n ita ditterent centres end the market pattern 

tor tiles during the period 1914-48. The preaeat section 

discuaoee the period 1949-59. There is no improvement in 

the availability ot atat1st1ca 1n the period 1949•59 as 

compared with the period 1914-48. In the present section, 

however, some estimates ot production ot tiles have been 

mode 1n respect ot ditterent centres tor the period 1949-56. 

With these production eatimatee it is possible to have • 

better view ot the market pattern for the tiles =ade 1n 

J~ngalore and Celicut. 

2.4.1 Produgt1on Estimetes (1949-58) 

Tho production estimates are based on (1) output per 

worker end (2) total employment 1n the industry, in 

differen' centrea. Outpu~ per worker in the difteren\ 

centres has been estimated on the baaie ot information 

collected during the survey ot the industry 1n 1967. Produc

tion estimate• were not made tor the period 1914-46. Output 

per worker observed during the survey period could not be 

used for the period 1914•48, as some changes 1n the method 

or production which effected lebour productivity occurred 

in the be~1nning of the 19SO'a. However, as no such 

chan«ea occurred after that and there 1a the likelihood 



that labour productivity did not change drastically d\1ring 

the period 1949-67, crude eati=ates of production could be 

made to~ the period. 

The process of manufacturing tiles 1nvolvea three 

distinat stages. first, the different types of clays are 

finely mlx4d. It is then pressed into tiles. Tiles at 

this stage are known as '~reen' tiles. The 'creen' tiles 

are dried. Onoe completely dry, they are taken to the kiln 

tor firing. wbat comes out of the kiln 1a the final product. 

Encyclopaedia Britanica says, •clay root tiles 

remain substantially the same form: improvements have been 

only in method or manufacture end not 1n design.•1 This 

observation holds true for the Indian rooting tile industry 

also. 

The chief improvements in the method of production 

ot tiles were necessitated due to the discovery of new fuels 

and energy sources. The application of these changes have 

been mostly confined to the clay deportment where clay is 

mixed, pugged and kneeded. ~bile 1n the early stages, 

manpowe~ waa uaed tor processing clay, 1n 1$70 bullocks 

replaced men. The pug mill which replaced the bullocks and 

which now does the major part ot the work 1n the clay 

department was operated by.ateam power trom 1671 until the 

1 Encxclopeed1R Br1ten1ca, Vol. 22, 1964, P• 213. 



turn or the century. Around 1900 diesel oil was used. 

During 19401& electric power waa uaed tor the tirat time 

for operating the pug mill. 

In the kiln initially coal was used. ta the avail&• 

b111ty of thia tuel waa found stringent, firewood replaced 

it erour.d the year 1870. However, sometimes, cheaper fuels 

like oottee husk or cashew shella are used wherever 

available, aa they are found to be economical. 

Electricity waa used tor the first time in the 

industry 1n Mangalore during the latter half of l940 1a. The 

introduction ot electricity brought 1D with it some major 

changes. Now the grinding and mixing ot clay wae done by 

a de-airing pugmlll. The pressing ot tiles which woe 

initially dona by potters with the help of wooden moulds, 

and later when the production was at factory scale by iron 

moulds pressed over each other by a handwheel, now came to 

be presaed by a revolver press operated by electric power. 

Other supplementary application ot electric power csn be 

found in the usa ot conveyor belts and elevators. The usa 

ot electric power 1n the kilns ia1 however, rare.1 

The other improvements the\ resulted in the more 

efficient use of tual or material ia confined to the kiln 

1 An account ot technological changes in the tile 
industry ia available in ~a. n. G, Karat, op. cit. 
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depart~Qnt. The potter-made tiles ware directly burnt 

over the tiro. When the industry raised itaalt to an 

organised ecale, a crude type ot kiln replaced the process. 

'Down draught kiln' with high chimneya ~re a major change 

in the burning or tllea. An improvement over this is the 

'continuous kiln'. While 1n the t'orzaor (known as the inter

mlttant k1ln) 1 the chambers were separated from each other, 

1n a 'continuous kiln', chambera are interconnected. This 

enables, 1n the latter case, utilisation of extra heat from 

the chambers where the tiles are tired, 1n the other 

chambers. The improvement in the method or tiring the tiles 

end the consequent saving in the fuel coat 1a evident from 

t.be toUowing tact. In 1919 the tiles 1118de in Quilon 

required 1 ton ot tirewood/1000 t1lea.1 As compared with 

this in 1954, while the leas ef'ticient intermittent kiln 

still required 1 ~on, the eemi-continuoua and the continuous 

kilna required only 0.5 ~o 0.75 ~on/1000 t1les.2 

The savings in the raw 1118ter1sl used due to change 

in the method or production ia conspicuous by ita absence. 

This 1a moinly due to the absence of eny change in the 

product design. The phyaical epec1t1cat1on for the chief 

1 s, o. Barker, Renort of the Induatrigl Surver ot 
Travenoore, Travaneore Government Press, Trivandrum, l919, 
p. 395. 
2 Report 2r the Hinimtu:~ Wne;es Committee for f.nplo;yment 
in Tile Inclustry, Kersla, 1958, P• 16. 
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raw material, clay, remained the aame. According to the 

Report ot the Industrial Survey ot Travancore State (p.39S), 

it needed l cubic yards to make 1000 tiles. The tile 

manufacturing units reported almost a similar requirement 

when surveyed in 1967. 

Tbe changes in the kiln structure and use of alterna

tive fuel does reduce fuel coat but does not effect any 

substantial savings in the labour required. Labour producti

vity for the entire manufacturing process aa a whole hardly 

gete influenced. Changes in the labour productivity and 

labour costa savings have to be found in the clay department, 

and the press department, eo also in the mechanisation ot 

the job of shifting materials. Among these, labour cost 

savings will be leas in the clay and press departments. 

With the employment ot ~~chines tor mixing the clay and the 

.hand driven preaaea for pressing the tiles, the labour 

savings were evident. Whereas the approximate labour 

productivity can be put around 27 tiles/day/worker in 1919,1 

1n 1967 the small units in Triebur employing 75 to 100 

labourers had an average productivity of 60 tiles/day/worker. 

Th1a great stride in labour productivity includes the 

aav1ngs due to the introduction of revolver press (in place 
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ot hand driven prees) 1n the early 1950's. The substantial 

labour savings in the tile industry have to be achieved by 

mechanizing the material shitting job and 1n intelligent 

plant lay-out. The former ia rarely employed and the latter 

ia given 11tt1e thought. Next to theee, the introduction 

ot the revolver press should be awarded the place of pride 

in effecting major labour savings. The revolver press, ea 

said earlier, waa introduced during the enrly 1950's. There 

has been no further changes 1n the method of production 

which could errect labour productivity 1n any significant 

way since than. 

Though the revolver press vaa introduced by the early 

l950 1a, it is possible that not all the unite adopted the 

new technique iMmediately. During the survey of the 

industry in 1967, it waa found that the manufacturers 1n 

the three oentrea in Kerala• vis •• Callout, Quilon and 

Trichur, moatly used ~he revolver preea. It is only in 

~~galore that some still stuck to the traditional hand 

driven press. It !a possible that the employment ot 

revolver press 1n different eentres was gradual. To this 

extent the production estimates presented bert are crude. 

There were two alternatives open tor estimating the 

production of tiles in different centres. Firat, to 

oalculate the average output per worker tor all the units 

in all the eantrea and •pply the same to all the centres. 



Second, to treat each centre separately. In other worda, 

arrive at an average output per worker tor different 

centres separately and apply theao to the respective 

centres. The second method baa been adopted hera. 
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In the tile industry the productivity of labour in 

different units could ditter due to the following factoraa 

1) lnherrent difterencea in labour productivity. 

Such ditferencea in labour efficiency are due 

to the experience or the labour in the parti

cular skill. 

2) J.rbitrary fixation of vork-loada. 

)) Method of production. 

4) Differences in the plant ley-out. 

The plant lay-out 1e a random factor. Due to this nothing 

less than a cenaua ehould 11vo the correct approximates ot 

production. Except for this, •• regards the other three 

tactora the units within a centre were mora similar then 

those belonging to d1tterent centres. Hence the basis for 

treating each centre separately while eat~ating the pro

duction figures. 

Weighted average output per worker 1n each centre 

baa been used for estimating the production in the centre. 

The weighted average output per worker la arrived et, by 

dividing the total output among the eurveyed units (ln the 

centre) by the employment they accounted ror.1 The average 

1 See Appendix Table 1. 
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produc~ivity of labour in different centrea.thus arrived at, 

are given in Table 2.4.1. 

Table 2.~.1 a Average Output Per Worker Per Year (in No. of 
TUea J, 1965-66 

-----·-------------------------Centre Average output/Worker/Year 

-~-----~----------------------
Mangalore 

Calicut 

Quilon 

Trio bur 

2),26) 

20,617 

19,)67 

18,967 

--------~--~--------·---------
Souree 1 Survey, 

With the above average productivity ot labour ror 
• 

each centre and the employment 1n the industry 1n the 

oentre as given 1n the 'Large Induatrial Establishments 1n 

India' the production estimates have been made. Two Tables 

are presented below (Tables 2.4.2 and 2.4.)). The first 

gives the employment in the industry; the second g1vea the 

estimated production tor the tour centres, vis., Mangalore, 

Calicut, Qu1lon and Trichur. 

\:fith the help oE the above production estim~tea, 1t 

is poosible to have a better view ot the market pattern tor 

the tiles manufactured in Mangalore and Calicut. During 

the period 1949•59 tiles could be transported by roed, river, 

rail or by sea. With the coming up ot lorries road transport 

came to be extenaivelr uaed tor abort dlatancea. In some 



Table 2.4.2 : Employment in Tile Factories, 1949-58 

----------------------------------------------South Kanara Jl.alabar Central Kerala Southern Kerala 
Year 

_________ ...,. ____ 

----------------------w• -------------- -------------------f.langa- Rest ot Canna- Cali cut Palghat Trlcllur Erna- Kotta- AllepPJ Quilon 
lore South nora kulrua yam 

Kanara 

----------------------------------------------
1949 4,159 311t 471 4,166 935 1,708 663 90 - 1,1.34 

1952 4,394 437 429 5,371 1,074 2,704 745 116 19 1,658 

195.) 4,268 426 449 4,153 1,020 H.A. 1,270 220 20 s .r •• 

1954 3,794 448 ,380 3,872 766 2,393 512 81 30 1,634 

1955 .3,80,3 464 374 4,032 800 2,433 712 101 30 1,636 

1956 B.A. I.A. )11 5,977 1,031 2,511 786 100 31 1,971 

1957 3,94S 540 512 4,789 794 3,151 787 61. 2S 1,81S 

1958 5,397 690 52lt 4,804 6.)4 3,566 639 59 ll 1,880 

----------------------------------------------
N. A. • Bot AYailable. 

Source 1 Lar!e Industrial Eetabliehmenta in India. 
~ 
0 
~ 
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Tnble 2,4,] I Estimated Production of Tiles, 1949·58 
(Number in Lakhe) 

-------------·---------------Year Mangalore Cali cut. Qu1lon Trichur 

-------------~---------------
1949 967.51 651!.90 219.62 )2.).96 
1952 1022.18 1107.;u. .)21.10 512.87 . 

195) 992.86 979.93 M.~. ~I.E, 

19.5- 682.60 196.29 )16.46 453.88 
19.55 884.69 8)1,28 )16.84 461.47 

1956 H.E, 12)2,2d )81.72 476.26 

1957 917.73 987.35 351.51 597.65 

19.Sil 1255 • .50 990.41. 364.10 676.)6 

-~------~--------------------)\{ . E " Nat. e;stim ;o:lecL. 

cases it replaced water transport and in soma others it. 

replaced bullock-carte. One other consequence of the 

introduction of lorries wa1 that the markets catered to 

by road spanned slightly wider areas. 

Roads were still being improved, though a fast moving 

conveyance was available. Aa tiles are easily susceptible 

to breakage 1n transit, unless roads were in good condition 

transportation over long distances was not possible. It 

can be broadly said that only the markets within a radius 

of approximately SO miles from the centre were supplied by 

road even during the late 1950's• There could, however, be 

acme exceptions where availability of good roads facilitated 

distant transportation or tiles by ~ road-. 
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In the oaae of Mangalore aea-brone exports from the 

centre are known. It coulcl be shown that ra1lborne exports 

from the centre could be of a small magnitude. With the 

help of production estimates it ia possible to infer the 

relative importance of markets supplied by sea and those 

by road. 

As regards Ca11cu~ the exporta from the centre could 

be mainly by rail or by aaa. With the help of production 

estimAtes and the knowledge about exports !rom the port to 

foreign and coastal marketa by sea, it 1s possible to 

indicate the centre's reliance on the local markets, 

markets catered to by road and rail-bead markets. 

In the case of Qu1lon, though the centre is on the 

coast, exports by sea have been negligible. There 1a, how

ever, no 1nfo1'11Ult1on ea regards this. Exports trom the 

centre to different D1.9rketa by rail not being known, the 

production eatimatea do not help 1n understanding the 

reliance on different markets, local and external, by the 

centre. 

The tile manufacturing centra, Tr1chur, 1a located 

in the interior. The exports from the place are by rail. 

There 1a no atatist1oal 1ntormst1on aa regarda this. The 

production eatlllletea do not 1n any way help to visualise 

the market pattern for the tiles made here. 
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In the caae ot Mangalore aea-brone exports tr01:1 the 

centre are known. It could be shown that ra1lborne exports 

from th• centre could be ot a small magnitude. ~ith the 

help ot production estimates 1t is possible to inter the 

relative importance of markets supplied by sea and those 

by road. 

As regards Calicu~ the exporta from the centre could 

be mainly by rail or by aea. ~itb the help or production 

estilllatea and the knowledge about exports from the port to 

. foreign and coastal markets by sea, it 1s possible to 

indicate the centreta reliance on the local markets, 

markets catered to by road and rail-bead markets. 

In the case or Qu1lon, though the centre 1a on the 

coast, exports by sea bave been negligible. There 1a 1 bow

ever, no 1nfol"'DDlt1on as regarda this. Exports troll the 

centre to ditferent Drkets by rail not being known, the 

production estimates do not help 1n understanding the 

reliance on ditferent markets, local and external, by the 

centre. 

The tile manufacturing centre, Tr1chur, is located 

in the interior. The exports from the place are by rail. 

There 1a no atat1st1oal 1ntormat1on as regards this. The 

production estimates do not 1n any way help to visualise 

the market pattern for the tiles made here. 
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2.4.2 Mnrket P~ttern for Tiles 1949·59 

In the following paragrepha the market pattern for 

the tilea aade 1D the different centres 1a diacuaaed. To 

facilitate the diaouasion the broad d1atr1but1on of marketa 

between the centrea baa been preaented in V~p 3. 

MAnaalore I• Referring to the early 1950'a B. G. 

[arat states that seventy-five per cent of the tiles manu

factured 1n Manga;ore were •ent by steamers to Bombay and 

tho rea\ twenty-five per cent by rail throughout the length 

and breadth of ~~draa Presidencr.1 The atat~ent is not 

ecoepted here. Following arguments have been provided ror 

the same. 

Firatly, though the porta in Bombay S~te imported 
' 

large number ot til .. trora Mangalore 1 they diet not form 7S 

per cent ot the production at the centre. Exports to 

erotwhlle State of Bombay formed less than 40 per cent of 

the estimated production during the mid-tlttiea (aee 

Table 2.4.4). 

Secondly, the atatement that 25 per cent ot the 

production 1n Nangalore during the 1950's was exported by 

rail to the markets 1n Madras Presidency cannot be accepted. 

The Presidency of Madras included South Kanara district, 

1 Mrs. B. o, Karat, o2,c1t., P• 1). 
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part ot Xerala i.e. Malabar, Madraa State and plll'10 ot 

Andhra Pradesh. There ie no railway line linking M&ngalore 

with the rest ot South Xanara diatrlct ae yet. Thus supply 

trom ~~ngalore to local markete in South Xanara district 

could not have been included in the above-mentioned rail

borne export a from the centre. These rail borne exports 

have to be necessarily to the markets in Kerala, Madras and 

Andhra Pradesh. With an eatimated production of around 9 

crores (Table 2.4.2) during the enrly f1tt1as 1 a 2S per cent 

ra1lborne exports would be slightly above 2 crorea. Total 

rallbome exports fi'OII l'.angalore to marlteta 1D Kerala, 

)~draa and Andhra Pradesh during the years 1960-61 to 

1966-67 were 1.2S lakha, S.l8 lakhs, S.OJ lakhs, J.28 lekhs 1 

2.4S lakhs 1 2.19 lakha and 1.80 lakha respectively (Table 

2.S.S).1 It ia possible that ono may view that the small 

volume of railborna trade at present ia due to change 1n 

the mode ot transport. There has been an increasing use of 

road transport since the late 1950's end hence, large volume 

or railborne exports of 19S01 a are now replaced by exports 

by roed. Thoro ia 1 howover, little to support the above 

viewpoint. The markets in Central and southern Kerala 1 

~~draa and Andhra Pradesh are loca~ed at long distance from 

~~ngalore. These cannot be economically catered to by road 

to th~ Inland Rail and Riverborne 
to 19 1. 
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from ~he centre. It ia only in the case of Northam 

~~labor that the markets can be ce~ered ~o by road. The 

manufacturers 1n ¥Angalcre contacted during 1967 reported 

that exports by road to Malabar though exist are negligibly 

small. Thus the volume of tUe exports !roa Y.angalore to 

Kerala, Madraa and l.ndhra Pradesh cannot be web higher than 

what 1a indicated by ra1lborne exporte. A suggested rail

borne export ot over 2 crores ot tiles !rom V~gelore to 

the marketa 1n lerala, Madras end Andhra Pradesh during 

19S0'a and an export or lees than 6 lakha during 1960's 

thus cannot be explained by ah1tt 1n the mode ot transport. 

To grant that raUborne exports trom Mangalore during the 

1950's were to the tune ot 2 crores is to accept a drastic 

change in the market pattern !or the tiles manufactured 1n 

the centre within a epan of 10 years. 

Finally, if 75 per cent of the production were 

exported by sea and the rest 2S per cent by rail, there 

would be no supply left tor local consumption. Respective 

local markets have been one ot the chief consumers of tiles 

produced at the individual centres. In the case of Mangalore 

apart from the coastal markets north or the centre, its 

local markets have been the main stay all through. To 

reiterate the contention, the statement that 25 per cent of 

the t1lee manufactured 1n Mangalore were eent by rAil to 
' 

markets in Madras Presidency during 1950's 1a not accepted 

here. 
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Exports of tiles from Msngolore were mainly by aea. 

Sea-borne exports troa the centra for the period 1949·59 

are preaented in Tabla 2.4.4. 

Exports from Mongalore to Ceylon in large numbers 

continued until the early 1950'•• There were some bulk 

exports to Strait Settlements and ~~laya during the two 

years 1951•52 an4 1952·5). Exports to East Urica which 

were substantial during the years 1949·50, 1951-52 an4 

1952-S) showed a e1gn1tioant decline in the next three 

years. There were no exports to East Africa or any other 

toreign market during the year l9S9-60. (Foreign markets 

were loat forever 88 will be seen.) As in the past, 8 good 

portion of the tiles manufactured in J.~ongalore were consumed 

in the coastal markets north or the centre, during the 

period 1949-59. 

!a per Table 2.4.4, local markets and markets catered 

to by road accounted for a eubat&ntial part or the centre's 

production. Local markets continued to absorb much ot the 

tiles produced 1D Mangalore. There were some building 

construction activitlu in progress 1n interior J!ysore1 

during the latter halt or 1950'•• The manufacturers reported that 

there were exports to interior Mysore by road. 

1 
d 

In connection withBharavath1 Project. 
" 



Teble 2.4.4 : Exports of Tiles from Mangalore by Sea and Combined EBtimatea !/ ot •Local 
Consumption and Exports by !load', 1949-50 to 1959-60_a/ (July to June) 
(Number in Lakhs) 

- - -------- ------- --- ~ ~ -- - --- ---- - ------ -- - - - - --
1949-50 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1954-55 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 

-- - ----- -- - - - - -- - - ---- ---- ---- - ----- - - - ------ --
Foreign 

Ceylon 

Burma 

Strait Settlements 
lind t~slaya 

East Africa 

Australia 

Other Foreign 
Countries 

9.89 12.25 

- 0.49 

-
122.24 

10.56 

-

-
.)0.01 

-

• 

31.18 24.87 

4.17 2.63 

49.56 45.83 

6).74 101.57 

5.25 2.62 

J..31 -

1).90 

33.68 

s.s4 

-

-
-

44.29 

5.28 

-

1.39 

-
-

-
-

10.6.) -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -

- -- ------ --- -- - --- -- -- - - - - - - --- -- - - ---- --- - --- -
Total 142.69 43.77 155.27 171.27 57.64 51.86 22.44 10.6.) -- - --- ------ -- --- - - -- --- -- ---------- - - -- ----- ---
Coastal lf 
North /Censr11 

Goa 
-
-

-
-

- - - - 42.94 .)).41 )4.60 

46.1.) 42.34 24.93 - - - -
Konkan 

BombBy !JI 
Gujeret 

Seureahtra 
(Itathiawer) 

- - - - - -
.)7.).76 395.40 328.{~ 260.56 329.97 343.17 

- - - - - -
- - - - - -

152.66 147.08 154.90 

77.59 108.11 12).16 

78.48 

136.27 

72.49 

178.14 

- - - - -
Other Indian Porta 142.39 170.0/t 

39.20 18.69 

70.66 100.74 

17.74 

91.80 - - -
-- ------------ ----- -·---------------------------
Total 516.15 565.44 46a.9o 412.76 474.33 452.11 487.94 505.90 56J.29 

-----------------------------------------------
Local ;,:arkets and 
Exports by Road N.E. N.E. N.E. 487.49 405.76 379.06 576.24 N.~. H.~. 

-----------------------------------------------
N .E. • l~ot estintated as production estimates could not be made due to lack of 

employment data. 

Combined estimates of 'Local ConsumPtion and &xports by Road' have been arrived at by 
deducting sea-borne exports from the production estimates. For example, ror the year 
1952-53, it equals average of the production estimates for the years 1952 end 1953 
minus sea-borne exports during 1952-53. 

zl Trade data rel~ting to the years 1955-56 end 1956-57 could not be obtained. 

J/ Trede blocks for the years 19~9-50 to 1954-55 are the erstwhile States or Dombay, Y~dras 
Dnd West BengAl end 'O~hur Indian StAtes'. There were no exports to West Ben~al durinf 
the period. Exports to 'Other Indian States' appear as exports to 'Other Indian Ports 
in the Table. Until 1954-55 exports to Kathiswor ports aro included in exports to 'Other 
Indian Ports'. Of the trade blocks of 1957-58 to 1959-6~, North Kanara, Konkan, Bombay 
end Oujarat ere included under Bombay until 1954-55. 

A/ For tt;e yeera 1957-58 to 1959-60 exports to Bombay refer to exports to port of BombAy. 

~ource : ~nnu~l Reports of the Cochin ChAmber of Co~erce 1949-50 to 1954-55. The Western 
India Tile l•ienufacturers Association, t-lllngalore, providect the d&ta for the yurs 
1957-58 to 1959-60. 
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Celicut I• Table 2.4.5 presents the exporta of tiles 

to foreign countries and to coaatal markets from the port 

of Caliout. 

Aa waa the case prior to 19491 the Bombay ports did 

not feature as important markets in the case of Calicut 

during the period 1949·59, whereas these remained the main 

~ernal markets for the tiles manufactured 1n V~ngalore. 

The coastal exporta from Calicut •• 1n the past were to 

Kathiawar porta (included 1n •Other Indian Porta•). It can 

be noticed by comparing Tables 2.4.4 and 2.4.S that exports 

to foreign countries from Cal1cut were greater than such 

exports trom J.~ngslore. 

Tho Report of the :.ti.nbnua Wages Committee tor Employ

ment 1n Tile Industry, &'erala, observed that tho industry 

in Callout mainly depended on foro1gn marketa.1 The source 

further states that apart !roe the foreign marketa, the 

manufacturers 1n Callout uaed to sell their tiles "loc~lly, 

in Mysore State and 1n North V~droa.•2 Exports to ~sore 
refer to exports to regions 1n Mysore adjacent to Malabar. 

Such exports were only by road. As compared with this, 

exports to r:orth ~~adraa were by reU. 

1 Report or the V1n1mum Waees Committee tor E~~loyment 
in Tile Industry. KerelA, 1958 1 P• 10. 

2 Ibid, P• 52. 



Teble 2.4.5 : Exporta or l'iles from Cslicut by Sea nnd Combined Estimates 1/ of 'Local 
Consumption and £xports by Ro~d and lla11', 1949-50 to 1959-6cr l/ (July to June) 
(Number in Lekhs) 

---- -- ------------- - - ---- -- - - ------ ------- -- - - --
1949-50 1951-52 1952-53 195)-54 1954-55 1955-56 1956-57 1957-56 1958-59 1959-60 

-------------------------- ---- - - - - - -- -- - -- --- -- - -
Foreir:n 

4 r 

Ceylon 1011.30 170.1) 161.90 142.71 145.48 1)3.1.4 47.59 171.17 119.5S 166.55 

Burma - 14.86 lO.S2 1.).66 2.).02 4.08 - - - -
Strait Settle-
menta end 

106.55 46.60 )9.84 J.laleya 42.59 74.17 53.68 99.1) 11.4.47 - 41.93 

li.est Africa o.ss - - - 0.97 0 • .)0 - 0.57 - -
l.ustralia 6.96 24.)0 - - - - - - - -
Ot.her Foreign 

0.22 o.o1 1.36 Countries o.;2 - - - - - -
-------- -----------------------------------------
Tot.al 159.24 26.).46 226.40 255.50 314.16 244.37 47.59 21).66 167.51 206.39 

---- - ------- - - --- -- --- - -- -------- --- -- - - --- - ---- -

Bombay 

Ot.her Indian. 
Ports 

10.21 1.2) 4.17 5.97 6.27 6.53 u.o.s 

70.74 53.91 37.52 69.17 60.74 70.7oll 48.34 

4.)0 21.49 

o.5s 91.2s§/ 

-- - --- - --- --- - - ------- - ----- --- --- -- - - -- - - --- - ---
Total 80.95 ;8.99 .)8.75 73.34- 66.71 76.97 54.87 12.20 4.8; 112.74 

- - - - - - - --- - -- - - -- - - - - - ------ -~ ----- - --- ---- ------
Local !-lar<ets 
end .r::.arkets 
Cat~:red by 
Road and Rail N.~. N.E. 778.49 560.27 4.33.92 710.44 1007.36 76).02 N.E. 

-----------------------------------~-------------
N.E. • Uot. estirat.ed as production estimAtes could not be made due to lack or 

employment data. 

!/ Combined estimat.es of 'Local Consumption and Exoorts by Roed end Rail' have been arrived at 
by deducting sea-borne exports from tho production estiroat.as. For example for t.he year 
1952-5), it equals sverage or t.he production est.imat.es for the year 1952 end 1953 minus 
sea-borne exports during 1952-53. 

Trade data for the year 1950-51 could not be obtained. 

Trade blocks for the years 1949-50 to 1954-55 are the erstwhile States or Bombay, Madras 
and West Bengal and 'Other Indilln St.ates'. &xports to 'Other InrliPn St.ates' Appear as 
exports to 'Other Indian Port.s' in the Table. There were no export.s to West Bengal during 
the period. An export or 4.25 lakha to Madras during the ye~r· 1954·55 ! is included in 
exports to 'Other Indian Ports•. KathiawAr ports are included in 'Other Indian Port.s 1 • 

AI For the years 1955-56 to 1958-59 Dombay refers to Bombay State or November 1J56 to April 
1960! excludir.g the Kathiawer ·ports. Kothiawar ports ere included 1n 'Other Indian Ports'. 
For 959-60 exports to Dombt.y refer to exports to the porta in present r.:aharashtra State, 
i~~Kon~an coeat inclusive of' port or Bombay. Keth1ewar ports are included in 'Other 
Indian Ports' £or the year 1959-60. 

j/ Includes 0.90 lakhs to \<Jest Dengel. 

Sf Ot the 91.25 lakhs exports to 'Other Indinn Porta', 90.67 lakhs were to Kathiawar porta. 

Sour(:ea 1 1) l.nn111ll Reports of the Cochtn Chnrnbor or Commerce, 1949-50 to 1954·55. 

2) l.n•tud Reports of the Cdicut ChPmber of Commer(•e l'ncl Inriustry1 1955-56 to 1959-60. 
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In Table 2.4.5 though ~he foreign marke~a appear aa 

importan~ buyere ot ~ilea manufactured 1n Cal1cut, the11" 

relative importance 1a not clearly reflected. A good part 

ot the tilee produced at the centre aeem to have been 

consumed locally, 1n ~he markets catered t.o by road, and 1n 

the rail-head marketa. Road transport could not have been 

used extensively beyond the local markets 1n Malabar. There 

were •mall upo~a by road to ~aora State. Thua much ot 

the residual production after deducting the sea-borne 

exporta could have been consumed locally and 1n the rail

head markets. Railborne exporta !rom Callout were mainly 

to •arkete on the broad gauge railway line 1n North Madras. 

The broad gauge railway line extends to !ndhra Pradesh, 

Maharaahtra and Central India. The tiles manu!act.ured 1n 

Callout perhaps did not reach theae rar oft markets. Aa 

will be sean, Trichur tilea have ventured into these wider 

marke~a by 1956. 

Ouilon Bnd Trichur t• There 1a no a~atlstical 

account ot the marke~ pattern tor the tilea manufactured 

in Quilon end Trichur. The Report ot the Minimum 'iieges 

Committee aaya1 "A large proportion ot t.he tiles made 1n 

the Qu1lon area ia sold in the ne1gbbour1n& districts or 

~be Madras Presidency 1n centres fed by ~he meter gauge 

railway eyatem. T1nnevelly, Madura, Ramnad, Tsnjore, 

Trichinopolly, Madras etc. are ~he main markets for these 

t1lea. • • • The Ollur-Pudukkad area (suburbs or Trichur] ~ 
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which produces about 700 lakhs ot tiles a year sell nearly 

1~ of the production in the lnrllan markets, outside the 

Kerala State 1n Madras, Andhra, Myaore, Hyderabad and even 

farther llort.h 1n Indore-,- Bhopal etc. Tbeae areas are 

connected by a networlc of broad gauge railway linea. OU\11"-. 

Pudukkad tiles have also penetrated lnto the meter gauge 

area ot South India. Though transport of tiles to this 

area involves the additional coat of transhipment from the 

broad gauge veggons, to the mater gauge wacgons 1 these 

tiles have in recen~ years been able to capture some of 

these markets."1 There were no sea-borne exports tor the 

tiles menutactured 1n QuUon and Trichur. I:xporta trcm 

the port of Cochin which could contain tiles from Triohur 

averaged 6.S8 lakhs !or the years 1949-SO to 19S9-60.2 

For the tiles manufactured in ~uilon, the local 

markets and those on the meter g4uge railway line in Madras 

State vera the important markets during the period 1914-49. 

There has been no change 1D the market pattern tram this 

period to the ten years 1949•S9. 

The tUe industry 1n 'l'richur grew rapidly during the 

period 1949•59. Prior to 19491 the tiles made in the place 

were sold in the local marketa. During the ten yenra from 

1 Ibid, P• 10. 

2 l.nnud Re~rt11 
1949-SO to 1959-. 

or the Coeh1n Chamber of Co~eree, 



1949 ~o 1959 thoy have spanned wider marketa.aa fer aa 

Central India. 

U) 

The exports ot tiles from Trlchur to markets in 

Andhra Prudeah, ):Sharaahtra, Hyderabad and Cen~r;l India are 

by rail. These markets aro accessible to the manufacturers 

1n Callout by the same broad gouge line. It is said that 

Calicut t1lea are ot a better ~ual1ty than those manufactured 

1n Trichur, and hence can etand longer ~ranait. However, 

they have a higher price at the factory door end hence 

delivored at • higher price to the distant consumer than 

the Trichur tiles. The lat~er are priced low and are able 

to bear coat of tranaportat1on over long dlatancea. 

2.4.) Faster Orowth of the Indu~try in Triehur 1949·59 

The tUe industry 1n J.!sngalore was atagnnnt during 

the period 1949•S7. There was a substantial increase in the 

production 1n 19SS. In the case or Calicut there haa not 

been any a1gnif1c&nt change 1n the production ot tiles though 

there baa been some variation. There waa an increase 1n 

the employment and production 1n Qu1lon, the spurt being 1n 

19S2. The tile industry in Trichur, however, showed a 

rapi4 growth during the period 1949-58.1 

1 There waa a sudden increase 1n the employment in the 
industry in V.angalore 1n 1958. As compared to this, the 
employment 1n the industry 1n South Kanara District which 
1noludee ~iengelora during the period 1960.67 was 111\lch lower. 
It is presumed here that the sudden increase in the employ
ment in Mengalore was an abnorMal feature due to better trade 
condition and 1a particular ot the year. ~hereaa the industry 
1n Tr1chur showed an increase in the employment even during 
the period 1960.67. lienee the case ot Tdchur alone is 
diacusaed. 
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The rapid growth or the industry in Trichur cannot 

be attributed to the new climate tor investment after the 

attainment or Independence. For, thia would bne beeo the 

aame tor all the centres. tooat1onal advantage of different 

centres due to innovations in transport mode and coming up 

of new linea, did not change from the previous period 

(1914-~9). The major railway linea which connected the 

tile producing centres with the main markets were already 

built. 5o new major lines came to alter the situation or 

open new markets. The coming up or automobile transport 

enlarged the local markots tor all the centres. 

The manufacturers in Trichur had a price advantage 

over others. In 1956 the price ot Trichur tiles was between 

Ra. 110.00 and Ra. llS.OO per 1000 tilea whereas those !rom 

Calicut were priced above Rs. lSO.OO and those !rom Cu1lon 

above Ra. 140.00.1 But the price advantage cannot lend 8ll 

explanation, tor the a~ple reason thet such an advantage 

tor Trichur muot have existed prior to 1949. The industry 

in Trichur, however, had ahovn only a tardy gronh durin& 

ita.long tenure of fifty years from 1900. 

It was round that the manut&cturera in ~te.ngalore 

mainly depended on the coastal markets north or it. The 

1 Report ot the Minimul'll Wages Committee for El!fOlOyment 
in Tile Induatrx. Kernla, 1958, P• 52. 
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Cel1cut tiles depended on the foreign m&rkets and those 1n 

llorthern Tam!lnad (f.!& draa). The industry 1n C.u1lon confined 

its aupply to the mnrketa on the meter gauge railway line 

1n Southam 'fllmilnad. The manufacturers in Trlcbur were 

the first to ventura into the distant markets 1n t~dhra 

Pradesh end Central India which could be reached by the 

broad gauge railway line. This may lead one to hrrothesize 

that the industry's stride in Triehur within a abort span 

of ten years from 1948·58 could be due to the finding up of 

these new markets. The markets 1n Andhra Pradesh, Mahareshtra 

and in Central India are supplied by rail. The ~1 and 

r.iverbome trade statistic& provides information regarding 

exports of tiles from Kerala to d1tterent States 1n India 

fr0111 1960-61 onwards. According to the ebove source exports 

ot tiles from Trichur and Calicut to Andhra Pradesh 1n any 

s1gn1ticant way com1o:enced from the year 1961-62. Substantial 

exports to Maharaahtra featured during the year 1963-64. 
Madhya Pradesh imported large quantities of tiles fro. 

Trichur and Callout area from 1964-6S. In 1960-61 Madras 

State waa the chief importer or tiles unutactured 1n these 

two centres. It 1a possible that the markets in ~draa 

State were the main marketa tor the tiles manufactured 1n 

Trichur end Calicut during the period 1949-58. Hence the 

argument that the finding ot new markets 1n Andbra Pradesh, 

Maharashtra and Central India should explain the taster rate 

ot growth ~ the industry in Trichur cannot be acceptecl 
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Callout tiles depended on the foreign markets and those 1n 

Jlorthern Tamilnad (l.:adras). The industry 1n Qu1lon confined 

ita aupply to the markets on the meter gauge railway line 

1n Southern Tam1lnad. The manufacturers in Tricbur were 

the tlrat to venture into the 41stant markets 1n ~dhra 

Pradesh and Central India which could be reached by the 

broad gauge railway line. This may lead one to hypothesize 

that the industry's stride 1n Triehur within a abort epan 

ot ten years tro:Ja 1948-58 could be due to the tindlng up ot 

these nov markets. The markets 1n Andhra Pradesh, Mahareshtra 

and 1n Central India are aupplied by rail. The ~1 and 

r.iverborne ~rade st&tistics provides information regarding 

exports ot tiles tram Kerala to ditterent States 1n India 

trom 1960-61 onwards. According to the above source exports 

ot tiles trom Triohur end Calicut to Andhra Prade1h 1n any 

s1gn1t1cant way com1~enced !rOIIl the year 1961-62. Substantial 

exports to Maharashtra featured during the year 196)-64. 

Madhya Pradesh imported large quantities of tiles troa 

Tr1chur and Callout area froa 1964-6S. In 1960-61 Madras 

State waa the chiet importer of tiles manufactured 1n these 

two centres. It is possible that the markets 1n Madrae 

State were the main markets tor the tiles manufactured 1n 

Trichur and Calicut during the period 1949-58. Hence the 

argument that the finding of new markets 1n Andhra Pradesh, 

Maharaahtra and Central India ahould explain the taster rete 

ot growth ot the industry in Tr1chur cannot be accepted 
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vithou~ res•rvat1ona. 

The manufacturing centre in Tr1chur had a price 

advantage over other centres. Th1a, perhaps, vas not of 

much avail prior to 1949 due to lack of autticient demand. 

There could have been an increase 1D tbe demand for tiles 

1n V~draa since 1949. The Trichur tiles being lower 

priced than the tilea trom other centres posaibly stood to 

gain by the change. 

The growth of the tile induatry 1n Tricbur during 

1949•59 can also be partly due to the lack ot other invest

ment opportunitiee in the place. Possibly the existence 

ot better outlete tor investments should explain the slower 

growth of the industry 1n other centres. 



2.S 1 Orowtb or the Industry end the f"erket 
P~tt~rn for Tiles 1960-67 

2.,.1 Production Estimates (1962-67) 

'Large Industrial Establishments in India' which . 
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provided the employment data tor the years 1917-SS is not 

available for the period 1960-67. Aa regards the centres 

in Xerale 'Economic Review--Korala 1
1 a Kerala Governllient 

publication gives the necessary information tro. 1962 

onwards. Similar information ia not available in respect 

ot Mangolore. From the District Census Handbook tor South 

Kanara (the district where Mangalore is located) could be 

learnt the employment accounted tor by the industry in the 

district, in the year 1961. A reference to the employment 

in the industry in South Kanara could be obtained from 

Economic Times, June 16, 1969. Tabla 2.5.1 presents the 

employment in the industry in the districts or terala and 

1n South Kanara in ~~sore State. 

Production estimates for the period 1962-67 have 

been made on the basis or Table 2.5.1 and output per worker 

in ditrerent centres during 1966-67, u given in Table 2.4.1. 

The estimntea or production are preaented in Table 2.5.2. 

The production eatimatea for the two periods 1949-58 

end 1962-67 are baaed on employment figures provided by 

d1treront eourcea. Further, tor the period 1962-67, the 

aour::e ot employment data for J.~ngalore ditt'era from that 



Table 2.S.l 1 Employmen~ in Tile Factories, 1962-67 

---------------------------------------------South Malabar Central Iera1a Southern Iera1a 
Year Ianara ---------------- --------- ------ -------- ----Canna- Calicut Palghat Trichur Ern a- Iotta- Alleppy Qullon Trivan-

nore ku1am Y8111 drum ---------------- -----------------------------
1962· t·692 52S 4,700 800 4,406 930 76 33 2,051 -refers 

to 1961) 

196) N,A, 624 4,357 749 5,054 977 77 61 2,070 -
1964 N,A, 566 4,142 661 5,162 921 69 SIS 2,102 -
1965 N,A, 582 4,134 661 5,22) 951 62 67 2,121 -
1966 N.A. 496 4,144 624 5,092 928 6S 64 2,216 20 

1967 5,.300 .sss 4,197 602 4,892 943 75 87 2,20) 20 
(refers 
to 1969) 

-- ------- -- ---- -- - - -- - ---- -- -- - ---- --- - --- - - --N.A. = Not a..va.i.la.bla. 
Source : South Xanara : a) District Census Handbook, South Kanara, 1961, p. xxxi11, 

Kerala 

b) M, Rajashekara Murthy, "Progress or Industries in Canara Region", 
Economic Times, June 16, 1969. 

; a) An Economic Review, Kerala, 196) to 1966, Bureau or Economics 
and Statistics, Government or Kerala, Trivandrum, 

b) An Economic Review, Kerala, 1967, State Planning Board, 
Government of Kerala, Trivandrum. 

c) Economic Review, Kerela, 1968, State Planning Board, Government 
ol Kera!a, Trivandrum, 
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Teble 2.5.2 I Eatimated Production ot Tilea 1 1962-67 

(Number in Lakha) 

-------~---------------------Year Mangalore Cal1cut Quilon Trichur -----------------------------
1962 1138.0) 769.00 397.22 8).5.69 
196) N.£. 898.28 400.90 9.58 • .59 
1964 R.E. 8.53.96 407.09 982.87 

196.5 N.E. 8.52.)1 UO.T/ 990.6.5 

1966 N.E.. as4.:n 429.17 96.5.80 

1967 12.)2.94 86.5.)0 426.66 927.87 

-----------------------------
N. E. • Not Est.imate&l 

tor the centres 1n Kerala. ~ith the available data, it ia 

possible to compare the growt.b ot the induatry 1n the three 

centres in Kerola during the period 1962-67. For the same 

period, no such comparison is possible between f.lengalore 

and the centres in Kerala. A broad comparison or their 

relative positions during the two periods, 1949-58 end 

1962-67, ia possible in respect or the centres in Xerala. 

l.gein, J.:ana;alore gets excluded !rom such a comparison. 

During the period 1962-671 the industry in Trichur 

tared better ae compared with the other centres in Kerala. 

Over the production in 1962, the production 1n the later 

years, except for the year 19671 was higher by more than a 

crore 1 in Trlchur. In Calicut, on the other hand, excep~ 

tor the year 196;J, the increaae 1n production over that ot 



1962 was lees than a crore, There wea a margi!lal increase 

in the production in Quilon throughout the yeare 1962 to 

1966; the centre experienced a slight decline in the 

production in 1967. 

A broad comparison or their relative positions during 

the periods 19~9-~8 &nd 1962-67 ia possible in respect or 

the centrea in Kerala. Aver&ge production during each 

period has been given 1n Table 2.S.) in respect of theae 

centres, 

Teble 2,5.3 1 Estimated Average Production of Tiles for the 
Periods 19~9-SS and 1962-67 a Cal1cut, ~uilcn 
and Trichur 

(Number 1n Lakha) 

------------------------------Cal1cut Quilon Trichur 

---------------------------~--
19~9-58 

1962-67 

97).2) 

846.87 

)2~.~ 

411.97 

-----------------------------
Quilon did not c~~are favourably ~~th the other 

two centres in either ot the periods, Confining to the two 

centres, Cal1cut and Trichur, the average production in the 

latter was Sl.~l por cent or that or the former !or the 

period 19~9-sS. During the period 1962-67, the relative 

positions changed. All throughout the period, the produc

tion 1n Trichur was higher than that in Calicut. In spite 

ot the tact that data relating to the two periods are not 



accurately comparable it can be said that of the three 

centres in Kerala, Trichur performed better auring the 

years 191.9·67. 

According to Table 2.5.2, durinc 1960's, there was 
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an increase in the production in South Kanara district, 

where Mangalore is located. Thia may be partly due to the 

development of a new centre, i.e. Coondepur, 1n the northern 

periphery of the district. 

2.S.2 Market Pattern for Tiles 1960.67 

Statistical information regarding trade 1n tiles ls 

more cocprehenaive tor the period 1960-67. Sea-borne trade 

data are continuous trom the predoua period. Railborne 

trade data tor tiloa are available trom the year 1960-61.1 

Information relating to trade by road la not available even 

tor the period 1960-67. 

Data regarding sea-borne exports ot tiles trom 

Mangalore could be obtained from the Weatern India Tile 

i'.anufacturers Asaociat.ion, )1angalore. From Rail and River

borne Trade Data could be learnt the exports of tiles by 

rail from the contre. The above statistical source divides 

1 Accounts Relet1nz to the Inlsnd (Rail snd Riverborne) 
Trsde or lndie. Riverborne Trade accounted for by the 
publication confines to such trade between the trade blocks 
Calcutta, West Bongal (excluding Calcutta) and lssam. Data 
relating to trade 1n tiles utilised here refers to that 
carried by rail. 
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the State of Mysore into two trade blocks Yis., (1) 1~ysore 

excluding Porta' and (11) 'Mysore Ports•. Rangalore is 

the only port 1n the State which baa a railway line. EXports 

trOIIl the trade block 1J.1yaore Ports• refer to those 

originnting from J.~angalore. 

In Kerala, stray units manufacturing tiles can be 

found almost throughout the State. However, in moat places 

they thrive to supply the local demand. "The small isolated 

factories in the Alleppy and Kottayam districts mostly sell 

their tiles tor local consumption only. ~he medium sized 

factories 1n Alwaye [trnakulea District] also sell their 

tiles in the neighbouring taluks."1 It is only 1n the case 

ot the t~~·• centres studied here, namely, Calicut, Qu1lon 

end Trichur that the tiles eenutactured are demanded beyond 

their local markets and in the markets 1n other States. 

Hence, it cnn be reP11st1cally assumed that published 

statistics relating to exports ot tilea from Kerale refer 

to the ~hree centres only. Aa said earlier, there are no 

etatistica relating to trade b7 road. Sea-borne exports 

appenr only in the case of Calicut. The ebove assumption 

need be made only in respect of rnilborne trade data. 

1 (a) Report or the Minimum Wer,es Co~~ittee for Emnloy• 
ment in Tile Induetrr, Kerela, 19S8, p. 10. 

(b) Report ot the Minimul!l ?iagea Cor:mittee tor Rev!~ion 
or m.nimuns Retes ot \\"er;e~ fixed for ~xplovment in Tile 
Industry, Kerale 1 Government o£ Kerels 1 Trlvandrum, 19641 

p. 6. . 
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Exports ot tiles from Calicut ere by aea, rall and 

road. Road transport 1a used tor catering (apart rrom the 

local markets) the nearby markets in ~adraa State, mostly 

within a distance ot 200 miles. 

There are no •~a-borne exports ot tiles from Quilon. 

The markets 1n ~ladraa State are catered to both by raU 

and by road. 

!iles !rom Trichur do not move to the coast. The 

markets in Y~dras State that are conveniently located from 

the centre are supplied either by road or by rail. To 

other States, where these tilea ere demanded, they are 

transported by rail. 

Exports ot tiles by aea feature only in respect ot 

Cslicut among the t~~ee centres in Kerala. The Calicut 

Chamber ot Com~erca and Industry, Cal1cut 1 provided the 

necessary data. There are railborne exports from all the 

three centres. Rail and Riverborne Trade Data does not 

provide the necessary breakdown aa are suitable. The 

statistical source divides the State of Xer&la into three 

trade blocka y1s. 1 (1) 'Kerala excluding Ports•, (11) 
1Coch1n Port• and (111) •Other Kerala Porta•. Railborna 

exports ot tiles from •cochin Port• are negligible, and 

can be 1gnored.l Aa regards the other two trade blocks, 

1 Average exports per year from 'Cochin Port • during 
the years 1960-61 to 19~6-67 were 0.10 lakha. 



their constitution, aa far as tile exports are concerned, 

ia given in Table 2.5.4. 
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Table 2.5.4 1 Trcde Blocka hhere Exports from Cal1cut, 
~~ilon and Trichur Appear in the Accounta 
Relating to the Inland (Rail and Riverborne) 
Trade o.r India 

------------ .. -~---------------Kerala excluding 
Porta 

Other !Cerala 
Porta ------------------------------

Tile J~nutacturing 
Centrea included in 
the Trade Block 

Callout 
Quilon 
Trichur 

Call cut 

------------------------------
Triohur 11 located 1n the interior. The industry 1n 

Calicut is concentrated in Feroke, 10 m1laa from the port. 

The exports of tiles are generally from Feroke railway 

station, which comes under the trade block 'Kerala excluding 

Porta•. ThoUgh ~uilon 11 a port, the centre is not included 

1n the trade block 10ther Kerala Porta•.1 Almost the entire 

exports from Quilon and Trichur and a =ajor portion of the 

exports from Callout appear under the trade block 'Kerala 

excluding Porta•. 'Other Kerala Porta' includes only the 

porta in Jt".alabar. Exports of tiles from other porta being 

1 In the Accounts Releting to Inland (Rsil end River-
borne) Trade of Ind1e 1 'Other Kerala Porta' were included in 
'Other ~adraa Porta' prior to October 1960. The latter did 
not include Quilon port. Further, prior to October 1960, 
Travancore Coch1n was divided into two trade blocks vis., 
Cochin Port and Travancore Cocb1n excluding Coch1n Port. 
~~1lon waa thus not treated as a port prior to October 1960. 
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negligible or non-existent, exports appearing under •Otter 

Kerala Porta' refer to those trom Calicut. 

Centrewiae exports under • Keral& excludbg Porta' 

are not evn1lnble. The published statistics or rzilborne 

trade thus are not directly useful. During the field 

survey, dnta relating to export& ot t1lea from Qullon 

railway station, and from Ollur, Pudukkad end Trichur 

railway stations, which account for the railborne tile 

exports from Trichur erea, were obtAined tor the year 

1966-67. By deducting the exports ot ~uilon end Triohur 

areas from the total eX?orts under 'Ier&la excluding Ports•, 

exports of tiles from Feroke (representing Cal1cut) could 

be arrived at for the year 1966-67. 

The centrewlae composition of railborno exports from 

the trade block 'Kerala excluding Porta•, could thus be 

known only for the year 1966-67. The aeme, however, could 

not be uaed for apport1on1n~ the trade under the head for 

the years 1960.61 to 1965-66. · There has been a chllllb• 1n 

the msrlcet pattem for the tiles ude 1n Cal1cut during 

the period 1960..67. There was also a change in the mode or 

transport ueed ror supplying the markets in the adjacent 

State of Madras, in the case of all the three centres in 

lterala. 

The preceding paragraphs described the nature llnd 

fora of the trade data. Below, the market pattern for the 
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tiles manufactured in different centres is discussed. I~ 

Rail and Riverborne Trade Data does not provide the necessary 

breakdown 1n respect or the centres 1n Kerala, namely, 

Calicut, Quilon and Trichur, the three centres are discussed 

together. To tecilitata the diacuasion the broad market 

pattern tor the tiles manufactured in the tour centres is 

ahown 1n V.sp No. J,. 

HP-ngBlore :- Railborne exports of tiles from J.ianga

lore were negligible. Exports by rail from ~~ngalore during 

the period 1960-61 to 1966-67 era presented 1n Table 2.5 • .5. 

T~ble 2.5.2 1 Exports of Tiles by Rail 1 Mangalorel 196J-61 
to 1966-67 (J.pr11 to Y.arcb) (Number n Lakhs) 

---·---------------------------196o- 1961- 1962- 1963- 1964- 196.5- 1966-
61 62 6) 64 65 66 67 

----~·-------------------------Andhra 
Pradesh - 0.11 0.4/t 0.86 0.)1 0.22 -
Xera1a 1.2, 4.9S 4·33 1.84 1.21 o.n o.so 
J.tedras - 0.12 0.26 o.ss 0.9.3 1.20 1.30 
J.taharashtra 5.311 10.69) 12.9.5 14.01 13.74 1.5.59 13.9.5 
V.yaora 0.41 2.80 2.67 1.64 0.70 o.u -
l.,adhya 

0.512 o.75 0.90 Pradesh - 1.11 o.ss -
Other - - - - o.os 0.22 --------------------------------Total ?.U 19.42 21.5.5 16.9) 1S.OS 18.66 1.5.76 -----------------------------·-
1 Refers to exports to erstwhile Bombay State (present 

Maharaahtra ar~ Gujarat States) excluding Vidarbha Region. 
2 Include• exports to Vidarbha Region ot ~•harashtra. 
) Refers to exports to erstwhile Bombay St&ta. 

Be sis 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~H-ir~~~~.::.:..:=~ 
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Exports ot tilee by rail fro~ Jl~ngalore averaged 

leea than 20 lakhs per year during the above period. lasum

ing a produ~tion of little over 10 crores a year, these 

exports formed leas than 2 pur cent or ehe production. 

Bulk or the export a o! tiles from l·tangalore · are by 

sea. The qua~tity or tiles moved from the port ot Mangslore 

1a presented in Table 2.5.6. 

TPble 2.5.6 J Exports or Tiles by Sea 1 V~ngslore, 1960-61 
to 1964-65 (July to JWle) (Number in La:Cha) 

------------------------------1960-61 1961-62 1962-6) 1963-64 1964-6.5 ----------------------------·-
North Kanara )0.84 N.A. 27.95 19.14 10.95 

Goa - N .!... 6).10 58.54 66.74 

Konksn 157.9.) N.A. 171.36 227.85 238.53 

Bombay 104.46 N .~ .• 142.16 156.62 120.2) 

Gujarat 82.?8 H.t.. 76.00 99.33 98.46 

S11urasbtra U.S.l6 H.!... 140.28 126.52 140.10 
(Kathiawor) 

Divi Isles - N.A. ).38 1.49 1.08 

--- .. --------------------------
Total 561.17 

-----------------------------N, A.: Net. availa.b1e. 
Note : Trade blocks remain the aeme as 1n 1957-58. See 

Footnote 4 to Table 2.4.4. 

Courteex1 The Reatern India l1le ~~nutacturers Association, 
V!Sngslore. 

Exports or tiles to foreign countries from J.'langalore 

bad shown signs or decline during tbe period 1949-5g. In 



the year 1958-59, 10.6) lnkha to Ceylon were the only 

foreign exports. There were no foreign exports during 

1959-60 to 1964-6S. 

Coastal exports ranged between 412.76 1akhs and 

S65.44 lakba during 1949-SO to 1959-60 (see Table 2.4.4). 

There was an ~ncrease in the exports to these markets during 

19601a. The trade data tor tho period until 1954-SS vas 

provided by the Cochin Chamber of Commerce. For the years 

1957-58 end after, the Western India Tile J~utacturera 

Association, ~~ngalore, ia the source. Due to the ditterencea 

1n the method of presentation of data adopted by the above 

agencies, it is difficult to point out precisely ~bather 

any ahitta in the spatial pattern ot de~nd occurred. How• 

ever, it cnn be seen that Bombay still remains en L1portant 

consumer of tiles made in ~~ngalore. (It can be observed 

by referring to Table 2.5.5 that exports by rail r~ VAnga

lore are mostly destined to ~~haraahtra.) Possibly, the 

porta between Mangelore and Bombay emerged as major buyers 

of P~ngelore tiles since the late 1950's. so alao, there 

bas been an 1ncreaae in the exports to Kathiawar (Saurashtra) 

and Gujarat Porta. A feature ot the trade pattern tor 

r.angalore tiles durin& the period 1960-67 ia the re-

emergence of Goa aa a market since 1962-6). (sarlier to 

1962-6), there were exports to Goa during the yeare 1951·52 

to 19,3·S4. See Table 2.4.4.) 



The manufacturers 1n V.angalore contacted during 

the survey of the industry 1n 1967 reported that the 

inland Myaore State ortored good markets for their tiles, 

To these markets tiles are transported by road. 

Cel1eut, Qu11on end Trichur 1• As said earlier 

Rail end Riverborne Trade Data does not provide the necessary 

breakdown aa are suitable, The three centres in Kerala are 

therefore had to be dlacuaaed collectively. 

Whereas, exports or tiles by reil appear 1n the 

case or all the three centres in Kerala, sea-borne exports 

appear only in the case or Callout. The latter is 

examined first. The discussion on rail-head marketa 

follows. 

Table 2.S.7 presents exports of tiles from Calicut 

by sea during the period 1960-61 to 1966-67. It cAn be 

seen from the Table that there haa been a sudden fall 1n 

the foreign exports in the year 1962-6), From 1964-6S 

onwards foreign markets have been almost extinct for the 

tile manutacturera in Calicut. The production 1n the 

centre, however, did not show sny change as a result (Table 

2,5.2), A part of the loss in demand due to the tall in 

foreign exports was made good by increased exports to 

coastal markets. A part wsa ~bsorbed by the local markets 

and the markets catered to by road and by rail-head 

markets. 



Table 2.S.7 1 Exports or Tiles by Sea: Calicut 1 1960-61 to 1967-68 (April to March) 
(Number in Laiche) 

--------------------------------------------Foreign Coastal Total 

-------------------- -- ------------------Year Ceylon Strait Other Total Bombay Iathia- Other Total 
Settle- Ports war Indian 
menta Porta Ports 
and 
Malaya -------- - . - - - --- ----~ - ----------- ----- - - - ---

1960-61 229.03 44.76 - 273.79 )4.47 126 • .54 1.12 161.73 435 • .52 

1961-62 118.17 3.5.41 o.6s 154.2) )).98 110 • .58 ).S) 146.09 )02.)2 

1962-6) 41.51 18.71 0.4) 60.65 24.45 1.51.92 6.03 182.45 243.10 

1963-64 18.27 14.68 0.26 33.21 )2.26 1)8.)4 27.76 196.)6 2)1 • .57 

1964-65 7.11 2.6s 0.7) 10.49 )2.80 177.87 43.77 2.54.44 264.93 

196S-66 N.A. N .1 •• N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N •. \. 

1966-67 - - - - 15.26 150 • .59 21.86 187.71 187.71 

1967-68 - .. o.62 0.62 40.97 142 • .56 4.5.11 226.64 229.26 

--- ------- - ---- - ---- - - - - -- ------ - -----------.N·I'I~NI1l 1\v-.ilabre. 
Note 1 Trade Blocks remain the same sa in 19.59-60. See Footnote 4 to Table 2.4 • .5. 

Source I tnnual ReEorts ot the Cslicut Chambers or Commerce end IndusttZ, 1960-61 to 
1967-68. 

.... 
"" 0 



IJnong the coastal markets Kathiawar Ports remained 

the moat important buyers for Callout tiles. Increase in 

the exports to 'Other Indian Porta• since 1962-63 was due 

to the opening or a new market for tiles in Goa. 
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Turning to msrketa served by rail, !or reasons given 

earlier, the three centres are discussed together. Table 

2.S.8 presents rsilborne exports appearing under the trade 

block 'Kerala excluding Porta•. The Table is useful 1n 

making certain qualifications as regards ra1lbor.ne exports 

from the thre• centres during 1966-67 presented in Tabla 

2.5.9. 

It can be seen trom Table 2.5.9 that it is only in 

the case ot markets in ~~draa State that tiles from all 

the three centres, Callout, ~~on end Trichur, compete. 

RaUborne exports to other important buyers or tiles vis. 

States ot Andhra Pradesh, ~harashtra and )iadhya Pradesh 

feature only in the case ot Callout and Tr1chur. The fact 

that the tiles from Qu1lon ~re not exported to the latter 

States lwa the following baaie. firstly, while Qu1lon ia 

connected with metre gauge railway line the markets in 

l~dhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and ~~dhya Pradesh ere situated 

on broad gauge line and it entD1la heavy coats in tranship• 

Ment. Secondly, unlike the l>ladraa markets, markets in t.he 

above-mentioned States are located at long distance tram 

any or the centres 1n Kerala • hence cannot be catered to 

by road. 



Teble 2,5.6 z Expor~a ot Tiles by Rail: 'Kerala Excluding Por~s',l 1960-61 to 1966-67, 
(April ~o MBrch) (Numbor in Lakhs) 

--------- --------------- -----------------------1960-61 1961-62 1962-6) 1963-6~ 196~-65 1965-66 1966-67 

----------------------------------------------
Andhra excluding Porta 

Andhra Ports 

lfdidres excluding- Ports 

I'iadraa Port. 

Other V.adr~s Ports 

Pondicherry 

~lysore excluding Porta 

Nysore Ports 

Cochin 

Other Kerala Ports 

Maharashtra excluding Porta 

Bombay Port 

Other ~aharashtra Ports 

Gujarat excluding Porta 

Gujarat Porta 

Madhya Pradesh 

Rajasthan 

Punjab 

Uttar Pradesh 

Delhi 

Bihar 

Orissa 

West Bengal excluding 
Calcutta 

Calcutta 

5.10 

22.70 

0.89 

6.99 

o.o1 

-

-
-
• 
-
10.9~-

-
-
-
-
-
0.10 

-

6.15 

0.1~ 

0.11 

1.)2 

58.51~ 
0.2) 

0.20' 

•• 

-
-
-
-
-
1.92 

-
-

98.00 

6.10 

145.6~ 

12.)9 

1).1~ 

1.99 

).55 

0.11 

-
2.10 

-
0.11 

-
19.76 

-
-
-
-
0.10 

0.69 

-
-

1)8.7) 

~.01 

209.01 

20.07 

22.30 

2.37 

11.99 

-
1.86 

1.)) 

101.95 

1.)9 

o.o) 

-
-

33.77 

-
-
-
o.u 
-
2.)1 

-
-

161.76 

).8) 

15).42 

12.99 

12.5~ 

7.62 

6.20 

0.53 

0.)2 

2.29 

126.22 

1.80 

55.51 

4.19 

0.11 

97.79 

0.6~ 

-
0.20 

-
-
5-U 

-
o.o1 

185.74 

).96 

195.)5 

7-~ 

10.49 

).10 

3.72 

0.66 

0.32 

0.71 

209.10 

1.17 
0.53 

7.58 

2.22 

146.15 

10.97 

-
0.11 

-
0.98 

9.55 

14.87 

2.49 

1.52.81 

136.58 

174.98 

5.92 

13.28 

2.8~ 

1.31 

0.7~ 

-
o." 

177.72 

0.74 

-
4.27 

1.)1 

122.46 

18.14 

0.62 

-
-
-

-
-

------- - - ---- ---- -- --- - - - -- - ---- ---- ---------- -
Total ~2).96 ~01.37 349.0) 551.8.5 655.)8 817.25 821.)6 

-----------------------------------------------
1 Includes exports from Feroke (representing Calicut), Quilon end Trichur areas. 

2 Refers to exports to erstwhile Bombay State (present Mahnrashtra and Gujaret States) 
excluding porta and Vidarbha Region of Maharashtra. 

3 Includes exports to Vidarbha Region of V~hara6htra. 

~ Retere to exports to erstwhile Bombay State (present f·laharashtra end Gujsrat States) 
excluding the ports. 

S Refers to ports in the erstwhile Bombay State (present Y.aharashtra and Gujarat Stutes) 
excluding Bombsy Port. 

• See Footnote 2. 

•• See Footnote 4. 
f See Footnote ,5. 

B e"h 1 ~ce..,•mts f(elAtine to the Inltmd (Rnil And Riverborne) Tr11cle of' Indi ~, 1960-61 to 
1966-67. 
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Table 2,5,9 1 Exports ot Tiles by Rail 1 Calicut, Tr1chur 
and Quilon, 1966-67 (April to Y~rch) 
(Number 1n Lakha) 

--- ~ --- --- - . -- - - ------------ - --From 
To -------------------------Calicut• Trichur Quilon ---- ------ - - -- - -- ---- -- - ---- - --
Andhra excluding Porta 61.25 92.60 -
Andhra Porta 1)).93 2.60 -
Madras excluding Porta 9).21 64.64 60.49 
Madras Port 5.92 • • 
Other Madras Porta 2),SS 1.6) 0.9) 
Pond1cherry 2.92 0,12 0.31 
Myaore excluding Porta 1.15 0,16 -
Myaore Porta 0.74 - -
Cochin Port • - • 
Other Kerala Porta - 0.44 -
Maharaahtra excluding Porta 5).75 124.04 -
Bombay Port 0.74 - -
Other Maharaahtra Porta - - • 

Gujarat excluding Porta .).8) 0.45 -
Gujarat Porta l.Sl • -
Madhya Pradesh )2.71 89.75 -
Orissa 2.69 4.51 -
Rajasthan 0,)1 18.14 • 

Punjab - 0,62 -
Other 0,1) - -
-----------------------------~ Total 418.72 419.90 61,7) 

-----------------------------~ • Estimated by deducting trom exports under the trade block 
Kerala excludinf Porta 1 the exports rrom Quilon and Trichur 
(i.e, Trichur,O lur ana Pudukkad railway stations) and 
adding to the same exports under 'Other Kerala Porta'. 

Basiaa Survey and Accounts Relati to the Inland Rail and 
Rivcrborne) Trade of India, 9 7, 
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In ~he following paragraphs ~he markets in l~draa 

State are discussed first, the discussion on other major 

tile 1mponing States follows. Finally a few obaenationa 

are made as regards the local markets. 

Ra1lborne trade in tiles does not represent the 

entire volume or trade between the centres in Kerala and 

the markets 1n V~draa. The markets in V~draa State are 

catered to by road also. There baa been an increasing 

tendency 1n this direction during 19601a. It can be seen 

trom Table 2.S.8 that, whereas there baa been sn increase 

in the railborne expona to Andhra Pradesh, )!aharashtra and 

l!Jadhya Pradesh, such expona to the other imponant buyer 

or tiles, ~~draa, declined since 196o-61. Sicilar trend 

1a reflected 1n Table 2.S.l0 which depicts ra1lborne 

exports from the trade block 'Other Kerala Porta•. The 

trade block exclu•1vely refers to Calicut. During the 

auney in 1967, t.he manufacturers contacted in the ~hree 

centres in Kerala repor~ed that road transport was used 

for ~hose markets in Madraa State that are around 200 miles 

trom the centre. 

There are three questions ~o be examined in respect 

or the centres in Kerala, as regards the markets in VAdrsa 

Stater (1) the spatial pattern ot railborne e%ports1 (11) 

the spatial pattern or exports by road; and (111) ~otal 

exports to V~draa from the individual centres. 



Table 2.5.10 : Exports of Tiles by Rail froa Calicu~ under the Trade Block 'Other Xerala 
Porta•, 1960-61 to 1966-67 (~pril to March) (Number in Lakhs) 

--------~~-------------------~----------~-----1960-61 1961-62 1962-6) 1963-64 1964-65 196.5-66 1966-67 

----------------------------------------------
tndbra excluding Ports - 0.46 1.24 2.34 .5 • .51 1.6) 1.24 
t.ndhra Ports - - 0.22 - - - -
Y.adras excluding ·Ports 45.6) 92.12 7Z:U 75.61t 72.22 51f.90 6).)6 
Madras Port - 0.92 0.07 1.0) 0.70 -
Other !~draa Ports 7.66 17.96 15.30 1).99 10.06 u.os 1).16 
Pondicherry - 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.78 0.51 

Myaore excluding Porta 0.10 0.21 - - - - -t;y&ore Porta 0.26 - o.o1 - 0 • .30 - -
Kerala excluding Ports 0.13 0.16 0.67 - 0.)2 o.o1 -
Y.aharashtra excluding Ports I 0.42 J 0.46 0.6) 0.21 1.20 l.lf.t o.oi 
Gujarat excluding Porta - - 0.)2 0.61 o.o 
Guje.rat Porta - - - - - 0.43 0.20 

~.adhya Pradesh - - - 0.)3 0.)) - -Oriesa - - - o.u 0.21 - -Ot.her - - - 0.07 - - 0.44 

----------------------------------------------
Total 9).08 91.61 16.99 

----------------------------------------------
Basis 1 Ace unts Rel&tin to the Inl8nd Rail end R1verborne Trade or In~ia, 1960-61 to 

19 67. 
... 
w 

"' 
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Confining to railborne trade tn tiles between the 

centres in Kerala and markets tn Madras State detailed 

information could be obtained 1n respect ot Quilon and 

Trichur. There have ~een some changes as regards the two 

centres which are worth not1ng. Tiles trom Quilon 

previously ueed to compete with the tiles manufactured tn 

Callout ln the rail-head markets such as Madras city, 

Tr1ch1nopoly 1 where the broad gauge and metre gauge linea 

converge. Survey data for the year 1966-67 revealed that 

exports from Quilon railway station almost entirely 

confined to markets on the metre gauge line, except for a 

amaU consignment ot O.llt lakha to Coimbatore. This is 

due to the influx ot cheaper Tricbur tiles into these 

markets. Report ot the V~imum ~age Co~ittee for Employ

ment 1n Tile Industry, Kerala 1 1958 observed that tiles 

trom Trichur have penetrated into the markets on the metre 

gauge line. Survey data for the year 1966-67 revealed that 

20.66 per cent ot the total railborne exports to Y~dras 

State trom Tr1chur were destined to marketa on the metre 

gauge railway line. Data relating to railborne exporta 

tro= Calicut could not be obtained. The centre baa a broad 

gauge railway line. It can be realistically assumed that 

!or Calicut the rail-head markets in Y~draa mostly contine 

to those on the broad gauge line in the northern part ot 

the State. 

In the past the existence of dtrterent types ot 
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railway linea 1n par~lcular pa~a had resul~ed into a 

compartmentalisation or the mnrketa in V~draa s~ate between 

the centres. With the co~lng up or the road trenapo~ some 

or the anrketa which were not previously accessible due to 

high coat or transhipment could now be c&tered to by road. 

The tendency, however, could atrotch within ce~eln limite, 

aa road transport cannot be used for long distances. Road 

transport 1a amenable tor the manufacturers in Callout for 

the marY.eta in North J!adraa and tor the manutecturera in 

Qullon in respect or the markets 1n South Madras. Again 

Trichur due to ita central location is able to cater a 

wider market area by road, 1n Y~draa State. 

Aa regards the relative share or the three centres 

in the mnrketa in ~adras State, it is difficult to assess 

the same. Some ot the markets in J.ledraa ere catered to by 

road and there are no atatlatics relsting to trade by road. 

Apart from the markets in V~draa, road transpo~ is used 

tor supplying the looal ~rkets by the t~~ee centres. For 

the year 1966-67, a rough estimate ot the quantity moved 

by road trom Cal1cut, Qu1lon and Trichur could be put at 
:.. ~--- ..:, . 

)S~.6S lakha, )66.81 lrkha and 5.)6.42 lakha respectively 
~ . :• 

.... I :-•-J, 

(Table 2.S.ll). The quantity moved by road is signiticently 

larger 1n the case or Trichur. Thus it is possible that 

exports to ~mdraa by road could be higher in the case. The 

aame aeema probable viewing the location or Trichur sa 

compared with the other two centres. 



"Po,.,die he.,..,. y 
RR1lborne exporta from Cslicut to ~dres (125.93 

A 

lakha) wore higher than such exports from ~uilon (61.7) 
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lakha) or Tr1chur (86.~9 lakha). However, considering the 

possibility of a creater use ot road tranapo~ by Trichur, 

total exports to J,!adras ooulc:t not have cutrered widely 

between the two eentrea, Trichur and Callout. 

Inter-State expo~• ot tiles from Cu1lon are to 

Madraa State. In the case ot Callout ra1lborne exports to 

YAdrae are higher than such exports to other States. In 

addition exports by road trom the centre feature only 1n 

respect ot the markets in Madras. Aa regards Trichur, 

railboroe exports to V.adras are lower than auch exports to 

other Statea. However, as exports by road exist only 1n 

the case or ~draa, total exports to the State would be 

higher as compared with exporta to other States. It can 

be safely etated that tor all the three centres, Callout, 

Qullon and Trichur, Madras State is the most important 

buyer outside Kerala. 

Excluding Madras, the States ot Andhra Pradesh, 

)~harashtra and Y~dhya Pradesh are the major importer• ot 

tiles by reil from Kerala. The emergence ot these markets, 

however, 1a perceptible only during 19601s. n can be eeen 

from Table 2.,.a tha\ large acale exports to Madhya Pradesh 

coiD!IIenced from the year 1964-6,. Sidlarly 'bulle exports to 

~haraahtra are noticeable only from the year 1963-64. In 
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the caae of Andhra Pradesh expo~• to the State in 1960-61 

were much lower than those in later yeara. It aeema, 

prior to 1960 ra1lborne expo~• from Xerala were mostly 

destined to ~~draa State. 

Ra1lborne exports to /<ndhra Pradesh, M;iharaahtra and 

Madhya Pradesh are from Calicut and Tr~~r(Table 2.S.9). 
Ot the trade blocks which ahov large impo~s 1n the above 

States, 1t 1s only 1n the case of'Andr~a Porta' that 

exporta fro= Calicut are higher than those from Tr1chur. 

As per Table 2.S.9 the trade block almost exclusively 

depended on Calicut for ita substantial requirement in· 

1966-67. There are reasons to doubt the large exporta from 

Calicut to •Andhra Ports• during the year 1966-67. 

( 1) Total 1111ports into • Andhra Porta' ranged from 

).8) lakha to ?.9S lakha during the years 1960-61 to 

1965-66 (Table 2.;.8); during the yeara 1967-68 and 1968-69 

total imports into the trade block were only 1.01 lakha 

and 2.1S lakha respect1vely.1 

(11) During the year 1966-67 there was a tall in 

the imports into the trade block 'Andhra excluding Porta' 

and the other ~ajor buyers ot tiles vis. the States of 

Madras, V.ahareahtra and Madhya Pradesh. 

l Accounts 
Trade or India 1 

Rail end R1verborne) 



(111) By 1962-63 the foreign markets have shown 

signa of dwindling (Table 2.5.a), oa e result ot which 

increased exports trom Calicut to other home markets have 

been gradual as compared with the sudden spurt in exports 

to 1 .l.ndhra Porta 1 in 1966-67. 

For reasons cited above, the large exports to 'Andhra Ports' 

from Cal1cut in the yeer 1966-67 ere deemed to be 1ncone1atent. 

The markets in f.ndhra Pradesh, J.!aharashtra and 

Madhya Pradesh are situated at long dist&nae from all the 

three centres in Kerala. There are no exports from Quilon 

to the above aarke~s. or the two other centres exports 

from Trichur ere subatentislly gre&ter than those fro= 

Calicut. The same ia more true or Maharashtra and Madhya 

Pradesh. Calicut tiles have a higher factory price; possibly 

when transported over long distances these tiles are 

delivered at a price which 1s beyond the means of ordinary 

buyers. 

Cal1cut 

ln contrast to the distant markets, in V~dras 

tiles ere in a better position. Railborne exports 

to Madras State aro t.igher in the case of Calicut. Total 

exports to the State (by road and by rail) may not ditfer 

widely between Calicut and Trichur. There can be reasons 

which explain the competitiYenesa of Calicut tiles in 

~~draa markets, 1n spite or their being priced higher. The 

tiles manufactured in Cal1cut are deemed superior to those 

1n Tr1chul". The markets in fc!adras "'ere the traditional 
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buyers or Cal1cut tiles. There 1a, as will be seen, some 

element of consumers' preference in these markets. The 

distent buyers in Central India may not be or a d1acern1ng 

type. 

All throughout the past their respective local 

markets have been one ot the important consumers of tiles 

manufactured at the 1nd1v1duel centres. Loccl markets are 

catered to by road. During the period 1960.67 road 

transport was alao used to supply some ot the markets in 

~~draa State, by the centres in Xerala. Aa statistics 

relating to trade by road are not available, it is not 

poaaible to esaess the importance of local markets tor the 

centres, Calicut, Quilon and Trichur. A rough estimate or 

the total eupply by road which includes quantity consumed 

locally find the quantity exported to MAdras by road 1a 

given 1n Table 2.5.11 tor the three centres 1n Kerala. 

The preceding pages 1n this section discussed 1n 

detail the market pattern tor the tilea manufactured 1n 

different centres. The aame 1a summed up below to tac111tata 

the analysis in the succeeding section. 

There wea no significant change 1n the H$rket pattern 

for the t1lea manufactured in Mangalore, from the period 

prior to 1959 to the years after 1959. The coastal markets 

north or the centre remained the moat important external 



Table 2.5.11 1 Exports of Tiles b7 Sea, Road and Combined 
Estimate ot 'Local Consumption end Exports 
by Road'• Cslicut, Quilon and Trichur, 
1966-67 (liumber in Lekba) 
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------------------------------Estimated 1 Exports 2 Exports ) Local 
Production by Sea by Rail Consumption 

end Exports 
by Road 

------------------------------
Call cut 

~uilon 

Tricbur 

857.10 

428.54 

956.)2 
-
-

264.74 

61.73 

419.90 

.. -----.. -.. -.. -- - -- .., -------------
1 Estimated Production !or 1966-67 (April to March) 

• Estimated Production tor 1966 x 0.75 + Estimated 
Production for 1967 x 0.25 

2 Raters to 1966-67 (July to June) 

) Refers to 1966-67 (April to March) 

msrketa. During 1960•a Coondapur 1n the northern peripbeey 

ot South Xanara baa been developing as a tile centre. The 

manufacturers here, it was learnt, sell 1n the coastal 

markets where tiles trom V.anga1ore are imported. 'fhe 

quantity supplied by Coondapur being small the centre baa 
~ 

not poaed any severe competition for VAngalore. 

As regards Cnlicut, with the loss ot foreign markets 

the manufacturers now rely more on the home =arketa. /~ng 

the home markets apart trom the local demand within the 

district and around, the markets in ~ladras State and 

Kathtawar porta feature important. Andhra Pradesh and 
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Maharaahtra are the other buyers ot Calicut tiles. ts 

regards Maharaahtra the coastal markets are supplied by sea 1 

the interior markets ~ra catered to by rail. 

Thera haa bean no significant change in the market 

pattern tor the tiles manufactured 1n ~uilon. The cantre 1 

es in the paat 1 depends on the local ma~~eta end the markets 

in Southam f~dras. Tile aenutacturera 1n Quilon 1 however1 

' . now race competition trom those 1n Trichur in some ot the 

markets in l-~adras. 

Trichur at present has the widest market 1n India. 

The tiles trom the centre ere demanded in the distant 

Central Indian markets such ea UjJain1 Indore and Nagpur. 

flmong the four centres studied here Trichur tiles have the 

lowest t.o.b. price. These tiles are able to bear a higher 
rail-hea.d 

transport cost as cocpared with others. In the markets 
" No.-thern 

located 1n f.iaharashtro and ~';adhya Pradesh 1 ~o a lesser 
" 

extent 1n the markets in Andhra Predesh 1 Trichur tiles 

heve e aubatantielly greeter demand ea compared with that 

ot the nearest rival 1 Calicut. Due to their lower price 

the tiles troa Trichur ~~v• been able to compete with those 

trom Quilon in the letter's traditional markets 1n South 

Madra a. 



2.6 I Review or the ~1arket Pettern tor 
Tiles (Upto 1967) 
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In this section the historical evolution or the 

present. market pattern for the tiles manufactured in 

ditftren' centres 1a briefly rey1ewed. This enables the 

to~ulat1on of certain hypotheses as regards the distribu

tion or markets between the centres. 

2.6.1 M~in Chareet~r1st1es or the Distribution 
ot f.lnrkets between the Centres 

In Table 2.6.1 the important merkets for the tiles 

mnnutactured in the four centres vis., Mangeloro, Cal1cut, 

Quilon Dnd Trichur, during ditterent periods are presented. 

Table 2.6.1 indicates only the 1mportr.nt markets 1n 

respect or each centre. Thus, for example, there have been 

small quantities exported to Bombay ports from Calieut all 

along 1n the past end even at present. The nombay porta 

(ot which port or Bombay accounted for most or the troda) 

imported considerably smaller quantities from Calicut than 

they did trom Mangalore. Also for the latter Bombay porta 

were and aro important markets. The industry in Calicut 

was less dependent on these markets. /~ng the coastal 

markets Callout relied only on Katt~ewar Porta (Saurashtra 

Porta). Similarly there have been saall quantities exported 

to foreign countries from ,:angalore. Only during the years 

1945-46 to 1954-SS were such exports (continuously) 



Table 2,6,1 1 Z.larket Pattern for the Tiles Z.lanutact.ured in Different Centres during Different Periods 

---- - ------- - - ----- - -- - --- --- - - -·- ------ --- - - --- ---- ------ - -----------
Centre 

Dbtrict 

Upto 1914 

1914-48 

1949-59 

. 196D-67 

------

J.langa1ore 

South Kenara 

South Kanara District 

Konk&n Coast ) 

r.;ehsrsshtrs Coast ~ 
Gujsrst Coast J 
Saurashtra Coast 
(Kathiawsr Porta) J 

After 
1900 

South Kensra District 
ltonkan Coast 
Z.~harsshtra Coast 
Gujarat Co~st 
Saurashtra Coest 
(Kathiuwer Ports) 

South Kansre District 
Konksn Coast 
~~hareshtra Cosst 
Gujaret Coest 
Saurashtra Coast 
(Kath1awar Porta) 

South Kansra District 
Mysore State 
-Konkan Coset 

Z.laheraahtra Coast 
Gujarat Coast 
Saurashtra Coast 
(Kathiewer Porta) 
Goa 

Callout 

Coliaut 

Calicut District 

Ce1icut District 
J.1alsbar Coast 
North V~dres (State) 
Saurashtra Coast 
(Kathiswar Ports) 
Foreign l-larketa 

Calicut District 
J.1a1abar Coast 
North .f.ladres (State) 
Saurashtra Coast 
(Isthiewar Ports) 
Foreign I--k>rketa 

Cslicut District 
Malabar Coast 
Saurashtra Coast 
(Kathiawor Ports) 

North Y.adras ~tat~ 
Andhra Pradesh 

Goa 

Qu11on 

Quilon 

Quilon District 

~rstwhi1e Travancore State 
(~~1lon, A11eppey and 
Trivandrum Districts) 
Cenha1 M:adras (.state) 
South ~adras (State) 

Quilon, Al1eppey end 
Trivandrum Distric~s 

South foladras (Stete) 

Centt a 1 11 ~dY<aS (5t~teJ 
• 

Qui1on, Al1eppey end 
Trivandrum Districts 

(e.ntt~ rt::~~dra;s..C..St~ieJ 

South J.ladraa (State) 

• 

------- - - - ------ ---------- - - - - - ---- - -- -- - - - - - - - - ----

Trichur 

Trichur 

Trichur District 

Trichur District 

Trichur District 
North l\:adras (state) 
Andhra Pradesh 
V.aharashtra 

Madhya Pradesh 

Trichur District 
Y.edres State 
Andhra Pradesh 

V.aharssbtra 
J.ladhya Pradesh 

-- - ------ - --

14S 



substantial from the centre. On the other hand exports 

from Colicut to toroign countries have been large. The 

toreir.n markets were some of the m~in markets for the tiles 

manufactured in Calicut. ~ith these quel1f1cat1ons (in 

respect of Table 2.6.1) in mind some broad characteristics 

of the market pattern for tiles can be indicated. 

It is noticeable from Table 2.6.1 that some markets 

are attached to a particular centre. There ere others 

which are not attached to any one individual centre, but 

where the tiles manufactured 1D more then one centre 

compete. The beat example 1D the former category are the 

local markets, (which are conveniently catered to by road), 

around the four centres studied here. The tiles manufactured 

in any centre have never been eble.to compete in the local 

markets of the other. There are also markets which are 

looeted at a distance trom the four centres studied here, 

that are attached to some one centre. For example, the 

coastal mnrketa north ot V~ngalore with the exception ot 

Kath1avar porta, imported their requirement from }~alore. 

The foreign markets, to cite another instance, were a 

monopoly of Calicut. Madras State in South is a major 

consumer ot tiles. Ot the markets in the State, those 1n 

ita southern part were until recently wholly catered to by 

tiles trom Quilon. Of recent, Tr1chur tiles have intruded 

into these markets. Nevertheless, these markets buy more 
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trom Quilon than trom any other centre. A good portion 

ot the tiles mnde in Trichur nov aell 1n the distant 

markets 1n Mah11raahtra and V.adhya Pradesh. Possibly the 

mnrkota in Maharashtra, such aa Poona, are supplied by 

Mengalore via Bombay port. But the others, ouch as Nagpur 

in tlorthern Maharashtra and those 1n Madhya Pradesh, are to 

a great extent supplied by Trichur. small quantities, 

howeYar, are exported to these markets from Calicut also. 

There lire some markets where tiles manufactured in 

more than one centre eell. These markets were not attached 

to eny particular centre 1n the past. In Kathiavar porta 

tiles trom Calicut and ~ngolore sre sold. In the past, 

however, exports trom Msngalore to these markets were ot a 

higher magnitude. The markets on the broad gauge railway 

line in }~draa State are also a oaae 1n the aboYa category. 

As regards these markets Table 2.5.9 depicting the rail

borne exports trom Calicut, Quilon and Trichur is only a 

part eyidence. Soma ot the markets in Madrea Jre catered 

to by road also. It is a tact that the industry 1n Calicut 

and Triehur depend haSTily on the markets in Northern 

)~draa, which were 1n the past solely supplied by rail. In 

the aame way, the markets 1n Andhra Pradesh too are ahered 

by the above tvo centres. Trichur, however, has a greater 

share ot the markets in Andhra Pradesh. At some pointe 1n 

J.tadras, the broad gauge ra1lws.y line and the metre gauge 

railway line converge. Here until recently, Quilon (which 
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are ai~ueted on the broad gauge) used to compete. The 

survey data !or 1966-67, howeyer, reyealed that the tiles 

made 1n ~on do not co to ouch point&J only Calicut and 

Trichur tiles compete. 

On the beals of the discussion in the preceding 

paragraphs, the main urket.a tor tiles manufactured in the 

tour centres can be claaa1t1ed into tvo categoriesa firstly, 

markets which have remained attached to some one particular 

centre, i.e., 1 att.ached markets'; secondly, markets where 

mora then one centre compete, i.e., •non-attached mBrketa•. 

In Table 2.6.2 the marketa haye been classified accordingly. 

Categorisation or markets ea •attached' or 'non

attached•, as done in Table 2.6.2, involved certain 

arbltrar1neaa. The anme wes inevitable due to two types 

or reasons. 

(a) (1) Trade blocks changed 1n their geographical 

demarcation over time. (il) Trade data for different 

centres 6nd for the same centra 1n respect of different 

modes ot transport are not provided by the aame source. In 

such cases, eomotimes, trade block carrying the aame nama 

may actually refer to slightly different geographical areas. 

(111) Trade blocks &re 'market areas•; it is a possibility 

that exports to the same trade block from two centres may 

refer to exports to different market points wit!:in the trade 

block. For problema ot the above type there 1• no solution. 
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Table 2,6,2 I Classification ot Main Markets for Tiles into 
Categoriea Attached and tlon-attached 

- - -- --- - ------ ------------- - ---Attached V~rketa Non-attached :Market& ______________ ......._ ___________ ___..___ ______________ ...,.. ______ 
Mark eta The centre Marketa The centres 

to which which 
1t. ia compete 
attached 

-------------------------·-----
South Kanara Mangalore Saurashtra Coast l-tangelore 

(Kath1avRr Porta) 
Calicut. Diat.. Cali cut Calicut. 

QuUon D!at. Quilon 

Trichur Diat, Trichur Markets on the Callout 
broad gauge 

Coastal markets Mangalore railway line in Trichur 
between .Mange- Northern Madras 
lore and BombAJ 
and 'Gujarat 
Coast excluding 

)ll.arlteta on the Qullon Iathiawar Porta' 
metre gauge 

Foreign markets Callout railway line in 
Central mul 

Triehur 

!-1ariteta on the Quilon ~en J.1adras 
metre gauge 
railway line 1n 
Southern J.iadraa 

Marketa in Trichur Andhra Pradesh Call cut 
J.ladhya Pradeah 
end in Northern Trichur 
~mharaahtra 

------------------------------
(b) There were other difficulties which necessitated 

the 'application of the rule or the thumb, (i) 'Attached' 

and 'non-attached' character ot a market is a long run 

phenomenon, possible only if the market has a sufficiently 
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long past. In the cnao or new markets their categorisation 

bad to be on the basis ot data for a relatively short period. 

For instance, rail-head markets 1n Madhya Pradesh, interior 

V~hnraehtra and those in interior Andhra Pradesh, emerged 

as important buyers ot tiles only during the early 1960'•• 

(11) ln the case or some or tte merketa, it was 41tticult 

to say whether a preponderant share or the market. went to 

one or the centres or the lll8rket. was ahered by the competing 

centres. for example, 1n the case ot Andhra Predeah, 

exports from Trichur were higher than tho8e from Calicut. 

But it was difficult to categorise tho difference 1n exports 

from the two centres as significant or otherwise. The 

markets in Andhra Pradesh have boon categorized as 'non

attached'. (111) Xathi~ar porta posed a problem of 

slightly different type. In the past exports from ~~ngalore 

to these marke~a were or a higher magni~ude ea compared wi~h 

those from Callcu~. However, since at present the exporte 

from the two centres closely resemble each other, Kathiawar 

porta have been categorised ae •non-attached' markets. (iv) 

Lack of trade date prevented a knowledge of relative share 

ot different centres 1n the case of some ot the markets. 

The markets in Madras, which are catered to by road trom 

the centre• in Kerela, are examples. 

Thus, categorisation ot markets, as shown in Table 

2.6.2, is precise in certnin cases and tentative in others. 
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The analytical device is mean~ to facilitate the diacuaaion. 

2.6.2 Eeonomic Dssie ror the Distribution 
of ~.orketo between the Centreq 

Some ot ~he mnrkota have been •attached' to parti

cular centres over long periods. In the case of •non

attached' marketa, the competing centres have remained the 

same. Now it remains to be seen whether the above-mentioned 

long run phenomenon hea any economic baais. A teat to 

examine the same ia to compare the delivered prices of 

tiles manufactured in the tour eantrea in ditfarent earketa. 

\'here the market 1s •attached' to a particular centre, the 

centre should have an advantage over others. Where the 

market 1a •non-at~ached' 1 the competing centres a~~uld not 

have any advan10age over each ot.hezo. The ebove should hold 

good in a competitive spatial economy wheret 

1) there ere no ditterencea 1n the deaign ot product; 

2) there are no ditterence• in the quality (when 
the product design is the same); 

3) there are no consumers' prererencesa 

4) the producers have perteot knowledge about the 
apatlal distribution of markets. 

There are three types ot 1ntormat1on necessary tor 

comparing the delivered price of tiles manufactured 1n the 

tour centres at the vorioua markets: (i) 1dent1ticnt1on of 

important market pointe, (i1) t.o.b. price for the tiles 

l!!anutacturecl et the tour centrea, and (1U) transport costa 

· from the individual centres to the various market points. 
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For the year 1966-67, the breakdown ot export tr•de 

1n tilea from different centres, except Calicut, could be 

obtained. In reepect of the centres, ~uilon and Trichur, 

this retera to exports by rail. In the case ot Viangalore, 

the main external markets are those along the coast north 

ot the centre. · 'l'he detailed trade data here x-eters to the 

coasting trade.1 From the above information the important. 

market. points for the tiles made in these three centres 

could be learnt. Tiles from Callout compete with those 

from Trichur on the rail-head markets on the broad gauge 

railway line with which the two centres are connected. 

Important mnrket points for Calicut are similar as that for 

Trichur. The important market points 1dsnt1t1ed on the 

basis ot the de~a1led trade data obtained tor the year 

1966-67 have been taken into account while evaluating tbe 

locational advantage ot different centres. A good portion 

ot the tiles made in the four cent.rea are consu=eci in their 

respective local markets. The local markets of the four 

centres are thus included, while comparing the delivered 

prlcea of tllea !roM these centres in ditferent markets. 

The t.o.b. price in respect ot each centre is the 

weighted average price per 1000 tiles quoted by the units 

1 See Appendix Table 2 tor the detailed trade data in 
respect of J.!angalore. 

In the case ot Trichur and Qu1lon there were innume
rable small stations which imported tiles from these centres. 
Detailed trade dat.a in respect ot these centres, hence, ia 
not pHeented. 
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eurveyed in the centre 1n 1967. The t.o.b. prices tor 

the tiles manufactured in the tour centres, thus calculated, 

are given in Table 2.6.). 

Table 2,6,l a Weir,hted Avorage t.o.b. Price Per 1000 Tiles 
tor Different Centrea based on Prices 
Quoted by the Unite in 1967 • 
• 

~---------------~-------------Centre • Mangelore Celicut c;uilon Trichur --------·---------------------
Price (in Rs.) • 179.44 201.21 l.S).O) 

------------------------------
• The method and computations 1n arriving at the weighted 

average t.o.b. price ere given 1n Appendix Table ). 

Tr~nsport coats were calculated with refer~~c• to 

the mode of transport 1n vogue,l Where alternative modes 

were used 1 these have also been taken into consideration 
• 

wherever possible. Aa regards the markets 1n Jmdras State 

the tiles from the three eentree in Kerala--Cal1cut 1 ~1on 

and Trichur-at present are conveyed both b1 road end by 

r&11, Since a good portion of the trade still is effected 

by rail and also as transport coat by road varied from unit 

to unit even within the centre, the former mode only hea 

been taken into account.. 

Table 2.6.4 presents the delivered price or tiles 

manufactured 1n the four centres via. 1 14angalore, Calicut, 

Quilon and Trichur, at. the various markets. The following 

1 See Appendix Table 4 tor transport costs. 



TPble 2 ,6,lt : Locational !.dvantaga I : t·.ieightod Average t .o.b. Price based on Prices 
Quoted by the Units+ Transpor~ ~ost' Per 1000 Tiles• (in Rs.~1~G7. 

-----------------------------------------------Centres 

State in which --------------------------------------------------------------------------
l<!arke~ the market 1a Manga1ore Cali cut Quilon Trichur 

located --------- ------------ ----------- -------------(B{ (By cs{ (By (By (Dy (B{ (By 
Ra 1) Coast Ra 1) Coast Rail) Coast na 1) Coast 

upto . upto up to up to 
BombaT• Bombay, Dombay1 

·"iulil 
.Bombay, 

· ... ·Rail Rail 'lt811 .. 

There- There- There- There-
after) af:ter) after) etter) -------------------------------------------------

A: RHL-JIR'-D MI.RitTS 

(1) Lnc~l f.!arltets 
of the Four 
Centres 

Mangr.lore 

Calicut 

Quilon 

Trichur 

V.ysore 

Kersla 

-do-

-do-

(11) Other RP11-Jiepd 
Elt,trkets 

Salel'l 

l-:adurr;i 

Tinnevelly 

Hydarsbad 

Poona 

Ujjain 

ll£dras 

- do -

-do-

Andhra 
Prsdesh 

M&hsraahtra 

}.~adhya 
Predesh 

179.44 

208.00 

240.64 

216.16 

2)1.211 

242 • .56 

2.50.48 

2n.s4 )22.96 

29).44 28.).84 

.)1.5.28 .)19.60 

B: eot.ST!L W.!UffiTS- - - - - - - - -----
I -: • • i . .. 

Panjim Goa 221.44 

Ratnng1r1 Mshareshtra 229.44 

Bombey -do- 2JZ.44 

Broach Oujerat 2.52-Mt 

'ieravel - do - 257.44 

229.63 244.23 182.18 

201.27 2)1.51 16~.86 

249.75 18).0) 165.76 

221.67 22).)5 1!t~-~ 

2)8.47 247.27 1zg.~s 

2.51.19 214.9.5 122.26 

260.)1- 207.99 200.9(}. 

290.07 354.79 286.2.) .346.5.5 231.86 .)39.)8 

305.91 315.67 301.)5 .)07.lt3 2!i/.:ZO .)u0.26 

333.99 351.4) .)19.6.) 343.19 gz!t.82 .))6.02 

.By Sea --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

253.27 24.5.0) 2)7.86 

261.27 25).0.) 245.66 

269.27 261.0.) 2.5.).86 

264.27 276.0.) 268.86 

269.21 281.03 273.86 

. . -- -·--------------------------- -·-- ~ --- ~.- --~·.-- -~-~~ ··- ~-

• See lppend1x Table 4 for Transport Costs. 

Note: The lowest delivered price in respect or each m11rket has been Wldorlined. 



exercise tor evaluating the locatlonal advantage ot 

dlttorent centres mnkea the implicit assumption that the 

manutacturers do not practise price discrimination between 

the various markets. 

It can be noticed trom Table 2.6.4 that in their 

local markets the manufacturers in t~alore and Quilon 

have a alight advantage over those 1n Trichur. \~ereas, 

Ia regards Calicut market, the tiles trom the place, are at 

a~ disadvantage. fhe delivered price ot Trichur tiles at 

Calicut ia much lower thnn the t.o.b. price (transport cost 

being sero) ot the local produce. Il is only in the case 

ot Tricbur market thAt the local manufacture has a signi

ficant advantage over others. Broadly it can be said that 

the tiles trom Trichur can compete in the local markets ot 

the other three centres. In the past, however, there was 

no such attempt. 
' 

Salem, M.adurai end Tinnevelly are in Madras State. 

Salem is situated in North Madras, )!adura1 1n the Central 

and T1nnevelly 1n the southern part ot the State. In S.al8lll 

and Madura1 Markets, Trichur tiles have a e1gnit1can' 

advantage over the others. In Tinnevelly msrke' its 

advantage 1a small. In spite or the advantage :richur 

poaaeaaea Salem market, at present, is shared by Calicut 

and TrichurJ ~~dura1 market by and large is shared between 

Trichur and ~ullon; end Tinnevelly to a great extent, 
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possibly. remains a monopolr ot Qu1lon.1 

In Hrderabad (Andhra Predeah) 1 Poona (Maharaahtra2) 

and Ujja1n (Y~dhya Pradesh) the tiles trom Trichur are 

delivered at a much lower price than those trom any other. 

A greater share ot Ujjain market goes to Trichur. In 

Jlrderabad. Tr1chur tiles race the COI!lpetition from Celicut 

tiles. Here the delivered price of Calicut tiles 1 as can 

be aeen from Table 2.6.41 ia higher than ~hat ot Trichur 

tiles by Rs. 58.21 per 1000 tiles. l.a regards Poona market 1 

the dealers 1n Bomber reported that the coastal imports 

into the port trom Mangalore are distributed to markets in 

interior l·~haraahtra and Poena 1a 11n important one among 

them. To Poona 1 Trichur tiles are conveyed by rail. The 

tiles from ~~alore are delivered at a price higher by 

Ra. )6.11. per 1000 tUea than that from Tr1chur1 1n this 

urket. 

The coaatnl markets nort.h ot Mangalon an 1mporttlnt 

external markets for the tiles made in Y~ngalore. In these 

markets the manufacturers from the place have a small 

advantage over those from Tricbur. Hitherto the coaatal 

1 Aa regards the markets in V~dras State it is difficult 
to make any categoric statement. The markets are supplied 
by both ro~d ~4 rail. The road statistics are absent. 
lienee the d1tf1culty. 

2 Nagpur in Northern J.laharaahtra 1a an iJDportsnt buyer 
ot tiles. As this market le located at almost similar 
distance as Ujjain ia from the tour 5anutactur1ng centres. 
the market baa not been taken into account. 
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markets between ·~~alore and Bombay have reaa1ned a 

monopoly ot Mansalore. In Xeth1awar markets (represented 

by Veraval in Tabla 2.6.4) the tiles from Callout compete 

with those trom l·!angalore. It can be aeen trom Tabla 2.6.4 
that the delivered prices ot Calicut tiles at Veraval is 

much higher than the delivered price of Mangalore tiles. 

At this place, though "uilon and trichur tiles could be 

delivered at a price lower than that ot Cali cut, they 

never w~tre. 

Delivered prices ot tiles manufactured 1n the four 

centres could not be calculated 1n respect ot toreign 

markets. The transport costa in these cases are not known. 

The transport costa to the distant markets such as East 

Africa, Burma and Singapore should not ditter much between 

that for Y~ngalore, Calicut and Qu1lon. Tr1chur is located 

1n the interior. Here the transport coat will be slightly 

higher than 1n the case ot other three centres. Neverthe

leu, with a t.o.b. price s1gn1t1eantly lower than the 

others•, it is poaaible that Trichur tiles can be delivered 

at the lowest price In tte foreign markets mentioned abon. 

In the past, however. (with the exception ot tew yoara, 

1945-46 to 1954-55, when there were bulk exports traM 

Y~ngalore), the foreign markets were a monopoly or Calicut 

tiles. 

The economic basis for the •attachment' ot eome 



markets to individual centres nnd the •non-attachment• ot 

&OQG markets to anr one or them was excmined by comparing 

the delivered price ot the tiles manufactured in the tour 

centres in the various aarketa. The delivered price was 

defined aa t.o.b. price plus transport cost. The t.o.b. 

prices used were those quoted br the aurveyed unite during 

the year 1967. It wee learnt from the discussion with some 

or the manutooturera that the quoted t.o.b. prices were 

negotiable. For the year 1965-66 ln!ormation regarding 

the quantity ot tiles sold end the value trom these aalea 

could be collected from the surveyed units. The weighted 

average price per thousand tiles obtained by the manu

facturers 1n the tour centres during the year 1965-66 ia 

given in Table 2.6.s. 
Teble 2.6.5 1 Weighted Average Price Per 1000 Tiles tor 

Different Centrea based on Sales Data, 
1965-66* 

~------------~---------------Centre ~~elora Cal1cut Quilon Tr1chur 

--------------------------~--
Price (in Rs.) 1S7.66 120.)2 

------------~-------~--------
• See Appendix Table s. 

In respect or the three centres in Kerala via., 

Celicut, Quilon and Trichur, the quoted t.o.b. prices tor 

• the year 1967 show a wider ditterence than the actual prices 

obtained during 1965-66. In the case ot J.Iangalore the 1967 



quoted t.o.b. price waa lower than thnt of Callout and 

Qullon. The actual price secured per thousand tiles by 
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the manutscturera from Y~ngelore was higher than that 

secured by the manutacturera in Callcut and ~ullon during 

196S-66. It 1a probable that manufacturers d1acr1m1nata 

between buyers and between markets. The averata price 

indicated in respect ot each centra, above, 1a a result of 

all theaa torcea. The teat for en economic basis for the 

•attachment• ot soma markets to individual centres and 'non

attachment' of soma others to eny, which was conducted with 

the help Of quoted feOebe prioea for the year 1967, ia DOW 

repeated with average price secured during the year 1965-66. 

Tabla 2.6.6 preaenta the delivered price of tiles manu

factured 1n the tour centres in the various markets; the 

delivered price nov defined •• the average price obtained 

in 1965-66 plus transport cost. 

It can be aaen from Tabla 2.6.6 that in their local 

markets the manufacturers in Quilon end Trichur have 

eign1t1cant advantage over others. In the cnae ot V~alore 

the local producers have a marginal disadvantage. The tiles 
be 

from Tr1chur ca~ delivered 1n Mangalore at a price slightly 
~ 

lower than that of the local produce. In Callout market 

the tiles from Trichur have a a1gn1t1cant advantage over 

the local manufacturers. 

In Salem market (in )~dras State) where at present 

the tiles trom Calicut and Trichur sell, the latter have a 



T~ble 2,6,6 : Locat1onsl Advantege II : 'Weighted Average Price based on sales Data, 
. 196.5-66 + Transport Cust.' Per 1000 Tiles• (in lis,) 

-----------------------------------------------
Merket State 1n 

which the 
market 1s 
located 

Centres 

------------------------------------------------------------------Mangalore 

-------------(By (Dy 
Rail) Coast 

up to 
Bombay, 
Rail 
There
after) 

Cali cut 

------------(By (By 
Rail) Coast 

up to 
[lombay, 
Rail 
There
after) 

Quilon 

------------(By (By 
Rail) Coast 

up to 
Bombay, 
Rail 
There
after) 

Trichur 

----------------(By (By 
Rail) Coast 

up to 
Bombay• 
Rail 
There
after) ------------------------------------------------

(1) Local M?rkets 
of the Four 
Centres 

Mengalore 

Cali cut 

Qu1lon 

Tr1chur 

Nysore 

Kerela 

- do -

- do -

(11) Other Reil-Heed 
Merkets 

Salem l·indres 

Madurei - do -

Tinnevelly - do -

llyder&bad Andhra 
Pradesh 

Poona l-U!harashtra 

Ujjdn Madhya 
Pradesh 

157.66 

166.22 

218.86 

194.36 

209.50 

220.78 

228.70. 

2.56.06 

271.66 

29.).50 

301.18 

262.06 

297.82 

18.5.6) 

1.57.07 

20.5.55 

177.47 

194.27 

206.99 

216.11 

245.87 

261.71 

289.79 

310 • .59 

271.47 

307.2.) 

• 

197.6.5 

184.93 

136.45 

176.77 

200.69 

168 • .)7 

161.41 

239.65 

254.77 
• 
273.25 

299.97 

260.6S 

296.61 

157.04 

140.72 

160,64 

120.J2 

153.44 

167.12 

17.5.76 

206.72 . 

222.56 

21.9,68 

)14.24 

275.12 

310.88 

B: COf:J"rn W.RKETS - - - --,- -- - ---- - - By SQ..l..- - - ---- - -- - ___________ _ 

·-· ---··--~~ 

PBnjim Goa 199.66 209,07 198.45 212.72 

Retnag1ri tt.ehsrashtra 207.66 217.07 206.45 220.72 

Bombay -do- 215.66 225.07 214.45 228.72 

Broach Gujsret 230.66 240.07 229.45 243.72 

Vere.ve1 - do - 2)5.66 24.5.07 2J4.ft5 248.72 

- -- - -- - --- ------- - - -- --------- ------------ - - -- --
• see Appendix Table 4 tor Transport Costs. 

Note a The lowest delivered price 1n respect or each market has been underlined, 
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eigniticant advantage. ¥~dural market to o great extent 

ie ehsred by Trichur and Qu1lon. The delivered price ot 

tiles from the two centres ia almost similar 1n the ceae. 

In Tinnevelly, the Qu1lon tiles ere made available at a· 

price considerably lower thnn that or others. The market 

possibly to a grent extent ia supplied by Quilon. 

The Central Indian marketa like Ujja1n, Negpur are 

catered to by Trichur. It can be seen from Tabla 2.6.6 

that in Ujjain market the tiles from the centre have an 

advantage over others. In Hyderabed (ft~hra Pradesh), tiles 

trom Calicut and Trichur compete. According to Tabla 2.6.6 

Trichur tUes are made available in these m&rketa at a price 

lower than that of Cal1cut. Poona market 1a eupplied by 

both Trichur and Mangalore, though the letter is at a dis

advantage. 

In the coastal markets, north ot Mangalore, the t11ee 
be 

trom v~ngalora and those from Quilon ca~Aael1vered at=ost 
a 

at ai=ilar price. The la~tor, however, has a marginal 
" 

advan~age. In contrast to this observation, all along the 

p&at these markets with the exception ot Xatbiawnr porta 

have been a monopoly ot Mangalore. Kathiawer ports imported 

tiles from •~ngalore and Calicut. Here the tiles from 

Quilon too can be delivered at a price lower than that ot 

Cal! cut. 

The diacuaa1on 1n the preceding paragraphs revealed 
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~hat when a market is •attached' to a particular centre, 

~he la~ter did not alweya have an advantage over other 

centres. The diacuaaion also revealed that in the •non

attached' markets the tiles from the competing centres era 

delivered a~ different prices. As regards the latter 

~here ia further evidence. 

The Annual Report ot the Cal1cu~ Chamber ot Commerce 

and Industry tor the year 1967-66 observes: "Trichur and 

Quilon regions ere in a position to produce tiles much 

cheaper ~han the Feroke region [Calicut] and their lower 

pricing creates great d1epar1ty in selling rates between 

thea and l~labsr [Caliout].•1 According to the Central 

Kerala Tile l~nutacturere Aaaoc1at1on, Trichura "••• all 

Indian buyers prefer Feroke end Quilon Tiles at rate higher 

by Ra. 50 to Ra. 60 thAn the Trichur tiles.WZ In 1967, 

when the researcher visited the industry in Calicut, a 

firm in the place had conducted a survey ot the markets in 

J~dree State. From the said ttr.'s market survey could be 

learnt the ac~ual prices at which the tiles from Calicut 

and Tr1chur were sold in some of tbe ~~draa msrkets in the 

year 1967. The same 1a presented in Table 2.6.7. 

1 Annual Report ot the CAlieut Chamber ot C~eree 
P.nd Inrustry, Calicut, 1967-68, P• 2~. 

• 
2 The Central Korsla Tile ~mnufacturora Assoeiation, 
Annu9l Report for the Ye"r Ending 31·3-1963, Trichur, p.)O. 
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Toble 2,6,7 1 Actual Price at which Celicut and Trichur 
Tiles Were Sold 1n J.llldrea V.arketa in 1967 
(Rupees Per 1000 Tiles) 

---------------------·-------
Name ot the Market 

Price range ot ------------------------------Cal1cut Tiles Trichur Tiles• 

-----------------------------
CoiJ:Ibatore 

Trichinopolr 

Madurai 

Pudukkottai 

22' to 27' 

275 to 3)0 

260 to 315 

280 to 335 

20' to 225 

220 to 24.0 

215 to 2)5 

250 to 270 

-----------------------------
• In some ot tl~ markets possibly Trichur Tiles could be 

sold at a lower price, Viaw1ng the high price at 
which the tiles from Calicut have to be disposed ott, 
perhaps the dealers take the advantage, 

The tiles manufactured 1n Callout and Trichur, it 

can be seen from Table 2.6.7, sell at different prices 1n 

the same market. This ia not a phenomenon which is true ot 

a particular year. Such price differences between the 

tiles made in different centres existed 1n the past also. 

In 1958 the price of Trichur tiles ranged between Rs, 100 

and Rs, 115 per thousand tiles in the ~~draa markets. As 

compared to this, iju11on tiles were priced above Ra. 140 

and those from Calicut fetched more than Rs. 150 per 

thousand tilea.l 

1 Report ot the z.:inwum \~ages Col!l!'littee tot> E!!!ployment 
in Tile lndu~try. Kerala, 1958, P• j2, 
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The tiles from J.langalore generally do not meet 

competition from the tiles manufactured in the other three 

centres. rathiawar markets import tiles from ~~ngalore 

end Callout aa well. The actual pricea at which the tiles 

from the two centres sell 1n these markets, however, are 

not known. Some information could be obtained aa regards 

Bombay market. Uere 1 mostly, tiles from ~~ngalore sell. 

It was observed that during the 1960' a a new centre 1 i.e., 

Coondapur, developed 1n the northern periphery of South 

Kanara district. 51!1811 quantities trom Coondapur appear in 

Bombay market. The dealera 1n Bombeyi reported that in 

1967 1 the price ot !~galore tiles ranced from Rs. 260 to 

Re. 280 per thousand tiles whereas the price for those 

manufactured in Coondapur ranged trom Ra. 230 to Rs. 240. 

Aecording to the said dealers in Bombay market, the tiles 

from ~~ngalore always fetched a price higher by Rs. 25 to 

Ra. 30 per thouser~ tiles then that secured bJ Coondapur 

tUea. 

2.6.) ~:9rket l!!!perfeetions in the Roofing Tile Industry 

Tbe discussion in the preceding par&grapha revealed 

that 1n the roofing tile 1nduatrya 

(1) local markets are •attached' to the individual 

centres even when the centre does not have a significant 

advantage over others or actually ia at a diaadvantageJ 

1 The United Tile Agency, MAagaon Dock 1 Bombay. 
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(2) in some cases the distant markets (too) are 

•attached' to soma one particular centre even when the 

centre does not have any a1gn1!1cant advantage over others; 

and 

()) 1n the 'non-attached' markets the tiles from 

competing centres eell at different prices. 

The possible market imperfections which may lend an 

explanation to the above facts area 

(1) Differences in the product design, 

(2) Differences in the quality ot the product, 

(3) Consumers' preferences, and 

(4) Producers' lack of initiative. 

The market imperfections listed above need some elucidetion. 

In the roofing tile industry, the shape or the tiles 

manufactured in JiaDf;alore ditfera a little from those made 

in Calicut. The former 18 known 88 Marseilles pattern (or 

Y.ancalore pattern in India), the latter Ferolte pattern. 

Hence there ia a dU'!erence in the product design. 

It ia said that the tiles manufactured in Trichur 

are interior •• compared with those from Cal1cut and Quilon. 

Of the three, the Cal1cut tiles are deemed to be the beat. 

The tiles trora ~iangalore do not compete with the above 

except in the Katbiavar market where they meet the Cal1cut 

tiles. The quality gradations between the two 1a not known. 

Consumers• preference (which is a possible !actor) 
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may have two influences. Firetly, in evory market there 

ia • leader. ~here tte consumers' preferences ere strong, 

once the leader has established himself, the other may have 

little acope of entry. Secondly, consumers' preference 

may influence prices for the products of different centres 

in the aame market. Where there lire no quality differences, 

the consumers' subJective evaluation of the product may 

lead to isome differencee 1n the prices they will be prepered 

to offer. Where there are quality differences, the factor 

may lead to an exaggeration ot the price dit!eronces, over 

and above what the former suggests. 

By producers' lack of initiative, it ia meant here 

that the msnutacturera in a centre have not made an attempt 

to sell their tilee in some market~ Thie can be due to any 

or all of the following reasonas (1) imperfect knowledge as 

reg.llrda the spatial spread and existence ot markets; (11) 

due to some oligopolistic element in the market; (iii) due 

to the manutacturere being able to eell their output 1n 

some other markets; (iv) due. to fear of consumers' 

preference tor the product already existing in the market. 

It should be noted at this stage that in the present 

study no survey of markets tor tiles could be conducted. 

Some data relating to the market 1mpertectlona already cited 

~r-an incidental outcome during the survey or the industry 

which was mainly intended towards obtaining data relating 
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to costa 1n the four centres. Some of the market imperfec

tions indicated are only possible ones. AD explanation for 

the distribution ot markets between centres on the basis 

ot these market imperfections es is attempted below is a 

supplementary investigation. Ita results are tentative. 

Attec~~ent ot Y:~rkets to Individual 
Centres end 14arket Ir:mcrfeetions 

Differences in the Design ot the Products- There 

are two main patterns among the roofing tiles manufactured 

1n the !our centres studied here. These are J.!angalore 

pattern and Feroke pattern. In Y~ngalore mostly the former 

end 1n Callout the Feroka pattern tiles are pressed. In 

Quilon and Trichur both types are in wgue. It 1a posaible 

that due to the differences in the design of the product 

thst once one pattern establishes itself in a particular 

market, the other has less scope. 

There art instances in the history or roofing tile 

induatry which show that diti'erencea in the design or their 

product could not have led t.o an attachment ot markets to 

individual centr••• The Cal1cut tiles which are of Feroke 

pattern have been able to monopolise the foreign markets 

where the manufacturers trom ~ngalore were the pioneers. 

Also it is a tact that Xathiawar ports have been important 

markets tor the tiles manufactured in Yangalore and Calicut 

aa well. The following explanations can be offered tor the 
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above two historical facts. Firstly, it ia possible that 

the manufacturers adjust to the market epec1t1caticns. In 

other words, they press the pattern that is demanded 1n a 

particular market. As regards the ability of Calicut tiles 

to eatablbh t.bemaelvea in the foreign markets where the 

tiles trom )!angalore had aet the precedence, t.hia can be 

due to one other reason. The demand tor tiles recura after 

25 to 30 yeara of time. Thus at any point ot time 1n the 

total demend 1 replacement demand ia a less important 

component thnn the new demand. Hence it ia possible tor 

the tiles of a particular pattern to win the new demand 

(which ia the substantial part in the total) even when the 

other baa preceded into the market. In the case of Kathiawar 

porta where the tiles tree J~galore and Callout cogpete, 

it ia possible (apart from the already cited reasons) the 

two have distinct group ot buyers. t:ithout much eridence 

any analysis further in these lines ia speculation. 

During the aurvey or the industry 1n 1967, 1t w&a 
• found th~t some of the manufacturers kept the moulds ot 

both the patterns and pressed the required type ea dem11nd 

arose. Shirting from one pattern to the other does not 

involve any extra coat apart from the initial investment in 

two types of aoulds instead ot one. Labour, material end 

fuel apeciticationa remain the same for both the patterns. 

Thus, as it is at present, in the past too, it should have 
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been possible tor the manufacturers to cater to the market 

needa, i.e., preaa the pattern or tilea that is demanded 

in the market, it they intended to. Hence ditterencea in 

the design or tho product could not have led to the 

•attachment• or market• to individual centres. 

Differences in the Quality ot the Product:- It 1a 

said that the tiles from ditferent centres ditter in their 

quality. D1tterencea in the quality ot tiles as a market 

1mpertect1on baa two facets. Firstly, it 1a said that 

interior tiles cannot atand long transit and hence cannot 

cater to markets which are located at a distance from the 

manufacturing centre. Due to this, it ia possible that 

distant markets are accessible and may remain •attached' 

to those centres which produce superior quality tiles. 

secondly, it is poaaible that the consumers in a particular 

market prater the tiles ot a particular quality. It the 

required quality ia provided by the product ot only one 

centre, the market can remain •attached' to the centre. 
I 

It 1a said that the pattern ot Calicut tiles (Feroke 

pattern) 1a adjusted to the tastes ot foreign consumers. 

It is also said that these tiles have a higher breaking 

strength which 1a necessary tor shipping the tiles to foreign 

countriea.l At present the t1lea !rom Trichur which are 

1 Report or the ~inimum We~es Committee for Emnloxrnent 
ln Tile IndustrY. Kernla, 1958, P• 10. 
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deemed to be of en interior quality as compared with the 

tiles !rom other three centres, reach the farthest markets 

(in India). Thus quality acting as a bottleneck in trans

portation tor some nnd not so for some others cannot be 

the explanation for the •attachment' of markets to individual 

centres. 

An ordinary consumer generally is not. able to 

discern the quality. It is true th&t the purchases aome

timea are made through en intermediary who 1a in the 

building activity and who, it can be presumed, is able to 

detect the quality dit!'erencee. However, the field survey 

of the industry revealed the following facts. The tile 

units graded their product. Number of grades lett to the 

discretion of the manufacturer varied from three grades 

to aix. It was also learnt that the manufacturers are able 

to eell interior grades as superior grades. In such a 

situation it 1o ditlicult to visualise that the consumers 

preferences are purely baaed on a judicious scrutiny ot 

quality differences. The consumers 1n moa~ cases are not 

able to detect the pure quality differences. 

The most interior tiles have a lite of 20 years. 

Thus, it is possible that even it the consumer ia able to 

detect the quality differences he may not weigh the factor 

at all. Furthermpre even when the consumers are &ble to 

make out the dit!erencea in quality, it is improbable that 
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all the conau~era in any ~arket are uniformly biased 

towards the product of one centre, when the tiles !rom 

other centres are also available. In each market there 

are groups ot buyers who demand tiles of different quality. 

The 'attachment' of market to an individual centre cannot 

be due to consumers• preference for ita brands because ot 

their distinct quality. 

Conaumera' Preferences t• In every market there ia 

a leader. This will be a single manufacturer rrom an 

individual centre. The pioneer will be more closely 

followed by other manufacturers in the aame centre than 

trom other centres. It the manufacturers from a particular 

centre establish themselves in a market before those from 

others venture, there is a possibility ot a strong 

consumers• preference 1n favour of the pioneering centre. 

The consumers' preference here is irrespectiva ot the 

quality or the design ot the product, but ~~~ ita baaia 

on the tact that the brands !rom the centra were first 

introduced into the market. 

It waa found that the local markets have bean 

•attached' to the respective centres. In the case ot 

Mangalore, Calicut and Cuilon the manufacturers in the 

centre were the leaders in their local markets. It 1s 

possible that consumers 1n these centres have a strong 

preteronce tor the local produce. But consumers' preference 
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tor ~he local produce can be established only 1t the tiles 

from other centres too bftve been made available to them. 

There is no clear evidence of rival centres competing in 

each other's local markets, in the case ot above-mentioned 

three centres. 

The case or Trlchur la different. The manufacturing 

centre in Trichur developed much later than Calicut. The 

local markets or Trichur were previously supplied by the 

letter. At present, theae markets ere supplied by the 

local manufacturers. This ia an evidence tor consumers' 

preference tor the local product. It is also an evidence 

against the leadership argument that the leaders in any 

market enjoy a premium preference. The consumers• 

preference tor tl1e local manutactur• may have, however, 

another basta. The Trichur tiles can be delivered in any 

~rket in India at a price lower than that of ~he Calicut 

tiles. In their local market the advantage ot Trichur 

tiles is higher. Tiles fro~ Callout will have e much 

higher price than the local produce. 

Some ot the distant markets too have been •attached' 

to individual centres. In the Kathiawar markets, the tiles 

from Callout compete with those from J.tangalore. It should 

have been possible for the manufacturers in Calicut to 

compete with those in Mangalore 1n the other coastal markets 

north ot Jllangalore ~oo. These markets, however, have 
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remained a ~onopoly ot Mangalore. In the coastal markets 

north of Mangalore, the tiles from Trichur and ~uilon can 

be delivered at a price lower than th~t or Calicut under 

different aasumptiona (see Tables 2.6.~ and 2.6.6). ·In 

the peat there has bean no attempt from either centres to 

eell their tiles in these markets. To eay that diatent 

markets have beon •attached' to individual centres due to 

the prevalence of strong consumers' preference for the 

product of the centre, needs evidence to show that others 

actually made an attempt to compete in these mBrketa. such 

evidence is lacking. 

Producers' Lack of Initiative :- The •attachment' 

of markets to individual centres could be due to lack of 

initiative on the part of rivals. The rivals' lack ot 

initiative may be due to (a) imperfect knowledge about the 

spatial spread (existence) of markets, (b) oligopolistic 

element in the market i.e., live let live policr, (c) their 

beinc &ble to aell their output ln the markets which ere 

•atteched' to them, and (d) tear of consumers' preference 

tor the product alreudy existing in the market. 

Though it ia possible that the manufacturers 1n a 

centre did not (or do not) knew all the marketa where their 

rlvala in other centres aold (or sell) their product, it 

1& difficult to grant that they had (or have) no knowledge 

of each othera important markets. It is the important 
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•attached' to the centre. Respective locul markets are 
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en instance in the category. It is, however, poaaible 

that a substantial part or the producers in any centre had 

imperfect knowledge of the markets. They depend~d on the 

markets already established by the few pioneers in the 

industry 1n the centre. The latter's decision to confine 

to only aome markets may have some other basis than imperfect 

knowledge of the markets. 

Producers' lack or initiative could be due to 

ol1gopol1at1c element ln the market. \<.'here there are few 

producere, it is reasonable to argue that the rivgla 

possibly practised a "live let live" policy. In the rooting 

tile industry, (studied here), though there are only four 

main centrea, in each ot them there are m~ny producers 

coa~peting between them. It 1a a fact that the manufacturers 

in sny of the centres do not join 1n a consortium to decide 

the marketing of tiles from the centre. It is unreasonable 

to presume that they acted as one in the past. 

Producers' lack or initiative to venture into others' 

marlceta could be due to their being able to eell their 

output in some other markets. The growth ot the industry. 

1n the three centres Yia., ~~ngalore, Callout and ~ullon, 

ln the early yeara was mainly due to local demand. There 

was no necessity for tho rival centres to compete. In l&ter 
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years, production at different centres increased. the 

search for wider markets became inevitable. Even at thia 

stage rival centres carved 1n their own markets end it is 

1n ffiW oaeea that thore was any competition between them. 

Aa mentioned earlier, there waa no attempt on the part or 

individual centres to compete in some or the others' 

markets. It ia probable that the individual centres for 

a long time w~re able to dlapoae oft their output in the 

urketa that were •attached' to them (due to their luder

ship in the market). 

The argument that producers' lack of initiative waa 

due to their being able to sell their product 1n the 

markets •attached• to them, auggeata that these markets 

were sellers• markets. This raises the question, why the 

production in these centres did not increase 1t the supply 

always lagged behind the demand. The &rowth of an 1ndustry 

depends upon supply of and demand for the product and also 

on ~he &va1lab111ty of 1nveatment capital which is a 

function Of Alternative opportunities available to the 

investors. The producers' lack of initiative resultant 

upon excess demand conditions 1n the markets •attached' to 

respective centres can be questioned from one other quarter. 

Various marketa usually do not otfer tbe aame returns. In 

auch a caae, there ia no reason why the individual centres 

should have remained aat1st1ed with the markets which they 

have ventured into tirat. 
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Producers' failure to compete in the markets 

•attached' to other centres may be due to sheer tear of 

consumers' preference for the tiles already existing 1n 

the market. In the early years, the manufacturing centres 

were eainly dependent on their local markets. Later, when 

production increased, the rival centres established their 

own distant markets, though, sometimes, markets where 

others preceded were more convenient. Further, when a 

centre lost some of ita traditional markets, there wfia no 

attempt 1n any marked way on the part of the concerned 

centre, to compete in the markets that were already 

•attached' to other centres. The concerned centre relied 

now more on the markets which were its traditional buyers 

and have remained so. Perhaps, fear of consumers' 

preference for the product already existing in the market 

prevented the centre froa competing 1n some of the markets. 

the individual centres have never competed 1n each other's 

local markets. Here too fear of consumers• preference tor 

the local product cuat have preTented such competition. 

Producers' lack of initiative when it is a result of 

excess demand conditions 1n the markets •attached' to the 

centre, was round questionable on some counts. In spite of 

these qu&l1t1cat1ona, it seema probable that the tactor 

explains the historical facta prior to 1949. The historical 

facta are the •attachment' of coastal markets north of 
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V~alore to the centra, the monopoly or foreign msrketa 

to Calicut, and the 'attachment' ot markets in South 

V~dras to Quilon. Until 19491 the production in Trichur 

had not showed any considerable increase. The tiles from 

the place were demanded 1n the local markets; theae tiles 

were also supplied to the adjacent markets in V~dras State. 

Attar 1949, there occurred some import~nt changes. 

The industry in Trichur made a rapid stride. Though 1n 

the early stages the increased production was dumped in 

the mnrketa in ~~draa Stste 1 in later years the Trichur 

tiles had to search wider markets as distant as Central 

India. The tiles from Trichur are delivered a~ a lower 

price in the •~draa aarketa than those from Calicut and 

~uilon. What necessitated the travel ot Trichur tiles to 

the distant markets in Central India, in spite ot their 

price advantage in the more convenient Madras markets, 

speaks tor consumers• preference in tavour ot ~he pioneers 

(i.e., Callout and ~uilon) in the latter. It ia 1 however, 

possible that ~~draa markets have reached a aemi-aaturation 

stage where they cannot accommodate the large incresee in 

the supply from Trichur. Perhaps this necessitated the 

Tr1chur manufacturers. to go 1n search ot markets which are 

at a longer distance. It 1s possible that the manufacturers · 

in Tr1chur secure better roturna when they sell in those 

distant markets where there 1a leas competition from the 

old eatabl1shed centres. 
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Another important change that took place since 1~49, 

occurred 1n the 1960•a. Callout lost ita toreign markets. 

(The signa ot decline in the exports to these markets, 

however, were evident earlier.) The centre now had to rely 

more on the home markets. The manufacturers 1n Calicut 

have not intruded the markets •attached' to other centres 

1n any marked way. Excepting some expo~s to rail-head 

markets in J.~harashtra and Central India, the centre now 

rel1ee lliOre on ita traditional markets via., the Kathiawar 

porte, end the markets 1n •~draa. Among the coastal 

markets, there have been some exports !rom Calicut to newly 

opened Goa market. Leaving Cos apo~, there baa been no 

attempt by Calicut to supply the coastal markets between 

Mangalore and Bombay which buy large quantities ot tiles 

!rom •!Dnr;alore. This may be due to manufacturers' fear of 

strong preference tor l-~ngalore tiles in these IIWrketa. 

\~ereas the Goa market being new, there ia no question ot 

consumers' preference tor the tiles manufactured in any 

centre already prevalent. The manufacturers from Calicut 

and ~~ngalore compete here. 

Non-!ttoched Markets and ~furket Imperfections 

In the 'non-attached' markets tiles trom different 

centres sell et different prices. The differences 1n the 

prices are not due to differences in the design ot the 

product: (i) In Bombay market, ~~alore and Coondapur tiles, 
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both ot which ure or ~~galore pattern, eell at different 

prices. (i1) In ~~draa, in the northern part ot the State 

tiles from Calicut Gnd Trichur compete. Callout tiles are 

ot Feroke pattern. The manufacturers in Tr1chur preae 

both J~ngolore aad Feroke pattern aa the nee4 arises. It 

is possible where Tr1chur tiles compete with those from 

Callout, they cater Feroke pattern. Nevertheless, 1n these 

markets Calicut tilea are priced higher. (i11) As regards 

the markets in Northern ~~draa, where the tiles from 

Calicut and Trichur sell, one cen make the alternative 

assumption that the tiles from Trichur are ot Mangolore 

pattern. The manufacturers who preeaed both the patterns 

reported that the coat ot production did not d1tter between 

the patterns. However, ea Feroke pattern is ot a slightly 

bigger eiae, it 1a priced higher by Rs.5 per 1000 tiles 

than Y~ngalore pattern. But the price differences between 

Cal1cut and Trichur tiles 1n the Madras markets, were to 

the extent ot Ra. 40 per 1000 tiles. Thus, even 1t Calicut 

tiles are ot Feroke pattern and that from Trichur are of 

~n&alore pattern, the price difference ot Rs. 40 cannot be 

due to ditferencea in the design of the product. (iy) In 

some or the markets in Southern Madras, Quilon and Trichur 

tilea sell. Here the tiles from Quilon are priced higher. 

The differences in the quality ot tiles msy lesd to 

differences 1n their prices. But aa consumers are not able 
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~o discern the pure quality ditterencea, their option to 

pay higher price for tiles from a particular centra cannot 

be related to this factor. It is difficult ~o delineate 

the part or the price differences which is an attribute 

of quality, end the part which is a result of consumers' 

value judgement. 

In the 'non-attached' markets it was found that the 

tiles made 1n different centres sell at different rates. 

Thi• suggests that there exist coneum9rs who prefer tiles 

from a particular centre 1n spite of their being priced 

higher. 

The leadership 1n the •non-attached' markets inci

dentally baa been of high pried tiles. The Madras merkets 

were first Yentured by the manufacturers in Calicut end 

'-'uUon. The tUea from Trichur entered ~base markets 

later. As baa already been st.ated many times, l'r1chur 

tiloe ere priced lower than either Calicut or Quilon tiles. 

The competitiveness of Tr1chur tiles is due to the existence 

ot a r.roup of consumers who prefer the cheapest. Similarly 

th!lTe must be a group or buyers who prefer tiles from a 

particular centre irrespective ot their being priced higher. 

The manufacturers trom Calicu~ end Qullon have been able 

to eell their tUea 1n J!sdras markets in the race ot compe

tition from cheaper Tr1chur tiles due to the existence of 

a group of buyers who do not consider the price elecent (to 

a certain extent). 
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It aeeaa, however, probable that where the leadership 

ia ot lover priced ~ilea, the higher priced ones will find 

it difficult to m&ke an entry. 

There could be another reason which explains the 

prevalence of tiles priced at different rates in the same 

market. \~ere demand is in excess ot supplJ1 it is 

inevitable that a part ot the consumers have to go in for 

higher priced tiles. Thus, tiles trom dit!erent centres 

are able to remain in the market in spite or the price 

d.itterences. 

In this section an attempt was made to explain the 

main charActeristics or market pattern tor tiles. The 

main characteristics being the tatt.echment• ot mer'.cets to 

individual centres and the tact that 1n the 'non-etteched' 

markets the tiles trom different centres sell at different 

prices. Aa regards the •attachment' or markets to indivi

dual centres, it was round that this could not be due to 

ditterences in the product de1ign or due to differences in 

the quality ot the product or d.itterent centres. There 

waa no clear evidence that the cons~ra ahow preference 

to the tilee made in a particular centre irrespective ot 

the price or the qualitJ ot the product. In manJ case• 

the tiles from individual centres, it was eeen, never 

ventured into some ot the markets. It can be broadly said 

the •attachment' ot markets to individual centres vas due 
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to rivala' lack of initiative to compete 1n these markets. 

Their lack of initiative could be in aome cases due to 

the tear ot strong consumare• preference in favour of the 

product already existing in the market. In the'non

at~sched' markets the tiles fros different centres sell 

at different rates. Thia may be due to consumers' evalua

tion of the quality of tiles or a result ot subjective 

element in the evaluation of products from different 

centres. 
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2.7 I Cost ot Manufacturing 

In the previous section economic justification for 

the distribution or markets between the centres was examined 

by comparing the delivered prices. The delivered price 

waa defined sa price at the place or manufacture plus 

transport cost. Price at the place or manufacture, apart 

from other influences, is mainly dependent on the cost of 

manufacture. The present section concerns cost or manufac

turing tiles at different centres. 

2.7.1 Introduction to Costs 

For comparing the manufacturing cost advantage ot 

alternative locations, it is not necessary that all the 

items ot manufacturing cost be taken into consideration. 

It is sufficient 1t only those production cost elements 

which differ significantly from one area to the other are 

examined. ~~ile locating a new industry the following 

simplified procedure is generally applied, wherever possible. 

By simultaneously comparing the plants using different 

methods ot production and different sisea in each of them, 

the best ia chosen. It the above plant, ot a predetermined 

she 1 using a particular method ot production can be located 

at the alternative locations, and if land costs, construc

tion coats, interest charges, depreciation charges, plant 

maintenance, insurance cost and taxes do not differ between 

these locations, the advantage ot alternative locations csn 



be learnt by comparing the variable coats.l Again, it is 

not necessary to include all the variable coat items tor 

locational comparison. Those items which are important 

end which era proned to show variation over space be 

considered. 
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In the case of rooting tile industry, it the problem 

were one of locating a new plant, the above-stated proce

dure would have been suitable. Plants ot any aise using 

any of the existing methods or production can be located 

at all the centres studied. As these centres do not 

differ significantly in the degree of urbanisation, it can 

be realistically assumed that initial construction costa 

and cost ot service items would be similar between them. 

In the present study the problem was not one ot 

evaluating the advantage of alternative locations tor 

locating a new plant. The problem was one or evaluating 

the advantage of alternative locations where units were 

already in existence. The simplifying procedure tor 

delineating the relevant costa stated in respect of the 

former case has been adopted here too. In other words, 

it could be decided that data on office overheads and 

service items are not ·relevant tor examining the cost 

advantage of different tile centres; the simple reason 

1 Joseph Airov, op.eit., PP• 30-33. 



being that !or the aeme unit the above costa would be 

identical at all the centres. 
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For comparing the manufacturing cost advantage of 

different centres, it was decided, that data in respect 

of a few selected items would be sufficient. The relevant 

items could be selected on the basis of discussion with 

the manufacturers in Mangalore, that preceded the actual 

survey. The items thus singled out are termed ea 'loca

tionally significant costa•. 

Office overheads and service items ere invariant 

over space. In contrast to the items under locationallr 

significant coats, these items are susceptible to 

economies of scale. The latter have been termed as 'scale 

costa•. The classification or cost items 1n the rooting 

tile industry, as locationally signiticant costa and scale 

coats, 1a given below. 

LocationPlly Significant Costas (i) Labour (ii) 

Raw material (1.e. clar) and (iii) Fuel (i.e. firewood) 

and power. 

Seale Costs : (1) Supervisory and managerial 

personnel (i1) Plant maintenance end repairs (i1i) Post 

and telegraph (1v) Stationer, end printing (v) Audit and 

banking services (vi) Local rates end factory licence 

(vii) Insurance (viii) Interest (ix) Depreciation end 

(x) Others. 
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Data relating to scale costa were not necessary tor 

locational comparison. The data, however, waa obtained 

with a view to examine the economies or scale in the 

industry. It can be anticipated 'in advance, the data 

collected could not be used tor the purpose. It waa 

found that scale coats were influenced by historical 

factors which were particular to the individual units. 

Thus it can be noted, even if it was not decided that 

scale costa should be excluded tor location. comparison, 

the tact these costa ere influenced by historical tactora 

ot the individual units would have necessitated the same. 

Manufacturing cost advantage of different centrea 

can be learnt by limiting the comparison to locationally 

significant cost items. Expenditure on any ot these 

items depends upon (a) physical specification or the 

input per. unit of output and (b) coat per unit of input. 

Physical specifications of the inputs, except in the case 

of clay, are influenced by the method of production. As 

stated earlier these items are not susceptible to economies 

of scale. In other words, scale of operation individually 

doea not influence their physical spec1tications. 

Both method and production and scale of operation 

ere extra locationsl factors in the present industry 

case. It the unite at different centres compared use the 

same method ot production, the influence ot method of 



production is teken care or. It should, however, be noted 

that coat comparison need be done in respect of beat of 

the alternative methods, As scale of operation does not 

influence the physical specifications of these items, the 

alae of the units compared does not matter it they employ 

the same method or production, 
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~~en the units compared use the same method of pro

duction, physical specifications or the inputs remain 

identical tor all the centres. Consequently locational 

differences in coats arise only due to differences in the 

cost per unit of input between them, However, in certain 

cases, as was found in the esse of roofing tile industry, 

quality of inputs available at different places differs. 

Needless to say, in the above situation physical specifi

cations of the inputs will vary over space even when the 

method of production is held constant, Further, locational 

differences in coats ore now due both to differences in 

the physical specifications or the inputs required end 

differences in the cost per unit or input between the 

alternative locations. 

2,7.2 Semple, end Method of Collection 
and Analysis of Cost Data 

In the present study Mangelore is of special interest. 

When the researcher visited the centre, the manufacturers 

expressed the tear ot competition from Coondapur, Coondepur 
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is an emerging centre in the northern periphery of South 

Kannra district, the district in which Mangalore is 

located. It was decided that cost data should be obtained 

1n respect of Coondapur also. 

At the commencement of the survey, there was no 

information sa regards the method of production employed 

by different units. Aa regards the scale of operation, in 

the esse of Kerala, the list or factories registered in the 

State, giving the size of employment, was evail&ble.1 A 

similar list waa not available in respect of Mangalore and 

Coondepur. However, even in the case of centres in lerala, 

the information regarding scale of operation could not be 

used. In other words, a meticulous choice or units or vary

ing sises could not be made. A visit to Mangalore before 

the commencement of the survey and discussion with the 

manufacturers in the centre revealed that it would be diffi

cult to obtain cost data 1n cases where the researcher had 

no contacts. Hence only those units where the researcher 

had contacts were visited. Care was taken to include in 

the sample, wherever possible, plants of different eiaes. 

Table 2.7.1 gives some preliminary information regarding 

the units surveyed. Table 2.7.2 gives the coverage ot the 

survey 1n different centres. 

1 List or Factories in Kerala e 
Government or Xerala, Trivandrum, 19 

t December 1 
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Table 2,7,1 1 The Year of Establishment, Carital&6Employment 
and Output - Surveyed Unite, 965-

-------------------------------Year Book: Ret. Employment. Output 
ot Value ot Workinf 

_. __________ 
(Number 

Est a- Fixed Capita Workers Super- in 
bl1eh- CeKitsl 

(Rs,) 
vieoey lekha) 

ment ( s,) 

-------------------------------
CALI CUT 

A 1956 47,296 -37,027 60 6 1), 54 

B 1964 262,981 5,723 . 104- ,. 22,50 

c 1947 141,993 87,730 l2S 25 29,26 

D 1864 746,471! 887,849 440 59 91.04 

E 1917 569,206 326,79S 513 45 107.91 

QUI LON 

A 1956 H,A, 51,181 )I! 8 12.49 

B 1941 87,892 86,315 Sit 9 17.46 

c 1912 593,8.59 .)67 ,51) 264 21 lt5.ld 

D 1915 )0),996 43,064 271 24- .57 ,22 

TRICHUR 

A 1917 N.A, N,A, 60 
' 

s 12,00 

B 1942 119,4.)6 77,5.51 7S 10 1.5.)8 

c 1962 216,S31t U,534 47 2 1S.7S 

D 1929 119,/tlS 26,076 90 7 15.90 

E 1917 N,A, N,A. 13.5 16 2.5,00 , 191t3 431,000 102,411 150 24 4).39 

-------------------------------
(continued) 
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Teble 2.7.1 s (con~1nued) 

~- --.- -- --- --- --- .. ------ --------Date Book r~et Employment Output 
ot Value of Worklnf .............. . .... gumber Esta- Flxecl Capita Workers Super-
bllsh- Ca~ltel Tlsory lakba) 
ment ( a.) (Rs.) -------------------------------

Mf.NGALORE 

A 196) N.A. N.A. so ,. 12.50 

B 196) N.A. N.A. ItO ' 1).61 

c 1962 61.6,991 -111,94.7 1)0 10 26.U 

D 1960 .334.,560 -.31t,660 112 3 27.71 

E 1916 2)3,.356 -127,715 110 10 28.00 , 194.1 54.,905 7,173 1.37 7 32.03 

G 1961 447,970 220,964 137 19 )).U 

H 1496 184.,789 91,81) 171 lS )4..20 

I 1929 N.A. N.A. 217 a 4.6.60 

J 1913 163,794 -11.1,529 171. 11 47.11. 

COO'I\'!)JI.PU~ 

A 1966 R.A. N.A. 4S a 9.63 

B 1960 2)lt 1000 25,500 98 9 2).92 

c 1958 16),761 12,)61 so 9 2S.64 

D 194.7 160,915 )02,131 100 9 26.00 

E 19)1 141.,122 257,219 llt2 10 )0.72 

-------------------------------
N.A. • Not Available. 

Source 1 Surve7. 
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Table 2.7.2 1 Sample Coverage 

------------------------------No. of Units Employment ___________ ....._ ---------- ···-------
Popula- Sample 
tion 

Popula- Sample 
tion --------- ---------------------

Cali cut 21 ' (23.8) 4,134 1,282 (31.0) 

Quilon 40 4 (10.0) 2,121 657 (31.0) 
Tricbur 117 6 (S.l) ;,223 557 (10.7) 
South Kanara 71 15 (21.1) 5,300 1,773 (33.5) 
(Y.angalore and 
Coondapur) 

------------------------------
Note 

Source 

: The figures in brackets represent the percentages 
the samples formed ot different populations. 

s For Ponulationt ~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~· State ~lanning B: , , 
Calicut, Quilon end Trichur; M. jashekara ~mrthy, 
wprogress ot Industries 1n Caners Regionw, 
Economic Times, June 16, 1969, tor VJ!ngalore. 

Before presenting the method or collection ot cost 

data and the method ot computation ot costs, it is necessary 

to introduce the alternative methods ot production. The 

same is useful while discussing the advantage or alterna

tive methods. 

Preliminary discussions with the manufacturers 1n 

Mangalore revealed that the method or production could 

differ between units mainly because ot the type or press 

and the type ot kiln used. There were two types or presses, 

. via., (1) the hand driven press known as 'hand press' and 
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(i1) the mechanically driven preea known as •revolver 

press•. The types of kilns commonly round were or three 

typeaa (1) intermittent, (2) semi-continuous end (3) conti

nuous. It woe learnt that any combination or the presses 

and the kilna could be to.und. Also, as regards the press, 

a single unit could possess and operate both the types at 

the same time. Thus, siX main combinations of different 

types of presses end kilns could be envisaged a (i) hand 

press and intermittent kiln, (ii) hand press and semi

continuous kiln, (iii) hand press and continuous kiln, 

(iv) revolver preaa and intermittent kiln, (v) revolver 

press and semi-continuous kiln, (vi) revolver press and 

continuous kiln. 

While these are the choicea in the method or produc

tion open to moderate investors, those who have capital to 

invest could have excavators, de-airing pugmill in the 

clay department, electric driers to dry the green tiles or 

exhaust machine which can use the heat from the kilns to 

dry the green tiles end conveyer belts to move tiles both 

green and dry. 

Turning to collection of cost data usually cost 

information is obtained from the records or the individual 

units. From the source can be obtained date relating to 

both locationally significant costs and scale costs. The 
• 

method of collecting cost data has been termed as Accounts 

Method. 
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As already pointed out, for knowing the advantage 

or alternative locations, it is sufficient if locationally 

significant coats are compared. From the Accounts Data 

one can estimate, unit expenditure on these cost items at 

different centres. As the method does not go into the 

physical quantities of inputs, it is not possible to know 

from this data physical specifications of inputs at 

different centres. Where there exist differences in the 

physical specifications of inputs between alternative 

locations, for the same method of production, and where 

such differences are due to quality of inputs available to 

them, it is a locational factor. There is no scope for 

such an analysis from the Accounts Data. 

There are three main locat1onally significant costa 

in the rooting tile industry. They are labour, clay and 

firewood. The possibility or differences in the physical 

specifications or inputs between the centres, tor the same 

method ot production, was not visualised in respect of any 

ot the above three cost items at the beginning of the 

survey. Thus, it was believed that Accounts Data could be 

relied upon in spite or i~s fa~lure to go into physical 

quantities of cost items. Bowever1 the above shortcoming 

of the Accounts Data and ~he necessity to go into physical 

terms of the item was felt in the caae or labour costa 

from an altogether different angle. 
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Preliminary discussions with the manufacturers 1n 

Mangalore revealed that unit require~ent ot labour differs 

with t.he type ot press used. From t.he manufacturers it 

was learnt that there exist some unite which use both types 

ot press a1mult.aneoualy. In respect or the a~ove unite it 

was necessary to separate labour costa due to the two types 

ot presses before they could be compared with units which 

used only a single type. To separate labour coats in the 

above type or units meant going into physical terms or labour. 

The shortcoming of the Accounts Data aa regards 

labour costa could be anticipated from few other points. 

There are always some units in any industry which work 

extra-time. Wage rat.es being higher for extra-time, labour 

costa in respect or such units will be higher. There could 

be some units which provided the workers benefits above the 

statutory minimum. The above-mentioned two factors have no 

locational relevance. They are particular to individual 

units. They may bias the average costa for a centre one 

way or the other. Existence of a relatively higher number 

ot units which have worked extra-time an~or which have 

provided excess benefits to workers may raise the labour 

costa 1n respect ot a centre. By going into physical units 

ot labour and calculating labour costa with respect to wage 

rates for an average day and accounting for a flat rate or 

benefit.s, it is possible to take care or the above-mentioned 

extra locationel rectors. 
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For the above cited reasons, it could be anticipated 

in advance that Accounts Date would not be a reliable basis 

in the case o! labour costa. An alternative method ot 

obtaining information which goes into the physical units ot 

the item was envisaged et the outset.. The latter method ot 

collecting cost data which goes into physical or engineering 

items ot cost baa been termed ·~ Engineering Method. 

The researcher did not anticipate above type o! 

4i!ticultiea in the case ot the other main locationally 

significant cost items, vis., clay and firewood. As said 

earlier, the possibility ot differences in the physical 

epeciticationa ot inputs between the centres was not 

visualised. Tbua, it was the belief that unit expenditure 

on clay and firewood as could be calculated on the basis 

ot Accounts Data would be reliable indicators of locational 

advantage. However, it was decided to obtain the informa

tion regarding these items also by the Engineering Method. 

The same had ita advantage. The Engineering Method by 

going into the physical quantities or these cost items, 

revealed that there exist ditterences in the unit require• 

ment ot materiel and fuel between the centres. 

Thus, it waa decided that cost information should 

be collected by two methods. The nature and use or the 

two types or data are briefly given below. 

(1) Accounts J.!ethod:- Here the information regarding 
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' ~he year•a output, value or output and ~xpenass pn parti-. - . 

cular cos~ items waa collected tor the ·year .196~66 •. This . 
method covers both scale costa end locationalfy aign1t1csnt 

cos~ a. • . 
• .. 

(11) Engineering Jietbod. :- Data obtained· bJt.be . . 
me~hod relate. ~o locationally significan~ coat items. They 

•- ;It 

penain ~0 the time of the sun~t. ·i.e •• March 1967 to . 

V~&y 1967. As regorcla labo.ur coats, data relating t.o the 

number of peraons employed in each stage of production 

and ~be wages paid ~o them were obtained. Raw material 

(i.e., clay) and fuel (i.e., firewood) requiremen~ per 
' unit of outpu~ and cost per uni~ of material and fuel was 

orally learnt. 

There is a fourth item ot locationally significant 

cost i.e. electric power. Reliable inlormation could not 

be obtained b7 ~he Engineering Method as regards power 

costa !or units emploring different methods or production. 

However, power costa in the 1ndustr,. are of little 

importance excep~ to a minor extent in ~he case of mecha

nised units. Dltferencea in the expenditure on the it• 

between ~he centres, due to differences in ~he ratea per 

un1~ ot power, hence, is ot li~~le locational significance 

( ... Table 2. 7 .) ) • Jeauming away power costs does not in 

any way invalidate comparison ot locationally significant 

coa~a at. dilferen~ cent.res, baaed on Engineering Data. 
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Scale costs are invariant with location. In the 

roofing tile industry, it was also found that these costa 

are or lesser i~ortanca as compared with loc&t1onally 

significant costa. Only the Accounts Data provide informa

tion regarding scale costa. Scale costa have been analysed 

on the basis of Accounts Data to examine the exietence of 

economies of scale in the industry. 

Aa said earlier the locationally significant coats 

are labour, clay and firewood. It was known that Accounts 

Data are unsuitable 1n the case ot labour costa. !s regards 

the other two cost items, the Engineering Data revealed 

that physical spec1£icstions or the material and fuel 

differed between the centres. The Accounts Data which do 

not provide 1ntormation regarding physical specitications 

of the items are not suitable 1n tbia case too. Bence it 

was thought from the point of all the three main loca

_tionally sign1t1cant cost items, the Engineering Data 

provided a batter basis. 

The Engineering Method was enTiaaged to oyercoaa 

aome of the ditficultiaa regarding labour costs that are 

inevitable 1n the Accounts ~ethod. Evan the Engineering 

Method wee found 1nauttic1ent 1n the case ot labour coats. 

Labour coats tor a centre baaed on the Engineering Data 

depended on the unit requirement or labour among the un1ta 

surveyed in the centre and wage rates reported by them. 
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During the course of the survey it could be learnt that 

unit requirement of labour could be considerably 1ntluenced 

by the lay-out or the plant. Plant lay-out is an extra 

locational factor. Its influence on labour costs at 

different centres had to be eliminated. This baa been 

done by assuming a single plant lay-out for all the 

centres. In other words, labour costs have been calculated 

tor the same plant by assuming a shifting or the plant to 

different locations. The method 1gnorea the differences 

in the efficiency of labour that aay exist between the 

centres. However, considering t.he long tec .. ae of the 

industry in all the centres, the efficiency of labour 

should not differ much between them. As regards wage 

rates it was found that wage rate reported by some of the 

units in some centres were not representative of the 

centre and were influenced by factors particular to the 

unit. Appropriate modifications have been introduced in 

this respect too. 

The Engineering Data revealed that physical speci

fication of clay and physical specification of firewood 

tor the same type cf kiln differed between the centrea. 

The differences in the unit requiremen~ of clay and !ire

wood between the centres baye been attributed to dit!er~nces 

in the quality of material and fuel ayailable to them. In 

other words, their respective physical epecitications !or 



clay and firewood baYe been taken into account while 

calculating the coats. 

The method employed in computing the costa in the 

present study baa been explained. At this stage, it is 

possible to draw a broad line of comparison between the 

method employed here and the method generally employed. 
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1. Generally locational advantages are inferred 

by comparing only the locationally significant costs. The 

same hsa been done ln the present study also. 

2. Locational comparison of costs ls done in 

respect of a particular method of production. The same 

physical apecificationa of inputs are assumed tor alterna

.tive locations. Differences in costa in the above case 

arlee only due to differences in the cost per unit ot 

inputs. In the present study, lt ls only 1n the cese of 

labour costs that the same physical specification of the 

item has been assumed for all the centres. Calculating 

the labour costs for the same plant at different centres 

bea its basis, a fixed unit requirements or labour ror all 

the centres. Aa regards clay and firewood in contrast to 

usual prBctice, physical specifications ot the items taken 

into account for alternatlYe locations differ. In this 

study actual requirement of the above coat items at respec-

tive centres have been utilised. It was found that 



requiremen~ of material and fuel differed between ~he 

centres. Aa, such differences are attributed ~o quality, 

the same could not be ignored. 
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It should be noted that costa have been calculated 

here per unit. of output. (i.e. 1000 tUes). The units 

surveyed manufactured, apart from the main produc~ tiles, 

ridges and in some cases, bricks. There waa no scien~itic 

formulae for converting the subsidiary products into ~he 

main product.. In t.he lnduatry circles, however, the follow

ing crude conversion formulae ere 1n vogue: 

1 Ridge Tile • 2 Tiles 

1 Brick • 1 Tile 

In the absence of better alternative the above conversion 

formulae have been used. 

In the succeeding sub-sections scale costa and 

locationally signitican~ costa have been discussed sepa

rately. Sub-section 2.7.) examines the scale costa on 

the basia of Accounts Data. The Accounts Data provides 

information regarding locationally significant costs also. 

The same has been presented; however, no analysis ot the 

data 1n this reapec~ has been done for reasonB explained 

earlier. Locationally aigniticant costs have been analysed 

in sub-section 2.7.~ on the basis of Engineering Data. 

2.7.3 Scale Costa 

Economies of scale are locational attributes when 
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the markets or material deposit• are closed areas and 

when the output or the opt~ else plant can be absorbed 

by particular markets or the raw material required bJ the 

optimum aise plant can be supplied by only taw areas. 

lD an international economy when the markets or 

the material deposita of a country are closed to other 

countries. large aised plants and the consequent economies 

or scale are an attribute of particular countries. In a 

national economy1 neither the markets nor the areas or 

material deposita are bound; they are accessible whatever 

be the location. The scale econoaiea as such caR be 

reaped irrespective or the location. The locat1on 1 how

ever1 should not be indiscriminate. This is because the 

individual markets ditfer 1n their size or the rsw 

material supply ditfer between areas. It is possible 

that optimum sise plant is too large in comparison to 

some or the individual markets or the raw material require

ment of the optimum plant is too large in comparison to 

some or the material deposits; in other words. optimum 

sise plant can supply 8 number of markets or utilize the 

material tram a number or areas. In the above situation, 

there is certain advantage in locating the plant near big 

markets 1n the case or market oriented industries and 

near big ~ater1al deposits 1n the case or m&terial oriented 

industries. The above choice or location saves on 

transport costa. 
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The rooting tile industry is material oriented. 

The constraint on plant size tor any location has to arise 

from the raw material aide. That is to esy raw materiel 

supply in some ot the individual raw material supplying 

regions may no~ be sufficient for the optimum aise plant. 

The individual investor in the above case would benefit 

by locating the plant near larger material deposita. Indian 

roofing tile industry however does not throw up a situation 

ot the above type. The largest or the existing plants is 

small in comparison to material deposita. In other words, 

the,lar~eat plant 1n the industry can be located in any 

ot the centres. In-tact the eupply or cler at any or 

these centres is sufficient ror a number or such plants. 

Tbe largest plant in the industry can be located 

1n any or the centres studied. However, the largest 

plant may not be the most economical. By examining the 

variation 1n scale coats with output one can know the 

moat efficient plant alae. 

Unfortunately it was round that with the available 

data the scale economies cannot be calculated and hence 

the 1dent1!1cat1on ot the moat et!icient size. The data 

were found useful merely to know the s1gn1t1cance o! 

acale costa 1n the total costa. Only the Accounta Data 

provided both locatlonally significant costa end the 

scale costs. The coats calculated per unit or output, 



i.e., 1000 ~ilea, on the basis or the above data are 

presented in Table 2.7.3. 
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From Table 2.7.) it can be seen tba~ the locationally 

significant costs are more important in the industry than 

~hose which are genersllf invariant with locational but 

may vary with scale. 

As e~ated there are some ditticulties in using the 

Accounts Data tor calculating the scale economies. The 

difficulties arise due to the following cost items, vis., 

(1) salaries paid ~o managerial and supervisory starr, 

(2) plant maintenance and repairs, (3) depreciation and 

(4) interest charges. The cost items end the problems they 

pose ere discussed below. 

• Seleries PRid to ~anar,eriel end Supervisory Steff:

In the rooting tile industry (as would be the case in most 

indus~ries) the old established firms many a times paid 

salaries ~o the supervisory snd managerial starr, twice 

sa much paid by ~he smaller ones. Thua a small unit belong

ing ~o an established tira may abow a higher cost on ~he. 

item ~han a bigger uni~ belonging ~o a n.w firm. The cost, 

it can be seen from the Table 2.7.3, shows no regular 

variation with the size or the unit. 

PlPnt MaintenBnce end Repairs:- Recurring expendi

ture on the item ia generallr low. The expenditure, however, 

will soar high tor the years 1n which the unit has to 
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Tllble 2,7.3 : Cos1# of l•;enufecturing Per 1000 Tiles t Accounts Date, .1965-66 (in Rupees) 

------------------------------ ~-------------------------- -·----------------Centre Callout Qu11on Trichur 

------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------------Unit A B c D E A B c D B c D , 
- -- -- -- - -------- -- ----- --- - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - --- ~ -- - - - ---- ---- - - - -------- ----
LocPtionR11y SignificRnt Costs 

Labour 5).)4 ;6.66 5).10 56.9iJ 48.60 4).02 ;o.zo 5).10 48.2) 44.09 38.91 44.9) )9.41 
C1ey 20.64 22.72 21.84 21.14 19.92 15.11 15.87 18.74 15.10 15.21 14.1) 15.72 16.16 
Firewood 22,95 2),25 26.)7 2).77 24.25 28.52 27.09 27.37 26,02 28.48 27.01 26.96 24.16 
Power 2.41 2,06 ),06 1.90 5.09 0.99 0.60 6.5) ).67 1.36 0.84 1.16 ).69 

--------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------Total 99.34 104.89 104.37 109.71. 97.86 87.64 94.26 105.74 9).02 89.14 80.89 88.71 8).42 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Scele Costs 

Salaries to Supervisory and 
).67 ~~negerial Personnel 5.17 13.20 19.57 17.27 15.9lt ll.09 16.69 14.21. 2",03 2.66 5.01 13.75 

Plan1# )~in~enance and Repairs 10.75 1.15 9.88 10.2) ll.97 0.46 2,62 3.23 5.01 2.05 ).51 4.35 2,07 

Post and Telegraph 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.69 0.65 0.38 0.22 0.47 0.89 1.88 0.52 0.2lt O,Jlt 

Stationery and Printing 0.14 0,12 0,20 0.45 0,2) 0,28 0.29 0.45 o.s9 - 0,21 - 0,23 

Audit and Banking Services 2.46 0,24 0.27 0,2) 0.31 0.34 0.17 0.23 0,28 0,12 0.17 0.19 0,18 

Local Rates and Factory 
1.16 0,90 0.39 0.79 1.02 0,25 1.07 0,22 0,72 0.3S 0.3.3 0.35 0.35 Licence 

Insurance 2.54 0,)1 0,23 ),12 0,)2 - - 0,72 0.19 0.07 0.27 o.u 0.50 

Interest 1,86 6,68 5.06 3.8) 
.. 

3.07 5.52 6.08 J 3.91 1.06 6,02 6.24 2.36 
6.67 

Depreciation 3.83 9.69 5.42 6.10 4.22 5.09 5.10 4.)9 5.66 7.28 6.69 9.21 

Others 7.19 8.64 - 3.94 4.)) 2.24 3.53 o.oz 0.69 0.89 2,00 ),)2 ).24 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total . 35.ll 50.95 . 43.39 30.50 )0.17 28.75 )0.91 14.14 ~2.97 26.50 )2.23 34.08 33.35 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOThL 13).42 1)8,24 139.48 160,66 141.2) . 118.14 124.43 1)4.49 123.93 10),28 103.86 115.27 115.65 

- - -- ----- ~ ---- --- --- -- --- --- -- - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - -- ----- --- --- ---- ---- - ----- ---
(continued) 



T~ble 2.7.3 : (continued) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Centre l<langslore Coondepur 
----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------Unit c E F Q H I J B c D - - - - -- - - ----- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --- - - - ~ ------- - - --- - - -- --- - - ----

Locetionally Signifieent Costs 

Labour 
ClSJ 
firewood 
Power 

Scele Costs 

Total 

Salaries to Supervisory end 
l.:ansgeria1 Personnel . 

Plant V~intenance and Repairs 
Pos~ end Telegraph 
Stationery and Printing 
Audit &nd B~nking Services 

Local Rates ~nd Factory Licence 

Insurance 

Interest 

Depreci&tion 
. 

Others 

Totsl 

TIY!.U. 

53.92 55.29 60.32 46.63 57.00 58.t8 5S.t!s 38.46 36.92 39.34 )8.69 
2.5.6.5 27.23 25.63 28.16 )0.70 26.7.5 25.29 18.46 19.05 22.2.5 20.77 
24.12 1S.68 27.46 )0.42 20.43 17.96 18.08 21.00 20.00 19 • .58 21.63 
0.20 2.27 1.82 0.90 1.57 1.71 1.02 2.2.5 1.17 1.97 3.87 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------103.89 103.47 11.5. 2) 106.11 109.70 105.)0 100.24 80.17 77.14 8).14 84.96 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.66 1).70 9.30 8.59 12.34 9.58 13.00 2.46 8.76 6.75 5.73 
2.35 2 • .56 8.62 2.57 - 4.47 ).61 S.42 10.37 S.lS 8.69 

- - 0.11 0.32 o.56 - o.u 0.2.5 0.12 o.33 o.3a 

- - 0.1) - 0.29 - o.o4 - o.oJ 0.29 0.)3 
0.12 0.11 0.14 0.07 

, 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.39 - - -
0.)1 1.58 0.89 0.27 1.60 0.)8 o.62 0.)2 0.28 0.)7 0.40 

0.)6 0.41 0.22 0.43 - O.J8 0.)1 0.9.5 0.5S 0.49 o.81 

10.26 12.33 1.60 9.60 14.11 4.72 .5.0) 7.91 4.57 2.76 2 • .52 

12.SO 2.60 2.42 12.47 7.43 2.77 4.31 8.60 7.1) 6.28 3.6S 

2.06 3.00 0.8) 4.32 1.29 0.44 1 • .51 2.42 3.83 0.71 2.66 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·· ---
)0.80 )6.18 24.24 )8.68 37.76 22.74 28.61 28.47 )5.83 2).41 25.59 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------
1)1..69 139.65 1)9.47 144.79 147.46 128.04 128.85 108.61. 112.97 106.5.5 uo.ss 

--------------------------------------------------------------- ----------
Source : Survey. 

20.5 
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• 
undertake some major repairs. It in a particular year 

when survey·is conducted 1t per chance most ot either the . . . . 
smaller or th~ bigger units incurred higher costs in. this 

item 1 the conclusions are bound to be biased one way or 

the other. 

Depreciation :- !s different units come into exis

tence at ditferent points or time the capital investment 

involved varies. The rete ot depreciation on d1tferent 

asseta is as allowed by the Central Income Tax authority~ 

The rates allowed diller not only from asset to asset 1 it 

differs from year to year. That is to say1 a new asset 

will have higher depreciation allowed in the initial years· 

than in the later years. Furtber1 the individual units 

add to their assets at different periods. Due to this any 

relation between depreciation cost and the size of the 

unit shown by the factual data may not be actually true. 

Interest Charges :- This item of cost has two 

components& interest charges on capital invested in fixed 

assets and the interest on workin' capital. The former 

component does not appear as soon as the asset is redeemed. 

\~en the units surveyed were established at different times 

it is possible that the interest charges ita. or cost tor 

some may contain this component and may not for some other. 

Apart from this the interest charges tor a firm depends 

upon the amount ot borrowed capital in the total capital. 
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~~erever wide variation 1n scale coats feature among 

the surveyed unite, it can be seen (Table 2.7.)) that this 

la due to the coat items (1) salaries paid to auperYiaorr 

end managerial start, (2) plant maintenance and repairs, 

()) depreciation, and (4) interest charges. It need not 

be further stated that the acale costa ca available rroa 

the Accounts Data could not be relied upon tor any sophisti

cated analysis. A crude attempt to examine the scale 

economies, however, baa bean made. 

Even thia broad enqulrf encountered SOlt8 ditf1cul

tiea. Economies ot seale are examined by comparing the 

units which employ the same method or production but ditter 

only in their a1se. With a small sample as the present one 

a t~her diat1nguia~~ng ot the units according to the 

method ot production was not a feasible proposition. There

tore and also because the enquiry is intended towards only 

some broad results, differences in the methods ot produc

tion between the unite have been ignored. It can be noted 

that scale costa are not intluenced by location, hence 

units belonging to ditterent places can be treated together 

tor meaaurir~ the scale economies. For the present 

purpose all the units for which data are available irres

pective or their location end method ot production have 

been included to examine the economies ot scale in the 

industry. 
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Production data set an additional hurdle. Output 

of units given in Table 2.7.1 are obtained from Accounts 

Data and are related to scale costa presented in Table 

2.7.3. Tbeae output figures ere not reliable indicators 

ot capacity. Output in Table 2.7.1 1a influenced by the 

number or hours worked per day and by the number or daf8 

worked during the year. In the roofing tile industry 

working deya in. a year could differ considerably between 

the units. 
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To estimate the economies ot scale it 1a necessary 

to have reliable data relating to capacity and it ia a 

pre-requisite that the units operate to full capacity. 

with the available data only the broad direction or scale 

costa with variation 1n size ot output could be indicated. 

The same has baen done with the help of Rank Correlation. 

The value or correlation coefficient was found to be low, 

i.e. rank • +0.)2)1, indicating that there is no close 

relationship between size ot output and scale costa per 

unit or output. 

2.7.4 Locetionellx SignifieP.nt Costs 

As said earlier the Engineering Data provided a 

better basis tor comparing the locationally significant 

costa &a compared with the Accounts Data. It was also 

atated tr~t Engineering Data were found insutficient in 

the esse or labour coats. Limitation of the Engineering 



Da~a 1n this respec~ and ~ha method or arriving a~ 

comparable estimates or labour coats at ditreren~ centres 

have been discussed in detail. The three coat items-

labour, clsr and firewood--have been examined separatelr. 
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Labour :- In the first stage, labour costs were 

calculated b7 accounting for the number of persons emplored 

at the various. stages ot msnutacturing and the dail7 wages 

paid to them. The dail7 wages included dearness allowance. 

The minimum statutory benefits accruable to labour were 

added later. Labour costa per 1000 tiles calculated on 

the above basis are presented in Table 2.7.4. 

The Engineering Method was adopted to overcome some 

ot the difficulties which were found inevitable in the ceae 

ot Accounts Data. The former was round necessary to 

separate labour costs due to two types or press in respect 

ot those units which used hand press and revolver press 

aimultaneouslr. The Engineering Method was adopted also 

to eliminate the influence or two extra locat1onal rectors, 

vis., extra-time wages and excess benefits to labour 

provided b7 some ot the units. The Engineering Method 

bas served its purpose from the above respect. However, 

it could be learnt that there are a tew other extra loca

tlonal factors than those stated. The actual labour costs 

based on the Engineering Data as presented in Table 2.7.4 

could be influenced b7 these extra locational factors. 
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Table 2.7.4 t Labour Cost (Actual) Per 1000 Tiles : 
Engineering Data, 1967 (in as.) 

- - - - - -------- -----------------
Centre Unit 

Type or Press and Mechanization • 

---------------------------------------Hand Press Revolver Preas Revolver 
and Non- and Non- Preas and 
mechanized mechanized Mechanized ------ ~ ---------- - -- - ----- ----

CALI CUT A 52.24 
B 59.50 
c .so.z; 
D 51.52 
E 43.16 

Average 59.50 51.£9 47.3lt 

·QUILON A 42.57 
B 49.82 

Average g6.20 

TRICHUR A 42.75 
B 45.67 
c 36.~ 
D 47. 
E 44.4) 

)6.66 F 
;3.46 Average. 36.66 

MAt~GALORE A 50.75 
B 46.81 
c 52.25 
E 53.12 50.17 
F 58.34 

49.28 G 
H 59.74 55.90 
I 57.12 54.03 
J 53.96 51.21 

Average 56·It.6 51.·30 

·COONDAPUR A )6.60 
36.63 B 39.06 

c 3).81 
D 38.97 36.0~ 
E 39ol 

Average 38· BS 36·4.~ 

----- --- --- - - ---- -- -- - --- --- ---
• Means mechanisation or the material shirting job. 

Source: survey. 
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In Tabla 2.7.4 labour costa in respect or any indi

vidual unit depended on (a) unit requirement ot labour and 

(b) wage rates. 

(a) Unit llequ1rement of Labour :- Number of persons 

required per unit of output depended on (1) efficiency ot 

labour, (ii) type ot press, (111) plant lay-out, end (iv) 

work loads. 

Differences in the efficiency ot labour may be a 

·ractor particular to the individual units or may be a 

locational factor. By confining to the units located in 

the same centre, locational ditferencea 1n the efficiency 

or labour can be eliminated. Then by comparing the units 

employing the eame type ot press and assuming away 

differences in the efficiency of labour between them, the 

influence ot plant lay-out and work load on the unit require

ment or labour can be inferred. Table 2.7.5 presents the 

relevant data. The Table presents in respect or individual 

units the number ot persoaa required per 1000 tiles.1 The 

1 Table 2.7.1 presents in respect of individual units 
the output nnd the number of workers employed during the 
year 1965-66. Output per man-year calculated on the above 
basis (given in Appendix Table 1) was utilised tor arriYing 
at output per man-year for different centres presented 1n 
Table 2.~.1. 

It should be noted that output per man-year in 
respect of individU&l units as can be obtained from Table 
2.7.1 should not be related with number ot workers per unit 
of output given in Table 2.7.s. The former is not a reliable 
indicator of labour productivity whereas the latter provides 
a sufficiently good basis for the same. Output per man-year 
1n the former case could be influenced by numb~r of hours 
worked on an average day end days worked in the year. A 
high output per man-year may not indicate high labour 
productivity. 
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Table 2.7.5 I Number or Workers Per 1000 Tiles ; 
Engineering Data, 1967 

------------------------------TJP• or Preas and J.iechanisation • 
Centre Unit --------- - --·-··· ··-·-·· ---Hand Press Revolver Press Revolver 

end Non- and Uon- Press and 
mechanized mechanized Mechanised 

------------------------------
CALICt.'T A 10.91 

D . 1).66 
c 10.42 
D 10.07 
E 9.60 

QUito~ A 8.91 
B 11.67 

TRICHUR A 9.2) 
B 11.5) 
c J·23 D .ss 
E 10.)3 
F 8.)) 

~WlGALOf~ A 9.26 
B 7.11 
c 11.b1 
.& 10.66 10.10 
F 12.2) 
a 10.07 
H 13.15 12.52 
I 12.63 12.05 
J 11.)9 10.74 

COONDAPUR A 12.86 
11.~ B 11.57 ·c 9.) 

D 11.70 11.14 
E 12.68 

------------------------------
• Means mecbanication or the m6terial sh1tt1ng job. 

Source a Survey. 



same has been arrived at after calculating for each stage 

of production the number required per unit ot output on 

en average day. 

lntluence ot plant lay-out and varying work-loads 

21) 

can be beat explained taking the case ot Tricbur. Units 

in thiB centre did not uae two types oE presses a111ulta

neously and aU oE them used the same type ot press, i.e., 

revolver press. It can be seen tram Table 2.7.5 that unit 

requirement ot labour differed to the anent ot 4.62 

workers per 1000 tlles. On the basis ot wage rates 

prescribed tor the centre statutorily, the average wage 

tor the lowest category of workers could be eatimBted at 

Rs. ).6S per day (see Table 2.7.8) tor the year 1967. ~lth 

the above wage rate and a 41tterence of 4.62 workers in 

the unit requirement of labour, dltterencea 1D the labour 

costa would be to the extent of Rs.l6.86 per 1000 tiles. 

Plant lay-out ls an important tactor influencing 

unit requirement ot labour in any industry. Ita importance 

is greater in the case ot rooting tile industry. 1 

substantial portion ot the labour employed 1D any unU is 

engaged in shitting the materials, semi-finished product 

end final product. The type ot press used and the plant 

ley-out are the main factors which decide the number ot 

persons required per unit ot output. 

Aa regerda work-load, Repo~ of the ~tlnimum Wages 
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atatea2 ftTbe work-loads vary from one centre to another 

and from one factory to another. But certain adjudication 

awards have fixed minimum work-loads also. But their minima 

themselves are different. ••• 1n the Feroke area the 

output is governed by custom and substantially varies from 

one factory to enother • .l The same phenomenon was obseryed 

during the survey in 1967. In the case of centres 1n J~sore 

State too, i.e. 1n l~alore and Coondspur1 work-loads 

varied between the units. Varying work-loads to a certain 

extent are influenced by plant lay-out. 'Leads' between 

the stages of production many a times 1a the deciding 

factor 1n fixing the work-loads in a unit. 

Apart troa the factors stated earlier, unit require- · 

ment of labour could be influenced by two other factors. 

Some of the units employed a relatively larger number of 

workers tor processing the clay. In the case ot units 

which employed women, due to the lower efficiency_ ot te~e 

labour, number of persons required per unit of output 

could be more. 

There 1a a supplementary observation that can be 

made on the basis of Table 2.7.5 and 1a usetul while 

calculating labour costs on the basis ot the model plant. 

1 Re ort of the Mini~um We~es Committee tor 
in Tile Industry, 1958, P• 1 • 
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The observa~ion concerns the efficiency of revolver press 

over the band press. The same can be reliably interred 

by taking the case of units which used both the types of 

presses e.g. 'E' 1D Mangalore. 

(b) Wage Rates I• Wage rates d1ttered be~ween the 

units 1n ~he same centre for the same category of workers. 

In the case of J.tangalore and Coondapur there was no 

statutory fixation of minimum wage rates. In Calicut, 

tuilon and Trichur, the centree 1n Ierala, mlnSm1s wages 

tor different categories of workers were statutorily fixed. 

The a~atutory regulations, however, inais~ed upon conti

nuance of prevailing wage rates 1t they were higher than 

the minimum prescribed. Thus, 1n any ot the Kerela centres 

there could be units which paid wages higher than the 

minimum prescribed. Higher wa~ea paid by the above units, 

is a phenomenon particular to the unit. The existence of 

the above type of units in a lerala centre woulcl increase 

the labour costa 1n respect of the centre. Such en 

increase 1a not aceeptable for the present purpose as it 

is due to extra locational factors. 

In all the centres some of the unite employed female 

labour. Women are paid lower wages as compared with man, 

and generally have a lower work-load. Since work-loads 

are fixed bJ the individual units themselves, work-loads 

aometimes can be considerably high. Depending upon 
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relative wages paid to women end relative work-load given, 

in some caaea employment or female labour may reduce the 

labour coats. Needless to say, lower labour costa because 

or employment of female labour by the units in the centre 

is not warranted for locationsl comparison. 

At the beg1nn1ng or the survey, it was known that 

unit requirement of labour could be 1ntluenced by the type 

of press used. Thus it was decided that labour costa at 

d1tterent centres should be compared in respect of the units 

using the same type or press. It has been seen that unit 

requirement of labour could be intluenced by plant lay-out 

and varying work-loads. The influence of plant ley-out and 

varying work-loads, both of which are extra locetional 

factors, alone should prevent a comparison of labour costa 

at two centres, even though the units chosen for comparison 

used the same type of press. Further, in the case or 

centres in Ierala, some or the units paid wages other than 

the prescribed minimum. Deviation from the prescribed rates 

is due to extra locational factors. Summing up it can be 

said that labour costa presented in Table 2.7.4 are not 

suitable to inter the locational advantage of d1tterent 

centre e. 

For comparing the locational advsntege 1 labour costs 

tor d1tferen~ centres have been calculated with respect to 

a single plant. This eliminate• the intluence ot three 
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extra locational factors, vis., type of press used, plant 

lay-out and varying work-loads. It assumes away whatever 

differences in the efficiency of labour that exist between 

the centres. T~e same could not be helped. 

The model plant chosen for hypothetical calculation 

ia one from Mangalore. The unit 1a medium aised and 

employed revolver press for pressing the tiles. The ley-out 

ot the plant chosen by no means is tested for ita superiority 

over others. As yet nowhere 1n the industry plant lay-out 

is dona on any scientific basis. The purpose behind making 

hypothetical calculations for the same plant at different 

centres was to eliminate the influence ot plant lay-out 

which is an extra locational factor. The distribution ot 

workers at the various stages ot production in the model 

plant ia given in Table 2.7.6. 

As the first atep towards calculating labour costs, 

the workers at various atages of production were classified 

by levels of skills. The classification adopted in the 

Report of the Minimum Wages Committee tor Revision of Minimum 

Rates of Wages Fixed for Employment in Tile Industry, 

Karala,l has been used tor the purpose. The classification 

ot labour skills made by the above authority with their 

1 Report of the VJ.nimum \':e!!ies Committee for Revision 
of Minimum Rates of Wages Fixed for Employment in Tile 
Industry, Kerala, 1964, PP• 20.21. 
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Table 2.7.6 : Distribution ot Workers in the Model Plant 
(Capacity 25,000 Tiles Per Day) 

------------------------------Department Number 
Employed Department Humber 

Employed -------------------------------
1. Clex DepRrtl!".ent 

Diggers 
Fillers 
Carriers 
Vast Tramplers 

2. Pur; ~'1.11 Department 

Filling B.askets 
F i 11 ing Tr'olley 
Trolley Turllers 
Clay Feeders 
Slicer · 
Block Carriers 

). Press Depart~ent 
(For S Revolver 
Presses) 

7 
15 
)0 
-l 

5S -
s 
2 
2 
2 
1 
) -lS -

Slab Carriers S 
Slab Polishers S 
Slab Placers S 
Oilers S 
Tile Receivers 10 
Trimmers lS 
Spur Clay Removers 

15
s 

Pattet Carriers 
Tile Carriers 15 
Tile TransfQrers 
to the Conveyers S 

Tile Placers S -90 -

4. tiln Department 

Passing Tiles 
ineide the Kiln 
Setters 
Burners 
Firing Helpers 
Drawers 
Flue Boys 
Lirtera 
Counting Tiles 
Passing Tiles 
trom Racks 

Removing Tiles 
from Belts 

Garblers 
!asistant 
Garblers 

Foremen 

S. Others 

6 
6 

l 
6 
2 
2 
2 

4 

4 
) 

3 
2 

49 

Firewood Cutters 12 
Fir~ood Carriers 6 

20 

Grand Total 276 --

------------ ------------------
Source 1 Survey. 
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res.pective wages is given 1n Table 2.7.7. The Table 

provides wage rates only in respect of the centres studied. 

Vdnimum rates fixed for clasa A workers were the 

highest. Class E workers earned the lowest wages. Labour 

skill was rated in descending order from Class A to Class E. 

Class A workers do not appear 1n the model plant. 

Likewise only kiln foremen from class B appear 1n the model 

plant. The workers in class A and those excluded from 

class B are generally salaried persona in ~~ngalore. Many 

units do not have these categories 1n the regular staff; 

their services are bought when necessary. In the present 

atudy, the above categories or workers are included under 

scale costs. 

Some of the categories of workers 1n class c, D and 

E also do not appear 1n the case ot model plant. They are 

irrelevant to the method or production employed in the 

model plent. 

By comparing Tables 2.7.6 and 2.7.7 1\ can be seen 

that much of the labour employed in each of the four broad 

departments 1n the model plant has to be classified under 

class E.l, 1.e., Head-load workers or as workers engaged .. 
in sundry activities included in class E.6 i.e., Pugmill 

workers etc. Thus, a large chunk ot the labour employed 

in clar, pugmill, press and kiln departments in the model 

plant come under category E and carry the lowest wage rete. 



Table 2,7.7 : Recommended Basic Wages £or Men Workers, 
Tile Induatry, Kerala 
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----~-----------~------------~ 
Category of Workers 

Centres 

----------------··----· Calicu~ 
and 
QuUon 

(lls.) 

Trichur 

(Rs.) 

-----------------------------~ 

Cless A 

1. J.iaaons 
2. Carpenters 
3. Blacksmiths 
4. Engine Drivers 

Class B 

1. Electricians 
2. F1tten 
3. J.'iechanica 
4. Turners 
s. Planers 
6. Kiln ForetAen 
7. Welders 
8. VoOuldara in Foundry 
9. Excavator Operators 

Cless C 

1. Yheel Turners 
2. Die Pullers or Slab 

Placers in a Revolving 
Press 

). Trimmers in Qullon Area 
4. Kiln Setters and Drawers 
s. Burners who are reaponsi-

6. 
ble for kiln tiring 

Screw Ridges Press 

l 
) 

z. Operators 
Operators in Dust Flooring 
Preas 

2.0S 

1.60 . 1.50 

) 

} 
I l • .SS 1.25 

J 

J 

-------------------------------
(continued) 
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Ttble 2.7.7 1 (continued) 

~~----------------------------
Category ot Workers - ·-·- ·-------- .. Calicut Trichur 

and 
Qu1lon 

(Rs.) (Ra.) 

------------------------------
Cleea D 

1. Garblers ) 
2. Trimmers in areas other ) 

than QuUon ) 
). Slab Beaters or Polishers ~ 
4. TUe Receivers s. Firewood Cutters 
6. Trolley Turners ) z. Winch Operators in Jetty ) 
8. Drier Attendera 1n ~ 

Humidity Drier 
9. Finger Car Operators 

10. Sawera ) 
ll. Pottery tlorkera ) 
12. Crusted Ridges Workers ) 
1). Boiler Firemen ) 

Class E 

1. Readload Workers 
2. Tile Conveyers 
). Slicers 
4. Firing Helpers s. Helpers to Workers in 

Cate~O!'J' A 
6. Pug Mill Workers, etc. 

1.)0 1.00 

1.10 0.90 

-------~---------~-------------
N. B, 1 The basic wages of women workers or the D and E 

categories shall be 2S nP leas than the corresponding 
wages or men workers in each area. 

Source: Report of the ~~n~~~ ~SF,es C~ittee tor Revision 
ot Minimum Rates of ~ages fixed for Employment in 
file Industry, Keral& 1 1964, PP• 20-21, 
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The same waa expected. Aa said earlier, much of the labour 

in a tile factory is engaged 1n shifting material, semi

finished product and final product, or 1n some unskilled 

work. 

In Table 2.7.8 labour employed 1n the model plant 

baa been recast according to categories given in Table 2.7.7. 
Wherever a particular category appearing in the model plant 

is not mentioned, such categories are included under class 

E.6, designating as workers engaged in sundry activities. 

They ere termed as 'General Category'. 

For computing the labour costs on the basis of the 

model plant, it ia necessary to have wage rates for different 

categories at the various centres. In the case of centres 

1n Kerala, ~~!mum Wages Committee tor Revision of Minimum 

Rates ot Wages Fixed for Employment in Tile Industry, 

revised the wage rates in 196) (see Table 2.7.7). These 

wage rates came into effect 1n 196S and the same rates 

prevailed in 1967. The above authority divided the wages 

into two components: basic wage and dearness allowance. The 

basic wage differed for different levels ot skills. Also 

it ditfered for the same skill between the centres. · The 

dearness allowance for all the categories of workers 1n a 

centre was same. It differed between the centres. The 

dearness allowance wes tied up with the cost or living index 

of respective centres.1 For the present study average 

1 Ibid, PP• 21-22. 
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Tllblct 2.7.6 : Labour Cost on the Basis of Model Plant: Labour 
Employed in Different Categories in the Model Planif Respective Wage Rates for the Cateforiea 
1n D terent Centres and Labour Coat Per 000 
Tiles 1n Different Centres, 1967 

~-------------------------------No,1n 
the 

~age Rates inclu)ive of D,A, 
(Ra, per dey · 

Category of cate- --- ·---- ----- ·- -· .. __.__ 
Worker gory Calicut Qu1lon Trichur ~anga- Coonda-

lore pur 

-----------~--------------------
Clay 
General Category 55 4.07 ).76 .3.65 4.)5 2.76 

Pug t-an 
Trolley Turners 2 4.27 ).96 3.75 4.56 2.92 
Slicer 1 4.07 3.76 3.65 4.35 2.76 
General Category 12 4.07 3.76 ·J,6S 4.35 2,76 

Pre9s 

Slab Polisher · s 4.27 ).96 ).75 4.56 2,92 
Slab Placer s 4.52 4.21 4.00 4.96 ).14 
Tile Receiver 10 4.27 ).96 3.15 4.56 2.92 
Trimmers l.S 4.27 4.21 3.15 4.58 2,92 
TUe Conveyers lS 4.07 ).76 3.65 4.)5 2,76 
General Category 40 4.07 ).76 ).65 4.35 2.76 

Kiln 

Kiln Setters and 
4.96 Drawers 12 4.52 4.21 4.00 ).14 

Burners l 4.52 4.2i 4.00 4.98 ).lz 
1''1r1ng Ilelpera 4.07 ).7 ).65 4.)5 2.7 
Garblers 3 4.27 ).96 3.75 4.58 2.92 
Foremen 2 4.77 4.46 4.25 5.)7 ).50 
General Category 23 4.07 ).76 ).65 4.35 2.76 
Firewood Cutters 12 4.27 ).96 3.7S 4.51t 2,92 
Firewood Carriers 8 4.07 ).76 ).65 4.35 2.76 

Labour Cost/1000 
Tiles (inclusive of 
17.75 per cent ot 
labourers• earnings 

44.84 41.66 )9.98 46.12 30,55 as statutory benefits) 

----------------------~--------
Souree 1 Survey, 
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dearness allowance for the year 1967 has been utilized. 

The same was Ra. 2.97 per man per day for Calicut 1 Ra.2.66 

for Quilon and Rs. 2.7, for Trichur. 

In the caae of l~angalore and Coondapur there was no 

statutory fixation of minimum wage rates. The following 

procedure has been adopted in respect of these centres. In 

each of the above centres 1 first 1 workers in individual 

units in the centre were classified according to levels of 

skill as given in Table 2.7.6; second 1 in respect of each 

unit minimum wage rate for a particular skill vas noted; 

and finally 1 a simple average of the mlnimua rates for the 

particular skill in different units was taken to arrive at 

the representative minimum wage rate for the skill in the 

centre. 

In the case of Coondapur1 wages were not divided 

into basic wage and dearness allowance 1 whereas; the wages 

in Mangalore were divided into above two components. The 

dearness allowance in Mangalore was a multiple of the basic 

wage. The multiplier was agreed upon by the Employers 

Assoc1ation1 and labour unions 1n July 1964 and was to be 

in force till 31st December 1967. The basis of the multi

plier wass 

Working Class Cost ot Living + 30 points • 100 points 
Index for J:. sore Cit 

100 

1 The Western India Tile ~~nutecturers Association. 
)langalore. 



The average multiplier tor the year 1967 utilized in 

present study was 6.90. 
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Table 2.7.8 presenta the wage rates for the different 

categories of workers in the model plant at different 

centres. It gives the number appearing under each category. 

Labour coats per 1000 tiles calculated on the above basis 

have also been given in the Table. Labour costa include 

statutory benefits accruable to labour. The same was 17.75 

per cent (4.00 per cent bonua, 2.50 per cent contribution 

to the Employees State Insurance Fund, 6.2S per cent toward 

Employees Provident Fund and 5.00 per cent tor leave with 

wages) of the total earnings of the labour. 

It can be seen from Table 2.7.8 that among the 

established centres Trichur bas the lowest labour costa 

and Mangalore the highest. Coondapur, centre emerging in 

South Kanara, baa lower labour costa than Trichur. 

Clar 1- Tabla 2.7.9 presents (i) cost per unit of 

clay, and (ii) physical specification or clay per 1000 

tiles and (iii) cost of clay per 1000 tiles. There are two 

observations possible on the bsaia of the Table. 

Firstly, it can be seen that physical specification 

of clay and coat per unit of clay varied between the units 

in the same centre. However, it can be noted such variation 

is emaller as compared with that between units belonging 

to ditferent centres. 
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Table 2.7.9 a Coat Per Cubic Yard ot Cla{• Physical Speclti-
cation ot Clay Per 1000 Ti ea and Coat ot Clar 
Per 1000 Tiles : Engineering Data, 1967 

------------------------------Coat per Phyaical apecl- Coat ot Centre Unit cubic yard tication of clay clay per 
ot clar per 1000 tUea 1000 tiles 

Uta. in cubic yards (Ra.) ------------------------------
CALI CUT .A s.oo 2.1s 22,00 

8 s.oo 3.00 24,00 c 6.16 ).00 24.44 
D 8.2S 2.6) 21.70 
E 8,00 2.50 20,00 

Average s.oa 2.76 22.4\ 

QUI LON .A 4.86 ).70 17.9S 
B 4.7) 3.70 17.50 

Average 4.80 3.70 17.74 

TRICUUR A s.ss 2,82 16.50 
B 5.)2 2,82 15.00 
c 4.79 2.77 1).27 
D 4.79 3.S2 16.86 
E s.ss 3.06 17.90 
F 5.)2 3.06 16,28 

.Average 5.32 3.01 15.97 

MAN GALORE A 7.27 3.37 24.50 
8 7.27 ).)7 24.50 c s.oo ).)0 26.40 
E 6.45 ),2) 27.29 
F i:~l ).21 25.52 a 3.31 29.52 
H 6.31 ).56 29.58 
I 7.79 ).32 25.86 
J 7.95 ),21 25.52 

Average 7.97 3.3:3 26.52 

COOt!DAPUR A 4.0i S.33 21,6S 
B ).5 5.)3 19. 8 
c ).66 5.:u 19.51 
D ).94 5.3) 21,00 
E 4,,0) 5.33 21.48 

Average 3.85 5.33 20.5) 

----- --.----- ------------ -·-----
Source : Survey. 



Secondly, physical specification of clay and cos~ 

per unit ot clay varied between the centres. Differences 
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in the quantity of cley used could be due to lack ot 

knowledge on the part of the manutecturara, differences in 

the product, or ditterencea in the quality of clay. Moat 

ot the centres have a long tenure end hence the differences 

in the physical specification of clay cannot be attributed 

to lack of knowledge on the part of the manufacturers. 

Feroke pattern tiles manufactured in Calicut are of a 

slightly larger sise. Logically physical specification of 

clay should have been higher for Calicut. As can be seen 

from Table 2.7.9, the quantity or clay used per 1000 tiles 

was least tor this centre. Thus, differences in the product 

design cannot explain the differences in the clay specifi

cations between the centres. It is a known tact that 

quality of clay varies from place to place. It is commonly 

accepted that Calicut possesses the best quality clay. 

Differences in the physical specifications ot clay between 

the centres as are evident in Table 2.7.9 are attributed 

to differences in the quality of clay. 

Differences in the quality of clay available at 

different centres explain the differences in the quantity 

used. Granting this it can be accepted that coat of clay 

per 1000 tiles presented in Teble 2.7.9 indicates loca

tional advantage of different centres aa regards the cost 



item. ~ngalore has the highest clay costs, Trichur has 

the lowest. 
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Firewood :- Table 2.7.10 presents (1) cost per unit 

ot firewood, (11) physical specification or firewood per 

1000 tiles and (iii) firewood costs per 1000 tiles. Similar 

observations sa were made regarding clay are possible in 

respect or firewood also. As was the case with clay, here 

too, differences 1n the physical specification or firewood 

between the centres tor the same type of kiln, are attri

buted to quality differences. 

There are three types of kilns. Referring to data 

relating to Mangalore in Table 2.7.10 1 it can be seen that 

firewood requirement in a continuous kiln is less than that 

in the case of an intermittant kiln. Relative efficiency 

of a semi-continuous kiln as compared with the other two 

types or vice versa cannot be interred from Table 2.7.10. 

However, it is generally accepted that among the three 

types, continuous kiln is the most economical and inter

mittant kiln the least. Firewood cost per 1000 tiles in 

this study, thus, have been calculated with respect to 

continuous kiln. 

Physical specification ot fuel in a continuous kiln 

is known tor )~ngalore and Calicut. As regards Coondapur 

and Quilon, the following method has been used to arrive at 

the quantity ot firewood required in a cont1nuoua kiln. In 



Table 2,7,10 : Cos~ Per Tonne of firewood, Physical Specification ot Firewood Per 1000 
tiles and Cost of Ff.rewood Per 1000 Tiles : Engineering Date, 1967 

--- ---------------- ·------------------------- --.. 
Centre Unit 

Cost per 
tonne ot 
firewood 
in Rs. 

Physical specification 
of firewood per 1000 
tiles in Tonnes 

------------------------Type of kiln 

------------------------Inter- Semi- Conti-
mittent conti- nuous 

nuous 

Cost ot firewood per 
1000 tiles 1n Rs. 

--------------------------Type of kiln 

--------------------------Inter- Semi- Conti-
mittBnt conti- nuoua 

nuous -- --- -- --- ----- ------- - - - - - -- -- - - -- ------- - --
C1.LICUT 

QUILOU 

TRICHUR 

CCOl~D f.PUR 

A 

B 

c 
D 

E 

Average 

A 

B 

A 

B 

c 
D 

-~ 

F 

Average 

A 

B 

c 
E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

A 

B 

c 
D 

E 

l.verage 

44.00 

50.00 

;o.oo 
55.00 

55.00 

50.130 

45.00 

46.00 

45.50 

42,00 

45.00 

4.3.50 

44.00 

40,li0 

42.50 

42.8.3 

56.00 

54.00 

52.00 

52.00 

56.00 

54.00 

52.00 

48.00 

n.oo 
52,7~ 

)5.00 

)4.00 

)2.00 

)4.00 

)6.00 

)4,20 

0.70 

0.70 

0,70 

0.58 

0.60. 

0.55 

0.5S 

0.58 

0.57 

0,6.) 

0.6) 
0,6) 

0.6.) 

0,6.) 

0.6) 

0,66 

0,6) 

0.68 

0.65 

0.63 

0.60 

0.65 

,f~ 

0.58 
:"'. 

o.;o 
o.ss 
o.so 
o.so 
0,5) 

0.5~ 

0,4.) 

0.40 

0.45 

0.40 

0,1.2 

)1.50 

)2.20 

31.85 

)2.48 

.)2.40 

2!!.60 

)0.80 

)1.)2 

22,05 

21.42 

20,16 

21.42 

22.68 

21,5S 

28.56 

28.)5 

29.58 

28.-60 

25.20 

25.50 

27.63 

25.52 

25.00 

29.00 

27.50 

27.50 

26.90 

22.zrf 

20.80 

21.60 

20.40 

22.17. 

-- - --- - - - ---- - - - -- -- - ------ - - - --- ---- ---- - ----
E • Estimated, 
• Averar,e hes been arrived a~ by multiply1ny, the av•u·ar-e ph{sicn1 specif1c.'ltion of firewood 

f'or tr.e type or kiln with the everoge cost per tonne of t rowood !or the centre. 

Source : Survey, 
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Mangalore, two types ot kilns, i.e. intermittent and conti

nuous, are available. It ia possible to establish some . 

relationship as regards phrsical specirication ot firewood 

in the two types ot kilns in Mangalore. It is assumed that 

the same relationship holds good in other centres. Thus 

quantit7 of firewood required per 1000 tiles in a continuous 

kiln tor Coondapur or Quilon would be : 

Firewood per 1000 
tiles in Continuous 
kiln in Mengelore Firewood per 1000 

x tiles 1n Intermittent 
kiln in Coondapur or 
Quilon 

Firewood per 1000 
tiles in Intermittent 
kiln in Mangalore 

The above method could not be applied 1n the case ot 

Trichur. In Trichur all the units emplored semi-continuous 

kiln. In no other centre could be found the above type ot 

kiln. Hence it was not possible to establish anr relation 

between semi-continuous and continuous kilns as regards 

firewood consumption. For Trichur, firewood requirement 

in continuous kiln in the nearest centre, in Calicut has 

been utilised. The same mar be objectioneble as there 

could be qualltr dltterencea in the firewood available to 

the two centres. There wsa, however, no alternative. 

Table 2.7.10 presents firewood coats in respect ot 

continuous kiln for Mangalore and Calicut; the Table also 

presents estimated firewood costa tor continuous kiln in 

the case ot the other three centres. Among the tour 
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established centres, Callout h&s the highest firewood costa, 

and Mengalore the least. Coondapur, which is emerging as 

a competitor for Mangalore, baa, however, lower firewood 

costs than the latter. 

In the preceding paragraphs the three locetionally 

significant coat items vis., labour clay and firewood, were 

discussed separately. In each case an attempt was made to 

obtain costa at different centres that are reliable 1Dd1• 

cators ot their locations! advantage. The three costa thus 

obtained are presented together in Table 2.7.11. 

Table 2.7.11 1 Locationally Significant Coat Per 1000 Tiles: 
Engineering Data, 1967 (in Ra.) 

------------------------------Labour* Clay Firewood Toul ------- ------ -----------------
Cali cut 44.84 22.44 26.90 94.18 

Quilon 41.66 17.74 . 2).66 6).06 

Trichur 39.98 1S.97 22.70 zs.6.s 
Mangalore 46.12 26.52 22.17 96.81 

Coondapur )O • .S' 20.53 1S.8S 66.96 

------------------------------
• Based on the model plant. 

Locationally significant costa are a part ot the 

cost ot manufacturing. To arrive at the total cost, wver

heads which are assumed to be invariant with location, 

should be added to the locationally significant costs. An 

estimate of the overhead costs tor the industry 1n Trichur 
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for the year 1965 ia Ra. 18.~3 per thousand ~1lea.1 The. 

aame estimate haa been utilized to arrive at the cost or 

manufacturing tiles in different cen~rea.2 

Table 2.7.12e Cost of Manufacturing Per 1000 Tileaa 
Engineering Data, 19b7 (in Ra.) 

-----------------------------Cali cut Quilon Trichur Mangalore Coondapur -----------------------------
112.61 101.49 8S.39 

-----------------------------
It 1a a known tact among the industey's circle in 

Kerala, that ot the three centres in the State, Trichur baa 

the lowest costa and that manutac.turera in Calicut bear the 

highest costa. The tile units in Mangalore (and Coondapur 

which also is located in South Kanara District 1n Mysore 

State) do not generally compete with those trom Karels. There 

baa been aa yet no study which compares the cost ot manufac

turing at the centres in the two States, Yis., Mysore and 

Kerala. 

Coondapur i1 a new emerging centre. Presently it 

baa a coat advantage over ita immediate rival ln Mangalore. 

1 R. Poornam, Director, Small Industries Service 
Institute, Trichur, "Survey ot Ceramic Industries in India•, 
Souyenir, All India Seminar on Ceramic Industries! Trlchur, 
May 1966, Central Kerala Tile Manufacturers Assoc ation, 
Trlchur, p. 101. 

2 Overhead costs, or the scale costs as they are termed 
in the present study, ere invariant with location. Their 
inclusion 11 synonymous with adding a constant to locationally 
algnificant coats in differen\ centres. Their exclusion 
would not have mattered in any way the analysis in the 
succeeding section. 
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2.6 1 Loe~tionAl Adventsge 

The preceding section examined the cost of manufac

turing tiles. The present section enquires into the loca

tional advantage of different centres at the various markets. 

The coat of manufacturing was computed, apart from 

the four established centres, 1n respect of Coondapur. As 

said earlier, the cost data was obtained 1n respect of 

Coondapur because in this study Mangalore waa of special 

interest and the manufacturers from the centre expressed 

the fear of competition from Coondapur. It can be noted 

that 1n Kerala too, there ere a few centres like Coondapur 

1n ~~sore. Aa the researcher did not obtain the cost data 

in the case of the smaller centres in Kerala, it was 

decided that Coondapur should be excluded from the main line 

of analysis 1n this section. Therefore, the locational 

advantage of the four established centres 1n the various 

. markets has been discussed first 1n sub-section 2.S.l and 

a comparison between Mangalore and Coondapur is done in 

sub-section 2.8.2. 

It was found that in the roofing tile industry the 

markets were attached' to one or the other centre over long 

periods. Aa said earlier, there are two types of tiles, i.e., 
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the Mangalore pattern end the Feroke pattern, produced in 

the four centres studied here. It was obaerved'that the 

coat of manufacture did not differ between the patterns end 

that manufacturers could easily sh1ft from one pattern to 

the other. 
I \ 

The attachment or markets to particular centres 

was less due to the factor. Even it this improbable ease 
• 

was true, once the preference ot particular market tor one 

ot the either types 1a known, as the production centres can 
• 

supply both, the product design cannot obstacle accessibility 

to any market. The differences in the quality ot the 

product from different centres could not have le¥d to the 
, \ 

attachment or markets to particular centres. In every 

market there ere groups ot buyers who would opt tiles ot 

different quality. Where the consumers' preference is not 

due to product design, nor due to differences in quality, 

this baa no rational basis. The consumers in such cases 

.can be educated and the markets can be made accessible to 

• all the centres. Producers' lack of initiative was not a 
.J , 1 

positive factor which le,d to the attachment or markets to 

a particular centre. It is assumed here, whatever be the 
i \ 

reasons behind the attachment ot markets to individual 

centres, in future, all the markets are accessible to the 

tour centres. 

• The locational advantage of the tour production 

centres at the various markets is depicted in Table 2.S.l. 

The Table compares the manufacturing cost plus transport 
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Teble 2,6,1 1 Loostional Adventece III 1 'Manufacturing Cost+ Transport Cost~ Per 1000 Tiles•, 1967 (in Rs,) 

-- . - - - -- ---- - ------ . --- - - -Celiaut. 
Z.iarket Stete in which 

the market 1a 
located 

---------------(J!Ir (By 
Rs 1) Cout 

up to 
Bombay, 
R&il 
there-
after) 

csi Re 1) 
(By 
Coast 

(a{ 
R~; 1) 

up to 
Bombay, 
Rail 
there• 
e!'ter) . 

(By 
Coast 
upto 
Bombay, 
Rail 
then-
stter) 

----------------------------en{ 
Re 1) 

(By 
Coast 

(By Rail 
vb New 

upto J.~ngt=lore-
Bombey, Hassen 
Rail line) 
there-
ai'ter) 

(By 
Coast 
upto 
Bombay, 
Rail 
there
after) 

(By Rail 
via JOew 
J:.anga1ore
F.assen 
line) 

--·--------------------------------------------------- ----------- -----------
Locel ~erkets ot 
the io'our Centres 

Cali cut 
Qu1lon 
Trichur 
J.langslore 

Ker&la 

" 
" 

My sore 

Other Rail-head ~~rkets 

Salem J.ladraa 
Y.adurai " 
Tinnevelly " 
P.rderebed J.ndhra Pradesh 
Poona Y.aberashtra 
UJjain ~:Sdhya Pradesh 

. - . .. ' 

112,61 
161.09 
1).),01 
141.17 

149.81 
162,53 
171.65 

201.41 
217.25 
24S.:J3 

266.1) 
227,01 
262.71 

149.97 
l,Ol.!l2 
141.81 
162.69 

165.73 
lll.Y: 
l?6.4S 

204.69 265.01 
219.81 225.89 
238.29 261.65 

Coestt>l J.lsrkets \-r--.=o~--- - -- - - - ----------------
PanjirA Goa 164.61 163.49 
Ratneg1r1 ~iaharsahtra 172.61 171.49 
Bomber • 180,61 179,49 
Brosch Cuj,rat 195.61 194.49 , 

117.46 14.),80 
137.40 176.44 
97.0IJ 151.96 

1)3.80 115.24 

llO. ::!0 167.08 171.88 
14).64 178.)6 193.72 
152.52 186,28 202.60 

18l.~8 291.00 213.64 256.76 199.72 
122·l2 251.88 229.24 219.64 20.),)2 
226.44 287.64 251.08 255.40 247.48 

By Sea ---- --------- -------
1e9.46 157.2Z. 
197.48 165.24 
205.46 17l.24 
220.48 188,2Z. 
225.48 19J.21t 

15.3.95 
186.59 
162.11 
105.39 

177.2.3 
188.51 
19.6.4) 

223.79 
239.39 
261.2) 

225.91 
186.79 
222.55 

' 

182.0) 
203.87 
212.75 

209.87 
213.47 
257.63 

- - -- -- - ------------
124 • .39 
1)2 • .)9 
140.39 
15.5.39 
160 • .39 

--

_ ·- :•:e:a~ ______ " _____ -2~:6~ ______ ~9:·~9- ___ .\. ---------- ------ - - - -- ------- ------ - --- --
• See Appendix Table 4 i'or Transport Coats, \ 

Note 1 The lowest delivered price i.e., manufacturing cost + trensport cost, in respect of each market hea been underlined, The ssme has been done 
excluding Coondapur. 
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cost tor the tiles manufactured 1D dltferent centres at the 

various markets. It should be noted that Table 2.S.l 

includes data tor Coondapur also; however, no discussion of 

the centre is done 1n this sub-section. ~ hent~a. 113\8 

~csasaiea Ka' x.. 4- P~'' ... ,..,a ps.n ... tdl¥ ~ beet.taa~ 

J~Jva.w••sea. gbea .a.a. l!rllb J:.lC-1. 

In their local markets the manufacturers trom Mange

lore, Calicut, ~u1lon and Trichur have an advantage over 

those trom the other three centres. The manufacturers 1n 

Trichur have the highest advantage as compared with the 

advantage the manut~cturers in other centres have in their 

respective local markets. Such advantage in their local 

markets is least for the manufacturers 1n Cslieut. 

In Salem, the tiles from Trichur are delivered at 

the lowest price (manufacturing cost plus transport cost). 

In this market the manufacturers from Celicut have an 

advantage over t.hose from J.langalore end Qu1lon. The V.adurai 

market. can be supplied advantageously from Quilon. In 

respect of this market, t.be manufacturers from t.he centre 

have a relatively smaller advantage over those from Trichur; 

their advantage is eignlticant when compared with the manu

facturers 1n ~~ngalore and Calicut. In Tinnevelly, the 

Quilon tiles have a delivered price (manufacturir~ cost plus 

transport cost) which is much lower then that of the tiles 

trom the other three centres. 
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The manufacturer• in Trichur ere in the moat happy 

poaition for supplying the three markets, Hyderabad, Poona 

and UJjain. At present Poona market ia supplied from 

Mangalore by the coastal route via Bombay port. The 

delivered price (cost of manufacture plua trana~ort cost) 

of V.angalore tUea nov ia much higher than that of tUea 

from Trichur. It can be seen from Table 2.6.1 that when 

Poona market ia supplied through the new Mangalore-Hasaen 

railway link from Y~ngAlore, the centre has only a marginal 

advantage as compared with Trichur. 

In the coastal markets north of !iangalore, J.!Bngalore 

is in an advantageous position as compared with the other 

three centres. The manufacturers in Calicut and Quilon are 

more or leas in a similar position sa regards these markets. 

Both these centres have a amall disadvantage as eompared 

with Mangalore. The industry in Trichur is in the least 

happy position for supplying the needs of coastal markets 

north of Jt.angalore. 

The preceding paragraphs examined locational 

advantage of different centres by comparing manufacturing 

cost plus transport coat at the various markets. It may 
~ 

be appropriate to recall at this stage that in the non-

' attached markets the tiles from ditterent centres could 

sell at different rates. Thus a higher delivered price for 

its tiles need not always render a centre in a disadvantageous 
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position, tor it is possible ~hat ~he consumers are 

prepared to accept the product or the centre at a price 

higher than thoae of the others. In spite of the above 

qualification, indicators or locational advantage depicted 

1n Table 2.8.1 seem acceptable. There has been no exten

sive survey or the markets for the roofing tile industry. 

Hence, there is no elaborate proof to support the contention. 

A few facta of the industry, however, are useful to drive 

the point home. 

Recent facta pertaining to the industry reveal that 

price more than anything else has been the swaying influence. 

In the distant Central Indian markets where tiles are 

delivered at high prices, price advantage has been ~he main 

factor. Cheaper Trichur tiles aeet the bulk of the needs; 

the high priced Calicut tiles reach only a fringe or the 

market. In the more proximate markets in ~draa State, the 

consumers have a certain knowledge of the competing 

products. In these markets, the manufacturers in Calicut, 

whose tiles enjoyed s premium price over that of the others, 

have in recent years found that the price difference is a 

major constraint on their sales. As stated earlier a 

reputed firm from Calicut had conducted a survey or the 

markets in Madras State when the researcher was surveying 

the industry. An extract from the report ot the said market 

survey helps to illustrate the unenviable position ot 

Calicut tiles in the Madras markets. •All these markets 
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[Pudukkottai, Karaikudi, Shivegenga, Mattur, Y~durai, 

Palani, Dindigal and Mansparei--all in interior ~draa] 

are flooded with cheaper tiles from Ollur, Pudukkad and 

Karuvannur [Trichur area]. ••• They [the selling agents] 

aar that the quality of our [the said firm's] tiles is 

better as compared with other tiles but they pointed out 

that quality ot other tiles baa also improved. Since the 

consumers are after cheaper tiles they are not interested 

in dealing with our tiles. • •• Consequently price and 

not quality that decides the market.•l 

Perhaps it is only in the case ot local markets that 

price may tail to be the prime factor. The tiles from the 

tour centres have established themselves in their respective 

local markets. The local product 1n these markets may be 

able to retain the custom even when it has a minor price 

disadvantage. 

There ia historical evidence to show that, in the 

long run, it is the centres which supply cheaper tiles that 

stand to gain. The industry in ~angalore, Calicut end 

Quilon has remained stagnant during the last many years. 

This can be partly due to the existence or better opportu

nities tor the investors. In the caae or Calicut, however, 

the severe competition from the cheaper Trichur tiles could 

l The report of the market survey is unpublished. As 
per the promise given by the researcher, the identity ot 
the firm is not disclosed. 



no~ have played a small role. 

It the consumer is led by the price, that is, 1t hi 

opts tor the cheapes~ produc~ available, ~hen the loca

tional advantage ot different centres as can be learnt trom 

Table 2.g.l should be acceptable. 

2.6.2 The Tile Industry in Mangalore and the 
Threet of Competition from Coondapur 

Coondapur at presen~ is an emerging centre. Like 

any other centre 1n ita stage, Coondapur baa lower manu

facturing costa aa compared with the other established 

centres. With this advantage the centre may be able to 

supply tiles to a number ot markets at a price lower than 

tha~ ot the others. The manufacturing cost advan~age ot 

Coondapur is mainly due to ita advantage 1n labour costs. 

Low wage rates in the centre are pa~ly due to weaker 

bargaining power of the labour. Coondspur'a manufacturing 

coat advantage would vanish to an extent aa ~he labour gains 

strength. Thus when a comparison is made between Coondapur 

and an established centre, it is only when the centre bas 

s significant advantage, can it be said, such an advantage 

would persia~ in tuture. 

It can be seen from Table 2.S.l that 1n Mangalore, 

Coondapur tiles have an advantage over the local product. 

However, as at&ted earlier, in the local markets ot the 

tour centres there can prevail a strong consumers' preference 



in favour of the respective local product. Hence, there 

ie little scope for Coondapur to make a headway in this 

case. 
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In the rail-head markets of Poona and Ujja1n, Coonda

pur tiles can be delivered at a price lower than that of 

r~ngalore. At present there are no exports from Coondapur 

to the Central Indian markets auch as Ujja1n. Small quanti

ties are exported to Poena via the Bombay port. It can be 

seen from Table 2.6.1 that in the esse of above two markets 

Coondapur has an advantage over Trichur. Such advantage, 

however, is negligible in the case of UJjain market. 

The coastal markets north of Mangalore are the 

traditional markets of Mengalore. The centre haa an 

advantage over the three established centres in the above 

markets. However, as can be learnt from Table 2.S.l, Coonda

pur tiles can be delivered 1n these ~rkets at a price 

significantly lower than that ot Nangalore. 

There is eome truth behind the threat of competition 

from Coondspur tiles teared by the manufacturers in Nanga

lore. The tile unite visited by the researcher in Coondspur 

reported that bulk of their produce is sold 1n the coastal 

market north ot Mangalore. Table 2.8.2 depicts the market 

pattern for their tiles ea reported by the surveyed units 

in Coondapur.l 

1 In the case of Coondapur unlike in the case of esta-
blished centres ~here wae no eecondary source giving the 
information regarding th• market pattern of Coondapur tiles. 
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Table 2.6.2 z Market Pattern tor the Tiles Manufactured by 
the Surveyed Unite in Coondapur, 1967 
(Quantity in Lakhs of Numbers) 

----- ----- - - - ------ -.----------
Market 

Tile Manufacturing Unit 

--------------------------------B c D E -- -- -- - - - ---- -- - - --- -- -- - ---- -
Local Markets and Markets 
in Inland Mysore (catered 
by road) 4.63 

Coastal Markets 

North Kanara and Karwar 
Porta 

Goa Porta 

Bombay Port 

Other Maharaahtra Ports 

- - 2.06 

- - 0.82 

19.29• 4.02) 
) lg.l7 

- 20.04) 

2.86 

1.00 

s.sJ 
6.49 

- - - ---- - -- ------- - -- ------- - - -
Total 23.92 2S.64 26.00 

--- - - ------ ---- -- - - --- - -- -----
• Of this a quantity of 8 to 10 lakhs was destined to 

Poona market. 

Source z Survey. 

The production ot tiles in Coondapur was reported to 

be around 2 crores in 1967. The production ~ong the sample 

units formed nearly SO per cent or this. Thus, from the 

market pattern for the surveyed units as depicted 1n Table 

2.8.2, it can be granted that a good portion of the tiles 

manufactured in Coondapur is marketed in the coastal markets 

north of Mangalore. The tile industry in Coondapur 
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developed during 1950's. Hitherto the coastal markets 

mentioned above have remained a monopoly of Mangalore. It 

ia also true that the industry in Mangalore relies heavily 

on these markets. 

At present the production of tiles in Coondapur is 

small. (It is about 2 crores of tiles per year.) Thus it 

can be argued that 1n the near future the manufacturers in 

V~ngalore may not face any severe competition from the 

manufacturers in Coondapur. Nevertheless it is probable, 

that a significant advantage in the coastal markets as 

depicted 1n Table 2.8.1 may induce a faster growth of 

production in Coondapur, it other factors do not impede. 

The manufacturers in Mangalore may face a situation similar 

to what the manufacturers in Calicut now race due to the 

rapid growth of the industry in Trichur since 1950. (With 

the exception of coastal markets that lie north of ~angalore, 

in the other markets, the tiles from Trichur can be 

delivered at a price lower than that of Calicut tiles.) 



CHAPTER lli 

COFFEE CURING INDUSTRY 
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).1 1 Early Locetion Hietory (Upto 1900) 

).1.1 Introduction 

Coffee ia a berry. It is processed before it is 

ready for consumption. Part ot the processing is done 1n 

the coffee growing estates end part at the curing houses. 

There are two ways ot preparing coffee in the estates, before 

1t leaves for curing. One ot them 1a termed as the 'wet 

method', the other as the 'dry method'• Coffee treated by 

the 'wet method' 1a known as Parchment coffee and that 

treated by the 'dry method' 1s known es Cherry. 

There are two main species of coffee grown 1n India, 

vis., Coffee Arabica and Coffee Robusta. Both ere amenable 

to either method or processing at the estates. Thera are, 

thus,four distinct types that reach the curing house tor 

further processing. The four types are: Arabice Parchment, 

Arabica Cherry, Robusta Parchment and Robusta Cherry. 

Arsbica Parchment is also known as 'Plantation' coffee. The 

latter name is more 1n usage. 

The 'clean cottee content' 1n a given weight ot fresh 

berries is 20 per cent. That is, a mill requires SOO kilo

grams or fresh coffee berries to obtain 100 kilor,rams ot 

clean coffee.1 The loss ot weight, thus, is 80 per cent. 

1 Cotree in Llltin fl.merics, Productivity Problems end 
Future Prospects: 1 Columbia end il Salvador, United 
hationa, Uew York, l95B, P• l44• 
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In India, as the rreah berries are not transported to 

curing houses, the entire weight loss does not take place 

the curing house. Part or the weight loss takes place at 

the plantations, and part at the curing house. The losa 

ot weight, at the plantations and at the curing houae 

differs tor the tour types. 'Plantation' (i.e., Arabica 

Parchment) and Robuata Parchment undergo a greater amount 

ot processing at the estate, than trabica Cherry and 

Robust& Cherry. Hence, the lO!S or weight et the planta

tions is greater 1n the case or the former two. On the 

other hand, the loss ot weight at the curing house is 

greater in the case of Arabica Cherry and Robust& Cherry.l 

).1.2 Locet1onal Factors (Upto 1900) 

The existing method ot curing in India uaea coffee 

husk es fuel. Thus, fuel does not exert any influence on 

the location or curing houses. The curing process, as 

stated earlier, is or weight losing nature. To secure a 

tonne ot cured coffee ot the type, it requires 1.3156 and 

1.2155 tonnea or uncured coffee in the case ot 'Plantation' 

1 (a) In the co!fee trade, Arabica Charry is often 
called "Cherry". In the present study, wherever not 
epecified, the term Cherry is used to refer to the general 
category Cherry, i.e., both Arebica and Robusta Cherry. 

(b) Robusta Parchment cottee ie a emall quantity at 
present. In the official statistics and in the trade, 
Robusta Parchment and Robusta Cherry are clubbed together 
and called "Robusta". Owing to the preponderant ratio or 
Cherry in Robuata, the term implies Robuata Cherry in 
trade circles. 



end Robust& Parchment respectively. ta regards the other 

two types, Arabica Cherry and Robuata Cherry, the quantum 

of uncured coffee required is l.S96S and 1.9135 tonnes 

respectively (see Table ).4.12). The basic material, 

uncured coffee, represents the major pull in the location 

ot curing houses. 

Geographical location ot the coffee &rowing areas 

was the dominating factor that decided the location of 

curing houses. Dem3nd factor could 1n certain cases drav 

the industry a little avay from the plantations. Other 

factors like labour also played their role. 

Geogrenhiesl Location of Coffee Growing lrees :

"Plantations vera first started on an experimental basis 

in the plaine 1n Malabar but regular coffee estates came 
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to be opened only towards the end of the eighteenth century. 

From the plains the plant was taken to higher elevations. 

In 1820 and next rev years coffee plantations were started 

on the Bababudans [~~sore State] where the local people had 

small plots under coftee.•1 Coffee plantations in the 

other coffee growing areas were started 1n the following 

chronological order (Table ).1.1). 

To facilitate the curing of coffee grown in the 

l Report on the !-!arlceting ot Coffee in India tmd 
Burma, Government ol India! New Delhi1 194il0 p.ls. Hence
forth whenever the source a quoted, 1t wi be referred 
to as Report. 



Table 3.1.1 l The Year of Starting of Coffee Plantations 
in the Various Coffee Growing Areas 

- ---- -- - - - - -- - -- - ---- - - -- - - ~ --Coffee growing area 

--- ------- --
Bababudana 
Wynaad 
Shevro:ya 
N1lgir1a 
Coorg 
!Cannan Devan 
Nell1nmpathia 
AnJ(a1118la 1a 

The year when the coffee 
plantations were started ------- ------ -----

1620 
1826 
18)0 
18)9 
1840 
1880 
1860 
1906 

-----------------------------
Souree 1 Report on the MArketinr, of CQtfee in India end 

Bu~a, 1940, P• 15. 

Bebabudans and ita adjacent areas, curing houses were 

located in J.isngalore ( 1846) •1 For the convenience ot the 

planters in Coorg, curing industry was started 1n Telli

cherry (1676), A curing unit was located in Hunsur (1862). 

Hunsur ia situated at a convenient distance from the 

North Coorg plantations. The Wynaad coffee necessitated 

the establishment ot curing industry in Calicut (1862). 

The other coffee growing areas N1lgir1s, Shevroys, Pulneys, 

l.~amaleis, Nelliampathia and Kannan Devens are small. 

The industry 1n Coimbatore (1862) owes its existence to the 

1 The figures in the brackets in this paragraph refer 
to the yenr in which the first curing unit was started 1n 
the respective centres. 



supply of coffee from these oreas. The curing centres 

the~ existed prior to 1900 and the coffee growing areas 

which necessitated their establishment ere presented in 

Table 3.1.2. 

Table 3.1.2 1 Location of Curing Centres Prior to 1900 

-----------------------------
Coffee Growing Area Curing centres which 

cured the areas crop --- - ------ - -- ---·- --- --- -- --- -
Bababudans and the 
adjacent areas 

Coorg 

Wynaad 

Nilg1ris 1 Shevroys1 Pulneys 1 
Amtamalais, Nelliampethis 1 
Kennan Devana 

Mangalore 
Hun sur 

Tellicherry 
Hun sur 

Cali cut 

Coimbatore 

------ - --- - -- ---- - - - - --------
Map No. S presents the coffee growing areas and 

curing centres up-to-date. From the Map can be located 

the curing centres existed before 1900. 
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Demand Factor :- Majority of the curing houses 

that were established prior to 1900 were located on the 

coast. Mangalore, Tellicherry and Calicut are port towns. 

There were two inland centres, viz., Coimbatore and Hunsur, 

before 1900. The growth or curing capacity on the coast 

and in the inland during the nineteenth century is depicted 

in Table 3.1.3. 
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TAble 3.1.3 z Curing Capacity Upto 1900 (in Tonnea) 

----- ---- --------------------Year West Coast Inland Total ---- ----- ------- ------ -------
1lt48 2,000 - 2,000 
1lt62 5,200 4,lt60 10,060 
1676 11,200 4,S60 16,060 

1900 11,200 4,860 16,060 

- ------- -- - --- -- --- ---- - -----
Courtesy 1 Coffee Board. 

It is said that nearly 96 per cent or Indian coffee 

was grown tor export.1 The location of curing houses end 

concentration of curing capacity on the coast have often 

been explained on the basis or export orientation ot dem~nd 

tor Indian cottea. 

The export demand and ita influence on the location 

ot curing houses needs elucidAtion. 

The exports ot coffee from India were·not entirely 

in cured form. Cherry coffee was mostly exported in un

cured form. "The whole fruit is simply dried and shipped 

as cherry mainly to the United Kingdom and France. Final 

treatment then takes place in the country ot dast1nation."2 

1 D. R. Gadgil, The Industrial Evolution ot India, 
Oxford University Press, Calcutta, 1948, P• Sl. 

2 Daniel H. Buchannan, The Development ot Cepitelietie 
Enterprise in India, The Macl•:illan Company, New York, 1934, 
P• 71. 
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~pproximately, 8,500 tonnes ot Parchment and 2 1 600 tonnea 

of Cherry (average for the years 1935-36 to 1938-39) only 

were cured even as late as the thirties of the present 
1 century. . According to the Report "tbout 60 per cent or 

the estimated aatual production does not pass through the 

curer."2 The observation refers to the period 1935-36 to 

1938-39. The portion of Indian coffee that underwent 

curing during the past century must have been much less. 

Y.uch of the exports were accounted for by uncured coffee. 

The exports of uncured coffee has no relevance for 

the location of curing houses. In point of fact, the 

factor that could influence the location of curing houses 

on the coast is the extent to which cured coffee was 

exported. Unfortunately, curing statistics are available 

only for the period after 1940. Export statistics, though 

they date back to the past century, do not distinguish 

between exports of cured and uncured coffee. The required 

statistics are absent; however, it is possible to contend 

that much ot the cured coffee was exported. 

Table ).1.~ presents data relating to production 

and exports of coffee during the period 1S8S to 1900. J.s 

can be seen trom the Table, tor many years exports were 

1 Report, P• ~2. 

2 Ibid. 



Table 3.1.4 : Production and Exports of Coffee, lSSS-1900 
(in Tonnes) 

- - -- -- -- - -- ---- - ------ ---- - - -Year Production Exports - ----- --- --------- ------- ----
1885 15,857 18,849 
1886 14,22.) 16,!!20 

1887 17 ,.31S 1.3,908 
1888 12,034 18,558 

1889 1.3,544 12,182 

1690 10,025 11,860 

1891 17,986 15,84.3 

1892 15,449 15,073 

1893 17,329 14,160 

1894 15,996 14,290 

1895 18,208 lt.,778 

1896 11,834 10,709 

1897 10,906. 11,431 

1898 10,755 13,719 

1899 8,011 14,29.3 

1900 9,790 12,519 

----------------------------
Source : Agricultural Statistics of India for th Yeers 

l901-02 to 1905-0o, Vol. I, Department of 
Revenue &nd Agriculture, Government of India, 
Calcutta, 1907, p • .)6;. 
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greater than production. The figures of production above, 

were obtained from the owners and managers of coffee 

estates. Where such information was not provided, the 

production of those estates remained excluded.l Thus, the 

production figures in the Table could be gross under

estimates. In spite of the inconsistency ot the data 

presented in Table 3.1.4 it can be broadly granted that 

production was mainly oriented towards exports. 

Whether 96 per cent or Indian coffee was exported 

is debatable. However, it can be grAnted that a substantial 

part or the production was meent for exports. Thus, most 

ot the coffee produced in India, whether cured or uncured, 

was exported. It seems more probable that a greater. portion 

or cured coffee was exported as compared to that ot uncured. 

The early investment in the plantation industry was 

mainly European. The coffee they grew, wss almost entirely 

meant for exports. In the early years these exports of 

coffee were in uncured form. In later years it must have 

been found that to export coffee in cured form was more 

economical. The latter saved on transport cost. Thus a 

pArt ot the coffee wsa cured in India. The cured coffee 

was only a substitute for the uncured one. The market for 

cured coffee thus remained the export market. 

1 Agricultural statistics of Indie for the Years 
1901-02 to 1905-06, Vol. I, P• 364. 



The export orientation of the demand for Indian 

coffee could influence the location or curing houses on 

the coast only 1n respect of some of the coffee growing 

areas. The coffee plantation of Bababudans and the 

adjacent areas, Coorg and Wynasd, groom the nestern Ghats 

where they line the coast. Due to the export bias of the 

demand for Indian coffee, curing houses for the above 

plantations were located on the coast in Y~galore, Telli

cherry and Calicut. flear t.he · Nilgiris, t.he \':estern Ghats 

turn to the east. Export demand, in this case, could not 

draw the curing capacity to the coast. Curing houses were 

located in Coimbatore situated inland at the foot of the 

tUlgiris. 

Until 1900 (even long after that), much of the 

curing capacity was located on the coast (see Table 3.1.3). 

The concentration of the curing capacity on the coast was 

not solely due to the export orientation of the demand for 

coffee. It is more due t.o the geographical location of 

the growing areas which accounted for a greater share of 

Indian coffee. 

'1-Tysore' and Coorg areas. accounted for the greeter 

share of Indian coffee. Reliable production statistics 

are wanting to prove the same. Though the quality of the 

·data relating to acreage deserves much to be told, can be 

utilised for the broad analysis.1 Table 3.1.5 provides the 

relevant data. 

1 Re~ort, p. 16. 



Teble 3.1.5 : Area Under Coffee, lSSS-1900 (in Acres) 

- --- - - - ----- -- --------- - - --- --Travan-
Year Mysore Coorg J.tadras core- Others Total 

Cochin - - -- - --- ---- - ----- - -- ---------
188; 105,021 6),150 62,228 7,049 46 2)7,4.94 
1886 102,688 64,050 59,407 5,025 193 2.31,)63 
1887 113,ll6 63,.393 59,612 8,751 147 245,019 
1888 114,962 62,7.38 61,890 6,619 149 246,)58 
1889 122,:3.30 63,207 71,00) 5,539 137 262,216 
1890 128,452 62,741 73,762 5,610 ll4 270,679 
1891 125,747 62,230 68,911 5,867 92 262,847 

1892 127,437 59,985 . 68,237 5,712 83 261,454 

1893 132,520 6.3, 783 64,270 6,242 68 266,1383 

1694 136,052 71,181 6),812 6,587 71 273,703 
1895 1.38,670 7.3,628 64,06.5 6,955 78 283,596 
1896 141,528 84,820 72,032 5,564 184 304,128 

1897 125,876 66,155 68,853 7,624 216 288,724 

1898 128,08) 82,575 70,090 6,384 235 287,367 

1899 128,010 72,296 66,793 7,069 227 274,395 

1900 128,067 68,596 69,540 7,404 307 273,934 

------------------------------
Source : A£!ieultur~l Stetisties ot India for the Yenrs 

1901-02 to 1905-06, Vol. I, Department of Revenue 
and Agriculture, Government of India, Calcutta, 
1907, P• .365. 
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It can be seen from Table ).l.S that the then 

princely States of Mysore and Coorg accounted for a greater 

ahara ot the acreage under coffee. The Bababudans and 

the adjacent areas accounted for the entire acreage under 

coffee in Mysore. l>iost of the coffee from f.lyeore and 

Coorg could be conveniently cured in ~~ngalore and Telli· 

cherry respectively. Part of the coffee grown in the 

erstwhile Madras State in the ~ynaad areas also had to 

come to the coast at Calicut. Naturally, more coffee wes 

availeble for the coastal centres due to the geogrepbical 

location or the coffee growing areas which accounted tor 

a greater share of India's coffee. 

If the coffee growing areas in the Nilgiris, 

Shevroys and Pulneya (located in Madras State) had accounted 

tor the greater share of India's crop, possibly, the 

curing capacity would have been concentrated inland. The 

export demand could hold the sway for coastal locations 

only in the case of coffee growing areas that are in close 

proximity to the coast viz., Bababudans (under MyBore), 

Coorg and Wynaad (included under Madras). 

Labour :- There is another aspect of the location 

ot the curing industry which hBs to be referred to. All 

the curing centres located prior to 1900 were on the plains. 

The first of the curing centres located amidst the planta

tion at higher elevations came in 1939. 
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The plantations at high elevations suffered from 

a labour shortage. The labour required for coffee planta

tions in India was supplied from the nearby pl&ins.l The 

curing industry required a better skill than the plantation 

industry. Such labour would have been almost impossible 

to secure at the plantations. Thus, even up to this date, 

but for the exception of a few, most or the curing centres 

ere located in the plains adjacent to the coffee growing 

hills. 

In the case ot Nilgiris, Shevroys and Pulneys, 

export demand could not draw the curing industry to the 

coast. The labour factor, however, required the curing 

industry to be located on the plains where labour was 

available. Coimbatore at the toot of the Nilgiris, centrally 

located from the other two areas and the areas in Trevancore

Cochin, cured the coffee. 

The coffee growing areas of 'Mysore', Coorg and 

Wynaad line the coast. From the point or view of availabi

lity of labour the choice was dual. Curing houses could be 

located in the plains in the interior or on the coast. The 

location of curing houses on the coast in lolangalore, Telli

cherry and Calicut in respect of the above areas cen be 

explelned thus. As a service industry to the planter, 

1 Report of the Plentntion Inquiry Co~~ission, 1956, 
P2rt II - Coffee, Government of India, Delhi, P• 8). 



curing industry had to be conveniently located from the 

coffee growing areas. The coastal centres were not in

convenient from the planters' point or view as compared 

with the location in the plains in the inland. Further, 
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the planter after getting his coffee cured had to arrange 

for its sales. The export dealers who were buyers or 

coffee would naturally be found on the coast. Thus, 

coastal locations were favourable to the planter from the 

point of view of marketing his coffee. The coastal loca

tions were advantageous even from the curers' point of 

view. Unlike sa it is at present, the curing industry then 

was not wholly a service industry. Curers themselves were 

planters, large buyera and exportera ot coffee. Their 

being exporters of coffee added to the attraction of coastal 

locations. Finally, location of the curing industry 

facilitated the non-planter non-curer export dealers who 

were mainly concentrated on the coast. 

).1.) Trenerort Costs in the Coffee Curing Industry 

Curing houses in India ere located not very much 

far removed from the plantations. Transport costa have 

been accorded consideration while locating the curing 

houses. However, a more subtle or detailed consideration 

of transport costa. Cherry coffee loses greater weight 1n 

curing than Parchment coffee. Curing houses located nearer 

the plantations give greater savings in the case of Cherry. 



In India the curing houses which are located amidst the 

plantations do not specialize in curing Cherry. Also the 

planters do not choose to send their Cherry coffee to 

curing houses which are more conveniently located. 
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Cherry coffee loses a greater amount of weight in 

curing. But this will be a matter of concern, only if the 

curing centra ia located at a long distance from the 

plantations. This may ba due to the lesser importance of 

transport costs. It can be seen from Table ).1.6 that 

transport costs do not form an important component in the 

cost of producing coffee to the consumer. 

The importance of transport cost in any industry 

cannot be learnt from their present influence. Partly 

the low transport costs in the coffee curing industry in 

India are due to the prudent location of the curing houses 

in the past. The curing houses in India are not located 

very much removed from the plantations whose coffee they 

cure. From the demand point, at present, Indian coffee 

has two equally important components, vis., the export 

demand and the internal demand. The internal demand is 

confined to the States where coffee is grown and cured. 

There are convenient ports in these States for the exports. 

Hence the lesser significance of transport costs. 

Purely !rom the point of view or transport costs, 

there 1& a certain distance beyond which curing houses mey 
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Table 3,1,6 I Re~eil Price Structure of Coffee, 1967 
(Rupees Per Tonne) 

-·-~·-------~--------·---------•P1antation'-A Robua~a Cherry-An 

-------------------------------Coat ot producing 
cot!ee at tte es~ate (71.)) 4254.74 3192.7S (71.6) 
Transport cost to 

)0,26 (O.S) curing houses 4).82 (1.0) 
Curing costa us.oo (1.9) us.oo (2.6) 
Pool expenses 16S,OO (2.6) 16,5,00 ().7) 
Average freight 80,00 (1.)) so.oo (1.8) 
P,O.R. changes 96.80 (1.7) 96.80 (2.2) 
Duties, Taxea and 1224.40 (20.5) 764.60 (17.1) 
Profits to selling 
agencies 

--------------------------·----Total 5968.20 (100,0) 4460.00 (100.0) 

·-------------------------------
Notes: 1. Jmong the comparable grades 1n the four types or 

coffee, 'Plantation' 'Arabica Parchman~) fetches 
the highest price, and Robusta Cherry the least. 
Transport costa are higher in the case or Cherry as 
compared with Parchment coffee, The two extreme 
caaea have been selected to examine the importance 
ot transport costa. The retail price s~ructure for 
'Plantation•-A given above refers to the price 
effective from 1·3-1967 provided in Coffee Statistics, 
1~64=65 to 1~66-67, P• 1)), ietail price ol RObuata c erry As re era to the price on 31·3-1967 as given 
1n rwent -seventh Annual Re ort l 66-6 Coffee 
Bo~rd, p. 0 • Retail price structure for Robusta 
Cherry-till is not available in the Coffee Board's 
publications; the sDme has been derived with the help 
ot price structure given tor 'Plentstion•-A. 

2. The retail price structure or coffee as presented in 
the Coffee Board's s~ntistics baa en item the Return 
to the Planter. This includes cost ot producing 
coffee ~t the estate, ooat of transporting uncured 
corroe to the curing houses and the curing costs. In 
the above Table they have been shown &eperately. The 
transport cost on uncured coffee have been estimated 
on ~he baaia or information obtained during the survey 
(1967). Curing costs are those fixed by the Board 
tor the season 1966-67. 

). The item Pool expenses in the Coffee Board's statistics 
includes the Excise Duty of Rs.2.SO per 50 kg. This 
has been included in 'Duties,Taxea and Profits ~o 
Selling Agencies•. The Pool expenses indicated above 
are exclusive of the Excise Duty. 
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not be drawn away from the coffee growing areas. Thus
1 

even if the internal markets had spanned the entire 

country, curing industry could not have had s very wide 

dispersal. In other words 1 when the important markets are 

situated at long distance the curing ir.dustry cannot be 

located near them. If they are so located in that case 

transport costs are bound to attain importance. 

It is due to the lesser importance of transport 

costs, as an extreme case even fresh berries are trans

ported to the curing houses. In El Salvador "ft1ter p1c~ing 1 
the fresh coffee berries are immediately taken to one ot 

the country's 150 processing plants tor conversion into 

green coffee ready for export. • •• Most mills have their 

own lorries and there are cases in which the crop is 

carried from the coffee fields to mills not less then 70 

kilometres away."l 

Under the existing tariff in India a distance of 10 
kilometres from the plantations for the location of curing 

houses need not raise any exclamation. The curing houses 

are located at distances ranging from 25 to 120 kilometres 

from the coffee growing areas. 

Transport costs have been treated with due respect 

in the other major coffee producing countries. In Columbia 

1 Coffee in Latin end 
Future Prospects: Co 
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"a major share of ••• output or coffee berries (rather 

more than 90 per cent) is processed on the farms upto the 

point et which the parchment coffee is fully dried, end 

some, on the other hand, only until the drying is suffi

ciently tar advanced for the parcr~ent coffee to be 

economically transported to the place where the drying ia 

completed."l In Sao Paulo (the State which contributes 

the major portion of Brazil's coffee) coffee is dried in 

the farm first. 2 "A great deal of coffee is sold in the 

farm (dry pod coffee) before it is sent to a specialized 

mill for hulling snd final grading.") 

The location of early curing houses in India paid 

due respect to transport costs. The dispersal of the 

industry over time, as will be seen, was no doubt 

influenced by transport costs. A very meticulous care of 

this item, however, was not tsken. This was possibly not 

thought necessary. The other factors received more 

attention. 

1 Ibid, P• 6). 

2 Coffee loses weight in drying. Transportation of 
undried fresh berries is uneconomical. 

3 Coffee in Letin ftmericea II. Brazil~ Stete ot Sao 
Paulo, Pert I. The State ~nd Prospects orroduction, 
United Nations,_ Mexico, 1960, P• 41. 



3.2 z Location tlistoJ'f coffee Curing Industq 
1900-1940) 

).2.1 Growth of Curing Centres 1900-40 

26) 

The early curing centres in India were established 

to facilitate the curing of coffee grown 1n particular 

coffee growing areas. The curing centre in r-!angalore was 

established to facilit&te the curing of coffee from the 

coffee growing areas presently categorized as 'Bababudans' 

and 'Other Mysore'. Tellicherry cured the coffee from 

Coorg. A part of the Coorg coffee and a small quantity 

of 'Other ~~sore'· coffee wero cured in Hunsur. For the 

convenience of growers in Wynaad, curing houses were 

started 1n Calicut. The smaller coffee growing areas 

viz., Nilgiris, Shevroys, Pulneys, N1lliampath1s, kn~ama

lais and Kennan Devan, sent their coffee to Coimbatore. 

According to the Report, the distribution of 'major' 

and 'minor' curing yards during the late 1930's was as 

given in Table 3.2.1. 

The Report elsewhere states that there were minor 

curing y&rda in Dindigul, Virudhunagar and Kannankurchi 

(i.e., present curing centre Salem) also.1 

During the year 1940, the highest number ot curing 

yards were located in Mnngalore. By the number of curing 

1 Report, p. 149. 



Teble 3.2.1 : Distribution of Curing Yards 1n India, 1940 

-- - - - - - ------ -- ----- - -- - - - - --Curing Centre Number of curing yards 
- ------ --- - - -- - --- - --- -------
Major Curing Yards 

lt.angalore 
Chikmagalur 
Hun sur 
P.ysore (city) 
Tellicherry 
Cali cut 
Coimbatore 

r.anor Curin~ Yards 

Z.iet tupa1ayem 
Banga1ore 

4 
1 
1 

1 
) 

1 
2 

) 

1 

---- -------- - - ----- -- --- - -- - -
Source : Report on the Marketing of Coffee in India and 

Burrn9 1 19401 Appendix .UVI. 

yards Te111cherry end Coimbatore ranked second and thiro 

respectively. The curing centres, z.:angalore and Tell1· 

cherry are located on the coast 1 whereas Coimbatore ie 

situated in the inland. It can be seen from Tabla ).2.2 

that all along the period 1900-40 the curing capacity on 

the coast was more t~an the curing capacity located in 

the inland. 

Much of the curing capacity on the coast was con

centrated in the two centres viz., Mangalore and Telli

cherry. This is evidenced by Table 3.2.1. Table 3.2.3 
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Table 3.2.2 ' Growt.h of Curing Capacity on the West Coast 
and in the Inland (1900-40) 

------------------------------
Year 

Cumulative curing capacity in 
Tonnes per year 

------------------------------------'\o:est Coast Inland - ---- - - - -- -- -- - -- -- --- ---- - - --
1900 

1909 

1914 

1916 

1917 

19)7 

19)8 

1940 

11,200 

1),090 

17,090 

17,090 

17,090 

)0,090 

30,090 

)0,090 

4,S60 

4,660 

4,660 

S,13S 

8,13S 

12,295 

15,415 

16,915 

-----------------------------
Courtesy : Coffee Board. 

substantiates the tact further. It gives the employment 

in the curing industry in the different centres during 

the years 1915-37. 

It can be seen from Table ).2.) that the curing 

industry employed more persons in Y~ngalore ·than in other 

centres. Tellicherry on the coast ranked second among all 

the centres by the employment it provided in the curing 

industry. The third coastal centre i.e., Calicut, compered 

less favourably either with Mangalore or Tellicherry by 

the employment it provided in the industry. It is now 
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clear that much of the coastal curing capacity was concen

trated in the two centres, J.:angalore and Tell1cherry, and 

or the two the former by tar was the more important. 

Toble 3.2.3 : Employment in Coffee Curing Industry,• 1915·37 

--- ------. - - -- -- - ---- ----------
Year Manga- Telli- Cnlicut Coimba- Hunsur Mysore 

lore cherry tore City -- - - - - -- --- - --- - -- - --- - ----- --
1915 

1917 

1919 

1925 

1931 

19.33 

1935 

1937 

1,570 

2,070 

2,012 

1,722 

2,375 

2,.373 

2.3.36 

4,7101 

475 

940 

983 

771 

706 

789 

782 

682 

436 

640 

564 

521 

434 

455 

492 

N.A. 

33.5 

320 

407 

711 

5.38 

617 

679 

592 

63 

N.A. 

100 

so 
49 

N.A. 

N .r •• 

247 

-
-
-
-
-
-

33 

35 

~---------------------------~ 
* The minor curing yards 1n rflettupslayam do not appear in 

the source. 

t The employment figure is very high end seems inconsistent. 
7bere were some units in Manga1ore which combined coffee 
curing and cashew decorticating. It seems the employment 
figure for 1937 includes those workers engaged in 
decorticating cashew also in such units. 

N.A. • Not Available. 

Source: Large Industr19l Establishments in Indi!l. 

It is noticeable from Table 3.2.3 that Coimbaeore 

was the moat important among the inland curing centres. 

By the employment it provided in the curing industry the 



centre ranked third among all the centres after the year 

1925. 

The preceding paragraphs examined the development 
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ot curing industry in its various centres during the period 

1900-40. The following paragraphs enquire into the tactora 

which influenced the industry's growth. 

3.2.2 Production ot Coffee in the Different 
Coffee Growing trees Ps a Factor 
Influencing the Growth of Industry in 
Its Various Centres 

Curing centres are located with respect to a parti

cular cotfee growing area. There can be, however, more 

than one curing centre located with respect to a particular 

coffee growing area and depending upon the area's supplies 

ot coffee. Each coffee growing area thus has a group or 

curing centres attached to it. In almost all the cases, 

curing centres depending on a particular coffee growing 

area are more conveniently located with reference to it. 

Thus, it ia possible to treat individual coffee growing 

areas and the curing centres dependent on ita supplies, 

separately. In such a situation the growth of a curing 

centre is influenced by two factors Yiz., (1) increase in 

the production of coffee in the area on which the centre 

depends and (2) the centre's competitiveness sa compared 

with the other centres which depend on the same coffee 

growing area. 
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In the following paragraphs, firstly, curing centres 

which depended on different coffee growing areas ere 

identified. Secondly, increase in the production of 

coffee in the various coffee growing areas is traced. 

From this it was possible to know the supply of coffee 

available to the different groups or curing centres each 

or which was dependent on a particular coffee growing area. 

On the basis of the information provided in the 

Report, the curing centres which competed for the coffee 

grown in different areas can be tabulated as shown in 

Table ).2.4. 

Curing centres that competed for the coffee grown 

in different areas during the period 1900-40 have been 

identified. Now it resins to sea, the extent of coffee 

made available by the various growing areas, to the 

centres that depended on them. Production statistics are 

inexhaustive even during the period 1900-40. 'Indian 

Coffee Statistics' which provides the data from the year 

1919-20 does not include production of estates below 10 

acres upto 1931-32; for the years 1932-)3 onwards estates 

below S acres remain excluded in the source. The date, 

however, have been presented in Table ).2.5. 

The Report gives exhaustive estimates of production 

tor the yeers 1932-JJ to 1936-)7. The same ere presented 

in Table ).2.6. 
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Table 3,2.4 1 Coffee Growing Areas and the Curing Centres 
Dependen~ on Them,_l900.40 • 

- -- - - - --- --- - ---------- - - - ---
Coffee growing 
area 

Ers~while State Curing centres 
where the growing which cured the 
area is located areas crop -- --- -- -------- --- --- --- -- - --

Bababudana and J.!ysore )~angalore 
'Other Mysora' 
(eress adjacent Hun sur 
to Bababudans) 

Coorg Coorg Hun sur 

Mysore City 

Tellicherry 

Wynaad Madras Cslicu~ 

Shevroys, 
Afnamal81s 

Madras Coimbatore 

talgiris J.:Sdras Coimbatore 

J.1ettupalayam 

B1lig1r1a J.!ysore Coimbatore 

Knnnan Devan Trsvsncore Coimbatore 

N elliampathia Cochin Coimbetore 

Calicut 

- ----- ------ - -- ---- - - ------ --
• A curing unit was located in 1939 in Chikmagalur to 

cure 'Mysore''s coffee, A curing unit was located in the 
year 19.)S in J.:ysore city to cure the coffee from Coorg, 
The two centres could have offered little competition 
to the other curing centres which depended upon'Mysore' 
and Coorg coffee plantations during the period 1900-40, 
Hence the ~wo centres, Chikmsgalur and Mysore~Y.do not 
feature in the Table. 

Source: Report on the Marketing of Coffee in India end 
Burma, l940, PP• 43-44 and 161-6j. 
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T~ble 3.2.5 I Production of Coffee 1919-20 to 1939-40 
(in Tonnes) 

------------------------ -.-----Year l4ysore Coorg f.1adras Trsvan- Coch1n To tel 
core ---- - ----- -- -- - - - - - - -- - ----- --

1919-20 4,241 3,18) 2,071 72 104 9,671 
1920-21 4,464 3,261 2,243 86 129 10,1S3 

1921-22 . 4,)26 2,478 2,)42 19 125 9,292 

1922-23 - - - - - 11,348 

1923-24 4,523 2,363 1,6)1 59 107 8,68) 

1924-25 5,)20 ),850 4,385 76 1Sel 1),821 

1925-26 ;,686 2,209 2,053 36 42 10,026 

1926-27 7,349 4,801! 3,135 93 162 15,547 

1927-28 7,172 ),442 5,230 160 124 16,12S 

1928-29 6,78) ),496 2,190 80 45 12,593 

1929-30 7,440 6,652 3,660 )0 91 17,879 

19.30-Jl - - - - - 14,954 

1931-.32 7,3)8 4,)84 3,4.34 10 80 15,299 

1932-.)) 7,6)5 4,087 ),065 80 116 14,98.) 

1934-JS 7,221 4,155 ),331 57 102 14,866 

1935-)6 1,105 4,752 5,841 87 290 18,675 

1936-37 6,795 5,026 .3,361 6) 197 15,442 

1937-.38 7,5.39 3,457 4,04) 50 113 15,202 

1938-39 8,578 4,075 5,273 82 185 18,19.3 

1939-40 7,744 3,528 4,375 29 157 15,794 

-- - --- - -------- - - - ------ ------
Sour::: a t Imtilln Coffee Stntisties 1~~1~~ to Jg40-41_, 

Department o£ Commercial lnulligence and·· 
Statistics, Government of India, Calcutta. 
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Table 3.2.6 : Production or Coffee 1932·33 to 1936-37 
(in Tonnes) 

----- ---- ~ -- - -- . - - - -- - - - -----Year Mysore Coorg Madras Travan- Cochin Total 
core ----- - - - --------- - - - ----- - -- -

1932-.33 

1933-34 

1934-35 

12,445 

9,402 

151054 

1935-36 16,434 

19)6-37 13,572 

6,671 

7,614 

9,.)80 

8,153 

7,502 

4,526 

7,822 

6,092 

9,830 

7,1)6 

877 

820 

718 

927 

932 

354 

511 

339 

314 
. 296 

24,873 

26,169 

31,56.) 

35,65S 

29,4.)8 

- --- --------- - -- - ---- - -- ---- --
Source s Renort on the Marketing of Coffee in India end 

Burma, 19401 PP• 286:87. 

It can be seen from Table .).2.5 that the erstwhile 

State of f..tyaore accounted for nearly 4.5 per cent or India's 

crop in 1919-20. In 1939-401 its share was nearly 50 per 

cent of the total production. The absolut~ increase in 

the production of coffee was highest in the State. Coffee 

production 1n Coorg does not show any regular tendency. 

It has been fluctuating ell through the period 1919-20 to 

1939-40. Nevertheless, it can be seen from Table ·3.2.5 

that the production in Coorg has always been less than the 

production in the erstwhile State of ~ysore. There has 

been a considerable increase in the coffee grown in the 

erstwhile l·!adras State. However, in absolute terms even 

in 1939-40 the production in the erstwhile Madras compared 

less favourably with thst. in erstwhile Mysore. 



As stated earlier production estimates in Table 

).2.S ere inexhaustive. However, production estimates 

given in the Report presented in Table 3.2.6 lead to the 

same conclusion. Erstwhile Mysore State accounted for 

nearly halt or India's coffee crop. 
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It was observed that not all the coffee that was 

produced was cured. Thus the production of coffee in 

different areas cannot be taken as reliable indicators or 

supply or coffee for curing to the centres which depended 

on them. The quantity made available for curing, however, 

is not a natural factor. It could depend on the discretion 

of the planter to send his coffee to the curing houses or 

get it estate-pounded. It could depend purely on the 

curers• efforts in convincing the planter of the gains of 

industrial processing of his coffee. It the greater propor

tion of some areas' crop made available for curing was 

due to planters' discretion, it can be treated as a loca

tional advantage of the centres which depended on those 

coffee growing areas. On the other hand, if it was purely 

the result or curers' efforts, there is less to speak or 

any locational advantage, unless, it can be argued that the 

better efforts on the curers part in a particular centre is 

a reflection of entrepreneurial ability and.hence s factor 

endowment of the location. 

~batever be the cause behind the quantity made 

available tor curing from different areas, it is a tact 
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that a larger quantity was available in the erstwhile 

States of Mysore and Coorg. Table 3.2.7 evidences the 

fact. The Table gives the average quantity cured of the 

coffee grown in different areas during 1935-36 and 1936-)7. 

Table 3.2.7 : Quantity of Coffee Belonging to Different 
Growing Areas Cured (Average 1935·36 and 
1936-37) 

-- - - ----- - - --- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- -Coffee growing 
area 

Erstwhile State 
where the growing 
area is located 

Quantity 
cured 
(tonnes) 

- ----- -- - ---- -- - - -- ----- - --- -
Mysore (Bababudans 
and 'Other Mysore1

) 

Coorg 

ilynaad 

t:1lgir1/Wynaad 

N1ligir1s 

Shevroys 

Bil1g1r1s 

A~amalla1s 

Nelliampothis 

Kannan Devan 

l~ysore 

Coorg 

V.adras 

" 
" 

" 
~1ysore 

·Madras 

Co chin 

Travancore 

),571 

2,75S 

1) 

ss; 
150 

600 

207 

433 
264 

6) 

--------- - ------- -- ----- -----
Note : The data are given in terms of bushels. Conversion 

formulae used are r 
9S bushels • 1 ton of cured coffee for parchment 

140 bushels • 1 ton of cured coffee for cherry 

as given in the Report, App~ndix II, P• 277. 

Source: Report on the M~rketing of Coffee in India rnd 
Burma, l940, Appendix XIV, PP• 292·93• 
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It can be noticed from Table 3.2.7 that as compared 

with the other coffee growing areas, more coffee was made 

available for curing by 'Mysore' and Coorg areas. Thus aa 

a group tho curing centres which depended on the above 

areas enjoyed better supplies of coffee than the curing 

centres which depended on the other coffee growing areas. 

There were two curing centJ;"es vii., Mangalore and Hunsur, 

which were competing for the 'Mysore' coffee. The Coorg 

coffee was competed for by Tellicherry and Hunsur. ~s 

compared with ~angalore, Tellicherry and Hunsur the curing 

centres which depended on \'iynand, !:iligiri/i:ynaad, 

Niligiris, Biligiris, Shevroys, l.n¢amalais 1 Nelliampethis 

and Kannan Devan coffee growing areas, were aa a group in 

a less favourable position as regards the supply of coffee. 

There were three curing centres vis., Calicut, Coimbatore 

and Mettupalayam, competing for the coffee grown 1n the 

last-mentioned plantations. 

tz,lysore' coffee growing sreas accou.'lted tor more 

than 90 per cent o£ the production in the erstw~~le State 

or :t.iysore. Biligiris which were also located in the State 

accounted for lass than 10 per cent of the &rea. Coorg 

areas represent the entire plsntations in the erstwhile 

Coorg. 'l·!ysore' and Coorg areas together accounted for 

nearly 70 per cent of India's production (see Table ).2.6). 

There were three curing centres vh., "langalore, Telli

cherry and Hunsur, dependent on these plentations. Of the 
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three, curing industry in Mangalore exp~rienced the fastest 

growth. The progress or the industry in Tellicherry was 

· less commendable as compared with the industry in Mangalore. 

Relatively the growth of the industry was slowest in 

Hunsur; it can be said it was almost stagnant. According 

to the Report nearly 90 per cent of 'Mysore' coffee came 

to l~ngalore for curingl and a large part or Coorg coffee 

went to Tellicherry.2 Small quantity from Coorg and a 

negligible quantity from 'Mysore' came to Hunsur for curing. 

The Wynaad areas in the erstwhile )~draa State sent 

their coffee to Calicut for curing.) There was no compe

titor for Calicut as regards this coffee. However, the 

quantity of coffee available for curing from these areas 

compared nowhere with the quantity made ayailable by 

'Mysore' and Coorg areas. 

The corree growing areas in the erstwhile Madras 

State excluding Wynaad and Pulneys sent their coffee to 

Coimbatore for curing. The entire crop from ~amalais 

and Biligiria came to Coimbatore. ~wst ot the Niligiri 

crop was cured in Coimbatore. Only a small portion went 

to Mettupalayam and Calicut. According to the Report only 

halt or the Shevroy coffee ceme to Coimbatore tor curing. 

1 Report, P• 44. 

2 Ibid, P• 16). 

3 Ibid, P• 4). 
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Of the other half, possibly, a small quantity was cured 

in Salem (Kannankurchi). The curing unit in Salem wea 

established in 19311. During the period 1900-)S the part 

of the Shevroy coffee that underwent curing must have 

entirely come to Coimbatore.1 As a group the curing 

centres, Coimbatore and l·1ettupalayam, were in a less 

favourable position as compared with the centres which 

cured the 'Mysore' and Coorg coffee. However, ~• the 

curers in Coimbatore could secure a greater portion of the 

coffee grown in the areas in erstwhile Madras, Travancore 

and Cochin States, the industry here showed a better growth 

than in Calicut (see Table ).2.3). 

In the present sub-section, the locational advantage 

of different groups of curing centres dependent on diff

erent coffee growing areas was discussed from the point 

of supplies of coffee. It was found that the curing centres 

which depended on 1Mysore' coffee were in the most favou

rable position. The curing centres conveniently located 

from the Coorg plantations had the next best advantage. It 

could also be learnt that among the curing centres which 

depended on a particular coffee growing area, some one 

individual centre showed a better performance. The curing 

centre in Mangalore could secure almost the entire 1f..lysore' 

coffee. The greater part of the Coorg coffee went to 

1 Ibid, PP• 43-44. 
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Tellicherry. Most or the coffee growing areas in the 

erstwhile States of Madras, Travancore and Cochin sent 

their coffee to Coimbatore for curing. The next sub

section enquires into the factors that acted favourebly 

in the case of ~~ngalore, Tellicherry and Coimbatore when 

there \1ere competing centres for the coffee they cured. 

).2.3 Institutionel Factors which Acted Favourable 
to t:Janr;alore, Tellichem end Coimb3tore 1900..40 

Almost the entire coffee from '~ysore' areas (Baba· 

budans and the adjacent areas) came to Mangalore for 

curing. A good part of the Coorg coffee was cured in 

Tellicherry. There waa another centre competing for the 

coffee grown in the above areas. The curing centre in 

Hunsur was established as early as 1862. Its location 

from the growing areas or '~ysore' is not less advantageous 

as compared with Mangalore. It is as much conveniently 

located from the Coorg coffee growing areas as is Telli· 

cherry. However, all through the past century and during 

the period 1900·40 the industry in Hunsur showed little 

growth; (there was no improvement thereafter). There were 

institutional factors which acted in favour of both l•!anga. 

lore and Tellicherry and there was an economic factor 

which acted in favour of ~!angalore. 

Coimbatore cured most o£ the coffee grown in the 

erstwhile States of Madras, Travancore &nd Cochin. There 

vere some minor curing yards in :.~ettupalsyam which were 



more conveniently located at leas~ from the Nilgiria. Only 

a small quantity from the Nilgiria was cured in Mettupa-

leyam. 

has to 

As will be seen, an explanation for tha phenomenon 

be sought 1n the institutional factors. 

The curers played e pivotal role in ell the stages 

of coffee trade. Abou~ 50 per cent of the crop was handled 

by them. They combined the functions of the financier, 

curer, assembling agent end wholesale buyer.1 But it is 

their acting as financier to planters tha~ was of crucial 

impo~ance. The curers were the bi,~est financiers of 

coffee estates in India. The planters always looked to 

thom for the finances and also the necessary supplies of 

estate requisites. The curers, while advancing money, made 

it a condition that the coffee would be cured and sold by 

them. They, thus, acquired lein on the present as well es 

the future crops. The planter also stood to gain from the 

curer's finance. The rate ot interest charged by the 

latter wea less than that charged by some other agencies 

v1z. 1 commiasion agents and itinerant merchants. The 

curer's rate 1 however1 waa higher than the rate charged by 

the bankers from whom he borrowed at the tirat inst~nce. 

The bankers usually did not lend the planters directly. The 

government loans to the planters also carried a lower rate 

than the curer•a.2 

1 Ibid, P• 161. 

2 Ibid, PP• 168-70. 
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From the institutional factor point of view, sa 

will be shown in the section 3.S, the curers in ~~galore, 

Tellicherry, Calicut and Coimbatore were in a stronger 

position. !he institutional factor should explain the 

ability or the curers in ~~ngalore end Tellicherry to drew 

the coffee from 1Mysore 1 and Coorg areas to the coast. It 

is a natural corollary then, that the same factor should 

explBin why the curing industry in Hunsur did not register 

any grmith. In this institutional factor has to be found, 

in pert, the explanation for the tact that only a small 

quantity of the llilgiri coffee was cured in Hettupalayam, 

though Mettupalayam was more conveniently located for the 

coffee grown in the N1lgir1a. 

).2.4 Develo~ment of an Organized Coffee 
Nark:et in l•!angalore and Coirnbatore 

The export orientation of demand during the nineteenth 

century led to the location of curing houses on the coast 

in the case or 'Mysore' and Coorg areas. Turning to the 

period 1900-40 exports showed signs of declining in the 

1920's. The same can be noted by comparing the exports 

ot t.he period given in Table ).2.6 with quinquennial 

averege of exports during the pest century given in 

Table 3.2.9. 

Coffee from 'Mysore' end Coorg erees continued to 

tlow to the coast while the exports showed signs of 
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Teble 3.2.8 1 Exports of Coffee, 1900-01 to 19.39-40 
· (in Tonnes) 

- -- --~ --- ---- -- --- - ---- ---- --
Year Quantity 

export eo Year Quantity 
exported 

- ----- -- - - - -- ---- - --- - -- --- --
1900-01 12,!)19 1920-21 11,859 

1901-02 12,957 1921·22 11,942 

1902-0) 1),674 1922-23 8,59) 

190)-04 14,796 1923-24 11,089 

1904-05 16,747 1924-25 12,)0) 

190.5-06 18,298 1925-26 10,4)1 

1906-07 11,588 1926-27 7,609 

1907-08 12,408 1927-28 14,055 

1908-09 1.5,344 1928-29 10,040 

1909-10 11,819 1929-30 9,359 

1910-ll 13,6.31 19.30-31 14,879 

1911-12 12,248 1931-.32 7,90.S 

1912-13 13,56) 1932-.33 8,798 

1913-14 13,204 1933-34 9,449 

1914-15 14,75) 1934-35 7,161 

191.5-16 8,976 1935-)6 10,971 

1916-17 10,047 1936-.37 10,702 

1917-18 9,934 1937-38 6,86.S 

1918-19 11,101 1938-.39 9,389 

1919-20 13,848 1939-40 8,5.36 

-----------------------------
Source 1 Statistical Abstract for British Indie. 



T~ble 3.2.9 1 Exports of Coffee 186S-66 to 1899·1900 
(in Tonne a) 

- - --- - - - - - - -------- -------- -Years Average quantity exported 
- - -- ---- - --- - - - --- --------- -
1865-66 to 1869-70 15,)64 

1870.71 to 1S74-7S 1!!,909 

1S7S·76 to 1879-80 17,06S 

1880-Sl to 1884-SS 18,226 

1885-86 to 1889-90 16,627 

1890-91 to 1894·9S 14;3)) 

1895-96 to 1899-1900 12,986 

- - - -- -- - ------ ---- - - -- --- - - --
Source : Statistie!!l f..bstreet for Eritish In'iia. 
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declining.l The institutional factors proyide an explana

tion for the same. This apart, there is enother reason. 

The planters themselves were not dealers in coffee. Their 

main object was to realize their coffee the earliest 

possible and secure a good price. Curing centres which 

provided a market for coffee attracted the planters' 

produce. One such centre was J~angalore. It the planters 

were also dealers in coffee those from 'Z.lysore' and Coorg 

1 As stated earlier exports could be both in cured 
and uncured form. Thus it mar not be permissible to 
relate the trend in exports w th the advantage of coastal 
centres, for it is possible the decline in the total 
quantity exported might not have effected the exports of 
cured coffee. 



areas would have sent their coffee to Hunsur while the 

export market was losing its importance. Hunsur situated 

in the inland was more suitable for catering the internal 

market that were now relied upon more. 
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The reason, behind Mangalore's march over others, 

was the centre developing a highly organized market for 

coffee. An extract from e curer's diary about the years 

at the turn of the century sayss "We relied for our busi

ness on native coffee supplies which came to Mangalore for 

sale, and stocks in the town at all times were large and 

competition keen."1 The progress in these lines continued. 

By the_twenties Mangalore was the nerve centre for coffee 

trade in India. "There was a marked change in dealing 

with crops after the end or the First World War and Manga

lore was the centre and prime mover in this advance. A 

combination of energetic and enterprising managers who had 

done well out or the world War and who had established 

connections overseas, combined in creating an effective 

coffee market on the spot. • •• The ~~ngalore bunder during 

the season became the scene or great activity with a large 

congregation of buyers from many parts of India. Naturally 

many planters preferred to realise their crops in this way, 

1 W. Ro Langley (ed.). Century in Malabar: History ot 
Peirce Lesle end Co., P• 35. 
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rather than risk the slower process and uncertainty in the 

London market •••• "1 

By the late thirties liangalore was the biggest 

assembling and diutributing centre of coffee 1n India and 

it Wl!!S in l-langalore that the largest number of well

established and reputed curers were concentrated. About 

40 to SO per cent ot the total coffee crop was assembled 

and marketed through the various distributing agencies in 

l~ngslore and more than 75 per cent of the exports from 

India passed through this port.2 

Unlike the present situation, before the inception 

of the Coffee Board (1940) the planter could dispose of his 

cured coffee wherever he chose. Since a competitive 

market for coffee developed in Mangalore, it attracted 

coffee both for curing and for sales. The planters now 

preferred to cure their coffee in J.:angalore as they could 

dispose it ot here easily and for better returns. 

That the coffee sold in ¥~ngalore market fetched a 

better price to the planter wae taken for granted and is 

evident from the following remark. "Except in J.1angalore 

end to a limited extent in Coimbatore, there has been no 

attempt to bring the buyers together in a particular plece 

1 Ibid, p. JS. 
2 Report, p. i62. 



so ~hat competitive buying may help the producer to get 

the maximum price tor his coffee."1 Apart from the 

re~urns it brought to him, the planter felt secure in 

selling his produce in Yangalore. Nowhere were the 

auctions conduc~ed 1n such secrecy in bidding a~ was the 

case in Mangalore. The Report observed "Unlike Mangelore 

the auctions held at Coimbetore are open and the buyers 

bid openly. It would appear that ~he chances of a ring 

being formed by buyers to depress the prices ere greater 

in the case or open auctions."2 
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Mangalore'a role as the chief coffee market is 

further established by the tact that cured coffee from the 

other old established centres on the coast, too, came here 

for sale. The curers 1n Tellicherry sent "about 75 per 

cent of the coffee cured by them to their branches in 

Mangalore tor sale by auction or private negotiation.") 

"In Cal1cut coffee lying unsold with the curer on the 

planters ac_count is either sent to I<;angalore or Coimbatore. "4 

Mangalore due to its possessing the most competitive 

market for coffee, also, set the pattern for coffee prices 

in India • The trend or prices in 1\!angalore very largely 

1 Ibid, P• 163. 

2 Ibid, P• 165. 

3 Ibid, P• 206. 

4 Ibid, p. 206. 



depended on world prices. Mangaloro occupied a unique 

place no~ only from ~he poin~ or view or internal diatr1-

bu~ion but also ae the chief exporting port. About 77 

2SS 

per cent or India's exports were shipped from 1-iangalore.l 

It wsa Arabica 'Plantation', ~he main expor~, tha~ dictated 

the tempo of prices for 'Plantation' coffee in India and 

also indirectly the prices of other kinds. /~y change in 

the world price for 'Plantation' was immediately reflected 

in Mangalore. The prices in Tellicherry and Calicut 

closely followed ~he trend in J.~eongalore. 

In the internal market, in the case or Arabica 

Plantation, the general trend or prices in the distributing 
ce"t ~-..es 
•~••• serving the Indian markets e.g., Coimbatore, Salem, 

; 

Mettupalayam, was similar to Mangalore. The price or 

Arabica Cherry followed the same trend as 'Plantation' 

coffee 1n the internal markets. As Robusta Cherry was not 

generally exported the reaction of the world price was 

less pronounced here.2 

Locationally Coimba~ore is in an advantageous posi

tion for distributing to the internal markets. It ia 

situated almost in the centre of main coffee consuming areas 

in India vis., ~he States of )!sdras, Mysore, Kerala and 

1 Ibi~, p. 46. 

2 Ibid, P• 121. 
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Andhra Pradesh.1 Next to Mnngalore, Coimbatore was the 

important coffee market in India. It was the biggest 

assembling centre for the coffee produced in the erstwhile 

Madras Presidency and the States of Travancore and Cochin.2 

The role of Coimbatore as the chief distributor to 

int~rnal markets is evidenced by the following Chart. 

The Chart depicts t~e pattern or coffee t~~~e 

between the main distributing centres end consuming centres 

by rail. The volume of coastal trade was comparatively 

small.) The transport of coffee by inland waterways was 

confined to Travancore and Cochin Statas.4 Bulk of cured 

coffee was transported by rail.5 The total imports into 

chief distributing centres tor the internal markets and 

the distribution by them to the internal markets by rail, 

during the thirties, on the basis or the Chart, is given 

in Table 3.2.10. 

A part of the exports from Mengalore, Tellicherry 

and Calicut to Coimbatore was meant for storage. This 

was done every year, with the onset ot monsoon in those 

centres. To the extent, part of its exports to Coimbatore 

1 Ibid, l.ppendix XX. 

2 Ibid, p. 162. 

3 Ibid, p. 211. 

4 Ibid, P• 210. 

s Ibid, P• 209. 



CHART NO. I :MOVEMENT OF CURED COFFEE BY RAIL 
BETWEEN IMI?ORTANT DISTRIBUTING AND CONSUMING 
CENTERES , 19'37 
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Table ).2.10 1 Trade in Coffee by Rail in SOme of the 
Important Distributing end Consuming 
Centres, 1940 (Quantity in Tonnea) 

----~------------------------Exports Imports --- - - ---.. -- ., -----------------
Mangalore 1,195 -Tellieherry 168 .. 
Cali cut 205 37l 
Coimbatore 1,000 1,sas 
Mettupalayam 672 -
Salem 646 -
Virudhunagar 261 770 
Kodaikanal 199 -
Madras - 52) 
Bangalore - 1911 
Trichinopoly - 149 
Madura1 - 187 
Tinnevelly - 149 
Tuticorin - 112 
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-------------------- --- ------
Total 4,.346 4,)46 -------·---------------------
Note 1 'Exports' and 'Imports' in the Table refer to 

inland trade. 

Source 1 Report on the Marketing of Coffee in India and 
Burma, 19401 P• 212. 

were necessitated due to the intervening monsoons, Mange

lore's importance as supplier to chief distributors to 

internal market was reduced, from what is indicatQd by 

Tabla ).2.10. However, apart fro• these exports to 

internal markets by rail, Mangalore had coastal exports to 



some other Indian markets. (At present such exports are 

small.) 

2SS 

Mangalora as the chief exporter of coffee (to foreign 

markets) in India felt the impulse of world coffee price, 

at the first instance. The dealers hera thus had the 

earliest opportunity to guess the trend or internal prices 

which depended on world prices. Initially it non-curer 

dealers were only local men 1 in later years Mangalore 

attracted dealers from outside. This intluex further 

improved the competitive nature or the market. More planters 

now round Y~ngalore a better place for realising their 

coffee. They naturally also preferred to cure their 

coffee here, for no other centre could boast such a chain 

ot reputed curers as could Mangalore. These curers them• 

selves were large buyers or cotfee.1 Unsold coffee from 

other curing centres too came here for sales. Large 

supplies of cured coffee meant tor sales attracted dealers 

in coffee in greater number than ever. This in turn 

increased the competitiveness of the market, and the possi• 

bility ot planters getting better returns. The close 

interaction between the planter. the curer and the dealer 

in coffee, held the sway for Mangalore over the other 

coastal and the inland curing centres. 

1 Ibid 1 p. 162. 
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It is the location or l,1angalore near the main 

coffee growing Clreas and the export orientation or the 

demand for coffee which led to the early growth of the 

curing industry here. So also is the case with Tellicherry 

and Calicut. In later years (1920's) when exports 

declined, some institutional factors acted in favour of 

coastal locations. 

Jmong the coastal curing centres, Mangalore led 

the rest. This is due mainly to the greater increase in 

the production or coffee in the areas which traditionally 

sent t.heir coffee to l-iangalore for curing. Partly the 

faster gro.....rth of the curing industry in Nangalore may be 

due its developing an organized coffee market. 

In the case of Nilgiri coffee Coimbatore continued 

to cure most ot it in spite of the coming up of some 

minor curing yards in l·~ettupalayam. The institutional 

factors and the development of coffee market in Coimbatore 

acted in favour or the centre. 



).) 1 The F.stablish~ent of Coffee Board 
in 1940 end Thereafter 

).).1 The Situation After the Esteblish~ent 
of the Coffee Board 
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"In 1939 when \;orld ¥;ar II blocked the exports of 

coffee to the continent of Europe a coffee conference was 

called by the Government, the outcome of which was the 

establishment or the Oottee Board to deal with the marketing 

ot coffea."1 The central marketing agency, the Coffee 

Board, was established in India to regulate the marketing 

of coffee in 1940. 

There are some changes that were effected with the 

establishment or the Coffee Board which are of interest 

here.2 The planter now loses the choice or market for the 

sale or his coffee. The sale ot coffee becomes a responsi

bility or the Board. The Board pools the coffee of all the 

growers and then markets the same. The growers ere paid 

from the sale proceeds. With the inception of the Coffee 

Board, the individual investor in the curing industry loses 

his locationel choice. He can now only propose the location 

for his curing unit. The final authority to give a licence 

lies with the Board. Also, the curer now is not free to 

1 ReDort or the Pl~ntgtion Inouir Co~ission 1n 6, 
P~rt II - Coffee, Government ot India, P• 1 • 

2 IndiP.n Coffee Stlltistil!s 1943-44 to 1947-48, l·!inistry 
of Agriculture, New Delhi, 1950, P• 1Y. 
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determine the curing chargee. The curing charges are deter

mined by the Board. The Board collects the expenses of 

curing hie coffee from the planter and pays the curer for 

his services. 

From the location aspect of the curing industry there 

is one more po;.,er that is given to the !3osrd. It is statu

torily empowered to allot the coffee mesnt for curing between 

the curing centres and units. This po,•er, the Board has as 

yet not exercised. 

f~ter the inception of the Coffee Doard some new 

coffee curing centres developed. There wua an increase in 

the curing capacity among some of the centres that existed 

prior to 1940. The curing capacity at the various centres 

in 1965 is given in Table ).).1. 

Since the establishment of the Coffee Dosrd, two 

centres developed in Madras State. These are Salem and 

Pstteeveerampstti. The former is located near the Shevroys, 

the letter at the foot or the Pulneys. 

During 1950's a new curing centre came to be established 

in t.he coffee growing areas or '/rynaad in Kerala. 'l'his centre 

1 Data relating to growth of curing capacity et the 
VRrious centres could not be obtained. The employment data 
as given in t;he L!!rr;e Inrtustrial r-:sublishr1ent in India 
could not be used as reliable 1ndieators of the growth of the 
industry. As per the source employment in the curing industry 
in Mangalore during 1940-55 was almost one-fourth of the 
employment in 1930's. There was an increase in the curing 
capacity in Nangalore in 1952 and all through the period 1940 
onwards there was a steady increase in the coffee cured at 
the centre. 
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Teble 3.3.1 : Distribution or Installed Capacity or Coffee 
Curing ~orks, l96S 

-- - -- - -. - -- - --- -- -- - ----------Number ot Installed Capacity 
co!'tee curing (tonnes per year) 
works -- ----- --- - --- - - -- - --- ---- ----

l·1Igore State 

.t-langalore s 2S,882 

Hassan 3 9,sso 
Chikmagalur 3 7,470 

Mysore (city) 2 6,560 

Kushalanagar 1 4,500 

Hunsur 1 3,328 

Ker8la State 

Tellicherry 1 6,000 

Calicu~ 2 4,390 

Kslpetta 2 1,1!00 

~~adres State 

Coimbatore 2 5,200 

Salem ) 4,250 

Patteeveerampatti ) 3,750 

14ettupalayam 2 1,967 

-----------------------------
Total 30 84,647 

- - --- - - ---- - - --- ----- - - - -----
Courtesi : Coffee Board. 
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is Kalpetta situated in north Wynaad. 

In the Coorg coffee growing areas in Mysore State, 

a curing unit was located in Kushalanagar (North Coorg) in 

the year 1948. There has been no further increase in the 

curing capacity (4,500 tonnes) in the plsce thereafter. tn 

increase in the curing capacity in r.;ysore State that 1s 

worthwhile noting appeared in 1960's. This was mainly due 

to the location of three curing units in Hassan. The entire 

present capacity in Hassan is a development during 1960's. 

The curing centre is located between the coffee growing 

areas Bababudans and 'Other Y.ysore' (i.e. 'Myaore' coffee 

growing areas excluding Bababudans) on one side and Coorg 

on the other. In Chikmagalur, situated amidst the planta

tions of 'Other f.'iysore' th~re was only a single curing unit 

before 1940. At present there are three in the place. 

There has been an increase in the capacity in this centre 

to the extent of 4,500 tonnes since 1940. In 1962 a curing 

unit was located in Mysore City. The enterprise was e co

operative venture; the locational choice was with respect 

to Coorg coffee growing ereas. In 1952 there was a migration 

of a curing unit from Tellicherry (Kerala) to l•langalore 

(Mysore). Due to this the curing cepacity in J1angalore 

increased by 4,992 tonnes. 

Briefly the progress or the industry after 1940 wee 

described. Customarily the next step would be to critically 
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examine the Board's role as the locationist. The Board's 

function as the locationist has two aspects vis., (1) 

licensing of new cepacity and (ii) allocation of coffee 

meant for curing between the various curing centres; both 

are complementary. New capacity, it can be viewed should 

carry the directive to cure a prescribed quantity or coffee 

from particular coffee gro\ting area(s) and the Board should 

take into account the ~arkat !or which it would utilize the 

cured coffee. Allocation of coffee between the various 

centres for curing, sho•ud be done with the knowledge of 

the spatial pattern of demand. 

The Board has not effected any allocation of co!fee 

mennt for curing between the centres. The old institutional 

patterns have continued to a considerable extent. Granting 

of licences for curing capacity at new locations or addi· 

tional capacity at old centres was not coupled with a 

compliance to cure a fixed quantity from particular coffee 

growing area(s). New curing units were left to their 

ability to secure the necessary supplies of coffee. 

Is it possible that the Board thought that the exist

ing pattern of flow of coffee meant for curing es broadly 

rational and the location of new curing capacity as ta1rlr 

judicious and hence confined ita responsibility to discri

minately utilizing the cured coffee between the various 

markets? It eRn be shown thPt even the latter was not 
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possible for there was (and is) a regrettable lacuna in the 

Board's knowledge of the spatial pattern ot the internal 

demand for coffee. 

It could be learnt from the discussions with the 

senior officials or the Board that there baa been no 

conscious or active policy es regards the locationel aspect 

ot coffee curing. This complacency on the Board's part 

can be defended to a certain extent considering the magnitude 

of the task. In £net the intervie\\"S with the Board's 

officials revealed thet they were eware of the difficulties 

arising from some of the quarters. Merely because it 

possessed this knowledge, the Board could not have excused 

itself from adopting a conscio~s policy. In fact, there 

has been no serious and continuous thinking on these lines. 

There are three dif.f'iculties which beset e. rational 

locational policy: (i) qualitative aspect of the export 

demand, (11) lack of demand statistics, and (iii) institu

tional factors which influence the flow ot coffee meant for 

curing. The first two ere encountered in the formulation ot 

a rational location plan. or these the former ie in the 

nature of the trade, the letter is a shortcoming or the 

authority. Both ~re discussed in this section. Institu

tional factors ere discussed in section J.S. For the 

present it can be anticipated in advance that to take ch~rge 

of the institutional factors would have meant considerable 
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burden on the Bonrd's pert. This could have shrunk the 
. . 
central authority from any.ceticulous locational plan. 

The Coffee Board was established in the year'1940. 

The decade following included the Second ~orld War end the 

remnants ot extraordinary economic situation. The demand 

pattern for coffee during the period 1940-50 could be 

deemed es abnormal. Detailed statistics regarding export 

demand which has to be taken into account for a conscious 

locational policy were available for the period after 1953. 

The discussion 1n this section thus relates to the years 

after 195) and the conclusions arrived at ere pertinent or 

this period. 

).).2 Export Demand 

I It was said that in the early years coffee was 

produced in India mainly for exports. At present both the 

internal demand and exports are equally important. Table 

).).2 presents the total receipts into the pool during the 

crop seasons 1940-41 to 1965-66 and the quantities utilized 

for the internal markets and exports thereof. 

Inception of the Coffee Board was necessitated due 

to the sudden slump in the exports during the years of 

Second World war. A few years succeeding the War carried 

the remnants or the slump in spite of the establishment or 

the central marketing agency. These years can be viewed as 

abnormal and the short period as one of transition. During 
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• 

·: Teble l•J•2 1 ·share or Internal J.iE,rkets snd Exports or Coffee by Types, 1940-41 to 1965-66 Crop Seasons ( ~uen ti ty in To,1nes) 
... e, 

--- ~ ~- -·------------------------------------------------ -·------------- -Plant.etion Jlrllbica Cherry Robust& • Tot~l - ~11 Types 
Crop 

~--------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------------------------See son Internal Exports Total Intern~l Exports Totel Internal Exports Total Int~rnal ~xports Total · 
J.!arkets Receipts P.ierkets ll.eeeipts Markets Receipts r.darkets Receipts 

into into into into 
the pool the pool thG pool the pool 

- -- --- -- - - ---- - ------ - - ---- - --- --- ------------ - - - - ------ - --- - - - - - - -- - - -
1940-41 - - - - - - - - - . 11,492 2,6581 14,454• 

• 
1941-42 - - - - - - - - - 11,748 6,1001 10,389 

1942-4) - - - - - - - - - 12,847 ),366 16,21) 
(79.24) (20.76) (100.u0) 

194.3-44. - - - - - - - - - 15,457 1,719 17,176 
(90.00) (10.00) (100.00) 

1944-4.5 - - - - - - - - - 15,806 1,280 17,086 
(92.51) (7.49) (100.00) 

1945-46 - - - - - - - - - 19,975 5,46) 25,4.3~ 
(78.:>2) (21.43) (100.00) 

'1946-4.7 - - - - - - - - - 12,922 2,271 15,19.3 
(85.05) (14.95) (100.CO) 

1947-48 4 205 ) 4 208 2,4.32 - 2,4)2 8 ?OS - 8 ?OS 15 342 ) 15 .345 
(99.93) (0.07) (lOO.cO) (lC.O.iJO) (VO.OO) (1uO.OO) (100.00) (99.9$) (0.02) (100.00) 

1948-49 9 746 2 114 11 860 6 302 575 6877 3 35~ - 3 343 19 401 2 689 22 090 
cst1eJ (1~.82) (lo6.oo) (9!.64) (8.)6) (lo6.oo) (1v~.c ) (1o6.oo) (a~.a;n (1~.17) (lo6.oo) 

1949-50 6 246 2 494 8 74.0 3 )18 609 .3927 6,4;0 1 331 7 771 . 16 004 4 4.34 20.4)6 
(71.46) (2~.54) (100.00) (84.49) (15.51) (lW.oo) (82. 7) (1~.1)) (100.00) C7A.Jl) (21.69) (100.00) 

1950-51 9,8.30 )05 10,1.35 5,150 - 5,150 3,286 - ),288 .1a~268 305 18 573 
(96.99) (.3.01) (100.00) (100.u0) (100.00) (100.00) (lOO.CO) (9 .36) (1.64) (100.00) 

1951-52 8,26a 1 625 9,89) 4,213 305 4,518 6,541 305 6 1346 19,022 2,235 21 257 
(8).57) (1!.4.3) (100.00) (93.25) (6.75) (100.00) (95.54) (4.46) (100.00) (89.49) (10.51) (100.00) 

1952-5) 8 566 
<9s.53l 

401 
(1 .. 47) 

s 967 
(lo6.co) 

) 755 
(100.00) - ) 755 

(10~.00) 
8,240 

(75.69) 
2,647 

(24.31) 
10,887 

(100.00) 
207561 
(8 .09) 

3,048 
( 1 •• 91) 

2),609 
(100.00) 

195.3-54 lg~~lg, 5 715 16 054 .3 852 2 948 6 800 5 691 1 104 6 795 19 282 9'767 29 649 
(3t6o) (lu6.oo) (5~.65) (4}.35) (100.00) cd.75l (1~.25) (1o6.co) (67.06) ot94l (lv~.uo) 

- - - ----- - - ----- ---- - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - -- - -- - -- -- - - - -- -
(continued) 

., 
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Teble 3.3.2 : .(continusd) 

-.------.------------------------------------------------ ·------------- --· · Pb.ntation Arabit1a Cherry · Robuste Total - All Types 
Crop ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------See son Internal Exports Total Internal Exports Total Internal Exports Totnl Internal Exports Total l>1arkets Receipts Markets Receipts Markets Rece.ipts f.lorkets Heceipts into into into into the pool the pool the pool the pool --- - - ------- - - - - - ----- ---- ---- - ----- -- ----- - - - - ------ - - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- --
1954-55 ·s 749 1 778 10 527 ,. 122 1 550 5 672 8 595 26a 8 859 21 466 ) 5'~2 25 058 (8}.11) (lb.S9) (10~.00) (7~.67) (21.JJ) (10~.00) (91.02) (2.9 ) (lJ~.OO) (8~.67) uL.JJ> (li.)6.oo) 
1955-56 11 150 6,11.7 17 297 4 0)8 1 )25 5 36) 11,318 610 11 926 26 506 I! 0112 )4 588 t6L.~t.6> (.)5.54) (100.00) (7t29) c:zL.n> (lo6.oo) (94.89) (5.11) (100.00) (7&. 6.3) (2).)7) (10~.00) 
19.56-57 11,27) 11,038 22,)11 4,092 3,325 7,417 11,495 1,110 12,60.5 26,860 15,472 42,))2 (50. 53) (49.47) (100.00) (55.17) (44.8)) (100.00) (91.19) (8.81) (100.00) (6).45) (36.55) (lUO.OO) 
1957-58 11,9)4 . 9,.595 21 529 4, 796. ) 27) 8,069 13,194 1,41) 14,607 29,924 14,281 44,205 (55.4.3) (44.57) (100.00) (59.44) (4.0.56) (100.00) (90.))) (9.67) (luO.OO) (67.69) ()2.)1) (100.00) 
1958-.59 .9,699 8,168 17 867 ,. 4.05 3 1)0 1 53.5 (54.2$) (4.5.72) (luo.oo) (;!.66) (4i.54) (100.00) 

16,016 s 102 21 118 )0 120 16 400 46 520 
(75.84) (24.16) (100.00) (6L.75) (JS.2S) (100.00) 

1959-60 14~036. 
(5 .)1) 

11 34) 
(4L.69) 

25 379 
(10~.00) 

4 0)6 
(5~.81) 

2 712 
(40.19) 

6 4.78 
(l&too> 

1) 25~ 
(7b.2 ) 

4 125 
(2).74) 

17 379 
(la6.oo) ,li:~~~ 18 lSO 

(3~.72) 
4.9 506 

(100.00) 

1960-61 11 06) 17,921 28 984 4 89) 5 141 10 0)4 19 297 9 209 28 506 p~s2J, )2 271 67 794 
()!.17) (61.83) . (100.00) (4d.76) (Sl.24) (lo6.oo) t67.69) otJl> (lUO.OO) ' .40 (47.60) (100.00) 

1961-62 11,202 11,2<16 22,488 ),113 3,511 . 6,624 ll,59S 5,0)2 16,6)3 25 91) 19,829 45 74.2 
(49.81) (50.19) (100.00) (47.00) (5).00) (100.00) (69.74.) (.30.26) (100.00) <st6sl (43.3.5) (lub.oo) 

1962-6) 12,858 11,614 24,472 4,107 5,179 9,2g6 16,449 5,618 22,067 )3,414 22,411 55 825 
(52. 54) (47.4.6) (100.00) (4.4.2.3) (55.77) (1UO.OO) (74.54) (25.46) (100.00) (59.8.5) (40.15) (lob.oo) 

196.3-64 11,)50 
(39.96) 

17 050 
(6&.04) 

28 4.00 
(100.00) 

,. 879 
(4b.64) 

5 591 
(5!.40) 

10,4.70 
(100.00) 

19,688 10,)64 )0 052 35,917 33 1005 68 922 
(65.51) ()4.49) (100.00) (52.11) (47.89) (100.00) 

1964-65 14 )21 
(4~.90) 

16 879 
<sL.lo) 

31 200 
(lOO.CO) 

6 302 
(5~.71) 

4 618 
(4t29) 

11 920 
(lo6.oo) 

16 98i 
<9i.s ) 

1 506 
cA.l4l 

18 490 
(lo6.oo) tli~l) 2) 00) 

o1.9s> 
60 610 

(lo&.oo) 

1965-66 9571 
o!.4o> 

lS )Sit 
(6l.6o) 

24 925 
(lob.oo) 

1 493 
(5~.96) 

s 662 
(4J .w .. ) 

1) 155 
(100.co) 

17 5)8 
(69.14) 

7 827 
(.30.86) 

25 )65 
(100.00) 

34,602 
(54. 54) 

28,84) 
(45.46) 

6) 445 
(lo6.oo) 

------- -·----------------------------------------------------------------
Note : For 1940-41 to 1946-47 the breakdown was not available. 

I Refers to financial year. • Refers to production end not receipts into the pool. 

Source: Coffee Board's Stetistics: 1) Coffee Statistics Rel~ti~ to Indie, 1954-55 to 1957-58; 
ii) Indian Coffee St&tiBtics 1 1256-59 to 1963-64; 

iii) Coffee stat1sties 1 1264-6~ to 1266-6z. 
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the early 1950's exports showed eign1fiaent recovery; 

since 1955-56 there has been a more or less stable rela

tionship between exports and total receipts into the pool. 

It can also be seen from Table ).).2 that exports formed 

a substantial portion or the total coffee available. This 

is true even when one takes into \ke account the types. 

Both in the case of 'Plantation' and hrebica Cherry exports 

formed more or less halt or the total receipts of the crop 

for 1956-57 to 196)-66. Robusta (which though includes 

both Parch~ent and Cherry types mostly constitutes the 

latter) had small external demand. Recent years show 

substantial exports of Robusta. 

Coffee after curing is graded (see Table ).4.)). 

Examining the exports or coffee from the crops ot 1953-54 

to 1965-661 it was found that only certain grades in each 

type were exported. The percentage ot different grades in 

the exports of each type from the crops of 1953-54 to 

196)-66 is given in Table ).).). 

The export demand is biased towards certain grades. 

Thus only a part of the quantity cured in any place can be 

exported. There are other complications. Firstly the 

exportable grades are not a fixed proportion of the quantity 

cured; there can be so~e variations. Secondly as per the 

Board's officials mere superior grades need not sAtisfy the 

export specifications. The present practice as contended 



Teble J.J.l : Percentage Share or Different Grades in the Exports of Different Types of Coffee 

------~------------------------------------------Crop 
Season 

Plantation Arabica Cherry Robusta Parchment Robusta Cherry 

---------------------- ------------------- -----------------~ -------------------PB A B CT Total PB Flats CT Total PB Flats CT Total PB Flats CT TotDl 
- - - - - ----- - --------- - --- ----- --------- - -------- - - -
195J-51t 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-5B 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-6) 
196)-61t 
1961.-65 
1965-66 

2 55 
2 6S 

- 6) 
- 70 
1 76 

- 72 

100.00 
100.00 
100.00 

)0 1) 
17 1.3 
22 15 
20 10 100.00 
11 
lit 

12 100.00 
lit 100.00 

- 60 25 15 100.00 
17 100.00 - 71 

- 70 
- 67 
- 70 
- 65 
- 13 

12 
15 
14 

15 100.00 
19 100.00 

9 21 
16 19 
12 15 

100.00 
lOO.CO 
100.00 

10 
9 
) 

8 
6 
1 

9 
11 

4 
2 

---

8!1 2 100.00 
89 2 100.00 
96 1 100.00 
91 
87 
95 
87 
89 
96 

l 100.00 
7 100.00 
4 100.00 
4 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 

98 - 100.00 
78 22 100.00 
74 26 100.v0 
70 )0 100.00 

2) 77 
.34 66 

- 100 
- 100 

10 84 
- 86 
- 100 

24 76 
- 100 
- 100 
1 96 
- 98 
- 93 

- 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
6 100.00 

14 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
3 100.00 
2 100.00 
7 lOO.CO 

10 90 
7 9.3 
- 100 
- 100 
- 100 
- 97 
- 100 
- 100 
- 100 
- 100 
- 94 
- 94 
- 92 

- 1uO.OO 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
3 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
- 100.00 
6 100.00 
6 100.00 
8 100.00 

----------- ~------------ -·-------------------------Average - 6S 17 15 100.00 5 87 8 100.00 7 90 3 100.00 1 97 2 100.00 

--------------------------------------------------Rote:For the years 1960-61 to 1962-6) th~ source gives sales or only the important grades under 
~ach type. These qu&ntities thus do not add up to the total exports or the type viz., 
T~lantation•, trabica Cherry, Robusta Parchment end Robusta Cherry given by the same source. 

• percentages given above are based on the total for the grades for which the information 
is evailable. 

Basis: Tables Relating to ~xport Sales in the Coffee Board's Stntistics: 
1. Coffee Ststist1cs Rebting to India 1 1954-55 to 1957-56; "" 

11. ;ndl&n t!otfee St&tlstlcs, 195t-$9 to 196)-64; g 
111. l,of fee StP.tistics 1964-65 to 1966-67. 
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by them is not only to choose the superior of the exportable 

gredes available in any place for exports but also to. 

choose· the relatively better from the coffee available at 

different centres for the purpose. 

There is an additional constraint which disallows 

any easy operation for complying the export demand. Sxport 

sales (for that matter sales of coffee) have to be so 

spaced over time as to secure a reasonable price for the 

producer. Also, it is necessary to sea that exports or 

coffee from one crop season do not spill over the other by 

an unreasonable quantity.1 It is possible that when 

require~ the export quality coffee may not be available at 

the centre locationelly best suited for supplying the 

export market,and relatively better coffee could be provided 

by a centre which is less convenient for the purpose. 

The Board's officials opine that a rktionalization 

scheme which allocates the coffee from different growing 

areas between the various curing centres with a view to 

utilise the cured coffee for specific markets may not be a 

feasible proposition. The reason being, they contend, due 

to its fastedious quality requirement it is difficult to 

estimate the exportable coffee that can be made available 

by eny coffee growing area or by the curing centres which 

l This latter constraint is enforced more rigorously 
since India became a signatory to the International 
Coffee f.greement, 196). 
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which cure its coffee. • 
The following paragraphs try to 

examine the contention. 

Individual curing centres cure the coffee from the 

same ares(s) over time. That is to say coffee from any 

area ia cured by the same centre or by the same grou~ or• 

centres over time (see Table ).S.l). Areawiee composition 

of coffee cured by a centre does not change over short 

periods. Thus to know the variation in export quality 

coffee in a given quantity or cured coffee one can examine 

the extent of export utilization from the coffee cured at 

different centres. In Table 3.3.4, qutntity cured, exports 

and exports es percentage of the quantity cured have been 

presented for different centres for the seasons 1962-63 to 

1965-66. 1 

Defore one gets into the analysis of export demand 

a few clarifications are necessary. Cured coffee deterio

rates in quality when exposed to rainy weather. Thus 

every year unsold cured coffee on the coast is transported 

inland when the monsoon sets in. The relevant dst.a are 

presented in Tables 3.3.S and 3.3.6. 

Centrewise breakdown or the exports from the coffee 

transported for monsoon storage could not be obtained from 

the Board. In the absence of required data, exports from 

the coastal centres need be related to their respective 

quantity cured minus the quantity transported inland tor 

monsoon storage. 

1 Curing statistics relating to l96S-66 are provisional. 
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• 
Table 3.3.1,. 1 QuantitY,. Cured, l:.xports end Exports llS Percentage of' Qu<lnt.ity Cured for l'lifferent. Curing Centres, .1962-6) to 1965-66 Crop Suaona 

--- - - - - - - - - ~ ----- - -- - - - - ------ - -- -. ----- - - ---- - - - - - - - -- - - --- ------- --- - -
~uantity cured (tonnes) 

Exports from the season's crop Exports as percentahe of 
• (tonnos) quantity cured 

---------------------------------- ~--------------------------------- ------------------------------------1962-6) 1963-6Z. 196Z.-65 1965-66 1962-oJ 196)-64 1964-65 1965-66 1962-6) 196)-64 1964-65 1965-66 ----- - -- - ---- - ------ - - - - -- - - -. - - - - ~ - - - --- - - -- -- - -- - -- - - - -- - - - --- ------- -
1langslore 14,909 18,604 14,.227 16,6)1 I 4,270 6,510 4,340 6,220 28.64 34.99 30.51 )7.40 

Chikmagalur 3,91Z. 4,855 5,705 4,435 1,615 3,418 3,112 . 2,782 40.4lt 70.40 54.55 62.7) 

Hassan Z.,S81 7,9S8 8,751 7,996 2,417 4,907 4,612 5,211 49,52 61.1.) 52.70 65.17 

Kusbe1anegar 4,185 5,625 ),870 5,057 2,775 3,239 1,534 2,327 66.)1 57.58 39.61. 46.02 
' 

Hunsur 3,281 4,785 ),064 2,890 . .· 2,234· 2,959 1,521 2,009 63.09 61.84 .49.58 69.52 

Mysore City 5,1.78 5,315 4,162 5,171 2,181 2,650 688 2,844 )9.81 49.86 21.34 ss.oo 
Te111cherry ),)7) 1.,442 ),028 3,665 585 1,560 795 1,100 17.34 35.12 26.25 )0.01 

Cali cut ),S89 3,951 3,523 3,8os 552 939 318 645 11..19 2).73 10.7) 16.95 

lte1petta 2,)19 ),)76 2,931 ),281 262 72 - 30 11.)0 2.1) - 0.91 

Mettupa1sysm. 735 1,002 1,458 1,069 7')9 1,207 860 753 100.54 120.46 58.98 70.44 

Coimbatore 2,926 2,)82 ),065 2,.378 .1,472 1,122 1,028 1,339 50.31 47.10 .n. sz. 56.)1 

Selem 2,570 1,8)0 2,696 2,061 1,))2 1,020 1,295 1,152 51.83 55.74 48.0) 55.89 

Petteeveerempatti 1,622 2,440 2,470 1,9!34 140 52) 788 131 6.6) 21.4) )1.90 37.15 

Karnmadai 1,340 2,565 1,652 1,311. 

Singanallur - - - )80 

Tenjore 102 - - -
l·lBdrea 395 )lit - -

---------------------------- -··------------------- -- -- - - -- -- - --- - -------
Total. 54,162 66,601 58,954 60,42) 22,411 33,005 2.),003 28,84) 41.)8 49.56 )9.02 47.74 

---------- -·------------------------------------------------------------
Courtesy l Coffee Boerd. 

.. 
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Table 3. 3. 5 : Cd!'fee t·loved from the Coastal: Centres for 

Monsoon Storage, 1962-6) and 1963-64 Crop 
Seasons (in ~onnes) 

-- ------ - ---- - ------ ----- - - - -Curing Centre Plante- Arabica Robusta Total 
tion Cherry -- - - - -- ----------- ---- - - --- --

1962-63 Crop Season 

~angalore 

Tellicherry 

Cali cut 

Kalpetta 

2,25) 

94 

20 

-

1,778 

134 

219 

-

sas 4,619 

522 750 

467 726 

351 351 
---- - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - --

Total 2,367 2,131 1,948 

- - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - -- ---. --
1963-64 Crop Sel'!son 

Mengel ore 2,193 1,7)) 1,202 5,128 

Tell! cherry 338 160 389 887 

Cali cut - 137 400 537 

Kalpetta - - 1,042 1,042 

---- - --- - ----- ------- ----
Total 2,531 2,030 3,033 7,594 

- - - -- ----- - --- - - - ----- - - -- ----
Courtesy a Coffee Board. 

Coffee transported for monsoon storage contains both 

exportable end unexportable grades. The former is moved to 

inland store houses in 1-~adras Stete and also to J-:ettupsleyam 

(curing centre in Madras State). Unexportable grades are 

sent to inland curing centres in Y:ysore State via.,Chikroagalur, 



Table 3.3.6 t Quantity of Coffee Received at the Inland 
Centres end Store Houses for l<ionsoon
Storege, 1962-6) and 196)-64 Crop Seasons 
(in Tonnes) 

---- -------------------------Store House P1enta- Arabic& Robust a Total 
tion Cherry ---- ----- ----- --- --- - - -- - - ---

1962-63 Crop Season 

ltaramada1 2,027 674 1,100 3,801 

Mettupal&yem .340 262 197 799 

Tanjore - - .397 .397 

f.!adras - 3.31 1.54 48.S 

Bodinayakanur - - 100 100 

Chikmagalur - 690 - 690 

Hassan - 174 - 174 

- - - - --- - - - -- - - --- - -- -- ---
Total 2,367 2,131 1,948 6,446 

----------- - - ------ - - ----
126J-6~ CroE season 

Karamadai 2,531 1,168 1,0.)2 4', 731 

l;iet tupalayam - 28 1,331 1,354 

Tenjore - - - -
l,ladras - - 470 470 

Bodinayake.nur - - 200 200 

Ch1kmaga1ur - 711 - 711 

Hassan - 123 - 123 

- -- ----- - --- -- ---- - - - - - - --
Total 7,594 

------- -- ---- - - - ---- - - --- - -- --
Courtesy t Coffee Board. 



Hessen.1 Exports from l'.ettupalayam should be related to 

the quantity cured by the centre plus the quantity 

received from the coast. In the case of Chikmagalur and 

Hassan, as only unexportable coffee is received by them, 

exports from these centres can be related to the quantity 

cured by them. 
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Table 3.3.7 takes account of the above-mentioned 

modifications. In Table 3.3.7, as regards the individual 

centres {and inland store houses) the qu~r.tity to which 

exports are related is termed as 'quantity available'. 

Data regarding the cuantity moved from the individual 

coastal centres for monsoon storage could be obtained only 

for tho seasons 1962-6) and 1963-64. For the seasons 

1964-65 and 1965-66 curing centres l-langalore, Tellicherry, 

Calicut, Kalpetta, Mettupaleyam and inland storage houses 

in :Madras State are excluded. 

Export quality is not defined in absolute terms. 

Though certain grades only are exported, quality gradations 

within the grade can be visualized. Assuming that the 

Board chooses, relatively the best ot the coffee offered 

by various centres, it can be accepted that the quantity 

utilized from any centre is the ~aximum th~t could be 

utilized. Thus the variation in exports from a centre as 

1 !nnunl Report of the Coffee Poarn, 1962-6), P• 124. 
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Table 3.3.7 , ' 
I Exports as Percentage ot Quantity lvaileble 

for Different Curing Centres and Store 
Houses, 1962-63 to 1965-66 Crop Seasons 

-- -- -- - - - ---- -- - - - - - ----- - - --Curing Centre 
and 
Store House 

Grop Season 

-------------------------------------1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 -- ------- - - ·- - -- - - -------- - - --
Curing Centre 

?>1anga1ore 41.50 48.31 N .~. N • '•• 

Chikmagdur 40.44 70.40 54.55 62.73 

Hassan 49.52 6lo4.3 52.70 65o17 

Kushalenegar 66.31 57.58 39.64 46o02 

Ilunsur 66.09 61.84. 49.58 69.52 

lt.ysore City .)9.81 49.86 21.34 55.00 

Tellicherry 22.30 43.88 NoAo N. r •• 

Cali cut 17.45 27.46 N ,J.. • UoAo 

Kalpetta 13.31 ).OS ll.A. N .: ... 

J.tettupaleyam 46.17 51.12 N.,\. N.A. 

Coimbatore 50.31 47.10 33.54 ;6 • .)1 

Salem 51.8.) 55.74 48.0.) 55o69 

Patteeveerampatti 8.63 21.43 )1.90 )7.15 

Store House 

Ksramadai .35.25 54.22 NoA. No.':. 

Tanjore 25.69 - N • •'·. N .JI. o 

•• d NS rss 81o44 66.81 N .:,. NoAo 

Bodinayakanur o~oo a..oo N.J.. NoAo 

-- ------------------------ -·---
N. ~o • Data Not Available. 



percentage of the 'quantity available' i.e. eA qA X 100 

(1 e ex~orte from curin? centre A 100 ) h ld i 
(, • • 'quantity avallab!e in A X ) s ou ndicate 

the variation in export quality coffee that could be round 

in the centre. 

Variation in the percentage utilization for export 

from the coffee
1
evail&ble1 in any centre (i•e• variation in 

~ x 100) depends upon apart !rom the quality of coffee 

offered by other centres also on one other factor. The 

influence of the factor again emerges from the fact that 

there is no absolute quality specification for export though 

certain grades only are exported. Thus the quality composi

tion or total exports may vary over time• For exemple 1 if 

the total exports increase while the total quantity available1 

remains the same 1 i.e. 

Total of Exports of All Types from All ) 
Curing Centres and Store Houses ) 
Total of Quantity Available of All )) 
Types at All Centres and Store Houses 

increases• slightly interior coffee may be utilized. 

1 Due to monsoon trenshipments ~uantity available' for 
exports differ from quantity cured in respect of some 
centres. However 1 the total quantity available for exports 
at ell centres end store houses equal total quantit{ cured. 
To keep uniformity the term •total quantity availeb e' instead 
ot total quantity cured has been used. 

'Total quantity available' hero, equals total quantity 
cured in Coffee Board's statistics. It can be noted that 
total quantity cured is less than total receipts into the 
pool (Table ).).2). 
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Alternatively, it can be thought, quality composition ot 

exportable grades in the total quantity available itself 

changed so as to provide coffee of the same quality exported 

earlier. It is also possible that higher exports were or 

better quality because product composition in terms of 

quality enhanced relatively over time. In fact if relative 

quality of coffee (grown 1n different areas and) available 

at different centres changed, quality composition of the 

export would change even if ~ remains the same, also even 

when both E and Q remain the same. 

During the four seasons for which the data are 

analysed here, the total exports varied substantially. The 

indices for the next three years taking the exports of 

1962-63 as the base are 147.37, 102.64 end 128.70. Total 

exports as percentage ot total quantity available (i.e. 

~ x 100) varied thusa 41.38, 49.56, 39.02 and 47.74 during 

the four years 1962-63 to 196S-66 respectively. It ia 

possible that a high ~ might have utilised slightly 

inferior coffee and at the other extreme a relatively low 

~ might not have utilized coftee ot a particuler quality 

that was utilized under normal times. A deflator r~s been 
. E l devised to account for the variation in -q• . Thia enab es 

one to understand the variations in i of individual centres 

which are due to changes in relative qualities. 

At this stage it would have been useful it the 



breakdown of exports from the individual cen~res by types 

was available. For, a variation in total exports &, 

which includes exports of ell types, due to a variation 
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in the exports of 'Plantation' will have little influence 

on the exports from those curing centres which do not cure 

the type in substantial quantity. Similarly the case 

regarding the other types. Hence the analysis proceeds at 

an aggregative level; nevertheless the differences between 

the curing centres due to the types of coffee cured by them 

is given the possible consideration. 

Total exports of the type as per~entage of the total 

quantity available of the type has been calculated1 for the 

three types 'Plantation', Arabica Cherry and Robusta 

(Parchment and Cherry inclusive) for the four seasons 

1962-63 end 1965-66. Using 1962-63 as the base, index 

numbers for the next three years have been calculated. The 

same have been.presented in Table ).).8. To combine the 

deflators computed for each type, the 'quantity available' 

or different types at the individual centres, have been 

utilized as the weights. Data presented in Table 3.3.9 end 

l For example, in the case of 'Plantation' 1 

( Total Exports of 'Plantntion' from I 
All Curing Centres and Store Houses x 

100 (i.e. ,.=...;.:::;.::...::..~~~~~~~ 
( Total Quantity Available ot 'Plan-

(
( tntion' at All Curing Centres and 

Store Houses ) 

has been calculated. 
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Table 3,3,8 : Index Numbers or Total Exports ot the Type 
as Percentage or Total Quantity Available 
of the Type1 1962-6.3 to 1965-66 Crop Seasons 
(Base : 196:l-6)) 

---- -- -------- ----------------
Crop 'Plantation' 

Robusta (Parch-
Sesson Arabica Cherry ment end Cherry) 

------------- -------------- --------------1 2 1 2 1 2 ---- -- ---------------- ---- ----
1962-6) 48.11. 100,00 56,00 100,00 27,0.3 lOO,vO 

196.3-64 60,52 125.71 54.62 97.54 )6,77 1)6,0) 

1964-65 54.78 11.3.79 4).)5 77.42 6,61 )1,86 

1965-66 62,05 128.90 41..85 80,10 34.02 125,89 

------ ------------------ -------
1. Exports 100 Quantity Available x 

2. Index Number 

BaSis s Indi8n Coffee Stetistics~ Coffee Board, 

the data given in Tables ),),5 and ),),6 have been-utilized 

to arrive at the. 'quantity available' or the type.l The 

method or combining the typewise deflators is illustrated 

taking the case or Mangelore for the crop season 196)-64. 

1 J.!onsoon transhipment data could not be obtained for 
the crops of 1964-65 and 1965-66, Therefore, in respect or 
the centres, V~ngalo~e, Tellicherry, Calicut end Kalpetta 
whose coffee is moved and 1-lettupalayam and inland store 
houses in Madras which receive exportable grades 'quantity 
available' could not be calculated; hence their exclusion 
in the analysis for the two seasons 1964-65 end 1965-66. 
As stated earlier, Chikrnegalur and Hassen receive unexportsble 
grades; the exports in these two cases ere related to 
quantity cured. The two centres ere included !or the 
seasons l964-6S and 196S-66 elso. 



Table 3.3.9 : Coffee Cured by Different Centres according to Types, 1962-6.3 to 196.5-66 Crop 
Seasons (Quantity in Tonnes) ______________________ ,.. ________________________ 

1962-6) Crop Season 196.3-64 Crop Season 
Curing ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------Centre Plan- Arabica Robusta Robusta . Total Plan- Arabica Robusta Robusta Total 

tation Cherry Parch- Cherry tat ion Cherry Parch- Cherry 
ment ment 

- - - ----- - - --- -- ------- -- ------ ------ - ------ ----
l4angalore 7,451 2,69.3 740 ),825 14,909 8,641 ),247 1 10)8 5,678 18,604 

Chikmsgalur 2,347 1,120 67 460 3,994 2,456 1,190 110 1,099 4,855 
Rasa an 2,970 1,173 152 586 4,B81 4,M9 1,441 JJS 1,.32) 7,9813 

ltushelenagar 1,911 67) 251 1,350 4,1SS 2,612 1,028 409 1,576 5,625 
lluneur 1,615 478 - 1,H8 ),281 2,24) 6)) )89 1,520 4,785 
Mysore City 841. 1,440 22 3,172 5,478 852 1,149 67 ),247 5,315 
Tellicherry 848 2.37 579 1,709 J,J7J 1,206 )20 751 21 16S 4,442 
Celicut .599 266 67 2,957 .3,389 J1S 229 87 .3,32.3 3,957 
Kalpetta 1.3 18 54 2,2.34 2,319 1.3 25 89 ),249 ),376 
t--:et tupabyam 58) 56 - 96 7JS 598 lll 29 264 1,002 
Coimbetore 1,861 37S 122 568 2,926 1,)22 297 157 606 2,)82 
Salem 2,129 )86 13 42 
Pettenee-

2,570 1,.362 259 25 184 1,8)0 

rampatt1 955 l)lt 48 485 1,622 1,662 .308 .33 4.37 2,440 --------
Total 24,i26- 9,249- 2,il5 -1S,672 -,4,i62 -2S,i74 -10,237- ),519 -24,67i -66,6oi 
----------------------------------------------- "" (continued) ~ 

N 



Table 3.3.9 : (continued) 

-- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - ---- - -- - - - - - ---- - -- ---------- -
Curing 
Centre 

1964-65 Crop SeAson 1965-66 Crop Season 

-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------Plan- trabica Robusta Robusta Total Plan- Arabica Robusta nobusta Total 
tation Cherry Perch- Cherry tation Cherry Paroh- Cherry 

ment ment -- - --- --------------- - - - -- - --- - --- -- - -- - -- ----~ 
Manga1ore 

Chikmagslur 

Hassan 

Kuahal&nsgar 

llunsur 

J.'!ysora City 

TalUcherry 

Call cut 

Kalpetta 

J.iet tupa lay am 

Coimbatore 

Salem 
Patteevee
rampatti 

8,472 

),187 

6,08S 

1,951 

1,727 

728 

1,064-

205 

30 

91!3 

2,146 

2,307 

3,018 

1,950 

1,608 

721 

.)68 

97) 

)16 

126 

40 

158 

509 

268 

.)78 

373 

29 

174 

19.5 

97 

26 

so.s 
120 

98 

29 

lllt 

-
9 

2,364 

539 

684 

1,00) 

856 

2,435 

1,143 

),072 

2,763 

288 

296 

121 

14,227 

5,705 

8,751 

3,870 

.3,068 

4,162 

3,028 

3,.52.3 

2,931 

1,458 

),065 

2,696 

6,094 

2,090 

4,604 

2,1).5 

.1,173 

729 

776 

;8 

27 

61) 

1,524 

1,688 

155 2,470 1,23.3 

3,859 

1,521 

1,976 

1,293 

581 

1,551 

480 

249 

46 

151 

431 

27.5 

2ll 

411 

28 

13.5 

70 

176 

55 

408 

74 

6) 

29 

161 

6 

2.5 

4,267 16,631 

796 

1,281 

1,559 

960 

2,8.36 

2,001 

3,424 

),14.5 

276 

262 

92 

4,43.5 

7,996 

.5,057 

2,890 

5,171 

),66.5 

),130.5 

3,281 

1,069 

2,378 

2,061 

51.5 1,984------------------------------------------------
TotAl JO,Sl) 10,653 1,769 15,719 5S,954 24,744 12,624 1,641 21,414 60,42.3 -----------------------------------------------
Courtesy : Coffee Board. 



1st Steo 

'Plantation' 

f,rabica Cherry 

Robusta 

2nd Step 

Quantity 
cured in 
tonnes 

8,641 

3,247 

6,716 

, . 

l•lonsoon 
Quantity 
available! 

transhipment in tonnea. 
in tonnes i.e. ''.~eif'hts' 

2,193 6,444 

1,73.3 1,514 

1,202 5,514 

125.71 X 6446 + 97.54 X 1514 + 136.03 X 5514 • 12677 
6448 • 1514 • 5514 

The deflators arrived at for the individual centres have 

been presented in Table 3.3.10. 

Utilizing the deflators in Table 3.3.10 percentages 

(i.e. ~ x 100) presented in Table 3 • .3.7 have been recast. 

In other worda 1 the percentages given in Table 3 • .3.7 have 

been divided by the respective deflators given in Tsble 

3.3.10. The 'adjusted percentages' have been presented in 

Table ).).11. 

As per the Board's officials only superior of the 

exportable grades are exported. This according to them 

necessitates utilization ot quality coffee for export 

wherever it is avdilable. Further, as the relative quality 

of coffee at different centres changes over tioe, export 
. , 

qusltt'l; coffee is not a stable proportion or the· <lu.antity 

availablJ~t any individual centre. Assuming that in the 
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Teble 3.3.10 : Deflatcirs for _qe x 100 (Exports as Percentage , , 
of the qu~ntity Available) of Different 
Curing Centres and Store Houses, 1962-63 to 
1964-~5 Crop Sessons 

-----------------------------Curing Centre 
and 
Store House 

Crop Season 

-----------------------------------1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 - ---- ---- - - - --------- - - --- - ---
Mangalore 

Chikmagalur 

Hassan 

Kushalanagar 

Hun sur 

Mysore City 

'l'ellicherry 

Cali cut 

. Ka1petta 

Mettupa1eyam 

Coimbatore 

Salem 

Patteeveerempatti 

Store. House 

Karemadai 

~anjore 

Madras 

Bodinayakanur 

100.00 126.77 

l.CO.i;O 121.JS 

100.00 122.77 

lOO.CO 124.20 

lOO.C..'O 126.10 

100.00 126.05 

100.00 131.78 

100.00 134.04 

100.00 1);.;6 

100.CO 131.1S 

100.00 125.50 

100.00 122.90 

100.00 124.14 

100.00 121.01 

100.00 -

100.00 1)6.03 

100.00 136.03 

93.20 

98.24 

81.65 

8).74 

56.84 

N.;. 

N. r •• 

96.79 

106.50 

102.76 

N ·'·· 
N .r, • 

N .t .• 

111.60 

116.31 

115.45 

117.91 

112.;8 

N .~ .• 

N .r .• 
N •. ~. • 

119.52 

122.25 

122.89 

N.t,. 

H .r. • 

--------------- -- ---- - --------
N. A. • Data tlot Available. 
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Tsble l•l•ll 
,. 1 r 

I Adjusted fercentages of Exports to Quantity 
Available for Different Curing Centres and 
Store Houses, 1962-6) to 1965-66 Crop Seasons 

- ----- - - -- - - ---- - -- - --- --- -- --Curing Centra Crop SeAson 
end 

.... __________________________________ 
Store House 1962-6) 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 -------- --- ----- ---- ---- - -- ---
f.langalore 41.50 )8.11 N.A. N .~-.• 

Chikmagalur 40.41. 5a.oo 56.53 56.21 

Hassan 49.52 50.04 5).64 56.0) 

Kusha1anagar 66 • .31 46.,;6 48.55 39.86 

Hunsur 68.09 49.04 59.21 58.96 

l-lysore City .39.1!1 )9.56 31.53 48.8; 

Te111cherry 22 • .30 3).)0 N .,\. N.A. 

Cali cut 17.45 20.49 N.A.. N ·'·• 

Ka1petta 13.)1 2.27 N •''• N. r,. 

l-1et tupalayam 48.17 36.96 N ·"'• 
N.A. 

Coimbatore 50.31 31.53 34.65 47.11 

Sslem 51.8) 45.35 45.10 45.72 

Patteeveerampatt1 8.6) 17.26 31.04 )0.23 

Store Houee 

Karamadai )5.25 44.81 N.fl.. N •''.• 

Tanjore 25.69 - N.P .• N.A. 

Madras 81.44 49.11 N.A. N.ft... 

Bodinayakanur 0·00 0·00 N.A. N.t.. 

--- - -- ---- --- --- - ---- -- -- - - - - -
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Board's policy exports have a preference over the internal 

markets sa far as the quality factor is concerned, it can 

be seen from Table ).).11 that there can be no argument as 

regards the first contention. The very fact that some 

coffee from all the centres !a being utilized for exports 

proves the contention. ~s regards the second, assuming 

that relatively better coffee is exported wherever it is 

found, there is some truth 1n the Board's contention that 

export quality coffee in any eAnt.~o 1s not a fixed propor-

f 
i . J 

tion o the ~y&ntity available •. 

Table 3.).12 enables one to highlight the above 

conclusions. In the Table curing centres and store houses 

ere identified by their 'quantity available' and the share 

ot each type. (Average for the seasons 1962-63 to 1965-66 

on the basis or Table 3.3~9 have been used as the indi

cators.) It also gives, the extreme bounds of vsri~tion in 

1 adjusted percentage• of export quality coffee to the 

r,_uantity available' .during the four seasons 1962-6.). to 

l96S-66. It can be seen from Table 3.3.12 that exp~rt 

quality coffee in a given quantity of cured coffee varied 

whatever be the type of curing centre. 

There were two basic questions involved in the discu• 

ssion in the preceding paragraphs. The 'extent' of varia

tion and the 'level' of variation ot export quality coffee in s 

given quantity ot coffee. It the 1extent' or variation is 

large, the latter question does not arise. 



-~ . Teble 3.3.12 : Quantity Available~ Share of Different Types (Aver~ge ~or the Crop Seasons 
196.)-6) to 1965-661 and Extreme Bounds of Variation in tdjusted Percentages\ 
ot Exports to'Quantity Aveilable'during 1962-63 to 1965-66 Crop Seasons for 
Different Curing Centres nnd Store Houses 

-----------------------------------------------
Curing Centre Average Percentage share ot Extreme bounds of variation 
and Store House 'Quantity different types in adjusted e/q x 100 

Available' -----------------------
______ ,__ ____________ 

(Tonnes) Plan- Arebica Robusta Total l'<linimum ~aximum Difference 
tation Cherry -- ----- -- - --- ------ -- ----- ----- - -- --- ----------C•Jring Centre 

J.iangalore 11,88)• 49.00 11.06 39.04 luO.OO 36.11 41.50 .).39 
Chilcemagalur 4,747 53.09 .)0.44 16.47 100.00 40.44 S8.S3 18.09 
Hassan 7,404 62.6) 21.60 15.77 100.00 49.52 56.0.) 6.51 
Kushabnager 4 Mt 45.94 19.83 )i.2l 100.00 39.86 66.)1 26.45 
Hunsur 3:so 48.19 14.8J .) .98 100.00 49.04 68.09 19.05 
Mysore City 5,0)2 15.67 25.40 Sfl.93 100.00 )7.53 48.85 11.32 
Tellicherry ),089• 26.25 4.26 69.49 100.00 22.30 )).)0 u.oo 
Calicut ),292* 1).63 2.11. 84.26 100.00 17.45 20.49 3.04 
lelpetta 1,971• 0.66 1.09 96.25 100.00 2.27 13.)1 11.04 
l<lettupaleyam 1,948• 39.05 11.73 49.22 100.00 )8.98 48.17 9.19 
Coimbatore 2,M8 6).75 14.99 21.26 100.00 )4.65 50.31 15.66 
Salem 21 ZS9 81.75 12.97 5.28 100.00 45.10 51.8) 6.7.3 
Pstteeveerampett1 2,129 67.85 12.11 20.04 100.00 8.6) 30.2) 21.60 
Store House 

Karamndsi 4,266• 53.42 21.59 24.99 100.00 35.25 44.61 9 •. 56 Tanjore )97"* - - 100.00 1C'O.GO 25.69 25.69 0..00 
r<.adres 47S• - 34.66 65.34 100.00 49.11 81.44 )2.33 bodineyakanur 150• - - 100.00 lCO.OO 0•00 Q•OO 0•00 

-------------------------------------- ---------
• Data refer to two crop seasons 1962-63 and 1963-64. 

•• 0~ the two seasons 1962-63 and 1963-64 tor which monsoon transhipment data could be 
0 ia1~9~ o6ly during 1962-6) coffee was moved to Tanjore. Data in this case refer to 
on 1 2- ) crop aeason. "" IJ 

~ 



It ean be seen from Table .).).12 that the 'extent' 

ot variation was as wide as )2 per cent in one case; the 

~uantity available' in thia case however was very small. 

The 'extent' was around 20 per cent in four cases. It was 

eround 10 per cent in another five cases, and less than 
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S per cent in five cases. It has to be granted that export 

qua~ity coffee is not a fixed proportion of the quantity 
\ . 

available in any centre. It cannot, however, .be deduced 

that the variation in the export quality coffee is wide 

and erratic. Firstly, data or four seasons may not be 

sufficient for such a conclusion. Secondly, to arrive at 

sny definite conclusion to the effect, it is necessary to 

relate the exports ot each type from the individual centre 

to the ~uantity available\ or the type in the centre. As 

data regarding the former were not available the same wea 

not possible. Any inference regarding the 'extent' or 

variation in export quality coffee thus hee to be drawn 

from the existing data. In 10 out ot the lS cases, the 

'extent' of variation was around 10 per cent or lees than 

that. A 10 per cent range cannot be deemed as wide. 

As regards the 'level' of variation in the exportable 

quality coffee, the average of the percentages given in 

Table ).).11 will be around SO per cen~ in most cases. In 

other words, exportable quality coffee in a given qusntit7 

of cured coffee (i.e. 'quantity available') formed around 



SO per cent; there could be wide variations sometimes. 

(The 'level' of variation in the export quality will not 

be the same for different types. Typewise analysis was 
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not possible with the available data. However, some assump

tion to the effect was inevitable tor the progress of the 

analysis in section 3.4. These have been made on the 

basis of Table ).).S.) 

The fact that only 50 per cent of the coffee evailable' 
' in any place could be utilized for export, the fact that 

, \ 

in most cases SO per cent of the coffee available had to 

be utilized for export, end the tact that there could be 

some variation in the quantity or export quality coffee 

suggests the following. More coffee could be allocated to 

curing centres which are suitable for catering both the 

export market snd (some) internal markets. Likewise the 

location of new curing capacity could be such that it 

facilitated the convenience of supplying both the markets. 

In other words, special locations which are suitable for 

either the internal market or the export market could have 

found less favour. 

).).) Leek of Demend Statistics 

There are tour channels through which the Board 

disposes or coffee meant for internal consumption. The 

disposal of each season's crop from 1963-64 to 1965-66 and 

the importance of different channels in internal distribution 



can be learnt from Table 3.3.13. 

TAble J.J.lJ 1 Disposal of Each Season's Crop 1963-64 to 
1965-66 (Quantity in Tonnes) 

-- --~ --- -- ---------- ---------1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 - --- -- - - ---------- - - - - -- --- - -
Export ;.1Prltets 

Export Sales 33,005 23,003 2S,S43 

Internal lJ!arkets 

Pool Sales 26,643 26,0.56 24,751 

Local Sales 4,242 5,316 3,872 
Allotments to 
PropRganda Department ),OSl 3,391 3,210 

Allotments to Co-
operative Societies. 1,951 2,642 2,769 

Total Internal Releases 35,917 37,607 3lt,602 

Total Pool Receipts 68,922 60,610 63,445 

- ----------- -- ----- - ----- - ---
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Source : Coffee Statistics 1964-65 to 1966-67, Coffee Board, 
P• 75. 

It can be seen from Table ).).13 that the Pool Sales 

are the chief chsnnel for internal distribution. The Pool 

Sales are held et iotysore City, Coimbatore and Vijayawada. 

In the Pool Sales the samples drawn from the cured coffee 

available at different centres are presented. The dealers 

bid on the basis of these samples. The dealers who actually 

buy the coffee take delivery of the same ex-curing works . . 
where it is stored. 
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Of the four channels by which the Board releases 

the coffee for internal consumption, in respect of coffee 

released through Local Sales, Propaganda Department and 

through Co-operative Societies, it is possible. to know 

where the coffee is utilized. The same, however, is not 

true of Pool Sales, which is the main channel for internal 

distribution. 

In the Pool Sales dealers belonging to different 

States bid. It is not knO\fll where the dealer who lifts the 

coffee presented in a sale actually disposes it. The Board, 

however, makes an assumption to arrive at its crude spatial 

pattern of internal demand. It assumes that the dealer 

always sells the coffee in the State where he belongs to. 

The Coffee Board's statistics are based on the addresses 

of dealers who purchase coffee in the Pool Sales. 

The Board's method casts a serious doubt over its 

estimates. In spite of this, the Statewise demand for 

coffee proviqed by the Board, i~ will be seen, is acceptable. 

The Board's estimate of demand lor different typee of coffee 

in the various States of India during 1964-65 is given in 

Table ).).14. According to the Board's estimates the Stotes 

of Madras, Mysore, Karels &nd J~dhrs Pradesh are the major 

consumers of coffee in India. Apart from the BoRrd there 

is one other source which gives some clue to the spatial 

pattern of internal demand for coffee. The N. s. s. gives 

per capita consumption or coffee in the various States 
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Table 3.3.14 1 Statewiae Demand for Coffee in India 1964-65 
(July to June) (~uantity in Tonnes) 

------------------------------State Plante- Arebica Robusta Total Per 
tion Cherry capita 

release 
per kg. ----·--------------------------

l<ladras 

~!ysore 

Andhra Pradesh 

Kerala 

J.laharasbtra 

Delhi 

\\'est Bengal 

)l[adhya Pradesh 

Bihar 

Uttar Pradesh 

Orissa 

Gujarat 

Goa, Deman and Diu 

Jamw.u end Kashmir 

Other States 

7,1t08 

),502 

996 

4SS 

234 

132 

111 

17 

16 

6 

6 

8 

3 

1 

106 

1,600 11,621 

),23S 2,765 

22) 1,332 

167 1,840 

6S 543 

s 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
19 

-

67 

77 

16 

6 

6 

3 

1 

1 

149 

20,629 0.612 

9,502 0.403 

2,551 0.071 

2,462 0.146 

81t2 0.021 

224 0.064 

168 o.oos 
33 0.001 

22 

12 
-
-

9 0.001 

9 -

3 0.005 

2 o.uo1 
274 o.oos 

--------- - - - ----- ------- - -- -- --
Total for coffee grow-
ing States l~ysore, 11,365 5,002 161 226 )2,593 0.439 
~~dres and Kerala 
- -- - - - -- -- - -- ------------ - - - - --Total tor non-cortee 
growing States 1,6)6 )12 2,211 4,159 O.Oll - --- - ------- ------ - ------- --- --
Total tor all States 1),001 5,314 18,4)7 36,752 0.084 

--------- -- --- ------ - ------- ----
Courte!t 1 Coffee Board. 



during the year 1957-SS. The N.s.s. data presented in 

Table ).).15 supports the Board's estimates. 

Table 3.3.15 J Cuantity of Cash Purchase of Coffee Powder 
in Lbs. (in 2 places of decimal) Per Person 
for a Period of 30 Days, l9S7-SS 

-----------------------------State Rural Urban 
- -- --- - ----- -- ---- -- -- - ------

1-~adras 

1-lysore 
Andhra Pradesh 
Kerala 
Bombay 
J.!Bdhya Pradesh 
Orissa 
i'iest Bengal 
Uttar Pradesh 
!.seam 
Bihar 
Jammu and Kashmir 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Ul States 
Union Territories 

0.03 
o.oz. 
0.01 
0.0) 
0.001 
0.0002 

--------
N •. f... 

-

0.10 
0.07 
0.06 
o.os 
0.01 
0.001 
0.02 
o.ooz. 
0.001 

-----
o.o3 
-

--- - -- -- --- -- ------- ---------
All India '0.01 o.03 

- - - -- - - --- ---------- - --- - ----
Source : The National Samnle Survey, Thirt~enth Round: 

Septe~ber 1957--MAt 195g, Number 71, Con5uMer 
Expenditure by Levels of Household ~xpenditure, 
Government of India, Delhi 8, 1962. · 

The internal markets as indicated by Tables 3.3.14 

and 3.3.15 are concentrated in the States of I~adrss, Mysore, 
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Kerala and Andhra Pradesh.- Examining the rail and river

borne trade1 , it was found that trade through the channel 

mainly originates in the porta of Mysore (i.e.,~~ngalore) 

and Kerala (i.e., Tellicherry and Cslicut) and is mostly 

destined to Madras State. The coastal trade statist1cs2 

showed small quantities exported from ports of I>'iysore and 

Kerala to Meharashtrs. The trade by road cannot span wide 

areas due to high cost. The concentration of internal 

demand in four southern States aa revealed by the Board's 

statistics seems acceptable. 

The Statewise breakdown of demand is insufficient 

for the present purpose. If the internal demand had a wide 

. spatial pattern the important cities in chief coffee consum

ing States could have been assumed as market points and an 

allocation scheme for the coffee grown in different areas 

between the curing centres can be drawn. The internal 

demand is confined to the States of Madras, Mysore, Kerale 

and l.ndhra Pradesh. Any rationalisation of the existing 

allocation or coffee between the various centres, need take 

into consideration only the demand in these States. The 

procedure that would have been handy when the demand had a 

the ) 1 Aeeounts Relatin~ totinlan~ (Rail end Riverborne 
Trade of India, 1962-63 to 1965-66. 

2 Statistics ot the CoastinG TrPde of India, 1960-61 
to 1964.-65. 
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wider span cannot be adopted in the case. A finer break

down of the demand in the coffee consuming States indicating 

its spatial pattern at finite points is essential. Assuming 

that the per capita consumption remains the same throughout 

the State such a breakdown can be obtained. The u. s. s. 
data has already shown that consumption habits differ 

between the rural and urban areas. The use of Coffee 

Board's statistics which alone gives typewise demand needs 

a further assumption. It needs to be assumed that the con

sumption habits remain the same throughout the State in 

respect of the types also. 

It would be more appropriate to conclude that a 

thorough market survey in the chief coffee consuming States 

may be useful for any rationalization scheme. 

A conscious policy on the Board's pert would have 

required a thorough knowledge of the spatial pattern of 

demand. There is a regrettable lacuna in this respect aa 

regards the internal market. The Board has a broad picture 

of the spatial pattern ot internal demand !or coffee. For 

a meticulous care of the space factor the seme is insuffi

cient. Further, even the Board's method or ~rriving at its 

broad spatial pattern of internal demand bas a questionable 

basis, though its statistics could be supported with 

information from other sources. 

Summing Up 

There has bean no conscious policy as regards the 
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wider span cannot be adopted in the case. A finer break

down of the demand in the coffee consuming States indicating 

its spatial pattern at finite points is essential. Assuming 

that the per capita consumption remains the same throughout 

the State such a breakdown can be obtained. The u. s. s. 
data has already shown th2t consumption habits differ 

between the rural and urban areas. The use or Coffee 

Board's statistics which alone gives typewise demand needs 

a further assumption. It needs to be assumed that the con

sumption habits remain the same throughout the State in 

respect of the types also. 

It would be more appropriate to conclude that a 

thorough market survey in the chief coffee consuming States 

may be useful for any rationalization scheme. 

A conscious policy on the Board's part would have 

required a thorough knowledge of the spatial pattern or 
demand. There is a regrettable lacuna in this respect as 

regards the internal market. The Board has a broad picture 

or the spatial pattern of internal demand !or coffee. For 

a meticulous care of the space factor the ssme is insuffi

cient. Further, even the Board's method of erriving at its 

broad spatial pattern of internal demand has 8 questionable 

basis, thoueh its statistics could be supported with 

information from other sources. 

Summing Up 

There has been no conscious policy 88 regards the 
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the location aspect or the curing industry. The Board haa 

not effected any reallocation of coffee meant for curing. 

This was not done not because the Board accepted the 

existing flows as rational. In tact to a certain extent 

the Board was not in a position to judge the rationality ot 

existing flows. The same weakness applies to the Board's 

decisions regarding the location or new curing capacity. 

There is a regrettable lacuna in the Bo&rd'a knowledge of 

spatial pattern of internal demand. This results in ita 

inability to judge the rationality or flows ot coffee meant 

tor curing and economic justification or the location or 

new curing capacity. 

The passive policy on the Board's part as regards 

the location aspect of the curing industry had diverse 

results. In some cases, perhaps incidentally, the location 

or new curing capacity has been economically advantageous.1 

The development or a new curing centre in Hassan near the 

'~ysore' coffee growing areas, and the location or curing 

houses in Kushalanagar and Kalpetta near Coorg and ~ynaad 

plantation respectively, tall in the category. Likewise 

the growth of centres, Salem near the Shevroye and Pattee

veerampatti near the Pulneye. The Board's passive policy, 

1 Though the Board ia supposed to critically evaluate 
the choice of location it more or less depends on the 
private initiative. Further after locating his curing unit 
the individual curer is left to hie ability to secure the 
necessary supplies of coffee. 
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however, has its other side. In spite of the coming up or 

curing centres which are more conveniently located from 

the plantations, coastal centres have continued to flourish. 

As will be shown that apart from the fact that some or the 

coastal centres do not have any economic advantage, coastel 

centres as a category pose numerous operational problems. 

The concentration o! curing capacity in l•langalore 1s a 

glaring instance in the case. The curing industry in 

Mangalore is discussed in ·section 3.6. 



Cost Factors and Some Importent Problems 
regarding Allocation or Coffee between 

Curing Centres 
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The Board's policy as regards the locational aspect 

of the curing industry has been passive. There were diffi

culties which beset the Board's responsibilities. Some of 

these were discussed in the last section. These difficulties 

persist and should be reckoned with. There are other 

factors which the Board may have to take into account for 

a conscious policy in the future. such factors can be 

broadly divided into coat factors and institutional factors. 

The present section discusses the coat factors. The next 

examines the institutional factors. The institutional 

factors would have posed a hurdle in the implementation of 

any rati.onalbation scheme in the past. They may do so in 

future also. 

There are two sub-sections 1n the present section. 

The first discusses the coat factors, via., curing coats 

and transport costs. The second sub-section examines 

broadly some important problema of the industry regarding 

allocation of coffee between the curing centres. The same 

is done taking into account the coat factors and the 

demand pattern for coffee. 

).4.1 Cost Factors 

A : Curing Costa 

Curing costa have two broad components, Yia., scale 
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costa and those which are locationally significant. The 

information regarding curing costa (inclusive of scale and 

locationally significant coats) vas obtained from different 

sources. The data made available by different sources 

differ in their nature end utility. The sources of data 

and form are discussed in the immediately succeeding para

graphs. Thereafter (a) scale costs and (b) locationally 

significant costs sre discussed separately. 

Locationally significant coats in any industry 

generally are raw material costs, fuel and power costa and 

labour coats, besides one can include packing material 

costs in the category. Coffee curing industry in India is 

a service industry. There are no raw material costs. As 

regards fuel, the industry uses coffee husk, which is 

otherwise a waste; sometimes a by-product. The industry at 

its present stage being not very much mechanised, does not 

use electric power extensively. The packing material used 

in the industry is gunny bags and hence is ot minor 

importance. The most important locationally significant 

cost item is labour cost. Coats other than labour, fuel, 

power and packing are categorised as scale costs. 

The curers in India, apart from their main !unction 

ot curing coffee, act as agents to the Coffee Board. There 

are some cost items which are incurred both on the curing 

aide and on the agency side, vis., labour coats and salaries 

to the supervisory and managerial personnel. 



The cost information regarding the industry was 

collected from three different sources. The three sources 

are as follows: 
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1. Cost Accountant of India's Data1: The informa

tion here relates to the crop season 1964-65. It includes 

both the locationally significant and the scale coats. Un

fortunately this source combines labour costs which belongs 

to the first category with salaries paid to the supervisory 

and managerial personnel which belongs to the second. The 

source gives cost information separately for the curing 

aspect and the agency aspect or the industry. 

2. Accounts Data : The cost information here was 

collected from the surYeyed units during the first halt or 

1967. The data refer to the year 1965. It includes both 

the locat1onally significant costa and the scale costa. 

However, some of the cost items include the part incurred 

on the curing side and also that incurred on the agency 

side. They are not separable here. 

3. Engineering Data : This cost information refers 

to the time or the survey, i.e., V~y 1967 to July 1967. It 

confines only to the locationally significant coats on the 

curing side. In the absence of raw material costs, and the 

fuel costs being negligible, the only locationally 

1 This data was made available by one of the curing 
unite surveyed. 



significant coat which is important is labour coat. The 

data refers to labour costs. 

Cost data provided by the Coat Accountant or India 

refers to crop season 1964-65. The source provides data 

regarding the quantity or coffee cured for the units for 

which it gives the cost data. The quantities cured during 

1964-6S crop season as indicated by the source differ from 

that reported by the Board for the same crop season. The 

survey conducted by the researcher obtained Accounts data 

for the year 1965 and Engineering data which refers to the 

time or the survey. Some of the units visited provided 

only the Engineering data. However, all the units visited 

reported the quantity cured by them during 196S. 

Table ).4.1 presents the quantities cured by the )0 

major curing units from 1964-6S season's crop ea reported 

by the Board. The Table also gives the quantities cured 

during 1964-65 season as indicated by the Coat Accountant 

or India for the units for which the source provides cost 

data. The quantity or coffee cured by them during 196S ee 

reported by the units surveyed by the researcher is also 

presented in Table ).4.1. 

))2 

The curing statistics as given by the Cost Accountant 

ot India, and as reported by the curing units ere used while 

analysing their respective coat data. Board's data are 

relied upon in all other discussions. 
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Table 3.4.1 1 Quantity of Co.t'f'ee Cured by the J.1ajor Curing 
Unit a 

-------------------------------Source of Data 
Centre Unit ----------------------------------------Coffee Board Cost Accountant Curing 

1964-65 of India units 196S 
crop season 1964-65 crop calendar 

- - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - ,!9.,!S,2n _ __ - _ J!.B'£. _ - -

J.!angalore J,iQ 1 641 6)7 S9lt 
J.Rl 2 1,5)2 1,723 N.A. 
J.103 .3,.316 H.A. N. r •• 
lfl.G 4 4,2.37 41 05.3 4,231 
l>lG S 4,S01 4,461 4,520 

Chikmsgalur CH 1 1,)60 1,))0 N.l\. 
. CH 2 1,441 2,332 1,397 

CH ) 2,904- 2,87S 2,892 
Has a on HNl 2,134 2,126 2,193 

HN2 2,Sl) N.A. 2,SS9 
HN ) 4,104 3,559 4,124 

Kuahalanagar KS 3,870 3,893 HoAo 

Hun sur HR 3,068 4,369 3,49S 
Mysore Citl Myl 1,03~ N .A. 1,048 

My 2 ),12 2,566 .3,2)2 

Te111cherry TL 3,028 3,691 N.A. 

Calicu~ CL 1 1,369 1,2S7 1,430 
CL 2 211Slt N.A. 2113S 

K:a1petta KT1 1,215 S9S N.A. 
KT2 1,716 N • I\. M·'·· 

Mettupaleyam l-n" 1 303 N .4 • N.A. 
JiT 2 1,1SS 920 785 

Coimbatore CB 1 SOl 42S 498 
CB 2 2,S64 . N.J!.. 2,571 

Salem SL 1 330 N.A. N .A. 
SL 2 1 114S }lol\o 1,126 
SL) 1,221 1,080 1,170 

Patteeveeram- PT 1 262 N .~. • N.~. 
patti PT 2 1,072 913 N.f .• 

PT 3 1,1)6 l,OSlt N.A. 

----------------- ------ -------
N. A. • Not Available. 
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Table 3.~.2 gives the coverage by different eources 

of cost data. The same is presented by taking into account 

the units covered 1n each centre and the coverage of the 

quantity cured 1n the centre. As regards the total quantity 

cured in the individual centres neither the Cost Accountant 

of India nor the survey data provides the information; the 

Board's data had to be relied upon for the purpose. Total 

quantity cured in the centre as given by the Board and the 

quantity cured by the units covered as reported by the 

different sources of coat data are not meaningfully compa• 

rable. The discussion in the preceding paragraphs provides 

the reasons. Thus 1 quantity cured by the units covered by 

different sources of cost data appearing in Table 3.~.2 are 

not baaed on the quantities cured by individual units given 

by the respective sources 1 but are based on the Board's 

data. 

Scale Costs :- The curing centres which cure the 

coffee from different coffee growing areas are located near 

the individual growing areas. Thus 1 like the coffee growing 

areas curing capacity is scattered. Further, 1n many 

centres the curing capacity is shared by more than one unit. 

,~ examination ot the scale economies can be started with 

a view to know whether coffee trom different areas can be 

cured at a tew large plants (larger than the existing ones) 

located at some central points. The same would• however. 

require consideration of plant eises larger than those 



Table 3.4.2 l Coverage by Dif!eren~ Sources of Cos~ Da~a 

- ---- ----- ---- - - -. ----- -- - ---- ~ - - - ---- - - ---- --
Curing 
Centre 

Number ot Uni~s Quanti~y or coffee cured 1964-65 • 

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------Total Cos~ Accounts Engineer- Total Coe~ Accounts Engineer-
Accountan~ Data ing Data 
ot India 

Accountant Data lng Data 
ot India 

-------------------------------------~--------
P.!anga1ore ' It 2 3 14,227 10,911 4,871i 9,379 
Chikmagalur 3 3 1 2 5,705 5,705 1,4-U 4,34.5 
Hassan 3 2 3 3 8,751 6,2.)8 8,751 8,751 
Kushalanagar 1 1 - - ),870 3,870 - -
Hun sur 1 1 - 1 3,068 .3,068 - ),068 
Myaore City 2 1 1 2_ 4.,162 3,128 3,128 4,162 
Tellicherry 1 1 - - ),028 ),028 - -Cal1cut 2 1 1 2 3,52) 1,)69 1,.369 .),52) 
la1petta 2 1 - - 2,9)1 1,215 - -
~ettupe1ayam 2 1 1 1 1,458 1,155 1,15S 1,1S5 
Coimbetore 2 1 2 2 3,065 SOl ),065 3,065 
Sale• ) 1 2 2 2,696 1,221 2,)66 2,)66 
Pat~eeveeram-
pat~i ' 2 - - 2,470 2,206 - ----------------------------------------------
Grand Total .)0 20 13 17 58,954 4.),625 26,169 .39,190 
---------------------------------------------
• Quantities cured by the units given here refer to ~hose provid~d by ~he Board for crop 

aeason 1964-65. . . 

"" "" "' 
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existing and also it would require a more detailed data 

regarding spatial pattern of internal demand than are 

available. As the required data are not available, analysis 

of the above type is not possible. 

The question of scale economies can be examined only 

1n respect or location or additional capacity. In this 

case, it may be sufficient it the existence of scale 

economies is examined in relation to plant sisea in opera

tion. The Board in the above contex\ can, depending upon 

· the existence or scale economies, crop forecasts for 

different areas, location ot coffee growing areas which 

require additional capacity, end the spatial pattern or 

demand, decide the plant sise and the location. Though 

reliable crop forecasts tor individual growing areea are 

not readily available, crude estimates o£ the same could 

have been arrived at. However, lack or knowledge regarding 

apa~ial pattern of internal demand would have been a hurdle. 

In the absence ot the required da~a what has been 

attempted here is only an enquiry into the existence or 

scale economies in the industry. No attempt baa been made 

to relate the same to transport coats and hence no sugges

tions could be made regarding concentrating or dispersing 

the additional capacity. 

The existence of scale economies in the industry baa 

been enquired into with the help of factual data regarding 
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the existing units. The data have ita shortcomings tor the 

purpose (see Section 2.7). Further, to know the existence 

or scale economies, the plants compared should be using the 

same method or production but differ only 1n their ai1e1 it 

is also required that the plants operate at full capacity. 

There ia no clear definition of capacity in the industry. 

The capacity of individual units as given by the Cost 

Accountant of India differed from that given by the Board. 

It is, however, known that some or the units whose data are 

used worked below their tull capacity. As regards the 

condition that the plants compared should be using the same 

method ot production, the same is met with. The following 

paragraphs describe the curing process and help to show 

that there are only minor differences 1n the methods 

employed. 

In the curing works, pulp from the dried Cherry and 

Parchment husk from the Parchment coffee is removed mecha• 

nically •. Then the first preliminary grading is also done 

by machines. Coffee is later given to labourers who do the 

final grading. The grading ot coffee in India ill as 

prescribed by the Coffee Board. How the different types 

of coffee are graded i_s given in Table 3.4.3. 

The mechanical part of tlle coffee processing 18 not 

complicated. Chert No. 2 depicts the mechanical part ot 

the curing process. Coftee is hulled of its pulp in the 



TPble ),4,3 I Grading ot Differen~ Types ot Coftee in India 

----·---~--------------------Plantation Arobica Cherry Robusta Robuata 
(Arebica ---------------------- Parchment Cherrr Parchment) Whole Crop Stripping& 

Cherry 
(including 
gleaningeJ 

------------------------------
PB PB PD PB PB 
A AB (l"ls.te) A IJ3 (Flats) AB (Flats) 

B Bulk S~ Bulk '~ Bulk '~ Bulk 5~ 
Triage Triage Triage Triage 

CT CT BCT/Blacke/ 
Browns/Bits 

CT CT 

Blacks/Bits Blacks~ Blacks~ Blacks~ 
Browns Browns Browns 
Bit a Bits A its 

-------------------------------
Source : Annual Report ot the Cottee Board, 1964-65, P• 117. 

CHART NO 2.. -. 

'PB' 

BIG 'PS' 

MECHANICAL PART OF COFFEE 
CURING PROCESS 

·-.. 

DRUM SORTER 

'A' 'e' 'cT' 

EITHER 'P&',' A', 's' 
OR. "C.T I 

CATADORS 

AND UNCURED COFFEE. 



case of Cherry and ~be parchment husk is removed in the 

case of Parchment coffee •. This is done by adjustment ot 

the blades. The sorter which is attached to the huller 
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(or the parchcent husk remover) separates the 'PB•s. The 

uncured coffee and the big 1 PB 1 s are removed by a mech&nical 

device before the 'PB's are separated by the sorter. The 

rest of the coffee which includes the grades •A•, 'B' and 

'CT1 , are then ted into a drum sorter. Here coffee is 

graded into 'A', 'B' and 'CT' separately. The drum sorter 

has eeives of different diameters. The different seives 

denote different grades. The diameter of the selves is 

prescribed by the Coffee Board. Different grades are then 

polished separately and sent to the catsdoors where the 

unshapely and the coloured beans get removed from the rest. 

· There ends the mechanized part of curing. The coffee ot 

different grades still contain d1aoolourod and unshapely 

beans. Labourers do the final grading. 

Technological difference in the process of curing 

employed in different curing works can occur only in the 

last stage of its mechanized part. The curing units can 

instead of the catadoors, use pneumntic graders, gravity 

graders or colour sorters. Most of the units during the 

time or the survey used the firs\ mentioned. In only one 

or the units during the time of the survey 'mechanical table 

garbling' was employed. (This is noted while estimating 

the labour costs.) 



Thus, there are no significant differences in the 

method ot curing employed by the various curing units • 
• 

~ence, it is possible, as pointed out earlier, to utilise 
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the cost data obtained from these units or different sizes, 

tor examining the existence or economies or scale in the 

industry. 

The information regarding scale costa is available 

trom two sources, vis., (i) the Coat Accountant or India 

and (ii) the Accounts Data collected during the survey. 

The coat data provided by the sources are presented in two 

separate Tables (Tables ).4.4 and ).4.S). The units are 

arranged in ascending order ot their installed capacity in 

the case o! the former. As regards the Accounts Data, they 

are arranged in ascending order or the quantity cured. 

Preliminarily, scale coats were correlated with the 

sise or unit with the help or rank correlation. As said 

earlier, in the case of Coat Accountant or India's data, 

salaries paid to the managerial and supervisory personnel 

which is an item of scale coats 1a coupled with wages paid 

to labourers which is a locationally significant item of 

cost. Since the latter accounts for a greater part of the 

expenditure of the item Salaries and Wages, the item 

Salaries and Wages bas been excluded while computing the 

correlation. In the case or the item Power and Repairs the 

item Repairs only is an item of scale costs. However power 

costs 1n the industry being 1ns1gnit1csnt the item Power and 
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Teble J,t..,lt l Cost or 'Curing' and 'Cost of f.gency and Sales Services' for Different Curing Units, 196~-65 Crop Se~aon (Rupees Per Tonne) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Name Curing Agency and Sales Curing of the LocEJt1on - ----------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------curing l.verage Salaries Power Gunnies Depre- Other Lees rlet Salaries Gunnies Depre- Other Leas Net Agency 
unit. cepacity and · end elation costs Credit Total and c1at1on costs credit Totsl end Sales 

Tonnes wages reps irs wages Total 
Per Year 

- -- - ---- - -- -- ---------------------------------------------------------------
CB 1 Coimbatore l,SJO 59.) 7.4 1.2 12.7 8.3 1.6 87.3 63.1 1.3 s.o 9.9 26.1 5.3.1 140.1. 
KT 1 KBlpetta 1,500 55.9 9.0 1.8 9.7 6.1 2,0 8o.s 1.3.1 1.0 2.1 10.1 . 17.2 )9.1 119.6 
PT 2 PetteeTeersmpetti 1,500 57.2 21.3 6.~ 14.7 5.8 3o7 101.7 36.1 6.3 4.9 11.6 6.1 56.2 157.9 
PT 3 " 1,500 159.1 1~.6 5•2 1~.1. 11 .. 1 15.8 191.9 )5.5 5.2 4.9 11.6 0.9 56.) 248.2 
SL 3 Salem 1,500 . 4;6. 5 11..6 3.5 29.1 12.1 0.6 105.2 16.5 ?ol - 8.1 9.7 29.6 1)4.8 
CL 1 Celicut 1,500 65.6 5.9 0,6 1.8 ~.) 2.1 82.1 )4.2 o.5 1..2 15.) 21.~ )2.8 111..9 
MG 1 l\langa1ore 2,000 55.6 u.s - 8.6 s.z. 1.1 8).) 26.6 - 7.1 7.~ 11.3 29.8 113.1 
z.rr 2 !>lettuptllsyam 2,500 51.9 1.) 0.4 11.6 ).1 0.7 67.6 )2.5 0,5 5.6 2.3 4.~ 35.9 10).5 
CH 1 Chikmsgelur 2,500 61.9 . 12.7 1.3 s.,. 5.2 o.s 86.0 18.9 2.6 1..2 6.6 6.) :zs.o 114.0 
Z.lO 2 l•langa1ore 2,500 . 70.1 14.3 3.6 2.2 3.3 ).1 90.~ 28.8 3.3 1.0 '·' 13.9 25.7 116.1 
CH ) Cbikmagalur 3,500 57.~ 15.2 0,3 5.8 ).6 5.1 77.2 38.7 0,) ).1 6,0 15.2 )0.6 107.8 
HN1 Hassen ~.sco 51.) 8,8 2.9 11.0 16.2 2,7 87.5 17.9 4.) 0,1 14.2 - ·z.1.1t 128.9 
My 2 ltlysore Clty ~.soo 49.8 9.0 :z.s 5.6 s.6 1.7 71.0 16.4 s.o 6.6 7.7 ).6 28.6 99.6 
H!~ 3 Hassen ~.sao 5.3.6 10.0 2.) 15.5 7.1. 0.6 87.9 2).2 ~.6 s.o 6.7 ~.~ )8.4 126,) 
TL Telllcherry 4,500 68.0 8.5 s.o 5.7 9.0 1.6 94.6 25.9 4.2 0.9 10.1 15.8 25.3 119.9 
KS Kuaha1anegar s,soo 85,2 1).6 1.~ 6,) 6.1 15.1 99.5 ~7.7 1.3 4.9 9.0 )2.1 30.2 129.7 
liR Hun sur 5,500 58.9 ,..s 1.9 o.a 10.6 4.7 72.3 15.0 1.6 4.) 5.0 11.6 10,1 82.~ 

l·lG It Mangelore 6,500 41.9 11.2 1.1 15.1 9.tl 3.3 75.S 40,0 1.1 2.~ 8.6 12 • .3 )9.6 115.6 
J.ll s " 7,000 67.4 9.8 2.3 8,8 6.0 1.9 92.~ 26.3 2.3 ).It 6.2 15.3 24.9 117.3 
CH 2 Chlkmagalu.r 7,500 ~2.2 ~.s 1.8 9.5 6.2 6.0 58.2 21.6 ).~ 8,) 7.2 20.1 18.7 76.9 

. ---- -- - ---- - - -- ---- ----- - ------- - -- - -- ------- -------- - --- - -- -- ---------- ---
Weighted AverEge ss.~ 10.4 2.0 10.2 6.6 2,6 85.0 32.~ 2.6 ~.o s.s 14.0 )).8 118.8 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Note : Installed cspacit{ aa given by the Cost Accountant of India differ fro1a that given by the Coffee Board. So is the 'qu.<~nt1ty cured' sa 

indicated by the wo sources. The difference in the latter is less wide, 

Source z Cost Accour:tsnt of India. 
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T8ble 3.4.5 1; Cost of 'Curing, !.gency and Sales Services' for D1f.ferent Curing Units, 1965 : Accounts Dau (Rupees Per Tonne) . 

-- - - ------ - - - - --- - - -- - ------- ---- -- - --- --- -- ---- - - - ------ - ------ - ------ -Curing LocE~tion of the Quantity Employment l'iagea Salaries Plant POW·?r Depreciation Other Tot&! 
Unit Curing Unit Cured --------------------- to fijBintcnence Costs 

1965 Directly Supervisory Direct • (Tonnes) employed end clerical Labour 
staff ------ ------- ------ -- - ------ - - - - --- - - - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- --- -- ----- - -

CB 1 Coimbatore 498 113 29 129.95 28.17 5 • .36 1.91 15.81 15.85 195.14 

m1 ~'ianga1ore 594 115 12 70.)2 47.2.5 1).20. o.n llt.70 )1.).) 177.57 

l11T 2 ~:ettupe1ayam 78.5 150 7 47.90 27.13 5.46 5.74 16.69 18.48 121.40 

SL 2 Sslem 1,126 204 18 .36. 74 )0.74 2.62 0 49.94 15.4.3 1.35.47 

SL .3 Salem 1,170 199 15 )).)) 50.2) ).64 0 .30.48 )2.96 150.64 

CH 2 Chikmegslur 1,.397 26) .36 42.)) 27.)2 .3.71 8.92 10.12 11.0) 10).41 

CL 1 Celicut 1,4.30 153 .5 51.74 5.17 14.57 2.51 15.77 llt.)O 104.06 

HN1 Hassan 2,193 271 1.3 47.48 19.58 8.2) 4.63 .34 • .35 10.5S 124.8.5 

HN2 Hassan 2,.559 312 46 )0.64 24.82 7.91 5.07 41.75 26.)0 1)6.49 

CB 2 Coimbetore 2,577 2.36 17 59.84 )0.79 2.29 1.62 6.29 27.29 1:!S.12 

My 2 Mysore C.ity 3,232 26S 25 24.41 16.96 17.02 .3.62 19.41 15.47 96.89 

HN ) Hassan 4,124 167 )1 22.86 32.18 6.0) ).80 24.0.3 20.6) 109.53 

ll!G 4 Mangalore 4,231 5.)0 19 56.64 12.18 8.68 1.46 15.91 14.5'1 109.46 

----- ~-------------- -·--------- -·------------------------------------------
• Included under 'O~her Cos~a•. 

Source& Survey. 



Repairs has been included. The items taken into account 

tor computing the correlation 1n the case or Cost 

Accountant of India's data, thus,are Power and Repairs, 

Depreciation and Other Costs. In the ·case of the Accounts 

data the scale costa are Salaries, Plant Maintenance, 

Depreciation and Other Costs (which includes small expen

diture on packing materials). 

In the case or the Cost Accountant's data it became 

necessary to.correlate scale coats with the size of the 

unit in two different wnya; first, by defining the aise by 

the installed capacity; second, by defining the size by the 

utilized capacity i.e., quantity cured (196~65 crop 

season). In the case of the Accounts data the aise.wss 

defined by quantity of coffee cured during the year 1965. 

The relevant rank correlations arrived at are presented in 

Table 3.lt.6. 

Table 3.4.6 : Rank Correlation between Scale Costa and Sise 
of the Unit 

-----.-------------------------Definition or alae 

---------------------·-----Installed 
capacity 

Quantity 
cured ------------------------------

a) Cost ~ccountant of 
Indle's Data 

Curing 
Agency 
Curing and Agency 

b) Accounts Data 
Curing and Agency 

--------------

-0.25150 
-0.22970 
-0.))947 

-

-0.21351! 
.o.:nM4 
-0.26090 

-0.20))0 

----------------



It can be seen from Table 3.·4.6 that there is no 

significant correlation between the size of the unit and 

scale costs. To confirm the same linear regression equa

tions were fitted between the size and scale coste (sa 

defined earlier). In the case of the Cost ~ccountant ot 

India's data the same has been done only in respect of scale 

costs on the curing side. Table 3.4.7 presents the results • 

• Table 3.4.7 1 Linear Regression Equations between Scale 
Costa and Size of' the Unit 

-------------------------------Definition 
ot eize 

Constant Coefficient 
Term of X i.e. &2 

'b' -- .. ------- ... --------------------
A) Cost .e.ceountent i) Installed 3).02 -0.001,7 0.1246./t 

o.f Indisis Deta capacity (O.OOllS) 

11) Quantity 24.10 -o.001S2 0.4235 
cured (0.00172) 

B) Accounts Data Quantity 8lt.23 -0.00ltl4 o.063Sl9 
cured (0.00510) 

-------------------------------
The values or •a2• as ia obvious from Table ).4.7 are 

very low; they were found to be non-significant &t 5 per cent 

level. The coefficients or •x• were also round to be non

aignifican~ a~ 5 per cen~ level. 

Historical evidence also indicates that there are no 

significant scale economies in the industry. There are two 

firms which have their branches in more than one centre. 

Firm A 1n Table ).~t.S has branches in ~~ngalore, Calicut and 



Table 3.4•8 s Location or the Branches and Coffee Cured 
by Two Major Firms, 1964-65 Crop Season 
(Quantity in Tonnea) 

------------------------------Branch and Name of the Curing Unit 

------------------------------------------Firm A Fim B 

----------------------- ---------------Manga- Cali cut Coimba- Manga- Telli-
lore tore lore cherry 
1--:G 5 CL 2 CB 2 MG) TL - - --- ------ ----- --------------

Bababudans 1,49S - - 2Sit -
Other Mysore 1,686 - . - 2,927 317 

. Coorg 1,280 1) - Sl 2,)$2 

Bil1g1ris - - 166 - -
N1lgir1s - - 319 - -
N ilgiri/Wynasd - 179 392 - -
Malabar/Wynaad - 1,9)8 - - 31S 

Uell1ampath1s - - 414. - -
AnJ(amalaia - - 90S - -.. ._ 

Shevroys - - 2)6 - -
i.annan Devane - 9 57 - -
Other ItO 1.5 10 24. lit. 

------------------------------
Total ------------------------------
Court~ 1 Coffee Board. 

Coimbatore, and firm B has its branches in Mangalore and . 
Tellicherry. The two firms rank the first two in the industry 

by the quantity cured. The fact that these importAnt firms 



have dispersed their curing capacity leads one to infer 

that there are no significant scale economies in the industry 

which would compensate the higher transport costs due to 

long diversions. 

Labour Costs (Locationally Signific~nt Coste)z- The 

Cost Accountant or India as a source or information coupled 

the wage costs with the salaries paid to the supervisory 

and clerical staff 1 though it distinguished between the 

curing and the agency aides of the industry's functions. 

In the Accounts data the two cost items are separately 

available. However 1 this source does not distinguish between 

the wage costs incurred on the agency end that on the curing 

side. Whet is required here is labour costs involved in 

curing the coffee alone. Though all the curers are also 

agents or the Board their agency !unction cannot be directly 

correlated with their curing activity. Hence the wage coats 

as available in the Accounts data mey lead to incorrect 

conclusions. Due to these shortcomings ot the above-mentioned 

data 1 the labour costs have been calculated on the basis or 

Engineering data. 

In the coffee curing process, labour costs are 

involved in the following different stages: unloading the 

coftee
1 

drying 1 hulling, garbling 1 bulking and despatch. 

or theoe. hulling is a mechanical process. Labour coet 

involved here is insigniticant. Garbling cost accounts tor 
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more than 60 per cent of the labour coats. As regards the 

other operations, where labour factor ia involved, these 

are influenced by extra locational forces. Due to the 

system of wage payment their influence could not be elimi• 
. ' 

nated. Though the operations like unloading the coffee, 

drying, bulking and despatch are piece rated, in many cases 

the rates fixed included the payment for the transit or 

coffee from one stage to the other. It need not be said 

here, then, that these rates depended on the lead, between 

the stages. The layout of the factor mattered much. This 

factor, however, has no locational relevance. The labour 

cost taken into account here is only garbling cost. 

Garbling refers to grading of cured coffee beans by 

human labour. As said earlier, a part of the grading 

initially is done by machines. The curers reported that at 

the end of mechanical grading the 'Blacks' and 'Bite' which 

are separated from other grades form about 2 per cent. 

These inferior grades are not put for garbling. Hence the 

cost or garbling labour need be calculated on 960 kga. per 

tonne or cured coffee. 

Garbling wages are piece rated. Eight of the fourteen 

units surveyed reported a flat work-load irrespective ot 

the grade and type. The remaining six units had yarying 

work-loads. Of these six, three are located in Mangalore, 

two in Calicut and one in Coimbatore. Three of these units, 



one each in ~he above-mentioned centrea, belonged ~o a 

pioneering firm. These had similar work-loads for 

different grades. The two other units, one each in ~1nnga

lore and Calicut, followed ~he pat~crn set by the above 

pioneering firm. The remaining unit in Mangalore stated 

that it varied the work-load depending upon the quality or 

the particular lot of coffee. Thus five out or the six 

units which had varying work-loads for different grades 

had similar work-loads for particular grades. These work

loads have been assumed for the remaining units also.1 

As said earlier, garbling labour is piece rated. 

The piece work which carried a particular remuneration is 

known by different terms in different centres; here it can 

be called as 1task 1 • Where a flat work-load was practised 

the labourers were required to garble SO kgs. per •task'• 

Work-load per 'task' for different grades in the case of 

the units which practised varying work-loads for different 

work-loads tor different grades is given ln Table )o4o9o 

In the case or the units which practised flat work

load it required 20 1 tasks 1 to obtain a tonne or cured 

1 Unlike the tile industry where varying work-loads 
waa a factor particular to the individual unite, here it 
is a locational factor. ~ork-loads d1ffere4 between the 
centres and except in one case it did not differ between 
the units in the same centre. Further varying work-losda 
between the centres in this case ore not comparable. 
Differences in 'tasks' is due to differences in the nature 
of work. Varying work-loads represent different systems 
or wage payment. 
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Table 3,4,9 : ~ork-loads for Different Grades and Number or 
'Tasks' Per Tonne of Coffee tor Units which 
Practised Varying Kork-loada for Different 
Grades 

--.--
Grade 

-------f:pproximate 
percentage 
or the 
grade at 
the end or 
mechanical 
grading 

------------Approximate Work-load 
~uantity of per 'Task' 
the grade in kgs, 
in kgs. per 
tonne or 
cured coffee 

-------Number or 
'Tasks' per 
grade per 
tonne or 
cured 
coffee 

------------------------------
PB 

A 

B 

cr-.. 
Bl/Br/Bta 

10-lS 

57-65 

13-lS 

5-10 

1- 3 

130 

610 

160 

1!0 

20 

31.8 

3l.S 

2S,It 

25.4 

lto09 

l9.1S 

6.30 

3.15 

----·-------------------------Total Number of Tasks ------------------------------
coffee, On the basis of Table ),4.9 it was around )) 

'tasks' for the units which practised varying work-loads 

tor different grades, It should, however, be noted that 
I 

number of 'tasks' required per tonne of cured coffee in the 

case or two types or units are not comparable. Firstly, 

work-load per •task' differed between them, Secondly, 

remuneration per •task' also differed, (remuneration per 

•task' was not necessarily equivalent to a normal day's 

wage), 

With the data regarding wage per 'task' obtained 

from the individual units and the •tasks' per tonne of 
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cured coffee given above, garbling labour costs have been 

calculated for different units. These have been presented 

in Table ).4.10. The Table also gives the weighted 

garbling labour costs for different centres; 

Labour coats are highest in Mangalore. Hassan hea 

the lowest labour costs among the centres surveyed. The 

above estimates of garbling labour coats have been utilized 

in the succeeding sub-section while discussing the probl.

of allocation or coffee between the curing centres. 

B : Transport Costs 

Coffee curing is a weight losing process; the same 

necessitates consideration or transport cost on uncured 

coffee separately. There are, thus, two major components 

· or transport costs: (i) transport cost on uncured coffee 

and (ii) transport cost on cured coffee. Coffee when it 

is cured can be classified to superior coffee which is 

exported, and the unexportable coffee which is utilised 

fer internal consumption. Transport cost on cured coffee 

thus includes transport cost on exportable coffee to the 

port and transport cost on unexportable coffee to the 

internal markets. 

Transport cost on uncured coffee depends upon 1 

quantity ot uncured coffee required to secure a tonne ot 

cured coffee, distance from the plantations to the curing 

centre and transport rates. 



Table 3.4.10 I Garbling Labour Costs Per Tonne or Cured 
Coffee, 1967 (in Rs.) 

-----------------------------
Centre Unit Coat1 Weighted2 Average 

cost for the Centre -----------------------------
l!,angalore MG 1 34.9!1 ° 

MG 4 
J.lG S 

36.92 • 
38.08 0 

37.36 

Chikmsgalur CH 2 24.47 23.5) CH ) 2.).08 

Hassan HN 1 27.00 
HN 2 2).06 3 2).Sl 
fiN) 21.92 

Hunsur HR )0.00 .)0.00 

Mysore City 14Y 1 26 • .slt 27.9/t MY2 28.)9 

Calicut CL 1 3l.S6 • ).5.59 CL 2 .)8.08 • 

Mettupalayam 1-~ 2 34.62 )4.62 
Co1mbatore CB 1 .39.24 )7.]J CB 2 )6.72 • 

Salem SL 2 2s.sa 27.90 SL 3 27.0 
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------------------------------
• Calculated on the beaia o£ different work-loads tor 

different grades. 

l.Includes employers contribution to E.s.I., E.P.F. (8.75 
per cent or earnings), leave with wages (.S per cent ot 
earnings) and compulsory bonus (4 per cent of earnings). 

2.Quantitiea cured during 1964-65 crop sa reported by the 
units (Table ).4.~) have been used es weights. 

3 Unit HN ) employed mechanical garbling side by side manual 
garbling. The former cost less and can be estimated at 
Rs.l7.68 per tonne in 1967. 
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Transport cost on cured coffee depends upon (1) 

transport cost on exportable coffee which in turn depends 

upon quantity exported from a tonne ot cured coffee, 

distance from the curing centra to the port, and transport 

rates; and (11) transport cost on unexportable coffee to 

the internal markets which in turn depends upon quantity 

released tor internal consumption from a tonne or cured 

coffee, distance from the curing centre to the internal 

markets, end transport rates. 

To compute the transport costs there are, thus, three 

types ot data requireda (i) quantities moved, (ii) distances, 

and (111) transport rates. 

gu~ntities Moved :- Quantity or uncured coffee 

required per tonne or cured col!ee depends upon the weight 

los& in curing; the same differs between types of coffee. 

The weight loss for each type used in the present study is 

based on the infor=ation provided to the Board by fifteen 

curers. The curers information refers to crop sesson 

l964-6S and is given in Table ).~.11. 1 

Not all types are taken into consideration while 

calculating the transport costs. A\ present, Robusta 

Parchment forms a negligible portion of the crop. Trensport 

1 The findings here egree with the weight loss in 
different types of coffee observed by another studyt vis., 
Coffee in Latin America : Productivity, Problems end Future 
Prospects, Colombia and El Selvedor, United Nations, 1958, 
P• 144. 
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Table 3.4.11 & Loss ot Weight in Cur1~ Per Cent Per Tonne 
ot Uncured Coffee 1964- S Crop Season 

------------------------------Curing Unit Plante- Arabica Robusta Robust a 
tion Cherry Parchment Cherry ---------------------·--------

MG 1 20.01 50.33 - 49.85 

V.G 2 22.70. 4$.04 19.6S 47.9S 

MQ .) 22.17 4$.56 18.91 47.40 

MG 4 22.20 44.62 16.17 47.21! 

Z.':ll ' 21.66 47.93 18.82 so.so 
HN1 21.87 44.07 20.60 47.60 

KS 24.)8 61.70 15.98 48.25 

TL 2).91 48.34 16.84 47.90 

CL 1 )).46 47.12 14.62 46.2) 

CL 2 ·22.04 . . 4S.66 15.68 46.8S 

KT1 26.04 47.1!7 16.07 46.)4 

KT2 27.94 46.74 21.85 45.89 

CB 2 23.59 42.33 17.57 45.73 

SL 2. 25.84 42.60 - so.66 

SL 3 22.06 4).12 - 47.36 

Ayar.age 2).99 47.27 17.73 47.74 

Quantity ot uncured 
correa required to 
produce 8 tonne or 

1.)156 1.8965 1.2155 1.9135 cured coffee (in 
tonne) 
- ----- ------- ..; ----------------
Source & Coffee Board provided the data regarding quantity 

ot coffee r~ceived and the quantity outturned by 
the above curers. The weight lose in curing hae 
been calculated on the basis ot this data. 
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cost computations have been made only 1n respect or 'Plan

tation•, Arabica Cherry and Robusta Cherry. Transport 

costs on uncured coffee assume that a quantity of 1.3156 

tonnos of uncured coffee is transported to the curing house 

in the case of 'Plantation'; 1.896S tonnes and 1.9135 

tonnes respectively in the case or Arabica Cherry and 

Robusta Cherry. 

As regards the quantity of exportable coffee (which 

ia transported to the port) and unexportable coffee (which 

is transported to the internal markets) from a tonne or 
cured coffee, the same have been arrived at on the basis 

of Table 3.3.8. Table 3.3.8 presents in respect of eAch 

type of coffee, exports aa percentage or the quantity cured 

for the crop seasons 1962-63 to 1965-66. It is assumed 

here that percentage exports in each type represent the 

exportable quality coffee. Average of the percentages for 

the crop seasons 1962-6) to 1965-66 baa been used for 

calculating the transport cos~s. 

I~ cQn be noted ~bet in Table 3.3.a Robusta Parchman~ 

and Robusta Cherry are clubbed ~ogether ond appear es 

Robusta. As Robusta Parchment crop is small, data relatinc 

to Robusta in the Table has been assumed to be represents• 

tive of Robusta Cherry tor the present purpose. Further, 

in ~he case or Robusta Cherry the seeson 1964-6S has been 

trea~ed as abnormal and the percentage for the year has 



been omitted while taking the average. 

On the basis or Tabla ).).8, it has.been assumed 

that exportable quality coffee in a given quantity or 
cured coffee will be 56.)725 per cent in the case ot 'Plan

tation', and 49.7050 per cent and )2.6066 per cent respec

tively in the case ot Arabica Cherry and Robuata Cherry. 

With the help of the above percentages and the weight losses 

given in Table ).4.11 it is possible to arrive at the 

relation between uncured coffee, coffee cured, and coffee 

released for export and internal markets, in the cese or 

the three types of coffee. Table ).4.12 presents the 

relevant relations. 

Table 3.4.12 c.Estimatod Relation between Uncured Coffee, 
Coffee Cured, end Coffee Released for 
Export and Internal Markets (Quantity in 
Tonnea) 

-----------------------------Internal 
market Uncured Cured Export -----------------------------

Plant.ation 

Arabica Cherry 

Robusta Cherry 

1.3156 

1.8965 

1.9135 

1.0000 0.5637 

1.0000 0.4971 

1.0000 0.)261 

0.4)6) 

0.5029 

0.6139 

-----------------------------
To spell ou~ the relations depicted in Table ).4.12 

t.ake the case of 'Plantation•. To secure a tonne of cured 

coffee it is necessary to trsnspor~ 1.)156 tonnee from the 

plantations to the curing centre; from the resulting one 



tonne of cured coffee 0.56)7 tonne ot superior quality will 

be picked and exported through the convenient port; and 

the residual 0.4)6) tonne of cured coffee will be available 

tor internal consumption. 

Percentage or exportable quality for any type may 

differ between coffee from different areas. Truely trans

port costs for curing the coffee from any area should be 

calculated taking into account the exportable end un

exportable coffee supplied by the area. In the absence of 

the required data the same was not possible. Thus, national 

percentages for exportable and unexportable coffee utilized 

here provided only a rough basis. It is possible that 

national percentages ere much near the relevant percentages 

in the case ot some coffee growing areas and not so in the 

case ot few others. 

Distances t• Data relating to distances required 

here are: (i) distances from the various coffee growing 

areas to different curing centres, and (ii) distances from 

the individual curing centres to their respective convenient 

port tor the exportable coffee and (iii) distances from 

the individual curing centres to internal markets. There 

are a few clarifications as regards all the three. 

Coffee plantations as an economic activity ia an 

extensive user of lend. Thus, even the curing centres 

located emidst the plentatione have to secure coffee from 
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a certain distance. Due to this fact, unlike the material 

based locations in some industries, locations in the 

curing industry have some assembling costs or transport 

cost on uncured coffee. The curers in Chikmagalur, situated 

in the coffee growing areas of 'Other Mysore', reported 

that the average distance which secures them enough 

supplies or coffee is around lS miles. 

There ere some coffee growing areas in whose case 

there are curing centres located amidst the plantations. 

Whenever the advantage ot different centres for curing the 

coffee from such areas is discussed, in respect of the 

curing centre located in the particular area, a distance 

of lS miles has been taken into account for calculating the 

transport cost on uncured coffee. 

~~en coffee is cured at the curing houses located 

at a distance from the growing areas, coffee !rom different 

estates is no~ assembled in the first instance end then 

transported to the curing house. "The produce !rom coffee 

es~ates is delivered by big growers to Pool Agents ot their 

choice. ••• The small grower delivers his co!tee to the 

nearest Pool Depot or Pool Agents.w1 Pool Agents are none 

but the curers. Pool Depots are assembling points installed 

by the Board tor the convenience of the small growers. The 

coffee assembled by the la~ter agency, however, ee can be 

1 Repor~ ot the Plentation Inouiry Commission, 1956, 
Pert II - Goffee, P• 90. 



seen from Table 3.4.13 formed a small portion ot the total 

crop, Most or the coffee reached the curer directly, 

Table 3,4,13 1 Total Receipts into the Pool end Coffpe 
Received by Pool Depots, 1957-58 to 1965-66 
Crop Seasons (Quantity in Tonnes) 

-----------------------------Total receipts Receipt ot 
Year or coffee into coffee at 

the Pool Pool Depots -----------------------------
1957-58 44,205 2,798 
19511-59 46,520 2,071 
1959-60 49,506 3,787 
1960-61 67,794 3,436 
1961-62 45,742 2,915 
1962-6) 55 1825 1,981 

1963-64 66,922 2,429 

1964-65 60,610 2,632 

1965-66 6),445 ),278 

-----------------------------
Source : Coffee Statistics 1361365 to 1966-671 Coffee 

.Board, Tables 30 an , 

There is no intermediate stage of assembling the 

coffee at the coffee growing areas when it is to be trans

ported to distant curing houses. The uncured coffee is 

transported directly to the curing houses irrespective ot 

the location ot the curing houses, Distances from the 

various growing areas to different curing centres, taken 

into account in the present study haYe been presented 1n 
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Table ).~.17. The same was round necessary tor the convenience 

ot the discussion in the next sub-section. 

Table ).~.1~ presents distances from the individual 

curing centres to their respective convenient porta. Some 

clarifications are necessary regarding the choice of port 

in the case of the two centres, Tellicherry and ~trsore City. 

Table 3.4.14 1 Distance by Road from Curing Centres to 
Their Respective Convenient Port 

----------------------------~ Curing Centre Convenient 
Port 

Distance 
in J.liles -- -- -- - --- ----- ------------ ---

Mengalore 

Ch1kmogalur 

Hassan 

Kushalanagar 

Hun sur 

Myaore Ctly 

Tell1cherry 

Cali cut 

Kalpetta 

Mettupalayam 

Co1mbatore 

Salem 

Patteeveerampatt1 

-----------

Mangalore 0 

" 9S 

" 106 

" lOS 

" 131 

" lSS 

Cali cut 42 

" 0 

" 46 
Co chin 11.5 

" 116 

Madras 20) 

Co chin 160 

------------------
Basis : Tourist Map of India based on Survey of India Maps, 

1959· 
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The port or Tellicherry is a minor port. Foreign 

trade handled at the port is small. Import traffic by 

steamers was 1, 705 tonnes in 1957-58. There ll'ere no such 

imports during the years 1962-63 to 1964~65. Export trade 

by steamers was 41 57) tonnes in 1957-58; in 1964-65 it was 

only 5,537 tonnes. In 1964-65 handling capacity ot Telli

cherry port was lSO,OOO tonnea, actual traffic in the year 

was 18,451 tonnes (10.25 per cent or the hnndling capacity). 

Even in 1975-76 the traffic through the port is expected 

to increase only to 37 1 400 tonnes.1 Aa big ocean-going 

ships do not touch Tellicherry trequently 1 it baa been 

assumed here that the exports from the centre will be 

effected through the port or Calicut. 

As regards the curing centre in Mysore city, Calicut 

is nearer than •1angalore. The excess dhtance to Mangalore 

1s small. J.iangalore port 1a being developed into a major 

port. There would be more tacilitie1 at the port than 

would be Pvailable et Calicut port. It has been assumed 

here that export• or coffee from Mysore city will take 

place through Mangalore port. 

For reasons that will be 1110de clear ln the next sub

section the internal anrkets taken into account for discuee-

1ng the broad locational problems or the curing industry 

1 Recional Traffic Survey ot Kernla, NCIER, New Delhi, 
1969, PP• 2dS-9l. 



ere market points in Madras State. The curing centres in 

the State have been assumed to represent the market points. 

The distances from the individual centres to the market 

points (i.e., curing centres) in Madras State are given 

in Table ).4.1S. 

Table 3.4.15 : Distance by Road from Curing Centres to 
litarket Points 1n 1-ladras State (Diat.ance 
in Milea) 

--------------------------------

Market points in Madras State 
Curing Centre -------------------------------------Mettu• Coimba- Salem Pattee-

pale yea tore veerampatt1 ------------------------------
J.1anga1ore 249 244 )16 )16 

Ch1kmaga1ur 2)0 237 269 ))0 

Hassan 191 198 2)0 291 

Kushalanagor 16) 179 211 272 

Hun sur 137 15) 185 246 

Mysore (J,ty 119 126 154 219 

Tell1cherl"1 16) 151 246 22) 

Callcut l)S 109 206 161 

K:a1petta 104 133 1SS 226 

Mettupalayam 0 29 124 122 

Coimbatore 29 0 99 93 

Salem 12S 99 0 117 

Patteeveerampatt1 122 9) 117 0 

--- -- -·------------------------
Bash 1 Tourist Me2 of India based on Suryey of India Y~pa, 

l959. 
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Trensport Rates 1- Coffee in India is generally 

moved by road. This is true both or cured and uncured 

coffee. Data regarding transport coat was obtained from the 

curers and the transport agencies at the various centree. 

There ia no statute regarding road tariff in India. Trane

port rates differed between centres and within the centres. 

Road tariff, as is well known, depends on many !actors. 

Traffic on the particular route, availability of return load, 

topography ot the region, to mention a few, may vitiate the 

possibility of any definite relation between rate and 

distance. Pooling all the scrappy information on transport 

cost gathered and utilizing the same was not attempted. In 

most cases, whether it were curera or transport agencies, 

the deta related to short distances. Coffee production in. 

India is concentrated in Mysore State and the curing industry 

is concentrated in Mangalore located on its coast. From a 

transport agency, which had its head ot!ice in Msngalore, 

transport cost in respect of coffee could be obtained for 

distances upto 250 miles. The firm's services were being 

utilized by the planters in 'Mysore' area and the curers 

located in centres other than Y~ngalore. Transport rates 

charged by this firm, given in Table 3.4.16, have been used 

here. 

).4..2 Some Important Problems re.;:ardin Alloeation of 
o ee etween entres n ne et on to oet 

.Factors and Spatial Pattern of DemP.nd 

An optimum allocation scheme for coffee meant for 



Teble 3.4.16 l Road Transport Cost tor Coffee, 1967 
(Rupees Per Tonne) 

~-------~~-----------------Distance Cost Distan~e 
(l-1iles) (Ra.) (NdlesJ 
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---Coat 
(Rs.) ------- ----- ---- ---- ----------

Upto 10 9.00 101 - 120 )1.00 
11- 20 12.00 121 - 140 )5.00 

21 - .30 14..00 141 - 160 )9.00 

.31 - 40 16.00 161 - 190 4,4.00 

41- 60 19.00 191 - 220 50.00 

61 - 80 2).00 221 - 250 56.00 
61 - 100 27.00 

------------------------- -.----
Source l United Stores, Bibi Halabi Road 1 P.B. No. 97 1 )1angalore 1. 

curing should take into consideration ell the coffee growing 

areas, &11 the curing centres and all the markets simulta

neously. In other words, cot.ree grown in different areas 

should be allocated between the various curing centres 

taking into account export demand and the important internsl 

market points. An optimum allocation scheme could have been 

suggested only with the help of a programming model. The 

same could not be attempted here. Firstly, demand atetistica 

ot required precision ere lacking. Secondly, the qualitative 

aspect of export demand would have precluded en easy pro• 

grsmming model. Thus, only a few broad locstionel problema 



ot the industry have been examined here. The help of some 

facts of the industry end a few assumptions baa been taken 

for the same. 

Table ).4.17 presents the existing allocation ot 

coffee between the various coffee growing ereas and curing 

centres. The data relate to the crop season l964-6S. The 

Table also presents distances from ditferent growing areas 

to various curing centres. 

Only Statewise demand pattern for coffee is avRilable. 

Thus. curing centres in any State have been treated together. 

This, to a great extent. is justified• tor. at present. 

coffee from particular growing areas is almost exclusively 

cured in one of the three States, Mysore, Kerala or Z.ladraa. 

Table ).4.14 evidences the fact. 

Coffee cured at the curing centres in the three 

States, Mysore, Kerala and ~ladras. can be divided into 

exportable and unexportable coffee. The former is exported, 

the latter utilized for internal consumption. The claaai• 

fication of coffee into exportable and unexportable coffee 

is possible only after curing. ~en a quantity or eotree 

is made available in cured form there is an export demand 

and a complementary internal demand which are simultaneously 

provided tor. Interpreting the feet from the other side, 

which facilitates the discussion here. it can be said that 

for every internal demand there is a complementary export 
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Table 3.4.17 1 Quentity Cured by Different Centres according to Growing Areas and Types, 1964-65 Crop Season, and Distances from Different 
• Growing Areas to Different Curing Centres (Quantity in Tonnea end Dist&nce in 1'-!iles) 

I 

--------~------------------------------------------------------------------
Curing Centre 

' 

Co!tee Growing Area 

----------------------------------·--------·---------------------------------------------------------~---------- Typawise Grand . Mysore Bili- Coorg Ni1giria Nilg1r1/ V~labar/ Nelliam- An¥a- Shevroys Pulneys Iannan Others Total Total 
--------·--- giria \'iynaad ~·ynaad patbis malaie Devana 
Baba- 'Other 
budan Mysore 1 . . 

- - - - -- ~ -·- ------ - ----- - ----- -- -- ----------- ------- ------ - ~ - - --- -- - ----- - -----
Mangslore 

Chikmagelur 

Hassan 

Kushalenegar 

llunsur 

Myaore Cit'J 

Tellicherry 

2,700 
1,493 

24-

d3i 
2,246 

372 
24. 
43 

(59) 

----(107) 

lS 

' --(118) 

s ---(1)1) 

3,785 
1,34.6 

lOS 
1.525 

\75) 

482 
44.9 

' 386 
(20) 

2,4.40 
96lt 
lOS 
491 

(45) 

----(SO) 

876 
184 -(1o!i 

91. 
95 

1 

' (117) 

----
.. ---
----
----
411! 

29 --(72) 

----

2,602 
1,2ltlt 

259 
67lt 

(86) 

----(106) 

1,324 
453 
45 

143 
(67) 

1,943 
719 
195 

1 1uo) 
\19) 

)81 
160 
96 

,r~~ 
627 
ess 

25 
2,163 

\72) 

----(226) ' 

--- . -(207) 

-
27 
4 

6 
(168) 

--

---.... 
(i97) 

----(187) 

--
42 
10 

(148) 
-. -

- I"'. •. - -. 
(140) . ' (120)· 

35 
7 --(114) 

----(96) 

-.. -. -( 9lt)' . 

1' -.... -(76) 

----(1ltS) 

----(164) 

----(125) 

----(77) 

----(75) 

-20 -261 
(85) 

- - -- - -- - -- - -(246) ().)6) 

- - -- - -- - -- - -(270) (289) 

- - -- - -- - -- - -(2)1) (250) 

- - -- - -- - -- - -(212) (2)1) 

- - -- - -- - -- - -(186) (205) 

- - -- - -- - -- - -
(159) (178) 

----(299) 

----(31)) 

----(274) 

----(255) 

----(229) 

J 
I ... --(202) 

----
----
----
----
----
----

31 
)4 
1 

24 

--
-

--

--

6 
5 

1 

e 
2 

2 
3 
1 
1 

1 

6 

3,187 
1,950 

29 
539 

6,oss 
1,soa 

t~t 
1,951 

721 
195 

1,00) 

1,727 
)88 
91 

856 

728 
973 

26 
2,lt)5 

- 246 - 773 - - 40 - - - - - 5 l,064 

14,227 

5,705 

),870 

• 

),068 

- 24 - 258 - - 31 - - - - - ~ ~5~ ·. 
' - 3 5 - 468 - ' - - . - - - - - . ,. 1 143 ' 3 02S 

1) • 882 • • 24lt "' • "' • • I "' I 

' . ' (178) (151) (7)) (1)9) (110) . (58) (15)) (266) (206) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ----------- -- ----- -·------------------------------------ (continued) 

/ 



Table 3.4.17 1 (continued) 
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< . . . ' - -------------- -- ---·- - -- - -- ---- --------- ' ' 
. ' -- -- -- ~ ---------- -- --- -------------. Coffee Growing Area · 

~· -----------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Typewiee Grand )~eore Bili- Coorg Nilgitia Nilgir~ Malabar/ Nelliam- Anaa- Shevroya Pulnens Kannan Others Total Total 
Curing Centre ~. ------------- giria Wynaad Wynaad pathia mabie · 7 

· Devana 
Babe- 'Other 
budan Myaore' -- ... - - -- -.- -- - -- - - - ... -- - - -- - .... - - --- -- - - - -... - ... -----------------------------------Cali cut • 

Kalpetta 

Jolettupaleyam 

Coimbatore 

Salem 

Patteeveerampattl 

- -- -- -- -(220) (19.)) 

- -- -- -- -(184) (157) 

- -- -- -- -(250) (236) 

- -- -- -- ... 
(257) (243) 

201 
57 -

(2Sn 

----()SO) 

----(275) 

----(336) 

- -- ,. 
- -- 8 

(115) 

- -- -- -- -(85) 

46 -
s -- -- -(104) (182) 

293 -
21 -- -- -(75) (198) 

- -- -- -- -(230) 

- -- -- .. - -(291) 

----(117) 

----(Sl) 

sos 
82 

,:;~' 
))0 
76 

~~ 
(52) 

----(151.) 

----(U.S) 

.• 

151 
9 s 

52 
(88) 

----(52) .,. 
1S 

.. 25 

<s~I 
313 
73 -9 

·(81) 

--- ' -(180) 

---... 
(175) 

., 

46 
lOS 
111 

31003 
\46) 

30 
40 
98 

2,757 
\20) 

-

---. -
(133) 

----(1S8) 

----(226) 

----
----
-15 -

u18l 
278 
161 
ll 
93 

(Sl) 

-
10 

l 

103 
(180) 

----

- -- -- -- -(111) (226) 

- -- -- -- -(157) (20!1) 

lOS 10 
)) ,. 
4 -

11 -(62) (US) 

622 241 
135 20 
70 -

lit) -
())) (119) 

----(1.)2) 

----(99) 

2,085 
207 --(20) 

----(137) 

----(164) 

----(20B) 

----.(lOS) 

-1 --(76) 

----(121.) 

1,920 
376 
''9 

ttn 

----
----
13 ---

--
----
----

---
----

8 
5 
1 
9 

6 

12 
6 -

-

-

1 

ll 
3 

1 

8 
2 

1 

205 
126 
120 

3,072 

30 
40 
98 

2,76) 

2,146 
509 
lllt 
296 

2,)07 
268 -121 

2,931 

),065 

2,696 

2,470 

-~--------------------------------------------------------------------------Typswise Total 7 1 215 ·7,923 757 7,650 1,197 Sll 116 2~8 727 2,))6 1,920 70 103 )0,81) 
. 2,)21 3,062 55 3,696 169 . 101 203 177 168 231 . 377 16 71 10,65) 

'' 254 - 1,oss 33 .::n 209 n ·7~t - 9 - s 1,769 
. I )Sit 2 49) - ;,6S5 76 108 6,312 359. 151t - 154 - 54 15,719 

--------------~--~-----~-------------------------~--------------------------GRAND TOTAL 9,94) 13,732 812 18,089 1,475 759 6,840 8)5 1,12) 2,567 2,460 86 23) 58,954 
--------------------------------------------------------------------~-------.. 
Note t (~l) The·re are four figures in each cell. These refer to quantities or 'Plantation', Arabica Charry, Robust.a Parchment and Robusta Cherry cured. 

(b).Figtires 1n brackets indicate distance 1n miles. Distances ere as given in Tourist Map of Indie Baaed on the survey ot India Y.sps, 1959. 
· Diatancea between some o! ~he growing areas and cur~ng centres were no~ ave!lab1e in the map; where these could be secured !rom the 
. curers, they have been indicated. 



Teble ),4,16 a Quantity (in Tonnes) Cu~ed from Different Growing Areas and Percentage Share of Different Areas in the Total Quantity Cured, snd 
'Percentage Share of Different Curing Centres in the Quantity Cured from Different Areas, 1964-65 .Crop Season 

----- .•. ---------------------------------------------------------------------' Coffee Growing Area 
•. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------My sore Biligiris Coorg Malabar/ Nilgiri/ Ri1gir1 Ne11iam- Anna- Shevroys Pulneya Iannan Others 

------------------ Wynaad Wynaad pathie ma1aia : Devana 
Bababudan •Other 

.. 
J.'!ysore' --------------------------------- ------ - -- -- ----- - ------- ------------ --- - -

Quantity cured from 
the erea 

Quantity cured from 
the area as percentage 
of the total quantity 
cured · . 

Stete end Curing Centre 

f.1!30RE 

f.1enga1ore 
Ch1kmaga1ur 
Hassan 
Kuahalsnagar 
Hun sur 
Mysore C.i.ty 

Total 

KERALA 
Tellicherry 
Calicut 
Ka1petta 

Total 

Mettupaleyam 
Coimbatore 
Salem 
Patteeveerampatti 

Total 

9,943 1),7.)2 612 759 1,475 1,12) 

16.87 2).29 1.38 )0,68 11,60 1.29 1.90 

- -
26,0) 49.26 - 26.42 - - -
4).95 9.6) - - - - -
27.00 29.1) - 10.66 - 6.85 2.51 
- - - 21.34 - - -o.2o s.2s 5s.os 7.84 - - 2.8s 

- -- -
- -- -- -

2,567 

4.17 

- -- -- -- -- -- -

86 

0,1, 

------

23.) 

41,20 
s.s~ 
s.u 
4.29 
.3. CX) 
),00 o.os 1.42 - 20.31 4.10 0.1) -

--------------------------------------------------------------97.2) 97.69 5S.OS 86.77 4.10 6.98 5.46 - - - - - 62
•
22 

- - - -- -- ---- -----
- 2.31 -- - -- - -

----- - -- -- - ----------- - ---------- -- - -- - -------
13.16 
0,07 -

4.61 - - - - -
47.78 28.99 - - - : 
42.76 - - - -

- -- -- -
. -------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·.- - - -.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 18 46 

- 2.31 - 1).2) '95.15 28.99 - - - ------------=-----·-------- -----.-----------------------------------
- - - -

-- 6,28 
)8.67 -2.77 - - 0.75 --

11.99 
52.04 -

61.49 
))olS -

21.32 
65.06.3 
1). ' 

1).62 
86.)8 -

0,54 
10.17 
89.29 

-
-99.96 --

-8,15 
6.44 
4.7) - - - - -- - - - - ---------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -6,.-o-, - - 9-,_-6-,. - ioo oo- - ioo oo 1oo.oo 1oo.oo 1oo.oo 19.)2 

2.77 - 44.95 - 0.75 • ... --·-----·---------------------
. ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ---- - --- ---- -- ------ - - ---- --

Note a Percentage• ere based on the data provided by Coffee Board. 

Courtesy: Coffee Board, 
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demand which is simultaneously provided for. (Complementa

rity stated above does not mean that one type of demand 

gives rise to the other. Complementarity baa to be under

stood from the supply side.) 

The internal demand for coffee is confined to the four 

Southern States 1 Mysore, Kerala 1 r.:adras and ~.ndhra Pradesh 

(see Table ).).1~ ). Thus, the three States which possess 

curing industry are Also important consumers. As regards 

the internal demand (tor unexportable coffee) in each ot 

these States and the complementary export demand (tor 

exportable coffee) which is necessarily supplied with the 

former, it has been assumed here that the coffee presently 

cured in the State have an advantage and hence ehould be 

preferred. The assumption can be supported by the following 

facts about the industry (see Z.lap No.5 ) • 

(1) The curing centres are located with respect to 

a particular growing ares. Curing centree which cure en 

area's crop are more conveniently located from the areA as 

compared with the others which have such advantage in 

respect of other areas. 

(ii) The curing centres in any State have a distance 

advantage to the internal markets in the State ee compared 

with the curing centres in the other two States. 

(iii) There are convenient porte for the curing 

centres to supply the complamentary export demand. 
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The curing centres in a State mny be curing coffee 

from more than one area. It is possible that the internal 

demand in the State and the complementary export demand 
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can be more advantageously supplied by one area or by parti

cular areas. 

Considering transport cost on uncured coffee and 

transport cost on cured corree(unexportsble coffee to the 

internal markets in the State and exportable coffee to the 

porta), there may need a reallocation. lloweyer, such re

allocation will be within the curing centres which now 

account for any individual growing ores's crop. As stated 

earlier, the curing centres which presently cure the coffee 

from any area belong to the same State. Thus, eyen arter 

reallocation, the internal demand in the State and the 

complementary export demand will be supplied by the curing 

centres within the State. 

Apart from the transport coats, there are curing 

costa, i.e., garbling labour costs, which are ot locational 

significance. Even e.t'ter taking into account the latter, 

the assumption stated earlier, may broadly bold good. 

Table 3.~.19 presents the following data: (i) quantity 

cured in each ot the three States, Mysore, Kerala and 

Madras and the estimated quantities ot exportable and un• 

exportable coffee in the quantity cured; (ii) internal demand 

a•~ the estimated complementary export demand for each ot 



Table 3.4.19 s Quantity Cured and the Estimated Quantities ot Unexportable and Exportable 
Coffee in the Quantity Cured for the States, Mysore, Kerala and Madras, 
1964-65 Crop 3eason; and Internal Demand, the Estimated Complementary 
&xport Demand and Estimated Quantity of Cured Coffee Required to Supply 
Both,for the States, Mysore, Kerala, }.1adras and J'.ndhra Pradesh, 1964-65 
Financial Year . 

· · (Quantity in Tonnes) ---- --- --------------------------------------State Type ot ~uentity Estimated Estimated Internal Estimated Quantity ot 
coffee cured * unexportable exportable demand • comple- cured 

coffee in coffee in (unexport- mentary coffee 
the quantity the quantity able export required-· 
cured cured coffee) demand to supply 

internal 
demand end 
complementary 
export 
demand ----------------------------------- ---- -------

l-1yeore Plantation 
Arabic& 

22,150 9,664 12,486 ),502 4,525 8,027 

Cherry s,asa 4,455 
Robust& 8,775 5,913 

4,403 
2,862 

),2)5 
2,765 

),198 . 
1,.3.38 

6,43) 
4,10.) 

lerala · Plant.ation 
!\rabies 

1,299 567 732 455 ;88 1,04) 

Cherry 482 242 240 167 16S ))2 
Robust a 7,701 5,190 2,5ll 1,840 890 2,730 

lola draa Plantation 7,364 3,21) 4,151 7,496 957 16,979 
Arabic a 
Cherry 1,)13 660 6;~ 1600 1,582 .3,182 
Robuet.a 1,012 682 )) u:621 5,62) 17 ,241+ 

Andhra Plantation - - - 996 1,287 2,28,) 
Arabic a 
Cherry - - - 22) 220 443 Robueta - - - 1,.3.32 645 1,9n 

--------------------------------------------- w • Courtesx 1 Cortee Board. (I 



the four chief coffee consuming States, Mysore, Kerala, 

r~draa and Andhra Pradesh, and the estimated quantity ot 

cured coffee necessary .to supply the internal demand and 

the estimated complementary demand tor each ot the !our 

States. 
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Exportable end unexportable coffee 1n the quantity 

cured in respect of the States Mysore, Kerala end Madras 

given 1n Table 3.4.19 are not actual quantities of exportable 

end unexportable grades. Nor does exportable coffee in any 

State represent the actual exports from the quantity cured 

in the State and hence unexporteble coffee elso does not 

represent the actual quantity cured lass the exports, The 

relevant estimates are baaed on Table ).4.12. Table ),4,12 

gives, baaed on the national percentages, the estimated 

quantities of exportable and unexportabla coffee in a tonne 

ot cured coffee. Likewise, tor the given internal demand 

(for unexportable coffee) in each State, its complementary 

export demand and the quantity of cured coffee required to 

supply both have been estimated on the baaie of Table ).4.12. 

Defore making any observations on the basis ot 

Table ).4.19, it should bQ noted that the quantity cured 

given in the Table rel~tes to erop season 1964-65, and the 

internal demand refers to the financial year 1964-65. Due 

to the above reason and also because exportable coffee ie 

not actual exports but estimated quantity of exportable 

coffee, total quantity cured does not equal total internal 



demand plus exportable coffee. /.a will be seen, the same 

is or little consequence tor the analysis attempted here. 
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In Table 3.4.19 Robusta Parchment and Robusta Cherry 

do not appear separately; they are clubbed together under 

Robusta. Though curing statistics for Robusta Parchment 

end Robusta Cherry were available, the demand tor the two 

types could not be obtained separately. At present Robusta 

Parchment type accounts for a small qua.ntity, Thus, 

quantities appearing under Robueta mostly re~er to Robusta 

Cherry. 

Internal demend in Mysore and the complementary 

export demand can be conveniently met from the 11-iysore' and 

Coorg coffee, cured at the curing centres in the State. The 

same would require the curing centres in Z..lysore to cure 

8,027 tonnes ot 'Plantation', 6,433 tonnes ot Arsbica Cherry 

and 4,103 tonnea ot Robusta. As against this, the curing 

centres in Hysore State now cure (mostly from 'Z.!ysore' and 

Coorg arees) 22,150 tonnes or 'Plantation', 6,858 tonnes ot 

Arpbica Cherry, end 8,115 tonnes ot Robusta. Thus, the 

curing centres in J;Iysore State cure from 'Mysore• and Coorg 

areas, a 'surplus' quantity as compared with what is warranted 

by the internal demand in the State. The 'surplus' 1s 

approximately 14,123 tonnes ot 'Plantation', 2,42S tonnes 

ot Arabica Cherry and 4,672 tonnes or Robusts. The 'surplus' 

coffee contains both exportable and unexportable coftea. 
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Whereas the exportable coffee is exported, unexportable 

coffee from the 'surplus' is demanded in the 'deficit' State 

of )iiadras and in other States which do not poasesa the 

curing industry. The question raced in the case or curing 

centres in Mysore State relates to the 'surplus' st~ted 

above. The 'surplus' in ~ysore State is due to 'Mysore' 

and Coorg areas. The question faced 1a whether 1rt.ysore' and 

Coorg coffee should be cured in Mysore State when the un

exportable coffee outturned is demanded in the 'deficit'· 

itste of Madr&s or in l.ndhra Pradesh and other Stetea which 

do not possess the curing industry. 

Whereas there is 'surplus' of 811 the types in :o~ysore, 

in Kerala, there is substantial •surplus' only of Robuats. 

The 'surplus' of Robusta in Kersla is due to Malabsr-Wynaad 

area. The question faced in this esse is whether Robust& 

from ~~labar-Wynaad should be cured at the curing centres 

in Kerala, when the unexportable coffee outturned is 

demanded in the 'deficit' State of Madraa or in Andhra 

Pradesh and other States which do not possess the curing 

industry. 

~~draa is a 'deficit' State. In other words, the un

exportable coffee realised from the quantity cured at the 

curing centres in the State ia lese than the internal demand 

in the State. t.pproximately, the 'deficit' 1s 4,195 tonnu 

ot 'Plantation', 940 tonnes ot Arabica Cherry and 10,939 

tonnes of Robusta. At present, in all probability, this 
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'defici~' ia aet with from 1V.ysore' end Coorg corree cured 

in Mysore, end Malabar-Wynaad coffee cured in Kerala State. 

The question faced as regards Madras is only viewing of 

the questions raised 1n the case ot Myaore and Kerela from 

ano~her side. In a general form, the question to be 

examined is the advantage of ditferen~ centres for curing 

the cotfoe from 'Mysoret • Coorg ond 1-ialabar-Wynaad are&~, 

when the unexportable coffee outturned 1a demanded 1n Madras 

State. 

/ndhra Pradesh, one or the four main coffee consuming 

States in India, does not possess the curing industry. The 

question that cnn be examined in this case is the advantage 

of alternative centres for curing the coffee grown in 

1Mysore' • Coorg and Z.lalabar-\~ynaed areas, when the un

exportable coffee outturned ia demanded 1n Andhra Pradesh. 

There are four chief coffee consuming Statee--Mysore, 

Kerala, Madras and Pndhra Pradesh. Of these, the first 

mentioned 1#hrot possess 1#he curing industry. The interr1Al 

demand and the complementary export demand can be tully met 

with from the coffee presently cured at the curing centres 

1n the respective States in ~he case ot J.lyeore and KernlaJ 

there is in theso two cases a 'eurplus' quantity cured then 

1a warranted by the internal demand in these States. The 

State of Madras is a 'deficit' State. Internal demand 1n 

!~dhra Pradesh and other States which do not possess curing 

industry 1a met.from outside. The 'deficit' in •~draa and 
• 
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the demand in the States which do not possess the curing 

industry to a greet extent is met with from 'surplus' States 

ot Mysore and Kerala. •surplus' in J.~ysore 1a due to 'Mysore' 

end Coorg areas; in the case or Kerala, it is due to 

~~labar-Wyna~d area. - The broad question examined here is 

the advantage of different curing centres tor curing the 

coffee grown 1n 1Mysore', Coorg and t.mlabar-\\ynaad areas 

when the unexportable coffee outturned 1a demanded in the 

'deficit' State of Madras or in Andhra Pradesh and other 

States which do not possess the curing industry. 

The practical significance of the problem examined 

can be realized from the following facts of the industryl 

1Mysore 1 and Coorg areaa account tor 70 per cent of the 

cured coffee in India; of this 90 per cent is cured by the 
' centres in J.!ysore State. In the case of Nalabar-\~ynaed area 

which is responsible for the 'surplus' of Robusta Cherry 

('surplus' of Robust& in Kerala mainly refers to Cherry 

type) in Kerala accounts for 40 per cent ot Robueta Cherry 

cured in India; of this more than 90 per cent is cured 1n 

Kerala. 

(The •surplus' and 'deficit' for the three States, 

Mysore, Kerala and V~dras, arrived at earlier may not reflect 

the actual magnitudes. Contrary to the assumption made in 

this atudy, the unexportable coffee available in the State 

may not be shown a preference for meeting the internal demand 
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1n the State. It is not known whether the coffee available 

in the 'deficit' State of J~dras is also used tor internal 

consumption in other States. In tact, bow the coffee 

available at different curing centres is utilized between 

the various internal markets 1n India is not known. Whatever 

be the present pattern or utilising the unexportable cured 

coffee between the internal markets, it does not reduce the 

practical significance or the problem examined.) 

The relevant question to be exadned 1s the advantage 

or elternative centres tor curing the coffee grown in 

'Nysore', Coorg and Malabar-\>Jynaad areas,· when the un

exportable coffee outturned is demanded in the 'deficit' 

State or ~adras or in Andhra Pradesh and other States which 

do not possess the curing industry. The question can be 

better examined in the case or J~dras which has the curing 

industry. The conclusions arrived at thereof are more or 

less representative or other States. 

The advantage or different curing centres tor supplying 

the internal demand in Madras State has to be discussed in 

rehtion to t)f;yaore' 1 Coorg and Malabar-Wynaad areas. How

ever, as can be seen from Table ).4.17 1 two or the four 

curing centres in Madras are more than 250 miles from the 

'Mysore' growing areas. Transport coat tor distances more 

than 250 miles could not be obtained. Thus, the problem of 

meeting the 'deficit' in Madras baa been discussed only in 

relation to Coorg and Malabar-Wynsad areas. \~at ia 
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inferred in respect ot Coorg areas 1s applicable to •z.~ysore' 

area a. 

The curing centres in Madras State are so situated 

they can act sa distributing centres for the State'a demand. 

Transport costa have been calculated assuming the curing 

centres in Madras sa market points. 

Aa stated earlier quantities appearing under Robusta 

in Table 3.4.19 mainly refer to Robusta Cherry. On the same 

linea, 'surplus' ot Robusta 1n Mysore and Kerala States 

refers to Robuata Cherry; so is the case with 'deficit' ot 

Robusta in Madras. Transport costa have been computed in 

respect of meeting the 'deficit' or Robuata Cherry 1n 

!<ladraa State. 

· The method of computing transport costs baa been 

discussed in sub-section 4.1. 

Advantage of Different Centres for Curin~ Coorg Coffee 

\~'hen the Unexportable Coffee Outturned Is Dernnnt!ed in t<ledrPa 

Stete :- Table ).4.20 presents tor different curing centres 

composite transport cost of supplying exportable coffee to 

the convenient port and unexportsble coffee to the internal 

markets in ~~draa State, in respect or coffee from Coorg 

area. Transport costs in the Table assume that a part ot 

the quantity cured is necessarily exported. The relevant 

quantities tor different types were arrived at on the basis 

of national percentage ot exports ot the type to the quantity 



T<!ble 3.4.20 : Composite Transpo~ Cost of Supplying I::xpo~able Cort'ee to the Convenient Po~ <:.nd Unexportllble Coffee to the Internal f1Arlcets 
in ~£draa State for Different Curing Centres in respect ot Coffee £rom Coorg lrea, 1967 

• 

--------Type ot Coffee 

Market Point .in 
JI'IBdrea State 

Curing Centre 

--- -- - - - -- -------- - -------- --- - -- - - - - - - ---Plentetion 

---------------------------------Mettu- Coimba- Salem 
palayem tore 

Pettee
veeram
patti 

Arabica Cherry 

----------------------------------)1ettu
palayam 

Coimbe- Salem Pettee
tore veeram

petti 

( Rs. Per To1me) 

----------- -·-----------Robusta Cherey 

---------------------------------------Mettu- Coimba- Salam 
paleyem tore 

Pllttee
veeram
petti 

----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------
l·Yangslore 

Chikmsgelur 

Kushelanegar 

Hun sur 

tt;ysore C:i.ty 

Tellicherry 

Celicut 

Kalpetta 

Mettupa1ayem 

Coimbatore 

Salem 

Patteaveerampetti 

,59.9S 

80.13 

69.5S 

52.47 

60.00 

6S.77 

60.17 

S6.0S 

59.7S 

19.88 

89.37 

117.13 

N.c. 

59.95 

80.13 

69.55 

52,47 

61.7lt 

67.52 

57.98 

Slt-.30 

61.50 

SS.99 

83.26 

113.64 

N.C. 

N.C. N.C. 

tJ.C. N.C. 

72.17 N.c. 
ss.os N.c. 
6).93 69.16 

69.26 74.06 

65.40 65.40 

62.59 59.98 

65.43 70.66 

95.15 95.15 

95.04 95.04 

101.86 115 • .38 

u.c. N.c. 

79.)8 

lGO.)!! 

84.18 

60,30 

71.03 

78.59 

75.19 

76.39 

76.24 

102.83 

117.2. 

148.65 

N.c. 

79.)8 

100.)8 

84.18 

60.30 

n.os 
60.60 

72.68 

74.)8 

711.25 

109.87 

N.c. 

N.c. N.c. 
N.c. N ,C. 

87.20 N.c. 

63.32 

75.56 

82.62 

81.2) 

8).94 

82.78 

N.c. 
81.60 

88.15 

81.23 

80.92 

88.82 

120.43 120.43 

12.).62 12.).82 

l)l.OS 146.64 

N.c. N.c. 

- - . - - - -- -- -- -- --- - - ------------ - - -- ----- - - -- ---- - -
N.c. • Not Calculated. 

89.03 

105.49 

87.82 

62.72 

71.36 

77.62 

79.86 

82.91 

78.75 

96.91 

115.23" 

147.05 

N.c. 

89.03 

105.49 

67.82 

62.72 

74.05 

go.32 

76.49 

80.21 

Sl.ltS 

106.)S 

105.79 

141.66 

N.G. 

N.C. 

N.c. 
9l.lt9 

66.n 

77.42 

8).01 

87.56 

93.02 

87.51 

120.50 

123.99 

12).46 

N.c. 

N.c. 
N.c. 
N.c. 
N ,C. 

85.14 

90.1t3 

67.58 

1!9,97 

95.2) 

120.50 

12).99 

144.35 

N.c. 

-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -

Note : The lowest trenspo~ cost in respect of each market has been underlined, except in the esse ot Patteeveerompstti. In the case ot 
Patteeveerempatt1 tr~nspo~ cost could not be calculeted !or Kuahalanagar which in ell probability has the advantage. 
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cured or the type. It can be noted that 'Mysore' and Coorg 

areas together accounted ror 70 per cent or the total 

quantity cured and that the latter area alone accounted for 

)0 per cent. The national percentages thus to a greet 

extent are influenced by the relevant percentages for the 

above two areas &nd hence the two cannot differ widely. In 

other words, the quantities or exportable and unexporteble 

coffee that can be secured from a tonne cured or Coorg 

coffee wil~ not be significantly different from those esti

mated on the basis or national percentages end utilised 

here for computing the transport costs. 

In Table ).4.20 transport cost calculations in respect 

or market points at Salem and Patteeveerampatti are in

complete. As regards the other two markets in Y~dras State, 

Kushalanagar located near the Coorg plantations is in en 

advantageous position. As can be seen from Table ).4.20 

such advantage of the centra is true of all the types ot 

coffee. ~'bat has been interred about loiettupalaysm and 

Coimbatore can be extended to Salem and Patteeveersmpatti. 

It can be said that, whatever be the I!ISrket point in ~1adras, 

es regards the Coorg coffee Kushalanagar will have a trans• 

port cost advantage. 

In Table ).4.20 transport costs for 'Plantation', 

Arabica Cherry and Robuata Cherry are not comparable as the 

quantities involved differ. In the case or 'Plantation' 

and Arabica Cherry, roughly 50 per cent of the coffee cured 
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is exported; to a certain extent the two types are comparable. 

Weight loss in curing is greater in the case of Arabica 

Cherry as compared with 'Plantation•. It can be obserwe4 

from the Table that transport coat disadvantage of market 

point locations in Madras es compared with the material 

based location in ~~sore State, i.e., Kushalanagar, ia 

greeter in the case or Arebica Cherry. 

Robusta Cherry loses slightly greater amount of 

weight 1n curing then Arabica Cherry. In spite or this, 

distant market point locations in l•ladras State have a lesser 

transport cost disadvantage in respect of Robust& Cherry aa 

compared wi1<h Arabica Cherry. The curing centres in Madras 

are located in the interior and do not facilitate exports. 

The export component in Robusta Cherry being relatively 

small, tranapo~ costa tend to be lower even though a higher 

expense is incurred on uncured cortes. 

It is noticeable from Table 3.4.20 thet 1n respect 

or some markets in Madras, curing centres in'Kerala, parti

cularly Calicut, have lower transport coats as compared with 

the curing centres in Mysore State other than Kushalansgar. 

Such advantage for Calicut is evident in respect of 'PlAnta

tion' cotree where the weight loss in curing is relatively 

small and the type has a substantial export component. As 

exports from Calicut can be effected through its own port 

the centre does not have to incur transport cost on exportable 

corte e. 
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Garbling labour costs is the locationally significant 

item in curing costs. Data regarding coat or garbling 

labour could not be obtained in respect or Kushalanagsr, 

Tellicherry, Kalpetta and Patteeveerampatti. Kushalanagsr, 

like Chikmagalur and Hassan, is located amidst the planta

tions. Wages in these centres will be more or less alike. 

This will be eo considering the similar level or urbanization 

or these places. Garbling labour costs calculated tor the 

neighbouring centre, Hassan, has been adopted for KushAla

nagar. On similar lines wage costs in respect or Calicut 

can be used tor Tellicherry. No such imputations were 

possible for Kalpetta and Patteeveerampatti. Table ).~.21 

combines transport costs as presented in Table ).-.20 and 

garbling costs for different centres given in Table ).~.10. 

Even after accounting for garbling labour costa 

Kuehalanagar retains its advantage for curing the Coorg 

corree when the unexportable coffee outturned is meant tor 

~he markets 1ft J.iadras State. tvages 1n Calicut are higher 

as compared with the curing centres in Mysore State, except 

Mangalore. The centre's earlier advantage in respect or 

'Plantation' coffee, purely from transport cost point of 

view, is to a great extent lost due to ita high labour costs. 

Transport cost calculations could not be provided 

tor '1-~ysore' coffee growing areas in J.:ysore State, as the 

required road tariff data was not available. As was the 
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T~ble ),4.21 : Composite Cost (Transport Cost + Garbling Lsbour Cost) of Supplying Exportable Coffee to the Co~~~nient Port end Unexporteble 

Coffee to the Internal Markets in Madras State for Different Curing Centres in respect of Coffee from Coorg Area, 1967 . ' 

(Ra, Per Tonne) 

---- -- --:- - ----- - -- -- - --- ----- ----------- ----- ----- - --- - --- - - ----- - ----- -Type of Coffee Plantation Arabica Cherey P.obuata Cherey 

Y~rket Point in 
J."J.Sdras State 

Curing Centre 

----------------------------------Mettu- Coimba- Salem 
palayam tore 

Pattee
veeram
patti 

------------------------------------l/.ottu- Co1mba- Salem 
palayam tore 

Pat tee
vee ram
patti 

------------------------------------Mattu~ Coimba- Sa1.m 
palayam tore 

Pattee
veeram
patti 

--- --- -- - -- - ---- - -- -- - --- --- - - ------- --------------------- - - - -- --- - --- ---
Mangalore 

Chikmagalur 

Baa a sa 

ltuahalanagar 

Hun sur 

Mysore C~t':f 

Tellicherey 

Calicut 

Kelpetta 

J!iettupalayam 

Coimbatore 

Salem ' 

Patteaveerampatt1 

97.)1 

104.26 

9).06 

75.9a 

90.00 

9).71 

9.5.76 

91.6lt 

N.c. 
114 • .50 

126,;0 

lltS,O) 

N.c. 

97.)1 

104,26 

9),06 

75.98. 

91.7lt 

95.46 

93.57 

69.89 

N.C. 

120.61 

120.39 

141 • .54 

N.c. 

N.c. 
N.c. 
95.68 

78.59 

9).9) 

97.20 

100,99 

98.18 

N.c. 
129.77 

1)2,17 

129.76 

ti,C • 

N.c. 
N.c. 
N.C. 

N,C, 

99.16 

102,00 

100.99 

95.57 

N.C, 

129.77 

1)2.17 .. 

14.).28 

N,C, 

116. 7lt 

12.).91 

107.69 

'83,81 

101,0) 

106.5) 

110.76 
... 
111.96 . 
;N " -.. · . \J. 
h1.u 
I 

~54.41 
' . 

i76.;; 
i 
·N.c. 

'· 

116. 7lt 

12).91 

107.69 

8J.81 

10),05 

108 • .Sit 

108,27 

109.97 

N.c. 
N.c. 

110.71 

86.8) 

105 • .56 

110.56 

116.82 

119.5) 

H,C, N.C. 

144.lt9 1ss.o; 
147.)7 160.9.5 

172.5) 158.9.5 

N,C, N.C. 

N.C. 

N.c. 
N.c. 
N.C. 

111.60 

116,09 

116.82 

116.51 

N.c. 
155.05 

160.95 

174 • .54. 

N.C. 

126,)9 

129.02 

111.)) 

86,21 

101.)6 

10;.;6 

llS.ItS 
u6.;o 
N.c. 

1)1.5) 

152.)6 

174.9.5 

N.C. 

126.)9 

129,02 

111.)) 

86.2) 

104,0.5 

108,26 

112,08 

11;.60 

N,C, 

140.97 

142.92 

169 • .56 

N.c. 

N.c. 
N.c. 

115.00 

90,211 

107,42 

110.9.5 

12),17 

1211,61 

N.c. 
N.c. 
N.c. 
N.c. 

115.14 

116,)7 

12.),17 

121t. ;6 

N.c. N.c. 
l55.U 155,12 

161.12 161,12 

151 • .)6 172.2.5 

N.c. N.c. 

)82 

. ------ -·----------------------- -.------------------------.----------------
N. c, • Not Calculated 

Note 1 The lowest cost in respect of each market has been underliued, except in the case of Patteeveerampetti, .In the case of Patteeveerampatti 
vod~ could not be computed tor Kuahalansgsr which in all probability hsa the advantage, 

·' 



case with Coorg areas, curing centres near 'Mysore' areas, 

vis., Chikmagalur and Hassan, would have an' advantage in 

the case. 

Coffee drinking is more an urban habit. City ot 

Madras may represent a concentration ot demand. Being a . 

port, it also facilitates exports. Transport. costs can be 

calculated 1n respect ot Coorg areas assuming that the un

exportable coffee will be consumed at V~draa city. It would 

suffice tor the present purpose if the transport cotta in 

respect of the material based location, via., Kushelanagar, 

are compared with those for the market point location, i.e., 

J<!adras city. 

Teble J.Z..22 : Composite Transport Cost ot Supplying 
Exportable Coffee to the Convenient Port and 
Unexportable Coffee to Internal •wrket Point 
at Madras City frqm the Coffee Grown in 
Coorg Area, 1967 (Rs. Per Tonne) 

------------------------------Type of Coffee 
Place of curing 

_._ _____________________________________ _ 

Plantation Arabica Cherry Robusta Cherry -----------------.-------------
Kusha1anegar 

¥~draa City 

68.64 

12).61 

-- ----- ------ - - ---------- - --- -
There is no cost advantage in curing Coorg coffee in 

~~draa city when the unexportable coffee is demanded in 

Madras city. This is in spite of the fact that the place 

facilitates exports also. 
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Apar~ from ita transport coat disadvantage 1 curing 

costa in Madraa will be higher as compared with the curing 

coats in Kuahalanagar. Due to ita significantly lower 

degree or urbanisation labour coats in the latter will be 

considerably lower as compared with those in Z.ladraa city. 

Advantage or Different Centres for Curing Robusta 

Cherry from J',alaber-l:'ynaad Area When the Unexportable Coffee 

Outturned Is Demanded in Mndrae State I• Table ).4.2) 

presents tor different centres composite transport coat ot 

supplying exportable Robust& Cherry to the convenient port 

end unexportable Robust& Cherry to the internal markets in 

J.:adras State in respect ot Robuata Cherry from f.!alabar-

Wynaad area. 

As per Table ).4.2.3 there is certain advantage in 

curing the Robuata Cherry !rom J.ialabar-Wynud area 1 in 

Kalpetta located near the plantations even when the un

exportable coffee outturned is demanded in Z.wdraa State. 

This is true or ~hree or the tour market points considered 

1n Madras State. ~a regards Patteeveerampetti, Calicut 

offers slightly lower transport coats aa compared with 

Kalpetta. Advantage of Calicut is due to transport cost on 

exportable coffee. Both Kalpetta and Calicut are situated 

1n Kerala and at present cure the coffee trom Malabar-Wynasd. 

Thus, it can be eaid that coffee from the above area 

presently cured in Kerale should be continued to be cured 



Table 3.4.23 1 Composite Transport Cost of Supplying 
Exportable Robusta Cherry to the Convenient 
Port and Unexportable Robusta Cherry to the 
Internal J.larkets in Madras State for 
Different Curing Centres in respect of 
Robusta Cherry from J.Jalabar-Wynaad l.rea 1 
1967 (Rs. Per Tonne) . 

38S 

---- ------- ---------- - - ----- --Market Point in l·~dras Stete 
Curing Centre ---------------------------------------Mettu- Coimba- Salem Pattee-

palayam tore veerampatt1 
- ----- --- ---- - - - ---- ------- ----
~iangalore 112.00 112.00 N.c. N.c. 
Chikmagalur 1)0.)6 1)0.)6 N.c. N.C. 

Hassan 110.78 110.78 114.45 N.C. 

Kushalanagar 83.77 83.77 1!7.82 N.C. 

Hun sur 79.01 61.70 65.07 92.79 

My sore City 6S.27 87.91 90.66 98.08 

Tellicherry 72.21 6S.Sit 79.9) 79.93 

Cali cut 59.95 57.25 70.06 66.01 

Kalpetta ~0.02 . ~2:12 ~8.131 66.53 

}let tupaleyem 72.04 81.48 9S.6.3 9S.63 

Coimbatore 66.;2 71.01! 95.21! 95.28 

Salem 124.08 118.69 100.49 121.36 

Patteeveerampatti 143.47 l)S.OS 140.77 119.68 

--- -------------- --- ---- - -- - - -
N. C. • Not Calculated. 

Note 1 The lowest transport cost in respect of each market 
has been underlined. 



in the State even when the unexportable coffee is demanded 

in Madras State. · 
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Calculations 1n Table 3.4.23 assume that a certain 

percentage or the quantity cured will necessarily have to 

be exported. The same may not be essential in the coae ot 

Robusta Cherry from Malabar-Wynaad area. It can be learnt 

by referring to Table ).3.11 that exporta from Callout and 

Kalpetta which cure Malabar-Wynaad coffee have been low. 

Thus it may be possible to earmark a certain quantity ot 

Robusta Cherry rrom )~labar-Wynaad for internal consumption 

and utilize the entire quantity for the purpose without 

exporting any part or it. With the changed assumption& 

transport costs will be sa given in Table 3.4.24. 

It can be noted from Table 3.4.24 that Kalpetta ia 

in an advantageous position to supply Robusta Cherry from 

Malabar-Wynaad area to market points in Madras State. 

Curing centres near the plantations are rural or 

semi-rural in character and generally have low wage ratea 

as was found in the osae or Chikmagalur end Hassan. Conai

derstion or garbling labour costs should increase the 

advantage tor (alpetta. There is, however, no evidence to 

show the same. 

Summing Up 

With the assumption that the cottee presently cured 

1n the three States 1 My sore 1 Kerala and 1-~adru, can be 



Table 3.4.21t 1 

.)87 

Transport Cost for Supplying One Tonne or 
Robuste Cherry to Internal ~~rkets in Madras 
State from the Coffee Grown in :.talabar-Wynead 
1967 (in Ra.) ' 

------------------------------
Curing Centre 

V.arket Point in !-iadrae State 

--------------------------------------l/,ettu- Co1mbatore Salem Pattee-
p&layem yeerampatti ----- ---- ------ ------ ----------

Mangalore 1)0.)0 1)0.)0 N.c. N.C. 
Chikmaga1ur 1.)9.82 1)9.82 N.c. N.c. 
Hassan 116.68. 116.68 122.64 N.C. 
Kushalanagar 87.82 87.62 9).82 N.c. 
Hun sur 78.82 82.82 87.82 99.82 
l-!ysore City 82.4lt 86.44 90.44 101.44 
Tellicherry 80.20 7;.20 92.20 92.20 
Cali cut 71.20 67.20 66.20 80.20 
Ka1petta S3.86 57.86 66.g6 78.86 
Mettupeleyam 59.06 73.06 94.06 94.06 
Coimbatore 80.68 66.68 9).68 9).66 
Salem· 11S.S2 110.82 6).82 114.82 
Patteeveerampatti .141.68 1)).68 1)7.68 106.68 

---------------------------·--
N. c. • Not Calculated. 

Note 1 The lowest transport cost in respect or each market 
has been underlined. 

advantageously utilized for supplying their respective 

internal demand and its complementary export demand, it was 

round that there is 'surplus' quantity cured in J~aore end 

Kere1a and there 1a a 'deficit' in f>ladru. The 'surplus' in 

J.iyaore State 18 due to 'Z.lysore' and Coorg areas and in 

Kerala it ia due to VAlabar-Wynaad area. l.t present the 
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'deficit' in V~draa and the demand for coffee in States 

which do not possess the" curing industry 1a met with from 

'Mysore' and Coorg coffee cured in Mysore State and Malabar

Wynaad coffee cured in Kerala. Cost computations presented 

in this sub-section revealed that there ia no advantage in 

curing 'Mysore' and Coorg coffee in V~dras State even when 

the unexportable coffee outturned ia demanded in Madras 

State. Similar observation could be made as regards 

Malabar-Wynaad coffee now cured in ~erala. It was found 

that the curing centres near the coffee growing areas ot 
1Mysore 1

1 Coorg and Y~labar-Wynaad are in an advantageous 

position to supply the 'deficit' in rv:adres. In the case of 

•:.~ysore' areas the centres are Cbikmagalur and HasaanJ it 

is Kushalanagar in the case of Coorg coffee. As regards 

Malabar-Wynaad, Kalpetta has the advantage. Thus, as it is 

at present, 'f.!ysore' and Coorg coffee should be cured in 

Jlysore State and .f."iB.labar-\rlynaad coffee should be cured in 

Kerala even when the unexportable cottea outturned ia 

demanded in the 'deficit' State of Madras. \'hat is true ot 

supplying the 'deficit' in ~adras is more or leas represen

tative of supplying the demand in the States which do not 

possess the curing industry. The broad conclusion that 

emerges from the discussion in this sub-section, therefore, 

is that there need not any inter-State reallocation or the 

coffee presently cured in the three Stetes, Y.ysore, Kersla 

and Madras. 
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Transport costa and curing coats do not form a 

significant component in the price of coffee. The precedinc 

analysis was prompted by the following reasons. Among the 

major coffee consuming States, ~~draa is a 'deficit State' 

and Andhra Pradesh does not possess the curing industry. 

There is 'surplus' in Y.ysore and Kerala. It was or interest 

to know whether there is any coat advantage in curing the 

coffee presently cured in )~sore and Kerala in the States 

where (the unexportable) coffee is demanded. It could be 

learnt there exists no cost advantage. However, the cost 

advantage of market point locations is or doubtful importance. 

Relatively transport coats are more important in the 

case of Robusta Cherry. Under the assumption that the 

residual interior corree will be consumed in Y~dras city, 

transport costs for curing Robusta Cherry from Coorg were 

Rs. 12).61 and Rs. 68.64 respectively for Madras city and 

Kushalenagar located near the plantations. The cost dis

advantage ot the market point location ia Ra.54.97 in the 

above case. Thia formed only 1.2) per cent ot the price or 

a tonne ot Robusta Cherry (Rs.41 460.00 see Table ).1.7). It 

costa ere not a matter ot great consequence, it is for the 

Board to choose between the alternatives. There may be some 

operational facility gained in curing the coffee presently 

cured in Mysore and Kerala, at the demanding States when 

these are locations which facilitate exports also. or the 

two States which have substantial (excess) demand, tndhra 



Pradesh does not have any curing centres. The existing 

centres in Madras are located in the interior and have no 

special advantage as regards the exportable coffee. 

The problem ot allocation of coffee was discussed 
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in relation to two cost factors, via., transport costa and 

curing coats (garbling labour costs). It should be noted 

at present the curing charges are fixed uniformly tor ell 

the centres. Though there is a provision by which the 

individual centres ere allowed to plead tor higher remunera

tion, curing charges have remained the same. It need not 

be further stated the implementation ot any reallocation 

plan, stated earlier, would require taking advantage ot the 

lower labour costs prevailing in some centres. In other 

words, it will necessitate e departure from the present 

practice of uniform curing charges. 

A taw words regarding the labour factor may be in 

place here. It was stated the location ot early curing 

houses on the plains a little removed from the cof£ee grow

ing areas was partly due to non-availability or required 

skilled labour near the plantations. The curing industry 

does not require labour in large number. Plantation areal 

have by now su£tic1ently developed to provide the required 

skill and number. 

The discussion 1n this sub-section revealed tbet 

purely trom the cost point of view there need not be any 
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reallocation of the coffee presently cured in the States of 

J.iyaore, Kersla and Madras. There can, however, be re

allocation of coffee for curing between the centres within 

a State. The same would require detailed data relating to 

spatial pattern of demand within the States. Thus no 

suggestions could be made sa regards the allocation of 

coffee meant for curing between the centres within a State. 

The State of Mysore, nevertheless, partly gets discussed in 

the last section. It was possible in this case to make some 

assumptions regarding the spatial pattern of the State's 

internal demand. In fact location problem or the curing 

industry comes into being or largely hinges upon the curing 

industry 1n ~~sore State. The two coffee growing areas 

'Nysore' and Coorg which account for more than 70 per cent 

of India's crop are situated in the State. Ninety per cent 

of the coffee from the above areas ia cured by the curing 

eentrea within Mysore State. Further, it ia only in the 

case ot Mysora and Coorg areas there is the choice ot 

alternative curing centres. Lastly, here wee a clear-cut 

case where the absence or a conscious policy has led to a 

perpetuation or the old institutional pattern, aggravating 

some of the persistent ?roblema or the industry. 
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).S : Institution~! FP.ctors nnd Their Role 

For en active policy on the Board's part, allocation 

of coffee between the various curing centres is inevitable. 

Discussing the problem of warehousing coffee, the Planta

tion Inquiry Commission, 1956, voiced tha same opinion. 

"Curing end storage should be at the same place though the 

institutions for performing the two functions should be 

aepar&ted. In order that curing end warehousing services 

may be economically performed and the curer end warehouser 

may get the necessary volume of business, specified coffee 

growing areas should be assigned for each curing establish• 

ment and warehouse."1 

The Board is statutorily empowered to diroct the 

planter to send his coffee to a particular curer. But by 

forcing the planter to get his coffee cured at e place of 

the Board's choice, probably the Board may be inflicting 

some hardship on the former. Hitherto the planter depended 

upon the curer, apart from his services es a curer, tor 

finance end supply of estate requisites. It is these 

other services rendered by the curer that in many cases 

influenced the planter's choice of curer. The Board for 

a just policy should provide sn efficient substitute for 

1 Report of the Plantation Inquiry Com~ission, 1956, 
Pert II - Coffee, P• 113. 
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~he curer's services. In the following paragraphs whether 

and how the institutional rectors influence the planter's 

choice of curer for his coffee, end consequently the flow 

pat~ern of coffee meant for curing is discussed. 

3.5.1 The Factors Thet Lost Their Influence on the 
Plenter in Choosing the Curer for His Coffee 
ftfter 1940 · 

Both economic and institutional factors could hnve 

influenced the planter's choice of curer tor his coffee 

prior to the establisl~ent of the Board in 1940. The 

economic factors could be cost factors and price or demnnd 

factor. The cost factors that could have influenced the 

planter's decision are (1) transport cost on uncured 

coffee, (i1) curing cost and (iii) transport on cured 

coffee. A few of the economic factors mentioned above lost 

their place efter the establishment ot the Board. To 

emphasize the role ot institutional factors after 1940 it 

will be useful if the factors which lost their influence 

since 1940 are delineated. 

The coastal centre 1n Mangalore 1 it was observed, 

was the first curing centre in India to develop a competi

tive market tor coffee. The planter who then had the choice 

ot place for selling his coffee, chose )~ngaloreJfor~it ia 

here that he could realize his coffee the best. This also 

induced hi:D to get his coffee cured in the same place. l>lore 

coffee thus came to ~~ngalore tor curing. After the 



establishment of the Board it is the Bosrd which chooses 

the price end place for every sale or coffee. The estate 

identity is lost once the coffee is cured and ,raded. Like 

grades of coffee from different estates are put together 

before presenting for sale. The planter is paid the 

minimum price fixed by the Board as soon as the coffee is 

delivered. Any premium over this is paid on the basis or 

return in the year's sales. The return to the planter now 

depended Upon the COmposition or different grRdes in the 

outturn or his coffee and the average price secured by any 

particular type and grade at Board's sales (which include 

coffee sold for home consumption and exports). As the 

planter is now deprived or the privilege or selling his 

coffee, marketing facilities provided by a curing centre 

could not have attracted his cottee to the centre. Thus 

becomes redundant the price factor as fer as the planter 

is concerned. 

Turning to the cost factors, only one ot them could 

have retained its influence after 1940. 'l'iith the incepti_,n 

ot the Coffee Board the planter loses the choice ot place 

and price for the sale ot his coffee. The third or the 

cost factors, i.e. transport on cured coffee, now has no 

influence on the planter. He now does not bear transport 

cost exclusively on his produce but shAres the Pool's 

expenses on the item. After 1940 the curing charges ere 

uniform irrespective ot the curer the planter chooses. Thus 
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becomes redundant the second or the cost factors. There 

remains only one cost rector that should ideally influence 

the planter's choice for curing his coffee in a particular 

place after 1940. This is transport cost on uncured 

coffee. 

The price factor and two of the cost factors fail 

to influence the planter's choice of curer for his coffee 

since 1940. There is only one economic factor i.e. trans

port cost on uncured coffee that could have had a say over 

the planter's decision. 

3.5.2 Institutional Factors ~nd Their Influence on 
the Planter in Choosing the Curer for His Coffee 

There was only one economic factor i.e. transport 

cost on uncured coffee that could have influenced the 

planter in choosing the curer for his coffee after 1940. 

Ideally the planter should now have shown a preference for 

curing houses which are conveniently located from his 

estates. If thia tendency were true it should have fostered 

a curing industry near the plantations. 

Though curers have loca~ed their units et places 

convenient from the plsnter1 s point or view there have been 

cases where ~he individual investors have chosen locations 

removed from the plantations. The latter still could 

secure supplies ot cottee in spite o£ their inconvenient 

locstion from the planter's point ot view. llso there ere 
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instances where the old centres continue to cure the coffee 

from a particular area when more convenient curing houses 

near the plantations have been established. Probably an 

explanation of these seeming anomalies can be round in the 

institutional factors. 

The role of institutional factors can be better 

portrayed by confining the discussion to the coffee growing 

areas in Mysore State (i.e., Bababudana 1 'Other Myaore' 

and Coorg). 

For the coffee grown in Bababudan8 and 'Other Mysore•, 

Chikmagalur located emidat the 'Other Mysore 1 plantations 

is the most convenient centre from the planter's point or 

view. In respect of Coorg coffee Kushalanagar has such 

advantage. The curing centre in Chikmagelur is A8 old &8 

the Coffee Board. A curing unit was located in Kuahalanagar 

in 1952, there has been no progress since then. Aa compared 

to Chikmagalur in respect ot Bababudans and 10ther Mysore 1 

and Kushalanagar in respect of Coorg, Mangalora is less 

conveniently situated from these areas from the planter's 

point of view. Even when such roore convenient curing 

centres exist, the curins centre in ~~ngalore accounted for 

a substantial portion ot the crop from these areas. 

Table 3.5.1 provides the relevant data. 

There can be many reasons why the curing industry in 

Chikmagalur and Kushalanagar did not show a growth taster 
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Teble 3.5~1 1 Co~fee Cured by Different Centres according to Aress or Growth 1962-63 to 1965-66 Crop Seasons (Quantity in Tonnea) 

-- - - - - -- ~ ------- - - - - --- - ---- - --- - -- -- -- - -- --- ---- --------- - --- -- ---- -- -- ~ -. Coffee Growing Ares 
· Curing Centre .. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Babe- Other Bili- Coorg Nilgiris N1lg1r1/ MalebPr/ Nelliem- Anria- Shevroys Pulneya Kennan Other Total 

budan . t.'iysore g1r1s l~ynead Wynsed pathis melds Devens 

---------------------------------------------------------------- -- - - - - - - - --
1962-63 Crop se~son 

J.'lllngalore 
Chikmegelur 
Hassan 
Xl!shabneger 
liunsur 
Myeore at!t 
Tellicherry 
Cali cut 
Kelpetta 
l4ettupelayem 
Coimbetore 
Sf!! em 
Petteeveerempstti 

2,228 
2,746 
1,099 -
-----
-

12 
55 

16) 

-921 
1,432 

204 ------

----199 
39 ----597 --

5,117 
6 

1,142 
4,145 
2,119 
3,608 
2,655 

48 --- 77 -

----
----

29 

690 664 --

--106 ----924 -- 2 --

-----331 
2,~~i 
2,302 

45 ---

----------
-

504 
29 

----------
--
740 

----------329 
2,266 -

- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1 - -1,617 -
53 

142 

-

X 
40 
1 

13 
17 
29 
17 
36 
35 s 

14,909 
3,9~4 
4,8ol 
4,185 
3,281 
5,478 
3,3183 
3.8 9 
2,319 

735 
2,926 
2,570 
1,622 

-- -- - ---- -------- - --- ---- -- -------- - ------ - - - -- -- - - -- - ------- - - - ----- - - -- - -
Totel 6,303 13,740 1,032 6,063 533 740 2,595 1,61S S3 350 54,162 
- - --- --- -- - ------ - - - - - ---------- - - - - - - ------ -- --- --- -. -- --- -- - - -- - ----- ----
1963-64 Crop seeson 

MAnge lore 
ChikmE~gelur 
Hess en 
ltushsleneger 
Hun sur 
Jl:ysore Cl±lf 
Tellicherry 
Celicut 
Kelpetta 
•let tupaleysm 
Coimbetore 
Salem 
fstteeTeerampetti 

2,454 
3,111 
1,416 -10 

67 -----107 -

9,616 
1,735 4,541 -1,535 
1,104 

434 ------

----31S --·--
-

9 
323 

-

6,429 -1,979 
5,61) 
2,834 
3,986 
3,369 

4) - 93 -207 -

----
----
-

61 

717 
449 

-

--
----
-
-

41 

530 
102 

34 

-

-----143 
618 

3,349 
3,310 

3S ---

-------
-11 

18 494 
16S -

---------21 
872 --

----------130 
1,323 -

----------
-

---------
--

7 
43 

- 32 
28 
7 

18 6c:v. 
4:855 
7,9138 
5,625 
4,785 
5,315 
4 442 
3~957 
3,376 
1,002 
2,382 
1,8)0 
2,440 

. -- - - ---- -- ---- --- - ---- - - ----- - - - - - -------- ---- -;o;si-------- 7,i65- is:965--- 647- ;4:5;3- 1,227 707 7,515 688 893 _ _ 1!4~3- __ 2!4~8- ___ ~o- __ ~0~ _ ~6!6~1-- - - --- ------- - - - - -- - - - -- -- -- - -- - - ---- - -- --- - -- - - -- - (continued) 



T~ble 3.5.1 1 (continued) 

-- - --- - - ---- -- - ---- ---- - - ------- - - ---- - - - --- -· --- - -- - - - - - - -- ---- ----- - - -- - - -Coffee Growing Area 
Curing Centre -------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Baba- Other Bili- Coorg N1lgiris ~lilgiri/ J.lo1ebar/ Ne1linm- An~s- Shevroys Pu1neys Kennan Other Total 

budan )!ysora giria Wynat~d Wynead pethie malsis Dn11na 
- - - -- - -------- - --- - - - - - - ------- - - - -- - - -- -- --- - -- - - - -- - -- - --- - -- - - - -- - -- --- --
1964-65 Crop Season 

J.lsngslore 
Chitcmagslur 
l!aes~n 
Kushalanagar 
l!unsur 
Mysore C.it'J 
Tellicberry 
Cali cut 
Kelpette 
v,et tupaleyem 
Coimbatore 
salem 
Patteeveerempetti 

2,588 
4,.370 
2,685· -
-----
-

20 

' 

21S 

6,764 
1,.322 
4,000 -1,133 

19S 
318 ------

----
-
--

447 

51 
.314 --

4,779 -1,965 
.3,860 

. 1,419 
.3 '673 . 
2,381 

12 -----

-- 31 - 42 ----907 
489 --

--
--
-
-
-

52 

1 

220 

91 
39S 

-

-----281 
315 

.)266 
2:925 

51 ---

---------178 
543 
114 -

---------153 
970 --

---------14 
261 

2,292 -

---------- 1 -2,459 

---------
--

13 
73 -19 

15 
11 

14,227 
5,705 
8,751 
3,870 
),OM 
4,162 
.3,026 
3,523 
2,9)1 
1,458 
3,065 
2,696 
2,470 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 9,943 1.3.732 759 6.35 1,12) 2,567 86 2.).3 S6. 9 54 

---- - - - - - ---- ----------------- - - ----- - - - - --- ----- - - -- ----- -- ----- - - -- - - - - - - - -
1965-66 Crop Season 

Menga1ore 
Chilcmegalur 
Hesstln 
Kushalanager 
Hun sur 
.Mysore C.t.ty 
Te111cherry 
Cali cut 
Ke1petta 
)let.tupeleyem 
Coimbetore 
Salem 
Petteeveerampatti 

2.298 
2,938 
l,244 - 18 --
---125 -

8,417 
1,457 
4,567 -1,018 

189 
207 

1 ---
-

----
----
--

277 

109 
)21 

S,791 -1,974 
5,0.38 
1,502 
4,56.3 
2,S61 

46 --- 6 -

--
-
----
-

t\ 

99 ' 

75 

; . 

4.38 ' 
.)20 • 
12 " 

--
----
... 

--

47 

1)6 

120 
632 

-... ---415 
575 

.),600 
3,278 

lOS -... -

--... ------
-

sa 
268 
64 

-... ... ------
-

70 
480 

22 

---... -... ---126 
.306 

1,799 -

- -- -... -... -- -- -- ... 
... -- -- 2 - -1,971 -

1) 
26 

125 

i~ 
-

-

19 

4 
22 
22 
3 

23 
12 
13 

16,6.)1 
lt,43~ 
7,99Q 

~:~~~ 
5,171 
3,665 
3,805 
3,281 
1,069 
2,378 
2,061 
1,984 

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - ---- - - --- - ---- - -- - -- --- - ----- - - - - - - ---- -- - - --
Total 6,623 15,677 707 21,781 91t4 935 7,973 420 572 2,231 1,97.3 39 348 60,423 

- - -------- - -- - - - - - - -- -- -- --- - ---- -- -- - - - - - - -- - -- ------------ - --- - - - -- - - - - --
Courte~y 1 Correa Board. 
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thnn is registered. One reason, however, is that the 

curing centre in Y~ngalore held steadfast its clientele •. 

Also ot the increased crop from these areas, more coffee 

came to ~~ngalore for curing. The curers in Chikmagslur 

and Kushalanagar compete with ~angalore with respect to 

'Mysore' (Bababudans and 'Other Mysore') end Coorg coffee 

growing areaa respectively. If the flow of coffee meant 

tor curing had obeyed the ordinary lewa of diatance, more 

coffee should have been available to the curers in Chik

magalur and Kushalanagar. This alone should have fostered 

the curing industry in these places. In contrast to this 

observation the tact is that the industry in Chikmagalur 

is operating at under-capacity. 

The fact that the curers in Mangalore were able to 

secure more coffee tor curing even after 1940, when there 

were curing houses located conveniently from the planters' 

point or view, cannot be explained by the economic factors. 

An attempt is made below to explain the above-mentioned 

fact with the help of institutional factors in the curing 

industry. 

Before the eatablishmen~ or the central marketing 

agency, the Coffee Board, curers played a pivotal role in 

the coffee trade. Their position improved after the esta

blishment of the Board. "At present all the coffee produced 

has to pass ·through them only, and with the production 

having been stepped up it bas given them more business in 
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regard ~o curing, storuge 1 financing and supplies. 1~ baa 

enabled ~hem to enlarge their business or granting loans 

on coffee because formerly their loans were not so well 

oecured as the borrower was not bound in law to give all 

his produce to the custody of the curer. Likewise in the 

matter of supplies of manures and estate requirements they 

have been able ~o expand their business. ••• The oonse-

quence, therefore, or the curing houses who previously 

concentrated in their hands coffee business in curing end 

ma~keting 1 being appointed as agents ot the Coffee Board 

tor various services, was that, concentration in the coffee 

industry regarding certain services increased both in 

dep~h and width.wl 

Thua 1 there are two important functions by which the 

curer held the planter under obligation to send the coffee 

to him. FiratJby providing the planter his necessary 

finances. Second 1 supplying hia the neceaaery estate 

requirements e.g., fertiliser mixes. The ~wo functions ore 

discussed separately. There is a subsidiary aspect of the 

curing industry1 by which the curer may be able to attract 

~he planter's crops. The same is discussed at the end. 

(a) Curer es Financier to Coffee Plent~t1on In~uetry:• 

The sources from which the financial needs of the coftee 

1 Report of the Plantation Inquiry Com~~es1on, 1956, 
Part II • Coffee, P• 102. 
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plantation industry are met are "the resources ot the 

companies or individuals themselves, and loans !rom manag

ing agents, banks (including co-operative banks), coffee 

curers and private moneylenders."1 The advances mede by 

curers, banks and other agencies to y,rowera are generally 

against hypothecation ol the crop. The growers executing 

lien documents in favour or their creditors on the amounts 

payable to them by the Board, repay the loans through the 

Board. Thus 1 the amounts disbursed by the Board to various 

financing agencies out or sale proceeds or growers, present 

a rough picture or volume ot finance availed ot by growers 

from the various agencies. The data relating to amounts 

disbursed by the Board to various agencies on growers' 

account is available tor the p~riod 1951-S2 to 1953-54; the 

same have been presented in Table ).5.2. 

As per Table ).5.2 curers and banks were the most 

important financiers to coffee plantation industry. However, 

1t moy be hazardous to infer the relative importance ot 

various financing agencies exclusively on the basis ot the 

Table. The amount disbursed by the Board to a financing 

agency on growers' account does not represent the entire 

loans advanced by the agency. As regards the curers, in 

whose case (alone) data are available, the extent or finance 

l Ib1d 1 P• 92. 



Teble 3.5.2 : lilllOWlts Disbursed by Coffee Board to Various Financing Agencies on 
Growers' Account during the Period 1951-52 to 1953-5~ (Amounts in 
Thousand Rupees) 

-- ---- - - - - - ------- ---- - -- -- ----- - - - - - - ----
leer Banks Curers 

--------------- -------------A B A B 

Private 
Fl:oneylenders 

-----------A B 

Total 

------------A B 
-. - - - ----- - - ---- - --- -------- ------------ ---
Bi~ Groltrers 

1951-52 109 3,313 152 5,501 16 265 8,8)0 
(37.5) (62.)) (0.2) (100.0) 

1952-53 95 860 
(16.1) 

1)9 4 317 
(Ao.6) 

18 176 
().)) 

2.52 5 353 doo.o) 
1953-5~ 106 t 901 ,9.5) 

39 1 0)6 
(16.8) 

lS 229 160 6166 
(3.7) doo.o) 

51'1!911 Cro''/~rs 

1951-52 3 26 - - 7 45 10 71 
(36.6) (63.4) (100.0~ 

1952-53 ) (28~i> - - 19 3.5 22 49 
(71.~) (100.0) 

1953-5~ 5 
(1s!l, - - 48 92 53 109 

(8~.4) (100.0) 

-------------------------------------------
Note : 'Banks' include co-operative banks and 'Private Moneylenders' include 

indi~enous bankers. 
A • umber of Growers Taking Loans. B • AmoWlt Taken. 
Figures in brackets indic~te percentages. 

Source: Renort or t"e Plent::>tion InQuiry Co-~~1ss1on, 1956, Part II 
l:.nnexure IVi 1 

- Coffee, .... 
0 
N 
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was far above from what can be understood from Table ).S.2. 

Table ).5.) evidences the fact. 

The Plantation ln~uiry Commission, 1956, which 

provides data relating to the actual loans advanced by the 

curer tor the period 1951-52 to 1953·54'does not provide 

similar information regarding other agencies. The relative 

importance of various agencies in financing.coffee planta

tion industry during 1950's cannot be directly learnt from 

the above source. The Commission, however, is of the 

opinion that during the period, curera constituted a very 

important source ot finance for the coffee industry;l 

commercial banka formed another 1mportent eource; 2 and 

indigenous banks and private moneylenders played an important 

role in the provision of finance to small growers.) It 

can be noted that the small growers, (holding less than 

100 acres), who depended on indigenous banks and private 

moneylenders accounted tor only )0.69 per cent in the 

19S3·S4 season's crop. Big growers, (holding 100 and more 

acres)~ who depended either on curers or banks accounted 

tor the rest 69.)1 per cent of the crop.4 

Up-to-date data regarding the extent and the share 

ot different agencies in financing the corree plantation 

1 Ibid, p. 9S. 

2 Ibid, 

3 Ibid, p, 97. 
4 Co!tee Stetistics Rel~ting to India, 1954-55, Colt~• 
Board, 



Table ).5.) : Loans ldvanced (Amoun~ in Thousand Rupees) b{ Coffee Curers and the Quantity 
(in Tonnes) of Coffee Handled by them accord ng to the Nationality or Curers 
during the Period 1951-52 to 1953-54 

----------------------------------------------Nationality Number of Growers taking loans and Amounts taken Cuanti~y 
Year or curers ----------------------------------------------------------

or coffee 
Above 25 acres 100 acres handled 

25 acres and and below 100 end above Total in tonnes 
below · ecres 

---------- ------------- ------------ -----------A B A. B A B A B - - - - - - ---- ------ --- - - - -.- - - - - - -- - -- - --- - - -- - ---
1951-52 Non-IndiE!n 79S 609 15) 1,5)9 126 5,516 1,077 7,664 1),221 

Indian 1,026 955 )11 921! 92 2,091 1,429 ),974 6,)66 

Total 1,824 1,564 464 2,467. 218 7,607 2,506 ll1 6)S 19,567 

1952-5) Non-Indian 82.S 8)8 177 1,814 1)6 7,595 1,1)8 10,247 14,1)3 
Indian 770 961 226 8)9 96 2,)44 1,092 4,144 5,159 

Total 1,595 1,799 40) 2,65) 2)2 9,939 2,2)0 14,)91 19,292 

1953-54 Non-Indian a so 1,080 191 2,)17 151 9,671 1,222 1),077 20,18) 
Indien 1,0)1 976 74 591 88 2,97.5 1,19) 4,542 8,)65 
Total 1,911 2,065 265 2,908 2)9 12,646 2,415 17,619 2S,5)S 

----------------------------------------------
!Jote I A • Number ot Growers Taking Loans. B • Amount Taken. 

Source: !:ao~.or the Plentetion Incu1ry Go!~1es1on. 1956. P~r~ II - Coffee, l.nnexures XVII 
~ .... 
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industry, again, are not available. There are some data 

regarding the total requirement or the industry and the 

exten~ of finance from commercial banks relating to first 

halt ot 1960•a. With the above dnta it is possible to infer 

broadly the curer's role as !inancier to the plantation 

industry during the period. Rough estimate or the credit 

requirement or the industry around 196) is put at "Rs. 12 

crores of short term finance and about Rs. 28 crorea or 

·long term finance for replant1ng".1 Lone tArm financial 

needs given above, it can be noted 1 is a minimum estimate 

of the same.2 Thus, the total requirement or the industry 

could be more than tb:4t $-kt~a.~~ove. As agninst the 11bove 

requirement, advances from the commerci&l banks was as 

following. Advances on security or coffee was Ra. 9.71 

crores in February 19611 it declined to Ra. 6.88 crorea in 

May 196).3 Purpoaewise break-up of advances of banks showed 

that the amount advanced for agricultural purposes to 

coffee, tea 1 jute, tobacco, cotton nnd oilseed stood at 

Rs. 2.)) crores as on October 26 1 1960 and Rs.4.55 crorea 

aa on October 27 1 1961.4 The gap between the requiramont 

1 WF1nancing of Coffee Indust~"• Reserve BAnk ot 
India Bulletin, February 19641 p. 1~2. 

2 Ibid p.J.I5~ It 1s based on the lower estimates of 
cost of replanting one acre during the period 1951-54, given 
in the Report of the Plentetion Inquiry Cornrnl~sion, 1956, 
Part II - Coffee. 

) Reserve Bank ot India Bulletin, February 19641 p.lSl. 

4 Ibid. 
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of the industry and the credit financed by commercial banks 

ia wide. It ia likely that entire credit requirement or 
' the industry is not fully met with. However, moat or the 

short term needs and a part ot the long term needs would 

have been necessarily financed. The other agencies which 

could have extended the credit facilities apart from the 

commercial banks are curers, indigenous banks and private 

moneylenders. Co-operatives do not feature important in 

financing coffee industry.1 A part or the credit require

ment could have been met with from growers' own resources. 

Viewing the relatively small amounts advanced by indigenous 

bankers and private moneylenders during 19SO'a (Table ).S.2) 

and the natural tendency or the planters to go to organized 

agencies with the passage of time, it seems probable, that 

besides the commercial banks, as was the case earlier, 

curer still remains an important source or finance to the 

industry even now. 

The rel&tive importance or verious egencies in 

financing coffee industry could not be cleerly understood. 

The same to a certain extent may be 1mmeter1el. Tbe banker 

&nd tt.e moneylender when they &dvance lonna to the planter 

do not influence his choice or curer tor curing his coffee; 

whereas, the curer when he does so, makes it obligatory on 

1 Ibid. 
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the part of the planter to send the coffee to him. "!.rising 

out or the relationship created or being borrower, is the 

obligation on the part or the ,rower to deliver his coffee 

to tha curer from whom he borrows and to buy all his require

ments such as manures and other estate requisites from him. 

The loan itself is sometimes partly 1n cash and partly as 

supplies."1 (The tact that the curers finance was also in 

kind reveals that his role as financier was greater thnn 

reflected in the preceding discussion.) 

The extent or finance from other agencies and Mlao 

ita concentration in any particular area has not much 

relevance hare. The concentration of curers finance in any 

particular coffee growing area, however, is or utmost 

importance. ~here the curer financed, the cortee from the 

area is mostly cured by him. The immediate concern here is 

to examine the role of curers in Mangalore as financiers to 

growers in the areas on which the centre depended. Again 

relevant data for recent years are absentr data relating to 

1950'• had to be relied upon. An attempt has been made in 

the following paragraphs to ehow that during 1950's the 

major share or curers' finance was concentrated in the 

'Mysore' and Coorg coffee growing areas and that these 

finances ori~inated from Mangalore. This should partl7 

1 Report of the Plentntion Inguirz Co~i9sion, 1956, 
Pert II - Coffee, P• 95. 
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explain ~he fact that Mnngalore continued to &ccount tor a 

major share or 1Mysore' and Coorg coffee even after 1940. 

It can be seen from Table J.S.J that Non-Indian curing 

companies financed the planter to a greater extent than the 

Indian owned companies. Also it is clear that the Non

Indian companies favoured the big1~er grower to the smaller 

growers in advancing loans. The Non-Indian companies have 

other investments in India other than that in the curing 

industry and hence have large funds at their disposal. Due 

~o their .financial ability and elao particularly financing 

the bigger growers, the Non-Indian curers have been able to 

attract more coffee for curing than tha IndiPn owned 

companies. This also is evidenced by Table ).S.). 

The distribution or curing capacity owned by Non

Indian companies during 1952-54. is given in Table 3.5.4. 

Table 3.2.4 : Distribution o.f Curing Capacity Owned by Non-
Indian Companies, 19S2-S4 (fonnes) · 

- ----- --- --- ------ ---- - ------ -Curing C~ntre Mengalore Tellicherry Celicut Coimba- Total 
tore - - -- -------- - - - -- - ----- -- - - -- --

Capacity in 
Tonnes 

21,992 6,000 2,860 5,200 )6,05~ 

----------------- -- ---- ------ --
Courtest : Coftee Board. 

The major ehsre or curing capacity owned by Non-Indian 

companies was located in V~ngalore. Thus, a good part or 
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the advances made by Non-Indian companies originated here. 

These advances naturally went to 'Mysore' and Coor& growin& 

areas on which areas Mangalore depended for ita supplies 

of coffee. The curing centres Chikmagalur and Kuahalana&~r 

depended for their supplies on 'l·lysore' and Coorg arasa 

respectively. Due to their better financial ability the 

curers in Mangalore, (t.he lion-Indian curing units were 

three out of the five units then in exist.ence) could compete 

better end could continue to get. increased quantities of 

co!fea. This naturally was at. the coat ot curing centres 

in Chikmagalur end Kushsl&nar;ar (end &lao ot.her centres 

which depended on these areas). 

(b) Curer as Supplier of Plenter's Estate Reguisitee:

The other function by which the curer binds the planter to 

send his coffee to him, is supplying the latter with 

necessary estate requisites vis., fertilizers, pesticides 

and insecticides. Though production of chemical fertiliser 

end its large scale use is a development of recent peat, 

t.he planters always depimded upon the curer tor manure like 

bonemeal. Since chemical fertilisers are uaed, the manuring 

costs form a high proportion of the ooata or rearing coftee. 

A recent atud,l makes some interesting obaeryations 

as regards curer's role as supplier ot estate requisites. 

1 P. P. l·!adappa, "Location and Role of Coffee Curing 
~orks 1n Relation to Coffee Plantations", ArthA Vikes, 
Vol. 4, No. 2, July 196S. 
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Table 3.5.5 I Coat of Production Per Tonne of Correa 195) 
(in Rs.) • 

--- ------------------- --------l.rebica Robust a ------- -- - - - - -- ---- - - -------- -
I. Cultivations 

General field work 41.7S 6S.96 
Manuring 48.80J )1.)8 (14.14~) 
Spraying and (27.85~) 
dusting 29.92) 

Other 16.04 4.88 

---------------------------------Total 1)6.51 102.22 

---------------------------------
II. Gathering and 

Processing )8.20 28.01 

·III. General Expenses 107.93 91.6) 

- - -- -- ----- ---- - ---- ---- - - ---
Orand Total 221.86 

----- -- - -- -- - -- - -- - ---- --- - - -
Source : Ue~ort of the Plantation Inouiry Com~1ee1on 1 1956 1 

Pert II - Coffee, Annexurea li end Xll • 

. ''hey are interesting here as they involve some locet1one1 

implications. They are or immediate relevance here as the 

study relates to planters in Cbikmsgalur district, the 

district which accounts for the major part or the crop from 

1Mysore 1 coffee growing areas. As per the study the 

planters in Chikmagalur preferred to buy their estate 

requisites fro~ Men~elore which is situated 6S miles distant 

instead or buying the same from Chikmagelur which is around 

15 miles trom their est~tes. Nearly 6) per cent ot the 

fertilizer requirements were met trom l·tangelore. According 
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to the study the planters sen\ their coffee to the curer 

who supplied the manures. Nearly 79 per cent or the crop 

i'rom the sample estates went to 1-~sngalore !or curing. A 

supplementary observation or the study w,. that it is the 

bigger growers who required large qucntities or fertiliter 

that depended most on tl.e uurera in llnngalore. 

The reasons cited for the planters' choice or l•ianga

lore for their estate requiaitea are as !ollowini: 

(1) Planters need timely help and in large quantities. 

The newly sprung curing units in Chikmagalur neither htid 

the ebility to stock large quantities ot manure nor were 

they able to make prompt deliveries. 

(2) A finding of the study wae thAt the average yield 

in the case or the estatos which got their supplies !rom 

Mang•~lore was greater than the nv~t'.!lge yielct for the 

estates, which got their suppliea from Chikmagalur. Thus 1 

the quality or fertilizer mixes becomes another reeson why 

the planters preferred the distant cur-ar in t>:engelore. 

The coastal curers p6rticularly the Non-Indian ones 

due to their better financial position were able to stock 

large quantities or estate requisites. They only could 

provide the planters' requirements promptly end in large 

quantities. The big growers require !ert111sera in large 

quantities; they were almost forced to r.o to the coastal 

curers ror their requiretr.ents. This, however. pro·red 



beneficial to the latter. He got large quantities ot 

coffee !or curing. 
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As regards the second reason cited tor the planters' 

preference to get their estate requisites from Mangalore, 

this too can be round to have some basis. The pool agents 

who are manufacturers or fertilisers like steamed bonemeal 

end potash and agents or the Correa Board Cor the distribu

tion or Other fertilizers Whave their OWD patent fertiliser 

m1xturea."1 Possibly the curers in V.angalore who hove 

nearly a century's experience more than any inland curing 

centre 1n Mysora State except Hunsur, are able to provide 

more affective fertiliser mixes. This may be a genuine 

reason for the planters in Chikmagalur to prefer fertiliser 

mixes from Mangalore. 

According to the above-mentioned study the planters 

in Chikmagalur in getting their supplies of fertilizers 

from Mangalore and in sending their coffee to Mangalore tor 

curing incur a higher cost of transportation. There is no 

doubt as regards the latter. As regards the transport cost 

on fertilisers the same may not be acceptable. At present 

the only fertiliser plant in Myoore State ia able to meet a 

small part of the demand in the growing areas or 'Mysore' 

and Coorg. A good portion of the supplies have to be imported. 

1 Re ort ot the Pl~ntP.tion Incui Commieeion 1 6, 
Part II - Coffee, P• 2. 



~~ngalore has been the port or entry all throughout until 

the manufacturing or fertilisers was started in Cochin. 
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In the latter case they could be transported by rail and 

distributed through Bangalore. As tar as the fertilizers 

ere imported through ~ngalore 1 the centre's locational 

advantage in this respect cannot be denied. A fertiliser 

plant is being installed in ~~ngelore. When the production 

of fertiliser will commence here, ita locational advantage 

es regards supplying the fertiliser to growing areas in 

'V.ysore' end Coorg will be enhanced. 

As stated earlier there is a subsidiary aspect or 

the curing industry by which the curer may be able to 

attract the planter's coffee. The curer in the present 

set-up is to a certain extent able to determine the return 

for his customer's produce. The return to the planter 

depends on the average price secured in the Board's ealea 

and on the outturn or different grades from his coffee. The 

outturn of different grades basically and honestly should 

depend on the planter himself; on the quality ot hie coffee 

which depends upon the quality of rearing. While there is 

acopa for abuses in curer's practice, be is able to aanipulate 

better outturna for a wavering customer.1 The curer's 

ability to influence the planter's return is true or all the 

centres. However, the coastal curer in Y.angalore being eble 

1 Ibid, P• 211. 



to acquire more coffee due to his advantageous position 

from the institutional factors point or view, perhaps has 

a greater flexibility in the practice. 

Whatever be the reasons behind the planters' 

preference to send tl1eir coffee to their old curers in 

Mangalore and the other centres on the coast, the teet 

remains that they do so. The curer to a certain extent ia 

able to retain his clientele in the face of new competition. 

His location vis-a-via that or the competitors may not be 

crucial factor if the former is in an advantageous position 

from the institutional factors point of view. A curer is 

able to retain his old clientele even when he changes bia 

location. Recent relocation ot a curing unit from Telli

cherry to Mangalore illustrates this fact. 

From Table ).S.6 it can be seen that most ot the 

curers in Mangalore depended on 1Myeore' areas for their 

supplies and those in Tellicherry (now only one) on Coorg. 

The curing houses•Mo3• and 1TL' are branchee or the 

same concern. While the former curee almost exclusively 

coffee from 'Myaore•, the latter cures only a small quantity 

originating from 'Mysore•. It gets ita supplies from Coorg. 

The curing house 'MG~' which was initially in Telli· 

cherry until the early 1940's has been slowly shifting ita 

business to Mangelore. The curing works, however, was 

shifted in l9S2. At present lt cures a quantity comparable 
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Table 3.5.6 1 Quantity or Coffee Cured by Different Curare 
in Mangelore and Tellicherry, 1964-65 Crop 
Season (in Tonnea) 

----- - - ------- ----- - -- ---- - ---
Centre/ Correa Growing Area 
Unit -----------------------------------------------Baba- Other Coorg J.~alabar Other Total 

bud ana My sore Wynaad ----------------- ------ ---- - --
Mengel ore 

JliGl 261 304 Sl - ' 6U 
).!Gz 369 l,MO 54 - 9 1,532 
•tG) 264 2,927 81 - 24 3,316 
MGit 139 767 3,313 - liS 4,237 

MGS 1,495 1,686 1,280 - 40 4,501 

Total 2,586 6,764 4,779 - 96 14,227 

Tellieherrx 

TL - 318 2,361 315 14 3,028 

- -- ---- -------- ---------------
CourtesY 1 Coffee Board. 

to any ot the other three big units in Mangalore. While in 

Tellicherry moat of the coffee it cured came from Coorg. It 

can be seen from the Table even at present the unit reliea 

tor a major portion of ita supplies on Coorg. It ita 

clientele were not so much attached to it, the said unit 

should have now got ita auppliea from JMyaore•. 

The institutional factors played a major role in the 

eharing of coffee grown in Mysore State (Bababudana, 'Other 

Myaore' and Coorg growing areas). The coastal curer who 
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had better financial ability was able to extend the planter 

more advances and make prompt supplies of necessary estate 

requirements. Hence, he waa able to secure the coffee 

which traditionally came to him tor curing. He also go\ a 

better share ot the increased crop. This, however, wea a\ 

the cost ot newly sprung unite near the plantations and also 

others which depended upon the aame coffee growing areas 

£or their supplies. 

There is, however, another aide of the same coin. 

The preference or planters in 'Mysore' areas the less con

veniently located curers on the coast can be viewed at from 

another point. It was observed that transport costs do not 

form an important component in the cost or producing coffee 

tor the market. For the planter their importance further 

declined since 1940. He now bore only the transport cost 

on his coffee from the plantations to the curing house. 

The other cost factor, i.e. curing cost, which possibly 

could influence his choice or curing unit tor his coffee 

baa now become redundant. Curing costa tor the planter are 

uniform irrespective of the curer he chose. (The price 

factor has become redundant attar the Board was Yea~ed with 

the responsibility of selling •he planter's cottee.) Thus 

in opting for a curing house like ~wngalore a bit distantly 

situated then the curing houses in Chikmagalur and luahala

nagar, the planters in Bababudana and 'Other Mysore' and 
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Coorg bad to lose very little. The extra transport cost 

the planters bore in getting their coffee cured in Mang~

lore can be put around Rs. 20 to Rs. )0 per tonne during 

the year 1967. In the same year the minimum return tor the 

planter's coffee was Rs. ~.~oo per tonne in the case ot 

Plantation coffee and Rs. ) 1 )S2 in the case ot Robusta 

Cherry (AB). 

The planters' choice ot Mangalore (or their failure 

to develop new arrangements) for curing their coffee was 

perhaps inevitable owing to institutional factors. For, 

what they lost by doing so was a negligible percent 

ot the return tor their coffee. 

The planter, however, has not shown utter disrespect 

tor transport costa. The growers in 1Mysore' and Coorg 

did not send their coffee to Coimbatore or Salem. Nor 

did those from Nilgiria and Shevroya get their coffee 

cured in Mangalore or Tellicherry. 

Summing Up 

Under the circumstances existing attar 1940 curing 

centres near the plantations should have prospered. It 

could be seen that in the case or Chikmagalur amidst 

'Mysore• growing areas and Kuahalanagar in Coorg, the 

industry did not show any commendable growth. The coastal 

curera 1n Mangalore continue to cure a substantial part 

ot the coffee trom the above areas in spite ot their less 



convenient location. Location of his unit to a certain 

extent may be immaterial tor a curer to get the neceaaary 

supplies of coffee it he is in an advantageous position 

from the institutional factors point of view. 

A change in the situation is now visible. As 

regards 'Myaore' and Coorg areas, though a new curing unit 

is also located in the distant inland centre in Myaore city, 

three curing units have been located in Hassan and one in 

Chikmagalur. Rapid growth of the industry in Hassan, which 

i1 situated conveniently both from 'Mysore' and Coorg 

arees, during 1960's is worth taking note or. The curers 

in this centre have also been able to secure substantial 

quantity of coffee for curing within a short period. The 

choice or Hassen tor locating the curing houses can be 

attributed to its convenient situation from the plantations. 

However, the ability of the new curers in the centre to 

secure substantial quantity or coffee for curing later 
to 

cannot be entirely attributed~their location. The curers 

in Chikmagalur who are in similar situation present a 

contrast. Perhaps, the new curers in Hassan were in an 

advantageous position from the institutional factors point 

or view too. 

The planter's decision to cure his coffee at a 

place et times could be influenced by institutional factors. 

Thus, the existing pattern of flow of coffee meant for 

curing could be to en extent based on the institutional 



!actors. Needless to state again that any rationalisation 

scheme has to take note or these factors. However, any 

rationalisation scheme purely trom the point or view or 

minimizing transport costs may be thought or with the 

following note or caution. 

The internal demand for Indian coffee is confined to 

the tour southern States. The exports also can be effected 

from the ports in these States conveniently located trom 

the cottee growing areas. Viewing this, the existing loca

tion o! curing houses can be broadly accepted as justified. 

Due to the location o! curing houses not very much removed 

from the plantations whose cortee they cure and due to the 

spatial pattern of demand, the transport costa have little 

importance. A well thought rationalisation •.cheme will 

not accrue to the industry large savings. However, the new 

allocation may suggest a dismantling or the capacity in 

certain places and increase or capacity in others. The coat 

or implementing the new scheme may turn out to be more than 

the savings it would !etch. 

The institutional factors can be ignorad purely trom 

the point of view of financial gains. But still their 

influence may have to be mitigated in certain areas to gain 

opera~ional facility for the Board. One such instance ia 

Mangalore. The caae is discussed in the next section. 
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).6 & Coffee Curing Industry in }ft.engalore 

).6.1 Importance of 'Mxeoret end Coorg Ar~es 

I~ is believed tha~ the concentration ot curing 

capacity on the coast was due to export orientation ot the 

demand for coffee. Export demand could influence the loca

~ion of curing houses only in the case of coffee growing 

areas ~bat stretch along the West Coast. The growth ot 

the curing industry in Mangalore ia attributed to ita loca

tional advantage for curing the export-bound coffee trom 

'Mysore' and Coorg areas. The prospects of the industry 

in Mangalore should depend upon the extent to which the 

coffee from the above-mentioned plantations are needed for 

exports. 

Curing centres in Mysore State accounted for more 

~han 70 per cent of the exports from India. Table ).6.1 

presents the data. It can be seen from Table ).6.2 that 

almos~ the entire coffee cured a~ these centres came from 

'Mysore' and Coorg areas. It ia also true that the centres 

in Mysore State cured more ~han 90 per cent ot the crop 

from 'Myaore' and Coorg areas; the relevant percentages tor 

~be seasons, 1962-6) ~o 196S-66 were 91.92, 91.61, 92.8S 

and 92.62 respectively. Thus, i~ can be said that 70 per 

cen~ of India's exports accounted for by the curing centres 

in J.!ysore State origina~ecl in 1V.yaore' and Coorg areas • 

(The importance or 'Mysore' and Coorg areas in India'• 



corree crop is further evidenced in Table ).6.).) 

Teble 3.6.1 : Percentage Share or Curing Centres in 
Different States in India's Exports ot 
Coffee, 1962-6) to 1965-66 Crop Seasons 

-------- --- --- ----------- ----Crop Seasons 
State ---------------------------------------1962-6) 1963-6Z. 196Z..65 1965-66 -----------------------------
Myeora 69.1) 71.76 69.59 7Z..l7 

Kerala 6.2,. 7.79 5.10 6.16 

Madra a 16.4) 11.7) 17.26 1).80 

Store Houses 
in J.ledras • 8.20 8.72 s.os 5.87 

Z.21 

-------------------------!~'·----Total 100.00' 100~00 100.00 100.00 ------------------------------' ' . . . 

• Contains coffee !rom the curing centres, J.tsngalora U~ysore) 
and Tellicherry, Calicut and lalpetta (all in Kerala). 

Note : Percentages are based on the data provided by the 
Cotfee Board. · . 

Courteeza Coffee Board. 

· At present a quantity or coffee from Madras which is 

a deficit State is utilised for exports. Coffee available 

at the curing centres in Madras is mostly ot 'Plantation' 

type. Assuming that exports !rom the State are entirely ot 

'Plantation•, these exports formed 21.49, 17.85, 17.93 and 

21.1S per cent or the total 'Plantation' cured in ll.ysore 

State during the years 1962-63, 1963-64, 1964-65 and 1965-66 

respectively. It may not be possible to substitute the 

exports or •Plantation' from Madras entirely with those trom 

Mysore without artecting the quality ot exports. 
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Teble 3.6.2 t Percen~age Share of Different Coffee Growing 
Areas in the Coffee Cured at the Curing Cen~rea 
in Mysore State, 1962-63 to 1965-66 Crop 
Seasons 

~ - - -- ----- - ----- ----- - -- - - - - --
Crop 
Season 

Coffee Growing Area 

------------------------------------------------•:~sora' Coorg Other Total 

------------------------Dababudans Other Mysore 
- -- - -- - --- - -- - --- -·- - -- - ---- - - -
1962-6) 16.72 J6.e; 43.94 2.19 100.00 

1963-64 14.96 39.2a 44.18 1.S8 100.00 

1964-65 24.)0 33.72 39.46 2.52 100.00 

1965-66. 15o4l 37.10 44.73 2.76 100.00 

-- -- - --- ---- - ------ ------ - -·- - --
Note : Percentages are based on the data provided by the 

Coffee Board. 

Courtesxs Coffee Board. 

Table 3.6.3 1 Importance of 'Mysore' end Coorg Areas 
(Quantity Cured in Tonnes) 

------------------------------
Crop Season India 'V.ysore' and 

Coorg Areas 
'Mysore' and 
Coorg Areas as 
Percentage or 
India 

·------------------------------
1962-6) 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 

54,162 
66,601 
58,954 
60,42) 

)8,960 
;0,68) 
41,764 
44,281 

71.93 
76.10 
70.84 
73.29 

------------------------------
Source s (a) Coffee St9tist1es, 1964-65 to 1966-67, Coffee 

Board. 
(b) Coffee Boerd tor crop season 1965-66. 
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Coffee growing areas of '1-iysore' and Coorg may not 

be able to supply the entire exporta from IndiA. Neverthe

less, as at present, they will continue to supply the bulle 

ot exports (70 por cent). 

Cost AdvantaRe of Competing Centres to Cure 
the Coffee froro ·~:ysore' and Coorg ArePs 

Curing end transport costs do not to~ an important 

component 1n the total cost or producing coffee to the 

market. Even it Mangalore possesaea any such advantage, a 

case for increasing the curing capacity in the place should 

not be built purely on this basis. The cost advantage or 

Mangalore tor processing the export-bound coffee from 

'Mysore' and Coorg areas, however, is often taken for granted. 

It will be 1ntorest1ng to exemine the assumption. Transport 

costs have been calculated tor the curing centres which now 

account for the coffee from these areas. They include all 

the curing centres in Mysore State and Tellicberry. Trans

port costs have also been calculeted in respect or the other 

two centres in Kerala vis., Calicut and Kalpetta; these 

centres are conveniently located from Coorg plantations. 

Curing centres in :.:adras State are lee• conveniently located 

from 'Mysore' and Coorg plantations and cure little or none 

ot their coffee. 

Both 1l-1ysore' and Coorg plantations are situated in 

Mysore State. Coorg coffee is spread over the district. 

·~~~ore' plantations which include BabaoudHna end 10ther Mysore' 



are concentrated in two districts, via., Chikmagalur and 

Hassan( T.abie 3·6·.4). 

Teb1e 3.6.~ I Coffee Production in Mfsore State according 
to Districts, 196)·6~ tin Tonnea) 

- - - --- ----- - - - - - -- - - ------- --District Production - - - --- - ----- -· ------ - ---------
Ch1kmegalur1 Hassan and Sbimoga• 
My sore 
South Xanara 
North Coorg 
South Coorg 

26,SSS 
648 

1 
11,~09 

1).~01! 

-------- - - - - ---- - ---- --- --- --
Total 

- - - ------- -- --- --- --- -- -- ----
o As reported in fl.nnua1 season snd Crop Report, 1963-64, 

Department of Statistics, Government ot Myaore, Bangalore, 
Shimoga district had a production ot only 45 tonnes, 

Source : Coffee Statistics, 1964-65 to 1966-67, Coffee 
Board 1 P• 2), 

Plantations in Coorg are more or less evenly 

scattered over the entire district between its three 

taluks. In the case of Cbikmagalur and Hassan, a tew ot 

the taluks account for the major portion of the area (and 

the crop). 

It can be seen !rom Table ),6.S that Chikmagalur and 

l~udigere taluks account tor more than ZS per cent of the 

acreage under coffee in Chikmagalur district. In Hassan, 

Sakleshpur is the most important coffee growing taluk. 



Table 3.6.5 1 Coffee Acreage in Chikmagalur, Hassan and 
Coorg Districts, 1963-64 (Tslukwise) 

------------------------------Chlkmegalur Hassan Coorg 

-------------------- --------------·----- -----------------Taluka Area in Taluks Area in Taluka Area in 
sere a acres acres ------------------------------

Chikmagalur 57,429 Sakleshpur 21,993 Somwarpet 27,479 
~udigere 26,524 
Koppe g,l82 Belur 1o,ooa Mercara 24,916 
Kadur 336 
Naraahim• Alur 5,400 Virejpet 32,692 
rajapura 3,724 
Tarikere 3,930 
Sringeri 77 Arkalgad 156 

----------------- --------- ----
Total 100,202 Total 37,557 Total 85,087 
---- ------ ------ -- ----- --- - ---
Source : Department or Statistics, Government of Mysore 1 Bangalore. 

Transport coats1 have been calculated in respect ot Chik

magalur, Mudigere, Sakleahpur taluka and all the three 

taluks of Coorg. 

It is believed that Mangalore has a cost advantage 

tor curing the export-bound coffee originating trom 'Mysore' 

end Coorg areas. It could, however, be learnt that there 

cannot be an exclusive category ot export-bound coffee. In 

1 Transport costs take account or weight loss 1n curing 
1n the case or uncured coffee. Computations are baaed on 
the rates given tor road transport in Table 
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other words, 8 lot cannot be assigned tor exports end 
• 

utilized for the purpose entirely. Only 8 part (or the 

coffee cured), which is or superior quality can be exported. 

Hence, there is always a complementary internal d~~and 

which has to be supplied with 8 quantity exported. In 

section ).4 while discussing the curing of coffee grown in 

Coorg.area, it was assumed that the residual interior coffee 

after the exportable& have been picked ware to be disposed 

ott in the internal markets in Madras. In this section an 

internal market point in Mysore State has been considered. 

There can be little demand et the plantations in 

Mysore State. So also, there can be little demand on the 

coast, i.e., the local markets or Mangalore (1ee p.4~~ at 

~kis seettoa). As compared with the other curing centres 

in Mysore State, Mysore City is more conveniently located 

from the internal markets in the State. Transport cost 

computations here assume that the residual quantity, after 

the exportable coffee has been picked, will be utilized at 

the internal market situated at Mysore city. 

It can be seen from Table ).6.6 that as regards 

'Mysore' and Coorg coffee, ~mngalore does not possess any 

transport cost advantage for supplying the internal markets 

at Mysore city and the complementary export demand. In the 

case or •Hysore' areas, Chikmagalur and Hassan possess ouch 

advantage. Kuahalanagar, located amidst the plantations, is 

in en advantageous position in respect of Coorg cotfee. 



'l'eble ).6.6 : Colllposit.e Treusport. Cost. of Supplying Export. Demand and Internal 1-iarket. at. 
~hysore Cit.y fro-.:~ the Coffee Grown in 1 l\oiysore' and Coorg Areas (B.s. Per Tonne) 

- -- - --------- - ------ -- --- - - - - ---- --- ---- ------ -
Coffee 

Curing Centre 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Growing Jll,anga- Chik- llasaan KushalA- liunaur )11ysore Te111- Cali cut Ka1petta 
1rea lore magelur nagar City cherry 

---- ------ -- ---- -- ----- -~ --- - - -- ----- - --- - - ----
'P1t>nt~t1on' 

'~'I<sore' 

Ch1ktr:&ga1ur S2.5) 4!;t.ltl 48.56 61.29 61.36 62.77 75.34 61.05 80.)8 

Mudigere 47.27 !t!t·Sl 52.51 .56.0) 66.62 62.77 75.5-ft. 81.05 7).80 

Sak1eshpur 52.5) .54.04 .45.93 .50.77 61.)6 57 • .51 70.28 73.16 611 • .54 

Coorg 

·Somwarpet 57.79 64 • .56 52.51 41.56 50.84 52.2.5 59.75 61.)2 58.01 

Mere:sra 52.5) 69.82 57.77 41.56 JO.S4 52.25 .54.49 .56.05 58.01 

Virejpet 57.79 69.1!2 57.77 !f:lt.12. 50.84 52.25 49.2) 50.79 52.7.5 

/:rabica Cherry 

•r.;zsore' 

Chikmaga1ur 70.8) ~1.zz 57.32 76.18 75.65 78.17 98.')9 112.4) 106.41 
r.ludigere 6).24 21·ZZ 6).01 6ll.59 8).2) 78.17 98.99 112.4) 96.92 
Sak1eshpur 10.8) 65.04 53.53 61.00 75.6.5' 70.59 91.41 101.0.5 89.)4 

Coorg 

Somwerpet 713.4-1 80.22 6).01 47.73 60.47 6).00 76.24 8).9c1 74.17 
Y.erc.ara 70.8) az.so 70.60 al·Zl 60.47 6).00 68.65 76.)9 74.17 
Virajpet 78.41 87.80 70.60 21-22 60.47 6).00 61.06 68.81 66 • .58 

Robusta Cherry 

'~1Ysore' 

Chikmsga1ur 77.94 22.62 56.2) 74.57 72.51 72.01. 101.72 119.27 108.59 
l·:udigere 70.29 22.62 61.97 66.92 80.17. 72.04 101.72 119.27 99.0) 
Sekleshpur 77.94 66.05 52.40 59.27 72.51 64.31! 94.06 107.71! 91.37 

Coorg 
-

Somwc:~rpet. 85.60 81.35 61.97 !t~·az 57.21. 56.7) 78.1'j 90.56 76.06 
Ji!ercsra T1.94 89.01 69.62 42.8Z 57.21 56.7) 71.10 82.91 76.06 
Virejpet 85.60 89.01 69.62 49.70 57.21 56.7) 63.4.5 7.5.2.5 68.41 

-----------------------------------------------
Note : 'Ihe lowest transport cost in respect. or each growing area 18 underlined. 



In Table ).6.6 it has been assumed that the residual 

coffee after the exports have been picked will be disposed 

ott at the internal market point situated at Mysore city. 

Alternatively one can assume that Bangalore city represents 

the internal markets in Mysore State. In this latter case 

transport costa will increase in respect or all the centres 

that are considered. The extent of increase will be higher 

in the case of curing centre at Mysore city. Chikmagalur, 

HassPn and Kushalanager will retain their transport coat 

advantage in relation to their respective areas. 

Table ).6.7 combines the transport costa as given 

in Table ).6.6 and the garbling labour coat tor different 

centres given in Table 3.4.10. 

Consideration or garbling labour costa does not 

change the relative positions very much. Chikmagalur, 

Hassan and Kushalanagar retain their cost advantage. As 

these centres also have lower wages their net cost advan

tage is higher when garbling labour costa are taken into 

account. 

It can be seen from Tables ).6.6 and 3.6.7 that 

curing centres in Kerala, viz., Tellicherry, Calicut and 

Ialpetta do not possess any cost advantage tor curing the 

coffee from 'Mysore' and Coorg •reee, when the unexporteble 

coffee outturned is to be disposed ott in the internal 

· market point et Mysore city. Curing centres in ~iadraa 



• T~ble ).6.7 : Composite Cost of Supplying Export D&mbnd and Internal ~arket at !~sore 
City from the Corree Grown in 't''ysore' snd Coorg Areas (as. Per Tonne) 

-- - - --- - --- ---- - - - - -- - - - - -- - --- - - ------- - -- - -
Coffee 
Growing 
I. res 

Curing Centre 

-------------------------------------------------------------------Manga- Cb1k- Hassan Kushala- Hunaur Mysore Tell1- Calicut 
lore magalur nagar City cherry 

-- - ------ ----- ---------- ·- -- -------- - -- -- - ----
'P1entetion' 

' f.'iy!lore' 

Ch1kmaga1ur 

J:udigere 

Sak1eshpur 

Coorg 

Sornwllrpet 

Virajpet 

Arebiea Chem 

'l·~zsore' 

Chikmagslur 

Mudigere 

Sek1eshpur 

Coorg 

Somwarpet 

Mercers 

Virajpet 

Robusta Chern 

•Mysore' 

Chikmagalur 

:~udigere 

Sakleshpur 

Coorr.: 

Somwarpet. 

r.:ercara 

Virajpet 

89.89. M.36 

84.6) M.J6 

89.89 77.57 

95.15 

89.89 

95.15 

10~.19 

100.60 

108.19 

us. 71 

101!.19 

115.77 

115.30 

107.6S 

115.)0 

122.96 

115.)0 

122.96 

Z~·lO 

75.30 

88.57 

10).75 

111.)) 

111.3) 

z6.la 
z6.ls 

89.58 

104.8S 

112.54 

112.54 

69.44 

76.02 

81.28 

80.8) 

86.52 

n.ot,. 

86.52 

94.11 

94.11 

79.74 

g5.48 

:zs.91 

85.4tl 

93.13 

93.13 

65.07 

65.07 

67.70 

99.69 

92.10 

8~.51 

:Zla2lt 

zl.2!f: 

Z~·Ol 

98.08 

90.43 

82.78 

22·J8 
69.38 

ZJ.21 

91.)6 

96.62 

91.)6 

80.84 

80.84 

80.84 

105.65 

11).23 

105.65 

90.4.7 

90.47 

90.47 

102.51 

110.17 

102.51 

87.21 

87.21 

87.21 

90.71 111.13 116.64 

90.71 111.13 116.64 

85.45 105.67 106.75 

80.19 

80.19 

81J.19 

106.11 

106.11 

98.5:3 

90.94 

90.94 

90.94 

99.98 

99.98 

92.)2 

84.67 

84.67 

84.67 

95.34 

90.08 

84.82 

1)4.53 

1J4.5S 

127.00 

lll.SJ 

104.24 

96.65 

1)7.31 

137.31 

129.65 

114.34 

106.69 

99.04 

96.91 

91.64 

66.)S 

ll.S.02 

148.02 

1)6.64 

119.57 

111.98 

104.40 

154.86 

154.86 

.143.)7. 

126.15 

111!.50 

110.84 

---------------------------------------------
• Includes Transport Cost and Garbling Labour cost. 

Kote : The lowest cost in respect ot each growing area is underlined. 
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State were not included in the analysia. They will have a 

greater cost advantage as compared with the centres in 

Kerala. 

At present 90 per cent of the coffee grown in 'Mysore' 

and Coorg areas ere cured in Mysore State. Aa oft repeated, 

coffee when it is cured can be divided into exportable end 

unexportable coffee; the former is utilized tor exports 1 

the latter for internal markets. Regarding ·~~sore' and 

Coorg areas it was seen in section 3.4 that when the un

exportable coffee is demanded in deficit States or ~~draa 

or Andhra Pradesh 1 the curing centres in Mysore State are 

in advantageous position; the discu!sion in the present 

section revealed that the curing centres in Mysore State 

have the advantage when the Unexportable coffee is demanded 

within the State •. Thus 1 it can be said that ')~sore' and 

Coorg coffee can be conveniently cured at the centres in 

Mysore State, whether the unexportable coffee is demanded 

within the State or in the deficit States like Andhra 

Pradesh or Madras. There is another conclusion which is 

ot immediate importance. Mangalore, as often believed, 

does not possess any cost advantage for curing the coffee 

trom 'J~sore' end Coorg areas, whether the unexporteble 

part is demanded in deficit States like Madras or Andhra 

Pradesh (see sub-section ).4.2) or in Mysore State. 

).6.) Seasonal Character ot the Curing Industry 
in J.',engalore 

Location of I>!engalore tacilitetes exports. However, 
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due to the testedious quality requirement of the export 

demand, only a part of the quantity cured is suitable tor 

exports. Unexportable quality coffee outturned has to be 

disposed ott in the internal ~arkets. As regards the 

internal markets Mangalore can be s convenient supplier 

for the local markets within South Kanara district and for 

the coastal markets north or the centre. Due to the small

ness of its geographical area, the local markets in South 

Kanar.a cannot have a large demand. The coastal markets 

could absorb only a small quantity during the two years 

(tina~cial) 1962-6.3 and 196.3-64.1 A substantial part of 

the cured coffee available in Mangolore is thus utilized 

tor the internal markets (in Mysore, Madras, Andhra Pradesh 

and Kerala) tor which ita location is less suitable. 

There are certain.other difficulties in encouraging 

the curing industry in ~~ngalore. The quality factor plays 

an important part in the sale or coffee. Due to this it 

cannot be cured in heavy monsoon. In Mangalore, like other 

coastal centres where the rains are heavy, the induatry 

does not operate during the four months, June to September. 

'Plantation' coffee reaches the curer earlier than 

the other types. The curing or 'Plantation' on the coast 

1 As per the Boord's statistics coffee released tor 
internal consumption in the two maritime States, Maharaahtra 
end Gujarat1 .was SJ2 tonnea and 9 tonnes respectively for 
the year 1904-65. Thus there is no large demand that can 
be conveniently catered to by Mangalore. 
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Table 3.6.6 1 Prominent Characteristics or Coffee Curing 
Industry in Mangalore (Quantity in TonneaJ 

--- ~ - -- -- --. --- - - - ---------- --Crop 
season 

Total 
quantity 
cured 

Quantity Quantity 
retained trans
tor post- ported 
monsoon for 
curing inland 

storate 

Quantity 
. used for 
exports 

Coastal• 
exports 
from 
VJ.Snga
lore 

------------------------------
1962-63 14,909 1 471 

(~.86) ,. 6lx 
(3~.9 ) 

4 270 
(2!.64) 

276 

1963-64 16,604 2,696 
(14.49) 

s 126 
(27.S6) 

6 570 
oL.~9l 

107 

---- --------------------- -----
* Statistics of the Coasting TrDde of India gives St~tewiae 

data regarding coasting trade (for financial years). The 
above exports refer to exports from Mysore State. Mostly 
these ere effected through Mangalore port. However, the 
quantity may include coffee cured at centres other than 
Mangalore. 

(Figures in brackets give the quantity as percentage ot 
coffee cured in the centre.) 

Courtesy : Coffee Board. 

is completed ahead or the onset or monsoon. \!hen the 

monsoon co~ences, a part of Robusta Cherry still remains 

uncured. As coffee in husk can race the rains better, un

cured Robusta Cherry on the coast is carried over tor post• 

monsoon curing. The cured coffee, however, cannot be 

retained on the coast during the months June to September 

without deteriorating its quality. Thus every year unsold 

cured coffee on the coas\ ia transported inland tor monsoon 

storage. 
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A quantity ot cured coffee ia transported from v~nga

lore to inland store houses betore the onset or monsoon. 

The quantity thus transported includes both exportable and 

unexportable coffee. To the extent exportable coffee from 

Mangalore is transported inland, ita advantage regarding 

exports 1a lost. Due to the festedioua quality requirement 

only part of the coffee cured is suitable for exports. Even 

from the exportable coffee found in Mangalore actual exports 

are partly effected through inland etore houses. It can be 

seen from Table 3.6.8 that exports from Mangalore formed 

leas than 35 per cent of the quantity cured in the centre 

during the years 1962-63 and 1963-64. 

At present, the season's cured coffee in ~angalore 
sal a 

is retained on the coaat and presented forAuntil mid-April. 

Every year the Board begins transporting unsold cured coffee 

from Mangalore as early as mid-April. Hitherto, the port 

or Mangalore closed for traffic by the middle or May. There 

was no point in retaining the coffee on the coast any 

further. The tear ot non-availability of wagon-apace also 

hastened the movement ot coffee tor inland atorage. The 

port ot Mangalore is being developed. Once this ia completed, 

exportable coffee in Mangalore can be retained on the coaat 

and exposed tor sale and its deepatcb can be delayed until 

mid-June. After the monsoon ehowera have set in, no cured 

coffee can be retained on the coast as the storage technique 
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is yet to be perfected. Thus, the development of Mangalore 

port will give only a temporary leeway in respect of 

eXportable coffee. 

The major problems of the curing industry in Mange

lore are listed below: 

(i) The centre is not conveniently located from 

the internal markets. 

(ii) The centre is inoperative during the rainy 
• 

season. With the existing capacity and flow or coffee to 

the centre, a quantity remains uncured at the end ot pre

monsoon season and is carried over for post-monsoon curing. 

(iii) Unsold cured coffee cannot be retained on the 

coast during the rainy season and hence a quantity is · 

transported from Mangalore to inland store houses every year. 

The first and foremost problem of the industry in 

Mangalore is that it is inconveniently located to supply 

the internal markets. Any increase in the flow of coffee 

to the centre will increase the quantity released for 

internal consumption. The other two problems of the curing 

industry in Msngalore will assume importance under different 

assumptions. At present the curers in the centre are working 

a~ full capacity during the months January to June. If 

mora coftee flows to Mangalore the quantity thet will have 

~o be carried for post-monsoon curing will increase. The 

difficulty can be got over by suitably increasing the 
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capacity at the centre.1 However, the availability or more 

cured coffee on the coast before monsoon givea rise to a 

set of other problems. 

Cured coffee cannot be retained on the coast. It 

the Board is unable to dispose ott the cured coffee available 

in Mangalore before June (presently it is ·mid-April) it 

will have to be transported inland. ~itb a larger quantity 

ot cured coffee in the centre before monsoon, it the Board 

faila to sell the same, the quantity needed to be trans

ported inland will increase. To the extent exportable 

coffee is transported thus, whatever advantage the centre 

has as regards exports is lost. 

To evade the problem ot transporting coffee before 

monsoon, the Board may expedite the sales or coffee available 

in Mangalore. In the case of exportable coffee there is 

certain economic advantage in doing so. As regards the un

exportable coffee it would mean shifting the burden to the 

trade. Internal markets ere concentrated inland. Un

exportable coffee will have to be transported inland, now 

by the trade. Hastening the sales ot coffee available in. 

Mangalore will however affect the industry adver&ely from 

some other ~uarters. The Board's officials opine that the 

1 · By curing the season'• crop before monsoon in Y.anga-
lore the industry's off-season, which et present is from 
June to september, will be extended upto November. 
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concentration of sales over time may unravourably affect 

the prices. Thera appears to be some truth in this. If 

coffee is found on the coast, sales will be relatively 

concentrated during the months January to June. If the 

same coffee is found at the inland centres, sales can be 

more leisurely spaced so as to take care of the price 

factor. Even a gain of two or three months, i.e., June to 

September, that will accrue by having the coffee at the 

inland centres may be beneficial. 

There are no obvious advantages in encouraging the 

curing industry in Mengelore. 

The Board may think it proper to cure only a certain 

quantity of coffee from 'Mysore' and Coorg areas in Mange

lore. The coastal curers, however, becaus0 of their advan

tageous position from the point or viev or the institutional 

factors, may be able to draw a quantity larger than is 

envisaged by the Board. For the Board to take over the 

responsibility of supplying the planter the necessary 

finances and hie estate requisites may not be en easy task. 

Perhaps the Board will have to strike a formula that will 

reduce the influence or institutional !actors. 

3.6.4 Intra-State Allocetion of Coff~e in Mysore 

It is possible to make at this stage, some observa

tions regarding the allocation or coffee between the curing 

centres in J.!ysore State. The observations are based on the 



discussion in the preceding pabes in this section and the 

discussion in Section ).4. 
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Curing centres in Mysore State can be broadly classi

fied into three categories from the point of view ot export 

demand and the internal demand within the State: 

(1) Mangalore a located on the coast having an 

advantage regarding exporta. 

(ii) Chikmagalur, Hassan and Kuahalanagar: located 

near the plantations having no special advantage either in 

the case of exportables or the coffee to be transported to 

the internal market; their main advantage being the trans

port cost on uncured coffee. 

(111) Mysore City and Hunsur: located more conve

niently from the internal markets as compared with the 

other centres tn the State. The former can be termed as a 

market point location. The latter being situated only 29 

miles !rom ~ysore City has certain advantage as regards 

transport cost on cured coffee that is meant for internal 

consumption at Mysore City. 

In this Section, transport cost computations in 

respect ot 1Mysore' and Coorg areas assumed that unexpor~able 

coffee will be disposed ott at the in~ernal market at Mysore 

City. It was founri that curing centres necr the plantations, 

vis., Chikmegalur, Eassan and Kushalanagar, have a cost 

advantage. 
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Mysore City is situated in the south eastern part 

of Mysore State. The advantage or curing centres, Mysore 

and Hunsur, as regards transport cost on coffee that is 

meant for internal consumption confines to this part. Whereas, 

there is no great demand tor coffee in the coastal Mysore, 

alternative to Mysore City, market points in Mysore State 

cen be visualised in ita central end northern parts. 

Neither l!.angalore, located on the coast, nor lfunsur and 

J,!ysore City, which ere conveniently situated !rom the 

markets in south eastern pert ot Mysore, will have a cost 

advantage when the unexportable coffee is demanded in 

central end northern Mysore. The cost advantage ot curing 

centres near the plantations would be greater in this case 

ea compared with their advantage when the internal market 

point was assumed to be situated at Mysore City. 

Coffee, when it is cured, can be divided into 

superior coffee and inferior coffee. The former is meant 

tor exports end the latter is available tor internal con

sumption. Curing centres in Mysore State cure the coffee 

from 'Mysore' and Coorg areas. As regards 'Mysore' and 

Coorg areas whether the unexportable coffee is demanded at 

the internal markets in Mysore State or at the internal 

markets in the deficit States, curing centres near the 

plantations are at an advantage. Thus, any reallocation or 

the 'Mysore' and Coorg coffee cured in Mysore State, between 

the curing centres within the State, should be in favour 
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or the centres which are located near the plantations, vis., 

Chikmagalur, Hassan and Kushalanagar. 

At present, in Mysore State, there is a relative 

concentration or curing capacity on the coast as compared 

with the capacity at the plantations. As per the cost 

computations, capacity at the interior centres, vis., Hunsur 

and Mysore City, is more than Justified. Any reallocation 

ot the type suggested above would require dismantling or 

the capacity on the coast and in the interior, and installa

tion or new capacity at the plantations. Apart from the 

capital expenditure involved, such a measure may not be 

practical. lienee the sugr,estion should be taken as a 

guideline for licensing of capacity in future. New curing 

capacity when required should be assigned to the centres 

situated near the plantations. There should not be any 

addition to the curing capacity on the coast. In addition 

to its coat disadvantage, the seasonal character of the 

industry in )~ngalore imposes many other problems. 

Allocation or coffee between the curing centres 

within the State could not be discussed in respect of 

Kerala and Madras. In Kerala, Tellicherry cures coffee 

from South Coorg, and Calicut and Kalpetta depend upon 

Kalabar-Wyna~d area. No such assumption, as could be made 

regarding the demand for coffee 1n coastal V.ysore, could 

be made in the case of Kerala. The entire State is a 



coastal strip. The State being more or less densely 

populated throughout, it is probable that the demand tor 

coffee is evenly spread throughout the State. Compared 

to this spatial pattern of demand, the curing centres in 

Kerala are all concentrated at one point. A few broad 

observations regarding the curing centres in Karala, how

ever, can be made. In respect of Malabar-~ynaad area it 

was seen in Section ).4 that Kalpetta is in an advantageous 

position when the unexportable coffee is demanded in 

Madras 5tete. On the same linea Kalpetta may be in an 

advantageous position to cure the area's coffee if the un

exportable grades are required at the distant markets in 

Southern Kerala. ~~en the unexportable coffee is to be 

disposed oft in the proximate markets in northern rerala 

Calicut may be a more convenient centre tor curing Malabar

Wynaad coffee. Tellicherry at present cures Coorg coffee; 

the same includes all the tour types. The centre may be 

a convenient location to cure only 'Plantation' type 1 

(which loses less weight in curing), when the unexportable 

grades are required in northern Kerala. 

In Madras State, the plantations and the curing 

centres which cure their coffee are scattered. Coimbetore 

and Mettupalayam are conveniently located from the Nilgiria 

whose coffee they cure. Patteeveerampatti aitusted.at the 

foot of Pulneys and Salem at the foot ot Shevroya 1 account 

tor the respective area's crop. As the internal demand in 



Y~dras S~ate could also be more or less uniformly spread 

over the State, it can be said ~here are marke~ areas 

which can be advantageously ca~ered to by ~he exis~ing 

centres. 

It should be noted that intra-State reallocation 

or coffee in Kersla and Madras States may not be a major 

problem of the industry. The two States together account 

for only )0 per cent of the coffee cured. The rest 70 

per cent is cured in Mysore. 
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C.~HEWNUT PROCESSING INDUSTK[ 
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4.1 1 Introduction 

In Col:llllon usage the term 'csshewnuts' refers to the 

final product whieh is used ror immediate consumption. The 

word 1 cashewnut 1 actually means the unprocessed nuts, which 

is the raw material ot the cashownut processing industry. 

However, the rsw material of the industry is known by other 

terms also. ~.hereas the published statist.ics use the term 
1ceshewnuts 1.1it is known as 'raw cashewnuts' or 'raw nuts' 

in the industry circle. In the present study, eny one of 

the three terms, 'ceshewnuts 1
1 'raw ceshewnuts' end 'raw 

nuts•, denotes the raw material of the industry. 

The final product available for immediate consucption 

is termed as •cashew kernels' in the published statistics; 

whereas, it is referred to, merely, as 'kernels' in the 

industry circle. Either or the terms has been used in the 

present study. 

The Techno-Economic Survey ot Kerala statesa "In view 

or the rae~ thet the industry [i.e. c•shewnut processing] i• 

nei~her strongly raw material nor market oriented the main 

factor responsible for a high degree or localisation seems to 

be the elemen~ ot skill required."l Labour's unfamiliarity 

1 
or 
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with the job cannot be cited as a cause for the ·industry's 

failure to get established or grow. The training of labour 

normally proceeds in association with the evolution or 

industry and is either an autogatic result or is primarily 

a responsibility or industry itself; labour is not normally 

trained 1n vacuo and 1n anticipation or demand which may or 

may not develop. The above quoted statement probably is in 

reference to the present intern6tional dispersal ot the 

industry. India which enjoys"e near monopoly in regard to 

the supply or both cashew kernels ea well sa caahewnut 

shell liquid to the world markets"1 is neither a major 

consumer ot ita product nor the major supplier of the 

industry's raw material needs, i.e., raw nuts. The export 

orientation ot the demand and the industry's import depen

dence is evidenced by Table 4.1.1. 

Due to this dependence on imports the net foreign 

exchange earnings of the industry ere reduced to halt or 

the total earnings by exports. (Table 4.1.2.) 

Purely from transport cost point ot view the location 

of cashew processing industry ia material oriented. There 

1a only one basic material, i.e., raw nuts. The labour 

intensive technique of processing usee cashew shell aa fuel. 

Thus the pull from the fuel side is not diverse from tha\ 
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Table 4.1.1 1 Export Orientation of Demand for Indian 
Kernels and the Import Dependence for Ita 
Raw Material by the Indian Cashew Processing 
Industry, 1960.64 

(~~entity in Tonnes) -------------------------------
Production1 Exports2 Raw nuts1 Raw nuts) Importa2 

Year of kernels of processed required o! 
kernels by the !or raw nuts 

industry kernel 
exports -------------------------------

1960 36,256 39,436 146,580 157,744 99,631 
1961 44,693 41,191 161,456 164,764 127,202 
1962 42,436 46,436 172,142 165,744 1)1,106 

1963 49,10.5 53,394 198,748 213,576 164,369 

1964 51,692 52,645 212,511 :ao,sso 170,315 

--- ---- -- ------ - ---- - -- -- ---- --
Note : Production of kernels and raw nuts processed by the 

industry aa giYen by the A.s.I. appears to be under-
estimates sa the source does not cover small ~cale 
units. 

Sources: 1. A. S, I. 

2. (a) Cashew Exports, 

(b) MonthlY St8tisties ot the Forei~ Tr~de of 
Indle, Director Ueneral ot Corumerclal 
Intelligence and Statistics, Calcutta, for 
the year 1964.. 

3. Estimated : It requires approximately 4 tonnes 
of raw nuts to produce a tonne of kernels. 



Table 4.1.2 1 llet Foreign· Exchange Earnings of Indian 
Ceshewnut Processing Industry 1961-62 to 
1967-68 
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------------------------------
Year 

Total earnings 
by exports 1.rl 
Rs. crores 

Net foreign exchange esrninva 
after deduction or i~port ot 
material Rs. crores -------------------·-----------

1961-62 

1962-63 

196)-64 

1964-65 

1965-66 

1966-67 

1967-68 

18.8 

20.1 
22,, 

31.3 
29.2 

44.1! 

44.4 

12.1 

11.0 

11.7 

14.9 

14.1 

23.5 

19.4 

- - --- - ---------- ---- -- - - - - - -- --
Source : Ceehewnut Shell Liquid, Se~iner Conclusions Pnd 

aeeommendetions, 1969, 

ot the material end can be ignored. It requires 4 tonnea 

of raw nuts to produce a tonne of kernels. With 2S per 

cent recovery by weight and a freight rate which is more or 

less similar for raw nuts and kernels the processing industry 

should be located near the raw material in order to reap 

the transport cost advantage, 

Considering the weight losing nature of the process, 

international distribution or the processing industry 

appears to be lopsided at least from the transport cost 

point of view. India is the monopoly exporter or kernels. 

Sixty per cent or the industry's raw nut requirement is met 
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vi~h imports trom Eaa~ Africa. Mozambique, Tanzania and 

Kenya are ~he chief raw nu~ exporters to India (Table 4.1.3). 

The main markets for kernels are the u.s.A., U.s.s.R. and 

countries ot Western Europa (Table 4.1.4). Geographical 

distribution ot main raw material producing regions and 

markets for kernels further question the monopoly position 

ot India. 

Table 4.1.3 c Countrywiae Imports of Raw Caahewnuts into 
India {in Tonnes) 

-- -- --- - - - ---- - --- -- -------. -Country 1959-60 1964-65 1969-70 -----------------------------
Mozambique 65,776 l24,1S6 90,564 • 

'lar,zania 24,769 61,847 60,627 

r.:enya ;,ooo ;,oso 10,748 

Others 403 408 1,467 

------ --- --------------------Total 95,950 191,523 163,426 -----------------------------
* Includes imports trom East J~rican countries other than 

Tansania and Kenya. 

a£rrce 1 ~~nthly StAtistics of the Foreign Trade of In~ia. 

4.1.2 Localization of the Industry Within India 

Within the country, the industry is concentrated in 

a single State (Table 4.1.;), and within the State it ia 

localised in one district (T~ble 4.1.6). Quilon district 

1n Kerala accounted tor more then 70 per cent or the total 

employment in the industry. 



Table 4.1.4 I Exports of Cashew Kernels to Foreign Countries 
from India (in Tonnes) 

----- - ------ --------- - ---------Country 1959-60 1964-65 1969-70 -------------------------------
u. s. 1\. 26,66) 27,643 21,797 
u. s. s. R. 4,499 12,723 26,314 
U. K. 1,983 ),512 1,966 
Canada . 1,236 1,705 1,645 
Australia 727 1,056 1,541l 
East Germany . 922 3,7SO 1,849 
Othera . 2,761 5,259 5,504 

---- -------- ---------- - -- -- - - -
Total 31!,791 55,671! 60,623 

-- - - - -- ----- -- -. ·- ----- - - --- ---
Source 1 l<ionthly Statistics of the Foreign TrAde of India. 

Teble 4.1.5 • Nuu.ber of Units, Employment and Productton 
in Cashewnut Processing Industry in 
Different States ot .India, 1964 

-- ------ - -- ---- - --- - -- ---- - ---
State 

No. of 
units 

Employment Production ot 
ceshew kernels 
in tonnea 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - c - - - - - - - - - -

Kerala 159 76,275 44,412 
My sore 6 5,670 4,624 
Maharsshtra s 94.3 985 
Goa 10 180 666 
Madras 3 1,202 602 
Andhra Pradesh 5 234 403 

----------- ------ - --- ---- - -- - -
Total 190 81.,704 51,892 

------------------------------
Source : A, s. I,, 1964. 



Table 4.1.6 I Number of Units and Employment in Cashewnut 
Processing Industry in Different Districts 
ot Kerala as on 31-12-1966 
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------------------------------llama ot the district No.of units Employment -------- ---- ----- -------------
Trivandrum 13 3,967 
~ullon 196 76,092 
Alleppey 6 6,441 
Kottayem 1 100 
Ernekulam 4 1,427 
Trichur 10 1,993 
Palghat - -
Kozhikode (Calicut) 3 1,)04 

Cannanore s 1,328 

-------------------------- -·--Total 2)8 92,6S2 

-----·-----------------------
Source : An Economic Review - Kersla 1967, The State 

Planning Board, Government of Kerela 1 Trivandrum. 

The industry in Andhra Pradesh ia located in the 

districts of Srikakulam, Nellore and Guntur. In ~wdras 

State, the processing is carried on in Panruti in South 

Arcot district. In Goa too, the industry is localized in 

one place (Bicholim). In ~~harasbtra, it is located only 

in the district of Ratnagiri. Mangalore in South Ksnara 

district accounts for the industry in Z.!ysore State. In 

Kersla, though the industry is localised in Cuilon, it 

exists in the other distri~ta or the State as well. 
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Over its four decades of. history, cashew processing 

industry has showed no signiticBnt locationsl ehifts 1 

whether it be between the countries, or within the main 

(rather the only) processing country, India. 

The next section discusses the origin of the industry 

and its paradoxical international distribution. 
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~.2 l Origin and InternetionPl Distribution 

By the nature of the manufacturing process cashew 

decorticating industry should have been located near the 

material baae. However, till recent times, African countries, 

the major suppliers or raw nuts to India, did not heve a 

processing industry or their own. The present distribution 

of the industry effected by international trade gives a 

picture different from what could have been obtained by 

applying the usual location analysis to·the national scene. 

The international distribution of the industry, thus, has 

to be explained with. reference to the factors to which 

attention bas been drawn by the various international trade 

theories. An attempt in this regard has been made in this 

section. 

There ere three sub-sections in the present section. 

Sub-section 4.2.1 examines the dependence ot the Indian 

processing industry on imported raw nuts during the early 

stage; as will be seen the discussion is useful for the 

progress or the analysis in sub-section 4.2.). Sub-section 

4.2.2 briefly examines the various trade theories. In sub

section 4.2.) the enquiry is directed to see which ot the 

trade theories explain the international distribution ot 

cashew processing industry. 

One hundred and seventy-three tonnes under the name 
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1kaju1 '(cashew) was despatched from ~~ngalore as early aa 

1889-90. There was a long lull after that. The next 

exports that are recorded, are in the third decade or this 

century. But these exports were substantially greater than 

the initial qunntitiea despatched.l Bits ot scattered 

information available, however, reveal that small exports 

featured during 1920's also. To this there is the comple

mentary evidence or attempts made at organising the industry 

on a factory scale. There is little to suggest that the 

origin of factory scale production dates back to the past 

century. 

Cashew processing industry operating on a factory 

scale can be widely found only in 1930's. From a date at 

the beginning or the century until the break ot the First 

World War business was on a small scale.2 There was no 

buying or raw nuts. Cashew kernels were bought 1n shelled 

state by the exporters. The roasting was done by petty 

contractors in their own houses. The contractors distri

buted the roasted nuts to ehellera at the.ir houses. Shelled 

but unpeeled kernels were later delivered to the merchants. 

Exports then were or unpeeled kernels. These exports were 

1 AnnuAl Reports or the Coehin Chamber ot Commerce, 
Cochin, 1B89·90 onwards. 

2 W. R. Langley ( ed.), Century in Malab!!rt A Hll!ltorr 
ot P. t. & Co., Peirce Leslie and Co., Cochin. Chapter on 
cashew is the basis for the following discussion on early 
p&rt of the history or CSSbewnut industry in l·langalore • 



mainly to ~~rseillea and occasionally to London. It was 

the dealers in kernels (exporters) who later stsrted 

processing cashew on a factory scale. 
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Shortly after the First \-;orld War a few trial ship

ments were made to New York. The General Food Corporation 

(u.s.A.) in association with the R. T. and co. or Manealore 

began to operate a small factory and introduced the idea or 

packing cashew kernels in an atmosphere of •co2•, a method 

which was patented by them. 

The old method of buying kernels in the local market 

from contractors who got it roasted &nd shelled continued 

until 192~. But now the two factories in existence in 

Mangalore dried peeled and graded before packing tor 

exports. As the cashew kernels were found popular the 

supply of raw nuts available in India was not enough to 

meet the increased demand. One of the pioneering firms 

reported it made ita first overseas buying of raw nuts in 

the year 192~. Thus, the earliest imports from East Africa 

were around the year 1924-25.1 

The inception of the industry in ~uilon was around 

the middle of the third decade. Soon it experienced greet 

strides of growth. The industry in Ksngalore did not show 

sny signs of rapid growth in the early years or in recent 

1 Ibid, P• 55. 



years. The firs~ cashew processing uni~ in Vengurla 

(Ra~nagiri District, ~barashtra) waa established 1n 1925. 

In Goa two units were established 1n the year 1929; a third 

was established in 1933. At present there are ten units 

in the reg1on.1 

'Large Industrial Establishments 1n India' provides 

the data relating to number o£ units and employment 1n 

the processing industry (upto l9SS). However, the data 

provided in the source are incomplete. Firstly, the Union 

Territory ot Goa ia excluded. Secondly, small units 

established in the early years do not seem to have been 

recorded in some cases; tor instance, whereas it is reported 

that the first unit in Retnagiri was started as early as 

in 19251 as per the above stated source the first unit was 

located in 194). 'l'he data hO\iever are useful for broad 

purposes as is utilized here. Table 4.2.1 presents number 

or units and employment in the processing industry in 

different centres during the period 19)1•47 as provided 

in the publication 'Large Industrial Establishments in 

India•. 

Two observations can be made on the basis ot Table 

4.2.1. The Indien processing industry made its stride 

l A.~.I., 1965, Vol. II. 



Table 4.2.1 a Number ot Establishments and the Employment 
. in Cashewnut Processing Industry, 19)1•47 

-- - - - - ----- - - --- ------ -- ----- --Ratnag1r1 Manga1ore Calicut Quilon Trichur 
Year --------- ---------A B B --------- --------- --------A B A D J.. B 

- -- ----- - --- - -- - - --------- -----
1931 

1933 

1935 

1937 

1939 

1941 

1943 

1945 

1947 

-
-
-
-
-
-
8 

8 

10 

-
-
-
-
-

1 

1 

3 

4 

-
- ' 626 2 

1141 4 

2113 ll 

351 

so 
1010 

1733 

-
30.57 

11.5.5 

962 

5057 

- -
- -
- -
- -
- -

-
-

l 

2 

-

-
-

500 

650 

-
l 1361 2) 16318 

- - 32 21)72 

1 25 146 38306 

2 SS) 117 35247 

- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
1 1)90 

- -
- -
l 21t 

-------------------------------
Note : A • Number of establishments 

B • Number ot persons employed 

Source : Lerge Industrial EstAblishments in India, 19)2 
to 1947. 

during the years ot Second World War. Secondly, the 

phenomenal growth was confined to Quilon. 

To examine the importance ot imported rew nuts when 

India emerged as the world's only bulk exporter ot kernela, 

1t 1s necessary to know the industry's total raw nut 

requirement and the quantity imported at the time. Statia

tical information as regards the former is absent. However, 



the industry's raw material requirement can be estimated. 

The cashew industry in India owes ita origin and growth to 

the external demand. The exports now form nearly 95 par 

cent or the output. It can be fairly realistically 

assumed that the share or export demand though could have 

varied over years could not have changed significantly. 

Assuming that it requires 4 tonnes ot raw nuts to export 

a tonne of kernels/it is possible to estimate broadly on 

on the baaia of exports total raw nut requirement or the 

industry. However, it should be noted that the raw nut 

requirement or the industry estimated on the basis or 

exports is a minimum estimate. Table 4.2.2 presents the 

relevant data to understand the dependence ot the Indian 

processing industry on imported raw nuts during the years 

1939-52. 

It can be seen from Table 4.2.2 that the cashew 

processing industry depended on imported raw nuts heavily 

even during the early years of its development. 

The cashew processing industry is concentrated in 

~uilon. It will be interesting to know the role ot 

imported raw nuts in localia1ng the industry in the place. 

Aa in the esse ot Indian industry, the raw nut requirement 

ot the processing industry in Quilon is estimated on the 

basis_ or exports or kernels from the centre. 

The imports trom Cochin might have contained • 

quantity which actually originated in East Africa. Direct 

456 
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TP.bb !i;.2.2 I Exports or Cashew Kernels, Estimated Raw 
Cashewnut Requirement and Import Supply or 
Raw Cashewnuts to Cashewnut ProeesaiDfn 
Industry 1n India, 1939-52 (Quantity Tonnes) 

-·----------------------------Exports Estimated Imports Imports or 
or raw nut or raw nuts as tear kernels requirement raw nuts pereenttlge or 

(col. 1 x 4) estimated raw 
nut require-
ment (J as 
percentage 
ot 2) 

(1) (2) (l) (4) 
------------------------------
1939 1),200 52,800 37,594 71.20 
1940 14,.357 57,42$ 41,658 72.54 
1941 16,851 67,404 31,498 46.7) 
1942 9,690 38,760 - -
194) 3,017 12,068 - -
1944 6,369 33,476 - -
1945 10,229 40,916 41,658 * 
1946 14,311 57,244 37,59lt 65.67 
19lt7 16,397 65,588 42,67lt 65.06 

1948 17,372 69,4!38 44,706 64.34 
1949 19,305 77,220 39,626 51.32 
19.50 25,810 103,21.0 70,107 67.91 
1951 24,l'r/ 96,704 55,883 57.79 
1952 23,428 93,712 55,883 59.63 

- ------ --- ------- ----- --------* Imports o·r i:aw nuts exceed estimated raw nut requirement. 
Source t CPshewnut Induet in India su~ lement·tO the 

United Commercia ank Rev ew ~'a , Ca cutta, 
Exports of Kernels, g• 
Appendix No. I, P• 1 • 

, Imports of Raw Nuts, 
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Table !t•2•l • Exports of Cashew Kornels, Estimated Raw • 
Cashewnut Requirement and Im~ort Su~ply ot 
Raw Cashewnuts to Ceshewnut rocess ng Industry 
in Quilon, 1937-JS to 1946-47 (Quantity in 
Tonnes) 

--·- - - - - -------- ----------------Exports Estimated Imports or raw nuts 
or raw nut 

---------------------------------Year kernels require- East British Erstwhile Total 
ment Africa India Co chin Imports 

State ------ -- - --- ---- --- - ----- - - ----
1937-38 9,527 )8,108 N •. ~. 

N ·''• 
N .~ •• !a 618 

(1.~ • .)6) 

1938-39 8,992 35,966 18,806 
(52.28) 

980 8,459 28 245 
(7A_53) 

1939-40 11,461 4..5,924 22,91S 301• 9,316 32,.5.)2 
(49.90) (70.84) 

1940-41 11.,366 57,464 26 629 
(4~.69) 

362 17,467 74 658 
77.71) 

1942-43 3,089 12,3.56 N .~ •• N • ~ •• N .A. 7 319 
(5~.23) 

1943-44 8,.593 . 34,372 N.A. N .A •. N • .ft.. N•'-• 
1944-4.5 8,629 . 34,.516 9 023 

(2~.14) 
10,)0.5 219 19 .5~7 (5~. 3) 

194.5-46 12,783 51,132 :;o SS2 
(66.34) 

5,199 3,43.5 39 4S7 
(77.23) 

1946-47 13,924. 5.5,696 47,19.5 
(84.. 73) 

1,423 4,537 .53,155 
(95.44) 

- -------------- - ----------- - ----
N. A. • Not Available. 

• Includes 239 tonnea from Portuguese India./Figures in 
parentheses refer to respective imports as percentage ot 
total requirement. 

Source : Trede Statistics of Trev~ncore,St~tw, 1937-38 to. 
1946=47, Government Preas, 'trivandrum, Ka-F~tlll• 
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imports from the East African countries alone formed around 

SO per cent of the total supply to the industry in Travan

core (i.e. Quilon). Thera is further evidence to show this 

import dependence. The Trade Statistics of Travancore State 

19)8-391 (p. vi) stetesa "Cashewnuta (imports] recorded 

sharp advance from )70,420 cwta. (18,816 tonnes] valued at 

Rs. 2,090,803/- in the previous year to SS0,602 cwts. 

(27,972 tonnes] valued at .Rs. 31439,806 now. The major 

portion of the import was from East fl~rica.• The 1939-40 

issue (p. vi) of the publication seida "Portuguese East 

Africa [Mozambique] was as in previous years the main 

source of supply of cashewnuts." "Cashew industry is one 

ot the leading industry in the State [Travancore]. Tbo~aands 

of people are employed 1n the factories near Quilon. ••• 

· Import of csshewnuta and the export or kernels bad been 

steadily improving during the past few years. • •• To keep 

this industry going as before import of cashewnuts from 

Africa has to be ensured. The scarcity of freight result

ing from the war situation, which is only worsening dey by 

day, threatens this industry.• observed the 1Trsde 

Statistics of TravAncore State' in its 1940-41 issue 

(p. viii). 

The main conclusions that emerge from the discussion 

in this sub-section are the following. The progress of the 

1 Trede Statistics ot Tr~veneore, Government Press, 
Trivandrum, ~ 
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processing industry in India was rather spaamodic. The 

facts or the industry state that the processing industry 

wee first established in India. The raw nuts available 1n 

India were insufficient for the greet stride India made in 

kernel exports. At this time there was already a substan

tial production of raw nuta 1n Portuguese Africa. Aa will 

be seen, the same wes true of Mosambique which accounted 

tor almost the entire exports of raw nuts to India during 

the early years (aee Table 4.2.4). For reasons to be .. 
examined the ltrican country chose to export the raw nuta 

rather than processing them at home. It 1a the supply of 

raw nuts in India and substantial imports of raw nuts from 

Africa that enabled India to attain her unenviable position 

in the kernel exports. 

The growth of the processing industry 1n India haa 

boen sudden end the same wsa possible only with the help 

of African raw nuts. Thus, there is no scope to suppose 

that the raw nut production 1n }~rica during the early years 

wee insufficient to initiate a native processing industry, 

end hence there is no scope to suppose that the early 

exports were inevitable due to their smallness. J.~ozambique 

had the necessary supply or raw nuts while India was yet 

to attain her monopoly position in kernel exports. Wherees, 

purely from the point of view or raw material supply the 

African country was 1n equally good position aa was India, 
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why 1~ exported raw nuts and let India become the monopoly 

exporter of kernels is examined in ~he subsequent sections. 

~.2.2 Trade Theories 

As stated earlier, the international distribution of 

the industry has to be explained with reference to the 

!actors to which attention has been drawn by the various 

international trade theories. The various trade theories 

·are briefly examined below. 

(A) Factor Proportions ~ccount :- As an explanation 

ot comparative cost differences in too~looae manufacturing 

industries this version of trade theory relies on tour 

assumptionsa (1) !actor 1~mobility across the national 

boundaries, (ii) production functions permit the unambiguous 

clsssification of commodities according to factor intensity, 

(1ii) all countries possess equal tecr~ology, and (iv) 

constant returns to scale. 

As a modification and improvement or the comparative 

cost theory, factor substitution is allowed, in which esse 

the countries will not be using the same technique. The 

primary function of the fourth assumption is to place ell 

producers on an equal tooting regardless of their home 

market. 

(B) The Scale Economy Account :- The •1mplest for~ n 

ot this version assumes that the countries poeaeaa the seme 

production circumstanceaa identical labour rorce, cepitel 
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s~ock, na~ural resources and abili~y ~o improve ~echnology. 

Trade is ~hen guaranteed by different coneumption 

prererences.1 

The Scale Economy Accoun~ essentially asserts ~hat 

the coun~ry with the largest home mnrket tends to specialise 

1n ~hose commodities which exhibit the greates~ scale 

economies. 

•scale economy trade may, therefore, be defined es 

co~erce which arises trom economies of scale--static or 

dynamic--which are barves~ed to a different extent by each 

nation owing to variations in home market sise."2 

·Static scale economies assumes the same technology, 

vis., two plants using the same technology and that one 

plant is .merely an enlarged version ot the other. Static 

scale economies as characterised above are internal to the 

pla11t, and not internal to the firm. Once a firm has built 

its plant, nothu1g will enhance the static scale economies 

ot that plant. But dynamic scale economies ere a different 

matter. Dynamic economies in the international context are 

·an explanation of international technological diepar1tiea.3 

These economies accrue due to the reduction in costs 

1 G. c. Hutbaver, Synthetic Materiels And the Theory 
ot Intern~tional Trade, Gerald DucKworth~ Co. Ltd., London, 
1966. P• 22. 

2 Ibid, PP• 22-2). 

) Ibid, P• 21. 
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resulting from better technology. Better technology itself, 

however, is 8 privilege or greater 'production experience•.l 

Dynamic scale economies accrue to a country which is able to 

develop lteelt technology ahead of the others. The advance

ment in technology usually goes hand in hand with 'produc

tion experience•. The exponents of the Scale Economy 

Account school hold that countries with large domestic 

market will have greeter 'production experience•, hence 

will be technological leaders; thus they only reap dynamic 

scale econooiea.2 

All the while the exponents ot this interpretation 

of trade, insist, that 8 country should R8R~ hove 8 dominat

ing home market to export a commodity. In contradiction to 

this 1 s. Hirsch observes that, "This reasoning is tellacious 

once international trade is admitted into the economic 

model. It each national industry were to regard the world 

as the relevant market for its output, the scale or its 

' manufacturing facilities need not be determined by the sise 

ot the domestic market.ft) On the other hand he grants a 

good domestic market may still prove advantageous in another 

way. The economies available here are not internal to the 

1 Ibid 1 PP• 46-,2. 

2 Ibid 1 P• 26. 

) S. Hirsch, Location of Industry end Internetion~l 
Competitiveness, Clarendon ~res• 1 Oxford, 1967, P• ;2. 



plant, but external to it, nevertheless, internal to the 

firm. The economies are in marketing costa, i.e., a firm 

which has a greater doaestio market will have a lower total 

marketing costs and hence more price competitive as 

compared to the other which has to sell a large portion 

or its output outside the national boundaries.l 

Another explanation of trade which runs almost 

parallel to Scale Economy Account is one put forth by 

s. ·Burensts.n-Linder. lle mE11nt~1ns,."It is a necessary but 

not a sufficient condition that a product be consumed in 

the home country for this product to be a potential export 

product. The range of exportable products is determined 

by internal demend."2 

(C) The Technolop:icel Cllp f,ccount I• The Techno

logical Gap Account presents an alternative to the theory 

advcnced by the Scale Economy Account regarding the 

exploitation of static scale ec~nomies. According to the 

Technological Gap Theory a a!:ioll country which innovates 

may yet build a larger plant; but th·a Scale Economy Account 

simply ~sserts that the country with the greatest home 

market builds the largest plant, regardless when it begins 

product1on.3 Similarly tor the exponents ot Technological 

1 Ibid, P• S3. 

2 Ibid, P• 1). 

) G. c. Hufbever, op.clt., PP• 26-27. 



Gap theory "temporal differences in undertaking production 

may condition the exploitation of dynamic scale economies 

more than pre-existing differences in home market size. 
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The innovating country may, solely sa a result ot larger 

accumulated production volume, improve ita technology ahead 

of other netions."1 

Technological gap trade is "the impermanent commerce 

which initially arises from the exporting nations indus

trial breek through, and which is prolonged by static end 

dynamic scale economies flowing from that break through."2 

According to the advocates of·tbe thought, technological 

gap exports "do not normally originate in low wage 

countries. Such exports depend upon scientific and indus

trial leadership: discovering, developing end marketing 

the new product ahead ot other countries. And this leader

ship is not typical of low-wage countries. Instead techno

logical gap exports are usually characteristic of high wage 

countries."' "But less developed nations can lay claim to 

another species of industrial exports low wage trade. Br 
low wage trade 1a meant exports from low wage countries to 

high wage countries which ere predicated on lower wage 

costs. • •• although low wage exports could occur in almost 

1 Ibid, PP• 26-27. 

2 Ibid 1 P• 29. 

3 Ibid, P• )0. 



any commodity, they are ordinarily constrained to older 

industrial producte.n1 The exponents of the echool state 

that the full Technological Gap account "consists ot the 

temporal sequences or technological gap trade followed by 

low wage trade. lnd since we have assumed that high wage 

countries normally furnish the leadership in discovering 

new products, it follows that technological gap trade and 

low wage trade will ordinarily flow 1n opposite directions 

rather than emanating from the same country.n2 
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An importAnt criticism levelled against this version 

ot trade theory is that it refers to a single firm which 

had the privilege of enjoying an 'imitation lag' behind it, 

and the picture gets distorted when applied to the whole 

country.) This apart, it seems probable that this inter

pretation of trade has a limited application to industries 

where economies of scale are significant. Further, where 

the innovating firm is able to cater to only a fringe of 

the market there is less possibility or reaping the 

economies in any substantial way as 1a supposed. 

(D) Product Cycle Appro~ch :- According to the 

Product Cycle Approach every industry passes through certain 

phAses or growth. At each phase some inputs become more 

1 Ibid, P• 30. 

2 Ibid, Po 31. 

3 Ibid, P• 26. 



critical and are used more intensively. The advocates or 

the thought also group the countries according to the 

stage or their development and attribute some critics~ 

factors (inputs) as characteristic or some one stage or 

development. They later proceed on to say that each group 

ot countries will specialize in industries at some one 

particular stage or growth. 

Leaning as it does, in spite of this grouping, on 

Factor Proportions Account theory, it is an improvement 

over the latter, tor it incorporates technological change. 

While it does so 1 it defines the factors of production 

more bro~dly than the former and implicitly assumes that 

countries at different stages of development are better 

endowed with certain type of factors or production and 

proceeds to postulate an explanation of trade through 

technological growth of the industries. 
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The number of phases that can be thought or during 

an industry's growth is left to one's discretion. It is 

also possible certain industries may not pass through all 

the stages or may fail to reach maturity. For illustration 
. 1 

s. Hirsch divides the industry'• growth into three phases. 

New Phase :- At this stage the product is new. The 

stage is characterized by short runs or production since 

the technique is rapidly changing. The dependence on 

1 s. Hirsch, op. cit., PP• 17-41. 



external economies is low. Critical human fsctor required 

is or scientific and engineering type. 

Growth Phase :- The second ph£se or the cycle is 

the phase during which products begin to enter the stage 

or mass production, mass distribution end mass consumption. 

The skills or organization and ot frequent adjustment or 

the production process are most crucial at this stage. 

J.laturity =- As the rnerket gets saturated the procen 

becomes more or leas capital intensive than in the previous 

phase end the optimal sise ot the unit becomes larger, Con

sequently economies or scale become an important factor in·. 

determining the competitive strength ot individual 

manufacturer, 

Assuming that critical rectors are available at a 

la~er price in some countries than in others, they will 

specialize in industries at certain stage or maturity sa 

depicted by Chert No. 

The Product Cycle Approach superimposes its logic on 

the transition ot a new good to maturity, As per the 

school "A product ia considered new it (1) it is manufactured 

by a method which were not previously used by the industr,r 

(2) it is based on a recent innovation or unfamiliar develop

ments,"l "New products contain a high proportion or ecienti• 

tic and engineering inputs."2 

l Ibid, p, 16. 

2 Ibid, p, 19. 
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CHART NQ. 3. OUTPUT OF EXPORT AND IMPORT 
COMPETING INDUSTRIES IN THE THREE COUNTRY GROUPS 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 

I- COUNTRIES 

0 COUNTRIES 

MATURITY 

A ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIES 
1 

e.g. U.S.A. 1 U.K. 
o SMAI..I..E!R DEVEL.oPeo r:coNoMISs 

1 
e.g. HOL.LAND 1 ISRAEL.. , 

I- LESS DEVE~OPIH> ECONOMIES 6·.9· II'IDIA 1 TUR.KEY. 
Source : S. Hirsch 1 Location of lndust~ ctnd lnterna\:ionctl 

Competitiveness p.4o 

~.2.) Trede Theories ~nd Intern~tional Distribution 
of Ceshew Processing Industry 

The nature of trade theory put forth by s. Burenstam 

Linder is of little or no utility here. For, cashew 

industry in its location end trade, stands sa an anti

thesis to the main hypothesis thst a good need have a 

substantial home market, to be produced and traded. Like

wise the Scale Economy Account which h more relevant of 

industries where the output of the optimum plant is substan

tial as compared to the size of some or the markets and 

where there are significant economies of scale. Apart from 

this like the former, it too insists on the prerequisite of 

a home market. Cashew industry developed wit.hout one. 



The cashew processing industry had its origin in 

India. Naturally, the technical know-how or processing 
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the raw nuts was familiar here earlier than it waa known 

elsewhere. The Technological Gap Account would auggeat 

that this could be one or the factors which led to the 

continued localization or the industry in India and also 

later to India's virtual monopoly, in world exports ot 

kernels. Technological gap trade is characterized by 

static and dynamic seale economies. Also, technological 

gap exports are characteristic or high wage countries 

(developed countries). These factors do not permit one to 

apply the Technological Gap version of trade, to the situa

tion found in the cashew processing industry. Further 

there was no revolutionary technical know-how involved in 

the processing of cashewnuts which needed an 'imitation 

lag'. l•'hat forbode the developed countries trom having a 

processing industry or their own was the lack or availabi

lity or raw nuts and the weight losing nature or the 

process. 

Technological Gap theory made flexible, need not 

restrict itself to differences in technical know-how in the 

employment or capital, i.e., degree or sophistication in 

the mechanical part or manufacturing. It can be extended 

to include differences in lobour efficiencies also. Thus, 

the advocates of the theory claim that nA large part ot 
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~echnology inevitably consis~a or labour's femili&rity 

with the product and process et hand end often times this 

familiarity cannot be easily communicated to a foreign 

country.ft1 Labours' unramiliarity, i.e., an inferior 

labour skill in respect or a particular industry according 

to the advocates or Technological Gap theory ia due to the 

time lag with which a country enters the international 

competition or the industry. Further, the time l~g accord

ing to them is imposed due to the lack or technical know

how on the part or the country concerned. 

Firstly, an interior labour skill in respect or a 

particular industry may not be always a result or lata 

entry. It is possible due to its lower level or economic 

development the general level of labour skills in the 

country itself is comparatively low; hence the skill in 

respect or any per~icular industry. In other words, the 

countries at the lower stage or economic development may 

taka a longer time to train their labour for the skill 

required by any new industry. As will be seen the African 

raw nut exporting countries, (apart from other reasons 

also), faced a situation similar as above. 

Secondly, ~he time lag, epar~ from the lack ot 

technical know-how could be imposed by a stringent eupply 

or any ot the factors of production. It has been alreAdy 

1 G. c. Hufbauer, op.c1t. 1 PP• 21-28. 



noted that the technology employed in the processing 

industry being crude could not have prevented the African 

raw nut exporting countries from starting a processing 

industry. · The !actors which could forbidJOr delay a 

country's establishing the processing industry were in

sufficient supply or any one or ell or the following t 
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basic materiel viz., raw nuts, labour, labour skill, capital 

or entrepreneurial factor. 

It has already been seen that en insufficient raw 

nut supply in the early years did not act sa a constraint 

on the African countries, while the Indian processing 

industry was developing (see sub-section 4.2.1). The raw 

nut exporting countries in Africa could have faced a 

stringent supply ot other !actors. The same in later years 

could have put those countries in a disadvantageous position 

from the point or view or labour skill required by the 

processing industry. However, the interior labour skill 

in respect of the processing industry the African countriea 

faced in later years cannot explain the international 

distribution of the industry on the lines set by the 

Technological Gap theory. Though the inferior labour skill 

in the processing industry could be partly due to time lag, 

the time lag itself as against what is emphasized by the 

advocates of Technological Gap theory was not due to lack 

or technical know-how; on the other hand as will be eeen it 

was due to other tsetors ot production. To state that the 
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African countries which possessed the basic raw material 

tailed to develop a processing industry because they lacked 

a suitable supply or other factors Yia., labour, capitol 

or entrepreneurial rector, is to explain the international 

distribution or the industry on the basis ot Factors 

Proportions Account theory. 

The Product Cycle Approach phased the growth ot an 

industry into many distinct stages. At each stage soma 

factors become critical. The rectors ot production defined 

by them are grouped and attributed as characteristic or 

some one stage or economic development. Thus, it ia 

possible tor a country to specialiee in those industries 

which are at a particular stage or their growth, where the 

critical !actors are en attribute or the country's economic 

development. Also, at different stages or an industry's 

growth different countries specialize. Hence the dispersal 

or the industry will vary from one stage to the other. The 

basic assumption of the above school that certain !actors 

are an attribute or particular stages or economic develop

ment is questionable. Countries in the same stage may not 

be equally endowed with critical !actors or an industry. 

Like many other industries the cashew industry may 

not have dit!erent dispersals at different stages ot its 

growth. The processing technology may improve; the raw 

material which is the crucial (critical) rector now, will 

continue to be so. The Product Cycle Approach is more 
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relevan~ to footloose industries. It is also leas amenable 

to explain the failure of African raw nut exporting 

countries to develop a native processing industry. 

The Factor Proportions Account and the Cashewnut 

Industry I• No verification of the ComparatiYe Cost advan

tage theory (Factor Proportions Account) can be attempted 

here as it would need the information regarding costa 

relating to all industries located in the trading countries. 

The mere magnitude of the problem and the sheer impossibi

lity or getting the relevant data precludes for an indivi

dual researcher, the venture. There ia but one indirect 

way out. One has to confine the comparison to a single 

industry and if possible to an important factor and interpret 

the results with the broader background. Tbe following 

quotation helps to advance the argument. "It factor 

aubstitu~ion is impossible and technology is the same 

everywhere, output per man-year must also be the same 

everywhere. For in every country, a man works with the 

same quantity or capital and enjoys access to the same 

know-how. Accordingly~to the exten~ wages per man-year are 

lower in one country than another, profits per man year must 

be higher. Broadly speeking the two components of income-

wages and profits--constitute the sum total or a man-year's 

output in manufacturing endeavour, and the totel must be 

everywhere identical."l According to Factor Proportion• 

1 Ibid, p. lB. 
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Account international "wage-profit ratio differences decide 

comparative advantage and hence the direction in which 

trade flows. Wage-profit ratio differences can only deter

mine trading patterns, however, if there are no returns to 

scale and it all countries enjoy approximately the same 

technology.•1 In other words, according to the above view 

a comparison or wage-profit ratio should suffice. As regards 

the conditions required for such a comparison they are met 

with. S. Hirsch argued the economies or scale internal to 

the plant are irrelevant in international context when, tor 

the trading countries, markets ere open beyond the national 

frontiers. Those economies in marketing that may accrue to 

a producer whose domestic market is. larger than the external 

market, do not feature here. The monopoly suppliers ot 

cashew kernels or ceshewnuts (raw) hardly sell within their 

countries the processed (in the factories) nuts i.e., 

kernels. As regards the technology, since the coat compa

risons should refer to the early years or the industry the 

technology being crude would not differ between places. 

(Even through passage or time, there has not been many 

revolutionary changes in the processing ot cashew until 

recently. The changes have occurred only during 1960's.) 

ls regards output per man-hour when the o~her things are 

same, it will be.ahown India was at an advantage. 

1 Ibid, P• 66. 



Thus, if a processing indus~ry was established in 

Africa during the early years its competitiveness with 

the Indian counterpart can be understood by compsring the 

wage-profit ratio in India with hypothetical calculation 
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of the same in the case or Africa. The main costa in the 

industry were (they are still in India) raw material end 

labour; the technology being crude construction coats were 

small and can be ignored. The market for kernels whether 

produced in India or Africa was u.s.~. and hence price ot 

the product would be similar for the competing countries. 

Basic material i.e., raw nuts, being available at home bo~h 

tor India end Africa, raw nut coats would be more or less 

similar. Under the assumptions that the price or the 

product and raw nuts were similar, and conetruc~ion costa 

being insignificant ignored, the competitiveness or an 

early African processing industry with the Indian can be 

learnt by examining the wage rates. 

The main East African countries that export raw nuts 

to India at present are Mosambique, Tanzania (Tanganyika) 

and Kenya. However, it is only in the recent years the 

latter two have been exporting substantial quantities. In 

the early years, until the late for~ies Mosambique accounted 

tor much of the exports (Table 4.2.4). In 1947, share of 

Kenya and Tansania was only 2 per cent of the total expo~a 

from East Africa. 
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Table 4.2.4 1 Exports of Raw Cashewnuta from J.losambique, 
Tanzania and Kenya, 1947-6~ (Quantity in 
Tonnes) 

-- -- - - ---- ---- - -- - - -- ------ - --
Year Mozambique Tansanla Kenya 

- - --- -- ---- - - - -- --- ----- - -- - --
1947 50,467 1,)01 60 
1944 45,481 5,676 70 
1949 42,869 ),606 47 
1950 68,791 6,637 142 
1951 44,01!7 d,296 73 
1952 47,337 11,692 41 
1953 55,646 11,540 72 
1954 58,976 16,560 940 
19SS 49,047 16,495 197 
19S6 37,964 17,010 1,921 
19S7 68,231 )4,191 1,742 
1954 95,972 31,81) 1,773 
1959 61,90) 33,742 1,942 
1960 ;6,851 37,307 4,886 
1961 8;,600 40,600 5,;oo 
1962 82,400 60,000 2,000 
196) 121,900 4),200 ;,100 
1964 127,800 ;6,700 4,700 
1965 94,700 64,700 6,700 
1966 77,200 72,200 ;,600 
1967 ;6,200 70,900 7,800 
J.968 .1.3 :2.,100 79~700 8,600 

- -- --- -- - - --- - ------- ---------
Source a 1947-60 - Cashew Export Promotion Council, 

Ernakulam. 

1961-67 - Yearbook International Trade Statieties, 
United Nations, New York. 



The possibility ot developing a cashew proceuing 

industry on the basis ot raw material availability (and 

due to the weight losing natur~ ot the process) is relevant 

ot Mosambique alone. Ot others it can be granted that 

cashew cultivation developed sa a consequence to the needs 

ot the Indian induetry.1 It is said in the case ot British 

East Africa, "Export production sprang up along side the 

aubsistence production ot the African termer •••• •z Even 

1t these countries ventured an industry of their own the 

labour skill gap would have posed a serious handicap, in 

the absence ot an alternative capital intensive technique. 

The labour cost comparisons between India end raw nut 

exporting countries need be confined to such a comparison 

between India and Mozambique. 

African Labour :- Statistics regarding wages that 

prev&iled in Mozambique and India during the early years ot 

the industry are absent. But en examination ot the labour 

lector in Africa and its aelient features, as will be seen, 

sutfice to convince India's advantageous position. 

1 The late starting or cashew crop in the second halt 
ot the thirties in the British East Africa ls evidenced by 
the following sources1 (a) Annual Report Development ot 
Agriculture, Kenya Colonial Pro~ectora~e, 19371 P• 106; 
(b) Economic Conditions in East Africa, Department of 
Oversees Trade, Uganda, Kenya, Tanganyika and Zanzibar 
Protectorate, 1934, P• 71. 

2 B van Ark~ie and D. Ohal "The East African 
Economie;", in P:Robson and D.!. Lv.ry (ed.), The 
Economies or-rtries, George Allen and Unwin Ltd., London, 
1969, P• 319. 
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"On a first view, the distinguishing feature of 

labour problems in Africa is the inadequacy of the supply 

ot labour to demand.•1 "Ever since European enterprise was 

established private e~ployers complained or an insufficient 

labour supply,n2 The reasons behind this low labour supply 

were two. First, the African countries had low populations, 

This resulted in smaller number of persons who would be 

categorised sa potential labour force, Second, the un

willingnese ot the African labourer to assimilate himself 

in the organised work system, This rendered the numbers 

in the 'potential' labour force and that 1n the •actual•, 

wide apart. The economically active popul~tion (potential 

labour force) and the number of wage earners in the African 

countries, which are of interest here,ara given in Table 

4,2,5, The wage earners, in Table 4,2.4, are not the 

entire •actual' labour force. It ia that part ot it, which 

was available tor the exchange economy, and is more relevant 

tor the present purpose. 

Their low population and the consequent lower poten

tial labour force, are biological factors. The unwillingness 

ot the Atr1cnn labour to work is a social factor. Resultant 

1 Lord Halley, An African Survey, A Studr ot Problems 
Arising in Africa South o! Sahara, Oxtord University Press, 
i9J8, P• 60j. 
2 c. Leubuscher, TangAnyika Territory, A Studr of 
Economic Policy under ~~ndate, Oxtord University Press, 1944, 
P• 69. 



Table 4.2.5 1 Economically Active Population and Labour Force in East Africa 

-----------.------------------------------------Africans Non-Africans 

--------------------------------------- -----------------------(1) (2) ()) 
Economically Active Wage Earners (2) as 
Male Population percentage 

ot (l) 

(4) (5) (6) 
Econo- Wage (4) aa 
m1cal1y Earners percentage 
Active of (5) 

------------------- -----------19.38 1955 ------..-1936 1955 
Popula-
tion 19.35 1955 

------------------------------------------------
Mosambique 1,121,750 1,507,500 M.A. 

Kenya 657,000 1,453,750 172,760 4.34,577 26.2 29.9 

Tanganyika 1,276,500 2,051,250 207,106 )69,220 16.2 18.9 
(Tansania) 

Uganda 911,000 1,)25,000 72,680 225,453 7.9 17.0 

N.A. 43,666 
(1954) 

).3,556 H.A. 
(1952) 

s.A. 9 974 
(1~54~ 

B.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

----------------------------------------------
N. ~. • Not Available. 

Source 1 ~~rican Lebour Survey, I.L.O., Geneva, 1958, p. 666. 



upon his failure to adjust to the sudden changes in social 

and economic environment& imposed by the capitalistic mode, 

the African worker shrunk from the regulations ot the 

factory work which had no counterpart in his tribal lite. 

"The introduction ot capitalistic undertakings in Africa 

round a population that had little incentive to improve 
si,.,ce ' 

ita subsistence by wage-earning, andAit was inexperienced 

in tbe use or money it was slow to react to the stimulus 

or' cash inducementa.wl 

A consequence ot the African labourer's refusal to 

otter his services voluntarily was to acquire it from him 

by force. Labour conscription which in most countries is 

a resort during the times ot emergency was used in almost 

entire Africa all along, even during the twentieth century, . . 
until recently. The privilege waa exercised by the govern

ment and also by the private bodies when possible. After 

the Second World War, the coffee industry in British East 

Africa suffered a serious setback when it was denied the 

privilege ot 'recruiting' the labour. Hence, the importance 
. . 2 

and also the necessity of forced labour. 

The African worker, thus, when he worked, did eo to 

some extent under force, No sooner the obligation was over 

1 Lord Hailey, op,cit., p. 604. 



he immediately returned to his tribal lite. And when he 

actually worked, due to hie unwillingness to work, his 

productivity was very lowa unwillingness, which was a social 

consequence of the modern capitalistic organisation being 

forced on him. •Perhaps the most important (end the most 

neglected) influences affecting the work effectiveness of 

the Africans 1n the organised system of the European type 

undertaking, concern the cultural and mental factors condi

tioning his attitude to work in general and that type of 

work 1n particular.•1 Further there was another type of 

unwillingness to work. Unfamiliarity or work leading to 

unwillingness to work which too led to a lower output per 

labour hour. 

The low productivity of an African labourer was due, 

apart from the above-mentioned factors, due also to the 

high turnover of labour. Most of the labour used was 

migrant in character. The East Africa Royal Commission 

Report accepting the otherwise unskilled nature or the 

labour available, observeaa "It ia probable, that the main 

rector is the impermanence of the labour and its reluctance 
. 2 

to form part or a settled labour force." 

The low productivity of labour and ita high turnover, 

together had their influence on labour coat. The general 

1 African Lebour Surver, I.L.o ••. Geneva, 195S, P• 140. 

2 East Africa Royal Commission 1953-55 Report, Her 
Majesty's Stationery O!!ice, London, 1955, P• 15}. 
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wage rates otherwise tor the unskilled labour ware low. 

though skilled labourers were (are) difficult to get even 

a~ high rates. As facilities tor acquiring skill were not 

highly developed• great mass or the labour availability was 

deplorably unskilled. Thus in Africa the factor o£ labour 

understandably needed "much more training and adaptation 

before being suitable for employment in any Western type or 

industrial organization. Industrial akilla or all kinds 

have always been short in supply. •••"1 Inevitably the 

coat ot training labour was a burden or some magnitude in 

the early years £or any new type or enterprise. Having 

"regard to the quality and quantity or service obtained in 

nature"2 the wage costs tended to be high in spite or the 

fact that wage rates were low. 

Mosambique :- The salient features or labour factor 

1n Africa. discussed above. are true ot ~~sambique alao. 

The low economically active population in this 

Portuguese colony is evident from Tabla 4.2.S. Ot this 

only 36 per cent were employed in the exchange economy. 

The forced labour which was practised in the African 

countries was very much in vogue in the Portuguese terri• 

toriea. In the Portuguese colonies or Africa "A natiYe not 

1 The Economies ot East '-fries A Study of Trends• East 
African Railway and Harbours Administration. Nairobi, 1955. 
p. 1)0. 
2 East ftrica Royal Co~~ission 1953·55 Report, P• 106. 



having a fixed place or abode or meana or aubaiatence, and 

not habitually engaged in any proteaaion, occupation, or 

trade, was liable to be required to work either tor public 

services or tor a private employar.•l "In Portuguese Africa 

where forced labour has long been used by private companies 

aa well as Government aervicea, the economy ia dangerously 

compromised with the system.•2 

The social factors which slowed down the aaaimilation 

of African labour into the modern organised work system 

played their role here too, In addition the colony suffered 

a further drain on its already thin labour reaourcea. The 

social factors constrained the supply from what can be 

called the potential labour force, The drain was on the 

actual labour force, "The flow or Negro workera to the 

South African mines was a pointed issue from 1900.•3 The 

workers from YDsambique and Angola were drawn across the 

frontiers into the Congo, Rhodesia and South Africa by the 

lure ot higher wages.~ Powerless to halt the yearly migra• 

tion the Portuguese entered into formal agreements with 

the concerned governments, whereby the interest ot the 

1 ·Lord Hailey, op,eit,, p, 62), 

2 Antonio de Figueiredo, PortugP-1 and Its Empire: The 
Truth, A book that will help peoyie to understand AngolR, 
Victor Gollanca Ltd., London, 19o1, P• 102. 
) James Duffy, Portuguese Africa, Harvard Univeraity 
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1959, P• 169. 

~ Ibid, PP• 164-72. 



province, the mine owners and the Africans would be mutually 

protected. "The Transval mining industry was permitted to 

continue to recruit in V.ocambique [J.toumbique] in return 

tor a guarantee that a percentage of the Tranaval railway 

traffic passed through the port Lorenco Marques [Mosembique]."l 

"From 1904 to the present the Transval mines have taken 

from 60,000 to llS,OOO Africans from Mocambique each year, 

the peak coming in 192a-29. For fifty years these recruits 

have been the backbone of the mines b'bour torce. "2 This 

subordination or the evaileble supply for ~nother part or 

Africa consequently suffered the needs or Mozambique's 

large farms. Thus it becnme a favourite the~• in colonial 

studies, to blame Mosambique's 1low progress, on the lack 

or working hands. 

It 1s helpful to look at certain overall dimensional 

tscts. The most optimistic estimate or the labour supply 

that was available tor the exchange economy in Mozambique 

in 19)S, can be put around 40),62S. This is under the 

assumption, as in 19S01a a )6 per cent of the economically. 

active population ottered ita services in the exchange 

(Table 4.2.S). By any argument the actual percentage should 

be less than this. It from this a lakh migrated every year 

to the mines of South Africa the actual labour supply to 

1 James Duffey, op.eit., P• 170. 

2 Ibid, P• 171. 
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ba 
the exchange economy in 1935 in Mosambique willAonly around 

3 lakhs. As compared to this l-losambique would have required 

around 10,000 persons to process the raw nuts exported from 

her, which averaged around 27,500 tonnes during the period. 

The industry's claim would have involved a keen competition 

for labour, having regard to the fact that the State's 

important crops like cotton, rubber, coffee and seisal 

suffered constantly due to lack of hands. 

The quality of labour in Mosambique like its quantity 

was no better, even as compared to the other African 

countries. The low skills was partly a doing or the 

imperial power. "The Portuguese, do not approve of a 

policy of creating native intelligentsial they place no 

restrictions on higher education ot natives ••• n1 but there 

was little positive encouragement or mass education. Thus 

WWith a per capita expenditure of less than £1 a year per 

African child o! school age, it is not surprising that the 

rate or illiteracy in )tocambique remains at over ninety-

nine per cent."2 • 

The slow development or the labour skills can partly 

be evidenced by the fact that manufacturing industry had 

made little progress even as late as 1950 (T6ble 4.2.6)., 

Like the absence or formal education the lack or growth in 

1 Bryce J.M. Nairn, O.B.E., Portuguese East Africa 
(Mocambique), Her 'lajesty' a Stationery Of'! ice, London, 1955, 
p. 43. 
2 Antonio De Figueiredo, op.eit., P• 112. 



industrial activities also tells upon the development ot 

skills. 

Table 4.2.6 l Structure of the Economically Active Popula
tion, Mozambique & 1950 
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--- ----------------------------Number Perc en-
employed tage _______ .. ________ 

-- ------- -----
Agriculturej Forestry, 
and Fishing 

Hunting 1,261,377 75.) 

Mining and ~uerrying 1,875 0.1 
Manufacturing 7B 1134. Ito? 
Construction, electricity, gas, 
water and sanitary services 19,354. 1.2 

coiDRierce 2),093 l.lt 
Transport, storage and 
communication 16,099 1.0 
Services 115,493 6.9 
Activities not adequately 
described. 157 ,401t 9.4 

--~---------------------------Total 100.0 

------------------------------
Source : Yearbook of Labour Statietica. 19661 I.L.o., 

Geneva, P• 5lo 

Capital and entrepreneurial initiative are the 

important factors which influence the growth of the industry. 

Aa Mozambique was not favourably endowed with these tactora 

the industrial growth in Mozambique had a recent origin. 

Not many decades ago the manufacturing industry and the 



labour skill which is usually a consequence or it, were 

both almost extinct in the Portuguese colony. 

Like the other African countries it is said that 

the wages 1n V~sambique were low. The "average salary or 

Africans does not exceed three shillings a day which is 

less then the price or 8 cinema ticket.wl The AtricPn wages 

were low in comparison to the industrialised nations. As 

compared with India, particularly the wages that ere 

relevant here i.e., those exist in the cashew processing 

industry (in Quilon where the industry enjoys a good supply 

ot tamale labour), the African wages were high. With a 

labour productivity which was always much lower than that 

existing in India, the labour coats were necessarily higher. 

This will be true even or Mozambique where the wages were 

lowest. Thus cashew were "exported to India for shelling 

before being re-exported to the United States becauae to 

have this work done would be more expensive than the labour 

of Indian women.•2 

The labour costs were high partly due to low producti• 

vity of labour. Labour skill on the other hand dependtd on 

the growth ot industrial activity. If the abaence of labour 

skill is one of the factors which held the industrial growth 

1 Ibid, P• llS. 

2 Ibid. 



the other factors too were not congenial in •~cambique 

(Mozambique]. During the time or Salasars the intention 

of Portugal ell along has been to maintain and perpetuate 

the legacy of history. The legacy has been to replace the 

natural development or the provinces by artificial stimuli 

and restrictions and even or milking the colonies for the 

profit of the metropolis.1 "Such an atmosphere of monopoly 

and restrictive practice was not, indeed, calculated to 

promote economic growth even in much mora favourable cir

cumstances than those of early twentieth century."2 

It that was the policy ot the government, the private 

enterprise from home too had little to do with the colony. 

This was partly due to the tact that unlike the other 

European countries industrial growth in Portugal was not 

in match with its political achievements. Lack of private 

initiative was partly due to the disenchantment or the 

various companies thet were granted concession in 1890's.) 

These companies were exploratory and speculative. Their 

hopes lay in the discovery of substantial mineral deposita, 

the success or laree scale projects and the getting of 

concessions within the territory. The companies were later 

1 James Duffey, op.eit., p. 279. 

2 a. J. Hammond 1 Portur,gl ~nd Africa 1815-1910, The 
Food Research Institute, Stanford University Preas, 1966, 
p. 301. 

) Ibid, P• )00. 

• 



a financial burden and disappointment to the State and the 

inveetora.1 

While the private enterprise was hesitant to come 

forth, government policy in tact encouro~ed this capital 

shyness. The Colonial Act ot 19)0 apart !rom it provided 

for the nationaliaation of colonial economies, •it prohibited 

the use of African labour by private companies and indivi

duale.•2 

It the private enterprise from Portugal did not show 

any interest in the colonies, the native enterprise was 

non-existent. Enterprise from the other European countries 

could not have been allowed an incursion. It is from these 

other European countries, apart from the natives, the colony 

had to be safeguarded. 

Ot availability ot capital as such, leas spoken the 

better. Capital available in the colony with the natives 

·was thin. Moreover Portugal itself depended on the colony 

for ita continuous trade deticits.3 

From the above discussion the main !actors, that 

could have inhibited the possibility ot Mosambique's esta

blishing s cashew processing industry were fivec (i) scarcity 

1 James Duffey, op.eit., P• 90. 

2 Ibid, P• 279. 

) Antonio De Figueiredo, op.cit., P• 110. 

• 
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or labour, (ii) scarcity or labour skills, (iii) high 

labour cos~s. (iv) capital shyness, and (v) lack of entre

preneurial initiative. To explain ~he international 

dia~ribution or any industry on the baaia or any or all or 

the above-mentioned factors, ia to draw upon the main 

tenets ot the Factor Proportions Approach interpretation 

or international trade. or the five factors listed above, 

the second mentioned is only a break-up ot the broader 

labour factor by the levels or skill. India possesaed 

better skills in all respects. To develop any industry, 

it the other factors were equally available, India would 

have been in an advantageous position as compared with 

~he African coun~riea. Cashew processing industry could 

not be an exception. 



4o) a. LocPtion or Ceshewnut Processine 
· Industry in Indim 

4.).1 Indigenous SupplY or Raw Nuts PS A Factor 
Influencing the Growth or the Inrlustq 
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The process of decorticating caahewnuta into kernels 

is of weight losing nature. Aa mentioned earlier four 

tonnea of raw nuta are required to produce one tonne of 

kernels. The industry thus is located where the material 

is available. Though oashewnut crop 1a aaid to be growing 

on variety of soils, Pmenably it can be cultivated on sandy 

soils. The main areaa growing oaahewnut in India are: those 

lining the coast of ita peninsular part. The West coast 

accounts for a major portion or the area and the crop (81 

per cen~ 1n 1964-65, ••• Table 4.).2). The concentration 

of the caahewnut processing industry thus ia round on this 

coast. Apart from the availability or rew material, the 

coastal locations were favourable from two other points of 

view. The cashewnut processing industry in India owes ita 

establishment and existence to foreign demand for kernels. 

'Also, from the inception of the industry there is perceptible 

an acute dependence on raw nuts imported from Eaat Africa •. 

Both for exporting kernels and importing rev nuts coastal 

locations are advantageous. 

The statistics relating to production ot caahewnut 

during the early period ot the processing industry are not 
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available. The earliest and the only reference to cashewnut 

production is found in Census Report o! Madras tor the 

year 1930-)1. wrhe production of the raw nuts in South 

Kanara ia estimated at about 70,000 to SO,OOO bags of 140 

lbs. each [4,500 to 5,000 tonnea] while an equal quantity 

is produced in the adjacent parts of Malabar, Cochin and 

Travancore some of which 1s imported into f.langalore. The 

east coaat1 diatricta account for 110,000 baga [6,)00 

tonnea]. The total production in India, therefore, ia 

about 300,000 bags [16,900 tonnes]."2 Thera could be some 

cultivation of cashewnut on the r.:on:Can coast; the same, 

h~~ever, baa to be interred £rom the early establishment of 

the processing industry in Ratnegiri and Goa. 

The location of cas~ewnut proceesing industry within 

India was mainly influenced by the availability or local 

·raw material. The industry had its origin in Mangalore and 

the available information suggests that during 1920's it 

had not taken strong roots in other places. The Census 

Repor~ for Madras for the year 1931 atates1 "The production 

ot cat.~hewnut kernels 1s an important. industry on the weet 

1 This refers to the coastal districts in the present 
Andhra Pradesh ~nd Madras States. 

2 Census of Indie, 1931 Vol, XIV, MndrPs, P~rt I 
Report, P• 222. the prouuctlon estimates given In the 
source can be over-estimates as generally is.the case with 
the estimates made 1n recent times, This apart even at 
present a good part or the production does not reach the 
industry. 



and east coasts, particularly the former, v~ngalore being 

the chief centre. ••• There are five or six factories 

in Mangalore engaged in the industry which provide employ

ment for about 4,000 persona mostly women and the annual 

wage bill amounts to about 4 1/2 lskhs or rupeea."1 There 

is no reference to the processing industry in the 19)1 

Census Report for Travancore; the industry however is 

mentioned in the 1941 Census Report tor the State. The 

industry trom Mangalore later spread to Quilon, Calicut 

end Trichur. During 1920's these were small unite located 

in Ratnegiri in Maharashtra; Goa soon followed the suit. 

In the States ot Madras and Andhra Pradesh, the industry 

has a more recent origin. The growth ot the industry 

during the period 1931-47 has already been presented in 

Table 4.2.1. Its growth in different places during the 

period 1949-66 is presented in Tabla 4.).1. 

The processing industry in Mysore (Mangslore), 

Maharashtra (Retnegiri) and in Goa has an origin ea early 

as (or earlier than) that ot the industry in Kerala (Quilon). 

It can be learnt by referring to Tables 4.2.1 and 4.).1 

that over the years the. industry has progressed only in 

Kerala. 

The districts of Alleppy and Trivandrum are edjacent 

to the district of Quilon. The districts in Kerala being 

1 Ibid, P• 222. 
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Table 4.3~1 : Number of Units and Employmen~ in Cashewnut Processing Industry, 1949-65 
., . 

--- ---- - ----- ---------- -------- ------ ----- --- ---------- ----- - - -- --- ------- -- -State Kerala 

-----------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Kerala 
(A.s.I.) District Cannan ore Kozhikode Trichur Ernakulam Alleppy Kottayam Quilon Trivandrum Total 

-----·----- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ----------------A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B 
lear 

-------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------
1949 

1952 

1953 

·1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1954 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

196) 

1964 

1965 

1966 

2 755 

2 595 

2 72) 

2 716 

3 1,169 

3 1,23.3 

2 1,166 

2 1,191 

1 99.3 

2 1,059 

2 1,299 

2 1,.314. . 
2 1,265 

2 1,400 

2 1,237 

2 1,~23 

1 8) 

1 2 

1 50 

5 1,009 

1 250 

6 1,756 

a 2,212 

8 2,987 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

3 

2 

2 

694 

369 

750 

745 
100 

909 

4.71 

750 

- ~ - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - ~ - • - - - - - - - N~ 

872 

1,619 

1,750 

1,5)1 

1,5)1 

1,905 

2,148 

2,000 

-
-
---
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

107 )5,255 

147 40,106 

149 50,260 

1)5 46,016 

141 44,922 

1)6 50,247 

146 56,60S 

150 S6,821 

1 

5 

s 
6 

6 

4 

2 

5 

2SO 

1,92) 

1,770 

2,494 

2,494 

2,)12 

1,055 

2,4)6 

117 )S,)92 

162 45,675 

165 56,602 

156 5),827 

158 51,731 

158 59,762 

166 62,899 

17) 67,40S 

A • - - - - - • - - - - ·- - - - - - • - - - - ~ • - - - - - - - -

- ~ - - - • - - - - • - :- - - - - - • • - - ·- - - - - N~ A. - - - • - - - - - - - • - •••.••••• ~ •••• _ •••• 

----------- • ·-- •- -·- •- •- ·----- N~~.---- -·----------- •-------- •------
2 ,. 
4 

It 

5 

61.3 

1,625 

1,402 

1,380 

1,.326 

2 

) 

.3 

3 

.3 

955 
1,)28 

1,)56 

1,)28 

1,304 

IS 

9 

9 

9 

10 

1,980 

2,175 

1,796 

1,810 

1,99.3 

3 

.3 

4 

11 

It 

756 

766 

1,)04 

1,431 

1,427 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

;,749 

6,202 

6,466 

6,564 

6,441 

-
-
-
-
1 

-
-
-
-
100 

162 64,360 

167 64,37.3 

167 66,)21 

177 72,648 

196 76,092 

5 

5 

6 

6 

1.3 

2,2JS 

2,496 

),205 

),476 

),967 

188 76,SSO 

197 78,965 

199 8),8.50 

209 Stl,6J7 

2)8 92,6.52 

N.P.. · N.A, 

N.A. N.A. 

N.A. N.A.. 

N.A. N.A. 

N.A. N.A. 

N.A. N .t... 

12) 52,4071 

129 62,246 

152 73,720 

1.50 69,0612 

15.3 7.3,551 
16) 76,27.53 

164 81,5214 

N.f •• N.A. 

- - --- -- - -- - ----- -- --- - --- ------ - -- - -- ------ --------- - -- -- - - - -- - ------ - - - ----
A • Number of Units. B • Number Employed. 

Notes : l - Employment refers to 116 units wbo sent the returns. 
2 - Employment refers to 149 units who sent the returns. 
3 - Employmen~ refers to 159 units who sent the returns. 
It - Emplo~ent r&!ers to 160 units who sent the returns. , 

N. A. • Not Available. (continued) 

• 
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'fable 4.3.1 z ·· (continued) 
' --------------------------------------------------------------------------State l-1ysore Maharashtra Andhra Pradesh l~adraa Goa 

District 

Year 

~ ------------~. 

South Kanara 
(Mangalore) 

-------·----A B 

----------Ratnagir1 
(Malvan and 
Vengurla) · ----------A B 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Guntur 

(Vetapalrun) 

----------A B 

Nellore ..._ _________ _ 

A B 

East 
Godavari 

-------·-----A B 

Srikakulam 
(Pal&sa) 

-----------A B 

·rotal 

-----------A B 

------------ --------------South 
A root 

(Pannti) 

------------A B 

B1chol1m 

------------A B 

----------------- -·-------------- -.------------------------------------------
1949 

19.52 

19.5) 

19.54 

19H 

19.56 

19.57 

19.58 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

196) 

1964 

196.5 

8 

9 

10 

10 

9 
N.A. 

a 
8 

10 

10 

10, 

10 

9 

6 

6 

S,76S 

6,733 

7,502 

7,.5S6 

7,lt06 

.5,061 

4,476 

6,818 

6,06) 

.5,941 

5,971 

6,244 

5,870 

.5,614 

12 2~2)0 

.5 1,270 

6 1,224 

.5 1,16) 

4 866 

4 842 

) 744 
) 750 

) 7.54 

) 7.5.5 

It 737 

4. 70.5 

4 6526 

s 943 

s 729 

2 

s 
4 

4 
) 

3 

4 

10 

31 

259 

217 

246 

llt-7 

148 
198 

29.S 

-
-
1 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

-
-

14 

25 

24 

20 

48 

32 

--- - - - - - - - - - ---
--- -- ---- ------
----------~---' 

- - ---- - ---.- - - --
--- -- - --- ~ - --- -
-- -------------
-- -------- - ----

4 

5 

' 
3 

3 

3 

) 

) 

N. A. 

N. A. 

N. A. 

N. A. 

N. A. 

N. A, 

60 

. 71 

46 

S9 

67 

79 

S) 

71 

-
10 

10 

11 

12 

11 

12 

1) 

-
322 

367 

436 

453 

371 

396 

446 

6 
. 20 

18 

20 

20 

19 

22 

2~ 

'91 

652 

6~t~t 

766 

691 

611! 

69S 

El44 

--------------- •'•• 

- - - - - - - - - - - 2 sa 
- ---- - - - --- - - -- - -
-- - - - - ---- - - - - - --
--- - ---- - --- - - - - -
- - - - - - - -------- -- - - -

s 
s 217 

- -
1 23 

4 46 

7 183 

6 114 

6 118 

6 90 

6 88 

N. A. N,A • 

3 1,269 

4 1,2027 

,. 1,844 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

4 

4 

2 

s 
6 

6 

6 

10 

N .A. 

N.A. 

N,A. 

N.A. 

S02 

S9S 
)88 

1,520 

1,319 

1,791 

1,)81 

342 

--------------------------------·----------------------------- - - - -- - - -- -- -
Notes z S - Includes one unit belonging to V~dras State. 

6 - Employment refers to ) units who sent the returns. 
7 - Employment refers to ) units who sent the returns. 

Source : (1) List of Large Industrial Establishment in India, for all the States for the years 1949 to 1958. 
(i1) An Economic Review, Kerale, for Kerala for the years 1962 to 1966. 

(1i1). A, s. I., tor all the States except for Goa for the years 1959 to 1965 and tor Goa tor the year 1965. 
(1y) Statistical Yearbo·:Jk. Goa, Deman and Diu, for the years 1958 to 1964. ' 
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small 1n their geographical extent, the processing units 

1n the former two districts are et near proximity to Quilon 

where the industry is localised. It can be learnt from 

Table 4.3.1 the three districts, Quilon, Alleppy and 

Trivandrum together accounted for more than 90 per cent or 

the total number ot unite and employment 1n the industry 

in Kerala. 

Thus, broadly the industry has grown in and around 

Quilon. In other centres, whether in Kerala where Quilon 

is located or in centres in other States, the industry baa 

shown little progress. 

As was the case with ita location, the growth of the 

industry also can be partly explained by the availability 

ot indigenous raw nuts. The production ot raw cashewnut 

in the various States of India during 19S01 a and 19601s is 

given 1n Table 4.).2.1 

The State of Kerala accounted for the major there 

of the cashewnut production. This should partly explain 

the rapid growth of the industry in Quilon. However, Quilon 

was not the only processing centre in Kerala which could 

have availed of the raw material prodace4 in the State. The 

cashewnut processing units in Calicut were established aa 

early as 1941. From the production figures given ln 

1 tfricultural Statistics ot India provides Statewise 
acreage lgures from 1950:51 onwards. The source does not 
give statistics relating to production ot caahewnuta. 
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Toble 4.3.2 1 Production ot Raw Cashewnut in India, 1956-57, 
1957-58, 1960-61 and 1964-65 (in Tonnes) 

- - -- - --- --- ------ - ------ ---- --State 1956-57 1957-51! 1960-61 1964-65 - - ------ ------- --------- - -----
Kersla 58,674 69,096 ss,soo 84,649 
1-iysore 3,565 4,248 11,173 12,687 
Maharasbtra S,275 5,370 N ,I\, 1,210 
Andhra Pradesh 2,771 3,208 2,275 ),157 
Madras 11,816 13,391 lS,SSO 16,0)9 

Other - - - ),335 

---- -------- - -------- - --- --- --
Total 82,101 95,315 117 ,22lt. 121,077 

-----------------------------
Souree : For the years 1956-57 to 1960-611 Study on Cashew

nuts in India, Committee on Natural Resources, 
Planning Commission, New Delhi, 1964, p, S, 

For the year 1964-65: Report or the Working Group 
tor the Formulation or Fourth Five Tear Pl~n 
Proposals on Spices end Cashewnut, Indian Council 
or _,.Agricultural Research, lolew Delhi, 1965, P• 25, 

Table 4.),2 for Kerala, 1~ ia not possible to indicate 

whether Quilon bad sny advantage over Calicut as regards 

the supply or indigenous raw nuts, Fortunately in the 

case or Kerala where cashewnut is an important crop district• 

wise figures or caehewnut production are aYailable, The 

data are presented in Table 4,3,), 

Cashewnut cultivation in lerala spans the entire 

State. This brings to light one other tact that the 



Teble lt.l.l J Diatrictwise Production of Raw Cashewnut in Kerela, 1956-57 to 196~65 
(in Tonne&) 

-~~--~-~-------~-----~-------~--------~--------District 1956-57 1957-54 1958_-59 1959-60 1960..61 1961--62 1962-6) 196.3-61. 1964-65 

-------------------------~---------~-----------
Cennanore 7,153 9,490 10,079 10,242 10,242 9,917 31,657 )2,89$ 34,911 
loshikode 6,655 7,417 7,862 15,170 16,207 16,704 1),464 13,756 14,85) 
(Callout) 

P8lghat 2,SU. 2,997 ),492 ;,092 5,064 5,34S 7,444 8,16) 6,969 
Tl'ichur \17,202 13,991 13,695 1),108 1),841 13,068 . 10,445 8,992 8,972 

) 

Ernaku1am ) 11,266 10,684. 10,645 10,140 11,075 7,512 7,795 8,412 ) 

Kottayem 6,625 2,714 3,169 ),)56 ),507 3,572 2,570 2,423 1,557 
Al1eppey ' ),654 4,237 4,552 4,600 4,640 3,336 2,676 ),066 

) 

Qullon ~ 12 ,SSt. 10,729 10,593 11,910 1),867 14,510 10,427 11,76() 11,706 
Trivandrum 5,344 6,777 8,491 7,62) 7,146 6,969 5,189 3,707 ),90) 

-----------------------------------------------
Total 58,677 69,101 72,522 81,678 84,634 85,80) 92,046 92,.)16 96,46) 

-----------------------------------------------
Source : Seeson £nd CrGf:Report, Kerale Stete 1 Government ot Kerala 1 Trivandrum, 

1956:57 to 19 6s. 
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Stetewise production figures obliterated. Mangalore is 

located adjacent to the northern-most boundary or Xerala. 

Myaore State, which may be taken at first sight to be the 

supply region for ~~ngalore 1 has but little production. The 

centre's actual supply region extenda beyond the State 

frontier. Mangalore could get supplies or raw nuts from 

Cannanore district of Kerala. 

In Mysore the cultivation or cashewnut was confined 

to the coastal districts of South and North Ksnaraa. The 

d1str1ctwise breakdown of the States cashewnut production 

is given in Table 4.3.4. 

Tabla ;.J.; 1 Districtwise Production ot Raw Cashewnut in 
Mysore State 1956-57 to 1961-62 (in Tonnes) 

-- --- --- --- ----- ------ ----- --District 1956- 1957- 195S· 1959- 1960- 1961-
57 58 59 60 61 62 

-----------------------------
South Xanara 2,077 3,285 

North Kanara 1,299 1,461 

Kolar 368 )88 

Coorg 195 205 

Others 52 63 

),646 ),221 

1,521 2,)59 

208 179 

241 2.35 

100 94 

3,480 

2,170 

1741 
245 

142) 

9,714 

1,787 

----------------------------~ Total ) 1991 5,402 5,716 6,0S8 6,215 11,745 -- ---- ----- - - ------- ---- --- - --
Source a (a) 

(b) 

For the years 1956-57 to 1960.611 Area Produc
tion and Yield Per Acre ot Principal Food end 
Non-food Crols 1 Department of Statlatica, 
Government o Mysore 1 Bangalore (mimeographed). 
For the year 1961-62 1 courteeya Department ot 
Statistics, Government ot Mysore, Bangs1ore. 
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The geographical location or the growing areas in 

Mysore rendered it convenient to process the State's 

cashewnut produce in Mangalore. In addition the processing 

centre had adjacent to lt, 1n the south, the caahewnut 

growing areas or northern Malabar. However, even after 

granting that the raw nuts from Cannanore district of Kerala 

could be advantageously supplied to Mangalore, the centre 

was not in as much a favourable position as Quilon was. 

Relatively, from the indigenous raw material supply point 

of view, Quilon was 1n a better position. This conclusion 

has further support. The backwaters and the canal system 

which provided cheap and easy transportation wae continuous 

along the coast, only upto Calicut. Road tronsport is not 

only expensive but was not developed till late 1950's. 

Bridges across the streams that thread the coast are of a 

recent origin. 

From the districtwise production of raw casbewnut in 

Kerala as given in Table 4.).) it is difficult to say which 

or the two centres, Quilon and Calicut, was in a better 

position. It is fairly clear, leaving aside Calicut, Qullon 

wes in an advantageous position as compared with the other 

processing centres from the point or view or indigenous raw 

material supply. Callout, howeyer, could have had an 

equally good supply of indigenous raw nuts as could Quilon. 

4.).2 Import SupplY ot Raw Nuts 

The supply of indigenous raw nuts, it was seen, was 
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insufficient to meet the growing demand for kernels even 

during the early years after the industry was established 

1n India. The Indian industry could attain ita present 

monopolistic position only with the help of imported raw 

nuts. To facilitate both the imports or raw nuts and 

exports of kernels the processing centres were established 

on the coast. As regards facilities provided by different 

processing centres tor such imports and exports, Quilon by 

its own port was in no way in an advantageous position. As 

a commercial centre and trading port Quilon was of a lesser 

importance when compared with Mangalore. Among the coastal 

towns which possessed cashewnut processinc industry C~licut 

by tar was the most important as a port. 

The lesser importance of ~uilon ea a port, however, 

was made up by the nearness or a bicger port. The port or 

Coch1n is at a convenient distance from Quilon. Further 

the processing centre was connected with Cochin by an 

efficient canal system. This rendered transportation cheap. 

The facilities provided by the port of Cochin proved of 

crucial advantage to the processing industry in Quilon in 

two ways. Immediately attar the War there was an incre$se 

in demand tor cashew kernels trom u.s.A. This necessitated 

heavier imports or raw nuts. Due to the war conditions 

fewer ships touched the smaller ports. There was a diversion 

ot trade to the nearest big port from the smaller porta. 

In the West Coast south of )~galore such diversion was 



~hrough ~he po~ of Cochin. "More ships called at the 

po~ and shipping space was easier ~o obtain there ~han 

at any Travancore port."1 Aa compared with ~he processing 

centres in Xerala and Mangalore in Mysore 1 Quilon was in 
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an advantageous position. As said earlier, ~he centre was 

most conveniently si~uated from the po~ of Cochin sa 

compared with Mangalore or Calicut. The increased demand 

for cashew kernels from U.S.A. helped ~he industry in Quilon 

alone. 

Another reas~n why the nearness of Cochin port proved 

helpful to the industry in Quilon is ~he following. The 

smaller po~s of Mangalore 1 Calicut 1 Quilon and Retnagiri 

close during the monsoon. As the demand for kernels 

increased steeply, it was an inevitable feature that both 

the impo~s of raw nu~s end exports of kernels had to be 

continuous throughout the year. Such impo~a of raw nuta 

and exports of kernels during the rainy season again had 

to be diverted ~hrough the nearest bigger po~ which is 

open tor traffic. This cost the processing industry 1n 

almost ell the centres. These coats, however, were lesa 

for Quilon because of the nearness of Cochin po~ and the 

availability of cheep woter tranapo~. 

Due to the above cited reasons import• ot raw nuta 

from Africa and expo~a of kernels from India were 

1 Trede StAtistics of Trevencore, 1940-41 1 P• vi. 



increasingly effected through the port or Coch1n. Th1a 

can be learnt from Table 4.3.5. The Table also teet1t1ea 

the tact that both imports or raw nuts and export• or 

kernels through the smaller port Mangalore declined imme-

diately after the War. 

Table 4.3.5 I Imports of Raw Cashewnuts into and Exporta of 
Cashew Kernels from Cochin and Mangalore 
1937-38 to 1949-50 (in Tonnes) 

- - -- -- --------- ---- -----------Importa of Raw Nuts Exporta of Kernela 
tear into from 

-------------------- -------------------Cochin fi'.angalore Co chin Mangalore ------------ ---- - ----- --- - - -- -
1937-38 - 6,428 8,031 3,085 

1938-39 1,891 .5,212 7,664 4,247 

1939-40 2,11.0· 2,938 9,779 1,555 

1940..41 3,210 1,772. 13,454 1,349 

1941-42 17,826 2,526 16,167 464 

1942-43 4,)16 11) 4,074 6' 
1943-44 - - 4,4!la 21 

1944-45 - - 7,540 215 

1945-46 . 1),037 - 13,846 )66 

1946-47 22,065 361 14,097 1,511 

1947-48. 37,72) 1,21!1 15,737 -
1948-49 40,205 1,284 16,254 1,827 

1949-50 22,459 3,213 14,18) 1,431 

- - - ~ ------------ - --- ------- - -
Source : Annual Reports ot the Coehin Chember ot Comm~ree, 

CochiB. 



A situation which waa in favour of Quilon during 

the war time continued even after. Due to the decision of 

the Government of India to instal a naval base in Cochin, 

the facilities at the port increased. Trade and traffic 

through Cochin port increased considerably; this affected 

the smaller porta like Mangalore, Callout, Alleppf and 

Quilon. . 

The processing centres in Andhra Pradesh end Madras 

were of a recent origin. The industry in Qullon had by 

then attained a sufficient localisation. The advantage, 

if enr, of these centres over Quilon, during the time when 

the industry made its stride in the latter, ls leas 

relevant now. These processing centres, however, were in 
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a less advantageous position aa regards processing imported 

raw nuts purely !rom the transport coat point or view. The 

processing centres in Ratnagirl though ther were old centres, 

were in a worse position than either ~~ngalore or Calicut 

as regards imported raw nuts. The porta of Ratnagir1 sa 

trading centres were ot a lesser importance and had leas 

cargo traffic passing through them. The same, however, 

cannot be said about the industry 1n Goa. The port ot 

Marmsgoa could facilitate both imports ot raw nuts and 

exports ot kamala. The industry hera had an esrlJ origin. 

I' had locational advantages similar to those enjoyed by 

Quilon for processing the imported raw nuts, perhaps better. 



4.).) Other Factors 

LAbour I• The most important processing cost in 

the industry is labour coat. 'Report on An Enquiry into 

Conditions of Labour in the Cashewnut Processing Induatry 

in India•
1 

provides information regarding wages in the 

industry in different States for the year 1952. From the 

data provided in the above source it is not possible to 

compute labour cost per tonne ot kernels and hence know 

the advantage or different centres in respect of the cost 

item. However, from the data it can be suggested that, ea 

it is at present, some ot the smaller centres like those 

in Ratnagiri District of Maharashtra and those in.Andhra 

Pradesh had a labour cost advantage over the localised 

centre QUllon. Nevertheless, as will be seen, this 

advantage tor smaller centres was of not much avail. Cheap 

labour need not always reflect its abundance. The availa

bility ot labour as a factor conditioning the growth ot 

the industry irrespective ot the coat advantage, will be 

discussed in a later section. 
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Entrepreneurial Initiative &• Another factor whose 

influence cannot be quantitatively estimated but which 

played an important role in the localisation ot the industry 

in Quilon was entrepreneurial initiative. This again hae 

1 Report on An Enquiry into Conditions or L9bour in 
the Ceshewnut Processing Industry 1n India, IBbour Bureau, 
Ministry ot Labour, Simla, 195~. 



to be learnt from the gradual development ot labour 

resources by the entrepreneurs in Quilon. 
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The early units in Quilon were large and ~re located 

in the town. Aa the demand for kernels shot up, the labour 

required to process the increased quantity ot raw nuts waa 

not available in the town. It could be found only in the 

interior ot the district where there was surplus labour in 

agriculture. But as the processors went interior in search 

ot labour the size or units had to be smaller due to the 

. lesser density ot population. It can be seen from Table 

4.).6 that within a tew years after the war there waa a 

mushroom growth ot units which were emall in abe. The 

swarming of investors was partly due to th• low capital 

requirement or the industry. 

Teble 4.3,6 1 Distribution ot Units and Employment eccord
ing to Number ot Persona Employeda Caebewnut 
Processing Industry, Quilon, 194S 

------------------------------Size Group by No,ot 
Persona Employed No. ot units Employment 

-------- - ·- ------- -- ---- -------
Less than 100 

101 - 250 

251 - soo 
SOO and above 

27 (16.49) 

6S (44.52) 

)6 (24.66) 

14 (12.)3) 

1,620 (4.75) 

10,932 (26.S4) 

12,242 (31.96) 

13,314 (34.75) 

- ------ -------- ---------------Total 146 (100.00) 38,306 (100.00) - --- ----- -------- -- ------- ----
Note 1 Figures in brackets indicate the percentage ot the 

total talling in the particular aile group. 
Basts : Large Industrial Esteblishnents in Indi~. 1946. 
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To a gres~ extent credit should be given to the 

pioneering enterprises tor the idea or utilising the cheap 

agricul~ural labour available in ~he interior. Throughout 

~be history ot localisation or the industry in Quilon there 

has been a concentration or the indua~ry in a tew banda. A 

single ownership which accounted tor more ~han 15 per cen~ 

or ~he employmen~ throughout, accounted tor nearly 2S per 

cent or the labour force engaged 1n the industry in the 

ye~r 196~.1 The firm wi~b few othere played a aignitican~ 
role in ~he early localisa~ion ot ~he industry in Quilon. 

Table 4.3.7 provides the relevant data to prove ~he same. 

In the y~ar 19~1-42 ~he entire 1ndua~ry was within 

seven bands. In the next year, tive ot the firms accounted 

tor 62 per cent or the ~otal number ot unite and 70 per 

cen~ ot the to~sl employment. In the year 19~5 the bi' 

three firms concentrated 1n them 29 per cen~ ot the total 

number or units and 4) par cent or the total employmen~. 

In the same year seven other firma which individually owned 

units ranging from ~ to 10 in number, accoun~ed tor 2) per 

cent of the total number or unite in existence end 21 per 

cent or ~he employment in the district. On the whole, 10 

firma owned 52 per cent or a ~o~al or 146 units 1n existence 

and accounted tor 64 per cent ot the labour employed 1n the 

industry in the district. 

1 The firm was )rusaliar Industries. 



Table 4.3.7 : Concentration or Ownership : Cashew Processing Industry in Quilon, 
1936-39, 1941-421 1942-4) and 1945 

--------~---------------------------------1938-39 1941-42 194S 
~------------ -------------- ---··-------- --------------No.ot Emplo=r- No.ot Employ- ::o.ot Employ- No.of Employ-
units ment unite ment unite ment units ment - - - ----- - - - - - -- --- -- - --- -------- - ---- ---~ 

rim A 2 ;,ooo 

Firm B - -
Firm C - -

' 
3 

) 

7,260 

2,050 

1,620 

' 
) 

2 

7,260 

1,SS0 

970 

20 

12 

10 

9,597 

),690 

),110 

- - - ---------- --- -- - - --- -- ----- --- -- -- -- - --
Total for the 
three firma 

2 s.ooo 11 10,9)0 10 9,780 42 16,597 

- ------------- --------- ----- - - ------- - -- --
Total for the 
District 

34 19,120 )0 19,557 29 19,270 146 

------------------ -·-----------------------Percentage share 
or the three firma ;.sa '26.15 
in the Diatrict 

36.67 55.89 26.77 4).3) 
Total 

-----------------------------------------
Besis 1 (a) For the yeers 193g_39~ 1941-42 and 1942-4): Stati!tice of Trevsne~re, 

~~Utr, Governrr.ent of ·.rravancore 1 Trivandrwa, 19)8e)9, 1941-42 and 
1942-4). 

(b) For the year 1945: Lar&e Indu~trial Esteblls~ente in India, 1946. 



Ingenuity of the entrepreneurship 1n Quilon can be 

found 1n one other sphere. It saved on what was alreadr 

a meagr• capital requirement. In Quilon cashew processing 

units are sheds where roasted ceabewnuts are ahelled and 

peeled. The roasting of cashew raw nuts is concentrated 

in one place. from where it is distributed ~o the shelling 

and peeling sheds under the firm. Like roaating 1 grading 

also is concentrated. The saving due to centraliling the 

operation of roasting was considerable when the unite had 

to instal 'oil-bath' plants for roasting. The capital 
' 

~10 

investment in an 'oil-bath roas~ing' plant was much &rester 

than its predecessor 'drum roasting'. 

One other reason often voiced and an excuse orrered 

by the processors irr Mangalore ror their failure to develop 

the processing industry was that l6bour legislation and 

rectory laws 1n the erstwhile State ot Travancore were leal 

strict and imposed. Except the processing centres in 

Retnagiri which was then under the Bombay Presidency end 

Goa which was a Portuguese colonr, other centres were under 

the Madras Presidency ea was Y~ngalore. The above privilege 

helped the employers 1n Quilon to get more out or their 

workers than the processors elsewhere. It helped them in 

one other way. In the absence ot a Government statute 

requiring them to provide the labour with some prescribed 

minimum conditions of work, most ot the so-called factories 
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were deplorably bad. The construction or a factory building 

waa easy both 1n terms or time and money. It was enough 

to root a thatch over a bamboo wall. Even in the yeAr 

1962-6) as many as 22.)6 per cent of the total number or 

sheds had thatched roots and a.oa per cent had bamboo 

walla, while 24.84 per cent had 'dwarf wall with trell1a.•1 

1 J. T. Chirayath, A Study on the Cashew Induntry in 
Kergb, Industry Study Series Report No. 1, Labour and 
Industrial Bureau, Trivandrum, 1965, PP• 52-SS. 
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~-~ 1 Locational AdvsntAgez Processing Costs 

In the last section it was observed that tho growth 

of the cashew processing industry in its different centres 

depended mainly on two factors. The availability or indi

genous raw material and the ability or a particular process

ing centre to augment the indigenous supply with imported 

raw nuts. 

The processing centre in Quilon was in en advanta

geous position as regards the indigenous supply or material. 

The indigenous supply of the material is mainly concentrated 

in the State or Kerala. The processing centres in other 

States would have had to bear a higher cost on transporting 

the material from Kerala to the respective centre. As 

regards the raw nuts imported from ~!rica too, Quilon had a 

transport cost advantage over most or the smaller centres. 

There is another item of transport coat in the 

cashew processing industry apart from that on the basic 

materiel cashew raw nuts. This refers to the transport 

cost on the product (cashew kernels) from the processing 

centre to the market, i.e., the port trom where the exports 

ot kernels take place. 

Whatever be their transport coat disadvantage, it 

the s~ller centres had a compensating advantage over Quilon 

1n processing costs, it should have been possible !or them 



to bear,the higher cos~ of transportation on the material 

or/and on the produc~. 

Sl) 

The processing industry, at present, is concentrated 

in Quilon, though in many of the smaller centres it has a 

history as long as that in the former. An attempt ia made 

in this study to examine whether the smaller centres had a 

net cost (processing cost + transport cost) advantage over 

Quilon and have failed in spite or such advantage. It 

such instances have occurred, tho factore that led to the 

stunted growth or the industry in those places are looked 

into. 

An enquiry into the industry on the above-stated 

lines requires a discussion on the processing costa and 

the transport costa for different centres. The present 

section deals with the processing costs. It examines 

whether the smaller centres had any processing cos~ advan

tage over the localised centre, Quilon. In the next 

section, the advantage of smaller centres over Quilon is 

compared by taking into account both transport costa and 

processing costs. 

4.4.1 Use or A.s.I. Oats and the ~ethod 
or Cost Comput~tion 

Unlike the two other industry studies, in the case 

of cashew industry, ~he A.s.I. data were round usoful. At 

present in most or the States where the industry exists, 

~t is concentrated in some one centre. Thus, the Stetewise 



information given in the A.s.I. could be conveniently used 

as representative of the particular centre. The name ot 

the respective centre(a) where the industry is localised 

in each State is given in Table 4.4.1. 

Table 4.4.1 : The States Where the Cashew Processing Industry 
Exists and the Centre Where It Ia Concentrated 
in Each of Theae States and the Diatricts in 
which the Centre ia Located 

- -- - - - ---------------- ------ --l~ame of the 
State 

Name of the 
Centre 

The District in which 
the centre ia located -- - - --- -- - - - - -- - ---- - - --- - ----

Kerala 

Myeore 

Maharashtra 

Andhra Pradesh 

Madras 

Goa 

Quilon 

Mangel ore 

Malwan and 
Vengurla 

Palaaa 
Vetapalam 

Psnrut1 

Bicbolim 

Quilon 

South Itanara 

Ratnagiri 

Srikakulam 
Guntur 

South Arcot 

Bicholim 

-----------------------------
In Andhra Pradesh, the industry is located in tour 

districts, East Godavari, Guntur, Nellore and Srikakulam; 

the relative concentration ia in Vetapalam in Guntur and 

Palasa in Srikakulam. The industry in Nellore district ia 

located in Nellore city which is at close proximity to 

Vetapalam in Guntur. There are only a taw stray units in 

Mori in East Godavari, away !rom other centres in the 

State. 



Due to the availability or secondary source or 

information provided in the A.s.I., the survey ot the 

industry was limited to only those centres or which some 

qualitative ln!ormation was talt necessary. Such centres 

were V~galore, Calicut 1 Quilon 1 Ratnagiri and Qoa. 

With the help of A.S.I. data, the cost o£ producing 

a tonne or cashew kernele (main product or the industry) in 

the various States where the industry is located, is calcu• 

lated. However, the entire production costs are not process• 

ing costs; the latter form a part or the former. Arter a 

brief discussion, the items or processing coste that ore 

relevant for the present purpose are selected. Before 

presenting the cost computations, it is necessary to 

describe the form or A.s.I. data and the method employed in 

computing the costs. 

The form or A.S.I. data is presented below. The 

breakdown or the Gross Value of output nnd Input, as given 

in the source, is shown separately. 

The Gross Value or output is given under the follow• 

ing heads: 

I. Products and by-products 

(a) 

f:J 
l!l 

Cashew kernel 
Cashew shell 
Cashew shell oil 
Cashew rejection 
Others 

II. Addition in stocks or semi-finished products 



III. ~ork done for customers 

IV. Sale value of goods sold in the same condi~ 
tion as purchased 

S16 

The Gross Value of Inputs is given under the follow

ing heads: 

I. Materials consumed 

(a) Basic materials 

(i) Cashewnut in shell (Raw cashewnut) 
(11) Others 

(iii) Chemicals and auxiliary materials 

(b) Packing materials 

li) Tinplate containers 
( i) Pecking cases 

(111) Others 

(c) Consumable stores 

(d) Y~terials consumed tor repair and 
maintenance 

II. Fuel, electricity, lubricants, etc. 

III. Salaries, wages and benefits or privileges 

(a) Workers 
(b) Persona other than workers 
(c) Money value of benefits or privileges 

IV. Work done by otber concerns 

v. Inward transport charges, purchase agency 
services, taxes and duties on purchase, 
postage, stationery and printing etc. 

\~. Non-industrial services purchased 

VII. Product reported for sale but used tor 
further manufacture 

VIII. Depreciation 

IX. Purchase value ot goods sold in same 
condition as purchased 



In the following paragraphs, for convenience, the 

components of Gross Value of Output have been referred to 

as income heads and the inputs have been referred to as 

cos1o items. 

From the A.S.Io data, the item IV from the list of 

income heads and the cost item IX have been omitted from 

consideration, sa they do not form an integral pert ot the 

processing industry. 
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A brief description ot the method employed in comput

ing the costa is given belowa 

Enquiries made from knowledgeable persona 1n the 

industry revealed that certain costs are exclusively 

1ncurred.over certain income beads. The various costa thus 

had to be apportioned between the different income heads. 

The cost items I(a), I(o), I(d), II, III(a) and 

III(c) are distributed over 'Cashew kernels' and 'Cashew 

rejection•. The expenditure on cost item I(b), it was 

learnt, is mainly incurred on the main product 'Cashew 

kernel'. The cost Item III (b), it was learnt, 1a incurred 

over other income beads also. The cost items III(b) and 

IV to VIII are distributed over the entire output. 

The costa in the present study are calculated per 

~onne of main product, i.e., cashew kernels. The method 

used for converting the other producta and earnings into 

~he main produc~ is given below. 



Gross Value of 
Output for 
State A, VA • V~ + ~ + V~ + V~ + Value of other 

products for State A + Value ot 
Addition in stocks from aem1-tin1shed 
goode for State A + Value from ·~ork 

done for customera' tor State A 

where~. v~. v~. and~ are values from •cashew kernel', 

•cashew shell•, •cashew shell oil' and 'Cashew rejection' 

tor State A. 

V~, V~, Vl &nd V~ are arrived St the following WDJZ 

vlt • Qlt x pie. 
A A 

where Q~, Q~, Q~ and Q~ are quantities of •cashew kernel', 

'Cashew shell', •cashew shell oil' end •Cashew rejection' 

produced in State A and P1, P2, p3 end p4 are the weighted 

average prices for •cashew kernel•, •cashew shell', •cashew 

shell oil' and •cashew rejection' for the entire industry 

1n India. 

The cost items I(a), l(c), 1(4), II, III(a) and III(c) 

are distributed over •cashew kernel' and 'Cashew rejection•. 

Calculating the coat per unit of output tor State A, in 

respect of any or these items ia demonstrated by taking the 

case or cost item l(a): 



Cost on item I(a) 
per tonne or 
kernels 

• Expenditure on iteM I(a) 

q} + Ql X!! 
pl 

Sl9 

•1ost .of the expenditure on cost item I(b) is incurred 

on the main product, kernels. Unit costs as regards this 

item is calculated thus.: 

' Cost on item I(b) 
per tonne or 
kernels 

• Expenditure on cost item I(b) 
Ql 

A 

The cost items III(b) and IV to VIII aro distributed 

over the entire output. Below is demonstrated, the calculat

ing of cost per unit of output in respect or these items. 

The case of cost item V is taken for illustration. 

Cost on item V 
per tonne ot 
kernels 

• 
Expenditure on item V 

VA. 

pl 

In the present study coste are not calculated per 

unit value ot output. In other words, the differences in 

prices for their products (and services) secured by the 

industry in different States have not been taken into account. 

Such price differences have been assumed away. 

As per the A.S.I. data, it was found, the industry in 

Maherashtra, Goa, Madras and Andhra Pradesh secured better 

prices for their products. The industry in these States 

realized their outpu~ in the internal markets. The internal 
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markets now offer better prices as compared to the pricee 

secured in the export msrke\ by the industry in Mysore and 

Kerala. The higher prices in the internal markets are due 

to the smallness of the quantitiea sold. Once bulk supplies 

are dumped, the prices in the internal markets are bound to 
kernel 

slump, for, aa yet caahewAis a luxury to most Indians. The 

price advantage enjoyed by some or the centres in the poet 

was or quasi type and may not persist in the future. It is 

tor these reasons that the cost computations here assume 

away the price differences and therefore are calculated per 

unit of output. 

The A.s.I. commenced from the year 19)9. Cashew 

processing industry has been included from ths first year. 

However, except for the year 196~ (the latest available), 

the source doee not cover all the States where the industry 

exists. The cost of producing a tonne ot kernels in the 

various States has been calculated tor the years tor which 

the data were available. Table 4.~.2(a) to (t) present 

the data. 

As mentioned earlier, the entire production costa 

are not processing costs. Even when the processing costa 

have been identified, not all or them need be considered. In 

the following pnrngrnphs, the reluvance ot different cost 

items for the present purpose has been discussed. 



Table 4.4.2(e)s Cost ot Production Per Tonne or Cashew 
Kernels in Different States, 19S9 (in Rs.) 

---------' - -------------- - - -- --

S21 

', State Kerala Mysore !<:Sha-
Cost item , rashtra 
- ----- ------------ -- - - - --- -- - - -
Basic materials 
Packing materials 
Consumable stores 
f.'iaterials consumed for 
repair and maintenance 
Fuel, electricity, 
lubricants etc. 

) 

I 
I 

3,179 2,970 

2 13 6 

-------------------------------Total 31161 219S3 3,460 ------ - ---- ------- -- -- - ---
Wages paid to workers 
Koney value of benefits 
or privileges 

4SS 
27 

5.38 
36 

-----
262 

1 

--- ------ - ------- ---- ---- --- - - -Total SlS 574 263 ---- --------- - - ---- - -- - ------ --
Salaries paid to persons 
other than workers 
~ork done by other 
concerns* 
Inward transport charges, 
purchase agency services, 
taxes and duties on pur
chases! postege 1 stationery 
and pr nting etc. 
Non-industrial services 
purchased 

69 

95 

43 
6 

S7 
64 

(74) 

40 

25 
15 

17 
48 

(4S) 

96 

31 
s Depreciation -- --- ----- - ---- ---------- - - - - --

Total 213 201 200 

-------------------------------
Cost per tonne of kernels 3,909 3,75a 3,923 

- -- - - --------- ---- - ---- - ----- --
• The figures in brackets rerer to cost per tonne ot kernels 

due to the item •work done by other concerns' when it is 
treated as en item or labour cost. 

Basis : A.s.I,, 1959. 
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Table 4.4.2(b) 1 Coat ot Production Per Tonne ot ca~hew 
Kernels in Different States, 1960 {in Rs.) 

----,-------------------------' State Kerala Mysore Maha- Andhra 
Coat item ', rashtra Predeab -- - - --------- -------- ----- - - - --
Basic materials ),116 3,392 3,415 3,052 
Packing materials 67 265 282 194 
Consumable stores 2 7 20 2 
•~teriala consumed for 
repair and maintenance 14 lit 2 -Fuel, electricity, 
lubricants etc. 3 22 4 2 -- -------- ------ - ------ - -- - - --Total 3,222 31704 31723 31 250 - -- ---------- ----- -------- - - - -
~ages paid to workers S3S 526 264 106 
Money value of benefits 
or privileges 22 30 2 -- --- -- -- ----- --- - - - -------- ---Total SS1 SS6 266 106 -------- - ----- - ------------ .. --
Selaries paid to persona 
other than workers 71 Sl 14 34 
Work done by other 12 56 - S9 
concerns• (13) (64) (59) 
Inward transport charges, 
purchase agency services, 
taxes and duties on pur-
chases! poatege 1 stationery 
and pr nting etc. . 67 62 89 158 
Non-induatrisl services 
purchased 22 12 2.5 16 
Depreciation 13 31 11 2 

-------------------------~----Total 185 232 188 271 - - -- - --- - --- --------------- -- -
Coa~ per ~onne of kernels 31964 4,492 4,177 ------------------------------
* The figures in brackets refer to coat per tonne of kernels 

due to the item •work done by other concerns' when it ia 
treated as an item of lebour cos~. 

1 Includes Ra.49.00 on the item •Products reported tor sale 
bu~ used tor further manufacture•. 

Besis 1 A.s.I., 1960, Vol, II, 



Table 4.4.2(c) I Cos~ or Production Per Tonne or Cashew 
Kernels in Different States, 1961 (in at.) 

~~~--~------------------------', State Kerala M)'sore• Kaha-
Cost item ' raahtra 

-------~----------------------Basic materials 3,1)6 3,53S 3,U7 
Packing materials 64 236 269 
Consumable atorea s ll 17 
Materials consumed for . 
repair and maintenance 

19 27 -
Fuel! electricity, 
lu'br cants etc. ' 20 6 

-------------------------------Total 31 247 3,629 31729 --- -- -------- ---- ---- - ------- --
Wages paid to workera 
~~nay value of benefits 
or privileges 

549 
37 

24) 
2 

------------------------------Total 652 566 24S 

-----------------------------~ Salaries paid to persona 
other than workers 71 53 -
Work done by other 
concerns** 4 (4) 60 (69) 94 (95) 
Inward transpor~ charges, 
purchase agency services, 
taxes and duties on 
purchases, postage, 
stationery and printing e~c. 46 
Non-industrial services 
purchased 16 
Depreciation 11 

------------------To~al 148 

66 

13 lS 
21 lS 

-------------21) 14S -------------------------------Cost per tonne or kamela 4,047 4,624 4,159 -------------------------------
• Raters to 9 units in Mysore and 1 unit in Madras as per 
~he A.s.I. 

•• The figures in brackets refer to cost per tonne or kernels 
due to the i~em •work done by other concerns' when it is 
~rested as an item of labour cost. 

Basis s A,S,I,, 1961, Vol. II. 



Table 4.4.2(d) : Cost ot Production Per Tonne ot Cashew 
Kernels in Ditterent States, 1962 (in Rs.) 

-----~-------------------------
Cost item ',, State Karala V.ysore ~=~~trs 

-------~-----------------------Basic materials 2,541 2,soo 2,995 
Packing materials 87 28lt 315 
Consumable stores 7 9 lit 
Materials consumed for 
repair and maintenance 19 32 ) 

Fuel! electricity, 
lubr cants etc. 3 20 ' --------------------------- ----Total 2,657 3,llt5 3,332 -------------- -----------------WAges paid to workers 708 59lt 290 
~~ney value or benefits 
or privileges -22 51 2 ------- ----- - - - ---- - - -------- --Total 730 61t5 292 
- - - ---- ----- -- -- ------ ------ - --
Salaries paid to persona 
other than workers 75 6lt lit 
Work done by other 

7 (8) 66 (80) 107 (107) concerns* 
Inward transport charges, 
purchase agency services, 
taxes and duties on pur-
chases, postage, stationery 

53 6lt 8lt and printing etc. 
Non-industrial services 
purchased 2) 2lt 10 
Depreciation 11 28 31 

-------------------------------Total 169 21t6 2lt6 
-------------------------------
Cost per tonne of kernels ),870 

-------------------------------
• The figures in brackets refer to cost per tonne or kernela 

due to the item •work done by other concerns' when it ia 
treated es an item or labour cost. 

Basis : A.s.I., 1962. Vol. II. 

: 
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Table ;.4.2(e) : Cos~ of Production Per Tonne of Cashew 
Kernels in Differen~ States, 1963 (in Rs.) 

---~~-------------------------', State Kerala Mysore Maba- Madras 
Cos~ item , rashtra ------•-----------------------
Basic materials 2,637 3,006 2,67S 2,551. 
Packing materials 98 310 )87 llS 
Consumable stores 7 lS 21 -
~~terials consumed for 
repair and maintenance 11! 2lt 10 s 
Fuel, electricity, 
lubricants et;c. 2 22 1 ,. -------------- ---- ---- --------Total 2,762 3,377 3,100 2,676 
------------------------------Wages paid to workers 692 573 302 668 
Money value ot benefits 
or privileges 46 68 10 18 -- ----- - ----- --- - ---- ----- - - - -Total 738 641 312 6S6 -- - - ------- - - ----- - - - ----- --- -
Salaries paid to persons 
other than workers 66 15 - 52 
Work done by other 
concerns* (7~ 27 

Us) 
104 

(104) ut 
Inward transport charges, 
purchase agency services, 
taxes and duties on pur-
chases, postage, stationery 

52 6) 91! 91 and printing etc. 
Non-industrial services 
purchased 21 22 12 17 
Depreciation 9 23 )2 23 ---------- -- -- - --- -------- - ---Total 1.55 210 246 193 --- -- - --------- -------- -------
Cost per tonne or kernels 3,655 

- - ---- --- - ---- - ------ - - --- ----
• The figures in brackets refer to cost per tonne or kernels 

due to the item •work done by other concerns' when it ie 
treated as an item or labour cost. 

Basis : ! . • s .I., i963, Vol. II. 



Table 4.4.2(f) : Cost of Production Per Tonne ot Cashew 
Kernels in Different ~tatea, 1964 (in Ra.) 
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---,----------------------------',State Xerala Z.'lyeore )laha- !.ndhra }:;adras Goa 
Cost item', rashtra Pradesh 

---------------------------------Basic materials 3,366 3,961 3,622 3,576 ) 1 )08 3,591 
Packing materials 1.31 325 :us 2Z.O 64 2)6 
Consumable stores 1) 12 7 2 10 45 
Materials consumed 
for repair end 
maintenance 2) )0 11 2 7 1 
li'uel, electricitr, 
lubricants etc. 6 .30 s ) 4 1.2 - - - - ----- ---- ---------- - ---------Total 3.539 4,358 4,006 ),82) 3,397 3,915 
-------------- -------- --- --- -----
Wages paid to . 
workers 715 590 )02 189 506 179 
Money YBlue ot 
benefits or 
privileges 58 61 12 2 26 2 

- - -- - -------- --- ---------- -- - - ---Total 773 651 )14 191 532 
-----------------------------Salaries paid to 
persons other than 
workers 
Work done by other 
concerns• 
Inw~rd transport 
charges, purchase · 
agency services, 
taxes and duties on 
purchases, postage, 
stationery and 
printing etc. 

70 
s 

(IS) 

9S 
44 

(56) 

28 

17 
66 

(86) 
117 

(118) 

327 

20 
2 

(2) 

92 

181 ----
44 

)2) 
(327) 

10 
Non-industrial 
services purchased 29 29 18 19 23 25 
Depreciation 15 26 22 6 lS 90 ---------------------------------Total 180 224 194 505 1S2 492 -- -----------·-------------------Cost per tonne of 4,492 5,233 4,514 4,519 4,081 4,588 
kernels - - - ----- -- --- -------------- - - ----• The figures in brackets refer to cost per tonne or kernels due 

to the item •work done by other concerns' when it is treated sa 
an item or labour cost. 

B~sis 1 A.S.I., 1964, Vol. II. 



. ~.~.2 Identification ot Loeetionelly SignificAnt Costs 

Basic l-!aterials s- Expenditure on the 'Basic 

materials' refers to mainly that on 'Cashawnut in shell', 

i.e., raw csahewnuts. The other two items under the head 

account form a negligible portion (0.6~ per cent for all

India in 196~- A.s.I.). 

52.7 

In the A.s.I., "the value of Materials etc. consumed 

is the cost at the factory. It includes the purchase price, 

transport charges and other incidental costa."1 Sometimes, 

'transport charges and other incident;l costa' are included 

1n the cost item 'Inward transport charges, purchase agency 

services etc.•. The definition ot cost item 'Inward trans

port charges, purchase agency services etc.• in the ~.s.I. 

is as follows: •It is the total incidental expenditure on 

the purchase ot materials etc., such as cost or transport, 

purchase agency commission, taxes and duties paid eta. 

which could not be included in the purchase value ot any 

individual item of material etc. It also includes postage, 
2 stationery and printing expenses." 

If there waa a single source ot material for the 

industry in all the Stotes, and it the transport cost and 

all the other incidental expenditure was included on the 

1 A.S.I., 196~. Vol. II, P• iv. 

2 Ibid. 



reported value of the basic material, such information 

could have been utilized hare. This, however, is not true. 

The processing industry in different States depends upon 

different sources. Also the transport coats a~pear under 

two heads, viz., 'Basic materials' and 'Inward transport 

charges, purchase agency services, etc.•. 

The cost or the material at the source it can be 

assumed is the same for all the centres, wherever they be 

located and hence can be ignored. What is required to 

know is transport cost on the material trom the various 

sources to different centres. Transport costs on raw nuts 

(and also on kernels) have been discussed in the next 

section. The cost or the material as given in the A.s.I. 
is not useful for tl1e present purpose and hence is ignored. 

Packing ~~terials :- The expenses on 'Pocking 

materials' cannot be termed as a processing, but however ia, 

one inevitable item in producing cashew kamela to the 

market. Where the processing industry is localized, an 
• 

industry exclusively engaged in providing the packing 

material grows subsidiary to the former. The packing costs, 

thus, have a locational significance. 

Table 4.4.2 includes expenditure incurred on 'Packing 

materials•. The cost item, however, could not be used in 

further analysis. According to coat computations presented, 

the States or Kerala and Madrae haye the advantage in respect 
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or the item. In the case or the industry in J.,adras, it . 
did not use one or the essential items or packing material, 

i.e., packing cases; the lower costs in the State are 

partly due to this fact. Apart from this, there are other 

reasons why the 'Packing materials' coats are lower in some 

or the States. Firstly, the quality of the packing 

material used in the various centres differed. The centres 

which disposed of their product in the internal markets 

probably did not conform to the standard or packing 

insisted tor exports. The lower costa in respect of this 

item in ¥~draa and Andhra Pradesh are to a certain extent 

due to the above reason. The cost per unit of packing 

material 1Tin plate. containers' and 'Packing cases' given 

in Table ~.4.) should be an evidence to the effect. 

Cashew kernels from Karels are mostly exported. 

Hence the industry in the State has to abide by the 

standards ot packing insisted upon by the Export Promotion 

Council. The lower costs on 'Packing materials' in the 

State (as evident trom Table 4.4.2) have a reason behind. 

A tonne of kernels requires 88 tin plate containers end 

4~ packing cases. As can be seen from Tabla 4.4.4, the 

industry in Kerala used much less than what the normal 

requirement ia. 

The A.s.I. data could haye been relied upon it the 

industry in the different States had conformed to the same 
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Table 4.4.3 1 Cos~ Per Unit of Packing Ma~eriel 1 1960 to 
1964 (in Rs.) 

--- ------ - ---- -- -- -·------ -----S~ste 
Year ------------------------------------------------Kerala Myaore Maha- Andhra J.~drea Goa 

rashtra Pradesh ------- - ------ - ----- ------- - --
(a) Tin Pl!lte Containers 

1960 1.24 2.16 2,2) 1.10 N.J., N •. ~"• 

1961 2,06 2,20 2.24 H,A, N,JI., II. r, • 

1962 2.05 2.26 2.47 N .r •• N.:\, N •'·• 

1963 2.15 2.50 2.57 N.r •• 1.93 N.A. 

1964 2.5) 2.57 2.92 lolt7 2,2) 2.67 

(b) Pecking Ceaes 

1960 0.74 1.24 2.03 1.12 N,f.., N • r.. 

1961 o.s1 1.15 1.74 N ,I\ • N ,!\, N,l\, 

1962 0.96 1.20 1.76 N • r.. NoAo N,A, 

1963 1.01 1.29 1.94 N.A. - N.A. 

1964 0.99 1.)6 1.96 1.73 - 1.95 

--- - ----------- ---------- --- - -
N. ~. • Not Available. 

Besis ; A.s.I., 1960 to 1964. 

quality of the packing material. This 1 however, was not so. 

Moreover, one of the packing materials was no~ used in one 

of the St&tes (V~drss). Though ~he cost item 'Packing 

materials' has locational significance, 1~ could no~ be 

included in ~he immediate analysis of the processing coste. 
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Th! packing material costa have been discussed separately 

in~later section. 

Teble 4.4.; I Packing ~~terisl Used Per Tonne of Cashew 
Kernels in Different States (Quantity in Nos.) 
I%Oi:ofli!.4 ---- ------ ------ ----- ------- - -State 

tear ------------------------------------------------Kerala Mysore Maba- Andhra rr~&draa Goa 
rashtra Pradesh ------------------------------

(a) Tin Plate Containers 

1960 

1961 

1962 

196.3 

1964 

)9.4 

)2.0 

.32.9 

)5.5 

u.o 

64.1 

82.8 

87.) 

86.2 

66.8 

87.6 
87.2 

69.8 

10).7 

87.4 

130.6 N.A. N.~. 

N.A. N.~. H.~. 

120.; 29.9 59.0 

(b) Packin& Cases 

1960 

1961 

1962 

196.3 

1961. 

18.1 

15.7 

16.0 

15.9 

19.5 

40.4 

)4.6 

4.3.9 

42.6 

u.o 

4).0 

41.9 

z.o.; 
48.; 

u.6 

H.".. H.fl. 

R.r,. N.r •• 

N.r •• N.4. N.r.. 

- )5.7 

------------------------------
H. A. • Not Available. 

Basis : A.S.I., 1960 to 1964. 

Consumable Stores :- •consumable stores' as an item 

of cost is unimportQnt. Only in rare cases, some States 

show a slightly higher expenditure on the item. The cost 
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item is likely to have very little locational aignific~nce. 

Its inclusion on the other hand may distort the picture 

because of the exceptional cases. 

)!l!terisla Consumed for Repair and J.laintenancer- The 

item 'Materials consumed on repair and maintenance' is more 

influenced by the expenditure incurred on the item during 

the year. ~here there are many processing units, heayY 

expenditure on the item incurred by some may be cancelled 

by the lower expenditure incurred by some other. This is 

possible only in the case of the industry in Kerala. The 

same, however, is not true or the other States where the 

industry consists in most cases, less thDn ten units where 

they are big; a little more in number where they are smell. 

The cost item, it has already been discussed, has scent 

locational aignificance.1 It is more so in the cashew 

processing industry where the mechanical pert is simple. 

Fuel, Electricity, Lubricants, ltc.r- 'Fuel, 

electricity, lubricants, etc.• is a minor item of cost in 

the industry. The industry mostly uses cashew shell which 

1a e by-product of the industry. The ~.S.I, "excludes any 

fuel manufactured within the factory end consumed within 

1t".2 Thus, a major component of fuel costa does not 

appear·in the official statistics. As the fuel used is a 

1 See sub-section 2.7.3 

2 ~ .• s.I •• 1964, Vol, II, P• iv. 



by-produc~ or the industry, it remains a tact that tuel 

costa have little locational significance. 

,3) 

It can be seen, referring to the cos~ computations 

made for the year 1964 [Table 4.4.2(!)] the expenditure on 

the item 'Fuel, electricity, lubricants etc.• are high for 

the States of Mysore and Andhra Pradesh. The higher 

expenditure on the item 1n these two States, it is shown 

below, has little locationul basis. 

The high cost on the head 'Fuel, electricity, 

lubricants etc.• in the case ot the industry in Mysore 

(i.e., Mangalore) is due to the sub-item •Other tuel oila'.l 

In V.angalore the processing industry employs 'oil bath 

process' for roasting the cashew raw nuts. The expenses 

on 'Other fuel oils' is due to this. The oil bath process, 

however, compensates the extra expenditure. It provides 

cashew shell oil which is a by-product particular to this 

method or roasting. The expenditure on 'Other fuel oil•'• 

however, is not a necessary part ot the processing costa. 

In Goa, the higher expenditure on the item 1Fuel1 

electricity, lubricants etc.• is due to the sub-item 

'Petroleum•.2 The industry does not use petroleum tor 

processing the raw nuts. The expenditure on the sub-item 

in all probability is external to the industry. 

1 Ibid, P• 1)2. 

2 Ibid. 



Inclusion or the cost item 'Fuel, electricity, 

lubricants etc.• would inflate the processing costa in 

Mysore and Goa. It need be further atreaaed again the 

higher coats due to the above-mentioned coat item has little 

locational significance. The cost item 'Fuel, electricity, 

lubricants etc.•, thus, has been excluded. 

The cost item 'Fuel, electricity, lubricants etc.• 

has been distributed over 'Cashew kernel' and •cashew 

rejection•. In the case or Mysore where the higher expendi

ture on the item was due to the method or roasting employed, 

the cost item could have bean distributed over 'Cashew 

kernel', 'Cashew rejection' and 'Cashew shell oil'. •cashew 

shell oil', as said earlier, is a by-product peculiar to 

this method or roasting. This contrivance, however, could 

not have been applied in the case or the industry in Goa. 

The cost item 'Fuel, electricity, lubricants etc.• remains 

excluded. 

•wages to workers' [i.e., cost item III(a)] is the 

most important processing cost. It has locational signi• 

ficance and is included while comparing the processing 

costs at different centres. The cost item III(c), i.e.,. 

·v~ney value or benefits or privileges•, include those 

accruing to ·~orkers' end to •Persons other than workers•. 

As the two components cannot be separated, the item baa 

been added to •wages to workers•. The cost items III(a) 

and III(c) are aggregated and will be called 'Labour Costa' 

henceforth. 
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It can be seen referring to the coat computations 

made for the year 196~ [Table ~.~.2(t)], that 'Labour 

Costa' are significantly low in the case or the States, 

Andhra Pradesh and Goa. Labour costa in J1ahorashtra, too, 

are low as compared with the States of Kerala, Mysore and 

Y~dras. Lower labour costa in some or the States are 

partly due to the method adopted in compiling the A.s.I. 

data in the official statistics. 

Due to the shortage or labour and its irregularity 

in some places, the entire processing is not done within 

the foctory premise. A part is done outside, by distribut

ing work at the homes of labourers. 'Report on en Enquiry 

into Conditions of Labour in the Cashewnut Proc-essing 

Industry in India' observed that in Guntur district in 

Andhra Pradesh "the work is given on contract to a person 

who roasts the nuts end arranges !or the shelling through 

persons employed by him. • •• Peeling is done on contract 

basis and sometimes the work is given out •••• "1 In 

Srikakulam district in Andhra Pradesh "Peeling is done by 

out-workers ••• "2 In aatnag1r1 (Maharashtra) peeling is 

given as out-work.) In Goa, according to Dr. I.e. Almeida, 

"A majority or workers in the cashewnut factory are daily 

Labour in the 
urea~&, 

2 Ibid, P• 12. 

) Ibid, P• 10. 
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wage earners. Some women workers work 1n their own houses 

for the factory.wl In 1969, when the researcher visited 

the industry in Goa, the processors reported that the 

entire 'peeling' was done by workers at their homes. The 

practice of distributing work outside the factory continues 

in Ratnagiri. In Mangalore (~ysore) part ot the peeling 

is done outside the factory premises. 

Thus, part of the labour cost in processing ia 

incurred outside the factory premises. The labourers who 

ere responsible for this part or the work are not in the 

factory register. Hence in the A.s.I. statistics, the 

wages paid to them do not appear in item III(a), i.e., 

'Wages paid to workers•. As per the definition of different 

cost items, the above-mentioned labour coat can occur, in 

the coat item 'Work done by other concerns•, which accord

ing to A.s.I. definition, "comprises work dona by other 

concerns on repair and maintenance ea eleo manufacturing 

work done on mat~riala given out to them. The coat of 

industrial services purchased is inclusive of any transport 

and other charges incurred in this connection."2 (Italics 

mine.) 

The processing industry does not have any manufactur

ing activity other than decorticating cashews. This is 

1 Dr. I.e. t~meidA wThe Cashewnut Indust~ in Goa", 
Indian Cashew Journal, !xport Promotion Council, Ernakulam,Aua~~ 
1962, P• 2. 
2 A,S.I., 1964, Vol. II, P• 1v. 
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mos~ly done by human labour. Thus 1 any part or the manu

facturing carried through outside agencies should refer to 

labour costs. In other words 1 where the expenses on the 

cost item 'Work done by other concerns' is h1gh 1 it can 

only be due to the inclusion or the part or the labour 

coats. The expenditure on the maintenance end repair work 

done by other concerns should be negligible tor the 

mechanical part ot cashew processing ia ra~her simple. 

That a part or the processing work in some States 

is done by labou~ employed outside the ractory premises is 

evidenced by Table 4.4.5. The Table presents number ot 

man-hours utilized per tonne of kernels in the various 

States during the year 1964. 

Table 4.4.5 : Y~n-hours Utilized Per Tonne of Cashew 
Kernels 1n Different States, 1964 

-- ------------ ------- --- - -----Kerala Mysore l4aha- Andhra Madras Goa 
rashtra Pradesh 

-- -·------------------------- --
Man-hours 
per tonne 3,649 2,719 611! 4,251 470 

--- --- - - --------------- - --- - --
BAsis : A.S.I •• 1964, Vol. II. 

Such vast dirferencea in labour input as evident 

from Table 4.4.5 cannot be due to d1rferences 1n labour 

productivity. Moreover, output per labourer should have 

been higher in Kerala where the labourer has greater 

experience in the skill. The man-hours given 1n the A.s.I. 



refer to those employed within the factory premises. A 

part or the man-hours spent in processing, in the case of 

some of t.he States, does not appear 1n the official 

statistics. 

It has been assumed here that pert or the cost item 

'Work done by other concerns' refers to labour coats. Labour 

costs have locational significance. However, the part of 

the item 'Work done by other concerns' which refers to 

~abour costs cannot be separated; the entire cost item baa 

been included among the r~levant processing coat items 

selected for comparison. 

Salaries to Persons Other Than Workersa- •Salaries 

to persons other than workers' (i.e., item III(b)], is an 

item or 'scale cost•. It was discussed that the salaries 

paid to supervisory and managerial personnel were dependent 

on the particular establishment. In other words, historical 

factors rather than locational factors influenced the cost 

item. It is difficult to accept the wide variation in the 

cost item between the various States (see Table ~.~.2) es 

entirely due to location. The cost item has not been 

included in further analysis. 

Product Reported ror Sale but Used tor Further 

Manufacture :- The cost item 'Product reported for sale 

but used for further manufacture' appears only once in the 

case of industry in J.laharashtra during the year 1960. The 

item has been excluded. 
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Inward Transport Charges, Purchase Agency Services, 

etc.l• Much of the cost item is accounted tor by transport 

costs on raw nuts; the other sub-items which are less 

important also do not have any locational significance. 

Transport costs on raw nuts in the A.S.I., howeTer, may be 

included under one other head, i.e., 'Basic materials'. 

Transport costs on raw nuts in the ~.s.t. data for any State 

depends upon the raw material sources which supply the 

industry 1n the State. -For reasons already cited data 

relating to transport costa on raw nuts aggregated with • 

other sub-items appearing under different heads in the 

A.s.I. are not useful. Thus, though much ot the cost item 

'Inward transport charges, purchase agency services etc.• 

ia accounted for by transport costs on raw nuts which is 

of locational significance, the cost item remains excluded. 

In this study, as said earlier, transport costs on raw nuts 

(end also on kernels) have been dealt with separately. 

Ron-industrial Services :- 'Non-industrial services 

purchased' include amounts paid on account or audit tee, 

accounts and bank charges, legal expenses, insurance charges, 

local rates and factory licences etc."1 The coat item ia 

not an important one. It has little locational significance. 

Referring to Table ~.4.2, it can be seen, the industry in 

different States had similar expenditure per unit ot output 

1 Ibid. 



in respect o! the cost item. The cost item has been 

excluded. 
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Depreciation :- Depreciation costa have no loca

tional significance. Depreciation costs in the A.s.I. are 

as reported by the individual unita.1 It need not be 

discussed again here that depreciation costa reported are 

influenced by historical factors and other extra locational 

factors. Where there are large number or units as is the 

case 1n lerala, the extremes get evened out. The same is 

not possible where there are a few units and ir in a parti

cular year many of them show high depreciation costs due 

to some new addition to the capital assets, the State's 

average on depreciation will soar high unrealistically. It 

can be seen from Table 4.4.2(!) that the depreciation costs 

varied !rom Rs. 6 per tonne ot output to Rs. 90. Deprecia

tion laws as put down by the income tax authorities are 

common to all. Above variation in the item should be less 

due to locational tactora. 

Locationally signi!icant items or processing costs 

in the industry are mainly two. These are n&mely, 'Labour 

costs' and 'Work done by other concerns'. The ro~er 

includes •wages to workers' end 'Money value ot benefits or 

privileges•. The 'Work done by other concerns' has locstional 

1 Ibid. 
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significance as it incorporates part of the labour costa 

involved in processing. 

The inclusion or 'Work done by other concerns', thus, 

is under the assumption that the cost item is an item ot 

labour cost. 'Labour costs' ere distributed over 'Cashew 

kemel' and 'Cashew rejection•. /,a a labour cost, ''l':ork 

done by other concerns' too has to be distributed only over 

the above two income heads. The locationally significant 

processing costs presented in Table ~.4.6 take account ot 

this adjustment. 

Table 4.4.6 : Locationally Significant Processing Coats Per 
Tonne of Cashew Kernels in Different States, 
1959-64 (in Ra.) 

-- -------------------- ---·----State 
Year -----------------------------------------·---------Kerala My sore Maha- Andhra Madra a Ooa 

rashtra Pradesh ------------- ------- --- - - - - ---
1959 SlS 648 311 N.A. M.A. N.J.. • 

1960 570 620 266 16S N.A. N .r •• 

1961 656 655 340 M.A. N.A. R .A. 

1962 7.38 725 399 N.!. N • ~. N.A. 

196.3 745 676 406 N.A. 691 N.r.. 

1964 761 707 400 309 S34 soa 
------------- ---- -- ----- ------N .1 .• • Not Available. 
Bee is : Table 4.4.2. 

The A.s.I. covers all the States where at present 

the industry exists, only for the year 1964. The comparison 
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of processing costa 1n different States can be dona only 

in respect or this year. Tabla 4.4.7 presents processing 

cost advantage or other centres (represented by respective 

States) over Quilon (represented by Ierala). 

Teble ;.4.7 1 Processing Coat Advantage of Other Centres· 
Over Quilon (Kerala) Per Tonne or Cashew 
Kernels, 1964 (in Rs.) 

. - --- -- - - ------ - - ------ - -----Centre 
- - - -- ------- - ------- ----- - -
Mangalore (Mysore) 

Malwan and Vengurla (Maharasbtra) 

Palasa and Vetapalam (Andhra Pradesh) 

Panruti (Z.tadras) 

Bicholim (Goa) 

+ 74 

+ 381 

+ 472 

+ 247 

+ 273 

--

---- --- --- - -- -- ------ ---- --- -
Except in the case of industry in Mysora, i.a., 

Mangalore, elsewhere the smaller centres had a significant 

processing cost advantage over Quilon (represented bf 

Kerala). Their advantage was due to low labour costa. As 

regards the industry in J~dhra Pradesh and Maharashtra, 

it can be broadly stated that such advantage existed as 

long back as 1953 (sea p.5o6 ). Perhaps with soma latitude 

one can say the industry in Goa too could have had such 

advantage in the past. In the case of the industry in 

Madras there is reason to doubt the magnitude of centra's 

advantage given in Tabla 4.4.7. It can be learnt by 

referring to Tables 4.4.2(e) and 4.4.2(t) that labour coata 
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in ~mdrea declined steeply !rom the year 196) to 19~. A 

smell decline in the wage costs from one year to the 

subsequent is possible; however, the steep fall as seen in 

case of Madras seems less probable. In the case of ~1adras, 

it one takes into account the wages that prevailed in 196) 

as representative or wage costa in the State, much of the 

cost advantage indicated in respect of the State in Table 

~.4.7 is lost. 

Some of the smaller centres had labour cost advantage 

over Quilon in the pest. Such advantage increased over time. 

The industry is concentrated in Kerala (i.e., Quilon and 

around). Wages in the State have been statutorily fixed 

since 195). ~eae wages have been since then revised many 

times. As compared to this the industry elsewhere has not 

drawn the State's attention. 

The industry in Kerala is concentrated in Quilon. The 

cost computation 1n respect of the State it is assumed 

reflects costs in Quilon. Calicut in North Malabar is one 

ot the oldest processing centres in India. The wages in 

Kerala ere statutorily fixed. They are uniform throughout 

tba State.l Even before the wages were statutorily regulated 

1 J. T. Chirayath, op.cit., PP• 63-66. 

•Piece rates' tor shelling and peeling prescribed 
were same throughout the State. Besides, dearness allowance 
tor the labourers in the industry is baaed on the Quilon 
cost of living index and is uniform throughout the State. 
It can be recalled that the above statutory regulation ot 
wages in Kerala is in contrast to that in the case ot rooting 
tile industry in the Statet wherein both basic wage and 
dearness allowance di!ferea from region to region. 



Calicu~ being a commercial centre possibly had no labour 

cost advantage over Quilon. Broadly it can be said that 

Calicut did not have eny signiricant processing cost 

advantage over Quilon in the past. 



Post Script to Section ~-~ 

While ~he draft of cashewnut processing industry was 

completed the A.s.I. volume for the year 196.5 was available. 

Costs have been computed for the year below. 

Table A I Cost of Production Per Tonne of Cashew gernels in 
Different States, 196~ (in Rs.) 

,,., 

- -------- ---------- ----- - - --- - --State 
Cost item 

Xerala Mysore Mahe- Andhra Y.adras Goa 
reahtra Pradesh ----- - -- ----- ----- - ------ - --- ---

Basic materials 

Pecking materiels 

Consumable stores 

Materials consumed 
for repair and 
maintenance 

Fuel, electricity, 
lubricants etc. 

),741 

1.54 
1) 

33 

.5 

34 

40 

4,211 

402 

.5 

22 

1.5 

4,012 

289 

1 

1 

2 

33 14 

-- -- ----- - ----- - ------- - -------- -Total ),946 4,6;0 4,65.5 4,30.5 4,227 4,307 
---- ------ - - - --------·- - --- -- -- - --
Wages paid to 
workers 

Money value ot 
benefits and 
privileges 

797 

60 

608 

62 

)60 192 661 277 

17 2 31 19 

----------- - --------- --- -- - --- ---
Total 8.57 670 377 194 692 296 
--- ---------------- - --
Salaries paid to 
persons other 
than workers 

Work done by 
other concerns• 

7.5 
22 

(24) 

117 33 

34 127 
(41) (127) 

-----------
44 

74 
(74) 

90 

3 
(4) 

79 

1.54 

----------------- ----------------
(continued) 
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Table A : (continued) 

- ---- - ---------- - --- ------- -- ---
Cos• ite• State Kerala Mysore Mah~- Andhra V~draa Goa 

v * rashtra Pradesh --- -- ---- ----- - - -- -- - - --- - - - ----
Inward transport 
charges, purchase 
agency services, 
taxes, duties on 
purchases, postage, 
stationery and 
printing etc. 104 

Non-industrial 
services purchased 42 

Depreciation 16 

)6 

'' 

113 

31 

30 

16 

7 

68 

70 

)6 

27 

61 

85 

-- ----- ----- - - - ----- ------- - - - - --Total 259 3S3 267 406 - - ---- --- --- - - -- ------ -- - --------
Grand Total 5,062 S,673 S,366 41978 5,186 S1009 

-- --- - --------- -- ---- - -------- - - -
• The figures in brackets refer to coat per tonne or kernels due 

to the item 'work done by other concerns' when it is treated 
as an item ot labour cost. 

Locational advantage or processing centres ~• compared 

with Quilon is calculated on the basis ot the above Table. It 

should be recalled that only two items, labour costs and •work 

done by other concerns•, have been taken into account tor the 

purpose. The inclusion or the latter is due to the presence 

ot element of labour cost in it. In the following Table loca

tional advantage tor the year 1964 as given in Table 4.4.7 is 

also presented. 

All the smaller centres retain their processing coat 
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Table B 1 Processing Coat Advantage ot Other Centres Over 
Quilon (Keralaf Per Tonne ot Cashew Kernels, 
1964 and 1965 in Ra.) 

-----------------------------
Centre 196lt 1965 

~----------------------------
Mangalore (Myaore) + 74 • uo 
V.alwan and Vengurla (J.iahllrashtra) • )!!1 • 311 

Palaaa and Vetapalam (Andhra Pradesh) • 472 + 61) 

Panruti (Madras) • 2lt7 + l$S 

Blcholim (Goa) +27) • lt29 

-----------------------------
advantage. There la, however, a considerable increase 1D 

the coat advantage in the case ot two States, Andhra 

Pradesh and Goa. 



4.S : Locntional AdvAntAge II 2 Proceesing 
Costs end TrAnsport Costs 
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The discussion in the last section revealed that 

some of the smaller centres had a significant advantage 

over Quilon as regards processing costa. The smeller 

centres experienced a stunted growth mainly due to the thin 

supplies or raw nuts locally available to them. With the 

processing coat advantage they possessed it should have 

been possible for some or these smaller centres to drew 

material from distant sources. 

There were two ways the smaller centres could augment 

their locally available material. Cashewnut crop in India 

is mainly concentrated in Xerala. The smaller centres in 

other States could have secured raw nuts from the part or 

Kerala that is convenient to them. They could also import 

raw nuts from Africa. The possibilities tor the smaller 

centres to increase their supplies or material with imported 

raw nuts is examined first. 

4.S.l Smaller Centres 1 Could They luament Their LoeAllt 
Available Material with Importe RFlW Nuts? 

Port Fecilities Aveileble to the Various Proeeesing 

Centres ;- As regards augmenting the raw material supplies 

with raw nuts imported from Africa, the same depended upon 

the port facilities the processing centre possessed. The 

processing centres on the West Coast ere port townaJ among 
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~hose on the East Coast except in the case of Panruti in 

Madras the others do not have porta in close proximity. 

Even on the West Coast, the port towns where the processing 

industry is loca~ed, differed in the facilities they 

provided, except tor the industry in Goa, none has a major 

port at vicinity. 

The 'Report on the Survey ot the Minor Porta in 

India' classified porta into different categories. "Porta 

which handle or have handled in the past one lakh tons or 

more of cargo per year or are otherwise important are 

classified sa Intermediate Porta. Other porta with an 

annual cargo tonnage below one lakh but not less than 1,500 

tons or which have an importance tor any other reason (aucb 

as passenger amenity, customs or naval requirements etc.) 

may be classified as minor porta.•1 According to the above 

classification, the nearest port in respect of the various 

processing centres fell in different categories ea given 

in Table 4.S.l. 

The big ocean-going ships do not usually touch the 

minor ports where sufficient cargo ia not available tor 

transhipment. The processing industries in Malwan and 

Venturla (Ratnagiri district, Maharaahtra) and alao in 

Quilon were thus in a disadvantageous position. However, 

1 ReDort on the Survey ot the Minor Porta in India, 
Y~istry Of Transport, Government of India, New Delhi, 
19S2, Part I, p. 2. 
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Table 4.5.1 I Classification of the Nearest Port in respect 
or the Various Cashewnut Processing Centres, 
19S2 

------------------------------Centre Nearest Port Class or the Port ---------
Mal wan 

Vengurla 

Quilon 

J.1angalore 

Cali cut 

Panruti 

Bichol1m 

---------------------
J.~alwan YJ.nor 

Vengul'la Minor 

Quilon Minor 

Mangalore Intermediate 

Cali cut Intermediate 

Cuddalore Intermediate 

MarJD8gao Major 

------------------------------
Source 1 Report on the Survey or the Minor Ports in India, 

lliiniatry of Transport, Government ot India, New 
Delhi, 19S2, Part I, P• ). 

aa Quilon was a greater commercial town and also bulk 

shipments were ayailable both in the case or raw nut imports 

and kernel exports, some trade could pass through the port 

unlike in the case ot the other two. 

For the industry in J.i.alwan and Vengurla the porta ot 

Marmegao and Ratnagiri are almost at a similar distance. 

Though the tormer is s major port and was also open tor 

trattic throughout the year, due to political reasons the 

facilities from the port were not available to the industry 

in Malwan and Vengurla. The port of Ratnagiri was categorised 

as an intermediate port tor reasons otherwise than tonnage 



ot cargo passed through it. "Due to ita importance sa a 

passenger port, Ratnagiri is claaairied ea an intermediate 

port•.
1 

From the point or view or natural facilities the 

port or Ratnagiri is leas endowed. The ocean-going cargo 

traffic passed less frequently through the port. Probably 

the industry in Malwan end Vengurla would have had to 

depend on the serwices or Dombay.port tor the imports or 

raw nuts and exports or kernels. 
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Like the industry in Ratnagiri (district), the pro

cessing centre Quil~n had only a minor port in the vicinity. 

Though Alleppey was the most industrialised and commercial 

port town in Travancore-Cochin, with the development or 

Cochin as a major port, the importance of.the former receded. 

Categorized as an intermediate port, Alieppey was less used 

by the processing industry in Quilon. There has been 

substantial imports or raw nuts through Quilon only in 

recent years. In the past, bulk of both imports or raw nuts 

into and exports of kernels from Quilon was through Cochin 

port (Table ,..S.2). 

(With the development of Neendakara port near Quilon, 

the imports or raw nuts and exports of kernels through 
2 Cochin may not increase at the rate as in the past. ) 

1 Rgsort or the Inte~ediete Ports Development Comrn1es1on, 
April 19 , YdDlatry o! Transport and Communication, Government 
of India, New Delhi, 1960, P• 92. 

2 Tratric Survey or the Coeh1n Port, National Council ot 
Applied Economic hesearch, New Delhi, 1969, PP• 5~ and 60. 



Table 4.5.2 • Imports of Raw Caahewnuta Into and Exports of • 
Cashew Kernels From the Ports of Cochin and 
Quilon 1956-57 to 196S-66 (July to June) 
(in Tonnes) 

-- - - -- ----- ------------ -- -----
Year 

Imports o£ Raw N.uta 
into 

Export& of Kernels 
from 

-------------------- ------ ··----------Co chin Quilon Coch1n Quilon ------- --------- ----------- ---
19.56-.57 49,365 N.A. 21,162 ),5)4 

. 19.57-.54 . 84,100 10,.502 21,896 7,.577 
19.5!!-.59 60,21.5 15,413 3l,,.SO .5,307 
19.59-60 96,729 N •"· • ).5,632 -
1960-61 72,202 37,601 29,962 .5,788 

1961-62 78,176 16,4.52 )6,9!19 4,461 

1962-6) 10),096 :n ,471 )9,.52.5 .5,626 

1963-64 143,217 2.),4.54 41,877 6,924 

1964-6.5 11.5,271 47,789 49,49) ),.517 

196.5-66 112,567• 50,406 4.5,189 4,717 

------------------------------
• April to March. 

Source I Annual Reports ot the Cochin ChAmber ot Commerce, 
Cochin. 

The industry in Quilon depended on Cochin. Likewise, 

the industry in Ratnagiri would have had to trade through 

Bombay port throughout the year. There are as said earlier 

some processing centres on the East Coast which do not have 

ports o£ their own. Such centres located in the interior 

ere 1n Andhra Pradesh. There are only two centres which are 



worth considering in the State. These are Palesa in 

Srikakulam district and Vetapalam in Guntur district. The 

industry here would haTe had to depend upon some one port 

nearby. For the industry Palssa, Viahakapatnam ia the 

nearest port and for Vetapalam the nearest port is Madras. 

In the case or some or the intermediate ports where 

the ships do not touch the wharf but anchor at a distance 

1n the sea, the ports do not reaain open tor traffic during 

the rainy season. Such ports that are or concern hera are 

~~ngalore and Calicut. During the four to five months or 

monsoon commencing from mid-Y~y, the industry in the above

mentioned port towns bad to depend on Cochin port. 

Marmagao port that could baTe aerTed the industry 1n 

Bicholim (Goa) ia a major port and is open for traffic 

throughout the twelTe months ot a year. 

Transport Costs in Processing the Imported Raw Nutss

For the industry 1n Ratnagiri district, or which it vas 

stated that probably the industry would baye had to depend 

upon the port ot Bombay, the inland transport costa refer 

to that from Bombay to Malwan or Vengurla on rev nut lmporta, 

and trom Malwan or Vengurla to Bombay on kernel exports. 

Likewise, for the industry in Srikakulam district it retera 

to transport costs between Palasa and Vishakapatnam, and tor 

the industry in Guntur, between Vetapalam and Madras port. 

In the case ot the industry in Qu1lon only a small 



portion of the raw nut imports and kernel exports were 

effected through Quilon port; a major part of the trade 

was through Cochin port. Inland transport coats for Quilon 

have been computed once taking into account Quilon port as 

the trade channel and second, taking into account that the 

trade channel is Cochin port. 

For Mangalore and Calicut two computations were 

necessary. During the fair season when these porta are 

open for traffic inland transport cost is assumed to be nil. 

For part of the year, during the monsoon, the inland trans

port cost from Cochin to the respective centre on raw nuts, 

and from the respective centre to Cochin on kernels, is 

accounted for. 

Unlike the intermediate ports on the West Coatt 

Cuddalore port on the East Coatt (the port convenient to the 

processing centre Panruti 1n Madras State) is open for 

traffic throughout the year. However, fewer ships actuallJ 

touch the port during the monsoon months.1 Due to this 

reason, for the processing centre in Panruti, trade possibi

lities through Cuddalore port and through Madras port are 

taken into consideration. 

For the industrY 1n Ooa the trade channel is Marmagao 

throughout the year. 

1 Report on the Survey ot 1-anor Ports in Indis, 1952, 
Part II, Individual Cases, P• 6. 
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The preceding paragraphs discussed the problem ot 

transporting t~e imported raw nuts from the porta to the 

processing centres and the kernels vice versa. As regards 

the freight from East Atrica, the processing centres on the 

East Coast were at a disadvantage. The freight on the 

imports would have coat the centres on the East Coast 15 

shillings more per tonne or raw nuts than it coat the pro

cessing centres on the ~eat Coaat.l The freight disadvantage 

on kernels exported to America would have been insignificant 

and hence is ignored here. 

The transport coste involved in processing the raw 

nuts imported from Africa tor different centres are 

presented in Table ~.5.3. 2 The Table also presents transport 

coat advantage ot smaller centres over Quilon tor processing · 

the imported raw nuts. 

There are ditticultiee in evaluating the transport 

cost advantage ot different centres that existed in the past 

as regards processing the imported raw nuts. Such advantage 

cannot be learnt directly from Table 4.5.3. A tew clariti-

cations are necessary. 

1 )mckinnon and Mackensie Company Private Limited, 
Bombay. According to shipping company there were no shipments 
from East r~rica to the East Coast in the past. 

2 The computation of transport cost involved in process-
ing the imported raw nuts !rom Africa !or different centres 
makes an assumption. It is assumed here that for the process
ing centres who could import and export through their respec
tive ports, the inland transport coat on raw nuts imported and 
on the exports of kernels was or would have been insignificant. 
Honce they are ignored. 



Teble 4,5,] & Transport Cost Per Tonne of Cashew Kernels Processed ot Impor~ed Raw Cashewnuts for Different Centres end ~dyantar,e of Smaller 
Centres Over ~uilon, 1964 (in Rs,) 

-- --
Centre 

. -- .. -. 
' 

Port of operation 

--- -- ---Quilon 
(lterala) 

--- ---- -Cali cut 
(Kerals) 

---

-------------- ---------------Quilon Cochin Calicut Cochin 

- -- - -- _, - -
)t:sngalore 

(1-;ysore) 
--

-----------------~~ngelore Cocbin 
. . 

--- -- - --Mal wan 
Vengurla 

(Jiiaharashtra) 

-------------Bombay 

- - - - --------
Veta~alam 
(And ra 

Palasa , 
(Andhra · 

Pradesh) Pradesh) -------- --------!>!a draa Viahaka-
patn&m 

- - -- - ------- ----Panruti Bicho}im (J.\adras) (Goa 

----------------- --------Cuddalore Madrsa J.:.&rmagao --- ---- ------------ ------ - ---------------------- ---- ----- -----------
Freight trom1 Africa 

Inland trsnsport2 
cost on raw nuts 

-------

Inland transport) 
cost. on kernels 

Total 

291 291 291 291 

- 92 - 106 

- 2S -· 29 

----------------------
291 40S 291 ,.26 

291 291 291 331 .331 331 331 291 

- 187 200,. 1S3 - -
- S1 u 2S - 26 -
----------------------------------------- ----291 S29 SS1 52S 331 4Sl 291 

~ - ---- - - ----------- -- - - - - ---- ----- - ----------- ------ - -- - -- - --- -- - ---
Advantage over ~ui1on it Quilon 
imports and exports t.hrougb 
Quilon pon 0 • 0 • -266 -172 -40 -160 0 
Advantage oyor Quil~n it ~uilon 
imports and exports through 
Cochin port. +117 +117 -121 -149 -117 -ss +71 -43 +117 

----- - -- - -- - - - -- - - --- - - ---- --- -- -------- ------ ---- ---- -- - - ---- - - - - - ----- ---
• This possibility does not Brise. 

Br>sis 1 1 - Courtesy : f.'iackinnon end l•iackenaie and Company Privett) Limited, Bombay. 

2 - There was a eup~lementary chsrge of 12 per cent on goods traffic with effect from April let, 196,.. This supplementsry charge of 12 per 
cent was merged with basic rates from 1st April 196;, Therefore transport rates which were in effect from lat lpril 196S could be 
conveniently used for the calendar year 1964. The relevant transport costa aboye have been baaed on Goods TAriff No, 31-A, PArt II, 
Goods Rate Tebles, In force from 1st. April 1965 1 Indian Railway Conference Association, New Delhi, Raw csshewnuta do not appear sa a 
separate category in the classification of goods given in Goods Taritt No, 2 Pnrt I Contninin Oener~l Rules In force from th 
December 1965 1 Indian Railway Conference tasociation 1 New Delhi. The tari!f indicated for riuta "Not otherwise classified" S·B 
ia used here. 

) - Besed on Goods Tariff Mo, 31-A, Pert II, Goods Ra~e Tables In toree from 1st April 1965, Good class tor cashew kernels ia 92,S•B, 

,. - This refers to approximate transport cost. by road es reported by the processors. 
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Difficulties in Evaluating the Locational AdvnntAce 

ot Different Centres for Processing the Imported RP.w Nuts s

(a) Processing costa diacuaaed 1n the previous section refer 

to the year 1964. It is on the basis or the processing 

costs that prevailed in 1964, it was deduced that some or 

the smaller centres had a significant advantage over Quilon 

in respect or the coat in the peat. This involves an 

implicit assumption that similar differences in procesainc 

costs existed in the pest alao. The assumption could be 

supported with the help or some data relating to proeeaainc 

costa 1n the past (aee p. 506). 

(b) The transport costs indicated in Table 4.5.3 

refer to the year 1964. Here too as was the case with 

processing costs it needed an assumption that transport 

cost advantages existed in 1964 prevailed in the peat. !low

ever, while calculating the transport costa, care waa taken 

to recognize in respect or the relevant centres the absence 

ot some of the existing trade facilities in the past. For 

example, in the case ot the industry in Ratna,iri the trade 

channel accepted was Bombay aa the more convenient port ot 

~~rmegao was not available in the past due to political 

reasons. 

(c) At present the inland transportation ot both 

raw nute and ca1hew kernels is b7 road. Transport coats by 

road were not available and hence the transport cost 



computations in Table 4.5.3 are baaed on the railway 

tariff. The industry in Ratnasiri has no railway line 

connecting it with Bombay; hence, transport coat by road 

baa been taken into account. 

(d) The transport coats by rail are generally lower 

than that by road. The procesaing centres on the coast 

could have made use or coastal transport (which ia cheaper 

than the above two) between the respective centre and the 

relevant port. The centres in Ratnagiri district could 

have used coastal transport between the respective centre 

and Bombay port; the industry in Quilon between Quilon and 

Cochin. Mangalore and Calicut could have uaed the cheaper 

coastal transport between the respective centre and Cochin 

port during monsoon when trade ia diverted to Coch~ port; 

likewise Panruti could have uaed coastal transport between 

the centre and Madras port when Cuddalore port remained 

closed tor trattic. 

(e) The processing induatry in Quilon had another 

alternative regarding inland transportation. The processing 

centre in Quilon ia connected with Cochin by waterways 

which waa ita main trade channel. Though at present much 

or the transit between Cochin and Quilon ia by road, it waa 

not ao until the recent peat. Table 4.5.4 evidences the 

tact. 

In the year 1957-S$ it coat Ra. $.66 to traneport a 
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Table 4.5.4 t Quantity of Raw Cashewnuta and Cashew Xernela 
J.loved by Different V.odes of Transport between 
Cochin and ~uilon, 1960-61 (in Tonnes) 

-- ----------------------------
Mode of Transport 

Raw nuta Cashew kamela 
(Cochin to (Qu1lon to 
Qu1lon) Cochin) 

------------------------------
Road 

Rail 

Waterways 

2,000 -- -
54,516 

------------------------------Total 56,516 )6,503 

------------------------------
Source 1 T. Pankajakshan, An Economic Study or the Port ot 

Cochin. Thesis submitted to the University ct 
Poena for the degree ct Doctor ot Philosophy, 
196), Tables 4.4 and 4.7 (unpublished). 

tonne of raw nut from Cochin to Quilon by waterwaya. Trans

port cost on raw nuts required per tonne ot kernels thus 

would be Rs. 34.64. In the same year the coat or tranaport

ing tonne ot kernels from Quilon to Cochin waa Ra. 13.90.1 

The total inland transportation coat (both on raw nuts and 

kernels) for Quilon, in processing the imported raw nuts, 

therefore, was only Ra. 48.54 per tonne of kernels produced. 

However, on the above basis no alteration regarding trane

port cost tor Quilon can be made in Table 4.5.3. It can, 

nevertheless, be stated that the processing centre bad a 

1 Traffic Survet Report on Inlend flavtfation in Kereb, 
Ierala P.~.b., irrigation Branch, GOvernaaa of Reraia, 
Trivandrum, 1960, PP• 105-06. 
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greater transport coat advantage (or a smaller disadvantage) 

1n the past, than is depicted in table ~.5.). 

(f) The ships actually do not touch the wharf in the 

case of smaller porta. The intermediate porta of Ratnagiri, 

Mangalore, Calicut and Cuddalore and also the minor port of 

Quilon belong to this category. In Mangalore the proceaaora 

bad to incur Ra. 53.20 tor transporting the raw nuts 

required per tonne of kernels from.the steamer to the wharf. 

They had to incur enothe~ Rs. lS.~O per tonne of kamela 

exported, from the wharf to the atoamar.1 These coats 

would be more or leas representative of the other porta 

mentioned above. In the case of major porta like Marmagao 

and Cochin the above-mentioned costa do not appear. Hance, 

the transport cost advantage indicated in Table 4.5.) for 

the industry 1n Calicut, Mengalore and Panruti, when Quilon 

traded through Cochin port and the former through their 

respective ports, is more than the actual. 

(g) The processing centre in Quilon operated through 

both Quilon and Cochin porta. Part of the diversion of the 

trade to Cochin was due to the monsoon months. Partly it 

waa due to the incapacity of Quilon port to handle the 

volume of trade. It the industry had expanded at the rate 

as it did 1n Quilon, a similar diversion of the trade would 

1 Ae reported by the processor•• 
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have been inevitable 1n the case of Mangalore, Callout and 

Panru~i even during the part or the year when their porta 

are open for traffic. It is not possible to ea~1mate tor 

different centres the proportion of trade that would have 

passed through the concerned porta; some broad assumptions 

regarding the same, nevertheless, could have been made. An 

analysis on the above lines was felt not neoesaary for the 

present. It can, however, be seen from Table 4.5.) coat or 

any diversion is more 1n the case or the above-mentioned 

centres. 

Net Cost (Processing + Trensport) '-dventege of Smaller 
I Centres as Compared with Quilon for Processing the Imported 

Raw Nuts I• For centres other than Callout, their net cost 

advantage can be learnt by combining Tables 4.4.7 and 4.5.). 

Aa regards Calicut 1 ita proceaaing coat advantage over 

Quilon does not appear in Table 4.4.7. Labour coats account 

for the major portion or the procesaing costa. ws,e rataa 

being statutorily fixed, and being uniform throughout 

Kerala, labour costa will be more or less a1milar in Quilon 

and Calicut. Thus, it is posaible to assume that the 

processing cost advantage of Calicut over Quilon is nil and 

ita transport coat advantage represents the centre's net 

cost advantage. The net coat advantage ot smaller centrea 

over Quilon tor processing the imported raw nuts computed 

on the above basis have been presented in Table 4.5.,. 
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Table 4.5,2 I Net Coat Advantage ot Smaller Centres over 
Quilon tor Processing the Imported Raw 
Cashewnuta, 196~ (Rupees Per Tonne ot Cashew 
Kernels) 

------------------------------Name ot the smaller Port ot Port ot operation 
centre · operation tor Quilon 

-----------------Quilon Cochin - -- - ~ ----- ----- - - -------- --- ---
Calicut (Kerala) 

Mangalore (Mysore) 

Malwan and Vengurla 
(Maharashtra) 

Cali cut 

Cochin 

Y.angalore 

Cochin 

Bombay 

Vetapalam (Andhra Pradesh) Madras 

Palasa (lndbra Pradesh) 

P anrut1 ( J.tadras) 

Bicholim (Goa) 

Vishakapatnam 

Cuddalore 

V..adras 

J.larmagao 

0 + 117 

X - 18 

+ 74. + 191 

X - 47 

+us + 232 

+ 2.)8 + 3SS 
+ 300 + 417 
+ 207 + 324 
+ 87 + 204 

+ 273 + 390 

------------------------------
Note : x indicates that this situation does not arise. 

In the case or the industry in Y..angalore, Calicut and 

Panrut1 (Cuddalore port) it was observed that the ships do 

not touch the port even when the port is open for tratt1c. 

Hence there was an additional transport coat. Taking this 

into account it can be broadly eaid the processing centres 

in Mangalore and Calicut did not have any significant coat 
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advantage over Qullon tor processing the imported raw nuts. 

As per Table 4.S.S the proceaaing centre ln Panruti had a 

net cost advantage 1n spite ot the above-mentioned extra 

item ot transport coat. In respect ot Panrut1 1 however, i\ 

may be usetul to recall some qualitlcatlont raised regarding 

the centre earlier (see p. S43). It was round that the 

processing costa 1n Panrutl (Madras) declined from 1963 to 

1964J the aame was due to a tall in labour ooata. The steep 

tall in labour costa as reported 1n the above oaae, it was 

stated is leas probable. Henoe accepting the wagea that 

prevailed in 1963 aa representative ot wage costa in Panruti 

lt was argued that the processing costa tor the centre would 

~4 higher. Thus, on the above linea the centre's nat coat 

·.·,ntage over Qu1lon would be lower than that 1a incUoated 

~.s.s. Accounting tor the tact that the industry in 

:d waterways tor transporting the raw nuts trom and 

~ Cochin in the past, the coat advantage ot Panruti 

,uch less. 

1 the three remaining States, via., ~~baraabtra, 

radeah and Goa, the latter two had a a1gn1t1cnnt coat 

~:e over Qu1lon. The advantage ot Coa was due to both 

!"t costs ,,, ... processing coats. For procua1ng the 

' r , the centres in Andhra Pradesh had a trana• 

.antage. But an overwhelming labour coat 

lta 1n a a1gn1t1cent net coat advantage in 
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advantage over Quilon tor processing the imported raw nuts. 

Aa per Table 4.s.s the proceaaing centre in Panruti had a 

net cost advantage in spite ot the above-mentioned extra 

item ot transport cost. In respect ot Panruti, however, it 

may be useful to recall aome quali!icationa raised regarding 

the centre earlier (see p. S43). It was round that the 

processing costa in Panruti (Madras) declined £rom 196) to 

1964; the same was due to a tall in labour coats. The steep 

!all in labour coats aa reported in the above case, it waa 

stated ia leas probable. Hence accepting the wagea that 

prevailed in 1963 aa representative ot wage costa in Panruti 

it was argued that the processing costa tor the centre would 

be higher. Thus, on the above linea the centre's net coat 

advantage over Quilon would be lower than that ia indicated 

1n Tabla 4.s.s. Accounting tor the tact that the industry in 

Quilon used waterways tor transporting the raw nuts !rom and 

kernels to Cochin 1n the past, the coat advantage ot Panruti 

will be much less. 

Ot the three remaining States, vis., ~~baraahtrs, 

Andhra Pradesh and Goa, the latter two had a signiticnnt cost 

advantage over Quilon. The advantage or Goa was due to both 

transport coats and processing coats. For processing tha 

imported raw nuts, the centres in Andhra Pradesh bad a trans• 

port coat disadvantage. But an overwhelming labour coat 

advantage results 1n a significant net cost advantage 1n 

their tavour. 



According to Table 4.S.S the processing industry in 

Mabaraahtra had a smaller cost advantage over Quilon. This 

is partly due to the fact that the inland transport cost 

accounted for in respect of the centres in Ratnagiri district 

in Maharashtra unlike the other centres :refera to road 

transport. The industry in Ratnagiri could have utilised 

cheaper coastal transport on imports of raw nuta and exports 

of kernels between Bombay and the centre. It should, how

ever, be noted that the inland transport coat in respect of 

Quilon also was less than that is indicated in Table 4.S.) 
as the industry mainly relied on waterways in the past. 

Of the many smaller processing centrea probably those 

in Andhra Pradesh and Goa could have processed the imported 

:raw nuts with advantage as compared with Quilon. 

In the preceding analysis the coat computations and 

discussion included the processing centre 1n Calicut. This 

was not essential. The industry 1n Calicut could have grown 

independent of supply of raw nuts imported from Africa. 

Calicut is located in )~labar (North Kerala) and had • 

congenial supply of indigenous :raw nuts. 

Smaller Centres : Could TheY Supplement Their 
Locally Avdlable J.:aterilll with Raw tluts 
Available in Other hegions in Indie? 

The smaller cen~res bad another alternative to supple

ment their locally available material. Tbia waa to draw raw 

material from distant indigenous sources. Cash.w cultivation 



in India is concentrated in the State ot Kerala. Within 

the State it is spread almost over ita entire stretch. 

At present none or tho smaller centres draw the 

material from sources other than local, except to a small 

extent the processing centre in Mangalore (•~sore). It is 

only 1n the case ot Quilon1 that the processors go as tar 

as Rajmahundry in Andhra Pradesh (near Vetapalam) and 

Tanjore 1n Madras (near Panrutl). 

Raw cashewnuts are generally moved by road. Thora 

is scant information as regards the coat ot transporting 

the raw material from Kerala to the smaller centres in 

other States. Transport cost presented in TAble 4.S.6 are 

based on the railway tariff. These coats will be lower 

than the cost of aoving the material by road. Wherever 

the information in respect of other modes ot transportation 

was available, the same has been presented. Table 4.,.6 

also gives transport cost advantage of smaller centres 

over Quilon tor securing the raw nuts from Xerala. 

Table 4.5.6 presents transport costa only in respect 

ot raw nuts. Transport coat on kernels ia a less important 

item as compared with the coat of tranaporting the material 

and processing costs. The advantage in the coat item 

transport cost on kernels depended on the port through 

which the processing centres (would have) operated. The 

difficulty 1n evaluating such advantage has already been 



Teble 4.5.6 : 
in~ 

Cost of Transport~Raw Cashewnuts ftequired Per Tonne or Cashew h&rnala troa Kerala to 
of Smeller Centres Over Quilon, 196~ (in Rs.) 

Different Processing Centres and Advantage 

- --------- - - - - -- -- - - - - ----------- ---- - - --- --------------- ---- -- - -- - - ----
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Raw Nut Supplying Region in Kerals - .AdvantA&e• or smaller centrea over 
:Quilon, Raw nut supplying region 

Centre --------------------------------------------------------------------Southern Kerala 
(Quilon) 

__ _., _____________ _ 

Rail Sea Ro~d 

Central Kerela 
(Triehur) 

-------------------Rail Sea Road 

Northern Ke)ala 
-----1~!!!~~!------
nail Sea Road 

--------------------------------Southern 
Iter ala 

Central 
lterala 

Northern 
Iter ala 

-- --- -- - - - -- --- - - - -- - - - -- --- --- - - ---------------- -------- ---- ---- ---- ----
Quilon (Kerale) 

Calicut(Kerela) 

Mangalore (Mysore) 

}~lwan end Vengurla (Maharashtra) 

Vetapslam (Andhra Pradesh) 

Palasa (Andhra Pradesh) 

Penruti (Madras) 

Bicholim (Ooe) 

-
2llt 

288 
627 •• 

~3) 

.591 

25lt 

Slit 

- -
2lt0 

N.J'.. N.h. 

N.r,. N.l •• 

N.A. N.r •• 

21.2 260 

17lt 

71 

1.5lt 

N.P. 150 

N.P. 96 

N.P. N.A. 

1:71$9 3261 
" N • ~. 

340 M.A. N.A. 

507 M.A. N.~. 

268 N.A. N.A. 

456 )261 N.A. 

2llt N.A. 2lt0 -
- - - - 2llt 

112 H. ,_• 1.52 - 286 
.583~• 242 N.A. - 2lt2 

3 .56 N • r. • N • ft. • - 392 
520 N.A. N ,fl. - 591 

28lt N.A. N.A. - 2.5lt 

470 242 N.A. - 2lt2 

-
• 79 

- ~ 

- 176 

- 190 

- 357 

- lllt 

- 176 

-
• 2llt 

• 102 

- 2S 

-llt2 

- 306 

- 70 

- 21t 

----~--------------------------------------------------------------------
N. A. • Not Available. N. P. • Not Practicable • 

• Least transport cost irrespective or the mode or transportation has been used to decide the advantage. 

•• Rail upto M&rmagao and road thereafter. Transport cost by road from Marmageo to Malwan and Vengurlo at the rate of Rs.25.00 per tonne ot 
raw nuts works out to be Ra.lOO.OO per tonne of kernels; in addition a transhipment cost of Rs.l).OO has been included. 

I By sea upto Calicut and rail thereafter. Includes Rs.l).OO as cost of transhipment. 
' .. 

II As reported by the processors. 

Beds 1 (1) Rail 1 Goods Tariff No.)l-A, P8rt II Goods RRte T~bles, In force !rom 1st April 1965. Indian Railway Conference, Goode Class 85-B. 

( 11) 'Sea 1 Courtesy 1 Scindia Navigation Company, Bombay. 

(iii).Road 1 As reported by the processors • 
. . ' 
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discussed. In the succeeding analysis, transport coat on 

kernels haa been omitted. The conclueiona arrived at 

below should be broadly acceptable in spite or the omission 

or the coat item. 

The industry 1n Mahareahtra ia located in small port 

towns. It was observed the ocean going ahipa do not touch 

these porta. These porta, however, were amenable tor 

coastal shipping. They could have imported the raw nuta 

trom Kerala directly. 

In Table 4.S.6 the coastal freight between the porta 

ot Kerala and the ports or Maharaahtra or Goa retera to 

general cargo freight. Thera has been no shipment or raw 

nuts between Kerala and Maharashtra or Goa. The freight on 

raw nuts, however, is leas than general cargo treight. 

There were aome coastal shipments ot raw nuts between 

Ratnagiri (Maharaahtrs) and Mangalore;, The freight 1n the 

case was Rs. 20.00 per tonne ot raw nuts. On the basis ot 

the above freight the coat ot transporting the raw nuta 

required per tonne ot kernels works out to Rs. so.oo. In 

the absence ot similar shipments betweun the Kerala Porta 

and the porta ot Maharaahtra or Goa the coat ot transporting 

raw nuts baa to be estimated. 

The coastal traigbt system in India baa a sonal basile 

It divides the ~est Coast into two broad sonea. The porta 

ot Kerala troa one sone; the porta ot Myaora, Goa and the 



porta ot ~~harashtra form another. Taking into account 

the aonal character ot the coastal freitht system the cos\ 

ot transporting the raw nuts required per tonne ot kamela 

from Kerala to the processing centres in Maharaahtre or 

Goa can be at the moat Ra. 160.00. 

Two more qualifications &8 regards Table 4.5.6 may 

be 1n place. Firat, tor procuring the raw nuts from 

Southern Kerala the smaller centres, Mangalore, Callout and 

Panruti could have utilised the cheaper coastal tranaport; 

with this, transport coat disadvantage ot these centres in 

respect ot Southern Kerala region would be less than that 

is indicated in the Table •. Second, Quilon could have 

procured the raw nuts from Northern Kerala by ooasta in 

which case transport cost advantage ot smaller centres in 

respect ot Northern Kerala region would be leas then what 

is indicated 1n Table 4.5.6. 

One can now combine the transport coat advantage ot 

smaller centres over Quilon as given 1n Table 4.5.6 and 

their processing coat advantage a8 given in Table 4.4.7. 

Table 4.4.7 does not present data in the case ot Calicut; aa 

was done earlier it has been assumed tha~ proceaain1 coa~ 

advantage ~t Calicut over Quilon 18 nil. Table 4.,.7 
presents tor the smaller centrea their 'processing coa\ • 

transport coat on raw caahewnuts' advantage over Quilon in 

processing ~he raw nu~e trom Kerala. 
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Tnble 4.5.7 I 'Processing Cos~ + Transpor~ Cos~ on Raw 
Cashewnuta' Advantage ot Smaller Centres over 
Quilon for Processing the Raw Cashewnuts trom 
Kerala, 1964 (Rupees Per Tonne ot Caahaw 
Kernels) 

--------~---------------------
Name ot the smaller 
centre 

Raw material region 

------------------------------Southern Central Northam 
Kera1a Eerala lerala 

- -- -- -- ---- ----- ---- - ----- ----
Calicut (lterala) -214 + 79 + 2l.lt 
Manga1ore (JI!ysore) - 214 + 70 + 176 
Ma1wan and Vengur1a . 
(Maharaahtra) 

+ 1.39 + 205 + 3S3 

Vetapa1am (Andhra.Pradesh) + 80 + 21!2 + ))0 

Palasa (Andhra Pradesh) - 119 + 115 + 166 

Panrl.tti (!>1adraa) - 1 + 129 + 177 
Bicho111l (Goa) + .31 + 91 + 245 

------------------------------
.Observations on the basis ot Table 4.5.7 should be 

made bearing in mind the qual1!1cations raised against 

transport costa presented 1n.Table 4.S.6J also it will be 

useful to recall the qualifica~ion made earlier as regards 

the processing costa in Panrut1 (see P• 54.3). From 

Table 4.5.7, it is safer and judicious to identify only those 

of the smaller centres which had a1gn1l1cant advantage over 

~he localised centre Quilon. Broadly, it can be stated, 

as compared with Quilon the centres in Mahareahtra, i.e., 

~wan and Vengurla, and Vetapalam in Andhra Pradesh, could 

have processed with advantage the raw nuts from Central and 



Northern Kerala regions. 

The cost advantage of Malwan and Vengurla in Maha

rashtra and that ot Vetapalaa in Andhra Pradesh over ~uilon 

is due to their processing coat advantage; lower processing 

costa in these centres ia due to low labour costa. It 

could be known 1n respect of the above smaller centres 

their processing coat advantage prevailed in the peat also 

(see P• S06). However, it may not be realistic to assume 

that 1n ell the cases where there exists auch a coat advan

tage at present, a similar advantage existed in the past alao. 

As per Table 4.5.71 1n respect or Northern Kerala 

region Callout had a smaller coat advantage aa compared with 

that or the centres Mebaraahtra, Goa and Vetepalem in Andhra 

Pradesh. In contrast to the latter centres the advantage 

of Calicut ia due to transport coats. Located 1n the raw 

material region ot Northern Kerala, Calicut'a transport coat 

advantage in respect o£ the region is unquestionable for the 

peat also. Further, in the case of the smaller centres 

which are located at a distance from the raw nut supplJing 

regions 1n Kerala, their failure in spite or their cost 

advantage can be attributed to entrepreneurs' lack of 

knowledge regarding the raw material sources. The explana

tion does not hold good in the case of Calicut. Thus apar\ 

from the smaller centres which bad a1gn1£1cant advantage 

over Qu1lon, it may be of interest to look into factors which 

led to the slower growth of the industrr 1n Calicut. 



Post Script to Seetion 4,5 

In Post Script to Section 4,4, processing costa 

ware calculated for the year 1965, The 1965 processing 
• 

coats re1nrorce- the concluaiona arrived at in this 

section on the basis of 1964 processing coati. 

570-A 

It waa found that the processing centres in Andhra 

Pradesh, via., Palaaa and Vetapalam, were 1n an advanta• 

geoua position to process the imported raw nuts, and tJ1at 

only Vetapalam could have processed the raw nuts trom 

Central and Northern Kerala with advantage, With the 1965 

processing coats, the advantage or centres 1n Andhra 

Pradesh in respect of imported raw nuts increases, It 

1965 processing costa are better indicators of past 

advantage, Palaaa alao could have processed the raw nuts 

from Central and Northern Kerala. 

As regards Goa, the 1964 data indicated that it 

could have advantegeoualy processed only the imported raw 

nutaa the 1965 data indicate that Ooa could have had an 

advantage alao in respect or raw nuts from Central and 

Northern Kerala. 
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4.6 l Slow Growth or Caehewnut Proee~sing Industrt 
in Goa 1 ~1ehareshtra 1 1.ndhra Pr,_.desh and 

Celieut in Kerala 

In the preceding section it ~a found that some ot 

the smaller centres had a coat advantage over Quilon in 

tho past. The processing industry in Andhra Pradesh and 

Goa could have competed advantageously with Quilon in 

processing the imported raw nuts. The centres in Maharashtra 

and Vetapalam in r.ndhra Pradesh could have augmented their 

supply ot locally available material from Kerala. 

The industry 1n Calicut, it can be said, had more 

or less similar labour costa as those prevailed in ~uilon. 

Though the centre was in an disadvantageous position as 

regards processing the imported raw nuts, this should not 

have been a hurdle on the industry' a growth. On the baeia 

ot indigenous raw nuts locally available, and which hitherto 

moved to Quilon, the centre should have registered a taster 

growth. 

The centres in Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Goa an4 

Calicut (in Kerala) should have shown a better growth ot 

the processing industry then is actually registered by them. 

An attempt is made below.to examine the factors that 

possibly led to the stunted growth or the industry in these 

places. 

r.ccidenta of entrepreneurial history explain a part 

ot the phenomenon. The present effort, however, confines 



to an examination of the objective conditions which 

hindered the growth. The data on these aspects are more 

available; while entrepreneurial history remains an in

complete story. 
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The processing industry in India owed ita growth to 

the raw nuts imported from f~rica. And almost the entire 

production of kernels is exported. Both from the point of 

view of importing raw nuts and exporting kernels, Goa was 

in the most favourable position among all the processing 

centres. Further, Goa was also a Portuguese colony like 

14oaembique, the chief raw nut exporter to India. This 

should have been an added advantage for the processing 

industry in Goa. In the following paragraphs an attempt is 

made to examine the factors which could have hindered the 

growth of the industry in Goa. These factors, as will be 

seen, could be offered as an explanation for the slow growth 

of the industry in the other smaller centres, except 

Calicut. The case of Calicut is discuaaGd separately. 

4.6.1 Factors Behind the Slower Growth ot 
the Industry in Goa 

Lebour :- In Goa wduring the past decade especially, 

agriculture ha~ been stagnating. That has been so tirst 

because investments in this sector have been lacking, as 

farmers did not get a fair return. ••• Secondly, alterna

tive employment were found to be more remunerative than 

agriculture. The development of mining needed a large · 
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labour force, which had to be ~upplied from the agricul

tural labour pool."1 "As a result farm labour ie the 

problem of the economy. The farm labour moved at the cost 

ot sgr1culture."2 "The rapid growth of the mining industry 

not only released the surplus labour from rural areas but 

it also resulted in creating over full employment.") The 

mining industry also improved the finances of the State. 

"These features, together with the growing employment in 

new channels helped the Portuguese government to inflate 

Gonn economy 1n spite or the tact that traditional 

industries, including agriculture, were languiahing. 114 

There were not many industries in Goa. Caahewnut 

processing industry stood next to mining industry in 

importance. It brought foreign exchange to the State. 

Cashewnut processing has been, with few othere, a tradi

tional industry of Goa, though it never could account for 

a large employment. All these traditional industries were 

agro-bssed. The advancement of mining industry, it is 

said, had ita impact on these industries. 

1 G. V. Kamat llelelcar, 11A Resume of the Goan Economy", 
in A. B. Shah (ed.), Goa s The Problems of Transition, 
BOmbay, Manaktalas, 1965, P• )4. 

2 Ibid, P• 35. 
) o. M. Laud, "Economic Problems of Goa•, !a A.B. Shah 
(ed), Ooa : The Problems of TrAnsition, P• S6. 

It Ibid. 
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Cashewnut processing industry in Quilon and Mangalore
1 

where it is concentrated, depends mainly on female labour. 

In other centres too 1 the processors, as far as possible, 

utilize female labour. Thus in the esse ot Goa 1 the develop. 

ment of mining industry could have prevented a suitable 

supply of labour to the processing industry, only it the 

mining industry also 1 (like the aashewnut proce~sing 

industry), used female lnbour. In 1963-641 out or a total 

number of 23 1071 workers employed 1n the mining industry, 

8,834 (3g.29 per cent) were females.1 Thus 1 the mining 

industry depends on female labour too. However, the 

progress of the mining industry or a marked nature was true 

only after 1950. The ore rush·which began in the early 

1950's reached its peak during 1957-61. Cashewnut process

ing industry in India had a much earlier beginning. The 

exports or raw nuts trom.~~zembique 1 another Portuguese 

colony, commenced from as early as 1930's. The competition 

from the mining industry which obviously could pay better 

wages es it does now, waa not there at all. Labour supply 

tor any industry, then, was better than it is now. 

However, the growth or the mining industry brings to 

light an important tact that in Goa, there was no superfluous 

population depending on agriculture. There was no surplus 

1 Stetistieal Year Book, Goa, DarnAn and Diu 1963 and 
1964 General Statistics Department, Government or Goa, 
Diii~ and Diu1 Panjim, 1966, PP• l!S-67. 
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agricultural labour force which could be conveniently 

lifted oft for industrial purposes. The employment in the 

mining industry in 1960 was around 20,000. In the early 

l9S0's, the same waa much leas. Thus, even a ahitt ot 

labour, or the magnitude much less than the present employ

ment in the mining industry, could disrupt the region's 

agriculture. A cashewnut processing induatry that was 

capable of processing the raw nuts exported from the sister 

colony ot Mozambique to India would have required around 

10,000 labourers. That this would have been a tall claim, 

is, a part-explanation for the almost stagnant state or the 

processing industry. Like the mining industry, tho process

ing industry could have got the necessary supply of labour 

from agriculture by paying better wages; but then, the 

advantage of low wages would have been lost. 

Cashewnut processing industry in India, as said 

earlier, uses mainly female labour. Women in India, it is 

believed, are still conservative aa regards working outside 

their homes. It is said, to an extent supply ot female 

labour is influenced by social customs, mores &nd such 

other sociological factors. Thus, a percentage of the 

female population in the economically active age group 

(which reflects the potential labour pool), may not form a 

part of the actual labour force. Sociological factors too, 

could have acted in restricting the supply ot labour to 

the processing industry in Goa. 
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Cepital t• Among the other factors that can be 

thought to have inhibited the growth of the cashewnut process

ing industry in Goa, perhaps, the lack or investors was one. 

The traditional industries were "out-classed by the incredi

ble gro~~b or mining over the past fifteen years. Its 

profitability was so unbelievable that it caught the 

imagination or every Goan and developed in him a sense or 

complacency, leading to the neglect or the sources or 

income that havs come doWn !rom generstion to generation."1 

The growth of mining industry as a factor leading to the 

neglect of other industries, includinG caehewnut processing, 

can be accepted only for the period after 1950's. Cashewnut 

processing industry had nearly a decade before that to catch 

the eye of the investors, it it were remunerative. That it 

paid good dividends is evidenced by the growth or the 

industry in Quilon. 

Government Policy s- The Portuguese policy as regards 

this colony was less harsh, as compared to their policy 

towards their East African territories. The Portuguese were 

anxious to keep their Indian colony contented for tear or 

political repercussions. The State's role under the 

Portuguese was essentially that or a custodian of law. As 

regsrds the economic development of the colony, their policy 

in no way was a positive one. Being the poorest among the 

1 o. v. ltamat Helekar, op.e1t., pp. 41-42. 
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Western colon~~l powers, Portugal, apart from its natural 

lack ot interest in the development or colonial economies, 

had little monies for such purposes. Ita policy, however, 

could not be one of a purposive check on the growth or the 

colony's economy, because or the tear or political upheaval. 

The Po~uguese colonial policy towards Goa, as regards its 

economic development, can be best characterised es one or 

totol neglect.1 

Whatever be the factors that inhibited the possible 

growth of the processing industry in Goa in the past, at 

present, the growth of the mining industry has deprived the 

processing industry both ot capital and labour. or this 

the former is of lesser importance. The capital requirement 

ot the processing industry ia low. Further, the investors 

in the processing industry and those in the mining fall in 

distinct categories. In the capital market, the competition 

from the mining industry has less reasons to be severely 

!el~ by the processing indus~ry. The "two factors condi

~ioning the growth ot this industry in Goa are the availabi

lity or skilled labour end the raw material [local]. There 

are some other minor factors such &a the availability of 

credit, which also affect the industry directly".2 "~1therto 

1 P. R. Rso, Portuguese Rule in r,oe, Bombay, lsia 
Publishing House, 1963, PP• 56-s7. 
2 Dr. Jose c. Almeida, "The Cashew Industry in Goa", 
IndiPn Cashe,., ,Tou:mal, Cashew Export Pror.~otion Cow1cil, 
Ernakulam, August 1962, P• 2. 



no~ more than thirty per cent or the capacity baa been 

utilised. The localization or the industry in the mining 

areas or Dichollm and Fonda places additional strain in the 

sense that necessary labour cannot be recruited as the 

mining industries offer hizher wages."1 Even in 1967, part 

or the processing had to be done by distributing work at the 

homes or labourers. "Some women workers work in their 

homes for the !actory."2 The processors in Go~ Plso 

complained or irregularity or attendance among those who 

worked in the factory. This rendered any scheming ot 

production, in advance, &lmost impossible. 

~.6.2 Factors Behind the Slower Growth or the 
Indu~try in ~ahar~ehtra ~na Andhr8 Pr~de~h 

There were other su.aller centres which too, like G~a, 

had a cost advantage over the localized centre, Quilon. The 

factors which withheld the growth ot the industry in Goa 

and in these other centres, however, need not be identical. 

Availability of capital could not have been a dominat

ing factor anywhere at anytime in the industry, hitherto. 

Aa tor the forthcoming ot entrepreneurial initiative, 

this factor is not easily accountable. Nevertheless, there 

are reasons to suppose why this could have played en 

important role. Unlike the case or bigger industries, the 

1 Ibid. 

2 Ibid. 
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investors in the cashew processing industry had a narrow 

locat1onal horison, which confined to their own place. An 

evaluation or advantages of alternative locations before 

locating the individual processing unit was rarely done. 

The establishment of the industry was due to the availabi

lity of local material. The growth or the industry also, 

in most cases, did not grow further than what was warranted 

by the availability or raw material locally. (There was 

however the exceptional case ot Quilon which attracted 

investors from distant Malabar and South Kanara. The 

deliberate choice or Quilon was not so much based on its 

cost advantage but is more illustrative or the general 

migration of capital and entrepreneurial skill to the 

localized centre or any industry.) As the investors in 

the industry did nOt lOOk into locational advantAges Of 

alternative choices while locating their units, they were, 

tor most part, not aware or their cost advantage later. 

Thus, in spite or the cost advantage, the industry !ailed 

to grow in some places. This could be a plausible part

explanation !or the lack or the industry's growth in the 

centres in Andhre Pradesh. 

The third factor, 

availability or labour. 

a more important one, was the 

The availability or labour has two 

f8cets. First, the total supply ot labour in the region 

tor all the economic activities. Second, the ability or 
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~he par~icular enterprise or economic activity to compete 

for labour from this common pool. In the following para

graphs some facta regarding labour factor in Ratnegiri 

district in Maharashtra 1 and Srikakulam and Guntur dietricts 

in Andhra Pradeah1 are noted. 

Caahewnut processing centre in t4alwan (Ratnagiri) 

has the mining town of Redi nearby. The latter e~tracts 

labour from the other parts of the district. In the past1 
there has been always a traditional migration or labour 

from Ratnagiri to Bombay1 the State's capital. Such migra

tion was at its peak during the decade 1951-61.1 As in the 

case of Goa 1 there was difficulty ol getting labour to work 

in the factories. Part of the processing continues to be 

carried on outside the factory premiees. 2 Ratnagiri 

district is essentially rural in charact~r and has very few 

organized industries. Out of the total PO?ulation ot 

1 1711 196~ hardly about l 1SOO were employed in organized 

industries in 195~.l The factory mode ot production is not 

widely prevalent in the district. This lesser orientation 

1 Census of India 1 61 Dietriet Census Handbook: 
Ratnagir 1 I,ia arashtra1 PP• an • so eee1 ;ahAreshtrs 
State Gazetteers: Retnagiri Distri~t (Revised Edition), 
Directorate of Government Printing1 Stationery and Publica
tions1 Maharashtra State1 Bombey1 1962, p. 280. 

2 Report on Retnagiri District1 Development Commission, 
.small Scale Industries 1 Government ot Mshsrashtra, Bombay, 
1962 1 P• 27. 
) tlaharashtrR State Gazetteers: Retnagiri District 
(Revised &dltlon) 1 19621 P• )92. 
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to fac~ory type ot work possibly explains why, even from 

a labour pool which is already thin, only a few offer their 

service to work in the factories. 

Srikakulam, in Andhra Pradesh, is a backward district. 

The 1951 District Census Handbook for Srikakulem district 

observes, "There has been neither industrial activity nor 

agricultural prosperity to promote any large increase in 

popula~ion. For these reasons, and owing to the fact that 

this is a deficit district, there has been migration on 

appreciable scale."1 The situation had not changed much in 

1961.2 Migration of labour may be partly due to lack of 

opportunities end partly due to better wages elsewhere. 

Guntur district, in Andhra Pradesh, where cashew 

processing is carried on in a small scele, is one ot the 

most prosperous districts in the S~ete, both agriculturally 

and industrially. This district attracts large number ot 

labourers from the neighbouring districts. With the advent 

of Nagarjunsagar canal w~rk the tendency bas increased.) 

The existence of other industries and the implementation ot 

developmental projects has resulted in higher wages. This 

1 Census of India, 1951. District Census Hendbook: 
Srikskultil!l 1 Kadraa, 1951, P• J.. 

2 Census of India, 1961, District Census Handbook: 
Srikakulam, Andhra Pradesh, PP• xlv111 and xxxix. 

) Census of India, 1961, District Census Handbook: 
Guntur, Andhra Pradesh, PP• xx-xxi. 
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must have resul~ed in a lower labour supply ~o cashewnut 

processing indus~ry which possibly paid a rela~ively lower 

wage. 

I~ is a tac~ ~he~ due ~o the difficulties of getting 

labour to work in the fac~ories, in the processing centres 

in Andhra Pradesh, part of the processing is done through 

contrac~ora. The contractors in turn distribute work at 

the homes of the labourera.1 

4.6.) Relative Endowment of Labour Factor 

It could be learnt from authoritative statements that 

in the Union Territory of Goa, the processing industry could 

not progress due to a stringent supply of labour. Similar 

observations, however, were no~ available in respect of the 

industry in J.ndhra Pracl.eah and l-la.harashtra. The industry in 

these latter two States too had a cost advantage over Quilon, 

where the industry is localized. 

Cashewnut processing industry uses female labour. It 

is difficult to say with precision that labour supply in 

Goa, Maharsshtra and Andhrs Pradesh was insu!ticient for a 

large scale development ot the industry. It is difficult 

even to compare the relative endowment of labour factor in 

different centres. A crude attempt, however, is made below 

as regerds the relative endowment ot labour factor. 

1 Report on an Enquiry into Con~itions of Labour in the 
Ceshewnut Processing Industry in India, 1954, P• li. 



It can be said that supply of female labour to any 

industry is dependent on three factors. The factors are 

namely: (i) female population in the age group lS-59, (ii) 

demand for female labour by other industries, and (iii) 

social factors constraining the supply of female labour. 

As regards the social factor, it is believed that 

Indian women are conservative about working outside their 

homes even to this day. However, this seems to be more 

true of urban areas where a good percentage of the popula

tion belongs to higher income strata (meaning thereby the 

white collared people). It is supposed here that the 

general low income levels or the people requireo many Indian 

women to supplement men's incomes. In rural areas agri

cultural sector already employs a good part of the female 

population in the economically active age groups •. Lower 

labour participation among females in the past can be 

partly due to lack of suitable employment opportunities. 

Aa per Table 4.6.i, column (4), participation of 

female labour is high in the districta of South Kanara 

(Mysore), Ratnagir1 (Maharashtra), Srikekulam, Guntur and 

Nellore (all three in ft~dhra Pradesh). It can be seen from 

column (S) in the Table that in these districts a large 

part or female population in the age group 15-59 is engaged 

in agricultural activities. As compared to the above• 

mentioned districts, the districts where the processing 

industry ia located in Kerala, P.1adras and Goa, female lAbour 



Table 4.6.1 a Female Labour Participation in the Districts 
~~ere Cashewnut Processing Industry Is 
Located, 1961 

--------------------------------State/District Total Working. Female Working females 
females female a labour in the age-group 
in the in the partici- 15-59 employed 
aje-group ege-§roup pation in Agriculture~• 
1 -59• 15-5 • fltxtoo as percentage of 

the total females 
1n the age-group 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
. 15-59 
' (5) --------------------------------

KER~.LA. 

Cannanore i75,95~ l93,2)lt. lt-0.60 24.18 
Koshikode (Calic.ll-1:) 86,56 171,609 25.00 10.00 
Trichur ij7,560 172,924 37.~9 u.o~t-
Ernakulam 1,549 165,10) )4. 9 16.40 
Alleppey 483,704 182,579 37.75 1).89 
Quilon 49lt,73g 171,653 34.70 lO.i6 
Trivandrum 452,40 124,717 27.57 7. 6 

J,1YSORE 

South Kanara 419,115 28),272 67.59 51.92 

MAHt,Rf;SHTRA 

Ratnag1r1 555,235 386,775 69.66 63.92 

ANDI!RA PRADESH 

Srikakulam 669,692 514,663 76.85 63.66 
Gunt11r 805,711 500,563 62.1) 43.)9 
Nellore 554,179 366,29) 66.0) 51.99 
f.\fiDRP.S 

· South Arcot 860,929 405,179 lt7.06 40.25 
C.OA 1 D~W.N AND DIU 

Ooa 173,699 81.,547 48.67 )8.07 

--------------------------------
• Table B-Ia Workers and Non-workers classified by Sex and 

Broad Age Groups. $• In Table B-I: Workers and Non-workers classified by Sex and 
Broad Age Groups, those appearing under classes 1 As Culti
vator' and 'As Agricultural Labourer• haTe been taken sa 
employed in Agriculture. 

Source : Census ot 1961, State Volumes. 
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participation is low. In these latter districts agriculture 

could employ relatively smaller percentage of available 

female labour force. 

Employment opportunities are lees diversified for 

women. Apart from agriculture, they can be employed only 

in a few industrial activities. Lower participation in some 

places may be more due to lack or employment opportunities 
!ron\ 

rather than voluntary refrainment ef employment. For 

inst~nce, the lower participation rates in Kerala, which 

is known for its poverty end where a higher participation 

or female labour could be anticipated can be explained thus. 

Labour participation ia the percentage of working females 

in the age group.lS-59 to the total feQalea in the age 

group, i.e., 

Working females in the ege group 15-59 x 100 Females in the age group 15•59 

Relntively, the districts in Kerala are small in area. The 

area under agriculture, end the employment the sector could 

provide, was comparatively smell. The State is less 

developed industrially. Further, women cannot be employed 

in all types of industrial work. The above-mentioned 

factors make the number or working females in the numerator 

small. \~areas, due to the high density or population 

throughout the State, there is a large number of females 

in the age group lS-59, which makes the denominator large. 

A relatively small numerator and a de~ominator which la 
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comparatively large, results into low participation rates 

for females in Kerala. If the agricultural sector could 

absorb 8 greater part or the total female labour .available 
• 

or if alternative industrial Jobs were provided, possibly 

the female labour participation would have been higher for 

the districts in Kerala. It can be broadly stated, due to 

low incomes, social constraints might play only a lesser 

role in influencing the· supply ot female labour; suitable 

opportunities g1veu 1 women &ight have come forth to work in 

the past too. 

It the social factors do not severely constrain the 

supply or female labour, total females in the age-group 

15-59 should roughly indicate the total supply of female 

labour. In the case of industrial activities labour need 

to conglomerate at a single point. Commutation distance 

is one or the ractors which influences the supply or labour. 

Thus, absolute number available may be a lese reliable 

indicator of labour supply. In the following analysis 

density or population instead or absolute number has been 

used as the indicator of labour supply. 

For the present purpose, it would be more appropriate 

if the labour factor endowment of different centres can be 

learnt in respect of the period 1940-SS; for, it is during 

these years that the processing industry got localised in 

Quilon. Unfortunately, even the breakdown of data available 

in the 1951 Census is not sufficient. The 1961 Census 



which gives the required breakdown is less ·auit~b~e from 

the point or view or time. It 18 too recent;. whereas, 
. ' .. . 

what ia required here is to know the labour supplt position . 
• 

prior to.l9SO end early 1950's. The following analysis, 

however, utilizes data presented both in the 1951 Censu• 

and t.hose 1n 1961 Census. Table 4.6.2 presents the 

relevant. data. 

Column (2) in Table 4.6.2 gives the density of tamale 

populat.ion in t.he age group 15-541 per square mile in 1951. 

Assuming t.hat the social constraints have the· some influence 

on the supply or labour in all the district.a, column (2) 

should indicate relative position or different districta •• 

regards t.ototal supply or female labour. Reading through 

the column, it can be noticed that as compared with the 

industry in other States, whole ot Kerala wae in a 

favourable position 8S regards labour supply. (There are 

no data in respect or Goa tor the year 1951. However, 

viewing the territory's relative posit.ion in 1961 1 it can 

be stated that in 1951 Goa was in 8 disadvantageous position 

as compared with Kerala.) 

A large female population in the economically active 
• age group would be or no avail it there ere competing 

economic activities. Whether the processing industry could 

offer competitive wAge rates to attract the required labour 

cannot be known now. There is one way to account tor the 

demand for labour from competing economic activities.. One 
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T~ble 4.6.2 : Rels~ive £ndowmon~ of Labour Fac~or in the Distric~a Where Cashewnu~ 
Processing Indus~ry Is Located, 1951 and 1961 

- - --- -- - -- ------------------------------------1951 1961 

State/District ----------------------- ------------------------------------------Density Non-working l:Jensiti or female population in the age
group 5-59 per square mile 

(1) 

of female female 
population population 
in the age- per·square 
group 15-5~ mile ** 
per square 
mile • · · 

(2) ()) 

---------------------....-------------Total f 

(~) 

Non
working If 

(5) 

'Persons engaged in 
Household Duties•, 
'Persons seeking employ
ment for the t1rst.t.ime 1 . 

and.'Persons employed 
before but now out or 
employment ~nd seeking 
work' ff 

(6) 
- - - - ----- -- -- ---- - - - - - - --------- -- - ---- --- - -- -
KC!ULA 

Cennanore ) 17) 10) 91 

l 2)5 189 
))6 Kozhikode 2.51 2)2 

( c a.iic.u.t ) 
Trichur ) )98 248 21) 

l 3.31 22) 
Ernekul&m .379 249 212 

Alleppy l 226 
69) 431 )64 

294 
Quilon ) 2.54 166 14.5 

Trivandrum )76 297 5.34 387 334 

~'!YSOR!<! 

South Kanera 119 90 129 4.2 )6 

KAHft.USBTllA .. " 

Ratnagir1 100 8.) 111 34 )0 

IUWHRA P!t,,DESH 

Sril<ekulam 16) 139 172 4.0 3.5 

· Guntur 123 lOit 139 5) 49 

t1e1lore 62 .51 70 24 21 

MADR~.S 

South Arcot 184. 163 20.5 108 102 

oo~. D 't·'P.N ".ND DIU 

N.A. N.ft., 125 64 44 

-------- ---------------- -- ------ -- ---- --------
Note : 1) To arrive st the densities area figures given by Surveyor General ot India 

have been u~ilized, 

11) (a) Districts in 1961 may not be identical with those in 1951 even ~here the 
name or the district has remained the same, 

(b) Combined data for Cennanore and Kozhikode districts for 1951 refers to 
erstwhile t:,alabar district. Likewise, combined d6ta for Trichur and ErnakulBm 
distrie~s for 1951 refers to erstwhile Trichur dis~rict. -And, combined ~ate ·· · 

• !or Al1eppy and ~uilon dis~ricts !or 1951 refers to erstwhile Quilon district. 

Desis : (a) 1951 : Census ot India, 1951, State Volumes. 

• Table C-II 'Livelihood Classes by lge Oroups'. In the 1951 Census agewise · 
distribution or population was estimated on the basis ot 10 per can~ sample, 

•• Non-working females in 1951 has been arrived at bi deducting from total females 
in the age group lS-54 given in Table C.II: 'Live ihood Classes by t.ge Oroupe' 1 
the 'SeU Supporting' persons in 'r,gricultural' and 1 !lon-~.gricultural' classes 
&iven in Table B-1: 'Livelihood Classes and Sub-Classes•. 

(b) 1961 : Census ot Indi~. 1961• State Volumes. 

if Table B-I: •:.corkers ~:nd Non-workers Classified by Sex and Broad Age Groups'. 

U Table B-II: Persons llo~ at ~ork Classified by Sex and Broad f.ge Groups end 
Type or Activity, 
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can assume that persons already employed account for the 

demand from competing economic activities. Thereart.er,'· it 

can be viewed that only those who were not employed were 

available for the processing industry. The 1951 Census 

however does not provide data relating to 'non-workers'; 

the same had to be estimated. 

The 1961 Census gives the number or 'non-workers' .. 

in the economically active age group 15-59. It also gives 

the breakdown or 'non-workers' into categories; !rom this 

it is possible to separate a certain categories or which it 

can be a priori decided that they would not be available 

for work. The same is not possible in respect or 1951. For 
' 

the broad purpose, as is attempted here, it can be assumed 

that number or •non-workers' per square mile in 1951 

represent the labour supply that was available for the 

expansion or the processing industry in 1951. 
.. 

It can be seen from Table 4.6.2, column (3), that 

even from the point or view of number of 'non-workers' 

available (per square mile) the industry in Kerala was in 

an advantageous position. 

Table 4.6.2 presents data for the year 1961 also. 

The industry in Kerale had a better total supply or female 

labour as compared with the industry in other States in 

the year. Even as regards the availability or •non-working' 

females, the districts in Kerala were in an advantageous 
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position. As stated earlier, the entire number under 'non

workers• does not represent •surplus labour' pool. It was 

also stated, the 1961 Census provides the breakdown of 

'non-workers' into categories and it is possible to seg~re

gate some categories which it can be said a priori that 

they will not be available tor work. 

In the 1961 Census, 'non-workers' were divided into 

following sub-classes: 

(i) Full time students, 

(ii) Persona engaged in Household Duties, 

(iii) Dependents and persons permanently disabled, 

(iv) Retired, rentiers, persons living on agri• 
cultural or non-agricultural royalty, rent 
or dividend or other persona of independent 
means, 

(v) Beggars, vagrants, etc., women without 
indication of source of income ond others 
of unspecified source of existence, 

(vi) Inmates of penal, mental and charitable 
institutions, 

(vii) Persons seeking employment for the first 
time, and 

(viii) Persons employed before but now out of 
employment and seeking work. 

Ot the above eight sub-classes among the 'non-workers' in 

the age group 1S•S91 it can be said that classes (i), (iii), 

(iv), (v) and (vi) would not have been available for work. 

Only those appearing under the sub-classes (ii), (vii) and 

(viii) would have bean available for work. 

It was observed earlier that tamale labour participation 
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could be more dependent on the availability of employment 

opportunities than on social factors. Thus, it can be 

broadly assumed that of the 'non-working' female population 

in the age group 15-59, 'Persons engaged in Household 

Duties•, 1Persons seeking employment for the first time' 

and 'Persons employed before but now out of employment end 

seeking work', represent 'surplus labour•. This 'surplus' 

is over and above the needs of competing economic activities 

and could have been conveniently made use of by the process

ing industry. From the point or view or 'surplus labour' 

as defined above, whole ot Kerala was in a favourable 

position during the yeer 1961 (Table 4.6.2 1 column 6). As 

compared with the industry in Kerala 1 the processing 

·centres in other States had smaller 'surplus• available to 

them •. The latter include those in Maharaahtra 1 Goa and 

. Andhra Pradesh, which centres had a cost advantage over 

Quilon (Kerala), where the processing industry is localised. 

It is noticeable from Table 4.6.2 that among the 

districts in Kerala 1 Quilon 1 where the industry is localized, 

was relatively less endowed from the point ot view of 

labour supply. Table 4.6.2 does not in any way set the 

absolute labour requirement per square mile, essential for 

the development ot the processing industry. Hence it is 

possible that labour supply in Quilon was well above the 

minimum requirement. ~hila the other centres in Kerala 

were relatively better endowed with labour, the growth ot 
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the industry in Quilon might·heve been due to entrepreneu

rial initiative in the place. (It may be recalled that 

indigenous raw nuts were available in almost the entire 

stretch ot the State- Table 4.).).) 

A crude minimum requirement or labour per square 

mile, suitable tor the processing industry1 however, can 

be indicated. It is believed in the industry circles that 

& unit roasting SO bags (7S kgs.) or raw nuts a day, 

employing 350 labourers, is an economic unit. The above 

opinion is partly supported by Table 4.6.). ~Bjority of 

the units in Kerala tall in the size group employing 100 

to sao labourers. 

The processors in ~~ngalore and Quilon reported that 

the workers come to their factories from a distance or 

around two miles. Assuming a commutttion distance of 2 

miles (which seems to be realistic considering the low 

wages in the industry and the insufficient transport 

facilities available due to the semi-rural location ot the 

industry), the minimum density or labour supply per square 

mile tor the economic unit stated above (350 persona) would 

be around 90. It can be seen from Table 4.6.2 that in 1951, 

~here were only 100 female persona per square mile falling 

in the economically ac~ive age group, in Ra~nagiri district. 

However, i~ should be noted that not all, from the labour 

toree actually available for work. Apart from the eocio

logical tactora which may in certain cases restrict the 



Table 4.6.) : Distribution or Cashewnut Processing Units according to the Size ot Employ
ment, ~mployment in Different Sise Groups and the Average Sise of the Unite 
in Each Group - Kerala, 1960.65• 

--~----~-~--------~-~------------------------

Year 

Employment Size 

-------------------------------------------------------------------Lesa t.han 50 50.99 100-499 

------------------------ ------------------------- ---------------------~ Ko.ot Employ- Average No.or 
Units ment. size ot Units 

t.he unit. 

Employ- Average 
ment else or 

the unit 

No.or Employ- Average 
Units ment size or 

the unit -- ---- - - ---- ---~ - - - -- - - - - - ----- - - - - - ----------
1960 24 490 ' 5 

(13.3) (2.S) 
)50 70 91 

(50.6) 
29,400 )2) 

1961 26 
(15.1) 

444 16 6 
(3.2) 

370 62 88 
(47.3) 

29,622 339 

1962 20 397 20 8 501 6) 99 )),6.50 )40 
(10.6) (4.2) (52.7) 

196) 2) 4.91 21 10 618 62 105 ).5,110 .Hit. 
(11.7) (.5.1) (5).)) 

1965 16 )6) 20 13 628 64 10) )2,021 )11 
(8.6) (6.2) (49.)) 

---------------------------------------------
(continued) 

"' "' "" 



Table 4.6.3 1 (continued) 

- -- -- ------ - - - --- - . - - ------ - ----- - - -- - - --- -- -Employmon~ size 

----------------------------------------------------------------------Year 500-999 More ~han 1000 Total 

------------------------ -------------------- -------------------r~o.of Employ- Average No.of Employ- Average No.of Employ- /lye rage 
Units man~ abe of Unite ment. size of Units men~ size of 

~he unit the unit. the unit 

---------------------------------------------
1960 55 )),250 604 ' 6,Sl0 1,)02 180 70,000 .389 

(30.5) (2.8) (100.0) 

1961 59 .36,776 62) 5 6,586 1,)17 166 74,000 .398 
(31.7) (2.7) (100.0) 

1962 56 
(29.8) 

.35,242 629 ' (2.7) 
7,060 1,412 lSS 76,650 

(100.0) 
409 

196) 54 35,160 6Sl s 7,586 1,517 197 76,965 401 
(27.4) (2.S) (100.0) 

196S 68 45,JSS 667 u?4l 10,067 1,4.38 209 aa,637 424 
(32.5) (100.0) 

---------------------------------------------
• Data for 1964 are no~ available. 

Note a The figures in brackets indicate the number of units in the size class as 
percentage or the total number of units. 

Source : An Eeonoreie Review : Kerela, Bureau of Economics and Statistics, Government ot 
keraia, Trivandrum, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964 and 1966 issues. 
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~ 

supply of female labour, ~h~re are compe~ing industries 

demanding the services or those who actually are prepared 
• 

to otter ~hemselves for work. (Accounting for the compet

ing industries, the 'non-working' female population was only 

8) per square mile in Ratnagiri during the year 1951.) To 

say that a particular centre had a favourable supply or 

labour, labour supply per square mile should be much more 

than 90. 

From Table 4.6.2 it is noticeable that 'non-working' 

female population per square mile declined in 1961 as 

compared to 1951, in many or the districts where the 

processing industry is located. This phenomenon is partly 

due to the territorial changes; partly due to differences 

in the definitions or terms used in the two Censuses; is 

also probably due to the fact more women entered the work

force since 1951. Though more women now came forth for 

work, this was possibly or no avail to the processing 

industry. ~Ihereaa the processing industry requires a 

conglomeration or labour at the factory premises, others 

like beedi industry could operate conveniently by dietri

bu~ing work to women at their homes. While women opt the 

latter mode, in Mangalora it is round that beed1 and 

weaving industries engage a good part ot the available 

female labour. 

In the foregoing analysis density of labour per 

square mile (rural and urban taken together) was used as 
' 
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indicator of ita supply. Labour is available in pockets. 

However, tlle demand for labour too is concentrated in such 

places. It is the urban areas that a high density of 

female labour force can be found, However, much or this 

belongs to higher income strata (white collared people) and 

may not be available as factory labour, In Mangalore and 

Quilon, the industry is located at the outskirts or the 

respective towns. Their location is semi-rural. But a 

large scale development of the industry, as experienced in 

Quilon, necessitated a wider dispersal into the rural areas. 

4.6.4 Summing Up the Factors Behind the Slow Gro~h 
ot the Industry in Goe, MahArsshtre snd 
Andhra PrAdesh 

There were two factors which could have stood on the 

way of smaller centres, developing their processing industry. 

The factors were (i) lack of entrepreneurial initiative 

resulting in failure to exploit the locational advantage 

and/or (ii) unsuitable supply of labour. 

The £1rat or the two factors could be an explanation 

tor the slower growth of the industry in Andhra Pradesh. 

The processing centres in Ratnagiri and Goa were taw of the 

earliest in India and it is difficult to accept that the 

processors here were not aware or their coat advantage which 

was persistent tor long in the past. (The adverse influence 

ot this factor on the growth of the industry in the past can 

be eliminated in the future easily, by State encouragement.) 
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The second factor also could have caused the slower 

growth ot the industry in Andhra Pradesh. But it was 

probably the main factor in the case or Ratnagiri and Goa. 

In the esse or Goa, the mining industry, which employed a 

great chunk or the labour force, put the processing industry 

at a disadvantage at least since l9SO. In the case or 

Ratnegiri, neither the mining activity nor any other indus

trial activity has as yet developed to any great extent. 

llowever, the emigration or labour from this district must 

have caused an insufficiency or labour supply. It is 

possible both in the case or Ratnagiri and Goa, sociological 

factors too have acted in conditioning the labour supply to 

the industry. (Unlike as in the case or the first rector, 

here, the State encouragement will not have immediate effect.) 

The importance of the two factors, (i) lack of entre

preneurial initiative, and (ii) unsuitable su~ply or labour, 

that caused the slower growth of the industry may very with 

different centres. But it remains a tact that an uncongenial 

labour supply was one of the reasons which stunted the growth 

ot the industry in certain cases. This, however, ia more 

true of Goa and Ratnagiri. (In the next section, where the 

tuture ot the industry is discussed, it is assumed that 

this stringency in labour supply experienced by these 

centres, will persist at least in the near tuture.) 

It was stated that availability ot capital could no~ 

have played a dominant role in influencing the growth ot the 
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processing industry. The industry requires a small initial 

investment. Cashewnut crop being a seasonal crop, the 

basic raw material is held in stock for long periods. 

Working capital requirement or the industry thus is rela

tively high. Banking industry which generally provides 

processors the necessary short term loans, it can be said, 

is an offspring or industrialization. It can, however, be 

argued that location or industrial activities needs certain 

minimum banking facilities. Perhaps leek ot adequate 

banking facilities acted as a !actor limiting the progress 

or smaller centres. For instance, in Ratnagiri, "Develop

ment or banking in the district is ot a very recent origin; 

as till 191~, there was not a single banking institution in 

the district.•1 "In 1958, there were in all eleven offices 

of joint stock banks in the Ratnagiri district.•2 

Smaller centres in Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh 

had to import raw nuts and export kernels through ports 

located at a distance. The cumbersome process could haye 

led to an inertia among the investors and failure to exploit 

locational advantage the centre had in respect or cashewnut 

processing industry. 

1 Meharashtra State Gezetteers: Ratnagir1 District 
(Revised Edition), 1962, P• 4l7o 

2 Ibid, P• ~lg. 
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~.6.S Slow Growth of the Industry in Celieut 

The argument that an unsuitable labour supply stood 

on the way of the growth or the industry, whatever be the 

advantages in respect of other factors the centre possessed, 

does not apply to Calicut. The entire State or Kerala 

provided abundant labour •. From the point or view of raw 

material supply, it was observed that the centre suffered 

no constraint. The industry in Calicut should have 

registered a taster growth on the merit or availability or 

indigenous raw nuts alone. What checked the growth or the 

industry in Calicut could only be the diversification of 

investments to the localised centre, Quilon. Such diversi

fication, it ia generally believed, ie due to the localisa

tion economies provided·by Quilon. 

The important localisation economies, if they exist, 

have to be found in the packing material industry which in 

some cases represents a growth subsidiary to the processing 

industry. The packing materials as stated earlier are tin 

plate containers and packing cases (made of wood). These 

two are discussed separately. 

Tin Plate Containers •- At present, the tin sheets 

tor almost all the centres, are supplied from Calcutta. 

Purely from the point ot view ot ita location, Calicut is 

no way in a disadvantageous position as compared with Quilon 

from the source supplying tin sheets. As regards fabricat

ing tin sheets into containers, there are cases where the 



individual processing units having their own tin fabricat

ing plants. Bigger units both in ~~ngalore end Quilon end 

a small unit in Ooa have their own tin !6bricnting plants. 

In ~~ngalore and Qu1lon there are units which are wholly 

engaged in tin fabricating. 

There are two questions to be examined. Firat, what 

is the saving in cost which a processing unit in the 

localized centre may enjoy due to the existence or a subsi

diary industry engaged in tin fabrication? Second, at what 

level of output can a centre economically have the subsi

diary industry manufacturing tin plate containers? 

hS observed earlier, the h.S.I. data as regards 

packing material are not suitable for locational comparison. 

It was stated that the packing material used by the industry 

in different States differed in quality. Comparison of 

costa can be confined to two States, Kerala and Mysore, the 

former representing Quilon and the latter Mangalore; in 

these two cases the processed kernels were mostly exported 

and hence the packing material used did not difter in 

quality. 

It can be learnt by referring to Table ~.~.3 that in 

1960 the tin plate containers cost Rs.O.S6 per unit more in 

Mang&lore as compared with Quilon. The cost difference may 

be due to the tact that in 1960 the processing units in 

)~ngalore did not have their own tin fabricating plants or 
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~he centre did not have ~he unit now exclusively engaged 

1n manutac~uring tin containers, whereas in Quilon the 

subsidiary industry was in existence. With the cost 

difference or Rs. 0.86 per tin plate container, economies 

per tonne or kernels would work out to Rs. 75.68, which is 

not a negligible amount. 

Turning to the second question raised, the kernel 

output required for the economic operation ot a tin fabricat

ing plant is comparatively low. The same is evidenced in 

the case of Mangalore, where not only a few or the process

ing units have their own tin fabricating plant, but also a 

unit which is exclusively engaged in tin fabricating. The 

unit, ~hough renders its s~rYices to few other industries, 
' 

is mainly dependent on the processing indus~ry. It can be 

seen by referring to Table ~.~.) ~hat in 196~ coat 

difference per tin plate container between Y~ngalore and 

~uilon was negligible. 

Even during the time or the survey, Calicut met ita 

requirement of tin plate containers either from Mengolore 

or from Quilon. The mere existence ot a subsidiary industry 

engaged in manufacturing tin plate containers in Cuilon, 

however, could not have put the centre in more advantageous 

position as compared with Calicut from the investors' point 

or view. Calicut had necessary supplies of raw nuts. Ind1Y1-

dual investors could have located their units in Calicut and 

could have their own tin fabricating plants. 



Packing Cases :- The wooden planks required to make 

packing cases are secured by the processors from the nearest 

source available; the wooden planks are nailed into boxes 

within the factory premises. The savings 1n costs, here, 

are more due to location. The locational advantage depends 

upon the availability or forest wood suitable tor packing. 

In this respect Calicut in no way was in a disadvantageous 

position as compared to ~uilon. 

A subsidiary industry engaged in preparing the 

packing cases is a feature ot recent years. A few units 

have been started in Quilon, Ernakulam, Trichur and Canna

nor• districts or Kerala. As compared with tin plate 

container, packing cases are a less important item or cost. 

Economies due to the existence or a eubsidiary industry 

engaged in preparing packing cases are ot a comparatively 

minor importance. Further, such economies for Quilon are 

true only of recent years; therefore, the same could not 

have rendered Calicut in a disadvantageous position in the 

past. 

Quantitatively the localisation economies could not 

have been an overriding factor at eny time. But there ere 

other facilities, it is alleged, the localised centre 

provided which were mora or qualitative nature. Quilon is 

hailed to be the nerve centre ot the industry. It le 

believed, due to the speculative nature or the industry, the 
are 

procassorsin Quilon in an advantageous position as compared 
~ 



~o ~hose in the less localised centres. The pulse of 

marke~ changes is firs~ fel~ in ~ilon. While there is 

no~hing to refute ~he point tha~ ~he localised centre 

provided better market information, there is but little to 

indicate the speculative nature of the trade (except that 

the kernel prices depended on price of competing nuts in 

America and that the price of r~v nuts in Africa depended 

on kernel price in America). 

It is understood ~hat a~ present the ownership in 

the processing indus~ry in Quilon does not entirely belong 

to the region. Though the initial developmen~ of the 

industry can be attributed to local entrepreneurship, in 

later years the centre attracted investors from outside, 
' 

from other parts of Kerala and also from Mangalore. Probably 

the investors from Central end Northern Kerala who could 

as well have located their processing units in Calicut, 

were drawn towards Quilon. Though there is no evidence to 

prove the same;the fact that there has been a migration of 

entrepreneurial skill from a distant centre like Mangalore 

to Quilon is enough to suggest that Quilon must have 

attracted the investors from Central end Northern Kerala. 

'List of Factories Registered in Kerala State as on 

)1st December 196~•1 gives the number ot registered tactories, 

1 Liet of Factories Registered in Kerela Stnte es on 
llst December 1964, Governmen~ of Kerala, Trivandrum, 196;. 
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names ot the factories, and the number of people they are 

licensed to employ, dia~rictwiae. According to the source, 

1n Quilon district, there were 185 registered factories 

owned by 82 concerns. These factories were licensed to 

employ a total·number ot 86,240 workers. or the lSS 

factories, 21 were owned by eight concerns whose proprietors 

belonged to Mangalore.1 The above eight concerns were 

licensed to employ 12,.340 workers. (Some ot these concerns 

were actually.in the cashew business previously.) The 

percentage share ot these concerns in the total number ot 

units (11.35 per cent) and in the total licensed employment 

(14.31 per cent) are significant. The licensed employment 

ot these concerns, it may be noted, is more than twice the 

employment provided by the industry in li:Sngalore, i.e., 

S,S70, in the corresponding year (see Table 4.1.5). 

As in the case ot Mangalore, there must have been a 

migration ot entrepreneurial skill to Quilon from Northern 

Kerala (where Calicut is situated). 

1 Survey. 



4.7 I Processing of Row Cashewnuts Available 
!n the r'ut.ura 

The presen~ section concerns the utilization of raw 

material available ~o the industry. The raw material supply 

to the industry has two components viz., the indigenously 

available raw nuts and the raw nuts impor~ed from Africa. 

Sub-sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2 discuss the indigenous componen~ 

of raw nut supplyi sub-section 4.7.3 deals with imported 

raw nuts. 

4.7.1 Future Availability ot Raw Nuts in Different 
Stntes in India and the t-;ain Problems rerarrling 
Processing the Indigenous Raw Nuts 

There are two projections made as regerds cashewnut 

crop in India. Both are presented 1n Table 4.7.1. 

Table 4.7.1 1 Projections of Row Cashewnu~ Production in 
Different States in India, 1970 and 1970-71 
(in Tonnes) 

-----------------------------
State 

Indian Council 
of Agricultural 
Research, 1970 !/ 

Study Group 
on Cashew .. 1.970·7J. y -----------------------------

Kerala 
My sore 
l•iaharsshtrs 
Andhra Pradesh 
Madras 
Goa 
Others 

92,580 112,349 
1~:~£~ lt':'~g 
) 455 1),)01 

17:541 29,824 
N.A. 5,000 
N.A. 3,700 ------ -----------------------132,421 31),984 -----------------------Total ------

Source: 
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Projections or raw nut production made by the ICt~ 

end by the Study Group differ due to two reasons. Firstly, 

as evidenced by Table 4.7.2, the areas under cashew on 

which the projections are based differ. 

Table 4.7.2 : Area Under Cashewnut at the End of the Third 
Five Year Plan (in Acres) 

---- - - ---- ------ - ------- - -----
State 

Indian Council 
or /.gricul~qral 
Research lf 

Study Group 
on Cashew y 

- -- - ---- - -- ---- -- ----- --- ---- -
Kerala 154,301 215,941 

My sore 177,855 180,390 

lt:ahara shtra 125,936 557,250 

t.ndhra Pradesh 111,961 64,993 

~:adrss 1)2,870 218,627 

Goa N • ~;. 80,000 

Others 127,608 20,000 

------------------------------Total 830,531 1,337,201 

------------------------------
Source : !/lt!orkine: Group for the Formulation of Fourth 

Five Year Plan Proposal on Spices end Cashewnut, 
I.C.A.a., New Delhi, 1965, P• 25. 

~ Report of the Study Group on Cashew, Directorate 
ol Commercial Publicity 1 ldnistry of Commerce, 
New Delhi, 1964, pp. 5-11. 

Secondly, according to the ICAR, new plants brought 

into cultivation during the Third Plan will just start 

bearing by about the end or the Fourth Plan, and on a 

conservative scale, one-fifth or this additional area would 



yield at one-tenth tonne per 

the Study Group assumes that 

&CI'e.1 In contrast to this, 
' 

the 'additional.srea' would 

yield roughly 200 kgs. per acre.2 
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The Study Group's projections seem to be unrealisti

cally optimistic. Though the ICt,a•s projections are besed 

on a 'conservative scale', in 1969, the indigenous produc

tion was less than 132,000 tonnes. The wide difference 

between the two projections, to a great extent, is due to 

the difference in the estimates of production in the CS8e 

of State of f,;aharashtra. /;a regards the other States, the 

absolute magnitude or the difference is not significant. 

In its report on the survey or cashewnut industry in 

. Maharashtra State,.tbe Cashew Export Promotion Council 

observes: nr,s the raw nuts available for the processing 

purpose is comparatively low there does not seem to be any 

scope for organizing any co-operative processing units now. 

However, the position will change, when the trees planted 

during the Third Five Year Plan start bearing. The St~te 

Government's ambition 18 to establish 200 or 250 processing 

units on co-operative basis. They bold the view that the 

production will be or t~e order of 250,000 tons per annum 

1 Workin~ Group tor the 
Ye~r Plen Progosal on Spices 
New Delhit 19 5, P• )~. 

Formulation or Fourth Five 
Pnd Ceshewnut, I.c.A.a., 

2 Report of the ~tudy Group on Cashew, P• 5. 
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and at the rate or 1,000 tons per factory it would be 

possible to establish 250 factories to process .raw nuts."l 

It is eL~ost certain that cashewnut production in 

f.'.aharashtra will not reach a level that is projected by 

the Study Group within the next couple or ye~rs. However, 

as the State Government has taken the propagation of cashew 

seriously, the production should show a substantial increase. 

As per Table 4.7.1, a major share or cashewnut 

production in India will be accounted for by the two States, 

Kerala and r.:aharashtra. The problem or processing the 

indigenously available raw nuts in India refers to raw nuts 

that will be available in the above two States. 

In section 4.4, it was found that processing costs 

in Kerala, .f.lysore and Madras ere higher as compared 'with 

the other States. ~uestion may be raised, whether raw nuts 

available in the former States should be processed at the 

low wage centres in the States of ff.aharashtra, J,ndhra 

Pradesh and Ooa. The quantity of raw nuts avail&ble in 

I-1ysore and l·iadras is small; also their procesaing cost dis

advantage is smaller as compared with that or Kerala. Thus, 

the discussion of the above stated problem can be conve

niently confined to raw nuts in Kerala. The cost of 

1 "Survey of Cashewnut Industry in MaharAshtra State", 
Cashew Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 6, June 1966, Cashew Export 
Promotion Council, Ernakulam 1 Kerala, P• 8. 
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processing the raw nuts in Kerala in di!ferent centres has 

been already discussed in Section 4.5. However, 1n Section 

4.5, costs at different centres were compared with that or 

Quilon. It can be noted that in respect or Northern Kerala 

region, Calicut is in an advantageous position as compared 

with Quilon, and in the case of Central Kerala, Trichur 

will have the advantage over Quilon. Thus, in respect or 

Northern Kerela, cost of processing the raw nuts should be 

compared with that of Calicut, in the case of Central Kerela 

with Trichur, end it is only in the ease or Southern Kerala 

that the costs should be compared with that of Quilon. 

In Section 4.5, the advantage of different centres 

for processing the raw nuts from Kerala was examined in 

respect of labour intensive technique. It was found that 

centres in States other then in Kerala, did not enjoy a 

suitable labour supply. This, it was stated, could be one 

or the possible reasons behind the slow growth or the 

industry in these centres. The stringent supply o£ lebour 

in the above places may be due to sociological tactore, 

apart from the others. It has to be accepted that the 

situation may not change at least in the near future. Hence 

a large scale increase in the raw nuts, it made available 

to the centres in States other tl~n in Kerala 1 may have to 

be processed with the help of capital intensive technique. 

Thus, to process the raw nuts rrom Kerala, the centres in 

other States may have to use the mechanised processing. 
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As stated earlier, the centres in Maharashtra 1 

Andbra Pradesh and Goa had comparatively lower processing 

costs. It can be stated, with this advantage and due to 

the weight losing nature or the process, to the extent 

possible raw nuts available in the above States should be 

processed in their respective centres with the existing 

labour intensive technique. In the case of Andhra Pradesh 

and Goa, the quantity or raw nuts that will be available 

being small, can be conveniently processed with the labour 

intensive technique at their respective centres. The same, 

however, may not be possible in the case ot Maharashtrs. If 

the target tor cashewnut production, i.e., 114,430 tonnes 

in 1970-71 set by the Study Group, is achieved, labour 

required to process theee raw nuts may not be easily avail

able at the centres in the State. Thus 1 there may emerge 

in P.!aharashtra a 'surplus' quantity or raw nuts which it 

may not be possible to process at the State's centres with 

the labour intensive technique taking into consideration 

the labour shortage. There are two alternatives as regards 

processing the 'surplus' raw nuts available in f,1aharashtra. 

The alternatives are: (1) transport the raw nuts to Kerala 

where labour is available in plenty, or (ii) process the 

raw nuts 1n Y~harashtra at the State's centres with the 

help or capital intensive technique. 



Processing Cost by Alternative Techniques, Cost 
Adva~tege of Different Centres for Processing 
the Raw Nuts fro~ Kerala, and the iroblem of 
Processing the 'Surplus' it2w Nuts from t•i!lh!~rPshtre 
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There are two main problems sa regards the indigenous 

raw nuts, that are discussed. A pre-requisite to the 

discussion is the knowledge of processing costs in respect 

~ ~esessi»g ~~a iR ~eapeet of capital intensive technique. 

The need for mechPnized processing in States other than 

Kerala may arise due to an unsuitable supply of labour. 

io:hereaa in Kerala, labour is available in plenty, the need 

for mechanized processing may arise due to hi&h labour 

costs.1 Thus, an examination of processing costs by capital 

intensive technique is essential in the case of all the 

States. The same is done in the immediately following 

paragraphs. The discussion of the actual problema stated 

above will follow. 

Comparison of Altern~tive Techniques in Different 

States :- There are certain difficulties in evalunting the 

processing cost advantage by alternative techniques. The 

cauital intensive technique saves labour. For accounting 

the labour costs in this technique, labour costs in the 

labour intensive technique have to be compressed, Due to 

the method of compilation of data adopted in the A.s.I., it 

was found, the wage costs appear under two heads. It 

1 Cesh~w '-iarket1M 1 International Trade Centre 
UNCTfl~-GATT, Geneva, l9oS, P• So 



appears in 'Wages to Workers' pa!~ ~e we~ke~a end in the 

cost item 'Work done by other concerns'. 
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The item '~ork done by other concerns' is not entirely 

labour costs. But as the part which constitutes labour 

costs and the part which consists of other expenses cannot 

be separated, the entire item was essumad to be referring 

to labour costs. The assumption, as said earlier, is 

fairly realistic.l 

Non-availability of authentic and comprehensive data 

relating to the capital intensive technique poses another 

hurdle. The mechanised processing plants range from an 

output sise of 375 tonnes of kernels per year (single shift) 

to 1500 tonnes (single shift). The statistical information 

available regarding capital investment 1n these plants is 

found to be more reliable in the case or two; one or them 

has an annual output of 375 tonnes of kernels, the other 

442 tonnes. As regards the latter only the investment 1n 

machinery is known. In the case of the former, building 

space required is also specified. Construction cost per 

1 It can be seen from Table 4.~.2(f) that in Kerala 
where labour costs do not appear under the head 'Work 
done by other concerns', the cost per tonne of kernels 

·due to the item is only Rs. 8.00. ~·:hatever be the extent 
of variation 1n the cost item between the States, it 
csnnot vary 6s wide as from Rs. 8.00 to Rs. 32).00 per 
tonne of kernels. ~bere the item shows high expenditure, 
it has to be due to labour costs. The processing industry 
has no other manufacturing activity than decorticating 
cashewnuts that need to be done by outside agencies. 
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unit space of building, prevalent, could be learnt. From 

this could be calculated the investment costs in 'building' 

for the plant. 

In the present study, processing costs in the above

mentioned two mechanized plants are compared with processing 

costa in the labour intensive technique. The labour inten

sive plant considered is one employing )50 persons, roasting 

SO bags of raw nuts per day, and producing 250 tonnes or 

kernels per year. The plant size is widely prevalent in 

India (see Table 4.6.)) and does not differ much in size 

from the mechanized plants with which it is compared. 

For comparing the labour.intensive teclmique with 

mechanised processing, it is necessary to know capital 

investment required for a new plant or the former type too. 

Capital investment for the labour intensive type plant is 

often estimated low. The machinery required in the case 

is simple and has a meagre capital requirement. llhereas 

the industrialists do not adhere to strict factory regula- . 

tiona, the 'building costs' incurred by them are low. 

Government agencies like Small Industries Service Unite 

which aim at propagating small scale production units, 

present attractive low estimates of construction costs. 

Engineers, when consulted, re~orted that building material 

need not differ between techniques. Actually due to the 

mechanisation of the process, capital intensive plants mar 

save on building space. It is assumed here that unit cost 



on land and building do not differ between techniques. Fixed 

capital investment in the three plants compared is given 

1n Table 4.7.). 

Table 4.7.3 1 Fixed Capital Investment Required for Process
ing Plants Using Alternative Techniques (in Ra.) 

-- - - -- - ----- -- ---- -- -----------Labour 
Intensive 
Technique 

Jl 

Capital Intensive 
Technique 

-----------------------Try II 
--- -------- ----- ---- ----- --- - --
Annual capacity in 
terms of kernels 
produced (working at 
single shift per day) 

Land 

Du1lding 

1-'iachinery • 

250 

N ·''· 

)75 

74,000 

7,75,000 

N. r .• 

N .,'\ • 

Before Devaluation 40,000 19,58,740 2) 1 51,916 

After Devaluation 40,000 )0,66,250 )7,05 1750 

-------------------------------
~ The mechanized processing plants have to be imported. The 

costo of plant 1'ype I waa given as $411,500 and that of 
Type II as $494,100. The Indian Rupee was devalued on 
6th June 1966. The rupee value o! ~he imported machinery 
is therefore given separately for post- and pre-devaluation 
periods. 

Source 1 !/ Swesti Cashew, Mangalore. 

zJ Cashew NArketing, International Trade Centre, 
UNCTAO GAT!, Geneva, 1968, PP• 16-17. 

l/ Cashew Expor~ Promotion Council, Ernskulam, 
Kerala. The Council secured the information 
from Cashew Trading Co., Tokyo, Japan, through 
Indian Embassy in Tokyo, Japan. 



Due to the lack of required data, comparison or 

costs by alternative techniques attempted here excludes 
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some cost items. The items excluded are: ·~~terial consumed 

for repair and maintenance', •consumable stores', 'Pscking 

materials' and 'Fuel'. 'Materials consumed for repair and 

maintenance' is invarient over space. Between the alterna

tive techniques it may cost slightly higher in the case or 

mechanized processing plants. As regards the labour intens

sive technique, the A.s.I. data could be utilized for the 

above cost item; however, corresponding data in respect or 

the capitRl intensive technique ere not available. 'Consu

mable stores', perhaps, does not vary either between 

techniques or over space. The expenditure on the item is 

negligible and the cost item is ignored. Packing material 

costa do not differ between techniques, but, at present, 

may differ between centres. The ~.s.I. data as regards the 

item was found unsuitable. Further, as contended, the 

differences in packing material costs are ot temporary 

nature and can be evened out. Fuel used and the expenditure 

on the item in the case of capital intensive tecrutique could 

not be obtained. The item, thus, is excluded. 

The cost items included for comparing the costs in 

alternative techniques in and as between different States 

are: (i} Current cost on fixed capital, (ii) Salaries paid 

to persons other than workers, (iii) Non-industrial services 

bought, (iv) Labour costs, and (v) Power costs. 
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'Current cost on fixed capital' taken into account 

are depreciation and interest charges. Depreciation on 

building is S per cent; as the plants are assumed to be 

operating at two shifts a day, a depreciation of lS per cent 

is charged on machinery. ~ interest charge of 6 per cent 

per annum on capital invested on lend, capital and machinery 

is also included. ('ilorking capital required has been left 

out or consideration due to absence or data. Working 

capital requirement per unit or output will not be dis

similar between the plants compared.) 

Land and building costs do not differ between 

techniques. There may be some economies of scale. The 

three plants compared do not differ.signiticantly by the 

size of their output. In the case of labour intensive 

plant and mechanized processing plant or Type II investment 

in lend end building is not known (Table 4.7.3). so, 

interest charges on capital invested in lend end building, 

and depreciation cost on building, calculated for the 

mechanized plant or Type I, (Rs. 120/tonne of kernels) have 

been adopted for the mechanised plant Type II and for the 

labour intensive plant. 

'Salaries paid to persons other than workers' msy 

va~ between techniques. Due to lack of required data, the 

same could not be taken account or. In the present study, 

expenditure on the above item remains the same for either 

methods of production, vis., labour intensive and capital 

intensive. 
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The cos~ or 'Non-industrial services bough~' should 

be more or less similar wha~ever be the method or production 

employed. I~ is assumed here that expenditure on the item 

remains the same for either techniques. 

'Current cost on fixed capital' do no~ vary signiti

can~ly over space. Similarly, the cost items 'Salaries 

paid to persons other than workers' end 'Non-industrial 

services bought 1
1 have little locations! significance. On 

the basis or the A.s.I. 1 196~ 1 the weighted average expen

diture has been calculated for the entire industry in India. 

These estimates have been adopted for all the States 

(centres). 

The cost items (i) 1 (ii) and (iii) 1 (seep. 6~5) 1 it 

is assumed here, have little locational significance. That 

is, expenditure on these items will be the same for all the 

States (centres). The cost per tonne or kernels on these 
' 

items used in the present study is presented in Table 4.7.4• 

The mechanized processing plants have to be imported. 

The increased •current cost on fixed capital' in respect or 

capital intensive technique with the devaluation is due to 

the enhanced value or imported machinery. 

Labour costs differ between the techniques. The 

processors in Msngalore reported that it requires about )50 

man-days to produce a tonne o£ kernels with the present 

labour intensive technique. As compared to this, the 



Teble 4.7.4 : Current Cost on Fixed Capital, Salaries Paid 
to Persons Other Than Workers, and Cost of 
Non-industrial Services Bought (ll.upees Per 
Tonne of Cashew Kernels) 
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--- ---------------------------
Cost Item 

Labour 
Intensive 
Technique 

Capital Intensive Technique 

----------------------------Before l~ter 
Devaluation Devaluation 

------------ -------------Type 
I 

Type 
II 

'l'ype 
11 -- - - -· --- -- --- - -------- ------- --

Current coat on 
fixed capital 

Salaries paid to 
persons other than 
workers 

Non-industrial 
services bought 

1.36 668 

71 71 

29 29 

673 999 

71 71 71 

29 29 29 

- -- --------- ------------- ------
Total 2)6 763 

- -- - -- --- ------- - -- -- --- - - - - - --
mechanized processing plant or Type I requires 117 man-days 

and or Type II requires 42 man-days to produce a tonne ot 

kernels.l To arrive at the labour costs in the mechanized 

processing plant ot Type I, labour costs in the labour inten

sive technique is compressed by three times •. It is compressed 

by eight times for the Type II. The device is justified for 

the following reason. The labour used in the capital inten

sive technique does not differ from that used in the case or 

1 These estimates were arrived at from the information 
provided by the respective sources quoted for Table 4.7.3. 
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labour intensive technique. The mechanized process requires 

labour to do the final 'peeling' and 'grading' or kernels. 

This labour is similar to what is now employed in the labour 

intensive technique.l 

It was seen with the labour intensive technique, now 

in existence, labour costs vary widely between different 

States. Labour costs in the mechanised processing for any 

State is a fixed proportion ot such costs in the labour 

intensive technique in that State. Costa of labour in the 

alternative techniques for different States are given in 

Tabla 4.7.5. 

Table 4.7.5 a Labour Costa in Alternative Techniques for 
Different States, 1964 (Rupees Per Tonne of 
Kernels) 

- - - -- - - - -- - ----- --- - - ---- - - - - -
State 

Labour Capital Intensive Technique 
Intensive ---------------------------Technique Type I Type II --- ---------------------------

Kerala 

f.~ysore 

.Vlllharashtra 

Andhra Pradesh 

Madras 

Goa 

781 

707 
400 

309 

534 

S08 

:260 

236 

133 

103 

178 

169 

---------- -- - -----------

98 

88 

so 
39 

67 

6) 

------
1 Ceshew Marketing, UNCT.~, GATT, Geneva, 1968, P• 
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The cost per unit or power differs from state to State. 

But the labour intensive technique uses little power, hence, 

the expenditure on the item per unit or output is small. f~y 

variation in the power costs due to differences in the cost 

per unit of power has negligible influence on total process

ing costs. Thus, it was assumed that in respect or labour 

intensive technique, power costs as an item has little loca

tional significance. The same assumption is maintained. 

Power costs per tonne or kernels calculated !or the entire 

Indian industry on the basis of A.s.I., 196~, has been 

adopted for all the States. 

The capital intensive technique uses electricity 

extensively. Any difference in the cost per unit or power 

does influence to an extent the processing costs in this 

case. The schedule or rates for the supply or electricity 

to the industry in different States were obtained from the 

respective State Electricity Boards. Unit power costa in 

the case or mechanized processing plants are calculated on 

the basis or these rates. Power costs in alternative 

techniques !or di!feren~ States are presented in Table 4.7.6. 

Table 4.7.7 presents for different States the cost 

of processing by alternative techniques. The processing 

costs, as stated earlier, include (i) Current cost on fixed 

capital, (ii) Salaries paid to persons other than workers, 

(iii) Non-industrial services bought, (iv) Labour costa and 
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Table 4.7.6 : Power Costs in Alternative Techniques tor 
Different States (Rupees Per Tonne of Cashew 
Kernels) 

-------------------------------Labour Capital Intensive Technique 
Intensive --------------------------------State Technique 1966-67 (after 
1964 1964-65 devaluation 

--------------- ---------------Type I Type II Type I Type II ------ -------------------------
Kerala 3 104 91 104 91 

My sore 3 67 59 19 69 

. ~'lsharashtra 3 80 70 66 75 
Andhra Pradesh 3 120 104 120 104 

rt.adraa 3 104 91 104 91 

Goa 3 159 138 159 138 

-------------------------------
(v) Power costs. The Table gives in the case of capital 

intensive technique the processing costs (a) before devalua

tion and (b) after devaluation. The difference in costs 

between the two points of time is due to cost items 'Current 

cost on fixed capital' (Tabla 4.7.4) and 'Power Costs' 

(Table 4.7.6). 

It is needless to state that in Table 4.7.7 costs 

presented for the post-devaluation period in respect or 

capital intensive technique are not directly comparable with 

those of labour intensive technique. Reasons !or the same, 

however, need elucidation. The costs presented tor the post

devaluation period in the case or capital intensive technique 
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Table 4.7.7 : • Processing Costs by Alternative Techniques for 
Different States (Rupees Per Tonne ot Cashew 
Kernels) 

------- ------------------------Labour Capital Intensive Technique 

Intensive ---------------------------------Technique Before Attar State 
devaluation devaluation 

--------------- ---------------Type I Type II Type I Type II ----- -------- ------ -- ------ ----
Kerala 

Mysore 

Maharashtra 

lmdhra Pradesh 

l'.adres 

Goa 

1,020 

946 

6)9 

54$ 

773 

747 

1,1)2 

1,071 

981 

991 

1,050 

1,096 

967 

925 

$98 

921 

9)6 

979 

1,448 

1,399 

1,30) 

1,307 

1,)66 

1,412 

1,288 

1,256 

1,224 

1,242 

1,257 

1,)00 

-------------------------------
• Excludes 'Materials consumed for repair and maintenance•, 

'Consumable stores•, •Packing materials' and 'Fuel costa•. 

differ from those presented for the pre-devaluation only in 

respect of cost items 'Current cost on fixed capital' and 

'Power costs'. The increased expenditure on 'Current cost 

on fixed capital' in mechanized processing after the devalua

tion is due to the enhanced value of imported machinery. The 

same does not spply to labour intensive technique. 'Power 

costs' are of insignificant importance in the labour intensive 

technique; the increased rates per unit of power after 1964 

can hardly influence the total costs in this case. Thus, 

from the point of view items, 'Current cost on fixed capital' 

and 'Power costs•, above stated comparison is permissible. In 
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the case of 'Salaries paid to persons other than workers', 

'Non-industrial services bought' and 'Labour costs', the 

expenditure on the item in 196Z. have been taken account or, 

both for post- and pre-devaluation costs, presented in 

respect or capital intensive technique. It can be noted 

that in this study, it has been assumed that the first two 

items do not differ between the techniques. Thus, expendi

ture on these items in respect of labour intensive technique 

and that in respect of capital intensive technique for the 

post-devaluation period (and also for the pre-devaluation 

period) is the same. Needless to say further that from the 

point of view of items 'Salaries paid to persona other than 

workers' nnd 'Non-industrial services bought', a comparison 

ot costs between labour intensive technique ~nd post-devalua

tion costa in respect or capital intensive technique is 

permissible. It can be noted that difficulty for the above 

comparison arises due to labour costs. In Table 4.7.71 

labour costs in 1964 have been utilised for post• and pre

devaluation processing costa presented in respect or capital 

intensive technique. Labour costs differ significantly 

between techniques. Further wage costs may increase signi

ficantly over short periods. There could be en increase in 

the wage rates since 1964. An increase in the wage rates 

inflates labour costs and (therefore) processing costs in the 

case or labour intensive technique more than in the case or 

mechanised processing. Thus, for comparing the alternative 



tec~niques during post-devaluation period, utilization or 

196~ data in respect or labour costs is not tully warranted. 

Thus, on the basis or Teble ~.7.7, it is safer to 

compare the processing costa in the case or labour intensive 

technique with only those referring to pre-devaluation period 

in the case of capital intensive technique. When such a 

comparison made, it can be noticed from the Table that only 

the mechanized plant or Type II offers some savings in the 

case or two States, Kerala end ~!ysore. l·iechanized processing 

which saves on labour is feasible where labour costs are 

high. As compared with the other States, the processing 

centres in Kerala and ~~sore paid higher wages. 

\l'age costs in Kerala ere the highest. The capital 

intensive technique should present the better alternative 

in this case more than any other. In 1967, wage costs in 

Quilon, in Kerala 1 were Rs. 970 per tonne of kernels (Survey 

data). Accounting for the above labour costs for the post

devaluation period, processing costs in respect of labour 

intensive technique can be put at Rs. 1,209 1 and at Rs.l 1)l) 

in respect of mechanized plant or Type II 1 the economical 

ot the two mechanised plants. Thus, even in the case ot 

Kerala mechanized processing offers no advantage after the 

devaluation. This being so 1 the case of other States where 

labour costs are low1 need not be stated. 

In India, the need for substituting the existing 

labour intensive technique with mechanized processing arises 
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not due to high labour costs, but due to stringent supply 

of female labour. Such an eventuality is possible in the 

case ot the industry in Maharashtra, Goa, Andhra Pradesh 

end Mysore. Of these, the centres in the first mentioned 

three States have low labour costs at present. Purely from 

the cost point of view, the capital intensive technique is 

less economical as compared with the labour intensive 

processing method 1n these centres. 

The preceding paragraphs discussed the profitability 

ot mechanized processing as compared with processing by 

labour intensive technique in different States. The problems 

now to be examined are two: the cost advantage of different 

centres for processing the raw nuts from Kerala and the 

problem or processing the •surplus' raw nuts in M&harsshtra. 

Processing the Raw Nuts Available in Keralez- It was 

stated that wages in Kerala are statutorily fixed and are 

uniform throughout the State. Further, since labour costs 

account for the major part of the processing costs and as 

other costs are locationally less significant, it was argued, 

processing costs will be more or less similar in the centres 

in Kerala. Thus, processing costs indicated for Kerala in 

Table ~.7.6 are representative of Quilon in Southern Karels, 

ot Trichur in Central Kerala, and of Calicut in Northern 

Kerala. 

~s cautioned earlier, any large scale supply or raw 

nuts from Kerala to centres in other States will have to be 
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processed with the help or capital intensive technique. Thus 

the alternatives to be compared sa regards the raw nuts from 

Kerala are: process them in Kerala with the labour intensive 

technique, or process them in other States with the capital 

intensive technique. 

Processing costs by the existing technique, per tonne 

of kernels, 1a Rs.l,020 in Kerala. As compared to this the 

minimum cost for mechanised processing, prior to devaluation, 

is Rs.898 (plant Type II). Even the highest margin or Rs.l22 

is insufficient to compensate the cost of transporting the 

raw nuts (required per tonne or kernels) from any part of 

Kerala to the processing centres in other States. Apart from 

the transport cost on raw nuts there is another item or 

transport cost i.e., transport cost on kernels. As observed 

earlier the expenditure on the item is comparatively low; a 

small difference in the same between the centres will not 

tilt the total cost advantage significantly. 

After the devaluation, processing costs by the capital 

intensive teclmiq,le rise steeply. Assuming the 196I. wage 

·costs for the post-devaluation period 1 the processing centres 

in o~her States are now st a greater disadvantage. Even 

after relaxing the above assumption, it can be found, the 

conclusion holds good. Wage cos~s in Kerala for the labour 

intensive technique was Rs. 7Sl per tonne of kernels in 

196I. (A.s.I. data). 1.s stated earlier, the same was found 

to be Rs. 970 in 1967 (Survey data). Accounting tor a &s.200 
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increase in wage cos~a in Kerala and assuming ~hat wage costa 

~n o~her S~ates have remained ~he same, it can be learnt that 

there is no advantage in processing the raw nuts from Kerala 

in other S~ates with the help ot mechaniled plants. 

A few qualifications regarding the conclusions reached 

above may be in place. There are some cost items which are 

excluded in the processing costs indicated in Table 4.7.7. 

Expenditure on items 'Material consumed tor repair and 

maintenance' and 'Fuel' will be higher in the case of capital 

intensive technique. This will put the centres outside 

Kerala, which have to use mechanized processing, at a greater 

disadvantage. 'Consumable stores' is of minor importance 

end can be ignored. As regards •Packing materials' of which 

tin plate containers are more important an item, tin fabri

cating plants can be installed by individual processing units. 

As already discussed, there will not be much difference in 

the cos~ of packing materials between the States. 

To rei~erate the conclusion: It is more advantageous 

to process the raw nuts in Kerala within the State, with the 

existing method, as compared with processing them outside 

~he Stete with the help of capital intensive technique. 

The Problem or Processing the •surplus' RAW Nuts in 

J.Taharashtre:- The 'surplus' in Maharashtra eriaes due to 

non-availability of female labour. 

open for processing these raw nuts. 

the existing centres in Maharashtra 

There are two alternatives 

They can be processed in 

by employing the capital 
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intensive method or can be transported to Kerala where labour 

is available. The economics ~r processing the possible 

'surplus' (raw nuts) in Maharashtra is presented in Table 

4.7.8. In the Table the cost of processing the raw nuts in 

l>iaharaahtra by the labour intensive technique is also 

presented. This enables one to demonstrate that it is always 

economical to process raw nuts near the base with the labour 

intensive technique, wherever possible. 

TPble 4.7.8 : Economics of Processing 'Surplus' Raw Cashewnuts 
in Maharashtra (Rupees Per Tonne ot Cashew 
Kernels) 

- - - - - - ----- --- - - -- -------- - -- - -
Centre Technique 

Cost of 
trans
porting 
raw nuts 
required 
per tonne 
of kernels 

Process
ing cost 

Total 
cost 

- -- - ----- - ----- --- --- - - --- -- ---
!-18lwan and 
Vengurla 
(Naherashtra) 

Quilon end 
Calicut 
(Kersla) 

-- -.--- --

Labour 
Intensive 

Capital 
Intensive 
Type II•s 

e) Before 
devaluation 

b) A£t.er 
devaluation 

Labour 
Intensive 

-

-
-
160 

6)9 

1,219 

1,020 

6)9 

1,219 

1,180 

-- -- - ----------- ---- - --
* Only mechanized processing plant of Type II is considered. 

It can be seen from TableLthat pl~nt Type II is more L '+. 7.7 
economical then Type I. 
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It can be seen from Table 4.7.8 that it ia economical 

to process the raw nuts availa.ble in Jiiaharashtra at its 

existing centres, with the labour intensive technique, it 

labour is available. In case the labour is not forth coming, 

the two alternatives open are either to process the rew nuta 

with the capital intensive technique in V~herashtra or trans

port them to Kerala where labour is available. For the 

period before the devaluation, the first alternative wss 

economical. Since the devaluation, the value or imported 

machinery used in mechanized processing has enhanced. There 

is a marginal gain in processing the surplus raw nuts from 

Z..!aharashtra in Kerala. However, as in the earlier case, 

labour costa used for pre-devaluation and post-devaluation 

periods are the same. It was stated that an increase in 

labour costs will inflate the processing costs in respect 

of labour intensive technique more than in the case or 

capital intensive. With a wage cost rise of nearly ns. 200 

as experienced in the case of Quilon 1 not only that the 

centres in Kerala will lose their marginal sdvantege stated 

above, they will also now be at a disadvantage to process 

the raw nuts in Mahareshtra. 

In Table 4.7.8 transport cost on kernels (exported) 

to the port 1s not included. Such costs are shilar for the 

processing industry in Ratnagir1 district in Maharsshtra and 

the localized centre Quilon in K~rala. (It is about Rs.2S 

per tonne of kernels.) As regards Calicut (Kerala) the 
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centre does not have to incur this cost during the fair season, 

when the port of Calicut is open for traffic. 

It can be noted, or the processing costs excluded in 

the analysis, ·~~terials consumed for repair and maintenance• 

and 'Fuel' will increase the costs comparatively more in the 

case or capital intensive technique. It is believed that 

the centres in Maharashtra will still have the advantage or 

processing the raw nuts in the State with the help or 

mechanized processing plants. 

LoeP.tional ~dvant~ge or Different Centres tor 
Processing the Imported Raw Nuts Allowing for 
Alternative Technioues 

Imports or raw nuts from Hrics is the more important 

component or raw nut supply to the Indian processing industry. 

The cost advantage or different centres tor processing the 

imported raw nuts was compared in respect or labour intensive 

technique. It was found that some or the processing centres 

could not possibly make use of their cost advantage due to 

a stringent supply ot labour available to them. Below, cost 

advantages of different centres for processing the imported 

raw nu~s is compared, allowing for alternative techniques. 

There are certain changes in transport costs involved 

in processing the imported raw nuts that have taken place in 

respect or some o£ the centres. There are changes in respect 

of some others that ere soon anticipated. These need be 

taken in~o account. 
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The port of Neendakara 1 a few miles north of Quilon
1 

is being developed into a lighter&ge port. In its "Traffic 

Survey o! Cochin Port", NCf.tR observes that "it would not be 

realistic to assume that the traffic in cashew at. Cochin 

will expand at the rate it has been doing in the past few 

years. On the most optimistic assessment it may be expected 

only to remain static at the 1965-66 level."l The above 

comment refers to imports or raw nuts. As regards the 

exports of cashew kernels, the NC~R !eels that. the exports 

of kernels through Cochin may "show more or less the same 

growth rate as recently". 2 It. is difficult to quentify 

the exact amount o£ future cashew trade that will be 

effected through Cochin 1 Neendskara and Quilon porte. It 

has been assumed here that only halt of the cashew trade 

may have to be effected through the port of Cochin. 

There are no plans in implementation for any major 

improvement of Cslicut port. Calicut port closes for 

traffic during the four months of monsoon. It is assumed 

while calculating the transport costs that a third of the 

total cashew trade will be diverted through Cochin, it the 

raw nut supply to the centre is increased considerably. 

The port of Msngalore is being developed. It ia 

expected to be completed by 1972. The imports ot raw nuts 

1 Traffic Survey of the Cochin Port, National Council 
ot Applied Economic Resenrch 1 New Delhi, 1969, P• 54. 

2 Ibid 1 P• 60. 
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in~o ~he place and ~be exports or kernels from it, hence

forth can be effected through ~he port, tbroughou~ the year. 

Previously the facilities from the por~ of f<larmagao 

were not available ~o the industry in Ratnegiri district 

(Maharashtra). With the libera~ion of Goa, the processing 

industry in Malwan and Vengurla (Ratnagiri) is able ~o 

trade through Harmagao which is open for traffic throughout 

the year. The transport costs computation made take account 

ot this. 

For the processing industry in Vetapalem in Guntur 

district (f~dhra Pradesh), Medras remains the nesrest major 

port. The industry in Palasa in Srikakulam district 

(Andhra.Pradesh) too will have to ~rade through Viahaka

patnam as earlier. 

The por~ of Tuticorin, south of ~~draa, is being 

developed into a major port. There are no plans envisaged 

(or likely to be) in respec~ of Cuddalora, the port conve

niently located from Panrut1 (Madras State). The port of 

Cuddalore is open for traffic throughout the year, but ships 

usually do not touch the port during the monsoon months. 

Cuddalore port is an intermediate por~. The ships do not 

come to the wharf. Any large scale increase in the produc

tion in the area may need a diversion ot trade to Madras 

port. The port ot Madras is only.llO miles !rom Panruti. 

The transport cost computations in respect of Panrut1 
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(~~draa State) assume that a third or the trade is diverted 

through Madras Port. 

Marmagao is the convenient port for the processing 

industry in Goa. 

Processing the imported raw nuts requires inland 

transit on two accounts, viz., the transportation or raw 

nuts from the port or entry to the processing centre and 

the transportation of kernels vice versa. ln respect of 

some or the processing centres, it is assumed that a part 

or the trade may have to be diverted from the convenient 

port to a distant one. In the case or Quilon, it is assumed 

that such diversion will be half or the total trade, end a 

third each in the case of both Panruti (Madras) end Calicut 

(Kerala). When the industry in Quilon trades through 

Quilon or Neendakara, Calicut through Calicut port and 

Panruti through Cuddalore port, the inland transport costs 

are nil. The inland transport costs accounted for in the 

case of Quilon, thus, is half,of the transport costs on 
• 

raw nuts and kernels (both per tonne or kernels) between 

~uilon and Cochin. It is one-third or such transport costs 

between Calicut and Cochin in respect of the industry in 

Calicut. It is one-third or such transport costs again, 

between Panruti and Madras in the case ot the processing 

centre in Panruti. 

The processing centres in Goa and Mangelore can trade 



through their respective ports throughout the year. The 

inland transport costs ere absent here. hs regards the 

industry in Ratnegiri district, Vetapalam 1 and Palasa 1 

they have to trade through Marmagao, ~!adres end Vishaka

patnam respectively, throughout the year. The entire inland 

transport coste (per tonne of kernels) have been accounted 

for in these cases. 

The inland transport cost on raw nuts and the kernels 

have been based on the railway tariff. Cashewnuta end 

kernels at present generally are moved by road. Transport 

costs by road could be obtained in respect of the process

ing centres Quilon 1 Calicut and Ratnagiri which were 

visited by the researcher. Aa regards the rest no such 

information could be obtained. The transport costs by road 

as reported by the processors in Quilon and Calicut, almost 

resembled the transport costs computed for these centres on 

the basis of railway tarif£. It is assumed that the same 

holds good in respect of other centres too. In the case of 

Malvan and Vengurla 1 there is no railway line connecting 

these centres with ~~rmagao port. Inland transport coats 

by road has been accounted for in respect of these centres. 

table 4.7.9 presents in respect of different centres the 

· transport costs involved in processing the imported raw nuts. 

The processing costs by alternative techniques have 

already been calculated in respect of different centres. In 

Table 4.7.10 processing costs given in Table 4.7.7 and 
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Table 4.7.9 : Transport Costs Involved in Processing the Imported Raw Cashewnuts for 
Different Centres (Rupees Per Tonne or Cashew Kernels) 

- - - --- - - -- - - -- -- - - -- -- - - -- - - ---- -- - - - - - - -- -
Centre 

Tr&~nsport cost 
on raw nuts from 
Africa to the 
port lJ entry 

-------------Defore · /,fter 
devalua- devalua-
tion tion 

Inland transport Total Transport 
cost (inward cost 
transportation or 
raw nuts + outward 
transportation or 
kernels 

-------------Before After 
devalue- devalua
tion y tion Jl 

-----------------Before Uter 
devalue- devalua-
tion tion -------------------------------------------

Quilon ( Kerala) 

Calicut (Kerala) 

Mangalore (Mysore) 

Malwan and Vengurla 
O·:eharashtra) 

Vetapalam (Andhra Pradesh) 

Palasa (l~dhra Pradesh) 

Panruti (l>,adras) 

Bicholim (Goa) 

291 

291 

291. 

291 

3.31 

))1 

))1 

291 

456 

456 

456 

456 

518 

518 

518 

456 

59 

45 

-
100'll 

194 

1.32 

40 

-

61 

46 

-
125"' 

200 

136 

41 

-

)50 

))6 

291 

391 

52S 

463 

.371 

291 

517 

502 

456 '-· 

Sill 

716 

654 

559 

456 

-------------------------------------------
• Refer to road transport costs as reported by the processors. 

Besis: ]/, Courtesy: t.~ckinnon and fi.acl<enzie and Company Private Limited, Bombay. 'Z/ Transport costs given in Table 4.5.3 calculated on the basis ot Indian ~ 
railway goods tariff and assumptions made clear 1n tt.e text. ·~ 

l/ Calculated by adding ) per cent supplementary charge to the Pre-devaluation 
inland transport cost.s. The aupple1nentery charge was enforced with effect. 
from lpril 1st, 1966. 
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Table 4.7.10 : Cost (Processing + Transport) of Processing 
Imported Raw Cashewnuts by l~ternate Techniques 
for Different Centres (Rupees Per Tonne of 
Cashew Kernels) 

-- - ---- - ----------- - ---- - --- - -- -Pre-devaluation After devaluation 

------------------ ---------------------Centre Labour Capital* 
intensive intensive 
technique technique 

Type II 

Labour Capital* 
intensive intensive 
technique technique 

Type II 
---- ---------- --- - - ---- - -- - - -- -
Qu11on (Kera1a) 1,370 

Ca1icut (Kera1a) 1,356 

r.:anga1ore (Mysore) 1,237 

Ma1wan and 1,0)0 
Vengur1a 
(lv'laharashtra) 

Vetapelem 1,073 
(Andhra Pradesh) 

Palese 1,011 
( l.ndhra Pradesh) 

Panrut1 (l.1sdras) 1,144 

D1cho11m (Coa) 1,0)6 

1,317 

1,303 

1,216 

1,289 

1,446 

1,384 

1,307 

1,270 

1,537 

1,522 

1,402 

1,220 

1,266 

1,202 

1,3)2 

1,203 

1,805 

1,790 

1,712 

1,805 

1,960 

1,896 

1,816 

1,756 

------------------------------
* Only mechanized processing plant ot Type II is 

considered. It can be seen from TsbleLthat plant L J.i· 71 Type II is more economical than Type I. 
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~ransport costa given in Table ~.7.9 have been combined to 

arrive et ~he ~o~al cost of processing the imported raw 

nuts for the different centres. 

Table ~.7.10 shows costa calculated in respec~ or 

either techniques for all the centres. It was noted that 

one of the factors ~hat possibly inhibited the growth ot 

~he industry in cen~res, other ~han those in Kerala, was 

unsuitable supply ot labour. These processing centres will 

be able to absorb a large qusn~ity of raw nuts only if they 

employ mechanized processing. It is only in the case or 

centres in Kerala i.e., Quilon and Calicut, that cost 

calculated for labour intensive technique has relevance. 

Locational advan~age of different centres should be examined 

on the following basial Cost of processing the imported 

raw nu~s by labour in~ensive technique in Kerala as against 

cost of processing the 1mpor~ed raw nuts by capital inten

sive technique in centres in the States, Mysore, Maha

rashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Madras and Goa. With the above 

consideration in mind two obaerva~ions can be made from 

Table ~.7.10. Before 1966 (the~ is, before devaluation) 

~~ngalore had an advantage over other centres for processing 

the impo~ed raw nuts. Since 1966, i~ ia more economical 

to process the impor~ed raw nuts in either or the two 

cen~res in Kerale. or the two centres in Kerala, vis., 

Qu1lon and Calicut, the la~ter has a noainal advantage over 

~he former. 



· Conclusions reached regarding the post-1966 period 

have more practical significance. However, these conclu• 

sions need be qualified. Cashew trade from and to Quilon 

at present passes predominantly through Cochin. In view ot 

the development ot Neendakara port.near the processing 

centre, it was assumed that in future only a halt ot the 

trade may pass through Cochin. It on the other hand, the 

trade continues to be effected through Cochin, the inland 

transport cost in the case or Quilon will be increased by an 

amount around Rs. 60 per tonne of kernels. Even attar 

taking into account the above possible. extra costs, Quilon 

retains its advantage over the centres in other States tor 

processing the imported rev nuts. When compared with 

Calicut, Quilon has a disadvantage. Nevertheless, consider

ing the value of a tonne ot kernels (llOOO/tonne, 1966) 

this 4isadvantage 1s negligible. 

There is one other qualification which needs mention. 

Costs used for the post-1966 period, except for enhanced 

value of imported machinery and power costs in the case ot 

mechanized processing and transport costs in respect or both 

the techniques, are those that existed before 1966. or tho 

processing costs. wages rise faster than other items. llso 

wage costs form the single important item in the processing 

costs. An increase in wages. as said earlier. inflate the 

processing costs in the case ot labour intensive technique 

more than in the capital intensive technique. (As compared 
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wi~h the wage cost of Rs. 781 per tonne of kernels in 

~uilon in 1964, in 1967 it was around Rs. 970.) ~ages in 

Kerala ere statutorily fixed end are similar all over the 

State. Thus, wages in Calicut will be ~he same ea that 

prevailed in Quilon. In the case or other smaller centres 

in other States, it was assumed that they will be able to 

increase their processing capacity by a large measure only 

if they employ mechanised processing. A wage rise in these 

centres similar to that in Kerala (this 1a less probable) 

would increase the processing costs marginally. Even after 

taking into eccount_the changed wage costs during the period 

1964-66, Quilon will be able to retain its advantage for 

processing the imported raw nuts over most or the smaller 

centres. Processing centres in Goa end Mangslore may show 

a marginal advantage over Quilon. 

At present more than 90 per cent of the raw nuts 

imported into India ere processed in ~uilon (Table 4.7.11). 

The indua~ry in Quilon is heavily dependent on imported raw 

nuts; any large scale diversion of imported raw nuts ~o 

o~her centres would result in considerable unemployment in 

Quilon. As it has been found that there ere no pecuniary 

gains in processing the imported raw nuts in o~her centres; 

the presen~ imports or Quilon can be continued. 

ts regards the increased exports ot raw nuts from 

Africa there are reasons to support these too can be directed 
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Table 4.7.11 I Total Imports or Raw Cashavnuta into India 
and Imports into Cochin and Quilon, 1960-61 
to 1965-66 (in Tonnea) · 

--·---------------------------
Year India1 Cochin2 ~uilon2 

(April to (April to (July to 
March) March) June) ------------------------------

1960-61 118,321 64,566 )7,601 
1961-62 101,876 75,231 1S,452 
1962-63 155,331 107,281 37,471 
1963-64 157,450 13),612 23,454 
1964-6.5 191,52) 134,028 47,789 
1965-66 160,6)6 112,567 50,406 

------------------------------
Note : Tha entire imports into Quilon and more than 90 per 

cent ot the imports into Cochin are utilised by the 
industry in and around Quilon. 

Source: l. Monthly Statistics or the Foreign Trade of India. 

2. ~nnusl Reports or the Cochin Chamber or Commerce, 
Cochin. 

to Quilon. The reasons are the following a 

(i) There are no pecuniary gains in processing the 

imported raw nuts in other centres. 

(11) \;'ith the exist.ing supply or indigenous and 

imported raw nuts the industry in Quilon is working below . 

run capacity. 

(iii) A good portion or the raw nut crop rrom Northern 

and Central Kerala hitherto moved to Quilon. There is 
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advantage in processing the raw nuts from Northern Kerala 

in Calicut and those from Central Kerala 1n Trichur. With 

this, the supply of indigenous raw nuts to Quilon will be 

smaller. Increased exports of raw nuts from Africa, it 

any, can till this gap., 



The raw nut exporting countries in P£rica could not 

develop their processing industry mainly due to an unsuitable 

labour supply. ~ith the advancement in processing technology, 

labour factor bas now a less dominant position. The f~ricen 

countries are now able to process a part or their raw nuts 

employing the mechanised method. 

Indian industry depends on imported raw nuts to the 

extent of 60 per cent of its needs. A wholesale import 

substitution is not possible considering the achievements 

on the raw nut production side. It is not advisable to 

discourage raw nut exports from East Africa, if India aims 

to retain its monopoly position in kernel exports. 

4.8.1 Prospects of Raw Nut Imports from El"st f.frica 

The African decision to export kernels or raw nuts 

to India, it may appear, depends entirely on the return on 

alternative choice. This should seem so as both processing 

capacity and export trade ere in the hands of private 

enterprise. However, at least in Tanzania, the National 

Agricultural Products Board sells the country's processors, 

raw nuts at 'special' rates. Thus, the processing industry 

in !£rica has a guaranteed supply; what is not required by 

the processing industry only is exported. Since what is 

not required by the African industry hss necessarily to be 
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exported, one can ask the question, India being the only 

importer or raw nuts can she exploit the situation? This 

was poesible in the past when the African countries had no 

alternative choice. A continuous monopsonistic buying or 

raw nuts hereafter, however, may induce more processing 

capacity in East JSrica. 

It is said that Indb has been able to retain ita 

monopoly in the recent past because or the high prices that 

she paid for African raw nuts. It will be interesting (but 

difficult to examine) whether Indian prices for African raw 

nuts have been satisfactory. Analytically the problem 

boils down to solving the following inequality, i.e., for 

the ft£rican countries whether: 

cost or ) 
producing ) 

- kernels by~ 
Mechanized 
processing . 

> 
< 

(Price tor 
(raw nuts 

{
obtained -
from 
India 

Cost or ) 
Producing) 
Raw nuts ~ 

Raw cashewnuts are an important export item for the 

three African countries, )~zambique, Tanzania and Kenya. In 

the 'Yearbook ot International Trade Statistics', raw cashew

nuts appear as a separate commodity tor all the three 

countries. Exports or kernels from Tanzania and Kenya are 

small; information regarding quantity exported t~nd its 

value, is provided only in respect or ~~sambique by the 

above source. However, unit value or kernel exports during 

1966 could be learnt from 'Cashew ~~rketing'. Unit value 



of kernel exports and raw nut exports for the three African 

countries is presented in Table 4.8.1. · 

Teble 4.S.l I Unit Value of Cashew Kernel Exports end Raw 
Cashewnut Exports: East African Countries, 
1966 and 1967 (Dollars Per Tonne) 

-- ------ - ---------------------
Kernels 

Country -------------
- - - - - ---- ---------- ---
Mozambique 

Tanzania 

Kenya 

957 

Raw Nuta2 

--------------1966 1967 ---- ----
197 191 

194 182 

215 194 

------------------------------
N. t. • Not Available. 

Source 1 1. Cashew J.larketing, International Trade Centre, 
UNCV.D/GATT, Geneva, 196S, P• 28. 

2. Yearbook or InternationP.l Trade StP.tisties,1967~ 
U.N., tlew York. 

Information regarding cost or producing kernels in 

East lfrica is not available. Kernel production involves 

cost of basic material, i.e., raw nuts, and processing costa. 

In the case of Tanzania, the price at which the 

National Agricultural Products Board sold raw nuts to 

exporters could be learnt. In the absence of required data, 

these prices can be broadly assumed as the cost or producing 

raw nuts to the market 1n the East .l.frican countries. 

Table 4.8.2 presents the relevant data. 



Table 4.g.2 : A!erage Ex-store Prices for Raw Cashewnuta 
(~tsndard Grade) Sold for Exporta Tanzania 
1965-66 to 1967-68 

-- - ---------- ----- - --- -------1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 !verage - --- - - ------------ ---------- -
Dollars Per Tonne 184.24 160.60 

- ----- ------ - -- -- - - - - --- ---- -
Source I P. aestergaard, The Cashe·~ut Industry in Tnnzaniaa 

Quality of Raw Product, ~conomic Research Bureau, 
University College, Dar-Es-Salem, May 1969 
(mimeographed), p. s • 

• 
As per Table 4.6.2, on an average, the cost or 

producing raw nuts to the market was $180.00 per tonne in 

Tanzania during the years 1965-66 to 1967-68. 

The cost or processing in East Africa could not be 

calculated. However, some important items or processing 

costs could be estimated. On the basis or these estimates, 

a crude minimum estimate or total processing costs can be 

put around ~16; per tonne or kernels.1 

The inequality presented in page 643 can now be 

translated into numerical terms for the three raw nut 

exporting countries. It is assumed that the price ot $180 

per tonne or raw nuts and the processing cost of ~165 per 

tonne ot kernels remained the same during the years 1965 

to 1967. Toble 4.8.) presents return on kernel exports 

1 For the basis and th• method of arriving at the 
above estimate see Table 4.6.1). 



and on raw nu~ exports for the three l~rican countries, 

Mosambique, Tanzania and Kenya • 

... 
1 Comparable Return on Cashew Kernel and Raw 

Cashevnut Exportas ~~aambique, Tanzania and 
Kenya, 1966 and 1967 

- - - ----- --- -- -------------- - --Return on Return on Raw 
Country tear Kernel Nu~ Exports 

Exports to India 
(. per tonne) (t per - ~onnea) ------ --·---- --- --- ---- ---- ---

Mozambique 1966 9- 66 
1967 72 " Tanzania 1966 180 S6 
1967 N.C. a 

Kenya 1966 6-' 140 
1967 N.c. S6 

-- ------ --- - - - ---- -- ---- ------
N.c. • Could not be calculated in the absence or data. 

* Return on kernel exports • Price/~onne of kernel - [Coat 
ot basic material raw nuts (~180x4) + Processing 
Cos~ (U6S)]. 

Re~urn on Raw nut exports • Price per tonne of Raw nuts 
obtained from India - Coat of Producing tonne of raw 
nuts (~180). 

The entire raw nut exports from Mozambique, Tanssnia and 
Kenia durin~ the years 1966 and 1967 were destined to 
lnd a (soe ~able 4.8.9). Unit value of raw nut exports 
presented in Table 4.8.1 thus represent price tor raw nuts 
obtained from India. That raw nu~ exports from the East 
African countries are mostly destined to India is true 
of o~her years also. 

The processing costs in Africa are much higher than 

the estimated ~165 tonne.1 Hence actual return on kernel 

1 The above estimate includes only certain items ot 
cost. With a kernel expor~ value which was around $1,000 
per tonne and a raw ma~erial cost of ~720 (Sl80 x 4), 
processing costs can be at the moat $2SO per tonne or 
kernels. 
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exports may be much lower than what is depicted above. It 

is possible that the coat of producing rew nuts differs 

between the exporting countries. 

Even after making allowance for the above-mentioned 

shortcomings, there is not much that can be interred from 

Table 4,.8.3. It cannot be said, on the basis of the Table, 

whether Indian prices for African raw nuts have been much 

or less rewarding than kernel exports from Africa. The 

situation differs for the three raw nut exporting countries. 

(Such a conclusion may be due to the severe shortcomings of 

the method used for estimating the returns~) 

Table 4.8.3, however, can be put to some limited use. 

Tanzania presents the case where kernel exports were compa

ratively much more rewarding than rew nut exports to India. 

The maximum excess return on kernel exports in the case is 

$124 per tonne of kernels (1966). In terms of raw nuts, 

the same is $31 per tonne. Tanzanian instance is an 

extremely unrealistic one. However, it will be of interest 

to see whether India could afford to pay for the African 

raw nuts $31 per tonne more than what she has already paid. 

(A higher price of that order may not necessarily guarantee 

raw nut supplies from /~rica, tor, it local processing 

units are installed, their requirements are met first.) 

It was found that since the devaluation of the rupee, 

~uilon offers an advantage tor processing the imported 



raw nuts. The question whether India could pey higher prices 

tor African raw nuts is examined from the poin~ of view of 

the processing industry in Quilon. The researcher had 

·conducted 8 survey or the units in Cuilon. The survey 

included 20 units which employed 12,952 workers. The 

coverage, thus, was 6.40 per cent of the total number of 

units and 13.98 per cent of the employment in the industry, 

1n Quilon distric~ in 1967.1 The survey data relate to 

1965-66 (fina~cial year), the period immediately preceding 

the devaluation or the rupee (June 1966). The cos~ of . 
processing a tonne of kernels in Quilon during 1965-66 is 

presented 1n Table 4.8.4. 

In Quilon, the firms engagod in cashew processing, 

more often, own more than one unit. Such firms centralise 

final grading and packing of the product in a single (or 

a few) unit(s). Some or the units, thus, do the processing 

only upto 'peeling' stage. Even as regards supervisory und 

managerial personnel, only 8 thin skeleton starr is 

employed at the individual units; the overall supervision 

is conducted from the head office. The key persona visit 

the units almost every day. Some of the costs, such as 

interest charges, are not incurred separately on individual 

branches. It ie reasonable to look et the branches, owned 

1 See Table 4.1.6. 
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~ . 

Teb1e 4.8.; a" P~ocessing Costs Per Tonne ot Cashew Kernels, Quilon, 1965-66 : Labour Intensive Technique (in Rupee$) 

---- -·-- -·-------------------------------------------------------------------- -Firm Unit Employ- Output Labour Supervisory Packing Plant Postage, Audit Fees Local Deprecia- Interest Miace- Total 
· · · · me~; and J.1sterial YIBintenance Stationery and Banking Rates and tion Ch~2rr_g es llaneous 

·lr Y.anagerial and and Repair and Facilities Factory · y 
··, • -Personnel Consumable Printing Licence 

Stores • . ~ . 
----------------------------------------------------------~-------------------
A 

B 

c 

D 

F 

Q 

1 

1 

1 
2 

1 
2 
) 

1 
2 
) 
4 

1 
2 
) 
4 
5 
6 

297 .. 
418 

535 sos 

)85 
550 
105 

.: 

, . 
700 
784 
629 
972 

602 
6)9 
661 
761 
6.57 
686 

Weighted Aver~ge 
(Output used as weights) 

158 

)26 

lU 
SSl 

265 
)98 
44) 

1106 

3)6 
454. 
84.7 

1637 

476 
4.95 
544 
672 

2189 

151J/ 
)96 
430 
438 
466 

2U? 

857.06 

819.94 

74).60 
2,25.69 
878.79 

122).07 
1051.69 
9)4.18 

104.5.69 

951.40 
681.05 
646.26 
118.54 

8S2.46 e6a.6a 
702.98 
897.48 
839.35 

964.26 
1028.50 
1020.92 
819.62 
746.90 
760.12 
872.38 

855.51 

lll,OJt 

71.71 
78.77 
60.39 
6S.92 

)0.53 
91.85 
74.26 
7Q.l2 

74.4) 
61.61 
42.96 
54.59 

92.55 
80.80 
54.50 
52.4) 

• 68.12 

77.09 
82.12 
5).92 
)5.)9 
71.41 

~ 

397.32 

. 410.15 

)89.06 
~ 
389:06 
)65 • .54 
365.54 
)65.54 
)65.54 

)81.79 
381,79 
)81.79 
3th.79 

)78.66 
)78.66 
.378.66 
,ill~~ 
37'ir.Ob 
355.75 
)55.75 
).5.5.75 
355.75 
355.75 
).55.75 
355.75 

373.74 

49.81 

)2.61 

48.24 
38.32 
42.9b 

10.49 
9.€8 

10.40 
10.2) 

41.67 
42.12 
)8.94 
40.38 

56.03 
40.00 
59.05 

_4§.)~ 
51r.'I9 

16,06 
47.94 
49.83 
50.11 
54.09 
47.56 
47.70 

41.19 

19.49 

12.59 

13.96 

ti 
8.14. 
7.59 
7.79 
7.80 

14.20 
14.)6 
13.28 
13.78 

4.97 
4.11 
).41 
7.46 
s.u 
2.0) 
6.2) 
6.81 
7.21 
1.06 
6.:21 
6.39 

8.7) 

29.96 

36.71 

20.19 
11.8; 
15.71 

17.65 
16.89 
12.52 
1.5.32 

10.36 
.10.46 

9.67 
10.0) 

14.)8 
10.3I 
10.5 
13.51 
12.24 

21.89 
26.42 
27.58 
)0.26 
29.94 

~ 
18.10 

4.05 

4.06 

2.08 
1.23 
1.62 

6.0.5 
5.64 
5.7s 
5.79 

2.27 
2.02 
2.5.5 
2.34 

1.79 
1.61 
1.ss 
1.60 
1.71 

1.4) 
1.70 
1.60 
1.7S 
1.67 

~ 
2.45 

20.23 . 
28.09 

14.82 

~ 
21.69 
1).87 
14..16 
1.5.86 

11.07 
12.06 
20.12 
16.03 

19.44 
16.90 
15.10 
1).28 
1.5.90 

llt.22 
14.54 
22.)6 
10.61 
. 8.71 
:5.96 

12.19 
I 

21.49 

25.)8 

37.79 
)7.79 
J1.79 

----
)2.21 
)2.21 
)2.21 
;p.21 

24.27 
21t.21 
21t.27 

ti 
-------

16.87 

14.15 

11.13 
10,59 
10.85 

:u.s3 
)).40 
)4.30 
)4.31t 

16.75 
16.94. 
1.5.65 
16.2) 

15.07 
16.09 
14.84 
12.67 
14 • .51 

24.22 
27.71 
28.92 
28.90 
)1.40 
27.61 
28.60 

1527.)2 

lltSl.lt5 

1).59.64 
1578.57 

. 1476.95 

1718.91 
1.596.)5 
1458.9) 
1570.69 

1.5.)6.15 
1254.62 
1203.43 
12s5.92 

1489.62 
1441.49 
1265.17 
1447-r~ 1410. 
1476.95 
1590.91 

·. 1567.69 
1))9.60 
1)08.9) 
128'·r 
l412. 0 

1418.46 

In terms or Dollars 11).79 8.65 49.83 5.49 1.17 2.41 0.)) 2.09 5.09 lSS.SS 
(One Dollar • Rupees 7.50) ---- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - -- - - - ----- --- - - --- ~ --- - - - ---- - -- ------ -~ ------ --------- ----~ . ' 
Note 1 1. Employment given here is the number on thB rolls. It has no direct fixed relation with man-days utilized for the output of the unit. As 

only part or the processing is done in some or the units, the labour employed is comparatively low in such cases, 
2. 'Interest charges' in the case of the units owned by Firm D and G are included under 'Miscellaneous•. Tpe firms had a cost item 'Heed-Office 

Expenses' which included 'Interest charges•. 
). The Unit worked only for a psrt of the year durins 1965-66; hence the low output. 

. . 
Source : Survey, 
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by a firm, as a single unit to calculate the cost. The 

same is done in Table 4~8.4. In Table 4.8.4 processing 

costa per tonne or kernels have also been calculated for 

the individual units. It can be seen that the labour costs 

show wide difference even among the units owned by the 

same firm. This is due to the tact that some or them do 

not include all the stages or processing. 

Table 4.8.4 gives the weighted average cost or process

ing for the surveyed units in Quilon. The estimate is 

based on the data which relate to 1965-66 (financial year). 

Except for wages, the other costs do not change signifi

cantly over a short period of a year or two. Estimates 

for the year 1965-66 can be safely utilized for the 

imn1ediate post-devaluation period as regards these items. 

Wage costs 1 it was felt 1 may show a reasonably drastic 

change. This is all the more so in Kerala where the 

labourers in the processing industry are paid a 'dearness 

allowance' which is tied up with cost of living index for 

Quilon.l The allOwance formed a substantial part ot the 

wages. In 1967 1 the daily dearness allowance was Rs.0.941 

whereas the average daily wage can be put around Ra.2.2S 

(inclusive or dearness allowance). 

Information regarding labour costa in Quilon could 

be obtained for a more recent period, i.e., May 1967. Some 

1 Kerela Gazette dated 11th August 1964, Pert I, 
Government o! Kerals 1 Trivandrum. 
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of the units record the 1 outturn' and wages paid et every 

stage of processing (i.e., shelling, peeling and grading) 

for every 'lot• that is roasted. There were some items 

of labour costs which were not thus recorded and hence had 

to be estimated. The former formed more than 90 per cent 

of the total labour costs. Table ~.6.5 presents labour 

costs in Quilon during mid-1967 tor the relevant units. 

In Table ~.8.5 cost or ~abour engaged in the various 

stages of processing differed between the units. As regards 

'roasting'• the wages differ depending upon the capacity 

of the 1 drum1 and the height of the chimney in the case or 

'drum roasting'; it depends on the height of the chimney 

and a few other factors in the case or 'oil bath roasting'. 

In the case or 'peeling', as the peelers do the preliminary 

grading and as the number of varieties the peelers are 

required to grade differ between units, 'peeling' coats 

differ between units. The work-load for 'grading labour• 

is generally fixed by mutual agreements between employers 

end employees or the particular firm. The work-loada and 

hence grading labour costs differ between the firms. 

Shelling labour costs also differ between the units; no 

reasonable explanation could be obtained in this regard. 

The coverage or data presented in Table 4.g.5 is 

negligibly small. ~s the data relate to a more recent 

period, this estimate of labour costa in Quilon is used. 

In respect or other cost items, the estimates as given in 



Table 4,8,5 : Lsbour Costs Per Tonne or Cashew Kernels, Quilon, May 1967 (in Rs.) 

-----------------------------------------------Firm Unit Lot Roast
ing 

Shell- Boanna 
ing 

Peel
ing 

Grad
ing 

General Total 
Category 

Wages inclusive of 
employer's contrl• 
bution to b,S.I. 31 and o.P.F. and 
compulsory bonus and 
leave with wages 

-----------------------------------------------
!. 1 1 24,1) :n5.97 24.09 )2).90 69.34 2).74 801.07 943.26 

2 2).54 339.61 24.82 326.62 71.25 25.07 810.91 954.85 
) 25.82 3)2.82 23.65 )27.24 72.06 24.15 805.74 948.76 

B 1 1 22.80 )27.19 21.77 )1).70 67.73 21.80 774.99 912.55 
2 22,28 )~8.78 20.71 )12.28 69.07 22.4) 775.55 91).21 
) 21 • .33 ))1.57 22,01 314.67 63.62 21.94 775.14 912.7) 

D ) 1 .31.02 359.52 26.50 )58.06 79.70 25.00 879.80 10)5.96 
2 28.95 )6).75 27.04 350.72 76.74 26,26 873.46 1028.50 

1 1 29.11 359.11 21.74 )26,97 Z~:U 21.58 829.88 977.18 
2 27.46 )5).25 22.61 ))6,25 24.91 8)4 • .)4 982.44 
) 26.9) 357.)6 22 • .)6 ).)1.95 74.98 2).17 8)6.75 985.27 

1 27.11 )61.11 22,81 337.)0 74.24 22.48 845.05 995.05 
2 28.79 .)6S. 58 2.).1.) .)25.60 78.12 21.73 845.95 996.11 
) 28,10 )64.94 2),0) .)28,62 72.)5 22,81 8)9.85 988.92 

Average 969.6) 
(In terms ot Dollars 129.28) 

------------------------ -- ---- --------- --------
~!ote : 1. In a 'lot' 50 to 60 bags (or 75 kgs, each) of raw nuts 2ra roasted, 

2. Includes wages paid to labour engaged in conveying rsw nuts, roasted rnw nuts 
and kernels, and in packing the rinished product. 

Source: Survey, 0\ 

"" N 



Table ~.8.~ have been utilised. The cost or producing a 

tonne ot kernels in Quilon from the raw nuts imported 

from Africa is given in Table ~.8.6. The costs presented 

in the Teble 1 it should be noted 1 relate to the existing 

labour intensive method of processing. 

Teble 1,..6.6 1 Cost ot Producing a Tonne of Kernels trom 
Imported Raw Nuts in ~uilon 1 1967 - Labour 
Intensive r.:ethod 

(in Dollars) -- - - - - - --- -- --- - - - --- ----- ---
Raw nuts ($2001 x ~) • 
Freight from East J~rica to Qu1lon ($22~) • 
Inland Trsnsport cost on raw nuts and kernels • 

Processing Costs: 
(a) Labour costs 129.28 ) 

(b) Salaries p&id to supervisory 8.65 J and managerial personnel 

} (c) Packing material and ~9.8) 
consumable stores 

(d) Other costa2 16.S8 J • 

800 
gg 

8 

20~ 

-----------------------------Total 1,100 

-------- -·--------------------
1. Cashew Merketin~.J International Trade Centre, UNCTAD/ 

GATT 1 Geneva 1 l90S1 P• 12. . 

2. 'Other costs' include costs other than 'Labour', 
'Supervisory and managerial personnel' and 'Packing 
material and Consumable stores' given in Table 4.8.4. 

The average price per tonne of kernels secured by 

Indian processors during the years 1966-6g ia giyen in 

Table 4.8.7. 

6SJ 
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TP.ble 4.1!.7 I Averag~ Price of Kernels Exported from India 
1966-68 • 

------- ---------------- -------
Year Price 

($ per tonne) --- ---- ------ ----- -- - ---- -- ---
1966 (June to December) 

1967 

1963 

1200.Sl 

.1101.53 

1265.64 

---------------------------
th• 

Basis : Monthly Statistics ofoForeign Tra~e or In~te. 
---

During the year 1967, to which the cost data relate, 

the price or kernels WAS fl101.53 per tonne. Unit costs 

during_ the year was $1100 (Table 4.1!.6). This should 

suggest that there was little scope for the Indian processors 

to pay tor the African raw nuts a price higher than is 

actually paid. The above observation can be supported by 

a statement made by the President, South India Cashew 

Manufacturers Association, Quilon. Opposing the State 

Trading Corporation's move to take over the imports or raw 

nuts, he stated that the Corporation should also take over 

the responsibility of exporting the kernels. He further 

st3ted that the processors are satisfied it the Corporation 

assures them a margin ot only one per cent.1 It the industry 

at present is enjoying only one per cent profit, it should 

1 Times of India, August 11!, 1970, P• 4. 
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be difficult for the processors to manoeuvre higher prices 

for African raw nuts. 

The kernel price fluctuates. · It can be seen from 

Table ~.8.7 that kernel price during the years 1966 and 

196$ was more than $1200 per tonne; this price wss higher 

than that·prevailed in the year 1967. It $1200 can be 

taken as the average price secured by Indian kernel exports, 

perheps there is some latitude for the Indian industry to 

bid higher prices for P~rican raw nuts. 

It was stated, as an extreme case, India may have to 

pay ~31 more per tonn9 for African raw nuts. This would 

require a margin of '12~ per tonne of kernel exports. With 

the kernel price at ~1200 per tonne end unit costs at 

~1100, India has a margin of ~100. It should now be re

called that the processing costs estimated for Africa are 

biased towards the minimum. Hence the premium price India 

may have had to offer for :.rrican raw nuts may be much less 

than what is indicated. 

In the preceding section economics of mechanised 

processing was studied for different States. The plant 

sizes compared, with the existing labour intensive technique, 

were small, having an annual C8pacity or 750 and 88~ tonnea 

ot kernels when worked at double shifts. There ere plants 

or larger sise which are more economical in existence in 

Africa. Data regarding the letter, however, are crude. 



One such plsnt which has an annual capacity of 3,048 tonnes 

of kernels when worked at double shifts, "is reported to 

cost about £Soo,ooo. The actual machinery alone costs 

ebout £300,000".1 It is also said a plant or the above type 

"needs a labour force of only one-fourth of what is normally 

required £or manual procesaing".2 The data provided in 

respect or the above large scale mechanized processing 

plant is insufficient £or any precise analysis. It is for 

this reason, the plant was not considered in the preceding 

Section while comparing the alternative techniques tor 

different States in India. Its consideration in the present 

section is necessary as only such large scale plants are in 

Africa. As will be seen in the next sub-section, costa in 

India are compared with those in Africa. Needless to state 

further, costa in respect of mechanized processing compared, 

should refer to the same type of plant. 

The capital requirement or the large scala mechanised 

processing plant reported above refers to one in existence 

in East Africa. Since the machinery has to be imported even 

in the case of Africa, cost of machinery would be the seme 

tor India. As regards the rest or the capital, its require

ment in Africa is not applicable for the immediate purpose 

1 P. Ramaswamy, "V.echanisation in Cashew Processing end 
Its Implications for Indian Cashew Industry", Agricultural 
Mnrketin~, July 1967, P• 3. 

2 Ibid. 
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where costs have to be calculated in respect of ~uilon. It 

may be recalled, an assumption was made earlier that 

•current cost on capital invested in land and building' 

does not differ between techniques; it can be further 

assumed that it does not differ with scale. Thus, •current 

cost on capital invested in land and .building', i.e., Rs.l20 

or $16 per tonne ot kernels calculated for mechanised plant 

of Type II in the last section can be used in respect ol 

the large scale plant for Quilon. There ere no data sa 

regards 'Power costs' in the case ot the large scale mecha

nized plant considered here; again 'Power costs' in the 

case of the mechanized plant ot Type II has been utilized 

(Table 4·7·6 ) • Labour costs in the large scala mechanised 

plant is one-fourth or that in the labour intensive 

technique. For Quilon, during mid-1967, the same is one

fourth of the labour costs in the labour intensive technique 

presented in Table 4.S.6. 

Table 4.8.8 presents for Quilon the cost of producing 

a tonne ot kernels from imported raw nuts with the help ot 

the large scale mechanized processing plant discussed above. 

The data available being crude, the costs calculated re

present only a crude estimate; conclusions on the basis, 

therefore, are broad. 

A kernel price of t-1200 per tonne would allow the 

Indian processors a margin ot $121 after meeting the costa, 



Teble 4.8.8 l Cos~ of Producing a Tonne of Kernels from 
Imported Raw Nuts: Quilon 1967: Mechanised 
Processing (Plant Size 3048 Tonnes of Kernels 
Per Year) 

(in Dollars) ---------------------- -- -- ----
Raw nuts (~200 x 4) 800 

• 
Freight from East Urica ~o Quilon ($22 x 4) 88 

Inland transport cost on raw nuts and kernels 8 

Processing Costa: 
(a) Labour costs 
(b) Salaries paid to supervisory 

end managerial personnel 
(c) Pecking material and consumable 

stores 
(d) Current cost on fixed capital: 

(1) Land and building1 
(11) V..achinery 

(e) Power costs1 

(f) Other costs2 

32.32 
8.6S 

49.83 

16.00 
49.61 
12.13 
14.49 lS) 

- ------ -----------------------
Total 1,079 

---- ---- - - --- -------- ------- --
1. 'Current cost on fixed capital invested in land and 

building' and 1 Power costs• calculated for mechanized 
plant Type (see p. 6J..6 and Table 4.7. 6 ) have been 
imputed here. 

'Depreciation' given in Table 4.8.4 were included in 
'Other cos~s' in Table 4.6.6. Here, 'Other costs' 
exclude 'Depreciation'. 

'Labour intensive technique requires little fixed capital. 

•Interest charges' in Table 4.8.4 mostly refers to that 
on working capital. 'Interest charges' given in 
Table 4.8.4 is included 1n 'Other costs' above. 



$1079. Perhaps by switching over to mechanised processing 

method now in operation in Africa, Indian processors may 

be able to pay bettor prices tor African raw nuts and thus 

be able to maintain the present trend or imports.l 
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The progress or the African industry does not depend 

exclusively on the gains by alternative choices or exporting 

rev nuta or exporting kernels. The availability or ractore 

or production may condition their advancement in the process

ing industry. It is said abou~ Tanzania that though local 

processing may continue to increase, • ••• it is likely that 

Tansania in many years to come will continue to export the 

larger part or the harvest or raw cashewnuts to India •••• •2 

The projected local raw nut processing in the three raw nut 

exporting countries and the residue which is available aa 

exports to India is presented in Table 4.8.9. 

Local processing in Africa will continue to increase. 

Uowever1 they may not be able to process their entire crop. 

The exports or raw nuts to India ehould continue.) 

1 The cost or processing by the &bove mechanised process• 
ing plant will be less in the case ot centres like Mancalore, 
Goa as compared with Qu1lon. However, any large scale diver
sion or imported raw nuts to the former centres will create a 
large number of unemployed 1n Quilon. Though mechanised pro• 
ceasing 1tselt will result in some unemployment! thia will 
have leaa harmful effect on Qu1lon1s economy wh ch depends 
upon cashew industry heavily. . 

2 P. Westergaard, op.cit., P• 24. 
) A declining trend in raw nut exports fro• Mosambique 
during 1964-67 can be attributed to fluctuations in produc• 
tion tor the exports in 1966 were the highest recorded 
(Tabie 4.2.4). Reduced exports or raw nuta due to increased 
local processing will only be gradual. . 
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Teble 1t.e.9 I Sources of Raw Cashewnuts for Processing and Estimates ot Local Processing (in 'OOO Tonnea) 

------ -. .. - - - ---- - ---- - - - - --- --------- -- ------ - ------- -- ---- - ------- ------ --- -
India ~!oumbique Tanzania 

Other potential World 
Kenya Brazil countries availability 

Year ·---------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ -------- ---------------- ot raw 
Estimated Local Imports Estimated Exports Exports Estimated Exports Estiruated Exports Estimated Local Exports Cllahew for 
local produc- tor local· to · to local to local to local rrocess- to proceesi~ 
process- tion tor process- process- Portugal India process- India process- India rrocesa- ng India 
ing process• ing 1ng ing ing ng 

1ng 

- ----- -- - - - -- - .. - -- --- -- - --- - ---- --------------------------------------------~-
1961 197.7 66.0 1)1.7 z..o - ss.s - z.o.s - ,_,. 10 - - 211.7 

1962 197.1 66.0 131.1 s.o - lll.Z. - 47.6 - 1.7 10 - - 215.1 

196) 21.0.6 76.2 16,..,. s.s - 102.2 - S8.1 o.s 4.1 12 - - 261.6 

196,. 251.6 81.3 170.) 1,..0 1.7 125.7 - 40.) o.s 1..1 lS - 0.2 282.8 

' . 
6S.2 1.0 6.8 15 1.2 297.8 196S 2S7.S 82.0 17S.S 16.0 7.8 102.2 o.s -

1966 205.1 6S.O 11.0.1 2).0 - 77.,. 2.5 60.8 1.0 1.8 1S - 1.0 247.3 

1967 N.A. 70.0 N.J •• 3S.O - I!I.A. 9.0 N.A. 1.2 N.A. lS - N.A. N •. ~. 

Estimete 

1971 225 100 125 70 - · ·so . 30 z.o 12 0 20 3 3SO 

. - -- --- - - -- - ------ - -- --- -- - ~ -----~- - - ·- - - ---- - - ---- ---------------- -----------
N. A. • Not Available. 

Source 1 Csshew M~rketing, International Trade Cen~re, UNCT!~-GATT, Geneva, 1968, P• 13. 



Cost Mv11ntege t'.'hen the Comreting Countries 
Process Their Indigenous Crop 
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The preceding sub-section emphasised the international 

raw material scarcity or the processing industry. There ia 

a rare possibility that the industry may be put on an 

altogether different keel--Raw nut production in Africa will 

continue to increase since the return on both raw nut and 

kernel exports have been rewarding. The acute dependence on 

the imported raw nuts, and the fear of competition from en 

emerging African processing industry which may reduce the 
• 

raw nut exports to India, have drawn attention to the need 

for import substitution. The various State Governments have 

seriously taken to propagating cashew. However pessimistic 

the achievement or the production targets be, there could be 

substantial increase in the indigenous raw nut production 

even it only a part of the targets in the two States or 

.rt.aharashtra and Kerala are achieved. The targets in the two 

States are fixed high.-- A substantial increue in the 

world cashew crop may chenge the problem or the induet~ 

from one of raw material scarcity to finding markets for the . ' 

finished product. 

"The build-up of processing capacity in Eaat'A£rica 

and the projected domestic production increases in India, 

will no doubt lead to a considerable increase in production 

e.nd availability of raw nuts throughou~ the trorld in the 
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not dis~ant futura."1 "Upto now, India has had a predo

minant position as regards the processing ot cashewnu~s, a 

situation which was ideally suited to s~abiliaing prices. 

But with the gro~~ng processing capacity of Tanzania, 

J.iosambique and Brazil, the present position could soon be 

altered. It m1ght 1 therefore, be 1n the interests ot the 

kernel producing countries to get together and discuss the 

possibilities or reaching an agreement in order to maintain 

some form ot price stability and also to promote consumption 

ot cashewnuts [kernels] and uses or cashew products.n2 In 

case the kernel producing countries tail to come to an agree

ment, kernels will have to be eold at competitive prices. 

In a buyers market, the prospects or sales will be decided 

by the delivered price of kernels. In the following para

graphs an attempt is made to compare the delivered price or 

Indian and African kernels in the main market, u.s.A., both 

Indian and l.frican countries using their indigenous raw 

nuts. Non-availability or required data, it should be noted, 

pose a limitation to the analysis. 

Indigenous production in India mey increase in the 

two States ot Maharashtra end Kerala. Raw nuts !rom ~taha

rnshtra will be processed in the centres in Ratnagiri 

district of the State. Due to non-availability ot female 

1 Cl!shew 1\.!erketine;, UNCT t.D/GATT 1 Geneva 1 1968, P• 11. 

2 Ibid, P• S. 
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labour, the processors in this case may have to employ 

mechanised processing. As regards raw nuts grown 1n Kerala,· 

these will be processed at the convenient centres in the 

State. Cashew crop in Kerala is well spread over the State. 

Districtwise projections for raw nut production is not 

readily available. It can be assumed that the production 

may show similar increase in all the districts. As wages 

1n the processing industry are statutorily enforced in the 

State, they are similar everywhere. Wage coat being the 

major component, the coat of processing their respective 

local raw nuts will be more or less similar for ell the 

centres in Kerala. Here, the case of Quilon is discussedJ 

the same will be representative of other centres in the 

State. In the case of processing centres in Kerala elao 

it the wage costs rise steeply, perhaps mechanized processing 

may become inevitable. The international comparison of 

Indian industry is made in respect of two centres, vis., 

Qu1lon and Ratnagiri. 

Cost items that constitute the delivered price of 

kernels in u.s. are listed below: 

(1) Cost of raw nuts (Base price of raw nuts 
per tonne x 4) 

(2) Processing costs 

(3) Cost of transporting kernels to u.s. 

The freight on the product from the originating 

countries to the markets in the West does not differ much 



between Africa and India, sa can ba seen from Table 4.8.10. 

Teble 4.6.10 I Freight to u.s.A./Atlentic Porta-Cashew kernels 

---- - - ------- --- ---------- ----From $ per 40 crt. - - ------- ----------------- ----

---

Malabar Coast 

Loureneo Marques (Mozambique) 

V~mbasa (Tanaania) 

------------------------ ---
Source: Cashew Bulletin, Export Promotion Council, Ernakulam, 

July 1969, p. 6. 
, \ 

Agricultural Prices in India gives the wholesale 

price of imported raw nuts in Quilon end the wholesale 

price of local raw nuts in Calicut. liholesale price of 

local raw nuts in Quilon is not known. ta regards Ratnagiri, 

base price of raw nuts has been calculated on the beals ot 

the A.s.I. Statistics regarding raw nut prices in East 

Africa are not available. For want ot better alternative 

t.o.b. price (value/quantity) of their raw nut exports has 

been assumed to reflect raw nut price in East African 

countries. Table 4.8.11 presents the relevant data. 

From Table 4.8.11 no definite pattern as regards raw 

nut prices in India and East Africa is perceptible. The 

price of local raw nuts in Calicut for some years was higher 

than the r.o.b. price of East African raw nuts. For some 

years the former was priced lower. As regards raw nuts 

from Maharashtra their price was higher than the f.o.b. price 
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of African exports during all the years for which the data 

are presented. 

Table 4.g.11 I Price ot Raw Nuts, 1956 to 1966 (Dollars Per 
Tonne) 

---- - - --- ---- - - - -- -- - --- - -- - --
India 

Year ----------------------
Cslicut1 Ratnagiri2 

(Kerals) (Maharashtra) 

East Africa) 

-----------------------Mozam- Tanzania Kenya 
bique - - ----- - - ----- - ----- -- -- ---- --

1956 

1957 

195$ 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

196) 

1964 

1965 

1966 

156 

115 

115 

122 

139 

151 

106 

N·~ 

N·l\ 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

182 

157 

164 

llt4 

14lt 

181 

217 

135 

12.5 

92 

110 

142 

138 

116 

133 

166 

171t 

197 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N .A. 

N.A. 

125 

109 

131 

162 

179 

194 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

16.5 

129 

12.5 

150 

201 

21.5 

-- - -- -- - -. --- ----- - ---- - - --- - -
N.A.·• Not Available. 

:Bas is: 
1 - n!ricultural Prices in India. 
2 - A. S. I. 
3 -·Yearbook ot InternAtional Trade Statistics, United Nations. 

As per the above Tabie, base price advantage in raw 

nuts fluctuates between the competing countries. (The higher 



price throughout for the raw nuts in Maharaahtra was due to 

the smallness or the production.) However, it should be 

noted that f.o.b. price of exports may not be true repre

sentatives or raw nut prices in the East African countries. 

Delivered price of kernels as defined on page 

constitute three components, via., cost or raw nuts (base 

price of raw nuts per tonne x 4), processing costs and cost 

or transporting kernels to the market. As regards the base 

price of the material, the advantage has been shifting 

between the countries. As regards transport cost on the 

product, competing countries do not have any significant 

advantage over each other. In the following paragraphs en 

attempt is made to compare the processing costs in India 

and East Africa. 

Processing costs include the following items: 

(i) Current cost on fixed capital, 

(ii) Labour costa, 

(iii) Salaries paid to supervisory and office 
perso~~el, 

(iv) Fuel and power, 

(v) Packing material end consumable stores, and 

(vi) Other costs. 

It was stated that the mechanised processing plants 

now in existence in Mozambique snd Tanzania are larger than 

those discussed in Section 4.7. Comprehensive data, as 

said earlier, regarding the above-mentioned plant are not 



available. Fixed capitAl requirement end labour require

ment in the plant are known. In the case of India, the 

other costs can be imputed from existing information. In 

respect of J~rican countries, the same cannot be done as 

data regarding cost items (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) are 

totally absent. 
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In mechanised processing 'Current cost on fixed 

capital', 'Labour costa•, 'Fuel and power costa•, and 

'Packing materials' are the most important cost items. Aa 

regards labour intensive technique, 'Labour costs' and 

'Pecking materials' account for a major portion of the total 

coats. As said earlier, packing costs in African countries 

are not known. With the available information, a com~arieon 

of costs in Africa and India con be made confining to the 

items (i) and (ii). The analytical device assumes that the 

other cost items are less important and hence a difference 

between the countries in any one of them will not signifi

cantly tilt the total processing cost advantage in favour 

ot one of the competing countries. 

Labour costs per tonne of kernels· in Quilon calculated 

on the basis of survey data has already been presented in 

Tables 4.8.4 and 4.8.5. A visit to the processing industry 

in Ratnagiri (V~hsrashtra) revealed that the piece rate 

wages have not changed since 1964. Hence the labour costs 

computed on the basis ot A.S.I. Report for the year 1964 csn 

be utilised for the year 1967 in respect ot Ratnagiri. 



Labour costs in the processing industry in ~lozembique, 

the chief raw nut exporting country to India, is not known. 

Yearbook or Labour Statistics (I.L.O.) provides information 

regarding waees in manufacturine in Tanzania, the second 

largest raw nut exporter to India. The above source does 

not give wage rates in different industries in respect of 

Tanzania. Bulletin of Labour Statistics (I.L.O.), on the 

other hand, provides wages in the various manufacturing 

activities in Dar-Es-Salam (Tanzania). The cashew process

ing industry, however, does not feature separately. The 

source gives the wages for unskilled labour in different 

industries. Labour costs in Tanzania's processing industry 
i~o 

has been calculated taking~eccount the least war,e paid to 

the unskilled labour in manufacturing. Such en estimate 

will be 8 minimum estimate. 

The mecl1anized processing plants in existence in 

Africa, it is stated, require only 8 fourth or the labour 

used in the labour intensive technique. The labour intensive 

technique in India requires on en average 350 labour days 

to produce a tonne or kernels. Labour costs in Tanaenia 

presented in Table 4.6.12 assume that it requires 63 labour 

days to produce a tonne of kernels. The assumption implies 

that labour productivity in /~rica is in par with the 

productivity of labour in India. ~frican labour, however, 

may be less efficient. 
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Teble 4.6.12 z Labour Costs Per Tonne or Cashew Kernelst 
Tanzania, 196S to 1967 

-----
Year 

(1) 

- --- --- --- --~;ages in 
Manufac
turing 1/ 
per month 
in Shs. 

(2) 

Cost per 
tonne of 
kernels 
in $ 
based on 
Col.(2) 

(.3) 

-------------Lowest 
wage for y 
unskilled 
lsbour in 
1-lanufac
turing 
in cents 
per hour 

(4) 

Cost per 
tonne or 
kernels 
in ~ 
based on 
Col. (It) 

(S) --- - ---- - - - ------ - -------- -- --
1965 

1966 

1967 

256 

293 

328 

127 

144 

162 

11 

87 

92 

76 

86 

91 

- - ------------- ---- - ------ - - --
Yearbook of Labour Statistics. 1969 (I.L.O.). To arrive 
et the cost of a 'labour dayl monthly wages have been 
divided by 25. 

y Bulletin of Labour Stetisties, 1966, 1967l 196~ (I.L.O.). 
An eight-hour day has been assumed to calculate the 
daily wage of an unskilled labour. 

The processing industry in Ratnagiri (Y~harashtra) 

may not be able to increase its capacity by a large measure 

without shifting to mechanized processing. Labour costs in 

respect of the above centre presented in Table 4.6.13 relate 

to mechanised processing; it is equivalent to a fourth of 

the labour costs that prevailed in the centre. In Quilon, 

the processors may be forced to employ mechanized processing 

due to rising wages. The relevant processing costs in the 

esse or ~uilon have been presented for both the techniques 

(Table 4.8.13). 
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Table 4.8.13 a Some Important Processing Costs in India and 
TanzaniaJ1967 (Dollars Per Tonne of Cashew 
Kernels) 

------ - -- - ---- - -- - --- - -- - - - - - - -India Tanzania 

--------------------------------- ------------Quilon 

--------------------Labour ~1echan1zed 
Intensive Processing 
Technique (Plent 

sizes 3048 
tonnes 
kernels/ 
year) 

Ratnagiri 

----------Mechanized 
Processing 
(Plant 
size: 3048 
tonne a 
kernels/ 
year) 

Dar-Es-Salem 

----------f.lechanized 
Processing 
(Plant 
size: 3048 
tonnes 
kernels/ 
rear) -- - --- --------- - - - --- ----- - --- -

Current cost 
on Fixed 
Capital : 

a) Land and 
lf)} Building 16 

b) lt,achineey 2!1 so 
Labour Costs: 129 32 

16 

so 
13 

------- -- ----- ---- ------ --- - -- -
Total 147 98 19 16' 

- -- --------- ---- --- -- ----- - --- -
Current cost on fixed capital accounted here refer to 
a new unit. This was necessar,. as the co&ts in re&pect 
of African countries compared here refer to estimates 
tor a new mechanized processing unit. Earlier in this 
section the actual costs (depreciation and interest 
charges, see Table 4.8.4) were used. Then! the question 
was whether Indian processor could have pa d better 
prices for African raw nuts. 

Includes only 6 per cent interest charges on capital 
invested on land, building etc. See P. Ramaswamy, 
"l-1echen1zation in Cashew Processing end Its Implications 
for Indisn Ceshew Industry", ~grieultural M8rketing, 
July 1967, P• 
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Assuming that expenditure on cost items (11i)
1 

(iv)
1 

(v) and (vi) (see p. 666 ) does not differ significantly 

between the competing countries, it can be seen from the 

Table 4.8.13 that processing costa are lower in India aa 

compared with Tanaania. The mechanised processing enhAnces 

India's advantage. Unlike the plants discussed in Section 

4.7 the above plant is less capital intensive and hence may 

be more suitable for Indian conditions. 

A labour coat ot $ 91 per tonne of kernels 1 calcu

lated on the basis of wage rates indicated tor unskilled 

labour1 is the minimum estimate or labour costs for Tansania 

(Table 4.8.12). Labour in cashew processing industry in 

India is categorized as semi-skilled labour. Labour costa 

in African processing industry will be higher than that ia 

presented in Table 4.8.1). This will be a decisive factor 

which will drive home the advantage for India. 

It can be broadly concluded thet 1 if in future 1 there 

is excess world supply ot raw nuts and the kernel producing 

countries have to compete in a buyers market, India will be 

at an advantage. Indian kernels processed ot indigenous raw 

nuts can be delivered in the world markets at a price lower 

than African kernels processed from African raw nuts. 

Finally, India can also consider the possibility or 

agreements with East ~trican countries for a joint develop

ment of the national industries on an agreed basis. This 

possibility is not explored in detail here. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 
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There are two Sections in the present chapter. The 

first section briefly su:,;merizes the important conclusions 

reached in each or the three industry studies. The second 

reiterates the conclusions regarding the industries in 

1-langslore. 

5.1 The Three Industry Studies 

Roofing Tiles :- Tiles are made from common clay. 

Common clay is ubiquitously available. ~afore the esta

blishment or the organized industry, tiles were 8 potter's 

product. The local made potter's tiles were available 

almost everywhere. The ubiquity or the raw material end 

the wide dispersal of the industry when it was ~cottage 

scale, has led to the belief that individual units or the 

organized type too can be located anywhere in the country. 

The organized industry was first established on the 

West Coast in ll.ttngalore in the year 1860. It is more than 

a hundred years since then. The art or tile making doea 

not involve a complicated technology. In spite of its long 

tenure and the simple method or production, the industry is 

not widely dispersed. It is concentrated on tha·west Coast, 

in J.lsngalore and south or }.1angalore. The tiles made here 

have spanned wide markets; they, at present, cover at least 

the entire peninsular India. The historical recta suggest 

that though the raw material required for tiles can be 

generally categorized as common clay which is ubiquitously 

available, the quality tiles which can stand long transit 



require a particular sub-type. Such clay is available on 

the ~est Coast, where only the industry is localised. 

Like roofing tiles, building bricks also are made 

from common clay. The building brick industry has a wider 

dispersal than the former. It seems, thus, though both the 

industries use common clay sa their raw material, suit~bly 

they require different sub-types. 

The clay suitable for tiles is available in the 

South Kenara district of ~ysore State and in almost the 

entire stretch or Kerala State. The location or the 

industry, however, requires apart from the basic material, 

favourable supply of labour end availability of certain 

minimum urban amenities. Thus, even in the raw material 

stretch, the industry is concentrated in a few towns, via., 

~~ngalore, Calicut, Quilon and Trichur. Of these, the 
• 

first is situated in the State of MyeoreJ the other three 

ere in Kersla. 

The growth or an industry in any place depends upona 

(i) the availability of alternative opportunities to the 

investors in the place, and (ii) the competitiveness of the 

place as compared with others where the particular industry 

is located. The first aspect was outside the purview of 

the present study. The second requires a comparison or 

locationsl advantage of different centres in relation to 

various markets. The data required for the purpose are 
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cost data pertaining to the past and the data regarding 

important markets for tiles during different periods. 

61storical data regarding costs are scant. Thera are some 

data which inform about the market pattern for tiles. How

ever, in the absence or cost data no progress in the 

analysis could be attempted on the above_lines. 

A review of the market pattern for the tiles manu

factured in the four centres, Mangalore, Calicut, Quilon 

and Trichur, during different periods, brought to light some 

interesting phenomena. It was found that there are some 

markets which have remained 'attached' to individual centres, 

and there are others where two or more centres compete. 

After a careful examination of soma of the obvious market 

i~perfections in the roofing tile industry, it could be 

suggested that the 'attachment' of a market to on individual 

centre in most cases could be due•to lack of initiative on 

the part of rivals to venture into the market. Rivals' 

lnck of initiative, it was indicated, could be either due 

to their ability to sell their product in other markets, 

or due to fear of consumers' preference in favour of the 

product already existing in the market. In the 'non

attached' markets the tiles from different centres could 

compete with varied prices. This could be partly due to 

consumers' assessment or quality of the product and partly 

due to their subjective valuation. 

The economic justification for the 'attachment' and 
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'non-attachment' of markets between the centres was 

examined by comparing the delivered prices. The delivered 

price was defined as price at the place or manufacture 

plus transport cost. Price at the place or manufacture, 

apart from other influences, is mainly dependent on the 

cost of manufacture. The cost or manufacturing in any 

place could be influenced by factors both locational and 

extra-locational. For evaluating the advantage of compet

ing centres in respect of different markets, it was 
' necessary as a first step, the cost of manufacturing at 

different centres are calculated eliminating the influence 

of extra-locational factors. The cost data were collected 

by a survey ot the industry in different centres. A 

preliminary visit to and discussion with the manufacturers 

in J.1anga1ore preceded the actual survey or the industry in 

Mangalore and other centres. This provided the researcher 

with a knowledge of the peculiarities of the industry and 

influenced the decisions regarding the method of obtaining 

cost information. Thus it was possible to compute on the 

basis of survey data, manufacturing costs which are 

eliminated of extre-locational influences such as differences 

in technology, scale of operation and plant layout. The 

cost computations revealed that manufacturing coets in 

Trichur were the lowest among the four centres intensively 

studied here. 

the highest. 

The cost of manufacturing in Mangslore wss 

By their manufacturing cost advantage, Quilon 

end Calicut ranked second and third respectively. 
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To evaluate the loootionel advent~ge or the big 

four centres, ~mngalore 1 Cal1cut 1 Quilon and Tr1chur
1 

the 

manufacturing cost plus transport coat to the market, in 

respect or some or the important tile markets, were compared. 

This revealed that in their local markets, the individual 

centres have a significant advantage. In the pest, the 

local markets were 'attached' to the respective centres. 

In its traditional markets on the coast north or it 1 l·:anga

lore has en advantage over others. Likewise the markets in 

South l-ladras which have been hitherto supplied by Qu1lon 1 

the centre is in an advantageous position. The manufacturers 

1n Celicut compete with those in Trichur in the rail-head 

markets 1n North Y~dras and Andhra Pradesh. Relatively 

smell quantities from Calicut also reach the dista~t markets . . 
in Y~harashtra and Central India where the bulk is eupplied 

by Trichur. In ell the rail-head markets in North Madrlile 1 

~~hareehtra and Central India, where the tiles from Calicut 

and Trichur meet, the latter have an advantage over the 

former, and also over the other two centres, i.e., ~angelore 

and Qu1lon 1 who do not compete in these markets at present. 

It was found that 1n the 1non-attacl1ed' rnarkets 1 the 

tiles from competing centres could sell at different prices. 

This casts a doubt on the conclusions reearding locational 

advantage ot different·centres arrived at by comparing the 

cost ot manufacture pius transport cost to the market. 

Hence, a manufacturing centre like Celicut which baa no 
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cost advantage over the others except 1n its local markets, 

may be actually in a ~appier position as compared with 

others. In other words, it is possible that due to 

consumers• preference, the tiles from a centre are able to .. 
earn a premium over the tiles from other centres. In that 

case, mere delivered cost advantage is of doubtf~l validity; 

During the survey of the industry, the manut&cturera 

in Calicut frequently complained or the severe competition 

from the cheaper Trichur tiles. There is some historical 

evidence to show that 1n spite or the existence or ~ group 

or buyers who are not led by the prices, the .bulk opts for 

the cheaper varieties. \,'h~re tho margin 1a large, the 

high priced brands race an unfavourable competition. The 
' 

industry in Calicut whose product is priced high, remained ... 
almost stagnant during the.last two decades~ wher~aa the . . 
industry in Trichur which caters cheaper tiles, has.grown 

rapidly during the period. Hence the conclusion, that the 

centres which have a cost advantage ultimately stand to • . . . 
prosper holds. Locational advantage or ~itferwnt centres 

interred on the basis of costs, in thie stu~y; thus, are 
• 

acceptable. 

Coffee Curing :- Unlike in the other two industries, 

in the case of coffee curing industry there ia a central 
.. 

body which is empowered to regulate the location or curing . . ,. 
houses. The central regulating body, the Coffee Board, wee 

established in 1940; thus, the years before end otter 1940 
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presented two convenient periods for examining the progress 

of the curing industry. The. period after 1940 was discussed 

mainly with reference to the policy of the Coffee Board. 

Coffee growing areas in India groom th~ ~:estern Ghats 

starting from its ranges in 1-lysore State upto the Nilgiria 

in Madras' State where the Ghats steer to the east. Some 

coffee is grown also in Travancore-Cochin, and in Central 

Madras in the hills of Shevroys and Pulneya •. Coffee growing 

areas in !-1ysora State contribute the major 'share of country' a 

crop; the growing areas in Kerala accounting for the next ,, I .. 

largest a.rea and crop. 

The weight losing nature of coffee curing process 

necessitates the location of the.curing houses near the 

plantations. ~owever, as the required labour was not . . . 

available at the plsntetioos, the early curing houses in 
• 

India were located on the plains at·the foot ot the coffee 

growing billa.· While in the c.aae ot coffee growing areas 

which are situated inland, vis.,'Nilgiris, Shevroya ond · 

Pulneys, the choice was the nearest township, in the case 

of growing areas along the Western Ghats.' the choice was 

dual. Curing houses in the latter esse could be located 

either on the coast or in the immediate inland. It is here 

that demand factor exerted its influence. Until the present 

century,_Indisn coffee was mostly exported. To cure the 

coffee grown in 'Mysore',. Coorg and t;ynaad areas end later 

to export the cured coffee to the West, curing houses were 
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located in ~~ngalore, Tellicherrr and Caliaut respectively. 

Curing capacity on the West Coast grew raster aa 
.... ' 

' compared with that in the inland. '-.This to ·a certain extent 

1s due to the export orientation of.the demand. The con-
. . ~ .. 

•' . centration of curing capacity on the coast is also due to 

the fact. that the plenta!Oiona of· 'l>!ysore t, Coorg and Wynaad 
' 

which line the coast accounted.for a larger portion or the 

country's crop. Of the coastal centres, J.1angnlore leeS the 

others. Located more conveniently from the major coffee 

growing areas of 'l•:Ysore', it received more cofft!e• · 

Prior to the establishment of the Coffee Board in · · 

1940, the planter had t~e choice or pri~e and place ror·the 
·- . 

sale of hie coffee. 
. ~ .. 

Around the 1!,urn of the:.~entury, due to 

the ingenuity <?f the curers, orgaltised cortee·. markets were . ~ . . . .. " . 
developed 1n V~ngalore on'~he coast end in Coimbatore in 

. . . . . 
' I . • 

the inland. The planters chose to cure their coffee· in the 
' .. 

above two centres as they could se~ure in the~e two places . . . 
a better price for their'produce. CuriR~ industry in 

Mangalore, however, grew taster as compared.with the industry 

in Coimbstore all along the period 1900-1940. This is ·. .,_ .. 
explained by the fact that 'Myaore'· or~~B ..;hich sent ~heir . 
coffee to Mangalore accounted for nearly halt of India's 

• .. 
coffee. Coimbatore is less conveniently-located from the 

,' 

plantations of 'Mysore•; and Nllgiria, whose coffee wee 

cured in the centre, had comparatively very smell crop. 
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Slnce_.the establishment or the Coffee Board in 1940, 

it la the licensing authority !or the location or curing 

houses; the Board is also statutorily empowered to allocate 

the coffee meant tor curing between the yar1ous centres. It 

was not possible to critically ~valuate the Board's role as . 
locationist and examine the rationality or exi1ting !lows • . 
The Board has not effected any reallocation or coffee 

between the curing centres attar ita inception. The Board's 

policy as regards the location aspect ot curing industry 

haa been passive. . . 

During the period 1953 onwards (for which years data 

are available) there were-three d1tf1ou1tiea which beset . 
the Board's adoption ot a conscious location policya (i) 

qualitative aspect or export demand, (ii) lack or statistics 

relating to the spatial pa~tern ot internal demand, end 

(11i) institutional factors. ·The first two ere taced at 

the formulation stage; institutional rectors would have 
' 

intervened at the stage of implementation. Due to ita 

fastidious quality requirement, superior coffee, wherever 

it ia available, ia utilised for export. The present 

practice, as contended by the Board's officials, is not 

only to choose superior cottee wherever available tor export, 

but also to choose the relatively better or the cottee 

available at different centres •. Thus, according to the 

Board's authorities, it is not possible to demarcate curing 

centres to supply either the export market or internal 
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markets exclusively. Further, according to the Board'• . 
officials, aa relatively better coffee is chosen and aa 

relative qualities change, it is difficult to estimate the 

quantity of exportable coffee that can be secured by 

allotting a quantity or coffee to any centre. 

Internal demand in Indi~ is concentrated in the four 

southern States, vis., Madras, Mysore, Kerala and Andhra 

Pradesh. For any rationalisation scheme, it ia a pre

requisite to identity the important market points in these 

States end the. typewiae demand for cottee at these points. 
·-

There is a regrettable lacuna in the Board's knowledge in 

this respect. There baa been no market survey. This, 

however, is a shortcoming or the central authority. 

Examining the qualitative aspect or export demand, 

it could be learnt that export quality coffee is not a 

fixed proportion or the quantity cured. It was not possible 

to arrive at preciae conclusions as regarda the 'extent' of 

variation with the available data. But it could be 

hazarded that wide variations were not very common as to 

defy any policy. Approximately SO per cent of 'Plantation' 

and Arabic& Cherry, wherever cured, has to be utilised tor 

exports. In the caae of Robuata Cherry, the relevant 

percentage is around 30 per cent. These facta and the tact 

that there could be sometimes wide variations in the avai

lability of export quality cottee, needs that location or 

curing houses should be suitable for supplying both the 



internal markets and export demand. 

Thera are two coat factors, via., curing costs and 

transport costa, which may have to be taken into account 

for a conscious locational policy on the Board's part. The 

problem of allocation or coffee between the various curing 

centres was discussed considering ~i) cost factors, (ii) 

spatial pattern or internal demand and (iii) qualitative 

aspect of export demand. 

Coffee when cured can be visualised to have two. 

components, vis., exportable and unexportable coffee. The 

former is exported, the iatter is utilised for internal 

consumption. · The classification of coffee into exportable 

end unexportable coffee is possible only after curing. Thus, 

to provide a certain quantity for internal consumption,.lt 

is necessary that a larger quantity be cured and that part 

of the cured coffee which is of exportable quality be 

exported. The curing industry in India is located in the 

three States, Mysore, Kerala and Madras. Aa regards the 

internal demand (for unexportable coffee) in each of these 

States and the complementary export demand (for exportable 

coffee) which is necessarily supplied with the former, it 

has been assumed that coffee presently cured 1n the State 

has an advantage. With the above assumption, it was found, 

in the case of Myeore and Kerala, the coffee presently 

cured in each or these States 1a not only autficient to meet 

their respective internal demand and its complementary 



export demand, but also that the quantity cured is more 

than what ia warranted by the State's internal demand. The 

States ot Mysore and Kerala are, thus, 'surplus' States. 

In contrast to the above two States, Madras, the third State 

which baa curing industry, was found to be a 'deficit' 

State. In other words, in this case, it waa round that 

the unexportable coffee realised from the quantity cured 

in the State, is less than the internal demand in the State. 

At present, the 'excess demand' in Madras, and the 

demand in the other States where there ia no curing industry, 

are met by supplying coffee in cured form from Myoore and 

Kerala. An alternative to this is to cure the coffee in 

the States where the unexportable coffee is demanded. Coat 

computations revealed that there is some coat advantage in 

continuing the curing ot coffee in Mysore and Kerala, even 

when the unexportable coffee is demanded in Madras, or 1n 

the States which do not possess the curing industry. Jmong 

the curing centres in Myaore and Kerala, those which are 

located near the plantations possess the cost adyantage ae 

regards inter-State demand and the complementary export 

demand. Aa regards their respective internal markets and 

the complementary export demand, curing centres 1n Mysore, 

Kerala and Madra• were justified in curing the coffee they 

are presently curing. Thus, it is possible to generalise 

that there need not be any inter-State reallocation ot the 

coffee cured in the three States, Mysore, !erala and V~draa. 
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Intra-State allocation of co!fee could be dlacuased 

only 1n respect or Mysore. Locstlonal problem or the 

ctaring industry largely hinges upon thia State. 'Mysore' 

and Coorg areas which account tor more than 70 per cent ot 

the coffee cured, are located in this State. Ninety per 

cent or the coffee from these areas ia cured by the curing 

centres in Mysore State. Seventy per cent or the exports, 

the internal demand in Mysore State, a substantial part ot 

the demand in the 'deficit' or ~~draa, and the demand in 

the States which do not possess the curing industry, have 
• 

to be met from the cottee grown in 'Mysore' and Coorg areas 

and cured in Mysore State. 

Curing centres in Mysore State can be categorised 

into: (i) coastal centre, i.e., Mangalore 1 (ii) centrea 

located at the interior, vis., Hunsur and Mysore city, and 

(iii) centres located near the plantations, vis., Chik· 

magalur, Hassan and Kushalanagar. The centres in Myaore 

State cure the coffee from 'Mysore' and Coorg areas. It 

could be learnt, in respect or these areas, whether the 

unexportable coffee is demanded 1n Mysore State or in other 

States, curing centres near the plantations, vis., Chik

magalur, Hassan and Kushalanagar, possess the cost advantage. 

Thus, any reallocation between the curing centres in ~ysore 

State should be in favour or the above-mentioned three 

centres. 
At present, there is a relative concentration ot 
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curing, capacity on the coast as compared with the capacity 

at the plantations or at the interior centres, vis., llunsur 

and Mysore. As per the cost c~mputationa, capacity at the 

interior centres is more than justified. Any reallocation 

ot the type suggested above would require dismantling or the 

capacity on the coast end at the interior, and installation 

ot new capacity at centres near the plantations. Apart from 

the capital expenditure involved, such a measure may not be 

practical. Hence the suggestion should be taken as a guide

line for licensing of capacity 1n tuture. New curing capa-
' 

city, when required, should be assigned to the centres near 

the plantations. There should not be any addition to the 

curing capacity on the coast. In addition to its coat dis

advantage, the seasonal character or the industry in 

VAngalore imposes many other problems. 
a 

For a conscious policy on the Board's part,~more 

judicious location of new curing capacity will not suffice. 

Considering the practical difficulties, it the existing 

allocation is not to be disturbed drastically, at least as 

regards new capacity, ~here should be the directive to cure 

a prescribed quantity from specified erea(s). At present, 

the planter in many cases is under obligation to get hie 

coffee cured at the curer who supplies him the necessary 

finances and hie estate requisites. To take charge or the 

institutional factors would mean a considerable burden on 

the Board's part. The Board should strive hard to strike 
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8 formula which will reduce the influence or institutional 

tactora. 

C~shewnut Processing I• Caahewnut decorticating ia 

a weight losing process. Locat1onal logic baaed on transport 

costa alone suggests a raw material orientation tor the 

location of the processing industry. At present, the 

industry is almost wholly confined to India, while more 

than halt of the raw material comas from East Africa. J.iore

over, the main markets tor kamela are u.s.A., u.s.s.u. 
and U.K. 

Probing into the early history of the industry, it 

was found that India's dependence on imported raw nuts ia 

not a recent phenomenon. India could attain ita present 

monopoly poai~ion in kernel exports, only with the help of 
' . 

raw nuts imp~rted from Africa. The latter's failure to 

develop a pro~cessing industry ot their own was due to non

availability of labour and skill. 

Within the country, the industry is concentrated in 

Quilon district of Kerala. Location of the industry in 

Quilon and elsewhere initially was due to the availability 

of raw nuts in the region. Purely from the indigenous raw 

nut supply point ot view, Quilon waa in a favourable position 

aa compared with the other centres except Calicut in 

Northern Kerala. However, the localisation of the industry 

in Quilon was possible only with the help ot imported raw 



nuts. Nearness ot Cochin port and the ayailability ot 

cheap water transport facilitated the imports ot raw nuts 

into and the exports ot kernels from Quilon. During t.he 

years starting with the end ot the Second World war, the 

demand tor kernels shot high. Due to the war conditions, 

the smaller ports, where the processing industry is located, 

were closed. The port ot Cochin, however, was open for 

traffic. This proved a greet boon tor t.he progress ot the 

industry in Quilon • 
.. 

To the processing centres located in States other 

than Kerala, the supply ot locally available raw nuts was 

small. Some ot these centres could have perhaps augmented 

their supplies ot indigenous material with 'raw nuts trom 

distant sources or with import supply. An examination ot 
. '· 

the processing 'and transport costa in the .induatry enabled 

the following observations: (1) The processing industry in . 
Andbra Pradesh and Goa could have competed advantageously 

with Quilon in processing the imported raw nuts. (11) The 

processing centres in )~harashtra and Vetapalam in Andhra 

Pradesh could have augmented their locally available raw 

nuts with the raw nuts from Kerala. (iii) On the basia ot 

raw nuts that was locally available, the industry in Calicut 

should have registered a raster growth thE.n was experienced. 

(Raw nuts from ~orth Malabar where Calicut is situated 

moved to Quilon.) 



The processing centres in Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra 

and Goa failed to develop the industry in spite of their 

possessing a coat advantage over the lbcalised centre, 

Quilon. Availability of capital would not have played a 
. I 

decisive role. As the influence or entrepreneurial factor 

cannot be quantified, the failure or any centra could not 

be entirely attributed to lack of entrepreneurial initia

tive. (Nevertheless, it could be learnt that the localisa

tion or the industry in ~uilon was due to ft favourable 

entrepreneurinl tsetor.) The stunted growth ot the industry 

in Andhra Pradesh, Maharaahtra and Goa could be due to un

suitable supply of labour. The industry uses female labour 

whose supply is dependent on sociological factors. It waa 

difficult to asy with precision that labour supply to the 
• industry in any place fell below the minimum requirement. It 

could 1 however, be indicated that the centres in Kerala were 

relatively better endowed as regards the labour factor, when 

compared with the centres located in other States. 

Tho processing centre in Calicut bad a good supplJ 

ot indigenous raw nuts and the supply of labour in the 

region was suitable. The failure of the industry in the 

place, it is viewed ~ere, could be due to migration or 

entrepreneurial skill to the localised centre, Quilon. There 

was evidence to show that there was a migration of entre• 

preneurial skill from a more distant centre, Y~galore, to 

~uilonJ similar information in respect or Calicut could not 

be obtained. 



The problem ot processing the raw nuts in the future 

was discussed with the assumption that any large increase in 

the aurply or raw nuts to centres excluding those in Kerala 

will necessitate mechanised processing. The following conclu• 

sions were arrived att Indigenous raw nuts available near 

the existing centres can be processed in the respective 

centres with the help ot existing labour intensive technique, 

except 1n the case ot Maharashtra. In ~~haraahtra, if the 

projections made for the raw nut production coma true, mecha· 

ni&ed processing may have to be employed. It wea found that 

it is more economical to process the raw nuta in Maharashtra 

employing the capite! intensive technique aa compared with 

transporting them to Kerala, where labour is available in 

plenty. l.s regards the imports, the existing supply to Quilon 

has to be continued considering the acute dependence or the 

centra on im~orted raw nuts and ~he mass unemployment that 

would result it any large scala diversion ia effected. Even 

in the case or increased exporto ot raw nuta fro~ Africa, 

these cen be directed to Quilon, aa tha industry in the centre 

is working below capacity and aa there are no large pecuniary 

gains in processing them elsewhere. 

Intern~tional competitiveness or the Indian industry 

could not be evalQated with required precision. The1~ were 

two questions needed to be examineds (i) whether Indian 

prices tor African raw nuts have bean aatiatactory, and 

(ii) whether there was any scope for the Indian procesaura 

to otter better prices for ~rican raw nuts than those 

actually paid. Both the questions could not be satisfactorily 
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answered. If in the long run, there eriaea a possibility 

that competing countries will be processing their respec

tive ceshewnut crop, then, in auch an eventuality India 

will have a cost advantage over the East African countriea. 

S.2 Prospects ot Roofins Tile, Coffee Curin6 and 
Cashew Processing Industries in Mang'llore 

Roofing Tiles :- Roofing tile industry in Mangalore 

depends on the coastal markets north or the centre. A few 

of these markets are also catered by Calicut among the 

established centres. However• l~ngalore baa a cost advantage 

in all these markets as compared with Calicut, ~uilon ~nd 

Trichur. Such advantage over the first two ia merginal. 

The fear of threat of competition for the manufac

turers in Mangalore ia in the vicinity. Coondapur, locate4 

at the northern periphery ot South Kanara district, ia 

emerging as a new tile manufacturing centre, Coondapur baa 

e cost advantage over Mangalore in the latter's local market 

and in the traditional markets ot Mangalore• along the coast 

north ot the centre. In the local markets, there is 

generally a atrong consumers' preference in favour ol the 

local product; the manufacturers in ~angalore tear less the 

threat of competition from Coondapur in these markets, 

In the roofing tile industry, the established centree 

enjoy a premium price in certain marketa. In the coastal 

markets north of Mangalore where tilea from both V~ngalore 

and Coondapur sell• Mangalore t1lea are priced higher, 
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At present, the production 1n Coondapur is small. lt is 

about 2 crores or tiles per year. Thus it can be argued 

that in the near future the manufacturers in Mangalore need 

not tear any severe competition from the lower priced 

Coondepur tiles. However, the history of tile industry 

shows that though in the initial stages the higher priced 

tiles may be demanded because of their earlier entry into 

the particular market, ultimately it is the lower priced 

brands that stand to gain. It is probable, that a signi

ficant advantage in the coastal markets may induce a faster 

growth of production in Coondapur, if other factors do not 

impede. The manufacturers in Y.angalore ~ay race a situation 

similar to what the manufacturers in Calicut now !ace due 

to the rapid growth of the industry in Trichur since 1947. 

Lower priced Trichur tiles have flooded the mnrkats which 

were catered to by Callout before. The industry in Callout 

was almost stagnant during the last many ye~r~ (nearly 

20 years). 

Coffee Curing :- It is believod that curing industry 

in Mangalore developed as the export. bound coffee frum 

'1-~ysore • (Bababudana and 'Other Z.l:ysore') and Coorg plenta

tions could be conveniently cured at the CQntre. Curing 

and transport costa together form an unimportant component 

1n the total cost of producing coffee to tbe muket.. Pure 

cost advantage could not have influenced the growth of 

curing capacity in ll.angalore. At preaent, howsvGr, it 1a 
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not possible to earmark cottee, when in uncured rorm, exclu

sively tor export. Due to the raatidioua quality ot export 

demand only a part or the cured cottee, ot auperior quality, 

can be exported; the rest, i.e., unexportable coltee, baa 

to be utilized tor some internal markets. It was found, 

Y~ngalore does not poaaeaa any coat advantage for curins the 

'Mysore' and Coorg coffee whether the unexportable co!tee ia 

demanded in Myaore, 1n 'deficit' State of ~adraa, or 1n the 

Stotes which do not poaaeaa the curing industry. 

Prior to 1940, the organised (coffee) market Manga

lore had developed played a role in attracting coffee to 

the centre for curing. The concentrntion or curing capacity 

in J.iangalore has also, to an extent, ita bade in certain 

institutional tactora. Both before and after 1940 institu-• 
t1onal factors played their role. The curare in Mangalort 

were in a better position as compared with their CODIJ'&titora 

located in the inland, for supplying the pl~1ter with 

necessary finances and t.is estate requiaites. The plzmtera 

who receive financial help and estate requisites from a 

curer are under (forced) obligation to gat hie ootfae cured 

at the curer. 

There is some op&rational facility gained in having 

a good, ~&nt for export, at the port from whore it ia 

exported. Uangalore provides such operational tactility in 

respect of 'Mfsore' and Coor~ cotfoe (during the months 

October to June). However, encouragement of the curing 



industry in the centre can be only with the purpose of 

ut111a1ng the cured coffee for exports. Due to the fsati

dioua quality requirements or the export market a substan

tial part may not be used tor the purpose. On the other 

hand a large part ot these cured coffee 1n Mangalore may be 

utilised for those internal markets for which it i8 leas 

suited. 

There are natural hurdles in encouraging the curing 

industry in Mangalore. Intervening monsoon on the coast 

poses the obstacle. At present, a quantity or uncured 

coffee ia carried over for post-monsoon curing. · Aa cured 

coffee cannot be retained on the coast, whatever quantity 

remains unsold before monsoon seta in, ia transported to 

the inland. The former problem can be got over by incre&8• 
• 

ing the curing cApacity 80 as to enable the centre to 

complete the curing of season's coffee before monsoon. The 

latter problem may persist. It the Board tails to dispose 

of the cured coffee available in Mangalore before monsoon, 

a larger quantity may hove to be transported to the inland 

than at present. It is possible that the Board is able to 

sell all the coffee available in Mangalore before monsoon. 

To achieve the same, sales will have to be expedited. There 

will be always a rela~ive concentration of sales over time 

it more coffee 1s found on the coast. The ot£1cials ot the 

Board fear that expediting of sales may hamper the pricea. 

The Board may think it proper to restrict any incraaae, 
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or permit only a limited increase, in the flow or coffee to 

Mangelore. The coastal curers, however, because of their 

advantageous position from the point or view or institu

tional factors, may be able to draw a quantity larger than 

is envisaged by the Board. To take over the responsibility 

ot supplying the planter his necesaary finances and estate 

requisites will mean a considerable burden. Perhaps, the 

Board will have to strike a formula that will reduce the 

intluence.of institutional factors. 

Cashewnut Processing I• The progrese or cashew 

industry in Mangelore encountered a few obstacles. Firstly, 

indigenous supply of raw nuts in the region did not warrant 

a r~ater growth. Secondly, the centre did not have a signi

ficant cost advantage over Quilon tor processing the imported 

raw nuts. Finally, as the processors in the region reported, 

the labour supply acts as a constraint on any increase in 

the processing capacity in the place. Thus, mechanised 

processing is inevitable 1f the raw nut supply to the centre 

increases considerably. 

There are no prospects of subatantial increase in the 

indigenous crop in Kanara region or in the immediate hinter

land which hitherto supplied raw nuts to Mangslore. · It 

mechanised processing bas to be employed in Mangalore, the 

centre does not have any cost advantage over Quilon tor 

processing the imported raw nuts. The latter has abundant 

supply of labour and raw nuts can be processed with the 

existing method. 
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Appendix Teble 1 a Output Per Viorker Per Year in Tile Industry 
1n Different Centres, 1965-66 (Output in 
Number or Tiles) 

----------- -.------------------Centre Unit Number Output • Output 
Employed Per \lorlcer 

Per Year - -------- - - ---- ---- - - ---- ---- -
lo!anga1ore A so 1,250,000 25,000 

B ItO 1,361,000 34,0251 

c 130 2,641,000 20,315 
D 112 2,771,000 20,741 
E 110 2,800,000 25,455 
F 137 3,203,000 23,360 
G 137 3,341,000 24,387 
H 171 3,420,000 20,000 

,. I 217 4,660,000 21,475 
.J 174 4,714,000 27,092 

Weighted Average Output Per Worker Per Year 23,26.) 

Cali cut A 60 1,353,847 22,564 
B 104 2,250,000 21,635 
c 12S 2,926,068 23,lt2S 
D 460 9,108,182 18,975 
& Sl3 10,790,997 21,035 

Weighted Average Output Per l'!orker Per Year 20,617 

Qu1lon A .36 1,249,000 .32,6681 

B 84 1,74S,ooo 20,610 
c 264 41 516,000 17,114 
D 271 5,722,000 21,114 

Weighted Average Output Per Worker Per Year 19,367 

- - ------ - ----- ----- - --------- -
(continued) 
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------------------------------Centre Unit Number Output • Output 
Employed Per \iorker 

Per Year - - - -. -- ------------- ------ - ----
Trichur A 60 1,200,000 

B 7S 1,5)6,000 
c 47 1,575,000 
D 90 1,590,000 
E 1)5 2,500,000 
F 1.50 4,3)9,000 

Weighted Averar,e Output Per Worker Per Year 

20,000 
21,707 
33,5111 

17,667 
16,519 
26,9271 

18,967 

- -- - --- - ------ --- - ----- ---- ---.. 
• Includes other products apart from the main product 

tiles, the former converted into tile equivalent. 

I Number employed here refer to that recorded on the factory 
register. Units, B in ~~ngalore 1 A in Quilon and C in 
Trichur are located at the outskirts ot their respective 
towns. As labour is not available in these localities 
only a small number is permanently employed and it is 
this number which appears on the factory register. 
Temporary hands are recruited frequently at these unite. 
Ftt!"ther, even the small number employed works for lonp;er 
hours, \for which they are paid in most cases). Actual 
requirement of labour per unit of output would be more 
than what can be learnt b{ relating the annual output 
with the number on the ro la. In other worda the actual 
output per worker in these units will be much lower then 
is indicated above. 

Unit F in Trichur is a lone example ot ita type where the 
job ot material shifting is mechanised. There are a 
large number ot units in the centre where such mechanisa
tion is not done. 

Units, Bin Mangelore A·in Quilon and C and Fin Trichur 
have been omitted while arriving at the average output 
per worker tor the respective centres. 
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A~pendix T6ble 2 1 Expor~s of Tiles by Sea 1 Mangalore," 1966-67 (July to June ) (Number in Lakhs) 

- - - . -- -- - -- -- - --- -- - -- ------------ - - - - - ------------ - --------------- ----- -- --North Kanara, 
Kerala Karwar, Goa Konkan Bombay Gujernt Saurashtra Other 

~---------------- ------------------ ---------------- ----------------- ---------------- ----------------- --------------------Port Ho.of Port No.of Port No.ot Port No.or Port No.ot Port No.or Port No.ot 
Tills (3) 

Tiles 
(S) Uj•• (7) 

Tiles Tiles Tiles T1lea 
(1) (2 (4.) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (1)) (14.) -- - ----- -- - -- - - - ---- --- - - - - ---- - - - -- - ---- ------ --- ------- --- ----- - - - - - - ---- --
hhikal 8.06 Bellikere 12.01 Bhagwa 2.80 Ali bag 2.17 Bellimora ).92 Bhavnagar 7.71 Other Indian 25.65 

Karencode ).OS Betul 9.5) Chiplun 0.)0 Arnala 3.2) Broach 14..81 
Porta 

Diu l.lt2 

Can cone l.21t Devbhag 0.26 Bess in 5.25 Bulsar 2.25 Dwarka o.a6 Foreign Porta 1.07 

Chapora 3.88 Devghsd 8.51 llankot 4.69 Dahanu 4.)2 Mangpo1 4.71 

Carthingop 0.)1 Jeighad 8.61 Bombny 1)8.11 Daman 4.04 Navebunder 2.92 
(21.89) 

Honavar 0.07 Jaithapur ll.69 Maroli 1.52 Porbunder 20.56 
Dabhol 6S.10 (3.26) 

Karwar 1.06 Kelshi 0.15 (10.)2) Y.atwad 2.52 

6.54 
Veravsl 74.60 

Kiranpani 2.06 Mal wan Harnai 2.03 J.1ora 1.3a (11.82) 

Marmagoa 1).50 Pal seth 0.41 Karan sa 7.27 Navaari 2.81 

Psnjim 2S.O~ Puranghad 10.05 Kelve . 2.2) Osal 1.21 
(3.9 ) 

Ratnagiri 46.62 J.!urud 0.5S Sur at 7.66 
(7.39) 

~.Sit 2.82 Sadeshivgsd s.93 Pan vel Umbergaon 

Shirod 0.26 Revdanda 4.26 

Vengurla 4,.65 Satpati ).41 

Vijaydurg 9.28 Shrivardhan 0.28 

Tarapur l.)lt 

------ -- - - - ----------- -------- ---- - -------- -- - -- -- - --- - - --- --- - -- - ------ - -- --
Total • ll.ll Total 

(1.76) 
74..66 

(11.8)) 
Total 110.7) . Totnl 

(17.55) 

Total Exports of Tiles by Sea (Cola. 2 + It + 6 + 8 + 10 + 12 + 14) • 6)0.92 

Total Total 112.78 
(17.88)" 

Total 26.72 

- - ---- -- -- ------ -- ----- -- - -- -- - - - - --- - --- --- -- - ------ -- - -- --- - --- --------- ---
Note l Figures in brackets indicate percentage to the total exports by sea. 

Courtesy s The Western India Tile Manufacturers Association, Manga1ore. 
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Arpendix Teble 3 : (continued) 

- -- --- - --------- - --- - -- - - -Centre/ Tiles sold Grsde I - - - --- - - --- - - ----------- --- -Grade ·II Grade III ---- ---- - - - ---- ------- -
Un11; 1n 196,S-66 . -------------------------Number or Price/ . Value -------------------------Number ot Price/ Value -------------------------Number or Price/ Value 

Grade IV 

-------------------------- Total Price/ 
1000 
tile a tiles 1000 tiles 1000 tiles 

tlumber ot Price/ Value Value 

tiles tiles ---- --- --- ----------- --- ------ - --~-- -- --- - -- ------ ------------------ ----- ----
Triehur . 

., 

A 1,164,000 873,000 145 126,sa5 116,400 ll,S 13,386 
' 

116,400 9S 11,0.56 56,200 7S 4,365 155,394 1)).50 
B 1,459,000 875,400 145 126,9)) 145,900 1~5 18,2)$ 262,620 115 )0,201 17'},080 75 13,131 16a,503 129.20 
c '. 1,507,000 1,1)0,250 155 17.5,189. 150,700 110 16,577 75,350 100 7,535 150,700 70 10,~49 209,650 1)9.25 
D 

~! . ~ 
1,540,000 647,000 175 148,225. )65,000 170 65,450 231,000 90 20,790 • • 77,000 75 5,775 24.0,240 156.00 

E 2,411,000. 1,446,600 140 202,52/t lt82 1 200 120 57,664 241,100 95 22,905 241,100 75 18,01l2 301,.:ns 125.00 
F 3,854,000 2,890,500 175 5os,s:;s 578,100 155 89,605 192,700 13S 26,01') 192,700 100 19,270 640,721! 166.25 

Total 11,935,000 1,736,090 
Weighted Averege Price 145.46 

--------------.------------------ -.--------------------------- ----------------., 

* 

I 

Tile manufacturers classify tiles into gr11des. There 1s nQ. standard rule observed by all the units in clusifying the output. The 
~pacification or the grsde and the percentage share ot the grade 1n the output differs from unit to unit. Data weore obtained regarding 
(e) r.o.b. prices quoted for the different grades during the survey period in 1967 end (b) the grade cosposition or unit of output i.e. 1000 tiles. 

Production data for the year 1966-67 could not be obtafned. Hence, with the help or data relating to sales of tiles during 1965-66 the 
quantity or tiles in different grades has been found out. ~The tiles in each grade have been valued at the r.o.b. price quoted tor the grade 
during the survey in 1967. The next step is to calculate the value or output (comprising of all grades) for the individual units. Adding the 
value of output of all the units in the individual centre and dividing by the total output (i.e. tiles sold during 1965-66) the wei&h~ed 
average price has been arrived et for the centre. ' 

Unit c in ~~naalore classified its tiles into five grades.:. The V grade consisting or 17)1600 til0s priced&~ Rs.S5 per 1000 ~ilea amounted 
to ks. 14,756°for the grade. The total value of the produc~ !or the unit includes the vaLue from the V grade. 
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Apoendix Table 4 t Transport Cost Per 1000 Tiles, 1965-66 (in Ra.) 

-- --- - -~- - - --- - -- - - -- -- ---- -- - - ---------------------------------------Jolangalore Coondspur Cal1cut · Qu1lon Tr1~b7u-...... 

Jr.arket State in which 
the l•:arket is 
Located 

------------------------ -------------------------- ---------------- ---------------(By tsy Rail (sy (By (By aa11 (By (sy (By (s1 (sy Tsr _______ Tar·---
asil) Via Coast Rail via Coast Rail) Coast Rail) Coaat Ra 1) Coast 

.lolangalore- upto via f<lengalore- upto upt.o upto upto 1 Hassan Bombay, Mange.. Hassan Bombay, Bombay, Bombay, Dombay, 
New Link Rail lore) New Link) Rail Rail Rail RAil 

there- there- there- there- there-
after) after) after) after) art.er) 

-------------------------------------------------------------- - --- -- - - ----
A : R~IL-Hl:.'-0 fii',RJCETS 

i) Loeel ~erkets of 
the Four Centres 

Mangs1ore My sore - 2o.oo• 28.56 61.20 36.72 
Cali cut Kerale 2S.56 66.56 - 48.48 20.40 
Qu1lon • 61.20 101.20 48.46 - 40.)2 
Trichur " )6.72 76.72 20.40 40.)2 -

11) Other Rail-head 
Markets 

Salem Madras Sl.84 56.64 91.84 106.64 37.20 64..24 .)).12 
r.~adursi " 6).12 7$.4$ 103.12 us.~ 49.92 )1.92 46.80 
Tinnevelly • 71.04 67.)6 101.04. 117.36 59.04. 24.96 55.1.4 

Hyderabad P.ndhra Pradlilsh 98.04 sa.46 143.52 1.)8.04 124.48 140.52 e.a.ao 153.52 10).20 16).52 86.40 193.92 
Poona Mahareshtra ll4.uO g .oa 104.40 154.00 128.oS 101.40 104..61. 111..40 118.)2 124.40 102.24 154.80 
Ujjaln Jiiadhya Pradesh 1.)5.84 1)2.24 140.16 175.84 172.24 1.)7.16 1)2.72 150.16 1)6.80 160.16 129 • .)6 190.56 

B : COfl.ST f.L fJ;~R~ETS _ -------------------- B'j.Sea--------------'-----------------------------· ,, ... ·'·) . . ,. . ~ 

Penjim 
Ratnagir1 
Bombay 
Broach 
Veraval 

Goa 
Maharashtra 

a 
Gujara~ 

" . 

42.00 
so.oo 
;s.oo 
1).00 
7S.uo 

\ 

.)9.00 
47.00 
ss.oo 
70.00 
75.00 

52.00 
60.00 
68.00 
8).00 
88.00 

62.00 
70.00 
78.00 
9).00 
98.00 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
• Refers to transport cost by road. t Via Ca1icut, upto Calieut by rail. 

Note : A transhipment cost or Rs.20.00 per 1000 tiles bas been added !or the change in mode of transport wherever applicable. 

Source : Railwai. Tariff- Rates given for commodity-Class .)0-A in the Goods Tariff No • .)1-A, Part II, Goods Rste Tables , (in force from let 
April 965) 1 Indien Rgilway Conference Association, Delhi. 
Railway Tari£! is per Quintal. To calcul&te the above transport costs it has been assumed that 2~ Quintela • 1000 Tiles. 
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.-.ppendix Table 5 1 Weighted Ayerage Price• Per 1000 Tiles 
for Different Centres baaed on Sales 
Data, 1965-66 

------------------------------Centre Unit Tiles Sold Sale Receipts Price 
(in Nos.) (in Ra.) per 1000 

Tiles 
(in Rs.) ·-----------------------------

J.langalore 

Cali cut 

~uilon 

Trichur 

c 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 

Totol 

2,480,000 
2,680,000 
),059,000 
3,114,000 
3,220,000 
lt,230,000 
lt,5)2,000 

23,315,000 
Weighted Average Price 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 

Total 

1,280,933 
l,Soo,ooo 
2,736,932 
7,559,790 
8,376,000 

21,753,655 

Weighted Average Price 

A 
B 
c 
D 

Total 

1,113,000 
'1,71),000 
3,374,000 
5,582,000 

11,762,000 
· Weighted Average Price 

B 
c 
D 
F 

Total 

1,459,000 
1,507,000 
1,540,000 
),854,000 

8,360,000 
Weighted Average Price 

347,200 
1.65,106 
1.94,854 
46),170 
540,316 
710,640 
654,557 

3,675,843 

19),421 
27),929 
419,373 

1,256,1)5 
1,27),989 

3,416,847 

144,601 
227,825 
475,765 
759,463 

1,607,654 

153,195 
165,770 
185,890 
501,020 

1,005,875 

140.00 
17).55 
161.77 
148.71t 
167.80 
166.00 
144.43 

157.66 

1Sl.OO 
152.18 
15).2) 
166.16 
152.10 

157.07 

129.92 
1)).00 
141.01 
1)6.06 

1)6.45 

105.00 
uo.oo 
120.71 
1)0.00 

120.)2 

- - - ------ ------- ---------- -----
• Weights used are tiles sold. 
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